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Foreword
From 16 January through 28 February 1991, the United States and its
allies conducted one of the most operationally successful wars in history,
a conflict in which air operations played a preeminent role. The Gulf
War Air Power Survey was commissioned on 22 August 1991 to review
all aspects of air warfare in the Persian Gulf for use by the United States
Air Force, but it was not to confine itself to discussion of that institution.
The Survey has produced reports on planning, the conduct of operations,
the effects of the air campaign, command and control, logistics, air base
support, space, weapons and tactics, as well as a chronology and a compendium of statistics on the war. It has prepared as well a summary
report and some shorter papers and assembled an archive composed of
paper, microfilm, and electronic records, all of which have been deposited
at the Air Force Historical Research Agency at Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama. The Survey was just that, an attempt to prcvide a comprehensive and documented account of the war. It is not a definitive history:
that will await the passage of time and the opening of sources (Iraqi
records, for example) that were not available to Survey researchers. Nor
is it a summary of lessons learned: other organizations, including many
within the Air Force have already done that, Rather, the Survey provides
an analytical and evidentiary point of departure for future studies of the
air campaign. It concentrates on an analysis of the operational level of
war in the belief that this level of warfare is at once one of the most
difficult to characterize and one of the most important to understand.
The Survey was directed by Dr. Eliot Cohen of Johns Hopkins
University's School of Advanced International Studies and was staffed by
a mixture of civilian and military analysts, including retired officers from
the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps. It was divided into task forces, most
of which were run by civilians working temporarily for the Air Force.
The work produced by the Survey was examined by a distinguished
review committee, that included scholars, retired general officers from the
Air Force, Navy, and Army, as well as former and current senior govemnment officials. Throughout, the Survey strived to conduct its research
in a spirit of impartiality and scholarly rigor. Its members had as their
standard the observation of Mr. Franklin D'Olier, chairman of the United
States Strategic Bombing Survey during and after the second World War:
"We wanted to burn into everybody's souls that fact that the survey's
responsibility . . . was to ascertain facts and to seek truth, eliminating
completely any preconceived theories or dogmas."

v

The Survey attempted to create a body of data common to all of the
reports. Because one group of researchers compiled this core material
while other task forces were researching and drafting other, more narrowly focused studies, it is possible that discrepancies exist among the reports
with regard to points of detail. More importantly, authors were given
discretion, within the bounds of evidence and plausibility, to interpret
events as they saw them. In some cases, task forces came to differing
conclusions about particular aspects of this war. Such divergences of
view were expected and even desired: the Survey was intended to serve
as a point of departure for those who read its reports, and not their analytical terminus.
This volume consists of two reports. The first, Operations, focuses
on the employment of air power as part of Coalition's military efforts to
destroy Iraq's military forces and potential, and to liberate Kuwait; in
this framework, it examines objectives and dissects problems associated
with air operations. The second report, Effects and Effectiveness, surveys
the accomplishments of Coalition air power at the operational level
relative to the military and political objectives for which the war was
fought.
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Introduction
In many ways "Desert Storm" represents a watershed in history; for
much of the war, it consisted entirely of the application of massive doses
of air power to the economic and bureaucratic infrastructure of Iraq and
its military forces. How the Coalition applied air power differed greatly
from previous wars in which air forces had played major roles. In this
case, air power proved itself capable of use as both a rapier-like instrument and as a bludgeon. By itself, the air campaign achieved considerable effects on the Iraqi military, its infrastructure, its command and
control, and even the political stability of the Badthist tyranny.
Yet many things remain unclear about the campaign's impact on
Iraq.' Even the question of how many tanks, armored personnel carriers,
artillery pieces, and other numerical indices of military power the campaign destroyed or damaged is open to dispute. As for the impact of air
power on Iraq's military system, its military industrial complex, and even
the regime itself, much of that remains opaque.
Nevertheless, even with the imponderables the air campaign suggests
that the military balance between air and ground has changed in fundamental ways. Bernard Trainor, the former Marine Corps general, former
New York Times military correspondent and current professor at the JFK
School of Government at Harvard, underlined that shift in a lecture to the
Naval War College in October 1991, He noted that for the first time in
history the ground campaign had supported the air campaign.'
This study focuses on the air war's operationalconduct against Iraq
and its military forces.' For our purposes, the USAF's 1992 basic doctrinal manual provides a useful definition of "operational art," the focus
of this report:

lAnd unfortunately will remain unclear until Iraqi records become available to
historians-an unlikely occurrence. at least for the foreaceable future. Even then one
wonders, given the nature of the Iraqi tyranny, how much trust one can place in the
written record of Saddam Hussein's regime.
21am indebted to Ceneral Traineor for permission to use this comment.

".1For more detailed examinations of the strategic and tactical frameworks within
which the air war was waged, the reader should consult the appropriate reports in this
survey or the war,

Operational art. The employment of military forces to attain strategic
or operational objectives in a theater of war or in a theater of operations
through the design, organization, and conduct of campaigns and major
operations. Operational art translates theater strategy into operational
and, ultimately, tactical action.4

This report, consequently, focuses on the employment of air power
as a part of Coalition military efforts to destroy Iraq's military forces and
potential, and to liberate Kuwait. Within that framework, the air campaign attempted a wide variety of objectives. This apparent diversion of
effort reflected both the enormous resources mobilized in the Gulf by the
Coalition and fears of military commanders that the Iraqis would exit the
war at an early point, thereby preserving much of their military power.
The study of war in the air raises issues that reflect the nature of war
as well as the particular problems associated with air operations. How
well did air commanders think out the application of air power to attacking enemy centers of gravity? How did unforeseen frictions and chance
affect operations? The purpose of Gulf War Air Power Survey is to
address such questions.' The aim of this study is to provide the reader
with a framework for understanding the conduct of the air campaign on
the operational level. Above all, this work does not aim at finding fault

4Air Force Manual I-I, "Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force,"
Vol. It, Maxwell AFB, Mar 1992, pp 295-96. The term operational art is relatively new,
introduced into US conceptions of the conduct of war by the Army in the early 1980s
from German and Soviet usage. It provides a more systematic conceptualization of the
complex interaction of military forces to achieve goals above the tactical level of war.
For example the German exploitation of their breakthrough on the Meuse in May 1940
is not tactics-the actual battlefield concepts of military forces-nor is it strategy-the
achievement of national goals. Consequently, the development of the term operations fills
the void in the area that was at one time termed grand tactics or theater strategy, both of
which muddied the discussions of military events.

1'he series of studies that come under this survey represent an attempt to deal with
the Gulf War in a fashion similar to the great Strategic Bomilbing Survey that grappled
with the impact of the U.S. strategic bombing campaigns against Germany and to a lesser
extent against Japan. There are, however, two substantial differences between this effort
ant its predecessor. First, The Strategic Bombing Survey was able to study the impact of
the bombing campaign through extensive use of captured enemy documents. That i.
obviously not possible in the case of the Gulf War. Secondly, The Stmtegic Bombing
Survey only examined the economic effects of the bombing efforts; the Gulf War Survey
on the other hand alms to examine the military as well as the economic impacts of the
bombing, Hence this report on the operational conduct of the war.
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with those who held the responsibility for conducting the air war with all
its intractable problems. Rather it hopes to give the reader insight into
the war that occurred ii, 1991.
The Nature of War In the Air
Before one can properly understand the conduct of an air campaign,
one must understand the political and strategic context within which the
Coalition waged the air war, as well as the conditions that war imposed
on those who flew and directed the effort. As the great Getman military
thinker, Karl von Clausewitz suggested, war is an instrument of policy
aiming at political objectives, but It also is a phenomenon involving the
full range of human emotions and irrationalities. It possesses a dynamic
of its own, created by the violence that lies at its core and which unleashes such incalculable factors as anger, fear, revenge, and hatred. Above
all, war involves the effort to compel our opponent "to do our will."' Its
fundamental essence is violence aimed at destroying the enemy's ability
and willingness to continue the struggle.
War creates a terrifying environment-an environment which peacetime conditions rarely replicate. Yet military professionals perform their
tasks in combat only once or twice in a career and then often under very
different circumstances from those for which they had prepared. "It is as
if a surgeon had to practice throughout his life on dummies for one real
operation; or a barrister only appeared once or twice in court towards the
close of his career; or a professional swimmer had to spend his life
practicing on dry land for an Olympic championship on which the future
of his nation depended."'
A number of serious impediments exist to successful military operations; they lie at the heart of the conduct of war. Clausewitz grouped
such factors under the overarching concept of what he termed "friction."
Everything in war is very simple, but the simplest thing is difficult.
The difficulties accumulate and end in producing a kind of friction that

'Carl von Clausewitz, On War, ed. and translated by Michael Howard and Peter
Paret (Princeton, NJ, 1984). p 95.
7
"Michael
Howard, "The Use and Abuse of Military History," Journalof the Royal
United Services Institute, Feb 1962, p 6,
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is inconceivable unless one has experienced war.... Countless minor
incidents-the kind you can never foresee-combine to lower the general

level of performance, so that one always falls short of the intended
goal .... "
The frictions of combat vary from chance encounters, to the difficulties
involved in getting individuals to act with a common purpose, to unexpected patterns of weather.
The Gulf War underlined again the profound hold that friction exercises over the conduct of military operations. From mid-January to the
end of February, the Persian Gulf saw one of the longest sustained periods of bad weather that the region has seen in recent history. Unfortunately, the arrival of that period of bad weather coincided exactly with
the course of the war.
For air commanders and planners who had spent the previous five
months in a hectic environment, but one in which sighting small clouds
were major events, the sustained bad weather was a nasty surprise. By
the tenth day of the war, the weather had affected the campaign to the
extent that Coalition air forces had only reached the point where they had
planned to be by day four or five.' To the end, weather exercised a
serious impact on the conduct of air operations. On the forty-first day,
when planners aimed to clear up many crucial leadership and military
support targets that still remained, a ferocious storm system cancelled of
all F-117 strikes, the only night on which this was the case. On the next
night, the weather did not improve much; F-I 17s dropped only ten weapons-barely one-fifth of their average for the war.'°
Such, however, are the physical limitations under which all wars
occur. Under conditions of discomfort, danger, physical exertion, exhaustion, chance, and chaos, individuals attempt to function in a coherent and
intelligent fashion. Nevertheless, what is obvious to the historian with
the luxuries of time and calm may not have been so apparent to those
holding the responsibilities of leadership in wartime.

aClausewitz, On War, p 119.
9
lntvw, Maj Gen Buster Glosson with QWAIS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keancy), 14 Apr 1992.
10

°WAPq Missions Database.
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Perhaps the most serious friction is what historians refer to as the
"fog of war," that pervasive atmosphere of uncertainty, ambiguity, breakdowns in communication, and general lack of knowledge as to what is
occurring. Because military organizations fight human enemies who fight

in accordance with their aims and objectives, it is difficult to estimate
how any combat situation will evolve. Although we may calculate what
our opponent might do, there are few certainties or absolutes, and when
one calculates in certainties and absolutes, one flirts with disaster,
Yet commanders in war are not inanimate objects. They can indeed
place the strengths of their forces against the enemy's weaknesses, and
in effect maximize the frictions with which the enemy's military organizations will have to deal. The plan drawn "Desert Shield" in fact aimed
at maximizing the frictions inherent in the Iraqi military system. By
disrupting ctwial nodes in Iraq's air defense system (particularly its
control centers), by attacking early warning and SAM radar sites, by
disrupting electrical pcwer for much of the country-thereby forcing many
Iraqi military instatdations to go to back up power-and by bombing
communication centers, planners caused maximum friction and confusion
within Saddam's command structure," The aim was not destruction of
one particular target set-which would have left much of Iraq's military
infrastructure intact-but rather a synergistic degradation of the whole, in
which friction, confusion, and uncertainty would combine to make the
defenses generally ineffectual. The fact that Coalition air forces lost only
a single F/A-18 in the first night's operations underlines the success of
that air plan in imposing unacceptable levels of friction on the enemy.
The factors that govern, and limit, the conduct of war on the ground
or at sea equally affect air operations.' 2 As an historian of the Combined
Bomber Offensive has observed about strategic bombing in World War
II:
Thus we are left with one clear reminder of a painful truth: The [condi-

tions] of war applied as much to the strategic air offensive waged over
Itllntvw, MiJ Gen Burter Glosson with UwAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, Thomas Keaney), 9 and 14 Apr 1992; oral interview, Lt Col David Deptula with
:WAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and Thomas Kcaney), 20 and 21 Dec

1991.

12

T'ihs, however, has not been the traditional view ol air power theorists, partic~ularly
in the period before World War II.
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Europe's skies through five-and-a-half bitter years as they did to the
sailors and soldiers on the distant seas or in the mud and sand below.
Occasionally, the airman may have felt himself living and fighting in a
new dimension, just as the air force commander may have sometimes
felt he enjoyed a freedom of manoeuvre denied to admirals and generals. But the airman died, and the air force commander was defeated
and stalemated unless the laws were kept. When they were kept, suc.
cess came; until they could be kept, hope was kept alive by courage
alone, 3

The same conditions that limit and detract from military operations
on land and sea govern the conduct of war in the air. Nevertheless, war
in the third dimension presents historians and analysts with intractable
problems in determining a coherent picture of operations or even in
determining the effects of such operations. In most respects, the history
on ground and navai wars has been relatively easy to write.'" Ground
war, with its ebb and flow, provides ready patterns on which to construct
narratives, The key events announce themselves, victors and vanquished
are generally obvious, and one can trace outcomes to specific events and
trends that give rise to climactic or crucial moments on the battlefield.

Similarly, the conduct of naval operations, with its clash of fleets, seemingly possesses clarity and simplicity; logs and position reports allow
considerable certitude as to what has transpired."

""Anthony Verrier, The Bomber Offeashive (London, 1968), p 327.
14Nevertheless, as John Keegan in The Face of Baitle (London, 1976) huggested to

us In the mid 1970s, there have been a number of highly distortional factort In the writing
of traditional military history. Upon closer examination, as his ground-breaking work
serves to underline, the clear blue and red arrows on the pages of traditional military
histories dissolve into complex and difficult to reconstruct actions of individuals und units.
"5Nevertheless, it Is important to note that In the two most important naval campaigns of the 20th Century, namely the battle for control of the Atlantic, present considerable problems in estimating the not advantage gained by control of the sea: How much
impact did the blockade exercise over the German war economies in two world war i?
What advantages 41id the Allies gain from the capacity to project power onto the European
continent? Were there any crucial battles or decisive operations in the conduct of the
Battle of the Atlantic? Or was the course of the campaign only reflected in the cold, hard
numbers of ships or Il-boats sunk and numbers of convoys slipping across the Atlantic?
Arguably, the best examination of the war in the Atlantic during World War II still
remains a novel written immediately after ,he war by a junior officer engaged in the
struggle: Nicholas Monserat, The Cruel Sea (New York: Knopf, 1951),

6

Air war, on the other hand, possesses none of this clarity. One might
best characterize the differences between air war and other forms of war
by looking at how differently air units fight in comparison with their
comrades in other dimensions. Air forces divide themselves into subdivisions similar to those of armies: commands (armies), numbered air forces
(corps and divisions), wings (brigades and regiments), squadrons (battalions), and flights (companies).
And yet where ground forces fight as groups under command of
individuals who enjoy some limited control even under the worst of
circumstances, air forces in combat almost immediately break down into
their smallest units, into groups as small as flights of four or elements of
two. Fighter combat often turns into vast gaggles of aircraft; the conditions of combat degenerate into chaos and the efforts of individuals to
survive. The inherent chaos, speed, and lack of discernable landmarks in
the sky make it difficult to grasp what is occurring, much less to reconstruct events. The failure of the Iraqi air force to mount serious opposition to early Coalition control of the air undoubtedly mitigates some of
this difficulty in writing an operational history of this air campaign.
Nevertheless, the inherent speed of high performance aircraft and the fog
of war often make It inherently difficult to reconstruct plausible and
coherent explanations for individual events.
There is an additional problem: how to calculate air power's effect
on the enemy's capacity to conduct operations or even to manage his
economy. Here, one deals with intangibles: what options might the
enemy have exercised either militarily or economically had he not been
under air attack? Did an air offensive lower his civilian or military
morale, and, if so, what impact, if any, did such a fall in morale have on
the capacity to fight or produce? What levels of production could enemy
industry have reached but for the damage occasioned by air attacks?
Such questions remain no closer to closure in the historical community
in regard to World War 11 than they wete at the end of that conflict, Not
surprisingly, then answers to such questions on air operations in the Gulf
without any Iraqi records must remain tentative for the foreseeable future.
When ground fighting is over, no matter how inconclusive, armies
have casualties, equipment, or lost territory to tally up; navies can count
the number of ships lost or even the numtiber of convoys delivered. But
air forces, outside of the fall of bombs or numbers of aircraft shot down,
have little direct evidence on which to calculate the indirect or even the
7

direct impact of their attacks on the enemy. Admittedly, there are at
times VTR tapes of weapons impacting on target. But not all aircraft have
the equipment for such evidence.' 6 Nor are conditions always such that

one can make an accurate assessment of weapons effectiveness; weather,
dust, or even the debris from explosives can obscure what has happened
to the target. Finally, one must note that the effects of destruction or
damage to a target may well remain unclear until after a war is over.
Those who assess the impact of a strike, or series of strikes, or even a
campaign may never be able to move beyond estimating the possible
effects of attacks on the enemy's economy or military forces,
Consequently, evaluating the conduct of air war on the operational
level raises considerable problems for the historian.' 7 In tracing the
genesis as well as the conduct of Allied bombing campaigns against
Germany, for example, the simplicity of surface campaigns is seldom
evident. As the official historians of the Army Air Forces in World War
II have suggested:
The nature of the bombardment campaign imposes on the historian a
problem of presentation as novel as the concept of war, The heavy
bomber offensive was an impersonal sort of war and monotonous in its
own particular way. Day after day, as weather and equipment permitted, B-17's and B-24's went out, dropped their deadly loads, and turned
homeward. The immediate result or their strikes could be photographed
and assessed by intelligence offlcers in categories reminiscent of high
school "grades"-homhing was excellent, good, fair, or poor, But rarely
was a single mission or series of missions decisive, ... The effects of
the bombing were gradual, cumulative, and during the course of the
campaign rarely measurable with any degree of assurance. Bomber
crews went back time and again to hit targets which they had seemingly
demolished before. Only near the end of the war when the bottom

60One

of the striking aspects of the Gulf War was the number of platforms which
did not have fnin evidence as to whether their weapons had in fact struck the target, This
stands in contrast with World War II, when IHrItish and American strategic bombers
(Lancasters. Hallfaxes, B-17s, B-24s, and B-29s) all provided a snap shot of what they
had dropped on-although of course under conditions of winter all that intelligence got was
a picture of clouds.
"And this Is perhaps a major facior in expluining why military historians have shied
away from air power history in spite of the fact thai it raises some of the most important
Issues of technological and social aduptation in the twentieth century-for civil society as
well as military organizations,
8

dropped out of the German defense did the full results of the Combined
Bomber Offensive become apparent; before that the "phases" of the

long drawn-out campaign seldom achieved the sharp focus they had
shown in the early plans. Drama hovered close to each plane which
sortied ... but Ps drama the big show itself was in 1942-1943 flat,
repetitive, without climax."'

Fortunately for Allied air forces, Iraqi air power proved almost completely incapable of intervention against the aerial tide that swept into the
Mesopotamian Valley on 17 January 1991 and over succeeding weeks.
But while the enemy was incapable of standing and fighting, the impact
of the blows that he received remained unclear for much of the war. His
air defense system was soon in tatters, his electrical system badly damaged, his communications in disarray, his army lying exposed in the open,
pounded day and night; yet to the end of the war, it remained unclear
how extensively air power was damaging his capacity to resist. Even if
the documents concerning Iraq's conduct of the war were available, a
number of crucial factors nmight well remain unclear: how much did
bombing electrical and communication sites contribute to the collapse of
the Iraqi air defense system? When did the morale of the Iraqi soldiers
begin wo collapse? Given the Iraqi political system which often punished
bearers of bad news, did the high command in Baghdad ever recognize
the extent of the damage? Could Coalition forces have moved earlier on
the ground? For how long a period did air attacks set back Iraqi nuclear,
chemical, and biological programs, in which the Saddam's regime had
invested so much of its capital'?
This account of the air campaign against Iraq has broken its subject
into discreet chronological topics. The first chapter discusses the outbreak of the crisis, deployment of U.S. forces to the Persian Gulf, and the
planning that established the framework within which Coa'lition air forces
would fight. The next chapter turns to a net assessment of opposing
forces. Here the emphasis will be on laying out the factors beyond "bean
counts" to understand the complex balances of training, preparation,
doctrine, and technological capabilities that factored into the combat
equation in the Gulf War.

"Wesley Frank Craven and James Lee Cate, The Arty Air Forces in World War II,
Vol. il (Washington. DC, 1983). p ix.
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The rest of the report will concentrate on the conduct of operations.
It will emphasize the first days of the campaign, for it was in that critical
period that Coalition air forces effectively gutted Iraqi capabilities to
defend their nation. These chapters will also examine succeeding weeks
in the strategic air campaign against Iraq and the impact that frictions
such as weather and Scud attacks had on the campaign. Finally, the last
chapters will examine the air campaign against Iraqi ground forces and
its contributioii to the ground war.
This account of the air campaign against Iraq aims to convey the
ambiguities and difficulties that confronted air commanders in their war
against Iraq. It does not provide simple answers but rather evaluates the
difficult choices made at the time, more often than not on the basis of
incomplete information. Moreover, it relies on the incomplete information in the records; and the reader must remember that, in contrast to
World War II, the Allied effort in this short, swift, and ferocious air
offensive did not result in the collapse of the Saddam's regime. As a
result, enemy assessments, the damage to his system, the actions and
reactions of Iraqi commanders remain unclear. One can only surmise
why the enemy reacted as he did. On that basis, nevertheless, this survey
aims to achieve an intelligent and useful account.
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Desert Shield
In 1989, as the power of the Soviet Union drained away, U.S. Central
Command began reassessing its mission. The Reagan administration had
created the command in 1983 to block a possible Soviet drive through
Iran to Persian Gulf oil. Since that threat seemed no longer credible, the
new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Gen. Colin Powell, encouraged the
command to turn its attention to Iraq.
The successful conclusion of its long war with Iran in 1988 had left
Iraq with an enormous debt, but also with one of the largest armies and
air forces in the Middle East (with the possible exception of Israel). To
the south, in apparently weaker countries, lay approximately half the
world's proven oil reserves. By spring 1990, Central Command had
drafted a revision of its Operations Plan 1002 to deal with an Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia through Kuwait. This draft plan, 1002-90, came
none too soon.'
Central Command's first exercise of its new draft plan had just begun
in Florida, when on 17 July 1990, Iraq's dictator, Saddam Hussein,
publicly threatened Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates. In private, the
Iraqis had repeatedly made known over the preceding six months a set of
demands to their smaller neighbors: forgive Iraq's war debt, reduce oil
production to raise the price of oil. and compensate Iraq both for its war
against Iran and (in the case of Kuwait) for pumping oil from Iraq's
portion of the Rumayla oil field. Within a week. credible intelligence
reporting indicated the presence of two Iraqi armored divisions on
Kuwait's northern border. Like most observers around the world, the

'(S/NF) OPLAN, USCINCCENT 1002-90, 2d draft, ISJul 1990, OWAPS NA 41. See also
Is( draft of outline plan, 16 Apr 1990, OWAPS, CHC 13. Gen H. Norman Schwguzkopf
with Peter Petre, It Doesn't Take a Hero (New York: Bantam, 1992) gives a somewhat
different version of the genesis of 1002-90 than the OWAPS Planning report. Schwarzkopf, who was then in charge of Central Command, says that he had the idea and sold
it to Powell.
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Kuwaitis believed that Saddam was bluffing. Ihe United Arab Emirates,
on the other hand, asked the United States for two KC-135 air refueling
tankers to aid its Mirage fighters in maintaining an around-the-clock
patrol over that country's offshore oil platforms. Although the KC-135s
began operations in the United Arab Emirates on 24 July, this American
involvement failed to deter Iraq from its invasion of Kuwait. 2
Meanwhile, Central Command's command post exercise, Internal
Look, had run its course. The exercise laid out basic conceptual problems in defending the region against Iraq. In particular, Internal Look
examined military and operational problems involved in dealing with
Iraq's military forces on the ground and in the air. Unfortunately, several
problem areas emerged from the exercise-such as intelligence weaknesses-that subsequent events woald more than confirm. Nevertheless, given
the focus of the American militauy over the previous forty years, the fact
that considerable weaknesses existed In preparations to deal with a crisis
in the Middle East should not be surprising. Whatever the defects of
Internal Look, it represented an excellent primer for those who soon
found themselves engaged in a full-blown Middle Eastern crisis.
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait began at 0100 hours on 2 August 1990;
three of Saddam's elite Republican .iard divisions crossed the border on
the ground, while a fourth launched a helicopter assault against the capital. Kuwait City fell by seven that morning. The Kuwaitis had failed to
place their troops on alert and many fcll into Iraqi hands at their normal
duty posts rather than in forward prepared positions. The Kuwaitis did
get six Mirages in the air early in the morning; those aircraft shot down
a number of enemy helicopters before Iraqi fighters entered the battle and
attacked all three Kuwaiti air bases at 0500. During the day, Iraqi tanks
reached the airfields, and most of Kuwait's air force fled to Saudi Arabia;
the Iraqis captured the airmen who remained and sent them on to Iraq.'
It appeared possible that Saddam's forces would soon round up the

2[DMLETED] (S/NF) rmsg. US Embassy Abij Dhabl to Sacretary of State, subj: UAEs

Fean Iraqi Air attack, 2L 142Z Jul 90.
m
31
ntvw, Kuwalti Air Force officers captured in ,urnmur !990 with OWAPs perSusl.
14 Jul 1992.
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American embassy staff and more than two thousand Americans working
in Kuwait.'
The American Response
That same day, President George Bush met for the first time with
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of Central Command or
"CEMICOM" [pronounced "Sent Corn"] as most mifitary people called it.
The President warned Schwankopf that he should be prepared to fight if
Iraq took the embassy staff hostage or extended its invasion into Saudi
Arabia. Two days later at Camp David, Schwarzkopf and his air commander, Lt. Gen, Charles A. Homer, briefed the President on possible
military responses. In peacetime, Homer commanded Ninth Air Force;
in a Middle Eastern crisis that tactical command became Central Air
Forces or CENTAF (pronounced "Sen Ta').5
By the time Schwarzkopf and Homer spoke to the President at Camp
David, the Iraqis had moved approximately eleven divisions into or near
Kuwait, nearly 200,000 men; some of these were already on Kuwait's
border with Saudi Arabia. More than half a million L aqi regulars and
reservists remained at home, where that country's armed forces equaled
approximately half the number of active duty U.S. forces worldwide.
Few Americans, however, were in the Middle East. European Command
had fourteen F-IllEs and four F-16s in Turkey, but the U.S. did not
know whether the Turks would allow air strikes against Iraq. Two
aircraft carriers would reach the Red Sea and the Gulf of Oman in a few
days, but this was all Schwarzkopf and Homer could offer unless Saudi
Arabia or other Middle Eastern nations accepted American forces.6
Bush then. nt Secretary of Defense Richard B. Cheney, Schwnr"ckopf,
and Homer to Saudi Arabia to persuade King Fahd to allow
implementation of CENTCOM's Operations Plan 1002-90. The plan called
for deploying a quarter million U.S. troops to Saudi Arabia, where American ways-for example, American women in uniform-seemed likely to

41ntvw, OWAPS with Col Saber A.-Suwaidin, Acting Cmdr, Kuwait AF, 14 Jul 1992,
GWAPS NA 377.

sSchwarzkupf, Hero, pp 297-302.

6(S) Transcript. LA Gen Homer's taped responme to written quetions of CMSgt John
Burton, CSrAF historian, Mar 1991, awAre cH 13A; Schwankopf, Hero, pp 298-302.
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upset traditional Muslims. But satellite photography underlined the
threatening nature of Iraqi deployments on the Saudi frontier. On 6 August
King Fahd invited the Americans to deploy their forces into his nation.7
The deployment that followed Fahd's decision was unprecedented in
its combination of speed, size, and distance. The Americans called it
Operation Desert Shield, to emphasize its defensive purpose. Most of the
quarter million troops, the thousand aircraft, and the millions of tons of
equipment and supplies ticketed by Operations Plan 1002-90 moved at
least seven thousand miles from the continental United States during the
next three months. While they arrived, the United States and Saudi
Arabia moved their strategic conceptions beyond defense of Saudi Arabia
toward Operation Desert Storm, the expulsion of Iraqi forces from Kuwait
and the elimination of Iraq's capability to threaten its neighbors. For that
strategic purpose another eight hundred U.S. aircraft eventually arrived
in the theater along with another quarter million American troops--this
time mostly from Europe, where the Soviet decline made their presence
less necessary.'
Whether from the continental U.S. or Europe, a flight to Saudi Arabia
took hours rather than the weeks required for ships to bring the cargo
required to equip and sustain those forces. However, the Marines and the
Air Force had stored munitions and other supplies in neighboring Oman
as well as at the Indian Ocean island of Diego Garcia and the Pacific
island of Guam; supply ships at Diego Garcia and Guam, already loaded
with ammunition and supplies, moved when the deployment began.
Luckily, the Saudis reduced U.S. logistic requirements considerably by
providing gasoline and other petroleum needs to Coalition forces from
their own refineries.

7Schwarzkopf,

Hero, pp 302-08; OPLAN 1002-90 (July). In fact, the lmqis may have
only aimed at Intimidating the Saudis, but by this time no one was particularly interested
in taking chances with Saddam's regime.
The OWAPS Logistics report treats the deployment. On the deployment's first phase,
see also the (SINF) monograph by William T. Y'Blood, 'The Eagle and the Scorpion"
(Washington: Center for Air Forue History, 1991).
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The burden of flying troops and urgently needed equipment fell on
Military Airlift Command (MAC), which called on its long-range
transports (C-5s and C-141s) as well as commercial air liners, especially

Boeing 747s from American civilian carriers. MAC's C-5s were equally
big and better suited for oversize cargo. Each C-5 could carry three
times the lift-weight of C-141s, so that the fleet of approximately 120
active and reserve C-5s had a greater capacity than the 260 C-141s.
However, commercial air liners carried almost two-thirds of the military
passengers to the theater, as well as more than a fourth of the cargo
delivered by air.

.....

........

n,

C-141 off-loading equipment In Saudi Arabia.

Even with substantial commercial help, MAC's planes and crews
worked to the breaking point. C-141s especially concerned MAC commanders, because of their age (more than two decades old) and the fact
that they suffered from wing cracks. But an old C-5 was the only trans.
port to crash; on 29 August taking off from Ramstein Air Base, Germany,
with a load of medical supplies, the aircraft went down due to a mechanical problem and killed thirteen of seventeen on board. Although airlift
crews were often as tired as their planes, the system provided some relief

2See the OWAPS Statistics report.
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by establishing pools of pilots at European bases that served as halfway
stops on the. long flights between the United States and the principal
aerial port at Dhahran.10
The Navy carriers were first to arrive on station. They provided
substantial strike capacity, while Air Force units were deploying from the
continental United States. The first Air Force aircraft to reach Saudi
Arabia were F-15C fighters from Langley Air Force Base, Virginia.
During the afternoon of 8 August, a squadron of twenty-three air superiority fighters touched down at Dhahran Air Base two hundred miles south
of Kuwait. Refueled seven times en route by SAC KC-10 tankers, the F15s arrived fully armed."1 Upon landing, they were told by their Saudi
hosts to get out of the heat (120 degrees Fahrenheit) and rest while Saudi
F-15s flow combat air patrols. When the Americans were ready, Saudi
pilots (including veterans of "Red Flag" exercises at Nellis Air Force
Base) took them on orientation flights. (Meanwhile, a second F-15 squadron arrived from Langley.`
By mid-September nearly eight hundred U.S. aircraft (mostly Air
Force, but including approximately 100 Marine aircraft) had deployed to
airfields on the Arabian Peninsula."
Their arrival doubled the number of military aircraft normally
available to Saudi Arabia and other states on the Arabian Peninsulaneighboring Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and Bahrain. Nearly two hundred aircraft from the United Kingdom, France, Canada, and
Italy had joined U.S. and Arab aircraft on these bases. In addition,
throughout the fall of 1990 the U.S. Navy maintained three carriers (with

N°(S) Hist, MAC, 1990, especially pp 198.200. The European bases that provided the
half way staging bases were Zaragoza and Torrejon in Spain and Rhein Main and Ramstein InGermany.
"tithe F-15s were armed for two reasons: in cae they ran into Ihsi aircraft contesting their landing, and as a means of ferrying ammunition to the theater.
12ipive unarmed E-3 Airborne Waning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft arrived
reached Dhahran. (S)Contingency Hist Rpt, Iit Tactical
at Riyadh just before the F-I SOC
Fighter Wing, Aug-Sep 1990, APHRA 881102; intvw, owAPS with Col (Prince) Bandar A
Bin Mohammed (RSAF), Cmdr, 13th Squadron (F-Is), Dhahran, 13 Jul 1992.
"3For the deployment of US aircraft to the theater see Appendix 1.
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more than two hundred aircraft) in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Red
Sea, and the Gulf of Oman-all within striking distance of enemy forces."4
'ITe deployment of so many aircraft and troops to the Arabian
Peninsula proceeded more quickly than smoothly. CENTAF had to change
the destination of some aircraft en route, while the deployment involved
shuffling some squadrons from one base to another before the onset of

the campaign. American aircraft soon crowded Arab airfields, an inviting
target for air or terrorist attack. Once deployment sorted itself out., U.S.
and other foreign aircraft fit reasonably well in an exceptionally complex
operational environment of more than twenty airfields. The second
deployment phase in December and January stretched base infrastructure
to its limits. Fortunately, since World War 1I, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has helped to build the airfields on the peninsula; in the last
forty years they constructed more than was strictly necessary to house the
Saudi air forces. One suspects that the Saudis themselves were taking out
an insurance policy to allow substantial reinforcement from abroad. The
"overbuilding" proved to be a remarkably astute investment.'"
Operations Plan 1002-90 did not specify which American aircraft
would deploy to which airfield. Central Command possessed no peacetime forces of its own other than its small headquarters in Florida; Arab
nations had not even permitted the Americans to locate their headquarters
in the Middle East, let alone station substantial forces in the area. Consequently, U.S. planners could not be sure which airfields Arab nations
would allow them to use in wartime. CENTCOM would receive its combat
forces from other commands (like Tactical Air Command, Strategic Air
Command, United States Air Forces in Europe, and Military Airlift
Command) and it was still working out the details of an automated timephased force and deployment list. Lacking a complete list in August
1990, CeNTCOM had to improvise."
With King Fahd's request for deployment of American forces on 6
August, Schwarzkopf returned to Florida where he could initiate de-

"4 For US Navy and Marine deployments, wee the Center for Naval Analyses (S)rpts,
Desert Storm Reconstruction Report and Marine Corps Desert Storm Reconstruction

Report (Alexandria, VA, 1991-92).
13See the
OWAPS report on supporting the sir base.
16See the OWAPS Planning report.
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ploymen: of ground forces and communicate more ea-iily with Washington. He left Homer in Saudi Arabia as the acting commander of cENT.
Com forward, since most early arrivals would be air force squadrons.
Homer located his headquarters in the Saudi Ministry of Defense and
Aviation at Riyadh, the capital about three, hundred miles south of Iraq
and two hundred milev west of the Persian Ou'f. This command arrangement lasted three weeks until Schwarzkopf returned on 26 August.
Meanwhile, Homer's deputy, Maj. Gen. Thomas R. Olsen, handled
CENTAF's deployment from an office in Royal Saudi Air Force headquarters, also in Riyadh. Olsen reached Riyadh on 8 August with a
portion of Ninth Air Force's staff from Shaw Air Force Base to form the
nucleus of CENTAF headquarters."7
With most of Ninth Air Force's headquarters in Saudi Arabia, those
remaining at Shaw could not handle a deployment for which so little
planning existed. Immersed in the problems involved in bedding down
arriving units in the face of potential Iraqi invasion, those in Riyadh had
difficulty communicating with bases in the United States and with the
small group that remained at Shaw.
Consequently, Tactical Air
Command headquarters at Langley, became CENTAF'S rear headquarters."
The establishment of the Riyadh headquarters for CENTCOM and
CENTAF was the first of many changes in deployment planning.
[DELETED]."
[DELETED]
CENTAF had stored bombs at Seeb before the crisis broke, and Homer
had planned to deploy some of his strike aircraft there: F-15Es and FIlls, together with EF-1 11 jammers. But, not surprisingly, it turned out
that Oman did not want American strike aircraft prominently displayed
at its international airport. The F-I I Is went to Taif, and the F-I5Es to
an isolated b're base at Thumrait, Oman, before eventually moving to
another bare. base -t Ai Kharj near Riyadh. Similarly, A-l0 ground attack
aircraft, originally scheduled for Riyadh's King Khalld International
17 (S) lntvw.

MSgt Theodofe J. Turner, CENTAF historian, with M4J Gen Thomas R.

Olsen, CEmrAP Deputy Cmdr, RIlywh, 30 Sep 1990, OWAPS CHP 16A.
1

P(S) Olsen lntvw.
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Less controversial KC-1 35 tankers deployed to King Khaiid Airport.
Airport, deployed instead to King Fahd Airfield under construction near
Dhahran. Both Seeb and King Khalid airports ileceived less controversial
KC-135 tankers--as did Joddah.11
Not surprisingly, there were considerable difficulties in the initial
movement to Saudi Arabia. In the middle of the deployment, Maj Gen.
loester Brown, acting Ninth Air Force commander after Horner's move to
the Middle East, noted:
7Ue deployment was so rapid that transportation of logistic suJpport
items, bare base support equipment and comnmunications Sear lagged far
behind. The result was thatl, even though they were on the ground in
Saudi Arabia, (the] fighter uniks [in the initipl deployment package] could
not really function properiy because they did not have the necessary
support. For exam~ple, one squadron from the 363TrFW flow sixteen
hours to the beddown site at All Dhafra-which was a bare base. When

the aircrews and planes arrived, they found that there were only thirty
people on the base to meet them. ... The airrrows had to disarm

SAC

200n the peregrinations of the F-1L3Es, we(S) hist, 4th TAc hkghter Wing In Southwest Asia, Aug 1990 - Jun 1991. 13-52a did eveotually cnd up at Jeddah, as Strategic Air
Command had hoped.
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the missiles they had ferried over themselves. Evun as late as today [ 13
August 1990] the 363id at Al Dhafra has only enough food, water, and
munitions to sustain it for twenty-four hoursl ... It will take at least
until ... 18-19 August before the necessary Harvest Eagle and other
2
support equipmnt and supplies to maintain these units will arrive. '
A dozen airfields had to take air refueling tankers, mostly KC-135s.
No other aspect of CENTAP's early planning fell so far short of what
combat operations required. The planners at Shaw had failed to estimate
how dependent air operations would be on air refueling, given the
distances in the theater. They had called for sixty-eight tankers; in the
end combat operations required over 230. The near doubling of aircraft
deployed in December and January accounted for less than half the
increase In tanker requirements. Even though the carriers would work in
the Persian Gulf during the war, when original assessments had expected
them to stay farther away in the Gulf of Oman, Navy strike rorties still
depended on air force tankers. Nor had CENTAF planners anticipated how
many strikes would have to hit targets deep in Iraq rather than in Kuwait
or Saudi Arabia.Y
In peacetime, tankers belonged to SAC; in spring 1990 that command
had tried to persuade ClINTAF that its estimate of the number of tankers
it would require in war was inadequate. As late as 8 August, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and CENTCOM planned to have only twenty tankers in
theater during the deployment's first forty days. Nevertheless, SAC
managed to Increase the number of tankers deployed in theater to eightyfive in the first forty days. This achievement depended on injecting SAC
planners into the efforts in Riyadh and Washington. On 8 August, Brig.
Gen. Patrick Caruana with a SAC team arrived in Riyadh aboard the flight
of KC-1O tankers that had escorted the first F-15s to Dhahran.23

2'1ntvw,

Mej Gen Lester P. Brown, "Desert Shield Deployment: USCENTAF HQ, An
Interview Conducted with Maj Gen Leste:r P. Brown, Acting Ninth Air Force Commander
and Col George L. Getchell, Ninth Air Force Chief of Staff," by David L, Rosmer,
9AF/USCENTA Offrce of History, 13 Aug 1990.
22
(S) Bng. Homer to Schw"rzkopf, "OPL.AN 1002 Air Operations," Apr 1990W. WAPS
NA 256.

"23(S) Hlst,
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SAC, 1990, pp 334-55.

That sane day Headquarters USAF invited SAC to participate in the air
campaign planning group in Washington. That command's cooperation
paid dividends immediately. The SAC group recommended (their
recommendation went directly to Schwarzkopf) that CENTAF needed a
minimum of ninety-four tankers, with 114 optimal for forces contemplated In Operations Plan 1002.90. Schwarzkopf replied that so many tankera "almost blew my mind," but he supported the recommendation,"

Operational Framework
The process of creating an operational capability in Saudi Arabia was
a complex one indeed, First, it demanded a set of realizable and
politically realistic objectives. Then, one needed to place the forces in
the theater with the base and logistical infrastructures to support sustained
operations. And finally, one needed sophisticated operational plans that
would place the strengths of one's forces against the weaknesses of the
enemy; and plans had to rest on a clear assessment of the enemy and his
capabilities. In no fashion were these elements sequential; they occurred
concurrently and depended on the personalities, intellectual preparation,
training, and education of those who would be responsible for the conduct
of the air campaign.
With Homer and his staff in Riyadh bedding down forces and
cobbling together a defense against a possible Iraqi thrust into Saudi
Arabia, there remained a conceptual gap in thinking through the problems
involved in executing an air campaign. Fortunately, the air staff's deputy
director of plans for warfighting concepts, Col. John A. Warden III, had
begun building a planning cell in his "Checkmate" wargaming facility
even before Schwarzkopf requested air staff assistance."5

24(0) Notes, L Col Bemax! E. Harvey, Checkmate, 17 Aug 1990, UWAPS CiHp 9-4.
•ec also (S) Rpt, Capt Johnson (usN), J-3/JOt, sub: CINCENT Trip, 17 Aug 1990, C3WAPS,
NA 203; (S) Brfg, Warden to Schwarzkopf, "Instant Thunder," 17 Aug 1990, OWAPS,
CHSH 5.
25While a student at National War College, Warden had considered using Alexander
the Oream as a means of studying operational art in war. In the end he settled on writing
an extended study of the air campaign, but stayed away from the term "strategic" bombing for obvious reasons. His study was eventually published: John A. Warden, The Air
Campaign, Planningfor Combat (Washington, DC, 1988). Warden made clear to MwAPS
Interviewers that the Stroaigic Bombing Survey as well as the thinking of Gen Hayward
HAnsell had heavily Influenced his writing of The Air Campaign and In his thinking of
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On 6 August Warden assembled key personnel to think about how air
power could force Iraq to abandon Kuwait. On 8 August Schwarzkopf
requested help from the air staff, and since the chief of staff, Gen.
Michael Dugan, was out of town, Gen. Loh, Vice Chief of Staff, passed
the request to Warden." Because Checkmate had already performed
basic ground work for a proposed air campaign against Iraq, Warden was
able to brief Loh the next day. Warden's briefing quickly went to the
Chairman of the ics, then to Schwarzkopf, and eventually over to Homer
in Saudi Arabia.2 7
The development of Warden's plan need not concern us overly; what
is important is the operational concept that Checkmate articulated. The
code name, "Instant Thunder," underlined the planning group's rejection
of the U.S. approach to air war in Vietnam. That effort had involved a
slow, gradual escalation of air attacks on the North Vietnamese; that
escalation had allowed the enemy maximum time to adapt. With respect
to Iraq, Warden's group advocated a massive and intense application of
air power right from the start. Planners sought levels of destruction to
the Iraqi military, the political system, and portions of the economy that
would either force Saddam to quit, or other Iraqis to remove him; a
proposed Presidential briefing, dated 13 August, suggested an intense first
night attack to incapacitate Iraq's leadership. Significetntly, Warden's
briefing only minimally dealt with the problems of the Kuwaiti Theater
of Operations (KTo) and Iraqi ground forces."'
The air staff plan attempted to identify vulnerabilities in Iraq and its
military structure. At Instant Thunder's heart, its operational approach was

how the air campaign against Iraq should be designed, Intvw, Col John Warden with
owAPs personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 21 Feb 1992.
2Nn his memoirs Schwarzkopf indicates that he initiated the request to the air staff
for an air campaign plan. Schwarzkopf, Hero, p 313.
27
(S) lntvw, TSSt Theodore J. Turner, cENTAz Office of History, "Oral Interview
with Lt Col David Deptula," 1 Nov 1990; intvw, IACol David Deptula with oWAPS
personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 20 and 21 Dec 1991;
intvw, John Warden with OWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and
Thomas Keaney) 21 Fob 1992,
2a"lnstant Thunder,' Proposed Strategic Air Campaign," 13 Aug 1990, 2300 hr.,
OWAPS CHP 35-6. Gen Powell may have used Checkmate slides to brief the President on
15 August 1990.
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Left: Col Warden In "Checkmate" briefing room discussing
"Instant Thunder" plan. Above:
Code name "Instant Thunder"
given to proposed Strategic Air
Campaign.

to "conduct powerful and focused air attacks on strategic centers of
gravity." The air offensive would involve "round-the-clock operations
against leadership, strategic air defense," and electrical targets with the
aim of achieving "strategic paralysis and air superiority." The air staff
planners estimated that with sufficient air forces, CENTAF could complete
such a campaign in five or six days. Early briefings for an air war
against Iraq identified eighty-four targets which Checkmate estimated
were essential to Saddam's regime.2' Above all, the air staff plan moved
a possible air campaign beyond merely servicing targets to a search for
targets sets, the destruction of which would have interrelated or
synergistic effects on the Iraqis. The argument was that the destruction
of certain carefully selected groups of targets which were interdependent
would cause larger problems in both political and military spheres than

29

bid. The number of targets in the initial briefing reflected the state of intelligence

available concerning Iraq. As more intel!lgence became available with a refocusing of
inteill-ence assets, the number of strategic targets would grow to over 300 by the beginnine of the air war.
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the elimination of large numbers of targets that possessed no coherent
interrelationships?.
At the center of Iraqi power, Warden argued, lay Iraqi leadership.
One could attack this target set [DELETED) by cutting off the regime's
capacity to communicate with its military and people. At this early point
in the process, intelligence had identified only a few targets in this crucid
target set; by January Coalition plans would expand this category to more
than thirty targets?' For attacking Iraq's command and control systeran,
planners targeted mostly radio and television sites but did not yet possess
the intelligence base required for a systematic attack on the telephone
network. [DELETED].
On the economic side, Warden and his planners selected electricity
and oil as the most likely targets to achieve larger effects. Here historicid
literature, particularly from World War II, buttressed their thinking."2
There was &certain irony in this because the Strategic Bombing Survey
had singled out electricity as a target particularly worth hitting for its
impact on long-term industrial production; in Iraq's case the planne'-s
were looking for immediate effects. By hitting the electrical networt ,
they hoped to gain political leverage on the Iraqi population as wtll as to
affect communications und other systems depending on electricity. The
collapse of the electrical network would also have a considerable impalct
on the military, since back-up power is rarely reliable. Radar installations
and communication centers, dependent on computers, were particulerly
vulnerable. However, air staff planners hoped to limit long-term darnigc
by attacking transformer stations and by avoiding generators."

nn particular, the personal log for Lt Col David Deptul: for I I Augunt 1990, when

the Instant Thunder concept was beintg worked up by the air staff, has at sketch of 11flow

plan for attacks on Iraq in support of the air campaign with a final category: "Desired
EfMecL" The diagram became the prototype for the Master Attack Plans uIllized during
the war. LACol David A. Deptula, Personal Log, 9 Aug to 20 Aug 1990, entry for I1
Aug, copy in possession of the author.
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(S) Instant Thunder Campaign Plan, 17 Aug 1990, Annex C, oWAPS, CHSH !),p 15.
321ntVw,
Col John Warden with oWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Harry Watts,
and Thomas Keatiey), 21 Feb 1992.

"331bid. p tO; (S) Brfg, Col. Warden to Gen Schwarzkopf, "Iraqi Air Campaign
Instant Thunder," 17 Aug 1990, oWAPS, CHSH 7-1 I.
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There were, inevitably, weaknesses in the initial plan that Warden and
Their conception was overly optimistic; it
his staff prepared.
underestimated the number of targets that an air campaign would have to
attack; and its estimate on the time necessary for such an air campaign
"to achieve success failed to take into account the frictions of the war,
from bombing inaccuracies to bad weather. Moreover, Warden's conceptions paid little attention to the ,round threat, which had considerable
effect on the plan's reception by U.S. air leadeiship in Saudi Arabia.
Finally, the plan's assumption that a relatively short air campaign, attacking little of Iraq's political infrastructure, could separate Saddam and his
regime from the Iraqi population underestimated the strength of the
Ba~thist control.
Nevertheless, whatever the weaknesses in the air staff plans, they
exercised an inflvential, and in the end mostly beneficial influence on the
development of the air campaign. Other conceptions for an air campaign
against Iraq suggest how valuable Warden's effort was. In early August,
Tactical Air Command developed an approach that aimed to begin "with
demonstrative attacks against high value targets ... [and then] escalate
as required until all significant targets are destroyed. . . . This strategy
allows time and opportunity for Hussein to rceealuate his situation and
back out while there is something to save."' Air effort would concentrate on targets "that reduce hib ability to project power, (i.e.] field armies
and infrastructure to support offensive operations.""
In effect, this approach represented a replay of the flawed air
campaign against North Vietnam, especialy its gradual and cumulative
escalation of pressu,-e. But some in the Navy were no more imaginative.
The initial suggestion by naval commanders on the scene was for an air
campaign that would separate the theater into route packages (as had been
the case in Vietnam)." Other senior admirals suggestad a roll back which
would chew up the enemy's air defense and other targets in a fashion

34Fax from General Griffith TAC/XP to General Alexander, AF/XOX, I I Aug 1990.
"aCITCOM Air Campaign Plan," OWAPS, CHSH-14. This could not be found in the
archives of Tactical Air Command.

"33ibid,slide 12.
361ntvw,

MaJ Gen Buster Glosson with (WAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry

Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992, In fairness, the Navy's operaliona approach
wu undoubtedly influenced by the fwat that It possessed no stealth akrcrafL
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quite similar to the Vietnam experience.3 7 None of these alternatives
suggested the use of air power to achieve rapid operational levi- effects
on Iraq's military and strategic position.
Warden's concept for a "strategic" air campaign received considerable
interest from Schwarzkopf. CiNCCBNT may well have doubted that an air
campaign could be decisive, but it did provide an immediate-and
probably the only-military option if Iraq initiated a conflict btfore sub.
stantial American ground forces arrived. Consequently, he proved to be
an enthusiastic listener when briefed on the conception. And at his
urging the team that had biefed CENrCOM journeyed to Saudi Arabia to
brief Homer and his staff.
For those who deployed in early August, including Homer, the
problems associated with Iraq looked quite different. The most pressing
problem was how to beddown and organize the steadily increasing flow
of forces. The difficulties involved in the airlift and adjusting to a hostile
and forbidding climate were daunting enough. But over the entire theater
hung the Iraqi threat. [DELETED]." After the war Homer reflected that:
The idea was that we were to deter an Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia,
and if an invasion did come, we were prepared to defend .... .Thosc were
some of the worst nights of my life, because I had good information as
to what the Iraqi threat was, and, quite frankly, we could not have issued
speeding tickets to the tanks as they would have come rolling down the
interstate highway on the east coast, It was an opportunity the Iraqis did
not take, but every night we'd get more forces, and we'd sit down and
get a game plau of what we'd do if wc came under attack."'
The threat led Schwarzkopf to push for the deployment of combat forces-both air and ground-at the expense of support forces. While that

"37Letter from Capt Stephen U. Ramniell. to Director, Naval Historical Center, 14
May 1991.
8CEWTCOM J-5 After Action Report, Combat Analysis Group After Action Report,
21 Mar 1991, OWAPS,
3" Speech
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By LA Gen Chuck Homer to Business Executives for National Security, 8

May 1991, OWAPs, Homer Riles.
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resulted in some difficulties initially, it made sense both in teims of

deterrence and combat potontial.'
Having briefed the major players in Washington and CENrOM on his
proposal for a strategic air campaign against Iraq, Warden arrived in
Riyadh to brief Homer. Th,, briefing was not a success. 4 ' Above all,
many in Saudi Arabia thcalght that Warden's conceptions paid scant
attention to the harsh realities of the military balance on the Arabian
Peninsula (particularly the ground balance), the logistic difficulties that
CENTAF confronted, or the imponderables that an air war might unleash.
At the end of the briefing Homer asked Warden a series of pointed
questions: Did he know when sufficient supplies would exist in theater
to support such a campaign? What would happen if the Iraqi regime did
not collapse after a five or six day campaign and CENrAF had used up its
logistic base in theater? What could CENTAF do against the Iraqi Army
with so little ground forces presently in theater?' 2
Despite his obvious disdain for Warden and his obvious concern with
a possible Iraqi offensive, Homer kept Checkmate's draft plan and
immediately established his own planning cell to develop it with planners
from Checkmate.4' At the time, Homer did not appear interested in
employing air power much beyond battlefield support for the army."' But
he would steadily move towards a larger conception of air power beyond
merely attacking Iraqi ground forces. Several factors combined to push
CENTAr" toward wider options. First of all, at that point there was not
much army to support, if an Iraqi ground offensive did occur; one needed
greater leverage on Saddam Hussein than merely destroying tanks. In
addition, even army generals like Schwarzkopf and Powell were looking

4°(S) CENCOmM

J-5 After Action Report, p 16.

"41(S) Harvey notes, 20 Aug 1990.
4'lntvw, MaJ Gen Larry Henry with OWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray anud Burry
Watts), Aug 1992; (S) Harvey Notes, 20 Aug 1990.
43Homer sent Warden home, but significantly kept three of the plannors to Join the
special planning cell which eventually became known as the "Black Hole." One of those
he kept was Lt Col David Deptula who played a crucial role in transmitting the conceptions that Checkmate had begun into the planning and developing of a strategic air
campaign against Iraq.
441ntvw, Cen Michael Dugan with
GWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keaney).
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for broader applications of air power than just supporting "the ground
commander's scheme of maneuver."
Homer now asked Gen. Glosson to take charge of his planning cell.
The cell's official title was the Special Planning Group, but its secrecy
soon won it the nickname of the "Black Hole." Glosson was not
uncomfortable with the Washington origin of either Warden's plan or his
staff, because he had only recently joined Central Command after a
Pentagon tour. Indeed he found the Checkmate connection useful and in
coming months made increasing use of Warden's staff to exploit the
Washington intelligence community.'" After the war Glosson commented
that he carried "as much baggage from the Vietnam War as any other
officer in the United States Air Force." Like many fellow officers who
had been junior officers during the war, he had devoted much of his
postwar career to correcting those deficiencies. Moreover, his time as a
student at National War College had influenced him considerably, particularly in thinking about air power and the operational level of war."
Glosson found much of interest in Checkmate's conceptions. But he
also believed the plan had crucial weaknesses: too little emphasis on
counterair. excessive expectations, and not enough recognition of the
staying power of Third World nations. A cryptic comment in his notebook on 23 August suggested: "need air campaign for fifteen rounds not
three; six days is dumb." 7
Over the long-term development of CENTAF's air campaign plan,
Glosson kept one of Warden's planners, Lt. Col. David Deptula, and
collected a number of officers from combat units now arriving in Saudi
Arabia. While such a staff provided him with personal connections to

'45(S) Intvw, MSgt Theodore J. Turner, CENTAF historian, with Brig Gen Buster C.
Giosson, Riyadh, 17-27 Oct 1990, OWAPS CHp 5A.
%1ntvw,Maj Gen Buster Glososn with CWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992. Gloson argued in this interview that instead
of a Clauswitzlan approach to war, much of the Air Force's senior leadership had consistently taken a Jominian view throughout the cold war. Moreover, he argued that Air
Force leaders had never understood operational art and had made little consistent effort
to think about the higher levels of war. All too often Air Force leaders had become
managers Instead of warriors.
47

Olosson Journal, 23 Aug 1990; intvw, Maj Gen Buster Glosson with GWAPS
personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992.
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fighting units, it did not provide a group with any special preparation to
think about how one might utilize air power to achieve operational-level
effects. The situation was considerably different in the case of the Army.
In mid-September when confronted with the necessity to plan for a
ground campaign into Kuwait and Iraq, the Army was able to pull into
Riyadh a group of officers specially trained in operational art, all graduates of the School for Advanced Military Studies at Leavenworth." As
a result, the Army was able to build a sophisticated operational planning
staff at short notice-one that could immediately think in terms of the
operational employment of ground forces.
Homer made clear to Glosson that he wanted "an executable air
campaign plan by mid-September."' An essential point in the discussions between Homer and his chief planner was the clarification of what
the CENTAF Commander had gleaned of the President's objectives during
his early August meeting with Bush. As roughly sketched out, these
political objectives were to 1) remove the Iraqis from Kuwait; 2) eliminate production and storage of weapons of mass destruction; 3) end Iraq's
capacity to threaten its neighbors over the next five to ten years, regardless of whether Saddam remained in power; and 4) insure that the full
conventional military capabilities of the United States would be used.
There was a limiting factor: the desire to hold American military and
Iraqi civilian casualties to a minimum."s In early October Glosson journeyed to Washington to brief the national leadership, including the President, on plans for an air campaign; he utilized that opportunity to insure
that there was direct agreement between the President's political conceptions and CENTAF's view of its political objectives."'
From the initial formulation of political and military objectives in
August to the onset of operations in January, there remained great

48CENTcOM

J-5 After Action Report and Supporting Documents, (WAPS,

259.
is of considerable interest is the fact that Glosson's Special Planning Group
used the "s" word from the first In its draft operations order for CBNTAF's air campaign:
"rhis operation will be a strategic air campaign against vital Iraqi centers of gravity... "
[(S) COMUSCENTAF, Draft Operations Order, 27 Aug 1990, Offensive Campaign-Phase
I, p 31.
Sointvw, Maj Gen Buster Glosson with GWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992.
511bid.
NA
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consistency in the planning for the air campaign. What did change was
the role of the air campaign in American strategy. In August-and much
of September-air operations were the sole means of effectively ste"ng
the Iraqi military and pc,litfil infr.-a.tructure. As increasing numbers of
ground troops arrived, dto emphasis shifted towards a combined airground strategy-one in which the air campaign would not only attack the
heart of Iraqi power, b,:t would prepare the way for an eventual ground
offensive. Those Siound forces would liberate Kuwait and complete the
job of destroying the Iraqi military. Not surprisingly there was some
considerable tension between these two approaches, and those tensions
carried over into the execution of Desert Storm.
Warden's initial briefings for Instant Thunder had noted that
"psychological operations [would be a] critical element in the command;
destroy Iraqi TV and broadcast systems-substitute U.S. broadcasts; separate regime from support of military and people."'" But almost immediately, psychological operations disappeared from discussions of an air
campaign against Iraq. [DELETED].3
The President's objectives now formed the framework within which
Glosson's special planning group worked out its operational concepts for
the coming air campaign. CENTCOM's objectives in the plan's last
formulation before the onset of Desert Storm were to: I) destroy Iraq's
military capability to wage war;, 2) gain and maintain air supremacy; 3)
cut Iraqi supply lines to the KTO; 4) destroy Iraq's chemical, biological,
and nuclear capabilities; 5) destroy the capabilities of the Republican
Guard, Saddam's elite ground force; and 6) liberate Kuwait City with
Arab forces.'

32(S)

Warden Brfg, I I Aug 1990, "Instant Thunder," GWAPS Folder #35.

53As we will discuss at the end of this study, psychological operations played a
minimal role in the operational sir campaign against Iraq, while it was given a centerpiece
role in the air campaign against Iraqi ground forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations.
3(8) HQ USCBNTCOM, Combined OPt.AN for Offensive Operations to Eject Iraqi
Forces frorm Kuwait, 17 Jan 1991, pp 2-4. For further discussion of this point see Chapter
2 of the OWAM Effectiveness report.
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To achieve these military goals the CENTcOM and CENTAF planners
developed a four-phased approach.1S Phase I would be a "strategic" air
campaign to cripple Iraq's political and military leadership. Destruction
of Saddam's command and control system was essential to achieving this
obojective. But the air campaign aimed also to destroy Iraq's ambitious
weapons development programs-how ambitious would emerge only after
the war-in the nuclear, chemical, and biological areas. Phase II aimed at
gaining air supremacy over Kuwait; consequently it remained closely
connected in the execution and timing to Phase 1; the two pha'es would
have to run concurrently. Phase III would prepare the battleield by
interdicting the Iraqi Army in the KTO along with direct attacks on its
forces. Finally, Phase IV would be a ground offensive with air power to
"support the ground commander's scheme of maneuver.""M
CBNTCOM's January operations plan for the conduct of the war against
Iraq noted that "execution of the phases is not necessarily discrete or
sequential; phases may overlap as resources become available or priorities
shift."" The heaviest emphasis in the early days would lie on destroying
Iraq's air defenses and in bombing high value strategic targets.
Nevertheless, such attacks would continue to the last days of the war.
Similarly, attacks on the Republican Guard and other ground forces
would begin on D-Day, but become increasingly intense as the ground
war approached.
The senior leadership both in Washington and Riyadh regarded the
Repubi•an Guard as a "strategic" target of essential importance to the
regime's continued political stability. Moreover, as Powell noted after an
early briefing on Instant Thunder, even If the aih campaign forced Iraq to
disgorge Kuwait, he did not want Saddam to retain his massive army. To
35 By 2 September 1990 the conception for Phase ! had been largely formulated with
the Initial planning work; the planning for the two rucceeding phases was much less
complete. By early October Closson would brief the first three phases to President Bush.
See COMUsCENTAP Draft Operations Order, "Offensl e Campaign-Phase 1," 2 Sep 1990;
and LA Col David A. Deptula, "Instant Thunder (Offinsive Campaign Phase 1)Planning
Assessment, Talking Notes or Lt Col David Deptua as presented to SECAF and xoxw
upon return from first trip to AOR," 24 Sep 1990.
mUSCINCCIN' omoRU 91-001 for Operation Desert Storm, paras. ID, 3A, and 3B,

oPoRD contained in a message USCINCCENT to CIS, 161735Z Jan 19•.
37I(S) HQ USCENTCOM, Combined OPLAN fter Offensive Operations to Eject Iraqi
forces from Kuwait, 17 Jan, paragraph 3L.
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allow Iraq to do so would allow the Iraqis to intimidate their neighbors after
U.S. forces had gone home.5" The Chairman commented on I1 August:
I won't be happy until I see those tanks destroyed.... The campaign

I laid out for the President: sweep the air and leave the tanks to pick off
piecemeal-if we go this far... I want to finish it: destroy Iraq's army
on the ground."9
Some within the Air Force, Warden being a prime example, believed
that air power alone could defeat Saddam Hussein. What, however, their
arguments missed was the crucial role that the ground war would play in
convincing the world-especially the Arab world-of the complete defeat
of Iraq's army. Without pictures on world TV showing Iraqi soldiers
surrendering it, droves, Saddam could soon have claimed that his army
had renained in the field, bloodied but unbeaten, too formidable for the
cowardly Americans to attack. Such propaganda would have gone down
all too well in parts of the Arab world-in effect a replay of the infamous
"stab In the back" legend that the German Army had stood unbeaten on
the Western Front in November 1918,
Senior air commanders, especially Homer and Glosson, refused to
claim too much for air power; better for the campaign to speak for itself.
The problem, of course lay in translating concepts into plans and then
inot reality. An important part of this process was the assessment that
coalition air commanders had to make of their opponents.' In the period
before the war, the intelligence community and many so-called experts
estimated that Iraq possessed exceptionally capable militaiy forces."'
Senior air leaders, on the other hand, felt that cultural and political

5, lntvw,

Col John Warden with OWAPS personnol (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts,
and Thomas Keaney), 21 Feb 1992.
"59Quoted by Memo (S) Subj: "Instant Thunder" Brfg to cJcs. I I Aug 1990, Lt Col
Ben Harvey, OWAPS CHSH #14,

W'For the net assessment of the actual capabilities of the opvoAlng sides seo chaptut
2 or this report.
"61Foran unclassified overestimtuan or Iraqi military capabilities see the study by the
US Army War College's Strawgic Studies Institute: Stephen C. Pelletiere, DougIcs V.
Johnson, II, and Lief R. Rosenberger, Iraqi Mililtary Power and U.S. Security in the
Middle East (Carlisle, PA, 1990),
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iraqi tank destroyed during air campaign,

impediments existed within the Iraqi military that would degrade its
capacity to use the complex technological systems under its control.' 2
The air campaign against Iraq largely confirmed their net assessment
of Iraqi military weaknesses and corresponding Coalition strengths. At
th• time, however, it represented a substantial leap of faith. Had such
assumptions proved faulty, they might have resulted in heavy losses for
the Coalition. The calculation of substantial superiority of' Coalition air

'2 Senlor air commander. from the Coalition's Arab air forcest confirmed this assessmernt. in fact moat estlmated that the iraqis were considerably inferior to the Saudi and
other Gulf air forces; one source estimated that there were only twenty Iraqi pilots good
enough to match the beat pilots in the Gulf air forces in air-to-air combat and a further
twenty capable of matching their counterparts in the air-to-glround arena. Consequently,
out of an air force of nearly 500 pilots, Arab sources calculated that the Iraqis possessed
barely fifty first-rate pilots. Intvw, MaJ Cen Buster Olosson with OWAp• personnel
(Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992,
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capabilities over those of the Iraqis allowed air planners to take substantial risks in developing the air campaign. They could think in terms of
degrading rather than destroying Iraqi systems; moreover, their assessment allowed planners to spread scarce resources-especially in terms of
precision bombing aircraft-,across a broad spectrum of targets.
Tactical Framework
"The urgency of the planning task caused Glosson to ask more from
CENTAP's intelligence staff than they could provide. Checkmate planners
had used target photography in Washington, not yet available in Riyadh;
intelligence officers had worked with Checkmate to select aiming points
on target photographs. [DELETED]. But coordinates were of little use
to planners or pilots unless accompanied by target photographs. The
failure of the intelligence community to make existing imagery promptly
available to the planners who desperately needed it seemed inexplicable
to Glosson. So began his rocky relationship with a community vital to
his work."
Glosson established his own channels to intelligence analysts in
Washington through Checkmate and later through Rear Adm. J. M.
McConnell on the Joint Staff. They helped Glosson's Special Planning
Group-the Black Hole-come to grips with growing target lists.
[DELETED]. Checkmate had begun with photography on eighty-four
targets that looked promising, but over the next five months the Black
Hole became acquainted with ten times that many targets, and still
important targets would remain that intelligence failed to identify until
after the war-if then.
In many cases spaceborne and airborne
reconnaissance assets simply could not substitute for ground based
assets."

Precise intelligence was all the more important to Black Hole
planners because they relied heavily on precision bombing. They needed
to know exactly where the Iraqi leadership conducted business and how
communications ran between Baghdad and army divisions, air bases, and
missile sites. If intelligence could identify key nodes in the Iraqi com"61(S/NF) Memo, Col James R, Blackburn Jr, Dir ofeTargets, HQ USAF, subj: USANIINT
Targets/MC&O Support to Desert Shield, 17 Oct 1990, OWAPS NA 269.
6SeO
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man. and control network, precision-guided bombs, some of which could
penetrate bunkers constructed of reinforced concrete, could disable the
entire network.
Unfortunately, one of CENTAF's real weaknesses lay in its intelligence
staff. It was not that intelligence was not available, or that there were not
suitable, highly-trained officers in the field. But substantial problems

emerged in getting intelligence to the operators through organizational
structures in a timely fashion. For that reason, a number of the senior
commanders in the Gulf War would criticize intoiligence when the war
was over.63 But them is, of course, another side to the story: the
disinterest that the operational community in the Air Force has displayed
towards its intelligence branch throughout the past several decades. As
a result, a considerable gap existed between real-time needs of operators
and planners, and the desire of the intelligence community to maintain
peacetime procedures and security classifications. In the end such difficulties did not prove crucial to the outcome of the war, but only because
planners and air commanders established work-arounds with the help of
those in intelligence services willing to work outside of normal channels.
But in an environment where American forces were less dominant, this
gap might have proven costly.
The Black Hole relied on the F-. 17 "stealth" fighter as its principal
platform to attack targets in the Baghdad area. Analysis predicted that
attacks by F-Illis and navy A-6s on targets in Baghdad would be
extremely dangerous so the F-I 17 became the weapon of choice.
Designed to give enemy radars a minimal picture, the F- 117 promised to
deliver laser-guided bombs in Baghdad without significant losses,
Although F-I 17s had been operational since 1983, their only combat test
had come in December 1989 in Panama. The F- 117 had never had to

65Homer commented In a speech in spring 1992: "We ran into a problem that our
intel'igence systems woere primarily designed (or peacetime. You think about it, it makes

benre. You have peacetime for ten or fifteen years, and you have war for, in this cue,
six wueks, and then you hope to enjoy a long peroI of peacetime. So as a result you
tnd to develop Intelligence capabilities that look into a country, count Its garrison....
.And you tend tc #trophy your capability to identify where his forces are deployed in the
field." LA (en Chuck Homer "Address to Business Eixtwutives for National Security,"

Washington, DC.
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deal with formidable air defenses like those protecting Baghdad.6' But
Glosson had flown against the F- 117 when he had taken his F-15 wing
to Red Flag, and his experience on the Nevada range had at least
7
convinced him that F-I 17s could get inside enemy air defenses.1
The Air Force. had kept its fifty-six F-I 17s at Tonapah, Nevada, an
airfield whose existence remained secret-along with the F-I 17-until 1988.
Before August 1990, Homer could not count on getting F- 117s in the
Middle East. Nevertheless, he hoped for some stealth aircraft, Eighteen
F-1 17s arrived [DELETED] on 21 August. The Pentagon targeteers put
as many as eight F-117 sorties on a single target for Instant Thunder, but
Glosson and Deptula eventually hit on attacking as many targets as
possible by sending each F-I17 sortie against two targets with a 2000pound laser-guided bomb (LOB) for each.* The ability to strike large
numbers of targets with F-I 17s in a short time expanded again when
President Bush doubled U.S. forces in November, The number of F-i 17s
climbed."
For precision bombing in less formidable areas, the Black Hole
planned on using F-II IFs and eventually F-I5Es. The latter, however,
would only be useful for precision bombing after receiving their laser
targeting pods, part of the Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared for Night (LANTIRN) system, When the first F-I5E squadron arrived
in August, it had only LANTIRN navigation pods-no targeting pods, They
would eventually reach the theater in time to be used during the air
campaign. The F-IlFs also posed a problem, but one more quickly
solved. CI3NTAF had not expected to get F- I I IFs; instead Operations Plan
1002-90 called for F-I liDs, which lacked precision-bombing capability.
In early August the Secretary of the Air Force and Checkmate urged a

"6lbid;(S) study, Ronald H,Cole, OperationJust Caus'e (Washinglon: Jcs Historical
Div, 1990),
67lntvw, MaJ Gen Buster Glosson with oWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keancy), 9 Apr 1992. (DELFTEDI. Intvw, Maj GCn Larry Henry
with OWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray and Barry Watts), Aua 1992.

"6ISee Richard P. Hallion, Storm Over Iraq, Air Power and Ihe Gulf War, (Washing.
ton, DC, 1992), p 153.
"69(S) Homer called ror F-Il7s (DELETI)D] in his April 1990 briefing to
Schwarzkopf ((S) Brfg, OWAPS NA 256). (DELETED]. See (S) intvw, Maj Gen Thomas
R. Olsen (Rot) with ('WAPS personnel, 9 Mar 1992.
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switch to F-IlIFs to increase CENTAF's precision-bombing capability."
Consequently, when eighteen F-Ills arrived at Tadf on 25 August, they
were F models from Euroman Command rather than D models from
Tactical Air Command.7
Since the planners in the Black Hole evertually decided not to risk
conventional (non-shtalthy) aimreaft, on miasions against Baghdad where
mnmy crucial targets lay, missiles would hit targets in the capital aree
during daylight hours. [DELETED]. The Air Force had ulso developed
a conventional version of its Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM).
Stratgic Air Command was eager to see conventional Air Launched
Cruise Missiles tested in uombat if it could launch thetm from 8-52s that
flew mut of the United States and which did not touch down in the Middie East. This would be the longest air combat mission on record.72
The Navy possessed the sea-launched Tomahawk cruise missiles.
[DELETED].!
The Navy and Marine corps also contributed planners to the original

Checkmate effort and then to the Black Hole. At first Navy and Marine
planners hoped to use their A-6 precision bombers against targets in the
Baghdad area, but computer modelilg of the threat persuaded them to
leave that job to F-117s and Tomahawks. By bringing half the six
carriers, deployed by mid-January, in the Persian Gulf (with the other half
farther away from Kuwait in the Red Sea) and attacking targets mostly
in Kuwait and southern Iroq, the Navy sought to reduce dependence on
Air Force tankers. 7he Marines preferred to keep their aimraft employed
in Kuwait in behalf of their ground forces. They got their air as close to
the battlefield as they could, with AV-8s north of Dhahran at Al Jubayl
and FA-l 8s (with their A-6s) s-uth of Dhahran at Bahrain.

7iuacial to this deployment option wau the disappearance of the Soviet threat In
Europe which allowed ths F-I IFt to deploy to the Middle EFast.
71
Waue paper, Maj "Sky King," Checkmate, subj: F-I I IF Deployment, 12 Aug 1990,
o3WAPS CHSH 59-3.
72

[DELEIED].

730n the Tomphawk:, see Frank Schwomb, & &l, Desert Storm Recowtrnfion
Repoi . Vol 1i,: Strat Warfare (Wabington: Center faw Naval Anlyses, 1991).
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Beyond phases and strategic objectives, tho, air campaign needed
target sets that aimed at getling maximum syntzrgies and interrelated
damage from air strikes. "hen, pimnners had Lo ketp two limiting factors
in mind: air attacks must inflict minimum casualierie on the Iraqi population (as well as limited damage an th1e civil infrastructure of the country).
As Glosson noted after the war, "the American people would not have
stood for another Dresden."7 Secon!dly, attacking anr forces could not
suffer heavy losses, agoin due to the pr~ssures exerted by public opinion.

A bridge destroyed by multi-natlonal forces.
UN Photo 1582041.1. lesas

EArly on, Warden and his staff had created ten target sets or
categories. This was a crucial conceptualization, especially when one
considers that the eighty-four targets on Warden's libt on 21 August had
I ctober, 237 by 20 December, and 481 by 15 Janugrown to 218 by 1I
sets were: Leadership; Command, Control, and Corntarget
These
azy."
74Intvw,

Maj Gen Buster Olosson with OwAps personnel (Williamson Murrhy, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keancy), 9 Apr 1992.
"~See Waits and Keaney. OWAPS Effectivelress report., Tarlet Sets,
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mvnications; Strategic Air Defenses; Airfields; Nuclear, Biological, arid
Chemical Remearch and Production; Naval Forces and Port Facilities;
Military Storage and Productinn; Railroads and Bridges;76 Electrical
Power; and Oil Refining and Distribution Facilities. Schwarzkopf added
the Republican Guard as a category and Scuds soon emerged as a sepzraw target wct. After the beginning of Deser Storm, two more categories
appeared: fixed surface-to-air missile sites in the KTO and breaching sites
for the ground offtrnsive.

Organbratlon
A ckucial aifference in the conduct of the air campaign against Itaq
and Rolling Thunder against North Vietnam lay in the fact that now there
was one individual responsible for th3 conduct of the campaign. In
Vietnam, no less than 6in competing command authorities had muddled
the execution uf operations. Schwarzkopf now assigned the conduct of air
operations against Iraq to one commander: Gen. Homer, as the Joint
porcej Air Component Commander (or JFACC). The concept of a JFACU
had originated in the mid-1980s after serious debates anmoag the Services.
That debate reflected the pressuras frcm Congress for "JoihAriess," as well
as the self-imposed difficulties that U.S. forces had encounterd in the
Grenada operation. Several members of the a~r stuff, supported by the
Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen. Charles Gabreiel, pushed heavily for the
creation of a JFACc position to provide a clearer focus for any futsire air
campaign. Integral to the concept was a belief that the JFACC would not
have to be an Air Force general but would reflect the composition of the
units conducting the campaign-a campaign that relied heavily on carrier
aviation would most naturally have an admiral as JFACC. 77
Early on, Schwarzkopf made clewr that Homer would be the JFACC;
as Schwarzkopf indicated to Glosson: "If you iren't part of the air carn-

16The

original category was only railroads. Highway bridges were added when it
became apparent that they represented a crucial portion of the transports~ion iietwork.
771 am indebted to Col Rcbert laskiai, USAP (ret) for recounting the Interservice
squabbIes that eventuaily resulted in the creatior, of the JFACc position. Col Gaskin was
the action officer for xoxm in debates which lasted a number of months and in which
thib author sat on several occulons.
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paign under Homer, you don't fly."", In Homer's terms, the various
Service air components and Coalition air forces were under his "control"
rather than "command;" but the choice of wording reflected a desire not
to exacerbate interservice or Coalition tensions. Nevertheless, whatever
Homer's sensibilities or the complexities of interservice politics, his draft
operations order of 27 August 1990 made clear that the "JFAcc will
conduct, in the near term, a theater air campaign to seize the initiative by
attacking, isolating, and incapaciteting the Iraqi military leadership and
destroying Iraq's ability to conduct military operations.""
The creation of a Special Planning Group answered two crucial
probiems. First, most CENTAp planneml were embroiled in the beddown
of arriving units; they also had to put together the daily Air Tasking
Order (Aro) that prepared Coalition air forces to meet any Iraqi offensive.
Thus, Homer needed a Special Planning Group to plan a complex "strategic" air campaign. Equally important was the need for secrity, not only
against Iraqi espionage, but also against prematurn disclosure to allies; the
Coalition had not yet discussed any offensive action against Iraq, and
there were many in the U.N. who had proven dubious even of the idea
of an embargo of Iraq.
Consequently, development of an air campaign demanded stringent
security precautions.,0 It was not that the U.S. needed to hide its
planning from the Saudis or other Coalition members; rather the secrecy
surrounding the Special Planning Group rmflected the requirement to
prepare a coherent plan before one briefed the Saudis. Due to diplomatic
and political sensibilities, any plan would have to be briefed first to King
Fahd; there could be serious diplomatic repercussions, if the Saudis
discoveied plans for offensive operations before they reached concrete
form." Finally, one needs to note the prolitical sensibilities in the United
States, where substantial portions of the public and Congress remained
dubious about American participation in the crisis.
7

1intvw, Maj Gon Buster Glosson with oWAPS personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry
Watts, and Thomas Keaney), 9 Apr 1992.
79COMiUSCEN'AF draft operations order, 27 Aug 1990, Annex C, p 1.

I°Notes from Ninth MJr Force "Warrior" Brf$ by Lt Colts Sav. Baptiste and Jeff
Feinittin to UWAPS, 4 Dec 1991, notes taken by Barry Watts.
s1"Extract of Majot Comments and Questions, MIotes from Homer Brief," Col John
Warden, 20 Aug 1990, oWAPS, CHP 35-10,
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In December, Homer formalized the de facto arrangements between
his two planning cells. Buth the original CENTAF planners and the Special Planning Group now officially came under Glosson. The latter's title
was Director of Campaign Plans-the organizations underneath him were:
1) Guidance, Apportionment, & Targeting and 2) the Air Tasking Order
shop. In addition, Homer also appointed Olosson as the commander of
14th Air Division, containing fighter units that would conduct much of
the air campaign. There appear to have been two reasons for Homer's
decision. First, it brought planning and execution functions of his staff
together. Secondly, It formalized the close relationship between himself
and Glosson, who otherwise would have had to report to Homer through
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations.
Homer's principal device for unifying the air efforts not only of the
U.S. Services but also of the Coalition as a whole was the daily Air
Tasking Order (ATO). Through the months of Desert Shield, the diverse
air forces of the Coalition accustomed themselves to the necessity of
getting all sorties into CENTAP's air tasking order. Meanwhile CENTAF
prepared air tasking orders for the first two days of the Desert Storm air
campaign. Homer did not want orders prepared in advance of the campaign for more than the first two days, because after that initial period
unexpected changes would require flexibility.'2 In fact, the planners did
prepare skeleton outlines for further days in the campaign.
Since the war, there has been considerable controversy over the JFACC
and the air tasking order. Admittedly, and not surprisingly, there were
problem areas. Nevertheless, without a JFACC or an ATO there was little
possibility of running a coherent air campaign: the possibilities of blueon-blue fratricide would have multiplied; and the Iraqis would have found
it relatively easy to slip aircraft into Coa!ition airspace because of
competing authorities."3 The only alternative to the JFACC.ATO approach
would have been a modified version of the route package approach of the
Vietnam War; each Service would have controlled its own geographic

"2Partial

Sets of ATOM for Desert mtorm are in UWAPS CATO and OWAPS 14Q USAP Ops
Ctr css 6. See allso A.IRA 882196-214.

"Iln one cans the Iraqis almost managed to slip two F-Is out Into the Gulf due to
competing airspace control between AWACS, Marine wround control and Navy control.
In the end, the system reacted and a Coalition P-15 shot down the Mirages,
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area independent of any larger control. The result would have been a less
coherent, more fUctionalized and fractionalized air campaign.
What made the articulation of the air campaign against Iraq
substantially different from earlier efforts lay in both its process and its
conceptualization. In the earliest days of Instant Thunder, Colonel Deptula had hit on the idea of using a "Master Attack Plan" as an intermediate step between the target list and the ATO. The Master Attack Plan was
an effort to coalesce numerous inputs into a coherent conception before
one began the process of building an Alm of thousands of sorties. By
giving only the basic information about combat sorties, the Master Attack
Plan required relatively few pages instead of the hundreds consumed by
the ATO. With a Master Attack Plan one could work on the overall
conception of the campaign-an impossibility with ATOs, given the size of
those documents. Consequently, Deptula's Master Attack Plan became
the principal vehicle for designing the structure of the air campaign." By
beginning the AiT process with a Master Attack Plan, the Black Hole's
planners were now able to build a coherent picture of what they were
attempting to accomplish with the air campaign and to track that campaign on a day-to-day basis.
Final Preparations
As more intelligence on Iraq became available, the size of the task on
which Coalition air forces would embark slowly emerged. Especially
troubling was the growing fear that the most dangerous weapon in Iraq's
arsenal might prove to be anthrax, a fatal disease sometimes transmitted
by cattle or sheep to farmers." Although biological weapons might be
more dangerous, CiBNTOM predicted that Iraq was more likely to use
chemical weapons. If Iraq had succeeded in producing chemical
warheads for its missiles, a chemical attack on Riyadh or Israel was
possible. Even conventional missile attacks on Israel might provoke an
Israeli retaliation that in turn would threaten Arab participation in the
Coalition. CENTwAF planned to bomb fixed launch sites at the air campaign's outset, but Iraq possessed mobile launchers. U.S. Space Command assured CE
om that its satellites could see Scud launches in time

"a4Succeedinj versions of master attack plans for the first three days are in OWAPS
BH 4-1 and ClC 16.
' 5See OWAPS Planning report.
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to provide sufficient warning for those in the target area to take shelter
and don gas masks. Whether Army Patriot surface-to-air missiles could
shoot the Scuds down remained to be seen."
Army and Marine ground forces had mason for special concerns
about Iraqi artillery because of its superior range and the heavy emphasis
that the Iraqis had placed on it in their defensive doctrine." Schwarzkopf, however, placed more stress on air strikes against Iraqi armor,
because be and Powell wanted to destroy Iraq's potential for future
offensive operations. In any case, Schwarzkopf insisted that air power
destroy half the Iraqi ground forces before beginning Phase IV, the
ground offensive. Coalition air power was to pound Iraqi ground forces
so heavily that they could not exact many Coalition casualties during a
ground campaign. This was an unprecedented demand."
CENTAF categorized the job of destroying the Iraqi Army in its holes
as Phase III of the air campaign. This did not fully square with
Schwarzkopf, who divided the job between Phases I and III. For Phase
I, the strategic air phase, Schwarzkopf ordered CENTAF to begin bombing
the Republican Guard in southern Iraq. After the Guards had led the
invasion of Kuwait, Saddam had pulled them back into a second echelon

Space report,
8 The Iraqis had been working very closely with the South Africans and the Canadian artillery expert, Gerald Bull, during the last stages or the war with Iran. As a result,
they possessed weapons with range superior to many in the ground forces of the Coalition.
U(S) Rpt, Combat Analysis Op, 21 May 1991, in Vol VI of CENTCOM J-5 After
Action Rpt, UWAPS NA 259.
"See GWAPS
7
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and placed less capable forces on the front lines in Kuwait. Thus, the
Republican Guard was in position to launch a major counterattack once
the direction of a Coalition offensive became clear. They could also stop
front line forces from deserting. Since the Republican Guard was also an
essential political prop for the regime, Schwarzkopf argued that they were
a strategic target; consequently, he wanted them to be attacked as soon
as possible."

Lt Col Deptula briefing
Gen 8chwarzkopf on
the "final" attack plan.

Although accepting Schwarzkopf's desire to see the Republican
Guard bombed early, Homer and Glosson held the line on the first night
of the campaign-there would be no diversion of air power to bombing
ground forces on that night. In CeNTAF's view the first three phases of
the campaign plan had merged. Schwarzkopf's notion that the Coalition
needed a Phase II for suppression of enemy air defenses in Kuwait and
southern Iraq had never made sense to Homer and his planners, who
intended to attack the Iraqi air defense system at its heart right at the
start. The decision to attack the Republican Guard from the first day on,
however, still left a pattern by which targets in Baghdad and northern
Iraq would absorb most of the sorties for the first week; the bulk of the
effort would then shift to Iraqi ground forces.'
"89Schwarskopf, Hero, especially pp 319-20.
"9°(S) lntvw, OwAps with MaJ Gen Closson, 9 Apr 1992; (S)intvw, Center "or Air
Force History with Olosson, 12 Dcc 1991,
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Since the air assault on Iraqi ground forces would mostly come after
the meticulously planned first two days, Phase III received relatively little
attention in the Black Hole in the early planning stages. Checkmate ran
computer spreadsheets which did suggest air's ability to destroy halt

Iraq's deployed force (including tanks and artillery) In less than a month.

Nevertheless, throughout the prewar period the problem of taking apart
the Iraqi Army in the KTO never received the attentiori or concentrated
analysis that the air campaign against Iraq received during the same
period.
The Coalition buildup in aircraft and munitions did keep up with
intelligence estimates of the Iraqi buildup in the KTO to more than thirty
divisions by the end of December. Indeed more than 300,000 tons of
bombs reached the theater before the end of the war; Coalition air forces,
however, would expend less than a third of that onormous quantity. The
rest filled bomb dumps throughout the theater and especially the new
depot at Al Kharj southeast of Riyadh. In August and September, C.
ENTAF had been short of precision weapons because most of the bombs
stored in the theater were "dumb bombs"-many dating from the Vietnam
War. By November, however, CBNTAP's precision munitions inventory
had expanded considerably and was Improving."
A Coalition offensive had become likely by early November;
"PresidentBush announced his decision to double the size of the American
deployment and bring VII Corps from Europe. This decision followed
a CE14TCOM Desert Storm briefing at the White House on II October.
While the air portion of the briefing was persuasive, the Phase IV plan
to send Coalition ground forces straight into prepared Iraqi fortifications
in Kuwait raised the specter of heavy casualties. Schwarzkopf later
explained that he could not divide his ground forces for a flanking movement unless he got VU Corps. Bush then gave CENTCOM VII Corps and
virtually doubled the air deployment as well. Although CENTAF believed
It possessed sufficient strength to wage an effective air campaign, the
additional aircraft, and especially the increased numbers of precision
bombers (F-117s, F-I I IFs, and F-15Es), provided an abundance which
made planning easier."

91Th" series of Checkmate briefinris repor:inp Its findings on Phase ill are in (GWAPS
CHSH 6 and 8,

"2Schwarzkopr, Hew, pp 356-67.
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Like VII Corps, many of the new Air Force units deploying to the
Middle East came from Europe. Of the nearly 300 Air Force fighters that
arrived in the Arabian Peninsula in th.) last two months before Desert
Storm, more than a third were from USAFE. Thirty-two more F-IIIFs
11rom Lakenheath AFB, England, joined the thirty-six already at Thif. A
dozen more F-40 Wild Weasels came from Spangdahlem Air Base,
Germany, to Shalkh Isa on Bahrain. Twenty-four air-to-air F-15Cs
arrived at Al Kharj from Bitburg AFS, Oemrany, and twenty-four F-16s
flew from Hahn AFB, Germany to Al Dhafra in the United Arab Emirates.
Another sixty-six F-16s arrived from the United States to make a grand
total of 210 F-16s In the theater-by far the most numerous strike airoraft,
with 132 A-lOs a distant second,"
In addition to direct contributions to CHNTCOM's force structure,

Europsan Command prepared for air and special operations missions into
Iraq from Incirlik, Turkey, Not until the actual opening of the air campaign in January did Turkey grant permission for air operations, and
special operations would remain taboo. Since European Command had
sent all its F-I I IF precision bombers to CBNTCOM, Task Force "Proven
Force" had to make do with dumb boinbs dropped by eighteen F-I IllEs
and thirty-six F-16s. As early as September, the Black Hole had included
provisional targets for Proven Force in the Master Attack Plans for the
first two days. Beyond that, no firm arrangements were made even when
the Proven Force commander, Maj. Gen. James L. Jamernon, visited
Homer in early January. Homer could not count on Turkey't. approval,
and he had plenty of air power even without Proven Force.94
While CENTAF's forces grow, they were not idle. Not until the end
of October could American aircraft use live ordnance on Saudi ranges,
but short of that, the squadrons had engaged in as realistic training as
possible. This was not without cost, and a series of accidents culminated
in early October when an RF.4C and an F-15E flew into the ground. All
four crewmen died. Homer then raised the minimum training altitude for
fighter aircraft to 1,000 feet. Only the B-52s could continue to practice

93

For a complete list of aircraft deploying to the theater November 1990 - February
1991, Me OWAPS Statistics report.
94(S) HIst, Joint Task Force Proven Force, 13 Dec 1991; (S) Intvw, CMSgt Jerome
Schroeder, Proven Force historian, with Maj Gon James Jamerson, Rarnitein Air Base,

Germany, 27 Mar 1991.
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missions at 500 feet. Although safety considerations inspired the new
rules, they pointed toward an air campaign that would largely abandon
low altitude in favor of altitudes above 10,000 feet. Since the air plan
aimed to destroy Iraq's air defense system and the ability of Iraqi aircraft
and surface-to-air missiles to control medium altitudes in the first two
days, Coalition aircraft would be able to fly above the Iraqi antiaircraft
artillery with relative impunity. But that factor would carry with it
importrnt consequences on the accuracy of aircraft not carrying precisionguided munitions in the Coalition inventories."s
Even if CENTAF could deconstruct the Iraqi air defense system,
thousands of Coalition aircraft would still be in danger of flying into each
other. Requiring all sorties to be included in a single air tasking order
helped, but Homer attempted to further reduce the risk by conducting
increasingly larger exercises. Beginning with hour-long exercises of a
dozen aircraft in September, the training program culminated in Novem.
ber with a week-long exercise Involving more than 2,000 sorties-a third
of them on a single day. Like much of the rest of the exercise program,
Imminent Thunder also attempted to deceive Iraqi intelligence. Its wellpublicized name echoed Instant Thunder. Unlike Instant Thunder, most
of Imminent Thunder's sorties were close air support. On board Navy
ships in the Persian Gulf, the press watched a Marine amphibious operation near Mishab, twenty miles south of KhafJi and forty miles south of
Kuwait, Although rough water caused the Marines to cancel the hover.
craft landing, even casual readers of the western press knew that the
Marines were practicing amphibious landings. Iraqi focus on the Kuwaiti
coast gave Schwarzkopf's flanking movement in the opposite direction a
better chance of surprise.'
CENTAF Imminent Thunder exercised the so-called "D-Day Plan"
which Homer's planners had been developing since August. At the
beginning, they had intended to use the D-Day Plan to respond to an Iraqi
invasion of Saudi Arabia. The bulk of Coalition sorties would attack
Iraqi forces on the move into Saudi Arabia and Kuwait together with their
supply lines. By September, however, Iraqi forces seemed unlikely to
move south in view of the U.S. buildup; moreover, it was clear that the

9s(S) lntvw Maj 0en

'Thomas R. Ohlen (Ret) with OWAPS personnel, 9 Mar 1992.

"69(S) Msg, CINCCIUNT to ics, subj: BEr Immlnest Thunkr, 041B00Z De& 1990,
APHRA 882245.
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Ihaqis were putting a major effort into developing defensive positions in
the face of growing Coalitioln forces. The Bush administration's second
deployment made plain the likelihood of a Coalition offensive. At the

end of November the United Nations Security Council called upon member nations to use force against Iraq if It did not withdraw from Kuwait
before midnight 15 January. Iraq's only response was to release the
foreign hostages it had taken in Kuwait during August. This relieved
Homer of concern about the American and British hostages that Iraq had
placed at sites that it wished to discourage the Coalition from bombing."
Homer knew that the most likely air plan to be executed was the one
developed by the Black Hole, Despite that plan's secrecy, there had been
considerable speculation in the press about an offensive air campaign. In
September, Secretary of Defense Cheney had fired the Chief of Staff of
the Air Force, Gen. Michael J. Dugan, for talking to reporters about the
possibility of defeating Iraq with an air campaign. Nevertheless, few
even among Homer's staff knew the details of the campaign plan.
Except for a handful of British and Saudi planners in the BMack Hole,
Coalition air forces remained in the dark about their targets until fortyeight hours or less before D-Day.98
By mid-January 1990, Homer could call upon the approximately
2,400 aircraft, three-fourths of them Aftkerican and nearly 50 percent of
them from the USAF. More than half of the Coalition fleet of aircraft
could attack, while the rest could help them get to their targets safely or
move troops and supplies. Six Navy carriers (three in the Persian Gulf
and three in the Red Sea) carried more than 400 aircraft, while the Marines had more than 200 on shore. Two Navy battleships and sixteen
cruisers, destroyers, and subMarines carried over 400 Tomahawk cruise
missiles. Allied fighter aircraft included British, Saudi, and Italian
Tornados; Saudi F-15Cs; Mirages from France, Kuwait, Qatar, and the
United Arab Em!rates; British and French Jaguars; Bahraini F-16s; and
Canadian CR-18,.i Homer had spent considerable time with the air
leaders of the allies and the other U.S. Services, and had included their
forces in exercises. By mid.January all were familiar with the kind of air
war that would come.

"97UN Security Council Resolution
"9(0)Hotner lntvw, 4 Mar 1992.
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678. 29 Nov 1990.

Only 27 percent of the Air Force combat aircraft deployed in support
of Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Yet, that overall percentage was
deceiving. Fully 75 percent of the Wild Weasels, most of the stealth
aircraft, and virtually all aircraft capable of flying precision-guided munitions were in the Middle East by January. In addition, 46 percent of
USAF tanker assets supported the air campaign directly, while 80 percent
of the strategic airlift went to support of the forces in the Middle East.
Moreover, 63 percent of the laser-guided bombs, 43 percent of the cBUs
(cluster bomb units), and 52 percent of the HARMS in the inventory went
out to the combat theater." All of this suggests that without the ending
of the Cold War, it isdoubtful whether the U.S. could have mounted such
an air campaign in the Middle East.
The Final Plan
By the end of December, most of the forces for the air campaign
were in place;`° by then staffs were working out the final iteration of
plans to destroy the Iraqi military. The final plan looked to achieve
synergistic effects by attacking a wide variety of targets. Given the
overcentralized nature of Iraq's society and political life, and the weaknesses inherent in its military system, Homer's planners hoped to break
apart the controlling system in a political as well as a military sense. By
degrading the electrical power network, one would exacerbate the difficulties caused by attacks on the command and control sector. And by
attacking the integrated air defense system both directly and by raids on
the regime's overall command and control system, one could separate the
controlling mechanisms from the "shooters" on the airfields and in the
missile batteries.
In turn, attacks on those facilities would keep attrition of Coalition air
assets within tolerable limits for sustained operations. A sustained period
without losses would then allow Coalition air forces to destroy targets,
such as nuclear, chemical, and biological research facilities-of no
immediate threat-at leisure. Attacks on oil refineries and distribution
facilities would pressure Iraq's military and civilian society, while the
attacks on transportation (railroads and bridges) would isolate its army

"MieJ Dan Draper, l.OXX (PA)/31017/25/25 Apt 1991, "Comparison of Logistic Tall
Vice Aircraft tM:ployed to Soulh West Asia."
tOAmorns 6ie exceptions wcwe three of the Navy's carriers which were still on their
way to the theater. One, in far;t, would not arrive until after the war had begun,
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and allow its destruction. Finally, the Republican Guard represented
more than just an element of Iraqi ground forces; it represented an essential element in the stability of the regime, because they served to protect
Saddarn against his own armed forces. The air assault on Iraqi ground
forces would begin against the Republican Guard on the first day and
build until nearly all available sorties were attacking Iraqi divisions
throughout the Kuwait Theater of Operations. When bombing had reduced the effectiveness of those units by at least 50 percent, Coalition
ground forces would eject the remnant from Kuwait.
Gaining air superiority was essential to further military operations.' 0 1
There were two fashions with which one could address Iraqi air defenses.
The traditional approach would have involved a roll back campaign-one
In which Coalition air power would steadily move its operations
northwards and destroy Iraqi defenses on a gradual basis. The initial
CENTAF draft operations order of 27 August reflected such an approach.
As it noted: '11irget priorities will be designed to roll back the IADS
(integrated air defense system) and atrite [sic] enemy forces. Campaign
will be expanded to include interdiction of C3 nodes, military support
facilities and key choke points in northern Kuwait as forces are made
available."' 0 But the Master Attack Plan evolved independently of the
Initial operations order (and in fact the operation would soon be updated
from the iterations of the Master Attack Plan). From the first, the authors
of the Master Attack Plans envisioned attacking the heart of the enemy's
integrated air defense system with S.1 17s at the beginning of the war.I"
CBNTAP's August operations order had noted: "Iraq's integrated air
defense system [code-namnd KAF.I] . .. maintains track on every civilian
and military aircraft over Iraqi airspace and consolidates the information
into an overall air picture at the Air Defense Operations Center (ADOC)
in Baghdad."'"° The implications of such a centralized system led
planners to consider an attack to paralyze KARl at its center and degrade
the capacity of the intercept operations centers and section operations

101This Is a point often ignored by US Army thinkers and largely reflects the fact
that since the f1rst months of the North Afric4n campaign In 1943, one of the crucial
contributions that air power has (nade to US military operations is that air superiority has
allowed US ground forces to operate In an environment free of an enemy air threat.
IWCOMUSCENTAP, drft operations order, 27 Aug 1990, Annex C, p 2.
l03see "instant Thunwr' brief, 17 Aug 90/ 2100, "Campaign Flow."
104COMU•'ENTAP

Annex B, p o.
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Operations Order, 27 Aug 1990, Offensive Cannpalgn-Phase 1,

centers to coordinate defensive responses. The conceptualizaion of the
first night's attack leI.1 to the belief' that diiect attack5 could paralyze the
Iraqi air defense system, while corventional air packages, protected by
SEAD aircraft, could surpress the separate pieces of the enemy's air
defenses.Iw
But how to attack KARl's controlling center without heavy losses in
fighting through the defenses deployed around Baghdad-defenses that
after the war Homer described as among the strongest in the world?'m
The answer vwa to rMly heavily on stealth to attack the command structure of the enemy's air defenses. Yet the planners also were to provide
the Iraqis with a large SHAD package that appeared to give them what
they expected: a massive attack on Baghdad itsclf.1°
By early January, the Black Hol.- had evolved a complex, carefully
orchestrated plan for the firut days of Desert Storm-a plan that aimed at
operational level effects on the Iraqi air and ground defenses and at the
destruction of Iraq's long-range capabilities that represented such a threat

Blcok Hole staff.

'06Conversation with Lt Col David Deptula, 24 Jun 1992; and "Instant Thunder"
brfg, 16 Aug 199012100, "Campaign Plow."
1061A Gen Homer, Address to Businessmen for National Security, May 1991.
07
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Chapte: 3 of this report for a fuller examination of how this was done.
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to the stability of the region: namely its nuclear, biolu.Iical, and chemical
programs. Of course there were weaknesses in the platiing effort, But
those weaknesses reflected deepei organizational and culturnl p•terms that
had been established in the Air Force even Ucfore its birth." Yet in
many ways the final plan represerted an inatellectual triumph over much
of the cultural baggage that had distorted the air war against North Vietnam. Li the end, the Black Hole made a considerable effort to move
beyond self-imposed limitations and to maximize the potential of aircraft
and weapons technology.

"I°SeeIn particular BHny Watt, T77 Foundations of usAF Doctrine (Maxwell
1985.
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Net Assessment of the Opposing Sides
No single, numerical comparison can convey the balance between the
opposing sides in the Gulf War. The crucial factors determining the
outcome mainly concerned issues such as military preparation, peace-time
training, doctrinal conceptions, and the complex interrelationships among
training, teUchnologicil capabilities, and the educational sophistication of
those who did the fighting.
Moreover, the military ethos and political framework within which
opposing military forces had developed played a major role in the
outcome. This claptec will assestr these factors as they applied to the
opposing sides, first by looking at the Iraqis and then in turn at the
Coalition. What it will attempt to convey is a sense of how these
sirengths and weakness matched up; finally, it will estimate how the two
sides assessed the strengths and weaknesses of their opponents and sought
to manipulate the situation to their strategic and operational advantage.
The Nature of the Theater
Iraq is the valley created by confluence of two great rivers, the Tigris
and Euphrates, between whose banks the great civilizations of early man
developed. In comparative terms laid out on a map of the eastern United
States, Iraq would reach from Raleigh to southern Canada and from
Washington, D.C. to eastein Indiana [see Map 1]. The great majority of
its population of 17.6 million exists within the geographic confines of the
Mesopotamian Valley.' Its people consist almost entirely of city and
*own dwellers, or farmers; only a few Bedouins inhabit the great deserts
lying west and south of the rivers. While Iraqi culture has, of course,
drawn heavily from the desert traditions of the original Arab tribes and
conquerors, current Iraqis have little contact with their desert roots [see
Maps 2, 3, and 41.

t

Congressional Quarterly, The Middle East, Seventh Edition (Washington, 1990).
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Map 2
Iraq Population Contours
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Map 3
Iraq Land Utilization
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Map 4
Iraq Terrain

Nor for that matter has the Iraqi military, particu!arly the army,
fought in those deserts. Instead the nation's great experience in war, its
conflict with Iran, came in the terrain to the east of the rivers. From the
border with Turkey in the north, a series of high mountains descends into
rugged hills over a distance of three hundred miles. In this area, with
sharply pointed terrain features, the Iraqis fought numerous battles with
Iranians and Kurdish guerrillas. Map reading was relatively easy in a
landscape of peaks and valleys. To the south, the Iran-Iraq frontier
encroaches on the Mesopotamian valley with its relatively dense population; it then curves southward into a region of swamps and complex
irrigation canals. In this area, the heaviest fighting of the Iran-Iraq conflict played itself out. Here, too, navigation represented few significant
57
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difficulties; moreover, terrain proved most suitable to the defensive tactics
the Iraqis used to blunt Iranian attacks.
Significantly, the Iraqis had little experience in the deserts to the west
and south. What little knowledge of the western deserts existed remained

confined among truck drivers and construction crews working the pipelines and roads to Jordan and SyriL But even those Iraqis who drove
through the desert felt that the great trackless spaces represented an area
that was mysterious and hostile.'
And they were right. The desert spaces lying west and south of the
Mesopotamian valley are thoroughly inhospitable to human beings.
Scorching heat in summer, sudden deluges and terrible sand storms in

winter, and virtually no water at most times of year would make this area
a difficult challenge to military organizations even in peacetime. Beside
the lack of water, navigating in a trackless wilderness with few points of
reference-or in some areas constantly changing ones-represents as great

a challenge as navigation at sea.
The first military force to grapple with operations in the desert,
particularly the deep desert, was the British army in the Second World
War. In a series of experiments stretching back to the 1920s and then
pushed with great enthusiasm in the 1940-1941 period, the British learned
to operate significant combat forces in a desert environment.' That
process, however, took more than a decade of hard work and specialized
training. But the Iraqi military in 1991 had little experience in desert
conditions. Once the confrontation with the Coalition began, the Iraqis
had little time to solve the problems involved in operating in such a
region. As a result, both in their deployment and estimation of Coalition
capabilities, the Iraqis assumed that Coalition forces would not and could

2'The

Egyptian commentator Mohammed Heikal confirms this judgement: 'noh
reason for Iraq's failure to protect its flank was later explained by a captured officer. The
Iraqis assumnd, he sad. that the Coalition would not attempt to operate Inthe featureless
desert, because of the risks of losing their way." Mohammed Helkal, lluhsions of T1.
umpA An Arab View of the Gulf War (London, 1992), p 311. See also his analysis on
p 269.
3For the best description of this effort see John W.Gordon. Thu Other Desert War,
British Special Forceas i North Africa, 1940.1943 (New York, 1987).
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amot ,mtilize the trackless spaces west of Kuwait. But the Global Positioning System combined with ,high levels of logistics and personnel training
allowed C'oalition forces to adapt to the desert in a fashion the Iraqis
never expccted.' Consequently, the deserts of western and southern Iraq

represented a plus to Coalition forces, an advantage, however, that was
not entirely clear before the ground campaign.
For allied airmen, the desert theater also presented significant
advantages. The terrain laid the Iraqi Army open to the prying eyes of
all forms of overhead reconnaissance. While the desert allowed the Iraqis
to spread their forces out, the army divisions that poured into the KTO
became an open book to the prying eyes of Coalition intelligence.
Admittedly, the sameness of terrain and lack of clear points of reference
were significant problems to allied aircraft in identifying which enemy
positions were which, and after the ground war began in identifying the
positions of Coalition forces.
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The terrain laid the Iraqi Army open to the prying eyes of all
reconnalssance.

4

And In a fashion that few of the so-called "experts" in the civilian world expected,
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Middle Eastern weather provides distinct climatic periods: summer
with extraordinarily dry and hot conditions, and winter, lasting from
November to April. Rainfall during the latter season averages only four
Inches a year around Kuwait; heavier rains fall the further north one
moves. Nevertheless, throughout the winter, strong and violent storms
move through the area, bringing heavy rains and blowing sand storms in
their wake. Unfortunately, Desert Storm's onset coincided with a period
of particularly bad weather in the Gulf. However, in any year the pattem of winter weather is not conducive to smooth, unimpeded military
operations. If the bad weather that occurred in January and February was
exceptional, it should not have been unexpected.
In the end, neither weather nor terrain represented significant
advantages to the Iraqis, despite the fact that the war took place on their
land. Ironically, their lack of knowledge of the desert turned to the
advantage of the Coalition. From the point of view of employing air
power and ground-based, technologically sophisticated systems, the desert
with its flat and featureless terrain represented a significant advantage for
Coalition military forces.
The Iraqls
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait and persisted in the face of worldwide opposition, a U.N. embargo, and the projection of immense military
power into the Gulf as a result of ideological and political factors.
Foremost among these were the nature of Iraqi tyranny, its ideologic
world view, and its strategic goals. Iraq's military forces reflected its
society, and the political and ideological framework of those forces
played a crucial role in determining the outcome of the Gulf War.
The current regime in Baghdad draws heavily from an ideology
developed in Syria in the 1930s.6 This Ba~thist ideology combined diverse threads of Fascism and Marxism with an intense Arab hostility to
European colonialism. Above all, it aimed at rejuvenating the Arab
world by rejecting Western political conceptions and replacing them with

SHelkal. Illuiona of Triumph, An Arab View of the Gulf War, p 307.
'The discussion in this chapter on the nature of the Iraqi political regime draws
heavily from the penatratiAa8 book by the Iraqi exile Samir uI-Khalll, The Republic of
Fear, The Politics of Modern iraq (Berkeley, CA, 1989).
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"Arabic" values. By utilizing the West's science and technology, the
Arabs, Bafthist theoy argued, could return to their rightful position as the
dominant world civilization.
In Iraq, the Baethist seized power briefly in 1963, but then fell from
power. However, in 1968 they regained power; this time they set about
making a stable and obedient polity out of a nation whose history had
revolved around the success or failure of military coups. The new regime
embarked on a ferocious purge of all centers of power in Iraq. Saddam
Hussein, already assistant secretary general of the party, assumed control
of internal security for the regime. Under his driving leadership, a
pervasive sense of fear spread throughout the country. By 1979, firmly
in control of state security, he moved against his fellow Bacthists. In
June, he replaced the president, while holding the families of his colleagues in the Revolutionary Command Council hostage. At the same
time, he thoroughly purged the party's lower ranks. Then he moved
against the leadership.
When the dust settled, Saddam had created an extraordinary police
state, one firmly grounded in Ba~th ideology and its paranoiac world
view. His combination of ideology with an effective secret police reaching into all levels of society gave his regime enormous staying powers.
On the other hand, it knew little of the external world and its ideological
preconceptions insured that it would understand less.
The Iran.Iraq War
Having eliminated internal opposition, Saddam moved against Iran.
Khomeini's revolution had thrown that nation into turmoil, while purges
of the Iranian military placed the Islamic Republic's ability to defend
itself in doubt. Since Ir aian oil reserves lay close to Iraq in an area
7

Accordlng to Khalil, Saddam carried out the purge of the party's top leadership in
public: 'The production that Saddam maanaged had all the hallmarks or his personal style.
The first to 'confess' was Revolutionary Command Council Piember 'Abd al-Husain
Ruhld whose fanily was held hostage. The confession was filmed and then, as one
version of the story has It, shown to an all-party audience of several hundred leaders from
the entire country. A grilf.stricken Saddam addressed the meeting with tears running
down his cheeks. He filled In the gaps in Rashid's testimony and dramatically fingered
his former colleagues. Guaids dragged people out of the proceedligs and then 52ddam
called upon the country's top ministers end party leaders to themselves form the actual
firing squads." bid, p 72.
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inhabited largely by Arabs (although of Shi'tc faith), Saddarn concluded
that he could easily expand Iraq's econonic base, while seriously
damaging his hated rival, Khonicir, by invading Iran.
Bafthist ideology provided Saddam with an extraordinary set of goals,
As he suggested in January 1980, "We want our country to achieve its
proper weight based on our estimation that Iraq is as great as China, as
great as the Soviet Union, and as great as the United States."' In this
context. Saddam meant not just Iraq, but an Arab world dominated by
Iraq's Bafthist Party-one that with its oil reserves and attendant economic
power could compete with the super powers.
The fact that Saddam possessed no experience beyond the world of
Iraqi politics complicated the task. Moreover, he possessed no military
experience, nor any background in military or strategic issues. His political instincts warned him to insure the political reliability of Iraq's military; much like Stalin, he equated professional competence with political
independence. Consequently, his regime liquidated many of its best
military commmaders as threats to the nation's political stability, Moreover, there was little place in Saddam's Iraq for bearers of bad news ot
those who disagreed with the regime's pollcies. Few who spoke their
minds or who disagreed with the leader sunrived in positions of power.
Nevertheless, one should not take the regime and its military as fools.
Within a limited arena, the Iraqis could mobilize popular support and
economic resources-thanks to oil revenues-to confront opponents who
operated within similar frameworks. The Iraqis possessed the political
tools of control to force Iraq's population to obey; moreover, a3ainst
military organizations with similar backgrounds, Iraqi commanders eventually proved sufficiently competent to force Iran to make peace on the
basis of status quo ante bellum.
However, Saddam's decision to attack Iran initially resulted in a
catastrophic war, After some initial successes, the Iraqis soon tumbled
back onto their own territory in humiliation, Defeat came first in the air.
Saddam had begun the war with major strikes to knock out the Iranian

ISpcech of Saddam Husa•in, 2 Jan 1980.
'Some reports stated that Saddam had shot a number of senior officers on the night
of the invasion of Kuwait for disagreeing with his decision.
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Air Force. The attack achieved little. Iraqi "bombs either missed the
targets or misfired, partly because the crews did not possess the degree
of expertise needed and partly because their Soviet warplanes, fitted with
mediocre avionics, lacked accurate targeting equipment."' 0
Some Iraqi squadrons refused even to fight, while those that did,
accomplished little in the air-to-air or air-to-ground arenas." The Iranians, still possessing sophisticated U.S. aircraft and U.S.-tralned pilots, and
at least a modicum of the expertise that the Shah had purchased, gained
the upper hand in the air war. Threatened with the loss of his air force,
Saddam dispersed Iraqi aircraft to neutral territory in Jordan, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, and Oman.' On the ground, the Iranians proved equally
intractable and fierce. Moreover, Khomeini articulated his country's aim
as being nothing less than the complete overthrow of Saddam's regime.
The result was a series of defeats that came close to breaking Iraq.
But Saddam rallied his military to hold against fanatic Iranian
assaults. Lubkily for the Iraqis, the Iranians had their own troubles. In
a fit of religious zeal, they completed the destruction of the Shah's military as the war continued. Without effective military leadership from
senior levels down to non-commissioned officers,the revolutionary youth
of Iran died in huge numbers before superior Iraqi firepower. The IranIraq war settled into a war of attrition, in which the two sides faced each
other across complex trench systems. The Iraqis relied on superior firepower to defeat the many Iranian offensives; the Iranians counted on
superior numbers mad religious fanaticism to break the Iraqis. As the war
continued, the Iranians battered their way into southern Iraq, although
they never achieved a decisive breakthrough. The result was a frightful
blood bath for both sides."3

'tDilip Him, The Longest War, The Iran-Iraq Military Conflict (New York, 1991),
p 40. The complete failure of this Iraqi attack on the Iranian Air Force probably contrib.
t,led to an Iraqi belief In lanuary 1991 that their air force could also survive a first strike
by Allied air forces, shoti•d the Gulf confrontation turn into war.
"Ibid, p 41-2.

"21bid, pp 41-2. Sea also Kenneth R. Timmerman, The Death Lobby: How the West
Anmed Iraq (Boston, 1991), pp 19.20.

"3tFor discussions of the Iran-Iraq War, see Hirm, The Longest War, the Iran-Iraq
Military Cwtflict (New York, 1991); Khalil, ThMe Republic of Fear,The PoliticsofModern
Iraq (Berkeley, CA, 1989); Anthony Cordesman, The Iran.Iraq War and Western Securi.
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Only desperate measures kept Iraq in the war. Saddam mobilized the
population for war; to maintain morale, he allowed a peacetime economy
to function. This approach of guns and butter provided domestic
stability, but at the expense of Iraq's currency reserves and only with

extensive borrowing from Arab neighbors. Confronting defeat, Saddam
turned to an economic strategy and one of terror." Iraqi aircraft attacked
Iran's petroleum export facilities vs well as tankers carrying Iranian oil.
But these attacks failed to dissuade Iran from its political goal of toppling
Saddam's regime. Both nations then resorted to firing Scud missiles at
each other's cities. Heavy casualties resulted on both sides, but the
repressive apparati of revolutionary police states stomped out waverings
in popular support.
Finally, in 1988 a series of Iraqi victories led to the collapse of
Iranian morale. In the spring, the Iraqis, going over to the offensive,
regained much of the territory lost earlier in the conflict,'" The Iraqis
planned these attacks carefully, and set-piece battles against a debilitated
opponent broke the Iranians. In each attack the Iraqis gained surprise;
helped by U.S. intelligence, they possessed a thorough picture of Iranian
dispositions, while the enemy operated in the dark." Saddam's high
command preplanned everything to the last detail, while Iranian weaknesses allowed the Iraqis to win without displaying much flexibility.
They operated only within a highly structured framework. 7

ty, 1984.1987 (London, 1987).
14 iaffee Center for Strategic Studies, The Middle East Balance, 1987.1988 (Boulder,

CO. 1988). Chapter 5.
IsFor an excellent discussion of the ending of the conflict see: Hiro, The Longest

War, The Iran-IraqMilitary Coqflict, pp 199.212,
"1GAnthonyCordesman, the Iran-IraqWar and Western Security, i 984.1987; Stratetic Implicaulou wnd Western Security. (London, 1987), pp 36&39. This Intelligence
information gave the Iraqis a healthy respect for the intelligence capabilities of the

Americans.

"ImThre were a number of "experts" both within and outside of the US government
who discussed the Iraqi military in the most glowing terms before the Gulf War. Those
assessment&Inturn drove the estimates that Coalition ground forces would suffer horrible
cuualties if it came to a direct ndlitary confrontation. What such analysis missed was
the fact that Iraqi battlefield performance was strictly conditional. Within the context of
a Middle Eastem war against an opponent with roughly equivalent levels of training and
technology, the Iraqis were capable of performing effectively. But against an opponent
whose capabilities, both In terms of technology and personnel, were on a more advanced
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The war's cost was appalling. Estimates on the number of dead vary;
conservative sources suggest a combined total of 367,000, of whom
262,000 were Iranian and 105,000 Iraqis. Military and civilian wounded
approached three-quarters of a million." Despite the war's costs, Saddam
emerged in a stronger position than at the conflict's onset. The Bathist
regime in Baghdad had proved extraordinarily stable; undoubtedly, its
ruthlessness enabled it to survive. It had mobilized its people and forced
them to make extraordinary sacrifices; its security apparati reached into
every level of Iraqi society; no matter how unpopular the conflict, no
political disturbances occurred. Nevertheless, the performance of Iraqi
military forces left mucii to be desiied.
On the other side of the ledger, supporting the regime's demand that
Iraqis persevere in the costly conflict to the end, lay extensive efforts to
bribe the populace. Iraq pursued costly buildinig projects; imports from
outside kept shelves stocked with food stuffs and consumer goods; the
peacetime, economy continued in full swing. To do this, the -egime
imported millions of workers from Egypt and elsewhere in the Arab
world. However, oil revenues could not meet dte expenses of the war,
much less the demands of servicing a peacetime economy. Only massive
borrowing in the Arab world could keep the peacetime economy afloat
and support the massive military effort required by the war. When the
conflict was over Iraq was virtually bankrupt; its oil revenue could barely
cover the interest on the national debt.
The regime's guns and butter approach had an interesting side effect
that would impact on the military confrontation with the Coalition. When
it became clear that the war with Iran was going to last a long period of
time, the Iraqi military instituted a series of reforms to make military
service as attractive as possible. Besides higher pay, considerable
survivor benefits, and disability payments to the wounded, the regime
provided for extensive periods of leave for soldiers in the combat
theaters. Such policies would be in place when the Gulf crisis occurred,

level. the Iraqi military provad incapable of functioning effectively. For one of the most
optimlstIc esimafts of Iraqi military competence see: Stephen C. Pelletlere, Douglas V.
-hhnson II, Leif R. Rosenberger, Iraqi Power and U.S. Security in the Middle East
(Carlisle. PA. 1990).

"Hiro, The Longest War. The 'ran-IraqMilitary Coq/lict, p 250.
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and consequently, throughout the lead up to the war, as much as 20
percent of the Iraqi Army may have been on leave at any given time.19
The people of Iraq greeted peace with enonnous enthusiasm. But
behind tat eonuksiasm lay much war weariness. The army's attitudes
reflected national t£lings. The long struggle with Iran certainly did not
create a battle-hardened military force, eager to embark on other strug-

(DELETED]

gles.
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In retrospect, the Iran-Iraq war did nothing to lessen Saddam's
ambitions. Despite the fact that his country was almost bankrupt with a
staggering debt, Iraq continued extensive armaments programs as well as
the construction of monuments to glorify the war.= The Iraqi military
obtained the most sophisticated weapons systems possible from Soviet
and western suppliers; at the same time, it pushed efforts to produce
special weapons, including nuclear devices. When these ambitious programs combined with a steady drop in oil prices, Iraq verged on bankruptcy. In 1989 it failed to pay the interest on its foreign debt; so serious
did the financial situation become that some major arms supplims suspended arms sale.'
Not surprisingly, Saddam leapt at the opportunity to settle with
Kuwait in 1990; at one fell swoop he could eliminate a significant portion
of his debt, while adding the oil resources of the Emirate to those of Iraq.
America's reaction came as a surprise; but hem Saddam's substantial misestimations of U.S. power and resolve worked against the Iraqis.

19

See Chapter 6 of this report for examination of raqi leave policies and the impact

they had on the army's readiness to meet Coalition forces in "the mother of all battles."
'°[DELETED!
21
Department of the Army, 513th Military Inteltlience Bripgae, Joint Debriefing
Center. "rhe Gulf War: An Iraqi General Ofmer's Perspective," II Mar 1991, JmC Rpt
#00M2, p 3.
nSee In particular Samir aI-Khadil, Th7Mouuwne (Berkeley, CA, 1992).
3Eluine 3ciolino, T77Outlaw ,Uu: Saddam Hssaien's Quisfor Pow.r and the
GuWC.ui (Boston, 1991), pp 140, !18.
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Above all, Saddam cziculated that air power was an insignificant
factor. As he suggested to cBs newsman Dan Rather in August 1990:
"The United States depends on the air force. The air force has never
decided a war."u Since air power could not play a crucial role, Saddam
calculated that ground war would prove the final determinant of any
military confrontation with the United States. Here the Iraqis believed
they could inflict such heavy casualties that the Coalition would disintegrate and American will power would collapse. As Saddam suggested to
the U.S. Ambassador in July 1990: "Yours is a society which cannot
accept 10,000 dead in one battle."2
One senses from Saddam's speeches as well as his actions a pervasive
belief that the United States dared not resort to war.2 Consequently,
many Iraqis, including the military, did not take the threat of Coalition
military action as seriously as they should have." Military preparations
aimed to deter the Coalition from attacking rather than to place Iraqi
forces in the best military position." Yet on paper those Iraqi military
forces and their newly acquired capabilities represented a formidable
challenge if the Coalition were to resort to war.
The Iraqi Mliftr'
Saddam's gamble rested on how well his military would perform.
There were some experts in the West who felt that the Iraqi military

14CBS

Interview (Dan Rather) with Saddam Hussein, 29 Aug 1990, transcript in PBs-

N2S-90-170.

"Quoted by Jim Hoagland, Waryin Posi, 13 Sep 1990, p A33.
Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint Debriefing
Center, "The Gulf War. An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective," I1 Mar 1991, JOC Rpt
#0052; and (S/REL UK) "Analyses of Source Debriefingls," JDC Rpt #065.
27(S/REL,
UK) Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint
Debriefing Center, I1 Mar 1991, "Analysis of Source Debriefings," JDC Rpt #065, p 7.
"2'The stationing of much of their military forces in Kuwait and in southeastern Iraq
made more sense from a political and diplomatic perspective, than from a military
perspective.
291 am indebted to Dr. Caroline Ziemke for her help in the preparation of thit section
on the Iraqi military, both army and air force.
26
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represented a highly competent military force." One of the U.S.Army's
major intelligence organs noted in September 1990 that the Iraqi Army
... can conduct multi corps operations over 100 km or more and is
capable of coordinating air and wrtillery, timing of movements and
operations, coordinating complicated logistics requirements, and getting
supplies, equipment, and troops to the right place at the designated time.
The Iraqi army is distinguished by its flexibility, unity of command, and
level of mobility. The army is highly qualified in planning, C-2, logistics and maintenance, but limitations placed upon commanders'3 initiafive, especially in exploiting success, reduce these advantages. '
Nevertheless, Desert Storm indicated that the Iraqi military forces did
not function at such high levels of effectiveness against Coalition forces.
Within the Iraqi Army and Air Force, there existed considerable
weaknesses and deficiencies; in the Iran-Iraq war, the Iraqis either worked
around those weaknesses or placed their own strengths against the weaknesses of their opponent. The issue is not that the Iraqi military were
grossly incompetent. In fact, throughout the Gulf War, they exhibited
considerable powers to work around the damage imposed by Coalition air
attacks.32 But the point is that along with their strengths the Iraqis possessed serious weaknesses.
The greatest weakness of Iraq's military posture lay in the regime
itself. Saddam possessed little understanding of the external world beyond Iraq." Bafthist ideology distorted the few glimmerings of other
nations that penetrated inside Saddam's tight-knit circle. Moreover, the
dictator himself was largely ignorant of military factors-an ignorance that

by Pelletiere, Johnson, and Rosenberger, Iraqi Powerand U.S. Security
in the Middle East is a case in point. For a brief sampling of such attitudes one might
consult the testimony given before tho House and Senate Armed Services Committees in
the period immediately before the outbreak of the war, in particular see the testimony by
Gen David Jones and Adm William Crowe, both former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
31US Arm), Intelligence and Thret Analysis Center, "How They Fight-Desert Shield
Order of Battle Handbook," Sep 1990, p 43.
"37heIraqi ability to hide their Scuds isa case in point, as was their capacity to
manltain some form of communications to front line units throughout the war. For further
discussion of the Scud campaign see Chapter 4.
6"Nor for that matter did much of the Iraqi Army, (DELETED]
3iThe study
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the experiences of the Iran-Iraq War had not corrected. Finally, his
tyranny had so cowed military and civilian advisers alike that few, if any,
dared mention unpleasant truths.
Th* Irma Army

"Thehistory of Iraq's army is intertwined with the nation's political
history. It has represented the only coherent symbol of the Iraqi nation.
As such, It was not loath to Interfere in politics; between 1936 and 1956,
it launched no less than five major coups, including an attempt in 1941
to join the Axis. Nevertheless, the army displayed little competence on
the battlefield in that period. In the 1941 coup, a couple of understrength British brigades from an army in desperate shape in the Middle
East sufficed to rout the entire Iraqi Army.3'
The Iraqi Army's participation In politics came at a high cost.
Bloody purges followed each coup. The success of the 1956 coup only
embroiled the army deeper in politics. Military men dominated cabinet
and policy-making positions.3" None of this contributed to the professionalization of the officer corps or to bettering military effectiveness. ,The
disastrous performance of Iraqi forces in 1967 and 1973 against Israel
further underlined the ineffectiveness of a politicized military.
The Bafth Party's control of Iraq after 1968 further exacerbated the
military's weaknesses. The army's central role In maintaining internal
order continued under the Bdthists, but its political independence did not.
Iraq's new leaders did not miss the lessons of previous decades. A series
of bloody purges removed all influential officers who lacked close ties to
the party; political loyalty became the sole criteria for promotion. 3' By
1971 Saddam, as the director of state security, was confident that "with
our party methods, there is no chance for someone who disagrees with us

HThe British had just lost Greece, were in the process or Iosing Crete and had
suffered a major defeat at the hands of Rommel (the first of many). In these desperate
circumstances the British put together a rasg-tag force and regained their position controlling Iraq and its strategic oil fields.
3"SKhalil, The Republic qf Fear.
pp 21-22.
-"[DEL
ETED]
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to jump on a couple of tanks and overthrow the government."3
The
party and its security organs maintained a vigilant watch over everything
in the military.3'
With Saddam's seizure of power in 1979, the emphasis became
loyalty to the tyrant as well as party. In terms of the dictator's priorities,
political control of the army became a basic principle on which the
survival of the regime rested. With the army's previous history of
launching coups, Saddam could not afford a cocoon of "professionalism."
The first years of the war against Iran underlined the costs of a system
that equated political loyalty with military competence. 3' The war's
desperate situation eventually forced Saddam to make changes, and the
Iraqi Army showed some improvement during the conflict. But improvements came within a framework that satisfied political criteria. Initiative,
flexibility, rapid decision-making never became a hallmark for Iraqi
operations. Iraq won the war against Iran because their opponent was
less professional and even more determined to impose ideological [religious] purityAý
In the two years between the war with Iran and the Gulf conflict, the
Iraqi Army went through an extensive expansion. The regime made
major efforts to upgrade equipment as well as to expand the quantitative
basis; it purchased large numbers of T-72s from the Soviet Union along
with less sophisticated weapons and tanks from China. The Republican
Guard, already a major force by the end of the war with Iran, continued
its expansion as well. In the end, however, this continued expansion of
Iraq's military forces may only have succeeded in diluting the quality of
the army; certainly the events of 1991 suggest a hollow military indeed.
The overall picture of the Iraqi Army, then, was spotty. It had shown
considerable powers of sacrifice in the Iran-Iraq war. Saddam's tyranny
reinforced that spirit. The army possessed extraordinary engineering
skills; as it had shown on numerous occasions during the Iran-Iraq War,

"T3Ronald H.Bergquist, The Role of Air Power in the Iran-Iraq War (Maxwell

AFB,

AL, 1988), p 22.
3'[DELETBD]
391DBLTBTD]

DUEF ] (IML UK) Deparment of the Anny,513th Military lntellSgen Brigade,
Joint Debriefng CAnter, "Aaudysis of source DebdeftnVs' JDC Rpt M065, p 3.
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its ability to construct extensive field fortifications was unsurpassed. It
also possessed extensive skills in camouflaging its positions and in
building extensive dummy positions to mislead its opponents. On the
other hand, the army remained politicized; it had little tolerance for
initiative, nor much capacity to adapt; its soldiers possessed few of the
educational or cultural aptitudes required by modem armed forces." And
its general officers had few of the leadership or intellectual capabilities
of leaders on the other side of the hill.
(DELETED]., 2
The IraqiAir Force
In most respects the Iraqi air force mirrored the weaknesses of the
ground forces. [For the location of major Iraqi airfields see Map 5.]
Throughout its history, the Air Force has remaiaed subservient to the
Army. Iraq has consistently identified itself as a continental power, while
the Army's role as an internal guardian of order has given it the dominant
position among Iraq's military institutions.
Two events in the 1980s, however, caused the Iraqis to reconsider the
external threat. The 1981 Israeli attack on the Osirik nuclear reactor had
set back Iraqi nuclear ambitions considerably; that raid also underlined
Iraq's vulnerability to air attack.'" Moreover, the relative impunity with
which Iranian aircraft attacked Baghdad in the early days of the Iran-Iraq
war represented a further warning. The result was that Iraq devoted
considerable resources to build up its air defenses and to purchase up-todate fighter aircraft. Nevertheless, even with this effort to build up the
air force and air defenses, the primary focus in the Iraqi Air Force rem-

41

[DELETED] Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint
Debrietlng Center, "Analysis of Source Dehrieflings," j•. Rpt #065, 15 Mar 1991.
421bid, p 7.

more detailed examination of Iraq's efforts to acquire nuclear weapons see:
Michael Bisenstadt, "'The Sword of the Arabs: Iraq's Strategic Weapons," Policy Paper
No, 21 (Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 1990); and Jed C. Snyder, "The Road
to Osirak: Baghdad's Quest for the Bomb," Middle East Journal,Autumn 1993.
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Table 1
Iraqi Air Force Distribution of Fighter Units

[DELETED]
ained on the air-to-ground mission rather than on the air-to-air task of
gaining air superiority.'
That Iraq would see the army as the decisive combat arm is not
surprising. What seems less explicable is that the Air Force, charged
with providing air defense and air support for ground forces, has proven
so ineffective in both roles, not only in the war against Iran but in the
Gulf War as well. While technically impressive, the Iraqi air defense
system demonstrated weaknesses even during the Iran-Iraq War. Early
in the Iran-Iraq War, the Iranian air force flew at will over Iraqi cities;

"This reflected the fact that by the end of the Iran-iraq War the Iranian air force had

almost entirely collapsed due to the loss of its US-trained pilots and aircraft, Coase-

quently, the Iraqi air force no longer confronted the problem of gaining air superiority
over the battlefield, while the crucial mission remained the support or Iraqi ground troops
locked in their desperate struggle with the Iranians. (S/WN/NC/NF) sPrA•, Naval lntell.sence Command, "Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces," Dec 1990, p 3-63.
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Map 5
Iraqi Air Bases
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tOe Iraqis made little effort to intercept intruders, because their defenses
were incapable of distinguishing between friend and foe.. In short, the
primary role of Iraqi air power In the early 1980s was as a deterrent.
Consequently, there was little willingness to risk aircraft losses or to fly
dangerous missions. Far fromn criticizing his Air Force for its lack of
offensive initiative in 1981, Saddam saw its inactivity as a reasonable
strategic proposition: "We will not use our air force. We will keep it.
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Two years hence our air force will still be in a position to pound BaniSadr (then prime minister of Iran] and his collaborators."'
Like the army, the air force did improve during the war. Its strikes
against Iranian tankers and Kha'j Island-the crucial terminal for Iranian
oil exports--showed considerable sophistication. However, at least in
attacks on Iranian tankers, Iraqi aircraft operated in a risk-free environment.e Nevertheless, one Iraqi pilot made the enormous mistake of
attacking the uss Stark, which created a serious international incident.
However, the attacks on the Khazj terminal wore complex air
operationn in a hostile arena. In addition, in November 1986, Iraqi F-Is
used "buddy" refueling techniques to strike the Larak Island oil facilities-a distance of nearly 1,200 miles from their bases.'" Still, the Iraqis
launched such raids only after long preparation and planning; also, these
raids exploited Kuwaiti bases for recovery, and only utilized a small
portion of Iraq's air assets.-he best pilots and aircraft, More significantly, the Iraqis failed to maintain such efforts for prolonged periods of time.
As a result, these operations appeared to be spectacular, but proved
reither decisive nor long-lasting. At best they shut Kharj down for short
periods of time and lowered Iranian oil exports. But never did they stop
Iran's ability to export oil."

"43MaJGen Edward B.Alkeson (UsA, ret), "Iraq's Arsenal: Tool of Ambition," Army,
Mar 1991, p 24.
4The Iraqis wore not in a position to intercept Iranian aircrafý, while the attackers
undoubtedly received considerable mission support from the Gulf States on the southern
side of the Persian Gulf. See (S/WN/NC/NF) SPEAR, "Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces,"
Appendix C.
"7 Yet as one commentator on the Iran-Iraq War noted during the war: "in practidc
the two air forces proved to be equally incompetnt." Efriam Kwh, The Iran.lraqWar,
A Military Analysis, Adolphi Papers 220, Spring 1987.
4" Defense
Intelligence Agency commented on the Iraqi air lorce's performance In
the Iran-lraq War in the following tern In early 1990: "Despite an overwhelming
advantage over Iran In numbers of operational aircraft, Iraq has failed to take full advan.
tage of its air superiority. Iraqi effectiveness has been limited by conservative employment doctrine, unsophisticated tactics, and the political leadership's reluctance to employ
the air force more aggressively," Defense Intelligence Agency, "Iraqi Ground and Air
Forces (sic) Doctrine, Tactics and Operations," Feb 1990.
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ill.i

In the air-to-air arena, the Iraqis displayed little initiative and skill.
As the U.S. naval intelligence reported shortly before Desert Storm:
Air-to-air engagements [on both sides of the han-Iraq War] were corre.
spondingly unimpressive. Both sides appeared tu overestimate the
capability of their adversary end had an exaggeratad fear of radar guided missiles. Iraqi avoidance of air-to-air engagementa was continuous
throughout the war. Lock-on by Iranian fighters would generally cause
Iraqi airoraft conducting offensive counter-air/strike missions to abort
the mission and return to base, Even when the odds were overwhelmingly in favor of the Iraqi air force, survival still dominated their tactics.
Any engagements that did occur were noteworthy for a lack of aggres.
sive maneuvering. High speed, maximum range missile launches were
followed by egress and return to base by both sides."
The failure of the Iraqi Air Force to play a decisive role in the IranIraq conflict did not prevent Saddam from investing heavily in air power
during peacetime. The Iraqis spent considerable sums to upgrade their
aircraft inventory by buying more Mirage F-I s and a number of MiG-29s.
Moreover, they continued efforts to expand their air bases and to provide
airfields with multiple runways and taxiways as well as hardened shelters
capable of even withstanding even nuclear blasts.
Yet the seventy-five years of air warfare have consistently underlined
that the crucial element in aerial combat lies in the capabilities of
aircrews. The Iraqis had, of course, just completed a major war against
Iran-a conflict during which they had suffered significant pilot losses.
Moreover, they were now taking on newer and more complex model
aircraft even as the war with Iran ended. Consequently, rebuilding the
Iraqi Air Force took place within the framework of upgrading to significantly more complex equipment.
The picture of fighter pilots available to westerl intelligence suggests
that there were few first class operators in the Iraqi Air Force." During

49

(S/WN/NC/NF)

SPEAR,

"Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces," p 3.63.

S0One of the most accurate prewar analyses of Iraq's military capabilities was that
performed by the SPEAR Department or the Navy's Operational Intelligence Center:
(S/WN/NC/NF) "Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces." SPOAR's accuracy in the assessment
business largely reflected the fact that it was one of the few intelligence omanizations in

the American military that combined individuals with operational backgrounds in about
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the war against Iran, Iraqi pilots had earned "their qualifications and

status with a minimum expenditure of personal effort and risk."'" Basic
training provided little on which to upgrade fighter pilots to more

sophistic;atec aircraft; moreover, the Iraqis conducted basic instruction on
a rigid and inflexible pattern. Pilots and instructors executed their maneuvers "solely by reference to instruments with little attention paid to
outside, visual references." Consequently, most Iraqi pilots had difficulty
transitioning to the more advanced stages of air-to-air training.5 2

The products of such a system were not exceptional. Iraqi pilots
lacked the preparation to "respond proficiently to dynamic; tactical
situations," while they had "relatively poor air-to-air maneuvering and
lookout skills." For the most part, "their overall situation awareness
[was] extremely poor." Those who flew the Mirage went from basic pilot

training in Iraq to France, where over 80 percent washed out of the
course; that had little Impact on the Iraqi air force, which qualified virtually all who flunked the French syllabus upon return.53 The Soviets were
not so demanding and generally passed everyone; the Iraqis, however,
regarded Soviet training as decidedly inferior to what the French provided." On the other hand, the Soviets assessed less than half the students
equal numbers with intelligence officers. The relationship clearly brought out the best in
both uind spsamI's studies were close to the mark when Desert Shield moved Into its
execution phase. For a leos sophisticated examination of the Iraqi air force that was more
positive as to Its capabilities see: (S) Defense Intelligence Agency, "Iraqi Ground and Air
Force Doctrine, Tactics and Operations, Feb 1990,
SI(S) Ibid, p 3-63.
52(S) Ibid, pp 3-62 and 3-63.

"3 (S) Ibid, p 3-63.
NHow much the former Soviets had to learn from the Gulf War as well as their own
mis-estimates of the balance of skill and technology between the east and the west is
suggested by a short article written by a former Soviet advisor to the Iraqis as tie Gulf
War was actually unfolding: "Ifeel that the Iraqi fighter pilots were trained just as well
as the pilots of, for Instance, France and Finland with whom we in recent years have been
in contact repeatedly. In truth, I will not take it upon myself to compare their professionalism with the combat skills of American pilots but, in constantly seeing the prevalence
of Negroes and mulattoes among the U.S. pilots on the TV screens, I could draw some
conclusions." "Former Soviet 'Advisor' Describes Experiences in Iraq," Konwomolnkaya
Pravda, 23 Feb 1991, Foreign Military Affairs, JPRS-UMA.91.014. For a thorough examl.
nation of the Russian military's examination of the air war in Desert Storm (which also
tells much about how to think through the significance of the air war) see: Benjamin S.
Lambeth, Desert Storm and its Meaning: Te VIEW
ofom Moscow, Rand Rpt R-4164-AF
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whom they passed as possessing the ability to fly in line Soviet fighter
outfits, which in turn were considerably below American standards."5
Follow-on training in the Iraqi Air Force was no more remarkable.
After the war with Iran, Iraqi Air Force leaders considered an ambitious
program to upgrade pilot skills. However, one suspects that Iraq's
financial difficulties prevented implementation of any serious upgrade
program. The training that occurred was not particularly challenging;
"Intercept tactics and training [were] still predominantly conservative,
elementary, and generally not up to western standards."'5
The emphasis in Iraqi air operations against Iran had rested on
support for ground forces. Consequently, the best pilots in the Iraqi Air
Force have traditionally gone into ground attack units. Air-to-air units
had the leavings."7 The basic issue here is that the Iraqis, whatever the
technological sophistication of their equipment, did not possess the basic
flying skills to fully exploit the capabilities of their aircraft.
The Iraqi Air Defense System
Beyond its aircraft, Traq depended on a complex air defense network.
The Iraqi system was highly centralized; four sectors, each with a Sector
Operations Center (,.c). controlled air and air defense assets, The focus
of that network wai on meeting two threats: long distance Israeli air
attacks or that posed by the Iranian \.ir Force, what little remained after
the war. Under each soc, Intercept Operation Centers (lOcs) ran ground
control intercepts and SAM defenses and coordinated the flow of
information from individual radar stations and visual reporting sites to the
socs.
[DELETF.)].

(Santa Monica, CA, 1992).
"tS/WN/NC/NF) SIPEAR, "Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces," p 3-61.
6
. (S/WN/NCtNF) Ibid, p 3-64.

.'j(S/WN/NCJNF) Ibid, p 3-63.
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Map 6
Iraqi ADEF C3 Network

[DELETED)

Information collated at the center then flowed back down to antiaircraft
units, air bases, and SAM sites.
At the center, the Air Defense Operations Center (ADOC) in Baghdad
made the crucial decisions, while a French-designed computer system
(KARl-Iraq spelled backwards in French) tied the network's diverse
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pieces together. [DELETED]3s KARl also possessed "land line and/or
microwave (either troposcatter or line-of-sight)" to lower levels of
command. Redundant land lines tied the section centers to the national
command level, while the Iraqis placed the intercept centers near existing
telecommunication trunks capable of carrying both voice and data
communications. The French designed system modems so that each node
could easily switch from one form of communication to another."' The
Iraqis also provided extensive protection to both types of centers by
placing them in hardened shelters.
As the war with the Coalition loomed, the Iraqi leadership viewed
the strategic purpose of its air defenses as providing the means for the
nation to ride out an air campaign. The defenses were to inflict heavy
enough losses on the attackees to bring on a ground campaign. The
primary tools for defending Iraqi air space were SAM and antiaircraft
forces. On paper, active air defenses were indeed impressive: five hundred radars located in no less than one hundred sites, SA-2 batteries, SA3 batteries, SA-6 batteries, SA-8, and ROLAND I/Il systems covered
different areas of the natcon. The air defense system controlled about
8,000 antiaircraft pieces, but the percentage devotzd to the defense of
strategic targets as opposed to the defense of the army in the Kuwaiti
Theater of Operations is not known, Nevertheless, the Iraqis deployed
approximately 4,000 fixed and mobile antiaircraft artillery pieces and
SAMs around Baghdad [see Map 8].'

"58(S/WNfNCfNF) Ibid. pp 3-7 to 3.29. (DELEriEDJ
59

(S/WN/NCtNF) Ibid, pp 3-17, 3-25.

W°(S/WN/NC/NF) Ibid, p 3.13.
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Map 7
Fighter Bases in Relation to SAM Coverage (U)

[DELETED)

Not surprisingly, the Iraqis tied the SAMs closely to computer KARl.
However, antiaircraft artillery, relied on barrage firing on preset azimuths
to hit attacking aircraft. 6' The Iraqis believed that a combination of SAMs
and antiaircraft artillery would impose sufficient attrition on attacking
forces; at medium to high altitudes SAMs would shoot down many
Coalition aircraft; should the attackers go low, then antiaircraft guns

"6jIDELETED]
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would inflict heavy casualties. Finally, Iraqi aircraft, protected by
hardened aircraft shelters, could intervene at selected moments to add to
Coalition losses.

Unfortunately for the Iraqis, KARl possessed a number of weaknesses.

French experts oriented the system to protect Iraq from attack from the
east (Iran) and west (Israel). Coverage towards Saudi Arabia was weak,
4•

SAM and antiaircraft defenses were strong in some sectors; admittedly,
Baghdad was an extraordinarily heavily defended target [see Map 81.
Strong air defenses also protected Basra, Scud-launching sites in western
Iraq, and Iraq's northern oil fields. But much of the rest of the country
lay open-a factor that allowed allied aircraft to approach targets from
different directions. Moreover, the layout of the western and central
sectors created a dead zone pointed directly at Baghdad from Saudi

Arabia.' Not surprisingly, Iraqi defensive systems could only handle
tlu-eat levels consistent with Middle Eastern force structures.'5 Indeed, to
the Iraqis, the system's capacity to track targets seemed more than

sufficient."
But what Coalition air forces could throw at the Iraqis was something
well beyond the capacity of Iraqi information, command and control, and
weapons system capabilities.'

The largest weakness, however, lay

' 2lntvw with Gen Henry, OWAPS, 28 Aug 1992; "Electronic Combat in Desert
Shield/Desert Storm," Brig Gen Larry Henry, OWAPS NA 358.
3

7The misapprehension that they were confronting a threat consistent with their
Middle Eastern experiences marked Iraqi behavior throughout the prewar and wartime
periods. Their mis-estimate of American capabilities was similar to the mis-estimate that
the North Vietnamese made in 1962 in calculating the power of the United States. They
may well have wor the Second Vietnam War, but they inherited a nation that American
firepower wrecked from one end to the other and they lost an entire generation of young
men. See Bernard Fall, Lans Rflecdions on a War (New York, 1967).
64(S/WN/NC/NF) SPEAR, "Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces," p 3-20.

"MThis is suggested by the fact that the northern soc at Kirkuk unly went down for
a few days during the war;, yet it proved incapable of handling the air strikes put into
northern and central Iraq from Turkey by the American forces, operating out of Incirtik.
Undoubtedly, there were a number of factors at work, such as "Proven Force's" SEAD
efforts, but the zero loss rate is Indeed suggestive. For the continuing operation of the
Kirkuk soc see (S/WN) Defenn Intelligence Agency, "Desert Storm BDA Imagery
Review, DDX-2900-489-91, May 1991, Vol. II, p 95.
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Map 8
Iraqi IR SAM and AAA Threat
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The Coalition
The greatest potential weakness of Iraq's opponents lay in the fact
that they were a Coalition. At the highest level, intense negotiations,
cajoling, and careful handling all combined to achieve general agreement
among the partners to use force against Iraq. The Coalition of the Saudi
Arabia, Britain, France, the Gulf States, Syria, Egypt, the U.N. and myriad other nations was neither inherently stable, nor naturally united." Yet,
Saddam's efforts to break up the Coalition prior to 17 January 1991
showed little success, a result more of his inept diplomacy than of the
Coalition's inherent strengths.
On the operational side, Coalition members deployed great military
power as the crisis built towards its military climax.'7 In most of history,
coalitions have found it particularly difficult to cooperate in the military
sphere in the early part of a conflict." In this war, the differences in the
operational style of national military forces did not prove to be as great
a hurdle.
The major non-Arab contributors, the United States, Great Britain, and
France, all -held the common experience of cooperating within the NATO
framework. While the French have remained outside of NATO's command
structure since 1962, they have had extensive direct and indirect contacts
and working experience with their NATO allies in the field. Consequently,
neither British nor French forces had significant difficulties in working with

Americans.

On the air side, both the British and the Saudis had

participated in "Red Flag" exercises, so their pilots had regularly integrated
themselves into American practices and employment concepts.
The three major NATO powers deployed exceptionally professional
forces to the Gulf. Since the 1950s, the British have relied on allvolunteer forces rather than on conscription; in the early 1970s, the

6TM e French minister of defense resigned shortly before the shooting war began to
protest the anti-Iraq policy of his government and because he felt participation in the war
would pernmnently damage French standing in the Arab world.
67See Chapter 1 for a discussion of the actual forces deployed.
TM
See in particular Edward Spears, Lda.Aoi 1914: A Narrative of she Great Retreat
(London, 1936) and A.isgnmeun to Ctastrophe (London, 1954) for the problems that
confronted the Bridsh and Frcrh bi the opening yemu of World War I and World War 11.
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United States embarked on a similar road. While the French still held to
conscription, the forces they deployed to the Gulf came largely from
professional units. While Coalition forces lacked combat experience, they
did have extraordinarily high levels of professional skill. Coalition
soldiers, airmen and sailors were experts in the profession of arms, at
both tactical and operational levels.
Moreover, many of the Coalition's Arab air forces had worked with
the Americans. Most flew American aircraft and many had received
training in the U.S. Only the Syrians, with a long history of dependence
on the Soviets for equipment and training had little common experience
with their allies. Consequently, whether one talks about air or ground
operations, there was considerable commonality in thought pattern, concepts of operations, and tactical frameworks within which Coalition forces
would operate.
The Americana
The bulk of the Coalition's military strength rested or, the capabilities
of the American forces deployed in the Persian Gulf. And it was on the
capabilities of those U.S. forces that success or failure in the Gulf would
depend. The American political system had regained much equilibrium
since the Vietnam war. Under Presidents Reagan and Bush the nation
again projected an image of strength and determination on the
international scene. Nevertheless, beneath that exterior, substantial doubts
assailed U.S. leaders and those recording American attitudes. Above all,
Vietnam had created a sensitivity in all levels of leadership to the loss of
American life, and this sensitivity carried over into the conduct of operations and strategy. Moreover, that sensitivity carried over into a specific
and general unwillingness to put Iraq's population at hazard."
Throughout the lead-up to and the conduct of this war, concerns over
possible American battlefield casualties expressed this factor most directly;
this was a direct reflection of the impact of Vietnam on the American
psyche." Prom the onset of the crisis, this fear of heavy losses was a

69Ste Gen Glosson'i comment in Chapter I of this report.
7°Gen alosson In his prewar briefing to American fighter pilots underlined that no
target was worth the los of an American aircraft. Glosson implied that our aircraft
would be able to return to awtck a target that had not been destroyed, but once an aircraft
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major factor in decision-making in Washington. Saddam was a careful
observer of these debates and as war approached, he made clear his belief
that this American fear represented a weakness, especially when compared
to the level of sacrifices that Iraq had borne in its war with Irans.

The American MUI/ary
In 1973 the United States had withdrawn the last of its military forces
from South Vietnam; the collapse of that polity followed shortly
thereafter. The Impact of the war on the American military was serious
in the short run. For some in the military, defeat resulted from unwillingness of politicians, media, and even the people to stand behind the fighting man. 2 For others defeat resulted from the failure of national leaders,

military as well as civilian, to create an effective strategy for the conflict."

Some veterans felt the military had performed badly on all the

or aircrew had been lost, one was in an irrevocable situation. Glosson's attitude stands
in stark contrast to the attitude of army air force commanders in World War 1I,whose
attitude was that any losses were justified so long as bombers attacked thu target. Intvw,
MaJ Cen Buster Olosson by awAPs personnel (Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, and
Thomas Keaney), 14 Apr 1992. Glosson's comments to F-16 pilots were confirmed by
Maj John Nichols, member of 401st Tactical Fighter Wing, oWAPS, 20 Jul 1992.
71But, as with almost everything that he did in this war, Saddam's attitude may have
backfired against him. Saddam's boasts "that America would not tolerate thousands of
dead Gls, but that Iraq was ready for such sacrifices" directly impacted on the morale of
his troops. Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, loint Debriefing
Center, "'he Gulf War: An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective," I I M r 1991, JDC Rpt
#0052.
nFrederick Downs, in his dispessionate account of his service in Vietnam, recounts
an Incident that happened to all too many servicemen after their tours in Vietnam: "In the
fall 1968, as I stopped at a traffic light on my walk to class across the campus of the
University of Denver, a man stepped up to me and said, 'Hil' Without waiting for my
reply to his greeting, he pointed to the hook sticking out of my left sleeve. 'Get that in
Vietnam?' I said 'Yeah, up near Tam Ky in I Corps.' 'Serves you right.' As the man
walked away, I stood rooted, too confused with hurt, shame and anger to react." Freder.
ick Downs, 7he Killing Zone: My LIfe in the Vietnam War (New York, 1978), preface,
no page.
73Harry Summers ntes at the beginning of his work: "'You know you never defeated
us on the battlefield,' said the American Colonel. The North Vietnamese pondered this
remark for a moment. 'That may be so,' he replied, 'but it is also Irrelevant."' Summers,
On Strategy: A critical Examination of the Vietnam War (Carlisle. PA, 1987), p 1.
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levels of war."4 But virtually all military professionals agreed that there
7
was room for improvement. "
In the 1970s improvement dealt with reestablishing the discipline and
respect essential for military effectiveness. In the 1980s with Reagan's
swelling defense budgets, the U.S. military carried out a massive reequipment of its forces, as well as a rethinking of how best to employ its
growing combat power. This two-part process played a major role in the
Gulf. Throughout the Reagan buildup, there was a major debate in the
U.S. over the weapons that the military needed after the drawdown of the
1970s. Arguments revolved around issues of quantity and quality. The
so-called military reformers argued that the US. should not buy complex,
sophisticated weapons because they were not only expensive, but
unreliable. Instead, they argued the American military needed cheaper
and less sophisticated weapons, ones that were more reliable and
available in larger quantities, and which required less support." On the
other side, the American military argued that with technological advances,
rapidly evolving computers, and sophisticated volunteer soldiers (or
airmen, or seamen), the U.S. military needed to ride the technological
wave.

In almost every case Secretary of Defense Casper Weinburger
supported "high tech" solutions in purchasing the next generation of U.S.
weapons. While not all of those weapons proved out, the superiority as
well as reliability of the new technologies played an important role in the

7'4 MaJ

Gen Buster Glouton, when he talked to a group from OWAPS, emphasized his

belief that Summers was wrong and that we had performed no better on the tactical level
during the Vietnam War than we had performed on the other levels of war and that we
had gotten large numbers of men killed because our performance on the basic tactical
level had been so inadequate. Intvw, Maj Gen Buster Olosson with OWAPS personnel
(Williamson Murray, Barry Watts, Thomas Keaney, and Alexander Cochran), 9 Apr 1992.
"7Virtuallyevery senior officer that oWAPS interviewed for this study indicated their
profound disstisfaction with the leadership under which they had served in the Vietnam
War and their desire to insure thOt this time the same mistakes would not occur at any
level.
Noi two of the more publicized critics of the American military see Gary Hart and
Bill Lind, Amerkia Can Win: The Case for Military Reform, (Bethesda, MD. 1986); Wnd
James Fallows, Natimnal Defense (New York, 1982).
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Gulf.7 On balance, technological sophistication significantly enhanced,
rather than undermined, the performance of well-trained American forces.
But the superiority of American (and Coalition) equipment explains
only a portion of the success. On the second day of the ground
offensive, a platoon of Marine MIAls-manned by reservists-ran into a
battalion of Iraqi tanks deploying to counterattack. Despite the fact that
the Iraqis outnumbered the MIAls, and the encounter engagement took
place at close range in daylight conditions, the Marines destroyed thirty.
four enemy tanks in less than ten minutes; they suffered no losses to
themselves. 7 This single example underlines that the crucial factor in the
Gulf War lay in the superiority of training that Coalition forces had received during the previous decade. That training advantage overshadowed whatever combat experience Iraqi forces had gained against Iran.
Vietnam had shown serious shortcomings in the tactical preparation
of American forces. Above all, the Army had felt those failings; and if
it did not always own up In public to its failures in Vietnam, it grappled
seriously in both tactical and operational domains, In the 1970s, it
rewrote its basic doctrinal manual, FM 100-5; and then packaged the new
manual in such a fashion that an explosive debate occurred throughout
the Army over the directions that doctrine should take. 7' That, in turn,
led to a new FM 100-5-one substantially reworking the 1970s version to
re-emphasize maneuver and battlefield flexibility. The crucial point is
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The distances at which US MIAI could acquire, hit, and then destroy targets in
comparison to the T-72 tanks that the Iraqis deployed suggests the advantages that the
high tech equipment Save US forces in all arenas Inwhich our forces engaged the Iraqis
in the Gulf War. MIAIs were capable of acquiring and killing Iraqi tanks at ranges of
more than 3,000 yards; the Iraqis using T.72s could acquire and fire at US tanks at ranges
barely more than 1,000 yards unless direct visual conditions were operative.

"I'lA
Col J.G. Zumwalt, "'Fanksl Tankls Direct ForwadlW" Proceedings of the US.
Naval Institute, Jul 1992, pp 78.80. What Is significant about this engpament, as opposed
to most others in the Gulf War, was the fact that Itoccurred at relatively close range and
with both sides caught by surprise. Thus, the combat conditions should have negated some
of the technological advantages of US weapons systems. The results, however, were the
same: the utter destruction of the enemy forces and minimal damage to US forces.
79
For a €meful study of Gen Depuy's formulation of the new version of FM 100-5
see Paul M. Herbert, Darcidiq What Has to be Done: General William E. Depuy and the
1976 Edition of FM 100.5, Operations, (Leavenworth, 1988).
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that not only has the Army rewritten basic doctrine twice since Vietnam,
but that doctrine has become an essential preparatory element for combat.
Similarly, in its professional education, the Army emphasized
warfighting skills at every level. In the mid-1980s it created the School
for Advanced Military Studies (SAMs); that specialized school provided
the top graduates of the Command and Staff College with a second year
of intensive study concentrating on the operational level of war-the
employment of military forces within a theater to destroy the enemy. In
their succeeding assignments, the graduates of SAMS provided the Army
with an intellectual leavening that broadened its understanding of war.
Above all, it prepared its graduates to think through employment of
ground forces to achieve goals larger than simply battering enemy divisions on the front lines.
The Air Force and the Navy followed similar paths during this
period.' The air war against North Vietnam was one of the most controversial aspects of our mishappened efforts in Southeast Asia. IIl thoughtout political considerations had dominated the conduct of air operations.
Yet. postwar claims that political naivete was solely responsible for the
failure of the air campaign missed a basic issue. The organization of
American air power had also been less than satisfactory; to all intents and
purposes Air Force and the Navy had waged entirely separate air campaigns. But even within its own domain the Air Force hardly provided
coherent direction:
The absence of a single air commander produced chaos. The 2nd Air
division in Saigon, the air force headquarters with direct control over
fighter wings participating in the campaign, received guidance not only
from PACOM and PACAF, but also from [Thirteenth] Air Force in the
Philippines.... .To simplify the multi-layer air force command arrangement, PACAF changed the 2nd Air Division to the [Seventh] Air Force
in early 1966. The confusion then increased, however. Instead of
providing [Seventh] Air Force with complete control over the 2nd Air
Division assets, PACAP gave the [Seventh] Air Force 'operational'
direction over the fighter wings, while the [Thirteenth] Air Force retained 'administrative' control. The ultimate result of this bizarre

60Since this study is largely concerned with air power it will discuss the US Navy
and the Marine Corps only in so far as their air power capabilities affected the battlefield
in the Gulf.
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arrangement was the creation of the (Seventhj/[Thirteenth] Air Force in
Thailand, which then assumed administrative control of the fighters!I
A discouraging aspect of the air war lay in the exchange ratios
between American aircraft, naval as well as air force, and their North
Vietnamese enemies. In the last two years of World War H and in the
Korea, American pilots averaged exchange ratios of well over ten-to-one
in air-to-air combat against their opponents. Yet, from 1965 to 1968 the
"ratioof American kills versus losses against North Vietnamese aircraft in
air-to-air combat was barely two-to-one. When the raids against North
Vietnam stopped in 1968 the Navy rethought its approach to air-to-air
combat. "Top Gun" resulted, and its impact on the skills of Navy fighter
pilots showed in 1972, whun they established a twelve-to-one exchange
ratio against their North Vietnamese opponents. The Air Force, however,
suffered an even worse air-to-air exchange ratio during the initial months
of Linebacker I than the barely 2-to-I it had posted during the 1965-1968
period, even though, by the year's end, an influx of more seasoned pilots
enabled it to achieve a 2-to-i exchange ratio for 1972,82
The success of "Top Gun" resulted in substantial changes in how the
Air Force approached its tactical business after 1973. The Air Force
established "Red Flag" to address the tactical problems of air warfare
across the board. "Red Flag" taught a whole generation of air force
pilots and commanders how to deal with enemy defensive systems from
fighters, to SAMs, and AAA, as well as how to get bombs on target. It
was in the hard-to-measure areas of training and preparation for countering threats that Coalition air powers, especially Americans, enjoyed
enormous advantages over their Iraqi opponents. One pilot in a "Weasel"
squadron underlined the advantage in a comment made during the war:
Going into the first combat mission, I don't think I was ever
scared .... I've trained for eight years for this; Major Moore has trained
for ten or eleven years.... The fact that I see stuff shooting at me is a
little different, but I was well prepared for it. In fact, when the SA-2
launched, I didn't feel scared at all .... I knew exactly what to do. In
fact I didn't think at all. It was instinct. I knew i had to get out of

"SlMark Clodfelter, The Ldmits of Air Power, The American Bombing of North
Vietnam (New York, 1989), p 128.
82(S) uSAP Tactical Weapons Center, Project Red Baron, Air.to.Air Encowters In
Southeast Asia, (NellIs APB, 1973-74).
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there. I'm sure that's what Major Moore was thinking. He knew
exactly what he had to do in the back seat; I knew exactly what I had
to do in the front seat. He's getting out the chaff; he's putting on the
pod. I'm moving the jet. It's just like we have trained for years and
years... they train us a lot better than you can Imagine. So we can
handle any threat we see up there-air-to-air or ground-to-air. Anything
that comes up. We've oen it before; we know exactly what to do
when we get it. It's all instinct, The reason we are all doing well in
this war is the fact that we are all well trained.' 3
An F-I II pilot commented at a NATO conference 1992 in the following
terms:
T1raining saved our lives. We trained for the low and the medium
altitude war. Eighty percent of our training was for the low level
altitude environment, but we found that training for a low war made
fighting high a little bit easier. We also had local airfield attacks; we
also had our HHQ composite force exercises; we had tanker exercises,
and we had all kinds of training down in Saudi Arabia. Our training
allowed us to verify thz operability of our systems, prior to the war.
We made sure that bombs would indeed come off the jet, when you
push the pickle button, which did not always happen, unfortunately.
And of course, we fought like we trained."
The appearance of precision.-guided munitions in the late 1960s began
a revolution in weapons technology; the arrival of stealth aircraft in the
1980s significantly extended that revolution.
The training and
preparation of American aircrews for combat allowed U.S. forces to
maximize the potential of these revolutionary changes in weapons technology. The training programs prepared pilots for the actual environment
in which they would fight and extended their capacity to adapt to the
conditions of combat.
There was one last, intangible advantage to the Coalition. Western
military forces had spent the previous forty years in preparing to fight

13T$V Charles L. Simr, "Special Study, History of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing
(Provisional): Operations Desert Shield and Desr Storm," OWArs t• 277,
84(S) Capt Kelly, "-1 II Operations-Desert Storm," Appendix 21 to Annex C to
1730.13.7/APooAT/S-0789/2, 20 Feb 1992, NATO.
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Following the first daylight attack, U Col Bruce Wright, 614th TFS
commander expresses confidence.

Soviet ground and air forces. Western military organizations had thoroughly prepared in their training, doctrine, and exercises for a great clash
with the Warsaw Pact. That clash never occurred, but Western forces
that entered the Gulf confronted an opponent, much of whose doctrine,
training, and equipment largely derived from the Soviets. Consequently,
many aspects of the Iraqis' style of war and doctrine were familiar to
Coalition military leaders as well as pilots and tank crews; the enemy's
tactical doctrines and styles of fighting were ones that U.S. forces were
thoroughly prepared to disassemble. Even more advantageously, Iraqi
forces lacked the staying power and depth of Soviet forces. Finally,
desert conditions in western and southern Iraq-and Kuwait-magnified the
superiority of Western technology over Soviet techaology.
Preparing to fight in the Central European environment over the past
several decades against a vastly more numerous foe conveyed a number
of other advantages on U.S. forces in the Gulf. On the ground and in
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the air, that preparation forced them to develop maximum skills to utilize
the advantages conveyed by western technology. In the aerial arena which
not only demanded the rapid achievement of air superiority but the
conduct of operations deep behind the enemy's front lines to stem the
forward movement of Soviet echelons, U.S. air forces developed
highly sophisticated means of attacking, deceiving, or jamming Soviet airand ground-based air defenses. Electronic warfare became more than an
arcane art, and the suppression of enemy air defenses (SHAD) became a
realizable goal. These skills and technologies, which would have presented considerable difficulties to Soviet air defense systems, were beyond
the experience or comprehension of Iraq's air defenders.

Conclusion
In the comparatively static kind of ground warfare-reminiscent of the
Western front in World War II-that dominated the Iran-Iraq War, the
Iraqi regime had demonstrated enormous staying power; in that conflict
it proved that it could mobilize as well as drive its military to suffer
extraordinarily heavy casualties. But because of its striking misestimates
of the U.S. and its allies, as well as the willingness and ability of Coalition leaders to attack Iraq's military weaknesses, Saddam Hussein's
regime would ultimately fare far less well against the Coalition than it
had against revolutionary Iran.
In retrospect, Iraq's strengths and weaknesses appear to have been
different from what many Western observers and military analysts outside
the theater assessed them to be prior to the war. Its greatest strength may
have lain in the ruthlessly effective political control that Saddam had
established over his nation. Even the catastrophic defeat of his air force
and air defenses, the bombing of targets throughout Iraq for forty-three
days, and the destruction of the bulk of his army in the Kuwait theater
did not suffice to overturn the regime. Like Stalin's Soviet Union in
1941, military disaster on the frontiers did not quite manage, given the
limited objectives under which the Coalition prosecuted Desert Storm, to
decapitate Saddam Hussein's "Republic of Fear."
On the other hand, the Iraqi military, outside of its utilization of
mobile Scuds, displayed little capacity to adapt to the very different kind
of warfare, with its emphasis on advanced technology and operational art,
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that the Coalition imposed on it. The Iraqis had just finished a long and
exhausting war against Iran, a conflict that certainly had not turned their
army into the "battle-hardened force" that some in the West perceived.s
While Iraq's opponents possessed little direct experience with combat-at
least in the lower ranks-Coalition air and ground forces had undergone
complex training and preparatioms for the actual conditions that they
eventually encountered. Those preparations were far more realistic than
anything that occurred in the Iraqi military.
It was at the strategic level that the Iraqis made their greatest
miscalculations. To put it simply, they proved incapable of changing
their assumptions in the light of what was actually happening. As Dr.
Norman Cigar has noted:
Such [strategic and political] assumptions, by their very nature, are
usually deeply held. Their rejection or modification requires painful
soul-searching and the willingness to admit a mistake in one's original
basic calculations, if not the rejection of one's entire analytic frame.
work. This is never easy-even in the face of overwhelming evidence
...
[yet Saddam] remained intractable to the end, being willing to risk
war, and believing until relatively late into Operation "Desert Storm"
that Iraq would acquit itself well on the battlefield.'
Only the complete collapse of his military forces eventually led Saddam
to recognize what was happening and to request a ceasefire.
A quote from an Iraqi newspaper in summer 1990 underlines the
greatest imbalance between Iraqi and Coalition forces. An Iraqi reporter
commented as follows on reports that American troops were requesting
Chapstick and insect repellant:
There is no army in the world that requests such supplies. This runs
counter to the existing concept of the military, which [demands) toughness, rigor, manliness, and adaptability to conditions .. What kind of

"(IDBLTED]

"MDT
Norman Cigar, "Iraq's Strategic Mindaet and the Gulf War: Blueprint for
Defeat," Journalof Strategic Studies, p 23.
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soldier is this that puts cream on his lips? What is the difference be,
tween U.S. soldiers and singers and dancers?"

The difference was that the Americans took care of the needs of their
troops in the most fundamental ways; the Iraqis did not." Against the
Iranians, who were equally disdainful of basic human needs, this did not
matter, against the Americans it did. Saddam assured his people and the
world that Iraq was happy to suffer hundreds of thousands of casualties,
while America could not even suffer casualty lists in the thousands. To
the poor bloody Iraqi Infantryman, this casual statement underlined the
tyrant's disinterest in whether the infantryman lived or died. And that
disinterest foatored into his willingness to fight. This had not mattered
in the war against Iran, becuame Saddam's regime retained control of the
battlefield and its rear areas. In this war, the Iraqis did not control the
battlefront or even the air over their own nation. On the other side df the
hill American soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen knew that their leaders cared."

87Hamza Mustafa, "Anewrman Tmoop and their Hurried Requests,' A1-Jwmhurvya,

17 Aug 1990, p 4.
"[DELETED]
S9'o a great extent this was not tiue in much of the Vietnam war, as much of the
literature of this war underlines. Particularly worthwhile in this respect Is the brilliant
novel by the former Secretary of the Navy: James Webb, Felds of Fire (New York,
1978).
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The Opening Days:

Final Plan and the Scripted War
This chapter will examine the conduct of the first two days of the air
campaign against Iraq; to set the stage, it will discuss the immediate and
long term objectives of the air operations. In this short span of time,
Coalition air attacks achieved a solid basis from which allied air commanders could mount systematic and sustained attacks against strategic
targets in Iraq, the enemy's military forces, and the infrastructure that
supported those forces. The success of these first strikes ensured the
possibility of a sustained offensive against the present dangers of Iraqi
military power as well as Iraq's long range potential.
When the Gulf War ended with U.S. troops on the Euphrates and the
outskirts of Basra, commentators hailed the ground campaign as a
masterpiece of "operational art." Indeed, it was; the conception of a wide
sweep, deep into Iraq behind the entrenched Iraqi forces, a clever deception effort, thorough logistic planning and deployment, and effective
execution by U.S. and Coalition armies represented an enormous achievement. Yet, the most impressive operational achievement of the Gulf War
was the successful battle for air control, fought, and largely won, in the
opening days of Desert Storm. That air battle, against the Iraqi air defenses, broke the enemy's capacity to defend himself from the blows that
would fall throughout the remainder of the war. It placed Iraq and its
military forces, in the words of a senior commander, in the position of a
"tethered goat, being pounded to death from beyond its reach."
This air battle sought to achieve operational effects beyond the mere
destruction of targets; on opening night, Coalition aircraft found enemy
air defenses that were on full alert and that had received plenty of
strategic warning. By way of comparison, the February ground war
occurred against an opponent whom air attacks had pounded for weeks
and whose morale had clearly suffered. This chapter aims to provide the
reader with a sense of what that operational employment of air power
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hoped to achieve, how Coalition air forces went about that task, and what

the opening blows achieved.
Deployment of American forces into the Gulf had accelerated in late
November in response to the President Bush's docision to prepare for the
worst case: war. Arriving forces were soon to wage offensive air and
ground campaigns. The addition of VII Corps and more air units represented an insurance policy; the two Army corps and a Marine corps could
now defeat the Iraqi Army, if the air offense failed to force Iraq to disgorge its Sains. Nevertheless, the buildup of powerful ground forces had
resulted in a gradual shift in the emphasis of Coalition military plans. In
August and September, the balance of forces between the opposing sides
had precluded anything outside of defensive ground operations; offensive
operations would have to rest entirely on air power. By November, allied
ground forces were in a position to launch a limited ground offensive; by
early January the logistical and operational strength of ground forces had
reached the point where Coalition armies could strike deep and hard.
On the operational level, this resulted in a shift from an almost
exclusive concentration on an air campaign aimed at centers of gravity in
Iraq to an air campaign with divergent goals: the first, a strike at the Iraqi
homeland-a "strategic" air offensive; and the second, "preparation of the
battlefield" in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations, to use U.S. Army
terminology. The first three phases of the air campaign-strategic offensive, destruction of enemy air defenses in the KTO, and preparation of the
battlefield-would begin concurrently, although initially emphasizing the
first.' The fourth phase, ground invasion, would not begin until the
ground war was initiated by either the Iraqis or the Coalition.
For the air war, a tight-knit group of officers under Glosson had
carefully planned operations for the first two days. The offensive sought
to attack a wide variety of targets in order to achieve synergistic effects.
The plan emphasized an "inside-out" campaign in which air operations
would begin at the center of Iraqi power and aim at functional effects

'In terms of the charonging perspectives of the commanders, Schwarzkopf, who had
been one of the strongest supporters of the "strategic" bombing options in the early days
of Desert Shield, blew up at Homer just before the beginning of the air campaign in front
of the latter's staff because of the supposed lack of emphasis in CENWTA plans on the
Republican Guard.
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rather than levels of destruction.' Crucial would be attacks against certain
target categories whose destruction or degradation would affect others.
These effects in turn would cascade through other sectors of Iraqi
defenses or military efforts.
This approach by the Special Planning Group (hereafter referred to as
the "Black Hole") represented an effort to utilize air power as an operational
rather than a tactical instrument. The first air attacks did not seek the
absolute destruction of single targts or target sets, but rather damage to a
wide variety of targets. The combination of damage to these targets would,
hopefully, degrade Iraq's defensive responses for the remainder of the
campaign. Degradation to the electrical system, communication nodes,
discrete elements in the air defense system, and certain leadership targets
would, planners in the Black Hole believed, mutually reinforce difficulties
in other areas as well as the defects in the Iraqi system.
Glosson and his deputy in charge of the strategic air campaign, Lt.
Col. David Deptula, believed that such an approach would exacerbate
inherent weaknesses in the Iraqis' military due to the political biases of
their system.' The air campaign thus represented an effort to maximize
operational effects by causing complex frictions within the enemy's
military organizations and structure. This may well have been intuitive
rather than doctrinal, but it reflected an imaginative understanding of the
operational conduct of war.4 The interplay between plans and operations
in this first and decisive period of the war suggests much about the
operational potential of air power, as well as the inevitable frictions

Effectiveness report, Chapter I for a closer examination of the synergistic effects that the planners aimed to achieve in the first series of air attacks. The discus.
sion in this chapter, particularly in regards to the SEAD plan, also aims to bring out how
the air campaign aimed to achieve an Impact well beyond the direct destruction of mere
targets.
3lntvw, Mij Gen Buster Glosson, with OWAPS personnel, 9 and 14 Apr 1992. Also
see the intvw, LA Col David Deptula with oWAPS personnel, 20 and 21 Dec 1991.
4Maj Gen Larry Henry com,nented to oWAPS interviewers that the SEAD plan had
aimed at throwing sand into the Iraqi geau box to cause the structure to break down at
critical moments, particularly during early phases of the war, lntvw with Maj Gen Larry
Henry with OWAPS personnel, 28 Aug 1992.
2SOe

GWAPS
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involved in any combat-or as Clausewitz suggests, "the factors that
distinguish real war from war on paper."'
A number of factors contributed to the success of initial air plans.
The plans themselves represented a realistic mix of understanding the
enemy and his actual capabilities and a keen appreciation of Coalition
strengths. Above all, Coalition air leaders proved flexible and adaptable
to the actual conditions they confronted. Finally, the Iraqi system and Its
commanders did not or could not adapt either to the weight of attacks or
to the form that the air offensive took.
The Operational Problems In Projecting Air Power
The discussions in much of the rest of this report (and chapter)
center on the operational employment of air power against targets
throughout Iraq and Kuwait. However, that application depended on the
complex movement of aircraft from bases not only scattered widely
throughout Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States but which were situated
hundred of miles from the Iraqi frontier. The Saudis had constructed
those bases to confront diverse threats from Israel in the west to Iraqi,
Iranian, and possible Soviet threats from the north.
Saudi Arabia Is an enormous country; Map 9 suggests its extent.
Superimposed on a map of the United States, it would run from South
Dakota to eastern North Carolina. From north to south it would run from
Minnesota to southern Alabama. Over the past three decades the Saudis
have constructed a considerable number of bases to protect those frontiers.
Consequently, when Coalition air forces deployed into the Arabian
peninsula they found themselves at bases separated by great distances from
Iraq. Just to reach Iraq, F-I l7s, faced a journey of more than 665 nm
(nautical miles). F-I IIFs and E.-I I Is at Talf had a 525-nm trip to reach
the Iraqi boarder. Many other USAF fighters had almost as long a haul. F16s at Al Dhafra and Al Minhad had flights of nearly 528 nm, while F-15s
at Dhahran, Al Khadj, and Tabuk, as well as the F-4Gs at Shalkh Isa all
had flights of approximately 250 miles before they reached Iraqi air space.
[See Map 10] In fact, they often had

tCar von Clauaewltz, On War, translated and edited by Michal Howard and Peter
Perot (Princeton, 1976), p 119,
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longer distances, because the missions formed up on tanker tracks and
then crossed the frontier as integrated packages.
The problems confronting naval aircraft were just as daunting.
Carrier aircraft from the Red Sea had to fly approximately 600 miles to
reach Iraq. For aircraft flying from the entrance to the Persian Gulf,
distances would have been over 800 miles, depending on the location of
the carrier. However, by 17 January, the carriers had moved into the
Persian Gulf. But even then their aircraft had distances of 300 miles to
fly before they reached Iraqi territory. [See Map 11]
Given the distances of Iraqi targets from Coalition bases, allied
air raft required extensive mid-air refueling to execute their missions. By
January CBN'FAF had established a series of tanker tracks running across
northern and central Saudi Arabia for tankers to pick up Coalition aircraft
as they came off airfields and accompany them to final drop off points
just short of enemy territory.' From that point allied aircraft had to fly
considerable distances to reach their targets. [See Map 12 for a depiction
of the general pattern of tanker tracks] But the fact that the movement
of aircraft involved not only north-south flights to the Iraqi frontier but
east-west movements as well, given the placement of aircraft on the
Arabian Peninsula, only served to exacerbate the difficulties of providing
tanker support when needed.!

6'The RAP confronted the need to establish an east-west track to serve their Tornados.
They solved the problem with typical British imagination. "These two problems always
meant that we had something to negotiate with the other middle airspace users, even a"tillery. Despite this, we were always welcome, and I even suspect that the challenge used
to brighten their day. We also had our little triumphs like the occasion the Prince of
Wales visited the RAP Headquarters, and the American airspace team, being typical
schizophrenic Republicans, were desperate to meet him. We had them aroend the corner
of the building, and at the right moment, pushed them forward to be Introduced, hand.
shakes, photos, and all. They were very impressed, not to mention grateful. The result
of this gratitude was 'Olive Trail'-an east/west refueling route for the Tornados when all
the other trails were north south. If the visitor had been the Princess of Wales we could
have named our price." (•) Squadron Leader Minns, HQ srC, "Airspace Control," Appen-

dix 2 to Annex C to 1730,13.7/APooAT/S.078/92, 20 Feb 1992, Nato.
7
(S) Ibid.
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Not surprisingly, since tankers and aircraft often came out of
different airfields, the process of refueling required careful coordination.
Admittedly. the process depended on the experience and expertise that the
Air Force and Navy had built up over the past forty-five years in extend-

ing aircraft range by mid-air refueling. Moreover, with the large number
of aircraft flying along with numerous changes in the air tasking order
(ATO), the tanking operation depended on the flexibility of aircrews and

tankers in adapting to difficulties in the aircraft flow.'

KC-1 0 tanker refueling F.111C tighter of the 27th TFS.

But refueling Coalition aircraf't was only one part of' a lea'ger problem in
coordinating movement of' strike packages to the fi 3ntier, A package
_______~~~~~

.
._________
.__
.___

_._.._.

lone or th Weasel crew members commented during the war: "We went up on
amother mission aind couldn't find our tanker. I (don'tJ know it yo would c'allI t skill or
luck, but I locked onto the biggest contact I had on the radar and it happened to be a
tanker. He had no other aircraf't on board He wasn't our tanker, but he had his boom
down and was ready to pass some 5U, so we went up and topped olT with gas and made

it home, Otherwise we would have had to divert to another airfield .... The unexlfected
can happen at a moments notice ... .We were fleaible [enoughi to cope with it." TSgit
Charles L. Stan, "Specia Study, History of the 35th Figlhter Wing (Provisional): Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm," owAPs, NA 277, pp I1q9-60.
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targeted against the Baghdad area might contain F-16 fighter bombers
from Al Dhafra and Al Minhad, F-15 air superiority fighters from Al
Khazj, F-40 Wild Weasels from Shaikh Jsa, and EF-IIIs from Taif; in
addition, Navy and/or Marine SEAD aircraft such as EA-6Bs and F/A-18s
with fighter support aircraft might also support the effort in its flight into
Iraq. The aircraft would join up at the southern end of a tanker track (or
tracks), refuel, and then move across the frontier as a coherent, articulated
force, that could jam enemy radars, fire HARMs u• SAM sites threatening
the package, attack enemy fighters that rose to :hallenge, and then bomb

the target.
Here again peace-time training paid large dividends. A substantial
portion of the aircrew, particularly mission and jackage commanders, had
flown in "Red Flag" or the Navy's equivalent exercises at Fallon and
"Top Gun;" they were thoroughly familiar with coordinating, planning,
and flying such missions. The Navy undoubtedly had an advantage here:
carrier air groups on board the carriers possessed a broad spectrum of
aircraft, because the carrier might have to operate by itself; therefore each
possessed air superiority, SEAD aircraft, and bomb droppers, and those aircraft operatA together on a day-to-day basis. But Red Flag had provided the Air Force with a solid basis on which to plan and execute strikes
involving multiple types of aircraft.
To illustrate how such strike packages assembled, we can look at the
war's biggest package, Package Q, flown on day three of Desert Storm ,o
This mission was to strike at Baghdad with seventy-two F-16s, fifty-six
fsom Al Minhad (388th Tactical Fighter Wing) and sixteen from Doha
(401st Tactical Fighter Wing); it received the support of eight F-15Cs
from Tabuk as air cover against enemy fighters; eight F-4G Wild Weasels
from Shaikh Isa to attack enemy air defenses; and tw) HF-IIIs

Uhe Air Force with its new composite wing structure Is moving toward a similar
sysum in which each wing will control most of the aircraft necessary to accomplish its
mission without requiring the support of other wings.
t
lpr a discussion of die actuAl course of this mission see Chapter 4.
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from Taif to jam enemy radars." With a time on target of 1630L the
strike package would have to cross the frontier at 1555; aircraft would
begin dropping off tankers at approximately 1547.12 The tankers, of
tcourse, would have to be ready in their tanker orbits at the right position
to refuel Package Q's aircraft in the flight to Iraqi airspace.

""Beyond the articulation of tanker support, Package Q also depended
on a number of airborne platforms to coordinate and control its progress
as well as to warn its mission commanders as to the tactical situation in
Iraq. AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System) and ABCCC (Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Centers), specially configured
aircraft with complex communications equipment and controllers on
board, would coordinate and update as the package marshaled its
component parts and lIen launched them into Iraq. Meanwhile, Compass
Call EC-130s would begin jamming the signals from enemy communication centers in Iraq; at the same time AWACS would also provide warnings
of enemy aircraft threats, navigational assistance, airspace control, and
changes to the tactical mission. In particular, Package Q would depend
on AWACS for a coherent evaluation of the emerging enemy air-to-air
threats in the theater. Finally, RC- 135 Rivet Joint aircraft wou;d monitor
the enemy's electronic signals to evaluate how he was reacting to the
raid's progress. All these platforms would be airborne and on station to
provide support for the strikers as they moved up to and eventually into
Iraqi airspace. Their station times in orbits over Saudi territory and their
knowledge of the intent and mission responsibility for Package Q would,
of course, have been arranged ahead of time in the ATO process.
"lb Set to tanker tracks Railroad and Weasel, Package Q's aircraft
would have to leave four different bases at four different times. [See

"lihe Master Attack Plan called for throe such large daylight strikes against targets
In the Baghdad area on day three; however the first two were cancelled due to weather,
while the third, Package Q did fly. When we get to day three we will discuss the diffi.
culties that this package ran into during the course of its operation in Iraqi territory,
Unfortunately the ATO for the third day is not in the aWAPS files. Consequently, while
we are describing Package Q, this chapter is forced to discuss the movement up to the
Iraqi frontier In general terms. The reconstruction has been accomplished with the help
of L Col Rotbrt Eskridge and MaJ Thoron Severance, both of the OaAPS Staff,
12Agian, the ATO for Day Three does not exist in awArs flies; u a result, we have
reconstructed probable takeoff times and tanker rendezvous times on the basis of known
distancs and flying times.
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Map 13 for a depiction of distances travelled to tanker tracks by the
mission packages.] Each tanker track had sonewhere between five and
eight tankers. The lead tanker would be the low man in the cell; succeeding tmkr would stack up (offset to the right) with one mile separation distances and each 500 feet higher in altitude. Mission commanders
would plot out the times required to join up with tankers and determine
their launch times on that basis. At approximately 1346 the first F-15
began rolling at Tabuk. The fifty-six F-16s from Al Minhad began
launching next around 1401; their sister aircraft from Doha lit their after
burners later, at 1431. Th7HF-illls from Tilf needed to begin rolling by
1408. Finally, Weasels from Shaikh isa would not have to take off until
1443. Like a finely tuned watch, mission commanders adjusted their
speeds so that aircraft arrived at the tanker tracks on the mark; the ATO
had already coordinated call signs, targets for the various missions, and
times on target for the segments within Package Q. [For a time line
illustrating how the mission was supposed to go, see Figure 1.]
As depicted in Figure 1, aircraft movement to the jump off point
seems a relatively easy task. It was, but only because Air Force, Navy,
and Marine flight crews had prepared carefully and thoroughly to fly such
missions for more than forty years. Practice had created a state of mind
in which the operators can and do change and adapt flexibly to actual
conditions. All of this carefully planned and organized articulation only
involved getting Package Q to the frontier with Iraq. We will discuss the
actual fate and operational experience of the package in the next chapter.
The Iraqi Strategic Framework
There is little evidence with which to examine Iraqi preparations and
conceptions. Even if Iraqi records were available, substantial elements
of uncertainty would remain, because so much rested on Saddam's enigmatic mind. Nevartheless, the actions and experiences of the Iraqis in
previous wars allow substantial judgments. In the largest sense, it
appears probable that Saddam, and therefore his military leaders, never
expected war."3

"(DELTD! Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint
Debrieflng Center, "Anatysis of Source Debrieflngp," J:c Rpt 4065. 15 Mar 1991.
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The Iraqis appear to have calculated that the Coalition possessed
serious fault lines, not only between Western and Arab members, but
among the Western partners as well.14 Saddam's estimation of the United
States and its performance In the Vietnam War led to a belief that President Bush would not launch American forces into a conflict.Is As the
Iraqi press noted early in the crisis: "We know that Washington's threats
am those of a paper tiger. America is still nursing the disasters from the
Vietnam War, and no American official, be it even George Bush would
dare to do anything serious against the Arab nation."1s Even as the
buildup of Coalition forces reached ominous proportions in late December, the Iraqis failed to change their fundamental misperceptions of
American resolve."
On the strategic level, Saddam aimed at three distinct objectives: I)
to retain Kuwait, 2) to avoid humiliation, if forced from Kuwait. and 3)
if forced from Kuwait, to maintain control over the Iraqi Army." If it
came to war, he believed that he could achieve substantial gains. This
reflected two assumptions: first, that air power could not play a warwinning role, if the Coalition unleashed its forces-," and second, that none
of the powers In the Coalition-especially the United States-could sustain

14

Sne footnote 66, Chapter 2.
Soviet diplomat Evgenly Primakov commented after the war on the baisi of
his conversations in Iraq both before and during the conflict that "it seems that Saddam
Husein up to the las moment still was operating on [the basis] that the 'multinational
forces' would not initiate military operations." Quoted in Norman Cigar, "Iraq's StrateSic
Mindwt and the Gulf War. Blueprint for Defeat," The Journalof Strateoic Studies, Mar
1992, p S.
15The

"Ibid. p 3.
17In the lam month before the war, the statements of many American congressmen
which received great attention from the media and which both C-Span and CNN broadcast
In excruclating detail did nothing to disabuse Saddam of his notion that the Americans
would not use forme.
IN(S) CIA Brfg, 'Iraqi Strategy and Conduct of Operations in the Gulf War," 25 Jun
1992. The SPEAR Intelligence analysis done Immediately before the war underlined that

the survival of the air force and the Republican Guard were essential to the future
politicsa stability of the regime. See (S) sPEAR, Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3-4.
1oAs Saddam noted before the war. "Air power alone will not decide the battle."
Cigar, 'Iraq's Strategic Mindset and the Gulf War Blueprint for Defeat." p 18.
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heavy casualties.2" Underlying both assumptions, influenced by Iraqi
experiences against Iran, was a belief that only ground operations could
be decisive and that casualties would be high on both sides.
The Iraqis did recognize that in case of war, Coalition air forces
would soon dominate the skies over Iraq. However, they believed that
their military, industrial, and political infrastructure could absorb any
level of punishment that Coalition air power could impose. At the same
time, their air defenses would inflict losses on attacking aircraft sufficient
to force the Coalition to begin ground operations. The resulting "Mother
of All Battles" would lead to such heavy casualties that Iraq would
achieve at least a moral victory, if not an actual one.2"
Such assumptions obviously affected Iraqi preparations. The Iraqi
military did recognize that there would be a separate air campaign if war
were to come; but they estimated its duration, depending on success of
defensive efforts, at no longer than approximately a week122 During that
time, they estimated that Coalition air attacks could inflict only limited
damage on their ground forces and infrastructures, Saddam confidently
assessed that the Coalition would then have to attack on the ground and
that "the [Iraqi] lads will show themselves and [the attackers] will see
them [i.e. the Iraqis] as they raise their heads [still] safe and sound and
ready for battle."2"
The Iraqis never intended to contest for control of the air, They
hoped to preserve most of their air assets for use when the ground war
started, or even for the postwar period after the war's outcome.24
The Iraqis placed a high value on active and passive air defenses to
deflect the air campaign. SAM and antiaircraft defenses provided the basis
for defense against air attacks; from the Iraqi perspective, these weapons
would inflict sufficient attrition on attacking aircraft; equally important

2

"°(S)

CIA BrfS to OWAPS,

25 Jun 1992.

21

(S) Ibid.

22

[DELETED]

"23Quotedby Cigar, "Iraq's Military Mindset and the Gulf War: Blueprint for Defeat,"
p 18.
24

CIA
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Brfg to OWAPS, 25 Jun 1992.

such defenses would degrade the accuracy of Coalition air strikes.15
Again, the Iraqi leader seriously underestimated the U.S. capabilities in
his comments before the war:
When powder and smoke rise (from the battlefield], aircraft are forced
to approach to within five kilometers in order to see their targets....
When they approach to a distance of five, ten, twenty, or thirty kilometers, our weapons &reable to shoot them down. They [i.e., the American&) will [only] be engagling in iRambo stunts (in that case].
As for the thJet that stealth aircraft represented, the dictator was equally
dismssive: stealth aircraft, he noted, "will be seen by a shepherd in the
desert as well as by Iraqi technology, and they [i.e., the Americans] will
2
see how their Stealth falls just like.., any [other] aggressor aircraft.""

ti

On the passive side, the Iraqis carried out massive efforts to protect
everything from tanks and ground equipment to nuclear and chemical
facilities. They constructed bunkers and berms throughout Iraq and
Kuwait. From August to January, Iraqi engineers moved millions of

25

s5MMR reported betfr the war that "the limited number or fighters compared with
Iraq's large number or SAms... makes the s•Am the logical choice as the primary sir
defense weapon." (S/WN/NCNIF) SPSAR, iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces., p 3.51.
mQuoted In Cigar, "Iraq's Strategic Mindset and the Gulf War. Blueprint for De.
feat," p 19.

"7lbid, p 19.
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tons of dirt; those efforts paid considerable dividends.2$

Moreover, the

Iraqis removed much of the equipment from research facilitic, in the
period before the war; how much still romaifs uncertain, but UN inspections suggest that the dispersal effort wus quite considerable.3
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break up the Coalition.' Many senior leaders in Washington certainly
felt so, and the pressure to find the Scuds would continue to absorb
Coalition air assets throughout the war. In the end, Saddam's strateiy
depended on his military organizations imposing heavy enough lous on
the Coalition both in the air and on the ground for Iraq to emurge with
its prestige intact. If he achieved even the semblance of a stalemate with
the Coalition, Iraq would achieve enormous political dividends in the
Arab world.
The First Night
* U.S. Central Command stated the following as its theater objectives for Operation Desert Storm:
1. Attack Iraqi political/military leadership and command and
control.
2. Gain and maintain air superiority.
3. Cut Iraqi supply lines.
4. Destroy Iraqi supply lines.
5. Destroy Republican Guard Forces.
6. Liberate Kuwait City with Arab forces.31
The achievement of these objectives was to involve a three-phased air
campaign. It would lead to a ground offensive to complete destruction
of Iraqi military forces in the KTO. 2 In fact, these three air phases began
concurrently and continued right to the end of the war. Only the relative
weight of effort involved in each changed.

3One staff officer in Riyadh recounted that when word first came in the control
room where he was present that a Scud had impacted on Israel, the Saudi officers
cheered.

"s0.Headquarters US Central Command, "Combined OPLAN for Offevsive Operadons to Eject Iraqi Forces from Kuwait," was Issued to all Coalition forces. It used
slihtly different lanSuSag than that quoted above for reasons discussed in the Effcctlwnsa report of this study. The Operational Order, quoted above, was issued to US forces
only: t4QtIcacom, OPORD 91-001, pass. ID, 3A, 3B, oWAPS, Ci4C 18.1. See Also
Title V pg 74.
32(S) Ibid.
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Iraqi Military
Headquarters In Kuwait
City destroyed by
Coalition bombing.

But underlying the planning for the air campaign was a belief that
Coalition air power needed to achieve air supremacy early in the war. To
do so it had to suppress Iraqi air defenses to the point where Coalition
aircraft could accomplish their missions in a relatively benign environment. Consequendly, the destruction of Iraqi air defenses would be
essential to the success of the air campaign over succeeding weeks. Four
individuals, Lieutenant General Homer and Brigadier Generals Larry
Henry and Buster Glosson, and Colonel Deptula, supported by planners
and electronic warfare experts, designed a SRAD campaign that eviscerated
Iraqi air defenses.
*

At the same time that Checkmate had begun their design for Instant
Thunder, Gen. Robert Russ, Commander of Tactical Air Command
ordered his Inspector General, General Henry, to fly to Saudi Arabia and
support CENTAF. Henry, a backseater in the F-4, had a career in which
he commanded both an F-4E squadron and then a wing of F4G Wild
Weasels. While a student at National War College in 1982, he had
carefully studied the tactics that the Israelis had used In the Beka'a Valley
to deceive and then destroy the complex air defense system that the
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Syrians had established with the help of Soviet advisers." With this
background, many in the Air Force regarded Henry as one of the premier
SHAD experts in the tactical air forces. The problem with regard to the
Iraqi air defenses as opposed to those of the Syrians on the Beka'a Valley
was that Saddam's defenses represented an order of magnitude increase
in their complexity, extent, and numbers, as well as the distances over
which the Coalition would conduct the air campaign.
Henry had worked with Homer on previous exercises; in particular,
they had looked at the problem of how one might disrupt a Soviet
invasion of northern Iran by attacking Soviet command and control
systems. The actual problem in the Middle East in mid-August was, of
course, quite different. CfNTCOM confronted the possibility of an Iraqi
invasion of Saudi Arabia from Kuwait, and Iraqi forces not only held the
airfields, but a large number of mobile SAM systems (SA-6s). In the
event of an invasion, they would
naturally move these systems forward
to cover advancing spearheads. 5 '
[DELETED] HARMS were weapons that homed in on the various
signals and signatures that enemy radars emitted. By striking the emitters
they would at a minimum destroy the capacity to track targets and control
SAMC; in many cases where the emitter and the SAM site were cotermi-

nous the HARM would eliminate both. None of the planners believed that
the Iraqis could put up much of a defense once their command and
control system collapsed. With destruction of the air defense system,
Coalition air power could concentrate on Iraqi armored units in the open.
In addition, they also estimated that Iraqi fighters would not interfere
significantly with Coalition air attacks due to the superiority of allied
crews and tactics."
Here Warden's efforts in the Pentagon paid considerable dividends.
The Instant Thunder briefing makes clear that the Checkmate conception
provided for a mass SEAD attack on Baghdad at the opening of the
campaign-one that would mislead the Iraqis Into believing that the

33

1ntvw. Maj Con Larry Henry with

OWAPS

personnel, 28 Aug 1992.

341b1d.
35"Electronlc

Combat in Desert Shield/Desart Storm," Brfg by Brig Con Larry
Henry, cwrAP/sc, post war, OWAPS NA 358. Also intvw, Maj Con LaMy Henry with
OWAPS personnel. 28 Aug 1992.
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Coalition was beginning the war with a major raid on the capital. But the
principal weapon for the attack would be HARMS that would attack the
radar sites. The Checkmate briefings by Warden may not have received
a warm reception from Homer, but they did receive considerable attention
from Glosson and Henry."
These influences eventually formed the basis for the SHAD effort that
Coalition air forces used against the Iraqis with such devastating effect
in January?' The final result was a plan that attacked the heart of Iraqi
defenses; it aimed to break the connections between nodes in the KAlU
system and to swamp the defenses. From the first, Coalition air attacks
would place constant, relentless offensive pressure on the IrMqIN• they
would overload enemy defenses to the maximum extent. And they would
attack Iraqi air defenses from the inside out-in other words incapacitate
the center where the Iraqis made their decisions. Above all, the initial
waves would overload the Iraqi system with a massive attack at its heart.
There would be no roll back or incremental approach; confronted with a
massive attack at the war's onset, the Iraqis would have no time to adapt
to Coalition tactics and attacks."
With the command and control system breaking down, Iraqi defenders
would have to operate in an autonomous mode-one In which they had had
little preparation to handle. The underlying principle of the SHAD plan was
to attack KARl as a whole, It would not be necessary to kill all the SAM
sites; it would be enough, if the Coalition SHAD assets intimidated the Iraqis
to the point that those running SAM sites would refrain from turning radar
on?' Finally, the plan to suppress enemy air defenses aimed to defeat the
SAM threat, so that allied aircraft could operate at medium altitudes which
would minimize the threat posed by Iraqi AAA.°

3 Instant

Thunder Brief, "Campaign Flow," 16 Aug 90/2000.

311ntvw, MOn Gen Larry Henry whh OWAPS personnel, 28 Aug 1992.

"3Ibid,
3

9As (en Henry put it to the OWAPS interviewers, "we wanted every Iraqi SAM site
to know that if they kept their radar on long enough to acquire, track, launch, and guide

a misalle into an allied aircraft, they were definitely going to pay with a HARm down their
throat." lntvw. Maj Gan Larry Henry with awAPs personnel, 28 Aug 1992.
4°In World War l1 the most serious threat at low altitudes proved to be AA and
Allied fighters that best up well protected German airfields suffered appalling losses.
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In effect, the planners looked to maximize the inherent inefficiencies
and frictions within KARl. They believed that the Iaqis could not operate
effectively without centralized direction; once the system began to break
down at the center, it would no longer function at all. As Henry noted
after4the war, the SHAD campaig, aimed to throw sand into the Iraqi gear

box. 1

Coalition air operations before initiation of hostilities set the Iraqis
up for what was coming; these operations also indicated to Coalition air
commanders the weaknesses within the Iraqi defenses. Early on, Glosson
and Henry recognized a significant electronic and command and control
gap between western and central sectors in Iraqi air defenses; Coalition
air power would utilize this gap throughout the war. (DELETED].C
Over the five and a half months of peace, electronic monitoring also
determined the pattern and nature of Iraqi defensive operations. Allied
planners deliberately chose H-hour as 0300L (3:00 am. local or Riyadh
time) on the morning of 17 January because it was at that time that Iraqi
defenses were weakest.' 3 Finally, over this period, the Coalition
gr&dually built up the number of sorties flying close to the border with
Iraq. Consequently, the Iraqis became accustomed to armadas of
aircraft-F-15s on CAP (combat air patrol), AWACS, tanker tracks, and
assorted other aircraft moving in and out of training areas located
immediately south of their border with Saudi Arabia.'
American preparations resulted in a carefully prepared script for the
first two days. They also involved a carefully laid out deception effort.
With similar air operations occurring across the length of the Saudi-Iraqi
frontier day in and day out, enemy controllers became familiar with
similar patterns. The Iraqis would see little difference over the night of
16-17 Jarntary, until the full weight of Coalition air power fell on their

defenses.
41 ntvw, Maj Gen Larry Henry with GWAPS personnel, 28 Aug 1992. See also intvw,

Maj Gen Buster Glosson with awAPs personnel, 9 Apr 1992.
2
"4
bid
431Tas aounit will use local Saudi time on all occasions, unless otherwise specified.

"441bid.Gen Henry in his post war briefing on the SEAD planning referred to this area
directly south of the border as the "•unkyard." Brig Can Larry Henry. CLUTAP/cI,
"Electronic Combat in Desert Shield/Desert Storm," WAPS.,NA 358.
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On the day before Desert Storm, Coalition forces displayed no change
in the intensity of operations; F-16s did substitute for F-15s on combat
air patrol miscions, so that the latter could gain down time in the hours
inmediately before war. [DELETED]. The pattern of activity in the last
miAnutes of peace was sufficiently familiar to mislead Iraqi controllers.
The enemy failed to react until the initial strikes had commenced.
In the last hours before war, the mood among senior leaders was one

of cautious optimism. Senior American airmen were veterans of th mishapperiod air camnpaigns against North Vietmna; to them, the preparations in the
Gulf at the tactical and operational levels were significantly different from
that conflict. At the strategic level, the Coalition possessed clear goals that
appeared attainable. Nevertheless, these men remembered the terror, confusion, and uncertainties reminiscent of Southeast Asia, and they knew the
terrible environment into which they were committing their forces.
In the early morning of 17 January, F-40 Weasels of the 35th
Tactical Fighter Wing (P) taxied out onto the active runway. At the end
of the taxiway, maintenance crews had set up a spotlight and an American flag. One crew member recalled: "I didn't see it [the flag] when I
stopped out of the van. When I got to the jet I saw the light shining on
it. That brought chills down my spine. It really meant
something that
45
we were Americans and were fighting for America."
At 0239, twenty-one minutes before H-hour, Army Apache helicopters, led by three Air Force MH-53s, attacked two Iraqi early watuning
sites up on the frontier.' This first mission opened a corridor for several
packages of aircraft with early missions. [See Maps 14 and 15 for depictions of the flow of allied air operations during the first night.] A package of F-I SPA, a four ship in the lead, moved through the gap to attack
Scud sites in western Iraq; two EF- I Is supported that strike by jamming
Iraqi radars. Another eighteen F-I 5Es followed to attack other fixed and
mobile Scud launchers. Along with the first package, the EF- Ill s moved
forward to provide jamming for the attackers on the Scud sites; they were

{5Stan..

"Special Study: History of the 35th Fighter Wing (Provisional): Operations
Desert Shield and Niert Storm, 2 Aug 1990-2 Aug 1991:" GWAPS NA 277, p 151.
"rThis appeanr to have been the only thme that army air assets actually were Included
in the Master Attack Plans or the ATO.
120

IP

later supposed to jam into the Baghdad area; in fact they never did support the first stealth strikes on the enemy's capital.'7
;j

I,

U.S. air power was already deep in Iraq as these opening moves by
conventional aircraft occurre. Two F-i 17s had already crossed the frontier and were on their way to Baghdad when the early warning sites came
under attack from the Apaches at 0239. Six more F- 117s crossed the
border shortly thereafter. By the time that the EF-IIls were to have
turned on their jammers (0258) at Baghdad, the first F-I 17s would already be within range of acquisition and targeting radars from the capital's redundant SAM defenses, as well as within the lethal range of the
missiles themselves.

47(S) Master Attack

Plan, "Fint 24 Houts;"lOWAP Database; and (S) Reconstruction
of aircraft mnsslon proflles by AFSAA (Air Force Sudies and Analysis), MWAPS.
48(S) Ibid.
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Map 14
Day One [H.21(0239) to H+20(0320)]
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The first F-I 17 attack came at 0251 with a bomb on the Nukhayb
Intercept Operations Center; Nukhayb was the central reporting node with
the best chance of detecting the F-I 5Es. Moreover, it was best positioned
to coordinate Iraqi defensive efforts against succeeding allied sEAD at-
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Map 15
Day One (0320 to 0430)
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tWWs.I Ironically, in view of the controversy that erupted after the war,"0
the EF-1 11Is nver provided Jamming into the Baghdad area during the
first strikes, so that the F-I 17s that attacked the first targets In tha capital,

"(S) Moste Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours;" aWAPs Database.
"Foro~
reports that Indicat* the F.117 did not operate without jommnrgn support see:
Bruce D.Nordwall, "Electr~onic Warfai Played Greater Role in Desert Storm than any
Conflict," Avkiaion Week A Space Techoilogy, 22 Apr 1991; and Michael A.Domheim,
"F-I 117A Pilot Conducted Precision Dombing In High Threat Environment," Aviation
Week & Space Techmnoloy, 22 Apr 1991.
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including the AT&T Building and the Telecommunications Center flew
into, over, and through the heart of the fully operating air defenses of
Baghdad with no support from electronic countermeasures."' As American television made clear with stunning clarity, the first F-1 17s hit their
targets, and telephone and television communications between Baghdad
and the outside world thereupon ceased.
Within five minutes, six more F-I 17s struck at the Baghdad air force
headquarters (targeted twice), the Air Defense Operating Center (ADOC),
the presidential palace, the AT&T Building (a second time), the Tallil
Sector Operations Center (soc), and the Salman Pak Intercept Operations
Center (bC). These aircraft had also5 been in Iraqi airspace before the
first strike on the early warning sites. "
Meanwhile, the U.S. Navy had launched fifty-two TLAMs (Tactical
Land Attack Missile-Tomahawks) against leadership, chemical, and
electrical power targets in and around Baghdad; their time on targets
(1OTs) ranged between 0306 and 0311.1 The Master Attack Plan placed
twelve Tomahawks against electrical generating sites, six against the
Ba~th Party headquarters, eight against the presidential palace, and twenty
against a variety of chemical facilities at Tlji. The timing of the missile
attacks, shortly after H-hour, reflected the fact that the Navy could not
estimate the arrival of these weapons at their targets exactly due to factors
such as wind. Nevertheless, almost concurrently with the first wave of F117 attacks, the Tomahawks began hitting their targets around Baghdad.'s
The results were widespread system shut downs in the electric grid."
Where Iraqi power went down, the results forced the affected
units-including crucial command and control centers-to rely on less
satisfactory back up power.

L,

51(S) Master

Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours," OWAPS Database; (S) reconstrucuion of
aircraft mlison profiles by APSAA (Air Force Studies and Analysis), OWAPS; intvw, Lt
Col David Deptula with oWAPS personnel, 20 Dec 1992; and OWAPS Database
. 2(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours;" OWAPS Database.
33(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours;" UWAPs Database.
s"(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours;" (S) reconstruction of aircraft profiles by
AP5AA; Harold P. Myers, "Nighthawks over Iraq: A Chronology of the F-I 17A Stealth
Fighter InOperations Desert Shield and Desert Storm," Special Study 37FW/HO.9 i-I.
12[DBL4TED]

•i
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As the first F-i17s withdrew, their missions completed, F-15Es and
EF-I1ls approached their targets, while F-I5Cs and F-14s moved up
ready topickoffany Iraqi fighters that enemy controllers had scrambled.
The enemy aircraft that scrambled were not only scarce but badly prepared for the arena.of air-to-air combat. According to post-flight review
front of a
infrared imagery. one MiO-23 crossed over in
of
F-15EAnd
MIG-29
was shot down by his comrade. A MiG-29 also flow into
the Sround-harly an auspicious beginning while the F-15Es were
approaching H-2 and H-3."s
At approximately the same time that the F-lSEs were beginning their
strikes on the Scud sits at H-2 and H-3, other Iraqi fighters launched.
AWACS picked up bandits moving south in the general direction of the
P-ISBs as two flights (Penzoil and Citgo) were refueling. The lead pair
fach As the flight neared
at 3,000 fct.
in Penzoil swept forward at .95
the forward operating location at Mudaysis, the first group of bandits
turned back north almost immediately to land again. However, another
aircraft, soon identified as a MiG-29, made its appearance thirty miles to
the north at 11,000 feet and climbing. AWACS called possible multiple
aircraft, but there was no individual breakout at final look-on which
occurred at twenty to twenty-two nautical miles. Finally, certain that the
target was a "bandit," the F-15 fired his AIM-7M at sixteen miles. After
firing, the lead F-15 executed a hard turn to the east as the missile
impacted the MiC-29. The Iraqi pilot apparently undertook no evasive
action but continued to climb straight into the missile.5 7
Citgo flight by now had dropped off the tankers and was rapidly
moving up into Iraqi airspace. As it approached Mudaysis, it picked up
two trailing groups of Iraqi fighters tracking F-51Es coming off their
targets. Because It was approaching midnight (Zulu or Greenwich mean
time) and the leF (Identification Friend or Foe) were due for change, the
F-15s were unsure whether or not the tracking group consisted of Iraqi
aircraft. However, the fighters then turned north (still out of range); but
another group of Iraqi aircraft now climbed out of Mudaysis airfield.

4',tth Tactical Fighter Wing In Southwest Asia," Aug 1990-Jun 1991, Unit History,
12 Nov 1991, OWAPS NA 168, p 44; "Tim Bennett's War," Air Force Majadne, Jan 1993,
p 36.
57
" AbracWted from (S) "Desert Storm Air-to-Air Engagements. 33d Fighter Wing Airto-Air Engpaements, Desert Storm," 3 Mar 1992. pp 1-11.
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One of the aircraft (later identified as a Mirage F-1) failed to turn on his
radar until the last minute. At 8.5 nautical miles, seconds after the Iraqi
pilot had turned on his radar, Citgo's flight lead fired an AIM.7M. Seconds later, the missile hit and resulted-in a large fireball, followed shortly
thereafter by a second fireball as the wreckage impacted on the ground.
The remaining Iraqi fighters flew to the wes and the comparative safety
of H2/H3 airfields underneath thii*r SAM coverage. Citgo flight then
turned back rather than hazard a fl'ght into the SAM belt."
By now, fifteen mlnuter aba' H-hour, the Iraqis knew that they were
under attack. -In fact. they had known that something was going on from
the strike against early warning sites near the border at 0239; shortly
before Hellfire missiles from the Apaches had struck the radar sites, one
station nwaged to get out word that it was under attack. Antiaircraft
defenses around Baghdad then opened up with a furious barrage against
what their radar screens showed as an empty sky. The enemy fire subsided until the P-117 bombs brought the Iraqis back up to a frenzy of wild
firing around 0300. By 0315 (Riyadh time), the air force headquarters,
the Air Defense Operations Center, the Tallil and Taji Sector Centers,
communications centers, and electrical plants had all come under attack
from F- 17s and Tomahawks. In some areas, power was already out.9
At this point, the full weight of U.S. SHAD forces attacked the
Baghdad area to break the capabilities and the morale of the defenders.
[For the attacks on Baghdad during the first hour see Maps 16, 17, and
181 The intent behind the SEAD attack was that the opening F- 117 and
Tomahawk missile attacks would disrupt enemy defenses, but at the same
time bring the air defenses up to full alert and readiness to engage attackers.'° The planners also believed that General Michael Dugan's Septem5s(S) Ibid.

"Ibid

'fthe coucial point is that the staff of a soc or ioc that had received a direct hit
from a =u.T27-even If the weapon had not managed to penetrate the hardened concretewould have received a severe shook that would hardly have made them capable of
operating at full efficiency, especially if they had come under attack when none of their
adars Indicated that there were allied aewraft in the nelShborhood. The Tallil so
received three hita from F-I 17s Inthe first two days of the war, post war Inspection by
DIAIDNA when the airfield fell Into American hands at the end of the war revealed that
the Iraqis could have continued to use the facility. The intellipnce at the time sullested
to both Checkmate and Black Hole planners that the Iraqis had abandoned using it,
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bar remarks-which had resulted in his removal from office-would lead
the Irais to expect an all-out attack on downtown Baghdad." Soon after
the F-117 and Tomrahawk attacks on Baghdad, Iraqi early warning radar.
showed Coalition aircraft massing south of the border for just such a raid.
In fact it was nothing of the sort. Two large SH&AD packages were
now m~oving forward Into Iraqi airspace. From the -west, three EA.6B
jammers accompanied by three P-14 top cover, ten FIA-IB, two A-6, and
oight A-7 HARM shooters, and three KA-6 tankers flow in from carriers
in the Red Sea; they would attack Baghdad's defenses from the west. In
addition, slightly behind the western package, four A-6 bombers and four
RAF OR-I Tornados would strike Al Ti~qaddum airfield; the effort would
receive cover from four additional A-6s with TALD ('Thtical Air
Launched Decoy) decoys to further confuse Iraqi defendersP' In the
south, twelve P-40 Weasels were flying north against Baghdad's southern
dofenses. Along with the Weasels, EF-Il i would jam the Iraqi radars

to further the confusion.

(DELETED1'5

Finally, backing up later

packages were EC-130 Compass Call aircraft that also jammed Iraqi
communications from orbits just inside Saudi Arabia."

*

largly because of dhe duat of fuarther Coalition air attacks. Discussion with Lt Col
Allan W. Howey, 12 Jul 1992.
"1See particularly, Intvw, Ma~j Gen Larry Henry with OWAPS personnel, 28 Aug 1992;
mealso intvw, Maj Gen Busior Olosson with OWAPS personnel, 14 Apr 1992.
6(S) Master Attack Plan, 'The First 24 Hours," 16 Jun 199 1, CIWAPs Database; and
Center for Naval Analysis, "Desed Storm Reconstruction Report," Vol. VIII, "C/Spwca
and Electronic Warflre," p 3-3, and ow~,s Database.
43(S) Mauter Attark Plan, 'The First 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991, CIWAPS Bit 1-3-1; aNd

Dataase.
"~Am'wc, "Operation Desen Storm Electronic Combat 8fectivenss Analysis," Jan

CIWAPS

1992, p 9-15.
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Map 16
Day One (0300 to 0310)
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[DELETED],63 At approximately the same time that the first BQM74s reached the capital, the A-6s were each close enough to drop the

GS(SIWNINF) Air Fo-,e Intelligrenct Command, Air Forme Electronic Warfare Center,
"Operation Desert Storm, Electronic Combat (EC) Effrwtiv3nasu Analysis," p 11-2.
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Map 17
Day One (0346)
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Navy's air-launched decoy, theT'ALMe." [DELETED],.' In all, the Navy
SEAD strikes against Baghdad and Al Thqaddum dropped twenty-five
decoys within the space of twenty minutes."

"66(S) Center for Naval Analysis, "Desert Storm Reconstruction Report," Vol, VIII,

p 3-8.

67 Brumwick Defense, "Specifioations ft TAwL."
6ICenter for Naval Analysis, "Desert Storm Reconstruction Report," Vol. VIII,
"C'/Spece and Electronic Wsrfsrs," p 3.9.
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Map 18
Day One (0348 to 0355)
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The combination of BQM-74s and TALWS further increased the
numbers on their radar screens that Iraqis were seeing."' At the same
time, the jammers forced radar sites to up their power to handle the electronic jamming. Up to the arrival of the drones over Baghdad and the
appearance of TALDs, Iraqi radar activity had been sporadic. Most
ltarp number of aireraft that the Iraqis claimed on the next several days to have
Thshe

Ahit down, undoubtedly reflected their success against air force drones and navy decoys.
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emitters had been blinking-turning their radars on and off and thus
providing no consistent source. "Once the drones started to orbit over

baghdad, the Iraqi target acquisitionltracker/fire control radar activity not

only became steady, but increased ....4Plost-attack analysis confirmed
that Iraqi 'lethal' activity increased dramatically in the immediate area of
70
the drones.'"

Taoticla Air Launched Decoys (TALD) and drones were used to deceive
Iraqi radar during Initial strikes on Baghdad.

7°Message

from AFEWC, Kelly APB, 18210OZ Sep 1991, Subj: "Constant Light Report
No, II-Air Force Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) EfTectivenass," CWAPS cm., 3-4A.
Interesdngly, Col Warden had apparently aWOWled
Olosson and Henry about the possibility of
using drones: Message 080103Z Sep 1990, HQ USAF Washington, DC, saMM OWAPS folder.
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All of this activity had precisely the result that the planners had
hoped. 7" At this point, the HARM shooters began to fire. F/A-I 8s and A7s from the Navy SBAD pAtkage fired forty-five HARMs in their prebriefed
mode-at targets already designated as known SAM sites-and six more at
targets of opportunity. The F.4Cs, however, possessed the capability of
identifying active SAM sites from the air; consequently, their backsoater
Electronic Warfare Officers (Ewos) could mark active sites from the
aircraft's equipment and then fire at the site by programming the HARM
on board the aircraft.
The SEAD package of F-4Gs headed straight for Baghdad, and then
just short of the capital swung northeast. As the aircraft did so, the Ewos
picked sites that intelligence had identified."2 If those sites were not
operating, they then went after targets of opportunity. The Weasel wing
reported:

The WILD WEASELS picked up SAM activity 100 NM from Baghdad,
At 0037Z SA-gs, radar AAA, and I.HAWK came up. From 0048Z on, the
activity was very heavy. The WILD WEASELS had radar contacts on the
drones. We did not observe any hits on the drones by Iraqi air defense.
The 35th Tpw felt the drones were highly effective in stimulating the
threats. This providtd a "target rich" environment for the WEASELS.'
In all, the southern strike of Air Force Weasels fired twenty-two
HARMS with ten shots assessed as successful (a 46 percent success rate). 7'
Overall, there is no exact evidence as to the damage done to the Iraqi air
defenses by the first strike; there were, however, significant numbors of

"7'Afterthe war a major NATO
SEAD to

Conference in Belgium assessed the contribution of

the Gulf War in the following terms: "The Joint

SHAD campaign and SIZAD

support of the Gulf War will long be remembered as an outstanding success, The role

played by EC assets, and In particulur the EC-130 Compass Call, was critical to that
success."

(8) AAPCErLP Gulf War Conference Report, 1730,13,IAFOoAT/S-078/92,

20 Feb 1992 NATO.
72Starr, "Special Study, History of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing (Provisional)Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm:" p 145.
"73Air Force Intelligence Command, Air Force Electronic Warfare Center, "Operation
Desert Storm, Electronic Combat (EC) Effectiveness Analysis," January 1992, p 11.9.
ohe
Hawks were US surface.to-air missiles possessed by the Kuwahis, they and their
supporting systems had been taken over by the iraqis.
74
1bid, p 11-9.
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radar,. 'that ceased operating when incoming HARMS would have impacted.
While the Baghdad SEAD strike went in, two other similar SEAD packages,
also supported by drones and decoys to stimulate the defenses, struck the
enemy defenses in the west-near Scud bases-and in the east around
Kuwait City and Basra. These attacks achieved similar levels of success
against the Iraqi defense system.

*

Evidence indicates that the tactic of using drones to stimulate the
defenses achieved its aim. Over their operating period on the first night,
there was a 22-percent rise in active lethal radars seeking to acquire
targets. Moreover, the correlation between F-4G HARM firings and the
cessation of activity by radar sites suggests that 45 percent of the HARMs
fired by Weitsels caused the targeted emitters to go off the air." Data for
the Navy SUAD packages is less clear.7 , Nevertheless, there is no reason
to believe that the Navy's strikes were any less successful in achieving
the desired functional effect. The crucial point is that Weasel and Navy
SEAD attacks intimidated Iraqi air defenses and operators beyond the mere
destruction of individual SAM sites. As the wing commander of the F-

4Gs noted:
The key is that very early on while thz F-ISs maintained air superiority,
th6 weasels maintained suppression of enemy air defense[s] as far as I
am concerned, because they beat them down quickly, efficiently and the
enemy knew if ho turned hib radar on, he'd be dead. As a result of
that, they are not turning their radars on. If they do anything, they are
blinking them off and on just to be able to say they are doing it and to
maybe get some cuts on where the strikers are coming in. They're
fl~iing their missiles off ballistically. For the most part they are completely ineffective, and I hold that almost exclusively at the value of the
suppression of the enemy air defanses duri.g that first week?.
concurrently with SEAD attacks on Baghdad, the next wave of F-I 17s
hit Sector und Intercept Operationa Centers (i. some cases again), com-

'5 (S/NF) Institute fur Defense Analysis, "Desert Shield/Desert Storm, Suppression

or Enemy Air Defenses," Phase I Report, IDA Document D-1076, p 1.3.
7

6By and large in the first several days the Navy fired its HARMs at pre-briefed
targets in a preemptive mode. It is much harder to correlate preemptive firings with
specific emitters going off the air.
"7Starr, "Special Study: History of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing (Provisional):
Operations Desert Shield and Desnt Storm," p 179.
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mand and control centers, and leadership targets. 7 Like the first wave,
this one also had a high rate of mission success with piLots reporting ten
hits out of sixteen bombs dropped." T`he targets a~so Involved a
significant number of command and control nodes in the air defense

I

system.

*
*

*

While we do not have a detailed picture of what war, happening
within the Nrqi systam, there was clearly considerable con1~asion and
Ininformation, undoubtedly, the Iraqis founJ It diffiult to gr~ap what
exactly had happened over the past several hours." 7b add to their
conftasion, the second F-i117 strike came immiediately after what had
saemed to be a massive strike against Baghdad. one that had only fired
missiles at sAM sites; the drones had dropped no bombs, and now with
no apparent aircraft overhead, bombs were ocv~ again falling on the
XAW's control centers.
Unfortunately, because of bad weather over their targets, the third
wave of F-I 17s on the first night had less success; its pilots reported only
five hits out of sixteen bombs dropped. For the short run, its misses were
less important because the targets were mostly chemical and biological
bunkers.W But the cause of the misses, bad weather obscuring the targets,
prosaged the weather problems that plagued the unfolding of the strategic
campaign. At the same time that the F-Ills attacked the chemical/
biological bunkers, four F-Il I7s struck the bunkers at Salman Palk.
Again, not as many bunkers were damaged as had been planned.
While SHAD packages beat up the sir defenses around Baghdad, 83-52s
and British GR-lI Tomados struck at the forward operatialg bases located

78(S)

Master Attak Plan, "The First 24 11otws,' 16 Jan 1991: MWAN MISSION

Database

"7SMS~t Harold P. Myers. "Nighthawks over Iraq: A Chronology of the F-I 17A
Stealth Fighter In Operations Desert Shield and Desrt Storm," p R.
"An indication of this 16 tho extraordinarily high number of aircraft fbRX the araqis
claimed their defenses had shot down in the first night's acdoi, some of which were
probably drones (TALDs and DQM..74s).
"IMyers, "Nighthawks over Iraq: A Chronology of the F-1 17A Steath Fighter if,
Operations Desert Shield mi~d Desert Storm," p9. 71e hour rhosen was one In which fto
breaking of these bunkers, If they stontalned anthra sperms, would do the leas: damage
to the surrouniding population.
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near the Saiudi Frontier.92 7he fear h~em was that the Iraqis might move
their fighter aircraft forward and then launch a strike against an AWAcs
or tanker, thereby disrupting the flow of operations. On the next
morning, bomb damnage assacment (BDA),providad mixed evidence
regardig how much physical damage these strikes hikd inflicted.0 Novpurpose bcause the Iraqis never
erdales,
tey chived therlr

jaganttmpted to ane the forwar operating locations.

-

Itartoted

af bilng
ur the, course -,of ,the
a number of other missions went
aih,
hrraqs airfieldls ,while Coalition fighter aircaft covered the mnovement
ofllied aircraft IInto and. out'of' the country. RAP Ck-lI Tornados amployed 3P3 scafterable,mines "A~praterinig bomblets to restrict Iraqi use
of. $aveow "kcriticl rfields.; JP233' required the. Tomados to overfly the
)y low altitudes 4nd maintain
runway., and taxii;'ays .te
= 0t'.40~wad lev0 flight while tho, 9tsbnunitions were being dispensed.
his*mission durng the first night In the foiot
One
R pi, r~eibred
lowing termis:
bt

wi 'Aaw our famnil~or parallel track formation at 200 ft auto TF with
-pairn at two-four, ini't. width and forty seconds between following
arrfto Wllew .freedom of movement for any aircraft that might be
thrwtenid en-roupte, At abi~ut forty miles Irom the target I comnmenzted
to my twitkeastir on the heatvy AAA in the two o'clock when we turned
at point.7 whome we changed from parallel trak to twenty second trail
and sincw Jace's, All 7he World Fireworks Displays. was now In the
twelve o'clock, it became apparent to both of us that the AAA WAS. lin
fact emanating from our taret . .. deep joy! We got &peelup above
500 k's and I tuok the auto pilot out and manually TrR'd whilst I
watched the bomblets of the front four-ship extplide from right to left
in front of me in amnongst the firework display. Thirty seconds later we
then attacked at about 520 kit and 180 ft radar altitude, through what
*eemned to be a solid red and white wall of tracr. My backsAcaer
confessed to me later that, rathier than look out ai the tracrs,he vtwsa
to concentrate very hard on his radar display upon which the double
wire airfield perimeter fence, commors to all Iraqi airfields, stood out
like the proverbial dog's balls and made asufoerb o4ming offset. It was
"(S) Master Attack Plan, "First 24 Hours," 16 Jia 1991.
" Ca~p Willllm Bruner, who was Inthe Black Halt at the inle, felt these strikes had
largey failled Inaphysical sense (conversation, 8 Apr 1992). 1A Cot Richard King, who
was involveO InsDA (-bcjnsdmage assessment) in Washiagton DC, mcalls that runways
si seveail bases were cratered (writtai. annotations to drati of this chapter, Feb 1993).
3
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I
obvious that the US formations that had attacked before us bhd stimulat.
ed the defenses into action. The bar:age was fully developed by the
time we arrived eight minutes after the first bomb drop. None of it
seemed aimed at us since it was all pointed more or less vertically

upwards but it was nevertheless a fearsome sight. We heaved a great
sigh of relief when all die aircraft checked in off target.'4

For the first night, the RAP lost no aircraft despite their extreme exposure
to enemy flak with their low level mission profl~es.
As soon as the corwventonal force packages began movinS into Iraq,
P-15Cs and F-14s had istablished CAPS near the airfields that represented
particularly serious threats to the attackers. The planners' belief was that
if Coalition air supericrty fighters struck hard and fast at Iraqi aircraft
attempting to launch, they wtuld deter the enemy from even ftying." The
conception proved correct; shcot downs of laql aircraft In the immediate
vicinity of their own airfields did not encourage others to fly."
In almost every respea.t, the first night's work represented an
enormous success. A crucial iv~dicator was the fact that when it was over,
Coalition air forces had lost oly a single F/A-8 in the SRE4D package
against Baghdad. At the time, it was believed that its loss resulted from
a SAM, but it now appears that a IAIG-25 m.y have wored a victory (if
so, it would represent the only ar-to-arlt kill the Iraqis got during the
entire war).' Considering that Hon•-tr, Olosson, And others had expected
far heavier losses on the first rilght (estimatas had ranged as high as
twerty to twenty-five aircraft), the !oss of a single aircralt appeared

as(S) Fl•, LA Bruce MacDonald, '"ornado OR-I1 Low Level Operationm" Appendix

16 to Annex C to 1730.13.71AlUOATIS-0780t2, 20 Feb 1992,

NATO.

%lntvw, Maj Gen Buster Olosson with OWAPS personnel, 14 Apr 1992.
86ltosion's conception was solidly supfported by sPEAR'S anslysis of Iraqi caitabilities, See (S) SPEAR, "Iraqi Threat to US Forces," p 3-63.
"7Discission with Cmdr Mark Fitzgrald, 4PEAR, Haval lntellience Commacd,
I May 1992. During die Gulf War, Pitzgerald was on the Kcenndy and led the first A-7
package into Irm on the oFeningtilght of the war. Ito sa. a MIG-"3 pass ovv.head in
afterburner and headed toward the F/A-It,. lacking any solid ev~dence of s,? activity
In the vicAnhy of the PIA.18 lost on the first night, Fitzgereld bolieves that the Ho~nt
most pmbably fell to the MIG.
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miraculously low." 7ere hiad even been fears about a possible mid-air
collision between allied aircraft-even one involving a tanker."' The

apparent results of the night's bombing and missile attacks also met
wipectatlons, especially in comparison with'the experiences of previous

wans. The first two waves of P. I 17s had Achieved stunning successes in
the meeth of enemy defenses: twenty-three hits out of thirty-three bombs
dropped. One of those reported as having missed, the attack on the H-3
sector center, In fact appears to have done its Job, since the Iraqis failed
to'use the center, during the rest of the war.'"
fillign

The damage to the enemy's systems had been significant; how
Iiticant is diffi* cult to separate from that Inflicted by subsequent attacks
over the succeeding forty-eighit hours."1 But the first night attacks had
suibstantialy degraded enemy air defenses. KARl no longer opeamted as
an integratedT system.02 , Many Iraqi radars and SAM sites no longer functoned. On 1S January, intelligence sources reported that much of BaghWa no longer lad.electricity." Of the Sector Operations Centers, F-I 17s
claimed hits on aill extcept H-3, and that one no longer functioned. Laserguided bombs had also hit many Intercept Operations Centers, and even
11%nsvw, Mal Clen Buster (Ilosson with awAtps personnel, 14 Apr 1992. Homer In
particular had cautioned Deptula against believing that the plan would function as smooth.
ly as It had been laid~ out; but even Deptula found the success of fthfirst night beyond
his expectations. lntvw, Lt Col David Deptula With CIWAPS personnel, 20-21 Dec 1992.
'Ilntvw, LA Col David Deplula with OWAPS personnel, 20-21 Dec 1992.
90Festimony of
Lt Col Robert Eskridge, former member of the Black Hole, 16 Sep
1992.
9'Withoct Iraqi documents, It Is Impossible to calculate the actual damage as "documented" historicali truth. What matters most In terms of this study was the continued
muccess of Coalition air operations In attacking target throughout Iraq for the remainder
of the war without signiflcant losses. In fact, even with full and complete sect" to Iraqi
documents, this historian doubts whether one could arrive at a hard juidgement, for example, on die individual contributions or F-117 attacks on communication nodes snd cornnoind and control centers, the damnage to the electrical network due to TLAMI, or the level
of success achieved by the s&mw attacks of the first night; because the pieces of the first
night's raids wert so closely interrelated their accomplishments were too interwoven for
individual contributiona to be readily quantifiable In Isolation.
*2T1%s Is not to claim that the enemy air defenses no longer retained substantial
lethality. As the Tird Day's Atack on Baghdad discovered, the enemy on occasion could

react with some considerable effectiveness.

"5 Desert Stmrm Master Chroinology, electronic file. 28 May 1992.
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if those sites still operated, their effectiveness no longer matched their
original capabilities. Nevertheless, in the first day's euphoria, Homer
interected a note of hard-headed realism that proved to be astonishingly
close to the mark. At the 1700 staff meeting on 17 January, he warned:
"We are at Day One of a thirty- to forty-day war.'"

The Fint Day
Dawn brought no relief to the Iraqis: the pounding that had begun in
the night continued right through to the war's end. [For maps depicting
the air operations on the rest of the first day see Maps 19, 20, and 21].
Between 0830 and 1200, after exhausting flights from Barksdale AFB,
Louisiana, seven B-52s arrived at launch positions in Saudi Arabia and
fired thirty-five CALCMs (Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missile) at
targets throughout Iraqs One missile crashed into Saudi Arabia shortly
after launch; at least twenty-eight hit their targets, while a further three
may have impacted in the target area. The attack by CALCMs on the Al
Musayylb Thermal Power Plant suggests both the accuracy of the
weapons system and the problems with bomb-damage assessment that
would soon plague the air campaign:

94(S)

TSgt Barton's notes of the TACC, 1700 BMg, 17 Jan 1991, GWAPS, NA 200.

"The first B-52 had taken off from B'rkadale APS at 0636 on 16 Jan for the flight
to Iraq: Richard P. Hallion, Stonn Over Iraq,Air Power and Mte Cua War (Washingtoo.
1992) p 163.
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The B-52 strike underlines the effort
day's missions, The Barksdale bombers required to support the first
needed no fewer than thirty.
eight KC-135 tanker sorties from Lajes in
the Azores and nineteen KC-10
sorties out of Spain." Of eight targets
attacked, SAC intelligence

""Ibid, p 35,
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Map 21
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ebtimpetd that six ceased functioning, one was damaged, arnd one was
missed by the missiles."
Throughout the day, packages of Coalition aircraft moved through
aIacked the enemy's early
Iraqi airspace to strike asorted targets. A-I Os

"Ibid. pp 39-40.
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I

warning sites along ihe frontier; hem the aim was to eliminate the ends
of the tentacles, so tbat the enemy would lose his sense as to what was
aoming. A-los also struck enemy ground forces throughout the triborder
area. -. 16i strulck the Republican Guard several times during the day,
the Ainrt of. runy visits. Throughout the day, heavy Navy and Air Force
SBAD pw•aqee went after Iraqi air defenses, both control centers and SAM
sites. Overall the wolght of Coalition air attacks foll most heavily on the
enemy air defenses. [See Table 21
Table 2

Daylight Attacks on 17 January 1991

Tfet Category

Type and Number of i1.

Airfields

4 OR-I, 4 A.7, 56 P-16

30,5%

Oil

20 P.16

9.5%

OIlelcommulC

Pereentage

12 P.16, 5 B-52

8%

Strategic Air Defenses

24 A-10, 24 P/A-18

23%

Slectricity

3 852

1.4%

Scuds

16 F-16

7.6%

SAMe

36 F-16,6 F/A-18

20%"

Total Aircraft: 210

"(S) Muter Attack Pl&n. "First 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991.
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Meanwhile, Tomahawk missiles continued hitting targets in the Baghdad area; here the intent was to keep pressure on the capital twenty-four
hour. a day. Since the P.1I17s only operated at night, the missiles offered
a means of striking the Iraqi capital during daylight.'00 Undoubtedly, the
impact of six Tomahawks hitting the Irai Ministry of Defense between
1010 and 1017 did little to Improve morale of those in the building or

nelghborhod.l 0l ithe close groupings of the mdisile attacks on particular
targets must have added to the IraqI aense of helplessness; the fact that
they could often me the missiles: in Rilght, but could. do little in response,
could not hove improved the defender's. psychological state.
Lae in the day, a particu~larly heavy strike of thirty-two F-16s
occurred aganst the airfield at Al Thqaddumn and the Habbanlya Petroleum Storage V'aol~ity. The planners gave the remaining IraqI. defenuse
considerable respect. Four EP-Ills provided jamiiing support; eight
F-40 Weasels brought their HAR~is to use against operating SAM Sitas,

$make Pours from
burning Petroleum
mi~fnery hit by Allied
bombs.

100intvw,

1A Col David Deptula with OWAPS personnel, 21 Dec 1992.
0WAPs Database, Tan ecquirsd from the Center for Naval Analysis.
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while sixteen F-15Cs provided top cover."~ The fact that no fewer than
twenty-eight support aircraft shielded the thirty-two strike aircraft from
the enemy defenses and fighters suggests the extent to which stealth

extended Coalition air capacity to attwk targets deep inside the enemy's
defensive system, In comparison, the P4117s that bad executed the first
strikes, on downtown Ragldad bad needed no sBAD or fighter support to
attack their targt"-gaist a fully functioning defense system. The fact
that theV I6s did not possess preolsion-gulded munition capabilities and
therefore lack ted ability tohit thei'rtargets wihthe lethaity o the
P.1l7s further untlersores the differenice.
The first day's effort ended, with heavy attacks in ealy evening.
Seven B-32s struck tha Thwakalna Division, of Lho Republican Guard;
P-iWsupporte by EP-illIs, attacked Seddan, Hussein's residence in
his home town of W4krt north of Baghdad.1'0 But the main show in the
early night hours of 18/19 Jmnuery centered on F-117s and Navy and
Marinel attacks against the Wer defense systems ln eastern and western
Iraq, Unfortunately, due to weather problems, the last P-117 strike of
Day I barely achieved 5(0 percent bits (ten hits and eight misses); a
number of other targets were no drop because of weather.100 At 2200,
eighteen Marine /AS.
I8, ten Marine A-6s, And four RAP OR-isa attacked
airfilds. brldgs, -and petroleum facilities aground Basra; a major Navy
package followed the &aVne it the area at the ssnre time that sixteen
P45fts struck targots nesr Bumsr. Two separate SEAD packages supported
the three strikes; in the first, four Marine BA-6Bs provide4 jamming,
while six Marine P/A-8sa fired HAkM8 at the remnaining SAM sites. A
second SHAD package consisted of four Navy EA-6s and six F/A- I8a. 7b
tie west., Navy SHAD protected nine A-6s and eight RAF OR-tos in
pounding the H.2 and H-3 airfields and runways.""
At the end of the first day's operations, the Iraqi air defense system
had received a severe blow. It.is impossible to estimate at what point it
102(S) flia Master Attack Plan, "The Pint 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991; and owAps
Database.
10(3() ibid.
10

4,JWAPs6 Database, (8) Master Att" Plan. "The First 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991; and
Myers, "Nighthawks Over Iraq: A Chwonolote' of the P.- I 7A Stealth Fighter In Opera.
tions Nun Shield and Desort Storm," p 9.
rl(S() Master Attack Plan, "PMist 24 Hours," 16 Jan 1991; and CWAPS Database.
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no longer operated as an integrated system; the Iraqis themselves still
probably do not know. But while In some areas the system, particularly
in the Baghdad area, could operate autonomously, its sectors were under
severe pressure and no longer represented an effective defensive system.
As the successful operations of Coalition aircraft throughout the first day
underlined, enemy air defenses could not prevent allied air power from
using medium altitudes with impunity. In the end, the Coalition plant
and the attacks that had resulted from them had created maximum
confusion and friction within the enemy's system.

j

Perhaps the second greatest surprise of the first day-after the tight
losses suffered by Coalition air forces-was the failure of the Iraqi ftghtet
to put up any significant opposition. The enemy flew 120 sorties on the
first day, but many of those were not "shooter" sorties.10 ' In fact, during
the first three days of the air war, the Iraqis flew slightly more than 100
air.to-air sorties, a dismal performance In view of their numbers, As
Glosson supposed, the presence of F-15s and P-148 on combtat air patrol
over Iraqi airfields discouraged the enemy from flying.,0o The loss of
three MiO-29s, three F-I Miralles, and two MIO-21s over the course of
the first day further discouraged Iraqi pilots from engaging the allied air
offensive.'1 One suspects that the Iraqis never intended to commit their
aircraft to meet the first waves of air attacks; rather they intended to save
their air force to support the army in the ground battle.'"' But the lack
of response was indeed a surprise.
On the other side, Coalition air losses remained extraordinarily light.
During daylight air attacks, the RAP lost one MR-I, while the Kuwaitis
lost an A-4, both to SAMS; during evening operations, the allies lost three
more aircraft, all within forty-five minutes, but in different operational

106'Conduct

of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report to Congres," Apr 1992, p 204,
I07in one case the Iraqis had approximately eigh aircraft cranked up and ready to
So. USAF F-PISo shot the first two down shortly aft they became airborne; the other six
aircraft th3n shut down. lntvw, Maj Gen Buster 0los0on with swAPS personnel. 14 Apr
1992.
1016he MiG.29s and Mirages were shot down by P-15s; P/A-18& shot down the MiG21s.

101Perhaps SadduWm viewed his air force as the Germans viewed their navy InWorld
War i-as being a majc player inthe postwar balance of power aid therefore as
being too
valuable to risk losing in acSIon.
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areas. The USAF lost Its first aircraft, an F-15E, the British another GR-i,
and the USN its second aircraft, an A-6E, the first two to antiaircraft fire,
the latter to a SAM.
Coalition aircraft.11°

In all, the Iraqis managed to damage thirteen

The overall loss rate for the first day of the war was indeed
astonisbing, especially when one considers that Laqi air defenses were
among the best-equipped in the world. The first day's success established
a number of essential preconditions for the destruction of Iraq's military
power at minimum cost to Coalition forces. It was now clear that allied
air power would soon enjoy air supremacy over Iraq and Kuwait; that
would allow allied ground forces to redeploy at their own convenience,
while the Iraqis remained entirely blind as to what was occurring. Secondly, Coalition air forces could now attack Iraqi ground forces at their
leisure; there would be no need for a ground campaign until air attacks
had severely attrited enemy forces. Finally, there would be sufficient

time to attack those strategic targets, the destruction of which would
lesson Iraq's threat to regional stability.

The Second Day

As with the first day, the Black Hole had carefully scripted what
would occur on day two. The pattern of Coalition ah' operations again
suggests an effort to spread confusion and friction throughout the enemy's
command system; in other words Horner and the pleaners aimed to further
degrade Iraqi capacity to defend thiemselves against the air campaign. lb
a great extent, the conduct of operations on day two extended the successes
that air attacks had gained at the start; nevertheless, by the end of the day,
weather was having a severe impact on the conducE of the campaign.
Nor was poor weather the only friction that began to crop up by the
second day. In planning Desert Storm, the Black Hole air planners had
recognized that once the campaign got past the scripted first two days
bomb damage assessment (BDA) from intelligence would quickly become
Important for evaluating previous strike4, deciding which targets to strike
in succeeding days, retargeting when necessary, and uncovering new targets
as the war unfolded. Unfortunately, for much of the air campa~gi1, BDA did
not arrive from the formal intelligence channels in a timely manner, and the

"1 0 OWAN' Databs, 25 Jun 1992.
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,

air planners in Riyadh found themselves increasingly forced to obtain BDA
from alternative sources."' Those sources included Glosson's special
relation with Admiral McConnell in Washington, the use of video
recordings from aircraft lL the F-IlI and F-IIIF that could provide
irnagery of their own strikes, the Black Hole's ad hoc relationship with
Checkmate, and informal relationships with" operationally oriented
organizations such as the Navy's SPEAR (Strike Projection Evaluation and
Anti-Air Warfare Research) in Suitland, Maryland,
This report cannot give a detailed examination of the BDA problems

*that

emerged dtiring Desert Storm between the commanders, their
operational planners, and the formal intelligence organizations, Suffice
it to say that there were' problems,"2 and that the blame for these probiemw did 66t lie exclusively on the intelligence aidd of the house."5 (The
reader interested in more insight into BDA problems should consult Chap.
ter Four of the Summary report.)
As with the previous day's operations, the second day began with F117 attacks. [For a depiction of air attacks on Day Two, see Maps 22,
23, and 24.] The planners paid special attention to air defense controlling
centers (Socs and locs); again their emphasis was on disruption rather
than on sheer physical destruction. Some considerable retargeting took

1t

'The postwar criticism by suuh figures as Generals Schwarzkopf arid Homer

underlines that there were some considerable problems. In turn, their criticism Is backed

up by the logs Inthe TACC, the notes taken by air force historians In the TACC throughout
the war, and by persona! journals kept by crucial players such a Gloason and Deptula.

""t 1 IHomer's frustiatlons

at intelligence at times spilled over into the TACC Log. On

30 January he noted; "Target-SA-2 missiles--will be hit by Scud hunters in the east if not
ThiMs sentence is incomplete because
required for a higher priority target-Tearget Is
the opl Intel lnerface Is also incomplete!" TACC, CCMI0, Current Ops Log, 30 Jan,
aWAPS, NA 215 .

"130n

the extraordinary difficulties involved in having operations and Intelligence
work toether successfully one might beat consult F.H. Hinaley. BMuish Inlelligence in the
Second Wo..4d lior,thuee volumes (London, 1979, 1951, and 198488). It took the British
nearly half the war to get their intelligence-operations working successfully and they were
confronting a situation that threatened directly the very survival of the nation.
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Map 22
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place in the case of the chemical and biological warfare bunkers because
so many had escaped damage due to the bad weather that had plagued
F-i 17 strikemi early on 17 January."' Thne F-I V7s achieved hits with thirteen out of ninetec-n bombs dropped, aconsideratIse improvemtat over the

"114(S) Mmastor Attack Plan, "Second 24 Hours:' 18 Jan 1991.
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Map 23
Day Two (08OOL to 1800L)
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Jaliba a!1 received extensive attention from F- II FS anid Mi-IS."' Ui the
Iraqis aimed to display more willingness to engage Coalition airciaft on
18 January, these strikes wet. rn~. t to discourtag them.
T'he pattern of attacks~ displayed some chamige. Believing thu~ the first
day's effort had degraded Iraqi defenses, the planners put larger packages
in against the various target sets under attack. Thxe morning's Initial
strike, a large package of Navy aircraft--ten A-7s, sixteen P/A-i 8s, and

"IW(S) Mute Attok Plan, "Second 24 floura;" and GWAPS Databas.
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eighteen F-14s along with four OR-lIs-tageted the Al Asad area at 0930,
but bad weather interfered with much of the mission."17
At 1000 hours two large packages hit the center of Iraq on each side
of Baghdad. H10-111s provided SHAD, while forty P.16s attacked
munitions, Suand military production targets an Bagdad's west side.
Shortly after, package J with forty-four F-16s struck Scud-related mnanufacurng ndftalrgt east oBahd.Substantial SHIAD support covered both packagsto sprsBelddsefne:BQM-7 .4drones were
Inlddin the efort, four HF-IlIlIs jammed 'enemy ridars, mand eight FGa ~provided HARm support against those radars still brave enough to
operite.I's Finally, twenty-four USAP and four Saudi P-l5Cs provided top
cover fo strikers and WCm aircraft.
008011141 at 0930 air attacks, went against Republicmn GuardI units
located along the IKuwalti-Iraiqifrontier. The Marines l6d off with twenty-ourP/AlB oriesaganstthRepubtican Guard divisions-, divided
equzilly among -the 'Thwakalna, rMadinah, Hammurabi; eight P/A-l.6s and
four XPI15Cm provided air c'overag for the attackers and their Ecm 'package of four EA-6Bs. Two hours and fifteen minutes after the last F/A. IS
mission, thirtyP.F16. struck 'Ihwakal1na. At 1610 sixteen P-16o hit targets
associated with the airfield at Al Rumayla, just north of the Kuwalti-Iraqi
frontier. As the flghttr b~,mbers worked the airfield over, thirty more FI 6s again struck Tawakaina. Fifteen minutes later twenty-four F. 16s hit
Madinah. Significantly. as was the case with many early packages, Air
Force, Navy, and Marine SHAn assets covered the strikers; in this case
four F-40s and two Marine lRA-6B3s.'
Two other features on the second day were the constant hammering
of Iraqi positions near the border by A-IOs and sustained attacks by naval
air on the enemy navy and other positions in the Basra an&a. The former
discouraged the Iraqis from unleashing a ground campaign; the latter
removed the latent threat represented by Iraqi naval forces at the top of
the Persian Gulf,'2* The attacks on naval targets were a major focus of
117The

notation In the Master Attack Plan for 18 January 1991, Indicates that the
package was cancelled because of weather. UWAPS Database and Navy data suggests that
a portion of the mission may have struck an alternative target.
"'(S) Master Attack Plan, "Second 24 Hours," 18 Jan 1991, and OWAPS Databas.

"1'1(S) Ibid.
130(8) Master Attack Plan, "Second 24 Hours," 18 Jan 199I. and OWAPS Database.

naval air operations in the first weeks of the war; more than 1,000 strikes
of naval fixed-wing aircraft hit the Iraqi navy, its bases, and often sites
that could threaten Coalition maintenance operations."2 ' The destruction
of Iraq's naval uses eventually alowed the carriers to move up into the
central portions of the Persian Gulf and thus relieve some of the need for
tanker support.
The evening and night of 17/18 January proved most disappointing
to the F-117s. The Mister Attack Plan called for a large number of
strikes on targets in the RaShdad area. Unfortunately, the weather was
so bad around the capital that no F. 117 dropped on its primary target,
while few altem"at were open. Strikes by other aircraft did go in despite weather conditions. Package T from carriers in the Red Sea struck
the power plant and TV station at Hadithek in western Iraq. At 2100,
three B112s again-hit the Tawakalna Division, while two four-ship forma.
tions of B152s struck targets near Tallil between 2200 and 2230. The
final action of the day saw eight FXll IPs hit bridges along the Euphrates
behind the Republican Guard, while three-ship formations of B-52s
dropped on the Tawakalna, Madinah, and Hammurabi.11
Iraqi air defenses were still capable of putting up opposition to
Coalition air strikes. On an evening strike by B-52s in the KTO, one of
the Weasel crews reported:
I worked an SA-2 about twenty-five miles away. We (received] good
data on our computer so we had a pretty good shot. As we fired the

missile, it came off the left toward the north[; then) we got the indications on the computer that we had been launched on. I looked out of
the left side of the jet and watched the first two missiles coming at us.
There was a glow In the clouds and then they popped up through the

clouds with a wavering orange plume. I called out to Mark (BucciHe got them in
[sight] .... I tried to keep my air speed up because we were at 29,000

groasi [the backwater]) that they were coming up.

feet. I broke into the miuiles. The only way I knew the missiles were
gone, I called out 'missiles are boom and boom.' [sic] I said I've got
two more coming up on the right side and Mark said 'what are you
going to do nowT' I said, 'Get the pod and chaff going.' I kept the
airspeed up. Again Mark kept his eyes on the missiles and called out

"'21(S) Frank Schwsmb, et al, Deurt Stom

Reconstruction Report, Vol. il, Strike
Wafare (Alexandria, VA, 1991), p D-2.
13(S) Muter Attack Plan, "Second 24 Hours," 1 Jhn 1991, and aWAns Database,
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the explosions on those two missiles. Then the last two I picked up on
the left hand side, We had now gotten down to about 15,000 feet
because of all our maneuvering. That put us right in the middle of the
triple 'A'. Missiles were coming up from the left and Mark said, 'What
are you goinS to do now?' I'm thinking to myself I can't So right
because of the triple 'A' off to the west and higher than us now, but the
good news was that it wasn't at us. There was still a lot of small arms
firing at us. It looked like guys with a fire hose waving it around. I
was able to got the airspeed up and climb out.... We got out of there
and spent three to five minutes in after burner,12
An additional strate$ic factor to the Coalition's advantage had
opened up 18 January: the Turks granted permission for USAF aircraft

from Europe to-begin attacking targets in northern Iraq from Incirlik. Air
operations from that direction confronted the Iraqi leadership with a threat
from an entirely new point on the compass. It further overloaded their
air defenses and placed enemy airfields in this area within easy range of

U.S. aircraft. Moreover, It robbed the Iraqis of the possibility of shifting
air assets to the north to escape Coalition air attacks.
USAF aircraft operating out of Incirlik-the name for the task force was
"Proven Force"-were also within easy range of the Mosul and Kirkuk
airfields and other targets in northern Iraq. Unfortunately, the potential
of bases in Turkey failed to pay a full set of dividends: lacking aircraft
and systems capable of laser designation, Proven Force could not attack
targets with the same accuracy as the F-II IFs, F.1I5Es, and F-I l7s operating out of Saudi Arabia."' The first strike from the north occurred on
the second night when ten F-iI lEs dropped cluster bombs on early
warning radar sites just over the border. The next day, the first F-16
daylight mission against Kirkuk was canceled because some Turkish
authorities did not yet understand that their government had authorized
air strikes from Turkey."' But the Iraqis were on notice that there were
now no sanctuaries, even in northemr Iraq.
123stm, "Special Study. History of the 35th Fighter Wing (Provisional): Operations

Desert Shield and Desert Storm," OWAPS, NA 277, pp 156-57.
t2
Not until the end of the war did F.4s from Clark with a precision.bomblng
capability arrive at Incirlik, Unfortunately, their laser designation pods did not arrive
until after the war.
125(S) 7440 Composit Wing (Prov), "Bomb Damage Assessments," 18 Jan-27 Feb
1991; see also Maj Scott Norwood, "Daylight Tactical Air Operations in Northern Irq,
17 Jan to 27 Feb 1991," OWAN NA.
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The second day's air action underlined the continuing success of
efforts to degrade KARl and suppress Individual elements of the Iraqi air
defense system with SH&AD packages. Iraqi air activity declined by about
one third compared with the first day.Im While Coalition fighters failed
to shoot any Iraqis down, allied losses fell to only three aireraft: a Navy

EA-6B, a Marine OV-10, and an Italian OR- 1. Furthermore the Iraqis
damaged only one Coalition aircraft, an P-1llE.'O Due to weather and
other factors, Coalition air forces flew two hundred fewer sorties, but all
Inall it was a most successful day.
Itwas during this period that the conduct of operations solidified the

inclination of Coalition air forces to fly strike missions at medium
altitudes. Even before the air campaign against Iraq had begun, there had
been an unspoken predisposition to Bly and execute strikes above 10,000
feet. Such an approach made obvious sens because it placed Coalition
aircraft above the envelope within which most Iraqi antiaircraft guns and
infrared sims were effective. Nevertheless, this tactical approach was
intuitive rather than directed. And It reflected the obvious belief that
attacks on KARl and sEAD against enemy missile sites and radar would
allow Coalition aircraft to operate with low losses at or above 10,000
feet."e Consequently, during Desert Shield most units began to train for
medium altitude delivery;, the Vietnam experience undoubtedly reinforced
such a tactical approach. As one P-16 wing commander noted, he had
emphasized to his crews during the period before 17 January that his
experience in Vietnam underlined that enemy air defenses were most
successful against low flying aircraft.'"'
71e aircraft most wedded to low-level strikes were RAF and Saudi
Tomados and B-52s. In the latter case, the mission to attack runways
dictated low-level delivery. The 'Ibmado, JP-233 weapon systerisu had to be
delivered at low altitude, and the Tornados continued dropping it until 24
January. During this period the Tornados experienced the bulk of the losses

12%Dw, Conduct of the Persian GWl War: Final Report to Congress (Washington,
1992), Table VIA6 p204.
127
OWAPU Database.
InPrecris training for most NATO aircraft hed stressed low-altitude delivery to
minimize the MIG and SAM threats InBurope.
25lntvw, Col Ray Hout with OWAPS (Wayne Thompson), Shaw AFB, 9 Mar 1992.

Homner's and alosson's emphasis that no flixed target during the air campaign was worth
an aircraft undoubtedly reinforced such proclivities.
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they would Suffer during the air campaign. By then It was obvious tha
moat Irai aircraft were remalnlng in their shelters and that the few rq
fighters that rose to challenge Coalltion nads*were eaily being shot down.'
nhe B-52s changed tactics ý'more quickly than the 'Ibrados and
stopped low-level attacks after the first three nights. Strategic Force
lanaers were told thtcwEi ol ot aortolos a 13-52. On the
scnight,64 a 3-*52 had turned back in,the, face of heavy ground fire,
adduing a: low-level attack, oi an oil refinery that night an SA-3 had
damasged -another S-5.1 In general, the decision to leave low altitude
seemns to -have been reahed on a unilt-by-unit basis that recognized the
obvious realities of, the Situation.`*' Homrne never ordered the departure
from low altitudes, 'but he did Suggest to the RAP on 19 January that he

thought that their low-altitude losses were unnecessary.133

I

The decision not to bomb at lower altitudes carried with It anumber
of important consequences. On the positive side, it minimized the
casualties that Coalition aircraft would take throughout the course of the
air campaign; the low casualty rates played acrucial role Inallowing the
continuation of air operations for a period entirely determined by the
~needs

6f'Coalition air and ground forces in "preparing the battlefield."t

On the other hand, the decision to bomb from medium altitudes did have
asevere impact on the accuracy of munitions other than precision-guided
in attacking fixed positions or equipment. In effect, that decision robbed
platforms such as the P-16 and the P/A-18 of much of their ability to
attrit enemy ground forces, while allowing those aircraft to remain invulnerable to enemy defenses.134 This Isnot to say that their attacks did not
play arole in the collapse of Iraqi ground force.; clearly their bombing
attacks had a considerable impact on Iraqi morale. In the final analysis,
'xA.D. Kitcher, RAFi Strike Command, Operations Roesearh Branch, "Operation

Oremby: JP-233 Analysis," Nov 199 1,0MAPS, NA 5il~b.
()SAC History,
1'2cEhrAP's

"Desert Shield/Desert Storm," SAC, 1990, pp 251-53.

obvious concern with losses undoubtedly served to reinforce the tactical

end operational chances tham Individual units made.
13CWPTACC

Historian's notes, TSgt Barton, 20 Jan 1991, OWAPS, NA 200.

134in the case or the A-10, the medium aitituds decision robbed Its 30 mm gun of

much of its accuracy. However, the Maverick missile did provide A-l0s with the mnean
to attack targets accurately from medium altitudes. The F-lds had the capability to fire
Mavericks but since few of the pilots Inthe F-t6a wore qua~lfed to use the misaile
System, virtually no F-l6a flying from the south used Mavericks.
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I
the decisiorn to attack from medium altitude made both operation;,l and
tactical sense, and it certainly carried with It important implications for
the post.Gulf War arena of air power employment.

Conclusion
What had the air offensive thus far achieved? Allied air astacks on the

enemy's air deffiies haddegraded enemy capabilltis to the point where the
campaign could continue at acceptable levels of attrition for as ong as
Coaltdon m1iAMy wtd political leaders deeed necsMry. The plan to
combine attacks on the enemy's s1r defenses, his centralized command and
control system, sumD efforts such as electronic counteniamurs and HARMs,
and desUbuotion of much of lraq'n electric network had succeeded beyond
the most optimistic foreasts, Moreover, allied air attacks against Iraq
gained a measure of air supremacy in two days at minimum coat to
attackers. An almost flawless flow of operations and the reltively low cost
of these succese certainly surprised the planters.'" To a great extent,
these two days contradicted General Helmuth von Molthe's assertion that
war plans do not survive first contact with the enemy.
This success did not mean that the air offensive had destroyed all the
individual components of KARl or that some sectors could not operate
autonomously; throughout the remainder of the war, the Iraqis would
cobble together bits and pieces of their air defense systems In response
to continuing attacks. The crucial point was that the Iraqis now possessed no effective defenses against the attacks on their civil and military
infrastructures. Perhaps the most telling statistic was the fall in the
activity levels for Iraqi SAMIAAA radars by more than 90 percent.'TM
While the decline in early warning radar emissions was not as drastic, the
crucial fact was that from the first attacks on the Iraqi integrated air
defenses, Coalition air forces gained a measure of air superiority sufficient to operate in Iraqi airspace largely with Impunity.
Yet, one must also note that the attacks on targets In downtown
Baghdad had focused on functional effectiveness rather than physical
destruction. The concept had been to inhibit and confuse the Iraqi defensive systems; and barely any attacks had occurred against Iraq's political
infrastructure. For all the spectacular footage of Iraqi antiaircraft fire
over the first few days of the war, F-I 17s had only dropped fourteen
135lntvw, Lt Col David
I4DOD, Conduct oft the

Deptula with OWAPS personnel. 20-21 Doe 1991.
PersianOu(! War: Final Report IoConwres, p 202.
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bombs on targets within the heart of the capital in the first twenty-four
hours of the war and only one during the second twenty-four hour penod."3 Tomahawk missiles had carried considerable weight w;th thirtynine impacting on targets In downtown Baghdad during the first day and
eighteen missiles on the -second day.t36 But the small size of the htlssile
warheo as well as its inability to penetrate hardened targets had limited
its effectiveness.
The planners had foreseen this situation. Their aim was to return to
a number of critical targets that the first days attacks had only partially
damaged with large conventional force pakages of F-16s beginning on
the third day. Such attacks would underline the regime's inability to
protect itself as well as complete the destruction of a number of large,
complex headquarters sites upon which the rcgime depended for its
military and Its political control of Iraq."'
The imponderable was whether the air attacks of the first tWo days
had wrecked the Baghdad defensive system sufficiently to allow such
packages of F-16a to fly within the capital's vicinity without suffering
significant losses themselves or without placing the civilian population of
the capital at needless hazard,4° Those two bmic questions would not
have answers until the first large package of F-16s actually flew against
the capital. If the operational approach of using F-16s against largo highvalue targets in the capital did not work, then the planners faced the
challenge of attempting to deconstruct these significant military and
political targets that harbored the control apparatus of the regime with
individual F-117 sorties, And this would represent a lengthy proress that
Database, The second twenty-four hour period was considerably innIueneed by the weather.
'NIbid,
137OwAps

'•T'he guidance letters put out by Olosson for D+3, DAi4, and D+5 (before it wos
changed) explicitly directed that at least one large package of P-16s (kthtwenty.four
plus aircraft) attwtk Baghdad vicinity to make the air campaign visible to the Iraqi poppu.
US Central Command Air Force, comusCeNTAF Air Guidanevi Letter, A'o Planning guidý
ante for D+3, Buster C. Glosson, Director of Campaign Plano (,io date), p 6. OWAPS, Box
3, Folder 59, Daily Planning Material.
"I4Anykind of SAM threat over the capital where the attacking aircraft.. wore Uircat.
ened by guiding IAMI would force the pilots to drop their ben~hs and drop lanks so that
they could take effective countermeasures, Such 2n alton would, however, ploa c€viliaes on dhe ground Inconsiderable hazard since the pilots would obviously have no means
of controlling the fall of these objects.
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would .arry with it less psychological impact rmn the mrime arid demand
a consistent and clear focus to the strategic adr cn•npaign.
What did these suocesses over the flst two days niemn In terms of

the strategic and operational balance of power? On the Iraqi side, the

intensity of the offensive as weli aW ,.ho love' of danase that the attackers
inflicted undoubtedly cmr ac a aurpri,ý. Coalition attacks on communications, electricity, and air dofenas had sowed confusion within a tightly
controlled system. Th7 loss of nIrtuiaW power tobred the military to
utilize backup power in impay pl&•e, The effect of these raids magnified
the contusion, uncertainty, %ad,Moctions attendant on waging of war.
Moreover, the nature of Soddam's tyranny probably exacerbated the
Mctions resulting from Coalition air attacks.

There were a number of ironies in the above assessments of the
military situation. From the allied perspective, events would soon bear
out Homer's pessimism that things never go flawlessly in war. Extraordinarily bad weather, the on-going diVersion of some assets to the Scud
problem-forced by political considerations-,as well as the other uncertainties of "real war" would exercise great strain on the conduct of the "straWsic" air campaign. On the other side, the storm systems that dominated
the weather in the Persian Gulf throughout this period seemingly gave
credence to Saddam's belief that he could wait out the air campaign for
the ground war without suffering catastrophic damage. Where he miscalculated was in the duration, accurcy, and intcnsity with which Coalition
air forces could wage the ah' campaign even in the face of considerable
difficulties and frictions.

1417t,# reconatniaton of Saddwma stmaegic unissmient Isbased on tie

given st owM's on 25 Jun 1942.
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Friction and the Conduct of Operations
18 January to Al Firdos
Allied aircrews had executed the first two days of attacks aSainst Iraq
in almost flawless fashion. Air power had shut down much of Iraq's

electric system; its air defenses, where still operational, were largely inef,.
fective and intimidated; and Coalition air losses had been extraordinarily
low. Stealth aircraft had attacked the heart of enemy air defenses from the
first moments of the war; a carefully planned SSAD campaign had severely
damaged many radar sites and Jammed the remainder successfully. Not
surprisingly, planners and commanders greted the suocesses of the first
days with euphoria. The American public, led to expect heavy losses by
the "experts" were equally enthusiastic. Unfortunately, the air campaign
now ran into some substantial difficulties and frictions. In retrospet, nmany
of these frictions lay beyond the control of planners and leaders; some
might have been foreseen, at least in outline; but most reflected the uncertainties that distinguish "real war from war on paper."'
This chapter will discuss the ongoing operational air campaign within
the framework of these frictions: the extraordinarily bad weather, the
political impact of Scud attackls on Israel and Saudi Arabia, and the difficulties In putting together coherent operational plans and orders within
short periods and under great pressure on a sustained basis instead of a
single plan for the initial two days of operation refined over a long period
of time.' These frictions came together on day three of the air war. For
that reason we will begin with a detailed examination of operations on 19

'Clausewitz, On War, p 119.
2

The history of the 614th Tactical Filhtor Squadron suggests some of the difficulties
that just one friction could cause, on the second day the squadron struck the airfield at
Al Rumayla. The squadron historian then notes: "'he damage to the airfield could not
be assessed for approximately two weeks due to the overcast skies, but In the meandtre,
the airfield was hit quite a few more times by additional packages." 401st Tactical Fighter
Wing, "614th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Desert Shield/Desert Storm."
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Jauary 1991. Thereafter this chapter will concentrate on more general
topics that reflect the general pattern of operations through 13 February.

The Third Day
On day three, friction began to affect the air uapign. The
difficulties underlined that the first days' succem did not indicate that the
rest of the war would proceed flawlessly. In an oral interview after the
war, Hlomer suggested that he had not allowed his planners in the Black
Hole to proceed bayond Day Two in their laydown of air operations.' This
certainly followed Moltke's advice that war plans do not surivc first
contact with the enemy; in fact, the Black Hole had prudently worked up
Anl outline for the third day's, master attack plan before the war began.
But a number of ihontdrablis confronted planners In tieir thinking
before the war about the third day's oeratlons, By tbut point, Coalition
air forces would have flown .Voril thousand sorties against Iraq and its
military forces: what level of succoss would seAD and attpcks igainst
strategic targets have enjoyed? What would Bomb 03n12a Assessment
(BDA) show? How effective would enemy a44' d~tenses prove? Theme
were consequently a number of issucs that the conduct of oitratioas and
the flow of intelligence would have to resolve before plunrers could make
final decisions on the targets for the third day.
The planning system would rest on a three-day cycle; the first day
would involve casting the Master Attack Plan, during which planncrs,
utilizing up-to-date BDA, would integrate strategic and other targets with
re-attacks and available platforms. 4 Then on the second day, the Air
Tasking Orders (ATM) cell would take the plan and coordinate the details,
such as call signs, iFF (identification) codes, comnjam procedures, and
tanker tracks, into an Air Tasking Order. On the third day, the air units
would execute the plan under the direction of the current operations
portion of the TACC (Tactical Air Control Center).

3
(S) Intvw, R. Davis, PR Jaiulon and E. Barlow, AF History Program with Lt Gin
Homer, Shaw APR, SC, 4 Mar 1992.
4
1ntvw, Maj Can Buster Olosson with OWAIS personnel, 14 Apr 1992; lntvw, LA Col

David Deptula with OWAPS personnel, 20-21 Dec 1991.
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Unfortunately, the complexities involved in such a cycle were not
clear befor, the war. Not surprisingly, planners in the Black Hole under-

estimated the time required to complete the Master Attack Plan under
wartime conditions. In the event they did not complete thvA Muter Attack
Plan for day three until 2000 on 18 January. The euphoria of the first
day may have also added to the problem of getting down to work on the
third day's plan. To add to planning troubles, timely bomb-damage
assessment simply failed to emerge frorm the intelligence system.s As
work prozeeded on the Master Attack Plan, the building of the third day's
Air Tasking Order had to begin; here, the Tactical Air Control Center
TACC) was not yet ready to handle the coordinations involved in working
up the Air Tasking Order under the demand! of wartime conditions and
the severe constraints of time. None of this is surprising; under the actual
conditions and pressures of war, human systems and organizations rarely
work at optimal levels, especially at the beginning. It takes them time to
adapt; and indeed the system did adapt.
In the end, CENTAF's Director of Operations (DO), Maj. Gen. John
Corder, finally threw up his hands and ordered both Black Hole and the
Air Tasking Order cell to give the TACC what they had.' The result was
less than satisfactory.' As Corder suggested after the war, it took nearly
six days for the Black Hole and the Air Tasking Order cell to work into
a cycle in which the Master Attack Plan flowed smoothly into an Air
Tasking Order.'
The cancellations over the next week support Co,der's assessment.
Over the first two days of operations, the number of cancellations were
under fifty for each day; on the third day the number of cancellations
rose to 456 and on the fourth reached 431. The sixth day would see 331

3Weather as well as a lack of the right kinds of airborne reconnaissance platforms
were major contributing factors.
61ntvw, Mej Gen John Corder with awtims personnel, 18 May 1992. oWAPS. NA 361.
7
1ntvw, Maj Gen Buster Gloson with OWAPS personnel, 14 Apr 1799; lntvw, Lt Col
David Deptula with oWAPS personnel, 20-21 Dec 1991.
lntvw, Maj Gen John Corder with CWAPS personnel, 18 May 1992 CwAPS, NA 361.
The after *:'Ion report of the 50th Tactical Fighter Wing supports Corder's contention:
50th Tactical Fighter Wing. "Desert Shield/Desert Storm." CJWAPS. NA 379
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sorties cancelled' Not until 23 January (the seventh day of the war) did
the process of translating the Master Attack Plan Into an executable Air
'Tasking Order function with some coherence. On that day, the cancellations fell to manageabli evels-105 cancellations and on the next day to
thi-ty-one.'0 Some of'these were admittedly due to weather, but others
were the result of the failure of tankers or other aicraft to show up at the

tight time, or other causes.
These Air Tasking Order difficulties traislated directly into the
operational world. As an F-16 pilot recorded abou a mission flown on
day four:
I came off the taret with leaId and number four in sight, jinked to get
my etress sta.qpoint, checked for number four agali-he was gone.
Checked (or lead again-he was gone, so I ciane cut a singleton betwten
a four ship of F-40 Weasels-not fun! And now the real fun begins.
There were no fragged tankers for usl There am planes all over the sky
bootlegging tankers. We get enough fuel to divert but decide to dialup-a-tanker and beg for fuel to get home. And now it's pitch black
with some weather."
Similarly, a large package schedule to attack the Al Toji Rocket Production Facility near Baghdad on the morning of the third day cancelled
because there was no Weasel support available.'"

9(S) OWAPS Database, "USAF Sortics by Day: Scheduled. Added on, Flown and
Cancelled." Despite problems with the weather, the exceedingly high number of cancellation suggests difficulties in the Master Attack Plan-AT• process and that those problems
were causing considerable problems in the coordination of tankers, SEAD assets, CAP
sorIes, and maintenance. There would be equally bad periods of weather later in the war,
and those periods would drive up the number of cancellations, but never did the number
approach the numbers on the third and fourth days of the war. Only on 30 January would
the number of sorties reach over thre hundred (310) during the rest of the war.
10ibid. The daily cancellations for this period were:
19 January: 456
22 January: 331
20 January: 431
23 January: 105
21 January: 256
24 January: 31
"Capt Mike Boera, 10th Tactical Fighter Squadron, 50th Tactical Fighter Wing,
"Deaert Shield/Desert Storm," p H.15.
12 401 at Fighter Wing (Provisional), "614th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Lucky Devils,
Desert Shield/Desert Storm, 29 Aug 1990-29 Mar 1991," OwAP, no page numbers.
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Along with the problems of working into a coherent planning cycle,
the weather turned nasty. A series of lows began moving through the
theater and dihectly affected the ability of Allied aircraft to strike targets
in Iraq. There were some periods of good weather; often good weather
and bad weather alternated over the period of a day, but weather now
became a major factor in the conduct of operations." The sortie
cancellations on 20 January underline the impact that weather could have
on operations. On that day, there were 300 sortie cancellations due to
weather alone."
Bad weather had already affected F-117 operations on the night of
18/19 January when roughly two of every three planned strikes either
missed or could not be dropped due to weather." While the F-Il7 "no
drops" and misses attributed to weather improved to one out of two on
the night of 19/20 January, half the planned effort from the F-117s
against strategic targets was still frustrated by weather in the target areas.
These initial difficulties were a harbinger of weather problems that would
persist throughout the campaign. Black Hold planners would soon begin
scheduling precision strikes in areas such as Baghdad according to the
weather fronts as they moved through the theater of operations. Nonetheless, significant losses of F-I 17 strikes to weather would recur in early
February on ATO Days 17 and 18, and ATO Days 40 and 41, during the
ground campaign, would see the F-I17s nearly grounded by weather."
While weather impacted other air operations on 19 January, a
significant number of strikes did go in against targets-either through breaks
in the clouds or by dropping by use of radar, generally an inaccurate means

t3Kenneth

R. Waiters, Maj Kathleen M. Traxler, Michael T. Gifford, Capt Richard
D. Arnold, TSgt Richard C.Honarn, and TSpt Kenneth R. Gibson, "Gulf Wv Weather,"
Mar 1992, USAF Environmental Technical Applications Center.
14Notes
from the TAcc, taken by TSgt Barton, 21 Jan 1991, 1700 Brfg, UwAps,
NA 215.
'5 OWAPS Missions Database, Mawual Strike Counts done by Task Force Six (see
Effectivenep report, Appendix I).
16OWAPs Mitrions Database, Manual Strike Counts done by Tuk Force Six (see
Effectiveness report, Appendix I). On ATO Day 40, the F-Il7? did not fly at all; the
following day the wvather was still so bad that F-I?7 pilots only managed a half dozen
strit=. See OWAP• MIssions Database, Manual Strike Counts done by Task Force Six.
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of weapons delivery. But throughout the day, weather cancelled force
packages and affected the tactics and accuracy of those who did bomb.
third day kicked off with F-lSEs striking Scud and air defense
targets, [For targets on Day 3 se Maps 25, 26, 27, 283 The next large
package, F46s., taileted the Madinah and Hammurabi Republican Guard
divisions, but cancelled beckuse of weather. At 0500 Package C was to
strike Tikrit South and the Scud depot at Qubaysah, but air and ground
aborts for maintenence again washed Qut much of the mission." At the
same time, the Navy was having no better luck in southeastern Iraq; the
cariers cancelled Package D, which had been s6ed~uled to strike the

naval base at Umm Qasr.,8

The major' morning efforts came between 0600 and 0730. At 0600
four B-52s pounded the Madinah Division with a second wake-up call;
half an hour later, thirty F-16s were to hit Hammurabi and Thwakalna.
Fourteen F-16s cancelled, setting a pattern that continued over the next
several hours." Suggesting the difficulties in the Air Tasking Order
process, the planners had scheduled two large strike packages to hit
Baghdad from 0700 to 0730. By putting so many aircraft together in one
strike, planners hoped to minimize coordination of SEAD and tankers and
at the same time keep sortie utilization rates up.
Besides scheduling difficulties, there was some overconfidence
among commanders and aircrews after the successes of the first two days.
One senior officer in the Black Hole exclaimed over the possibility of
"darkening the skies over downtown Baghdad." But overconfidence was
not only in the Black Hole; the P-16 wings proved receptive to the idea
of using their aircraft to go downtown as well, as their F-105 and -.4
predecessors had gone against North Vietnamese defenses in the Red
River Valley. In fairness, two large SEAD packages had struck Baghdad's
defenses in the first two days, while a number of conventional strike

"7 OWAps Databam,

"(S) Maser Attack Pion, Third 24 Hours, 18 Jan 1991 and CIWAPS Database.
"(s) bw,.
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packages had probed right up to the capital's suburbs. Thus far, the
enemy had inflicted only minimal damage on the attackers. Consequent.
ly, there was mason to believe that attacks had already attrited enemy
defenses to the breaking point.
Map2
19 January (0300 to 0800)
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"There was also a tactical reason for planning large F-16 strikes
against a number of targets in the Baghdad area. Large structures such
as the Ministry of Defense or the Air Defense Operations Center would
require a considerable number of F- 117 and Tomahawk missile attacks
to destroy them completely. Whatever the inaccuracies of the F-16 platMap 26
19 January (0830 to 1700)
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form, the size of such structures provided area targets where pinpoint
accuracy was los of an issue than in most cases. The destruction of
several of the Iraqi government's larger buildings in Baghdad would
obviously have had psychological effects on both government and people.
Map 27
19 January (1700 to 2000)
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Moreover, the attacks would underline that American air power could
reach anywhere in Iraq without serious loss.'

Map 28
2000, 19 January to 0300, 20 January
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The morning efforts against the Iraqi capital were only the first of
several such efforts planned for 19 January. The first package was to
strike Al TNqaddum air base and the Habbaniya chemical warfare production centers west of Baghdad at 0700. Supported by two Elll-11s, four
P-4Gs, and sixteen F-15Cs, forty-eight F-16s were to attack these targets.2 Fifteen minutes later, a second large package of forty F-16s was
to strike targets in Baghdad: among others, the headquarters of the Internal Security Agency, Military Intelligence, Air Force, and Bath Party.'
The second strike would receive support from eight F-4Gs, while twelve
F-lICs ran interference against Iraqi fighters. To underscore Coalition
air superiority, the last aircraft in each group of eight P-16s was supposed to carry leaflet bombs to cover downtown Baghdad with Coalition
propaganda." A third strike of sixteen F-16s would then pound Thji at
0745 to complete early morning attacks on the capital. In fact, virtually
none of these sorties flew because of weather, tanker, or scheduling
difficulties-or a combination of these factors. 2' Only one package of
eight P-16 struck a target." In Its case, the Weasels failed to show, and
therefore it went after the alternate, Salman North, just over the frontier,
instead of Taji,3

*

Meanwhile, heavy attacks began on the Republican Guard, attacks
that lasted all day. At 0600 four B-52s struck the Madinah Division; two
hours later twelve Marine P/A-I8s struck both Madinah and Hammurabi
Divisions. Four F-4Os, two Marine EA-6Bs, and four Marine F/A-18
antiradiation missile shooters suppressed enemy air defenses, while four
F/A-18s provided air cover,.7 The near one-to-one relationship between
support aircraft and bomb droppers for a target in the Kuwaiti Theater of
Operations (KTO) stands In sharp contrast to the relatively weaker SEAD

Master Attack Plan, Third 24 Hours, 18 Jan 1991; and OWAPs Database.
OWAPS Database of sorties flown and targets attacked.
23(S) Master
Attack Plan. Third 24 Hours, 18 Jan 1992, p 3.
21(S)
22

24

0WAPS Database.

231bld,

6401st Tactical Fighter Wing, "614th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Desert
ShieldDesert Storm," OwAps, no page numbers.
27

1bid; OWAPS Database.
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support packages that were to accompany missions into central Iraq
during the day.

*

At 0900 three more B-52s struck the Hammumbi Division. Further
flights of B-52s hit the Republican Guard four more times during the day.
Finally, starting at 0730 and continuing every half hour until 0830, large
packages (upwards of ten) of P.16s pounded MadOW& and Thwakalna.
Throughout the remaining daylight hours into evening, F-16s continued
working over the Republican Guard. The attention that the Iraqi elite
fume received reflected Schwanzkopf'a priorities rather than those of his
corps and division commanders. However, it is well to remember that air
planners and commanders (as well as policy makers in Washington) had
seen these
units as political and strategic targets as much as military
targets2 a
But Baghdad and surrounding areas were the day's primary targets.
At 1200 a major Navy strike package of aircraft from Kennedy and
America hit Scud production and fuel sites west of the capital. Again
Navy aircraft received heavy coverage from SHAD assets: five EA-6s, six
F/A-I 8s, and three A-7s suppressed enemy air defenses, all in support of
eight A-7 and ten A-6 strikers,' The heavy support reflected a stronger
emphasis on SELAD sorties in the Navy's strike community-a considerably
heavier emphasis than in the Air Force's tactical Air Forces (with the
possible exception of units in Europe).
Three hours later, a package of forty F-16s, covered by eight F-4Gs
and two EF- IIIs, was to hit targets in Baghdad. The Master Attack Plan
called for sixteen F-16s to strike the Military Intelligence Headquarters,
while eight would hit the Ministry of Information.' It is not clear why,
but between the Master Attack Plan and the actual conduct of the mission,
the package shifted to attack Scud sites around H-3 airfield. 31 Since Homer
and Schwarzkopf were already under great pressure due to the Scud men-

2" Ibibd.
29

CNA Database; (S) Master Attack Plan, Third 24 Hours, 18 Jan 1991.

30( 8 ) Master Attack Plan. T1Ird 24 Hours, IS Jan 1991, and OWAPn Database.
31

CWAPs
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Database.

ace to Israel, it is possible that they diverted the mission-particularly since
one more major package was still to come to strike Baghdad.
The firt two attacks on Baghdad were to have formed the prelude
to one of the more interesting episodes in the war: Package Q. This
attack was the largest of the war and did in fact represent an attempt to
strike a porierful blow to enemy defenses. Nevertheless, the raid illustates how a number of small incidents-or frictions-none of which by
themmalvas necessarily serious, can contribute to a less than satisfactory
outcome: in th~s case the loss of two F-16s.
The Ma- ,, Attack Plan called for seventy-two F-16a to attack targets
lying on an axis from southeast to northwest across Baghdad in the heart
of Iraqi defenses. The package commander and most of the aircraft came
from the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing (Provisional), but some aircraft
came from the 401st Fighter Wing. In the last chapter we described how
Package Q moved out from its bases to link up with tankers on tracks
running up to the border. Shortly after 1300, the first aircraft began to
roll and the complex ballet to assemble the package began. Bach section
within the package had received a mission number and call sign. Each
mission cell would consist of up to eight aircraft, but smaller numbers of
aircraft could make up a mission cell, depending on the target. All of the
various pieces need careful coordination in order for the operation to
function effectively.
Unfortunately, full coordination and planning did not take place for this
mission. The Air Tasking Order reached mission commanders so late that
some of those who led missions on 19 January received a brief outline of
the day's mission upon landing after an exhausting day's flight on 18
January. 2 When mission commanders from the 401st began coordinating
their portion of the mission on the morning of 19 January, they discovered
certain crucial changes had taken place during the night. Their original
target-as with much of the rest of the attack-had been the nuclear research

32

intvw, MaJ John Nichols with OWAps personnel, 20 Jul 1992. Mau Nichols was

the nduion commander of the last group of aircraft to attack Baghdad in Package Q.
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facility southeast of Baghdad. But overnight, the Air Tabsking Order had
changed their target to three major sites in downtown Baghdad.'
A mojor employment problem in the revised tasking was the fact that
F-16. would begin striking targets in southeast Baghdad and then work
their way through increasingly alerted defenses to the heart of the enemy
oap*a.34 Such an approach would, maximize the exposure of the F-16
train to enemy air defenses; however, It was too lae. to change the order
in which the mission subsets would attack targets.' So Olttl time existed
between the arrival of the Air TIasking Order and launc time that neither
the package commander nor his mission commanders could change the
order of the attack." In fact. it Is not clear how it was determined that
the package would attack targots, from itoutheast to northwest-outside of
dotheact that that was the fashion~ in which the Master Attack Plan had
listed the targets?7 There wss time to coordinate the raid with the units
at other bases, but that tine was hardly optimum.
For the crews, the mission appeared risky, but within safety marglins;
their feeling was that earlier SHAD packages had atirited tnemy capat...
bilitles and that the SHAD allocated would be sufficient to suppress the
remnaining defenses. Because of distances and fuel consumption, the F40s could carry only two HARMs; moreover they would not have much
time in the target mra because of their high fuel usage. The F-16s were
also heavily loaded, carrying two Mark-84s, two external fuel tanks, two
air-to-air missiles, ninety bundles of chaff, and fifteen flare.3'
"401st Tactical Fighter Wing, "614th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Desert
Shield~Desrt Storm," OWAPS,

no page numbers.

30*lils dlsmuselon of the events on the third dlay draws heavily on the oral testimony
of two of Its participants, Mal John Nichols and the Wing Commander, Col Jerry Nelson,
who flew as a regular wingman on this mission, as well as the history of the 401st
Tactical Fighter Wing (Provisional).
"5Nevurthuless, it is worth noting that thoue planning the mission "did believe that
while the support package was a bit thin, it would suffice." lntvw, Mini John Nichols
with owAPU personnel, 20 Jul 1992.
NMuchs of the Air Taskng Order appears to have been passed to the units by phone.
No complete ATO for the third day exilsts Inthe GWAPS filie.
"2(S) Master Attack Plan, 'Third 24 Hours, 18 Jon 1991.

M(S) Ibd
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Link-up and refueling with the tankers ran into problems. There was
bad weather along the tanker tracks, and the tankers approached the
release point too early. Consequently, they throttled back to minimum
speed, which in turn seriously affected the accompanying fighters. The
F-16s were soon close to stalling out, and some had to light afterburners
just to stay alirborne; four fighters coming off the last tanker fell so far
behind that their mission commander ordered them to return to base.2'

Fortunately, as t

package reached Iraqi airspace, it broke out into

the open. But Iraqi gunners greeted the Americans with a couple of highaltitude shots in the middle of several formations. Not surprisingly, there
were difficulties in communicating among mission groups in the package;
the mission commander of the flight attacking downtown Baghdad
estimated that he received approximately 80 percent of the calls. Adding
to the excitement of the flak exploding below, the Iraqis throw 100-mm
shells into the formations. From the moment the package approached
Baghdad's air defenses, the Weasels engaged ,nemy SM sites. However,
them was a problem with the Weasels allocated to the mission; either
because of fuel, timing, or the decision of the package commander, not
all appear to have made it to Baghdad;40 moreover, some Weasels did not
fire all their HARMs, which suggests that they had to leave because of fuel
problems."1
Approaching their targets, the "downtown" aircraft (flying F-1 6B with
newer model engines) passed F-16s on the way to, rolling in on, and
leaving targets-all in a hostile environment. As Maj. John Nichols rolled
In to strike his target, the Iraqi Air Force Headquarters, he heard the
Weasels call that they were leaving. Unfortunately, cloud cover obscured
the target; Nichols rolled off to turn to an alternate target, an oil refinery
which was under attack by a portion of his formation.42

39(S) IbU,.

%°lntvw,Maj Glen Buster (31oon with owAps personnel, 14 Apr 1992.
OWAIPS Database, The database Indicates that the Weass only fired siX HARMs;
the leader of the Baghdad mision reporm that it was not until afier the Weasels had
called In that they were leaving that the Ilqqis began guiding their mnisles from the
ground. lntvw, Maj John Nichols with OWAPI personnel, 20 Jul 1992.
41
" OWANI DatabaNs.
41
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Up to this point, the Iraqis had fired most of their SAMs ballistically.

Within a short time of the Weasel call that they were leaving, SAMs
directly engaged Nichols' flight. Many SAMs were now guided and most

of his flight had to take evasive action, which included "last ditch

maneuvers" such as Jettisoning fuel tanks and bombs, Approximately

half of the flight struck the oil refinery; others were en route to alterate
trgetA when SAMs engaged and forced them to jettison ordnance, SAMs
hit one F-16just as the lut bombs wore striking the oil refinery. As the
fikht esressed Baghdad, evading SAMs, another missile impacted- near
another P-16, Both ahtcraft were lost, but their pilots did survive the war.
In all, the participants in the wild ride over the capital counted twenty
SAMs in the air, one pilot dodged no fewer than six.!
A 10ssion report from the 388th TIUtlcW Fighter Wing whose
arcraft attacked the nuclear facilities south east of Baghdad suggests the
fierceness of the Iraqi response:
[DELBTDJ."

The unit history of the 614th Fighter Squadron (of the 401st Fighter
Wing) also records the intensity of the enemy's response:
[DELETEDJ. 4 '

"3 Ibid.

44Milion Report. 318th 1Ww Provisional, To: cWrAMVIH, 191936Z
Jan 1991.
41"4O1at

TatWical Fighter Wing," 614th Tctical Fighter Squadron, Dewt Shield/

Danrt Storm, owAs, no pae numbers,
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"Theexcitement for the survivors did not end when they left Baghdad.
To bring an end to their day, a couple of MiG-29s started closing toward
the rear of the F-16s as they exited the capital's environs; the F-15 top
cover had apparently left with the Weasels. Nevertheless, all the F-16s had
to do was turn on the MiGs, and the Iraqis ran. By the time that the F-16s
approached the border some were almost out of fuel. One fighter would
have crashed short of Coalition territory had not a KC-135 tanker from the
Kansas National Guard crossed over into enemy territory. When the F-16
began refueling in Iraqi territory, it had only 800 pounds of fuel on
board-in the words of the wing commander, flying as a wingman, "an eyewatering situation.'"
Obviously, no one factor caused the loss of two F-16s and the possible
loss of others. Rather a series of frictions-the lateness of the Air Tasking
Order, not enough coordination time, a tactical approach that provided the

Iraqis considerable warning, fuel problems for the Weasels and other
aircraft, bad weather, insufficient attrition of the defenses-combined to
create a dangerous situation, one ultimately catastrophic for two aircraft."

F-1 I7T replaced the conventional
aircraft package In heavily defended areas.

"T6relephone conversation with Col Jerry Nelson, 2 Sep 1992.
47 Luckily the pilots were able to eject successfully, although the Iraqis captured both.
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There were a number of crucial lessons from Package Q. The most
obvious was that enemy defenses in Baghdad remained lethal;
consequently, it was not worth the risk to send conventional packages
into the heart of those defenses, especially when F- 117s could strike such
targets with little risk. This was entirely the result of its stealthy qualities, which its precision-guided munition capabilities magnified. Consequently, enemy defenses aiever put F-117s in the position where they had
to jettison bombs over populated areas, and the chances of civilian casualties that would allow Saddam to manipulate the Ameriom media were
considerably lessened.
There was, however, a crucial operational turn that the mission's
failure caused. Olosson and his planners had hoped that destruction or
at least degradation of Baghdad's air defenses would allow them to run
large packages of F-16s into the capitol's environs during the daytime.
Their targets, as on the morning of day three, would have been the larger
conmmnd hesdquarters and symbols of the regime, such as those of the
Balth Party, Republican Guard, and Military Intelligence. Most of these
structures were so big that F-16s, even though less accurate, could hit
such targets with a fair probability of success. As symbols of the regime,
the destruction of such headquarters would have major political and
military effects.,
The difficulties, however, into which Package Q ran, as well as the
potential of inadvertent bomb release by aircraft under SAM attack, caused
Homer and his planners to decide against sending any more F-16
packages against downtown Baghdad.' What speaks well for the American leadership in this air war was the fact that it did not repeat Package
Q to prove some doctrinal beliefs of the high command at the expense of
aircrew lives.-' American air commanders adapted to the situation as it
was. There would be no more conventional packages into the heart of

4

'Convemadon with LA Col David Deptula. 31 Jul 1992.

49

lntvw, MOJ Gen Buster

Ilosson with CWAPS personnel. 9 Apr 1992; and intvw Lt

Col David Deptula with OWAPS personnel, 20-21 Dec 1991.
5

'hiLs

had certainly not been the case in World War 11 or in Vietam when senior

air commanden had persisted in faulty operational approaches and tactics to the cost of

lIp numbers of Jarerw.
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Iraqi defenses.3 ' Moreover, F-16 packages would remain smaller-thus
more manageable amd easier to coordinate and fly-for the remainder of
the war."2
Neither the difficulties encountered by the F-16s nor the problems
that F-117s experienced on the third day stopped the continuing attacks
on otier portions of Iraq and occupied Kuwait. B-52s hit the Hammurabi
Division three more times, u well as the Bayji oil refinery. They also
launched a heavy attack on manufacturing sites in the Tlkilt area. The
Hamnmurabi Division also received a major strike by F-lSEs, while the
Navy attacked the bWdges behind Saddam's elite force. Both chemical
and ammunition storage areas also received exten 've attention from Navy
and P-lll packages. Finally, RAP and Saudi Tomados continued the
pressure on Iraqi airfields throughout the day, while French and British
Jaguars and Kuwaiti A-4s struck Iraqi forces in and around Kuwait City.5 3
Over the course of the third day Coalition air forces continued their
domination of the skies over Iraq. F-I 5Cs from the 33d Tactical Fighter
Wing accounted for all the kills: two MiG-29s, two MiG-25s, and two
Mirage F-Is fell to their missiles." By now a clear pattern was emerging
in terms of the relatively few air-to-air engagements taking place. Iraqi
pilots generally fail-d to respond to radar lock-ons and displayed almost
no capacity or willingness to maneuver between the time that Coalition
aircraft locked on to them and the time that a missile impacted. In two
cases they ran into the ground before the missile hit, hardly suggestive of
combat effectiveness or good training."

5hOne

more mission of F.16s would go against the Iraqi defenses in Baghdad on the
next day, but that would be the last F-16 strike against the capital durlng the war.
2 On 20 January Gen Glosion told his chief planner. LA Col David Deptula, that
them would be no mom packages greater than twenty-five aircraft: Deptula, personal
notes, entry for 20 Jan 1991.
53
" (S) Matet Attack Plan, Third 24 Hours, 18 Jan 1992 and OWAPS Database,
5'Thomas P. Christie,
Gary C.Comfort, and Richard E.Guild, "Desert Shield/Desert
Storm Air-to-Air Performance Study," Institute for Defense Analysis, Apr 1992.
""33d Tactical Pighter Wing Air-ta-Air Engagements through 21 February 1991.
See the SPEAR evaluation of Iraqi pilot performance In the war with Iran which almost
exactly fureshadows how their pilots would or would not react in the air superiority arena.
SPEAR, "Iraqi lbreat to U.S. Forces," p 3-63 to 3-64.
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Nevertheless, the continued existence of Iraqi combat aircraft in
hardened shelters throughout Iraq did worry intelligence analysts that
Saddarn would launch his air force on a mussive suicide mission, reminiscent of the 1968 Tet offensive.' We will soon address how the planners
responded to this fear and helped the Iraqis pay the first installment on
future reparation payments to Iran.
On the other side, Coalition air losses did rise. In particular OR-I
Tbmados had a bad day on 19 January. The British and the Saudis each
lost two; these aircraft were still using low attack profiles, which
maximized exposure to Iraqi flak and IR SAMs. Besides two F-16s lost
against Baghdad, the USAF lost an F-15E to SAMs and an F-40 to fuel
problems (possibly due to battle damage).,7 Given the number of sorties
flown, these losses were well below prewar expectations and were more
than sustainable.
The Air Campaign, 20 January to Al Firdos
The remainder of this chapter aims to provide a more general sense
of operations than our detailed examination of the first three days.
Consequently, we will now turn to a topical approach of specific issues
that impacted on or guided the conduct of air operations.
The first specific problem area was obviously the hunt for the Scuds,
their lau iching sites, and support structure, undoubtedly the most
frustrating and least satisfactory aspect of the air campaign. This section
has singled out the Scud story for examination in isolation. The rest of
the chapter will consider shifts in priorities as well as continued efforts
to destroy the Iraqi Air Force, the impact of weather on operations, and
arguments as to when the air effort should move to preparing the battlefield for the ground war.

5Nntvw,

Col John Warden with OWAPm personnel (Williamson Murray, Batry Watts,
and Thomu Keaney), 21 Feb 1992.
S17WAPS Database.
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The Great Scud Chase
Of all the aspects in the air campaign, the effectiveness of air
operations in suppressing Iraq's Scud missiles remains the most unclear.
As one recent report indicated well after the war: "To date, we have yet
to confirm an Iraqi mobile SRBM [short-range ballistic missile] launcher
kill resulting from U.S. aircraft attacks ..... ,' Without access to Iraqi (or
for that matter Israeli documents) we cannot estimate crucial factors such
as: How many missiles might the Iraqis have launched if the air campaign
had not interfered, or interfered less successfully with their efforts? How
many missiles and mobile launchers did air attacks destroy or damage?
What constraints did air power impose on Scud launches? How likely
was it that the Israelis might respond to the Scud bombardment and what
effect might such an intervention have had on the Coalition, particularly
its Arab members? The answers to such questions, of course, cannot become clearer until we have Iraqi documents and those of the concerned
powers. But the Scud campaign did play an important role in the conduct
of the Coalition's air campaign.
At the strategic level, one deals with the greatest imponderable of
all: what impact would an Israeli retaliatory strike have had on the
Coalition, particularly its Arab members? This author suspects that
within the framework of the focus against Iraq and provided that such
strikes remained limited and did not involve heavy casualties, the Coalition would have held. Immediately after the war, Schwarzkopf, however,
felt othcrwise, telling David Frost: "there was no question about the fact
that, had Israel entered the fray [in response to the first Scud attacks], I
don't think we could have held [the Coalition] all together."'" Further
exacerbating fears about Scuds was a belief that their use might involve
chemicals to broaden the impact of missile attacks.e'
5

" Defense Intelligence Agency, "Defense Intelligence Assessment, Mobile Short.
Range Ballistic Targeting in Operation Desert Storm," 00A 1040-23-91, Dec 1991, p 9.
In faimess the report does indicate that [DELETED] did not evaluate the majority of
alrcrew-reported kills."

"YSchwarizkopf television Intvw with David Frost, 27 Mar 1991, p 3.
60On 2 September CENTAp's Draft OPORD underlined as a "planning constraint" the
likelihood that "Iraq will attempt to employ chemical weapons against the U.S. and
friendly regional st•am, including Israel, if the opportunity arises." (S) COMUSCUNTAP
Draft oPoRD, Offensive Campaign-Phase 1,2 Sep 1990, p 2. The October SNm on Iraqi
military capabilities concluded that "Iraqi tactical use of chemical weapons is virtually
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Homer was more optimistic in interviews after the war. His sources
in the Arab world suggested that Israeli strikes in response to Iraqi strikes

would not have bothered the leadership of most of the Coalition's Arab
members."6 But Homer did worry that the movement of Israeli aircraft
through Saudi airspace might lead to an air-to-air confrontation with U.S.
aircraft, while an Israeli move through Jordanian airspace might bring that
country into the conflict on the side of Iraq.'
Whatever the fears about Israeli response, there was little doubt that
attacks on Arab territory whatever the provocation would have serious
political consequences. The larger point, however, is that, whatever
tactical and operational difficulties resulted from the hunt for Scuds, the
effort against the missiles, combined with the perceived success of the
Patriot in defending against them, achieved the strategic objective of
enabling the Israelis to stay out of the conflict. And, It is oni the strategic
level that military organizations, nation states, and Coalitions win wars."3
The Iraqis had purchased large numbers of Scuds from the Soviets
in the 1980s, and late in the Iran-Iraq War they fired some 190 missiles,
which had been modified to provide ranges of 600 kilometers, at Iranian
cities in an attempt to break their opponent's morale." Even under the
best of conditions, however, the Iraqi version of the Scud, the AlHussein, had a circular error of probability of more than 2,000 meters and
carried less than 180 kilograms of high explosives. Consequently, they
did not represent a significant improvement over German V-2s of World
War II fame. They were not, then, a weapon possessing much military
utility, but they did represent a distinct political and psychological threat.

certain If Iraq suffers serious battlefield defeats" and even suggested the possibility of
"Iraqi chemical attacks If Baghdad believes a Coalition attack is imminent." (C/NP) "Iraq
as a Military Adversary," pp iv and 16.
t
sHomer's
grcater optimism mfter the war was undoubtedly framed by the fact that
the Iraqis had failed to shake the Coalition.
62"a Histor Interview of Lt Gen Charles A, Homer by Perry Jamison, Rich Davis,
and Barry Barlow, 4 Mar 1992, HQ Ninth Air Force, Shaw AFB, South Carolina, p 40.
uAlan R. Millett and Williamson Murray, "'The Lessons of War," Th1 National
Interest, Winter 19881989,
"(S) Thomas P. Christie and Willimn J. Barlow. "Desert Storm Scud Campaign."
Institute for Defense Analysis, IDA Paper P.2661, p 1.13.
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The missile threat itself brole down into two distinct aspects. U.S.
intelligence had discovered the locations of Iraqi fixed-launch nites
constructed over the previous several years. Of sixty-four individual such
positions in western Iraq, U.S. intelligence identified those which had
launchers and those still under construction without launchers•" All such
sites received heavy attention in the war's opening days.
Unfortunately, the Iraqis also possessed a number of mobile missile
launchers. By early January 1991, Intelligence estimates of mobile
launchers had climbed into the high twenties." In addition, the Iraqis had
purchased a number of Scud decoys from the East Germans and had then
manufactured their own local copies. 7 As one of the senior officials in
DIA admitted after the war, there was "no accurate accounting of numbers
of mobile launchers or where they were based [or] hiding." Postwar
intelligence indicates that the lraqis had approximately thirty-six mobile
launchers." By December 1990 overhead imagery had made clear that
the IraqiA had dispersed these missile launchers to unknown locations.7
U.S. inelligence could estimate the general positions of n~issile firing
baskets, all approximately 600 kilometers (324 nautical miles) from
targets in Israel and Saudi Arabia.'

Fact/Information Sheot; Briefing, "Offensive Air Campaign." 20 Dec 1990.
6Converatlon with Capt William Bruner. who tracked Scuds in the Black Hole
during Desert Storm.
67(S) Thomas P. Christie and William Barlow, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign,"
Institute for Defense Analysis, IDA Paper P.2661, p 1-13.
6'lntvw, Rear Adm J."Mike" McConnell with Diane T. Putney, Center for Air Force
History and Ronald H.Cole, ics Historical Division, 14 Feb 1992, OWAPS NA 261.
6DIA, "Mobile Short-Range Ballistic Missile Targeting inOperation DESERT STORM,"
"SRBM

p9
7ODIA analysts who have gone back over the evidence believe that the Iraqis sent
some of their mobile launchers Into the field as early as August 1990. OWAPS discussion
with DIA analysts 30 Sep 1992.
71(S) DIA, "Iraqi Mobile SIUM Developments," DDX.1040-18-90, p 1-3.
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But finding and then destroying the missile launchers and transporters
remained a problem that was not solved in the months before Desert
Storm.
[DE•LTED]
Worries in Washington concerning the political and diplomatic
fallout from Scud attacks had been considerable from the beginning." In
fact, the Scuds represented an area where some genuine divergence of
views occurred between Washington and operational commanders in the
Gulf. Most senior air commanders had believed that the Scuds did not
represent a particularly credible
military threat. As Homer noted, the
5
Scud was "a lousy weapon.'
[DELETED].7'
In the summary slides to a 20 December briefing for
Cheney, Powell, and Wolfowitz, Homer predicted that the air campaign
would "preclude" Iraqi missile attacks." Apparently Homer did indicate
that while he believed that Coalition air power would destroy fixed sites,
mobile missile launchers represented a different order of difficulty, and
that some would escape destruction." Nevertheless, the records su~ggest
that planners and commanders in the Gulf neglected to push preparations
for an aggressive anti-Scud campaign to the full extent because they

regarded Scuds as a weapon of little military consequence. In fairness,
it was not yet clear, and would not be clear until the war, how successful
72
" Paul Wolfowita,

Robert Klmmit, Dennis B. Ross, and John H.Kelley, in 'lhe Gulf

War Conference," pp 258, 262, and 267.
7
3L.t Gen Chuck Homer, "Speech at the Dadaelian Dinner," I I Sep 1991. p 5. The
circular eaor of probability for the Al Hussein (indicated above) certainly suggests the
weaknesses of Iraqi Scuds as military weapons. Nevertheless It is worth noting that a

Scud almost hit the Tarawa while It was tied up at an ammunition loading dock during

the war.

"741DLTED]
75

Brfg. "Offensive Air Campaign," 20 Dec 1990.
7Nn a March 1992 interview Homer rcmounted about the 20 December briefing: 'I'm
not a politically sensitive as I should be. [Cheney] Is going in~tol detail, 'How are you
going to get the Scuds?' I show him [that] we am going to put two laser-guided bombs

In every one of the fixed Scud sites the flot opening moments of the war. BooM, BOOM,
BOOM. I mean how high can you getl With regard to the mobile, I show him where all
the things were [that we were] hitting, but I just said, 'You can't Set them sll"' Intvw,
L.t Gen Chardes A. Homer, p 42.
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the Iraqis would be in eluding Coalition aircraft with their mobile missile
launchers.
In the end, air planners settled on a strategy against Scud sites that
t•rgeted fixed sites in the opening days of the war, devoted a large
number of sorties in the opening days to attacks on the manufacturing
centers for the missiles and their fuel, and launched a significant number
of sorties to those areas where the Iraqis would likely deploy their mobile
launchers. The effort did not represent an attempt at eye wash, but it did
miss how sensitive Coalition political leaders would prove to a continuing
succession of Iraqi missile launches.
Fortunately, there were limitations that affected Iraq's ability to fire
its missiles at Saudi Arabia and Israel. Until August 1990, the great
threat to Iraq was Iran. Consequently, while the Iraqis had made some
preparations to fire Scuds at Israel-underlined by Saddam's ferocious
speeches threatening to deluge Israel with fire-most of the Scud storage
facilities were probably not located in western Iraq." Most likely, what
the Iraqis had managed to prepare were a number of protected holding
pens for mobile launchers and their missiles. Such sites were carefully
prepared along the highways running through the launch baskets in westem Iraq so that they would be difficult to find and hit from the air.
In any event, there were limits on the numbers of Scuds that Iraq
could fire at any one time. Moreover, moving Scuds into firing positions
down the Euphrates and Tigris valleys, an area covered with villages and
vegetation, was easier than across the open deserts to western Iraq. Very
possibly, that explains why the Iraqis fired more Scuds at the Saudis than
at the Israelis, although the latter were undoubtedly the target of preference. Finally, at the end of the war the Iraqis began to fire missiles at
King Khalid Military City from Baghdad.

7This represents a supposition on the pat of the author on the basis that the flat,
unmarked tarain of western Iraq could only hide smaller storale sites for the missiles
about to be launched algalnst Israel. However, there was a limit to the number of mobile
launchers that Iraq possessed and the evidence from the war Indicates that in relatively
short order, the Iraqis were moving Scuds out of their storage areas In central Iraq to the
launch wr.as. The fact that they were able to move those missiles to their launch areas
despite the considerable Interest of Coalition air power Inall movement demonstrates the
elusiveness of mobile missiles as well as the effectiveness of Iraqi efforts to avoid
detection.
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The Iraqis initiated their reply to Coalition air attacks with a barrage
of Scuds aimed at Israel. Between 0259 and 0327 on the morning of 18
January (Baghdad time), they fired eight Scuds at the Israelis." The
missiles landed higgledy-piggledy without causing much damage, but
fears that these weapons contained chemical or nerve agents magnified
their psychological impact.
The effect of Scuds on the air campaign was immediate. Notes taken
in the TACC the next morning suggest the pressure from Washington:
0825: Cen Glosson on the phone in Black Hole: We will spend the
remainder of the day targeting Scud sites. Imagery shows we had not
destroyed all that we had thought. I don't know what's going on. The
alert birds (ground) will be sent up and they will just go back and forth
to the tankers until we get them....
[DELETED]
0938: Cen Glosson: CII4C is getting a lot of calls from Washington
about the Scuds.
0948: Second bunch of A-10s found seven MeLs [mobile launchers];
destroyed two. We are sending more A-los. First site given was
wrong. Actual site in SW corner of Iraq. These are supposed to be
targeted at Riyadh.
0952: Gen Glosson: We have found nine of their twenty-seven TLUs in
the open. We need to go get them....
1040: Crigger to Homer: A-lOs are being sent to the seven TELs. Also
the F-ISt are on the way....
Homer: They (F-15s) should be there by now. Doesn't care if they get
there al at the same time. Want those Scuds gone."
From the first, political pressure from Washington was enormous.90
To a certain extent, the airmen were caught by overly optimistic estimates
Christie tnd Barlow, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," Appendix A. Defense
Support Progaim Scud Lamnch Log, p A-I.
"TrACC NCO Log, Notes by TSgt Barton, 18 Jan 1991.
°[DLETED]
71(S)
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of the prewar period."' Nevertheless, despite pressures from above,
Homer kept his eye on the larger strategic aims lying behind the air
campaign. On 18 January, he commented to the morning stand up:
Last night we had a very busy night because of the Scud launches. The
Scuds will continue to be a problem, not militarily, but politically.
Consequently, we need to turn our attention toward timely detection and
destruction of Scuds, so that we don't allow him to pull our minds off
our primary job: that's taking down his military machine and getting
him out of Kuwait.u
Unfortunately, there were no easy methods for finding and destroying mobile missile launchers, especially at night. Air attacks in the
first several days appears to have removed the fixed sites as possible
launching pads." The first week, however, was a particularly difficult
time: four more missiles in the early morning hour of 19 January; then
eight at Saudi Arabia on the 20th; seven at the Saudis on the night of
21V22 January; one at Israel early on the night of 22/23 January; four at
Saudi Arabia (all at 2254 local) and one at Israel (2300) on the evening
of the 23rd; eight at Israel on the evening of the 25th and three at Saudi
Arabia over the night of the 25/26; and four at Israel and one at Saudi
Arabia on the night of the 26th/27th."
Iraqi firings during this period do suggest a pattern: heavy firing at
Israel on the 18th, 19th, 25th, and 26/27th; heavy firing at Saudi Arabia
on the 21/22nd, 22/23rd, and 25/26th. Thereafter, there was a fall off
that lasted the remainder of the war; with the exception of a few days, the
Iraqis were barely able to fire one shot a day; on many days they did not
manage to get off any shots. Nevertheless, during the first ten days,
when the Iraqis fired an average of five shots per day, there were periods

"t In fairness to them It was Impossible to estimate what the effectiveness of new
technologies might be in locating mobile targets in a wide open ma such as western Iraq.
2HQUSC1INTAP,

OMce of History, "Dally Comments of LA Gen Homer," 20 Mar

1991, Homer file in OWAPS.

"The Irqls did not make any attempts to launch from the fixed Scud sites during
Desert Storm. Whether they decided to forego their use prior to 17 January 19)1, or were
prevented from doing so by Coalition air strikes remains a matter of speculation.
"St(S)Christie mid Barlow, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," Appendix A,Table A.1.
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when activity dropped to zero; that fact alone suggests that from the
beginning they were having considerable trouble in getting missiles out
of their main storage areas.
Nevertheless, even this relatively low level of firings caused serious
perturbations within the American leadership. The Army rushed out
Patriot batteries to Israel. The military effectiveness of those batteries
defending Israel (and Saudi Arabia) is a moot point. What was crucial
is that they provided political and strategic reassurance to the civilian
populations of Israel and Saudi Arabia; they underlined that U.S. forces
were engaged in a significant effort to provide protection from Scuds.
The far higher casualty rate that the Scuds caused in the Iran-Iraq War
suggests that the Patriots did manage to provide a significant measure of
protection during the Gulf War.85 But the essential point was the political
impact that the Patriots achieved in terms of civilian morale.
The main pressure came on the air commanders." Homer and
Gloason had to focus resoures on trying to suppress and destroy Iraqi
Scuds and their launchers. The platform that ended up being most affected by this requirement was the F-151. The sensors on these aircraft
included both tLoNMRN and a synthetic aperture radar. An ideal choice
for going after elusive mobile taroets at night, the P-15 Es soon became
heavily engaged in the "Scud Hunt." The abundance of air assets forced
a heavy reliance on scheduling in advance. Consequently, there were

"$3nthe exchange of missiles between Iran and Iraq that took place in the winter and
spring of early 1988. the lraqis fired approximately 190 extended-range Scuds at Tehran
and several other Iranian cities. They caused 2,000 deaths and a considerable number of
injured. Approximately half that number of Scuds were fired during the Gulf war at
targets in Israel and Saudi Arabia. but the number of cuualtile, civilian and military were
considerably under that number. That certainly suggests that the Patriots had a considerable Impact on the effects that the Scuds were able to acldeve; unopposed, the Scuds
might have achieved far higher casualty figures with serioua political implications. Him.
Trh Longesi War, p 200.

"5For example on 30 January Homer noted in the Current Opt Los: "CINC Meeting
tonight-please keep info moving upchannel to CENTCOM-They get Mucho Heaso from
D.C. When they don't feed the info monster every three.four houw-Oood news is wanted
but beware once you start sadng [sic) the monster becomes ever hungder." TACC. COo,
Current Op. Log, 30 Jan 1701Z, OWAFS, NA 215.
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times when Scud targets appeared vulnerable, but strikers were not always available.s7
Planners had recognized before the war that mobile Scuds would
represent a significant nuisance. However, they calculated thad alert
aircraft, A-lOs and F-15Es, would suffice to suppress most of Iraq's

launch capabilities. That, of course, was not the case. The first diversion
of Coalition assets came with efforts to use AC-130 gun ships against

mobile missiles, but the near loss of one of those aircraft in the high
threat environment of western Iraq ended that approach."
It was soon clear that only aircraft flying on station over the launch
sites could attack the mobile launch platforms before they escaped."
Moreover, the suppression effort required significant air assets to shut
down road traffic in western Iraq by day and night-a tall order indeed.
As a result, anti-Scud efforts evolved into two approaches: the first to
interdict missiles coming from storage sites to launch baskets; and the
second to suppress launch activity by making the Scud crews believe that
the accomplishment of their mission was a dangerous task indeed. On 20
January Homer and Corder underlined the importance of the Scud search
by creating a "Scud Chasing Log" in the TACC to track anything and
everything that had to do with mobile missile launchers."0

87The Nco recorder in the TACC noted on 31 January: 'With all of the aircraft In
theater, I found It difflcult to believe that we were actually 'short' [of available aircmft
to strike Scud sites]. We do, however, have that problem. With the number of packages
and Individual missions scheduled In the ATO, them are, in fact, very few unscheduled
aircraft avallabler" TSgt Barton's notes of conversations in the TACC,
"To evade an Iraqi missile fired at it, the AC.130 pulled so many Gs that it had to
be returned to the United States for a major overhaul. "AC-I130 Gunship Desert Storm
Mission Summary," attch to 16SOS/CC to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force,
14 May 1992.

"fBut even then they could have a difficult time. On 9 February Vie Current Ops
Log reported: "Scud launch-lsrael. Two F-15Es were on station and saw the lawxch but
were unable to find the launcher. Two F-151s on target Immediately-two additional FISEs closed within five minutes. No luck." TACC, cc/Wo, Current Ops Log, 09 0036Z
Feb, OWAPS, NA 215.
90(S) Christie and Barlow, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," Appendix C reproduce
the TACC Scud Log.
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By the end of the first week, the Scud campaign showed focus and
a measure of success, but it required a diversion of resources from the
rest of the air campaign. The effort over the night of 23/24 January, for
example, suggests the extent of resource diversion. Prom 1800 on the
23rd to 0800 on the 24th, four F-15Es remained on airborne alert fifteen
to twenty minutes from western Scud launch baskets. If after four hours
there were no launches or no reported activity, the F-iSEs then struck
Scud-related targets; at the same time four new F-1SEs arrived on station.
At all times during this period, eight F-ISEs stood alert to replace airborne aircraft should they attack suspected Scud targets."
At the same time in the east, four F-16s with LANTIRN navigation
pods maintained the same airborne alert over eastern launch baskets.
Eight F-16s backed up the airborne aircraft, while the airborne P-16
attacked preset targets after four hours. Meanwhile, twenty-four hours a
day, two A-10s worked over each Scud Box area, while twelve A-10s
stood ground alert with one hour reaction time." In fact, the Iraqi
launches against Saudi Arabia appear to have caused about as considerable a diversion of air resources as the attacks on Israel.
In addition, there were number of preplanned missions against Scud
targets and support facilities. At 2015 on the 23rd, twenty F-llIFs,
supported by four F-4Gs, two EF- I I Is, and eight F-I5Cs, struck suspected Scud sites and shelters at Qalat Salih airfield. At 0400 on the 24th,
twenty F-illPs, with a support package similar to that of the earlier FIllF strike, hit the H-2 airfield shelters. One hour later, eight GR-Is,
supported by a Navy ECM package of one EA-6B and two F-14s attacked
the H-3 army barracks. Finally, late in the afternoon of the 24th, sixteen
A-7s, supported by ten F- 14s and two EA-6Bs, hit the lines of communications running into the H-I airfield.' 3 [DELETED].'

"9'(S)Christie and Barlow, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," Table 111.3.
2(S) Ibid.
"(S) Ibid.
5

USASc Hwsivxy: "Army Special Operavons In Operations Desert ShleIdMescrt
Storm, attch to letter from Richard W. Stewart, Command Historian to HQ, USSOCOM, 22
Apr 1991.
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Three days later, the CENTAF Director of Operations, Maj. Gen. John
Corder, detailed the effort against the Scuds in the TACC log. His report

formed the basis for a later paper for Powell on the air resources devoted
to suppressing the Scud menace. Homer commented at the end of
Corder's notes: "victory & frustration-issue never in doubt, but a high

price to pay to kill a pain in the ass.""5

How effective were such efforts? It is hard to say in a tactical sense;
the evidence of how many mobile Scuds and their launchers Coalition air
attacks destroyed or damaged remains spotty. It does appear that a
number of tanker trucks on the way to Jordan or Basm paid a severe
price for having infrared signatures resembling mobile launchers; some

Bedouins also may have paid a similar price for having elongated, heated
tents in the desert blackness that looked like canvas-draped Scuds. In the
end, the best one can say is that some mobile launchers may have been
destroyed. Although Iraqi launch rates of modified Scuds-particularly of
coordinated salvos-dropped over the course of the campaign, and while
mobile Scud operations were subjected to increasing pressures and disruption, most (and possibly all) of the roughly 100 mobile launchers reported
destroyed by Coalition aircraft and special operation forces now appear
to have been either decoys, other vehicles such as tanker trucks, or other
objects unfortunate enough to provide "Scud-like" signatures.96
By the end of January, the number of Scud launches had dropped
dramatically. Over the last thirty days of the war, the Iraqis barely
launched one missile per day. By 28 January, Homer at least was feeling
confident enough about the Scud problem to joke in the TACC log: "28
[Jan] 1845Z-one Scud shot down another of our Patriots.... Have not
had a successful Patriot launch to Iraq yet."'
By the end of the war, the Scud hunt had absorbed nearly 20 percent
of F-i 5E sorties, 2 percent of A- 10 sorties, 4 percent of F- 16 sorties, and
3 percent of F-I1 iF sorties. In addition, a significant number of sorties
by B-52s, A-6Es, A-7s, F-I17s, F/A-18s and OR-Is also engaged in

3

TAcc LoS, "Scud Suppression-Tactics and Procedures as of 27 2300Z Jan 1991."

oWAPS
USee

Effectiveness report, Chapter 6.

`TACC, CC=.O, Current Ops Log, Homer note, 28 January, 1845Z, OWAPS, NA 215.
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A

attacking Scud sites or production facilities." Still, it is worth noting that
the Iraqis were able to make a successful recovery in the last days of the

war, while they never reached the number of launches of the first weeks,
they were still able to cause considerable discomfort ania casualties to
their anemies.
The psychological impact of these missiles was considerable, not only
on civilians in Israel and Saudi Arabia, but on Coalition soldiers and
airmen as well. Yet, one of the greatest successes that the Scuds
achieved was the degree to which they caused "worst casers" in the
intelligence community to overestimate the impact of future missile
attacks. A DIA report from early February warned:
[DELET•]."

Luckily, such pessimistic intelligence did not overly influence senior
leadership in Washington.1°°
In terms of its indirect effects, the Scud was the most effective
weapon in the Iraqi inventory; it drew off significant numbers of Coalition air sorties that could have found more productive utilization in other
areas.`I Nevertheless, the Coalition possessed an excess of air power
"Approximately 1,=00 Coalidon strikes altogether were focused against Iraqi
ballistic missile capabilities. Half of those strikes hit targets such as culverts, overpasses,
and fixed sites; 30% went after missile and fuel production facilities. Barely 15% (approxImately 215 sorties) actually reported that they had attacked mobile launchers. Roughly
another 1.000 "Scud patrol" sorties were planned against mobile Scud launchers but ended
up attacking other targets.
"(CONP) Defense Intelligence Memorandum, "Iraqi Mobile Scud Launcher Inventory
and Employment Strategy," DIM 54W1, Feb 1991. owAps, cim Folder #28.
'Olt is worth considering what the impact of such reports might have been on a
weaker or less resolute leadership.
°lTbere is a direct comparison between the effect of the Scuds In the Gulf War and
the effect of the V-I in the last years of World War IL. The V-I was a rather inexpensive
weapon that possessed no great ccuracy, but was nevertheless able to draw off considerable resources from both the Allied stategic bombing campaign and tactical air efforss
to identify and attack the fixed sites. The British government feared-quite rightly-4bw
the explosion of large numbers of V-Is in southern England might have a serious Impact
on the monde of the population and Its willlngnes to see the war through to a successful
conclusion. In the end, Allied air and ground forces mastered the threat but only after
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over its requirements; it is difficult therefore to say how much more
effective those sorties might have been against other targets. What is
clear is that after 26 January-ten days into the war-the Iraqis had difficulty firing their missiles. In the first ten days, they fired forty-nine Scuds;
in the remaining thirty days, they succeeded in launching only thirty-nine,
20 percent less over a period three times longer. However, what does
suggest Iraq's capacity to adapt to Coalition air strikes was the considerable recovery of Scud firings in the last two weeks of the war. From the
beginning to the end of the war, Scuds introduced a serious friction into
the conduct of the air campaign-one that did not affect the final outcome,
but only due to the absence of any other Iraqi successes.
There is, moreover, a larger issue: the question of might-have-beens.
Except for the hit at the war's end that killed a large number of U.S.
Army reservists, the Scuds achieved little damage and few deaths.
Nevertheless, a Scud nearly hit the uss Tarawa, while that ship was tied
up at the main dock at Dhahran-a dock piled high with ammunition. It
does not take much imagination to visualize what an actual hit might
have achieved in political and psychological terms.
Air Supremacy
For much of the first week, weather and continuing difficulties with
the Air Tasking Order hampered the strategic air campaign. The Black
Hole and Air Tasking Order schedulers did not get a full handle on the
scheduling process until 23 January. Even then, substantial problems in
scheduling and processing the Air Tasking Order remained until the end
of the conflict. The constant flow of changes and new intelligence that
occurred, at times even as Allied aircraft were launching, always
perturbed the process. In particular, Checkmate and Admiral McConnell
proved to be particularly useful conduits for getting time-critical intelligence out to Glosson and the Black Hole."°
Nevertheless, such interruptions in the plan's execution did not make
the system run more smoothly or ease the lives of the crews and mainte-

the expenditure of resources far Inexcess of what the Germans had devoted to the V-1.
1

t°lntvw, MaJ Gen Buster Glouon with

UWAPS

personnel. 14 Apr 1992.
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nance personnel. As late as the 25th, Homer was voicing displeasure
with how the system was working: "I sure hope that it was well-coordinated [changes to the Air Tasking Order), because I hate to think of
sending some guys up there [and] having fifty or sixty SAMs shot at him
[sic] when he tot jerked around with an alternate mission.... Yesterday
we saw the air battle that almost got away from us."'m

Overall, Homer believed that the air war was going in favor of his
forces. On 23 January, he commented to the CENTAF staff at the 0730
briefing:
Bean counters are concerned about holes In runways. They are missing
the point. The point is [that] dtrm's no power in Baghdad, no chemical
attacks, and their nuclear capability is damaged. We've had [few]
aircraft losses. Remember aircraft losses are wins for him. We are
going to work on the Republican Guards now. We must keep the
pressure on. We know the score is ninety-six to one, but we don't
know what inning we're In.'"

Homer's comments were particularly perceptive, because it remained
unclear how much pressure the air campaign had imposed on the Iraqi
regime. The direct results were obvious: control of the air, the shut off
of electrical power throughout much of Iraq, and the damage to much of
the military and communications infrastructure throughout Iraq. Nevertheless, thus far the Iraqis had shown no sign of bending, much less
cracking.
As discussed above, Scuds continued to cause great concern and
diversion of effort, and there was no way to judge what effect air attacks
were having on Iraqi morale. Moreover, bad weather was interfering on
a continuing basis with Coalition operations against strategic targets.
Finally, while the "strategic" air campaign had dominated events during
the first three days, external events and factors now impinged on the
conduct of the campaign.

I°U3Dally Conunents of LA Cen Homer, 25 Jan 1991, HQCUNTAP, Office of History,
20 Mar 1991, Homer Files OwAPs.
'°Ibld, 23 Jan 1991, 0730 Briefing.
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SThe interference that continuing patterns of bad weather imposed is
most noticeable when looking at F-i17 strikes. Out of the first ten days
of the war, weather affected half or more of the planned F.117 strikes on
three days, one-third of them on two more days, and about one-quarter
of the planned strikes on three other days. The weather on ATo Days 2
and 7 was the worst during this period; both thes days saw two-thirds
of the planned strikes end up as weather "no drops" or weather-induced
miassesI After the war, Glosson admitted that by the end of January, the
weather had the campaign "absolutely beat down."''06 He noted In his
diary on 28 January:
Bad weather gain. Fourteen days on the caenda ... Due to the
weather were have flown fewer than 100 sorties on Baghdad. Supposed
to have flown 300. Whole pace of the campaisn disastrously affect-

The Euphrates Valley remained fogged in for one period of five
straight days, and weather conditions forced diversion of precision sorties
to targets outside of Baghdad. By 27 January Schwarzkopf was pushing
Homer and Closson to move the campaign's focus to Phase III, preparation of the battlefield for the coming ground campaign. But by that
point, instead of having achieved ten days of target destruction in the
strategic bombing campaign, weather had affected operations to such an
extent, that the campaign had only reached levels of destruction planners
had believed they would achieve the first four to five days of the war.0'6
Besides weather, other factors imposed friction on the air campaign.
Coalition air commanders had expected more of Iraq's air-to-air fighters
to come up and fight. While the Iraqis had flown approximately thirtyfive shooter sorties per day in the conflict's first week, Coalition air-to-air
kills virtually ceased after the third day."0 ' The Iraqis were not only

I'OWAPU Database; Manual counts, Appendix I, Effectiveness report.
'061ntvw, Maj Con Buster Glosson with OWAps personnel, 14 Apr 1992.
107

lbid; (Gen Giosson snowed this particular entry to the Interviewers from OWAPS.

t

1ibW; also lntvw, Lt Col David Deptula with owAps personnel, 20-21 Dec 1992.
1OtDOo, Conduct of tie Persian War: Final Report to Congress, Table VI-6, pp 204
and 216.
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refusing to fight,, but were in fact running at first sign of Coalition
aircraft.
While this lack of serious opposition inthe air eased the conduct of
day-to-day operations, it presented the Coalition with a latent threat."*
7he Iraqis still possesed much of their air force and air capabilities sheltered in hardened shelters. Moreover, the media was not slow to cornment on how few Iraqi aircraft the Coalition had shot down thus far in
the war. Finally, fears surfaced that the Iraqis might launch an all out air
assault to achieve the equivalent of the Tet offensive in January 1968."'1
Since the Iraqi Air Force would not fight, Homer and Olosuon
determined to So after It in its lIr& The Iraqis had built nearly 600
shelters on various airfields. Some of these, such as the super-hardened
shelters at Balad SE and Al Asad, were bunkers with sufficient strength
to take over-pressures even from nuclear weapons.
On 21 January, F-lllFs began attacking these shelters; on the next
night F-11l7s joined the effort. The attackers dropped 2,000-pound, laserguided bombs. While the initial Intent was to start with the main
"0The lsck of reaction by the Iraqi Air Force did cause some considerable uneaineas among Coalition aircrws, particularly the P.1 I IFdrivers. They reported on several
occasions being Intercepted by Iraqi aircraft that approached thorn and even illuminated
them with searchlights without ever firing. The TACC log reports aballad about "Baghdad
Billy" the runs as follows: "I'm an P-I I I Jock, and I'm here to tell/or Baghdad Billy,
and his jet from hell/We were well protected, with Eagles Intight/ but that didn't stop,
the man with the lUghti RJ, AwAcs,-they didn't seet As Baghdad Billy, snuck up an med
Then I found aspotlight shining at my sW/and my whoozoo said, hoolyy shitl I popped
off some chaff and I popped a fl.,,/ but that Iraqi bandit, he didn't cared I had tracer
on my left, and tracers on my lghl/ withaitload of bomba, I had to run from the fight/
I rolled my Vark over and took her down/ into the darkness and finally loat the ciowni
When I landed back at 'Tal and gave this rapt cmNTAP said, I was full of crapi I'm here
to tell you, the Gods' honest truth/ that Iraqi bandit, he ain't no apoofi You don't hae"
to worry, them Isno way/ you'll sie Baghdad Billy If you fly In the dayJ But listen to
me son, for I am right/ watch out for Baghdad Billy If you fly at night~l"IIIhere was
never any evidence that the Iraqis ever Intercepted an F-Ill flying at night, much less
managed to shine a spotlight on IL Nevertheless, the story has a tragic ending, because
an F-1Ill appeas to have flown into the ground attempting to escape from a nonexistent
Iraqi aircraft. TAccI cawtJ, Current Opa Log, g Feb 1991, awAKs 215, and lntvw, V14
Gien Buster Cilosson with owAPS Personnel, 14 Apr 1992.
1t
" Intvw. Col John Warden With GWAPS personnel, 21 feb 1992.
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operating bases in central Iraq, weather ended up focusing the bulk of the
early effort on secondary fields in southern Iraq, As a result, estimating
the number of Iraqi aircraft destroyed inside shelters became difficult,
Nevertheless, video imagery of attacks on hardened aiWraft shelters at
Baled. SE on 23 January showed hits against several shelters being followed by spectacular secondary explosions."' Regardless of the number
of aircraft destroyed inside hardened shelters, the Iraqis were soon in
danger of running out of shelters. In the end, the air attacks against the
Iraqi Air Force's hardened shelters would destroy 375 of 594 (63 per-

cent),"'

Paced with the possibility that the entire air force might be lost, the
Iraqis opted to fly what aircraft they could to Iran."' The move caught
the Coalition by surprise. In fairness, the flight to Iran was a desperate
move-in effect the Iraqis were making the, first reparation payment to the
Iranians for the Iran-Iraq war. The flight to Iran provided Coalition
fighter pilots with increasing opportunities to add to the box score

"'VCR film of Fo117 and F- I strikes, OWAs files.
IISDOD, Conduct oft11 Peria., Gu(f War: FinalReport to Congreas, p 154.

"114Atthe beginning of the war with Iran when his air force had performed equally
badly, Saddamn had ordered It to fly its alrcraft out to Kuwait, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia.
But then at lest he had a few friends.
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During the shelter-

busting oampalgn, 63
peroent of the Iraqi Air
Force's hardened
shelters were
destroyed or damaged.

of air-to-air engagements. In reaction to the flight of Iraqi aircraft to Iran,
Glouson established CAP (combat air patrol) missions of F-15s and F-14s
deep in Iraq as a barrier to the escape of enemy aircraft. In fact, some
Iraqi pilots were so Inadequately trained that they crashed their aircraft for
lack of fuel In the journey to Iran. Thus, the shelter-busting campaign
finished the Iraqi Air Force as a possible combat factor. Some of the
aircraft remaining the Iraqis had to hide among villages and historical
sites; absolute air supremacy now lay in the hands of Coalition air forces.
The Course of the Strawegic Campaign
How the Coalition would utilize Its air supremacy was now the
crucial question. The opening of the campaign had seen a carefully
plotted and Integrated operational approach achieve great effects at rola-
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tively little cost. However, after the first two days, those planning the
course of the strategic air campaign were found to react to day-to-day
pressures In their effort to achieve a variety of objectives. Many of these
had been clear before the war, but the full complexity of the target sets
only emerged as the war unfolded. However, some of the objectives that
gained prominence during the campaign were not apparent before the
war; the Scuds and the attacks against hardened shelters are cases in
point. Moreover, the bad weather and pressures from Washington, particularly dealing with Scuds, added to complexities confronting Homer and
his subordinates.
Early on the afternoon of 26 January, Homer sat down and wrote a
detailed precis of the air campaign's achievements and future direction."'
His notes provide a useful summary of his intentions, goals, and
conceptions. It is well to remember that, when Homer wrote this memorandum, the shelter-busting campaign was just under way.
The CENTAP commander began by Indicating that Coalition air forces
had achieved air superiority. During the first days, allied air attacks had
sought to limit Iraqi air activity by reducing the number of available
operating surfaces at key airfields. By this point in the war, air attacks
had been carded out against the bulk of the enemy's major bases and the
enemy air force bottled up on the ground; a top priority would be
eliminating the Iraqi air force at its airfields,"' Unfortunately, the Iraqis

"t5' At

the 1700 Staff briefing that afternoon, Homer noted to his officers, 'Things
appear to be going well. Had a good day today, weather hba been good. We're getting
aome good results. If I had to summarize how we're doing, I'd say despite some pretty
bad weather, probably four days of weather losses, we am doing well. But it does not

mean that we will not be striking targets throughout Iraq. We will. But the goals of
taking down the lADS; the goal of neutralizing his air force; the goal of severely crippling
his ability to produce weapons such a biological, chemical, and nuclear [have been
largely achieved]. Homer File: Daily Comments of LA Can Homer, HQUsCENrAP, 26 Jan
1991, 1700 Brief, Office of History, 20 March 1991. The chief planner In the Black Hole

noted on 28 January: "Results to date-No electricity, water in Baghdad-No sltled air
losses last forty-elght hours-No Iraqi air activity last twenty-four hours-leadershlp driven
underground-NsC capability set back ten to fifteen years-oil refining capability reduced
70% to 80%i100% electricity out In Baghdad-no water-50% out nationwide" (Deptula,

Personal Notes), The Black Hole kept a running status board that was mounted on the
plannlng map of Iraq. The board kept track of the status of each target set.

"I 'ACC, CnDo, Current Ops Log, "Air Ops Summary of Air War, written by U Gen
Homer after 8 1/2 days of Combat, 26 1 IOOZ 91," OWAPS. NA 215.
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had committed few aircraft, so that Coalition fighters had achieved a
relatively small number of shoot downs. In all, Homer felt that he
needed between 160 and 210 sorties to finish off the enemy base system
and thus, the Iraqi Air Force. As for remaining Iraqi air defenses, he
noted that Saiman Pak was the only remaining intercept operations center
that still functioned. Coalition aircraft would deal with the SAM throat by
a combination of suppression-L.e., HARMS and 5CM-a4nd destruction:
bormbing the sites themselves.'"
Turning to the strategic campaign, Honer underlined the importance
of continuing efforts to Isolate the Iraqi leadership. Parenthetically, he
noted that the Rasheed Hotel was a key node, but that there would be
political costs for attacking it."' Interestingly, he suggested that his goal
remained the creation of an environment in Iraq "where the current
leadership cannot control and provide the opportunity for new leadership
to emerge.""1' Here he thought that he would need approximately 210
sorties. For both NBC (nuclear, biological, and chemical) and Scud tar.
gets, Homer emphasized the destruction of current stocks, as well as
production, and research and development facilities.'n
Two other categories remained in the strategic campaign In Homer's
notes: 1) electricity and petroleum (POL) and 2) military storage. In the
former cae, the CBNTAF commander emphasized destruction of refined
POL products and several major electrical plants still apparently producing
electricity.' 2' Homer's Impression that they were still functioning at this
point probably reflects bomb damage assessment problems. From the
number of sorties allocated to electricity and POL (thirty to each), Homer
clearly did not believw much work remained against these target sets."
For the military support category-which included munitions storage
facilities, missile research and development and production facilities, and

"I7 bid.

"t t Coalition aircraft, of course, never attacked the Ruhned Hotel.
"'191bid. p 3.
'"Ibid, p 3.
1atin retrospet, it appears tha these three plants were In fact inoperative by 26
January. Horne's Improsslon that they were still fnctioning at that point probably
reflects bomb-damage assessment problems.
122Ibld, p 4.
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storage facilities-Homer allocwed 200 sorties. Here the aim was at longrange effects beyond the ta,;tical needs of the Gulf War.'2
The final categories on Homer's list were the Iraqi gpound forces. He
hoped to isolate and destroy the Republican Guard; to achieve this goal
he estimated the need for 10,000 sorties over a ten-day period. Finally,
in terms of the other Iraqi ground forces in the KTO, the CENTAF commander could not come up with a total because he felt that the requirement would depend on psychological operations and how ground cornmanders shaped their requirements. He did estimate that CwNI'AF would
need approximately 750 sorties per day for an indeterminate period
against the ground forces in the KTO.12
At the end of his rough estimate of the situation, Homer calculated
the number of sorties, type of platform, and time that would be needed
to accomplish these tasks. For strategic targets, Homer calculated approximately 640 more F-I IF and F- 117 sorties over nine days to destroy
the remalning strategic targets.'
In conclusion, he summed up the
overall situation. At the top of his list was the need to defend Saudi
Arabia and solve the Scud problem. In terms of the strategic attacks on
Iraq he suggested I) "protect our force from air attack, [2)] keep leadership isolated/C2 degraded, [3)) destroy NBC capability, current and future,
(and 4)] service as required SAMs, lADS [integrated air defense system]."
To attack the Republican Guard he would rely on "penetration and heavy
bomber.;" to attack the enemy's artillery, supplies, and armor in the KTO,
the Coalition would use its "attack aircraft.""I6 Clearly, Homer was ready
to refocus the air campaign on Phase III, preparation of the battlefield."'
23

l
1b1d,
p 4.

24

bid, p 4. Despite the fact that Republican Guard units were also ground forces

'

they had been counted from the first as a separate category because of their political
importance to the stability of the regime.
t5
l4omer'a numbers do not add up, but he was clearly thinking on paper rather than
providing a detailed analysis for either his superiors or subordinates. For that very reason
this document provides a particularly useful look into his mind at this stage in the

campaign.
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lt Gen Chuck Homer, "Air Ops Summary," TALCc Log, Cc/o,.UWAPS, NA 215,
early u 18 January Homer Indicated to his staff his readiness to move quickly

127A

towards preparing the way for the ground forces: "I would suspect that in the next few
days we will finish up valid targets in Iraq wad begin to really shift our emphasis onitol
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There are a number of interesting aspects to Homer's estimation of
the tasks remaining for Coalition air power.'"' He already felt relatively
near to closurm on most strategic target sets. The Scuds still remained as
a problem; here political pressures undoubtedly played a role in his

estimate. As for Iraqi ground forces, his emphasis lay on the Republican
Guard; his focus was already moving away from the strategic air campaign against Iraq. Admittedly, from the first, air and ground commanders had regarded the Republican Guard as a strategic target-the destruction of which would carry political as well as military consequences. The
attack on other Iraqi ground forces was of less consequence in Homer's
mind, but that largely reflected Schwarzkopf's emphasis on the Republi-

can Guard.' 2'

Over the first four weeks of the campaign, Coalition aircraft struck
a wide variety of strategic targets. The focus had shifted due to a variety
of factors: long-range goals for the strategic air offensive, immediate
military needs, political pressures, and the CINC's strategic and operational
focus. In December, the planners had chosen to attack a broad spectrum
of targets from the onset of the air campaign rather than concentrate on
individual target sets, because they feared the Iraqis might ball out of the

war under the pressures of air attacks.1"0

the military forces in Kuwait." owAps, Homer File: Dally Comments of L Clen Horner,
SHQUUCcNT., 18 Jan 1991. 0730 Brief, Office of History, 20 Mar 1991.
lurThe persistence of then priorities is suggested by another notation in the TACC
Log by Homer'. "Priorit~ies]: 1. Defend from Air/Scud attack; 2. Kill Republican Guard;
3. Continue Strategic Campaign; 4. Kill Arty, Armor, Stocks, CPa in Rest of KTO; KEEP
OCUseD ON THE TARGEr." rTAcc, ccoo Current Opt Log, 28 Jan 1991, 0336Z, OWAPS,
NA 215.

'"We will deal with this Issue in the chapter dealing with the $round campaign.
Suffice it note that Sohwarzkopf u the CINC would consistendy demand from his air
commander a very heavy empha•as on the attacks against the Republican Guard, while
his ground commanders, Army u well as Marine, were requeoing that air power emphasize the enemy's forces directly on their front rather than the Republican Guard. Homer
and Olosson had no choice but to follow the dictates of their commander, but since there
was no ground component commander (#Athere was for the air), the ground commanders
did not participate is the final decision making processes. The unfortunate result was
ownidesable bad feeling that the Air Force was not responding to thw needs of the ground
forces.
13UJust because Saddam Hussein chose to stick the war out to the bitter end is no
reason to criticize the prewar assumptions of the air conummanders and planners. They had
to go on the premise that the Iraqi leader would recognize the hopelessness of his nation's
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Consequently, the first week of the strategic air campaign saw

L

attacks on a broad spectrum of targets."' Nearly one quarter of the F-117
strikes during this period went against the Iraqi air defense system; 15
percent of the F-ill sorties also attacked portions of KARL"' The remaining F-117 sorties were spread fairly evenly among leadership (17
percent), command and control (14 percent), nuclear/chemical/biological
(11 percent), military support (10 percent). and airfield target sets (10
percent). The F-I I Is, however, struck heavily against Iraqi airfields with
military support and Scud categories also
48 percent of their strikes;
13
received some attention.
Over the course of the second week a distinctly different pattern
emerged. CBNTAP's efforts to eliminate the Iraqi Air Force now resulted
in the shelter-busting campaign. More than 60 percent of the F-II1F
strikes attacked airfield targets, mostly shelters, while 26 percent of the
F-I 17 worties executed the same mission.1M Because so many sorties hit
airfields, the F-l IIs hit relatively few other targets-no other target category received more than 10 percent of their strikes.
The F-I t7s, however, expended a considerable portion of their
attacks during the war's second week on nuclear/chemical/biological,
military support, interdiction, and Scud targets, as well as against airfield
targets." Nevertheless, in combination significant numbers of F-ll F
and F-I 17 sorties went against bridges along the Euphrates. This effort

position and decide to ball out of the war. Consequently, there was a desire to hit as
many high value targets as possible across the broad spectrum of target sets, so that even
if the war ended early, the air campaign would achieve at least a minimum level of
damage to all the targets sets.
13t our discussion In succeeding paragraphs will focus on the trget sets attacked by
the P-117s and the F- IIPs, because those aircraft wore the premier precision munition
strike aircraft and because the most accurate data exists on their attacks.
'UOWAPS Mission Database; me Effectiveness report, Appendix I, for the by-week
strike summaries of F- 117 and F-I II operations. Note that the strike data cited were
based on manual counts done by Task Force Six.
1331bid.

13Ibid.
'•3 [lU RR category had oridnally included just railroad targets, but had broadened
out during the planning phues of Deser Storm to Include bridges as well. One might
best think of this category In terms of Interdiction,
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was not just interdiction-although that concept was clearly involved-but

was an effort to prevent the Republican Guard from retreating across the
Euphrates. Coalition leaders wanted air power to destroy them in
place.13 ' In the end, of course, Saddam left them there right up to the

start of the ground war.
By the war's second week. the impact of the attacks on KARl had
become clear. The Iraqi air defense system no longer functioned except
fitfully. Coalition aircraft consequently ranged back and forth across the
full extent of the country at medium altitude with slight risk. In the end,
as their shelters went up In clouds of cement dust-often with aircraft
inside-the Iraqis could only fly their aircraft to seizure by a none-toofriendly Iranian regime. By the second week, Glosson was ordering
tankers to fly into Iraq to fuel F-117 strikes against targets in the Mosul
area, as sure a proof of air supremacy as one could wish.'"
Nevertheless, during the second week of the war, Saddam undertook
his second political initiative-the Scuds being the first-in reply to the
pounding that hraq and its military were undergoing from the Coalitionhe ordered Iraqi commanders in Kuwait to open up the oil pipeline from
the Kuwaiti oil fields-one that normally filled tankers lying off shore-and
flood the Gulf. President Bush accurately characterized Saddam's actioes
as "environmental terrorism."' '
Almost immediately, Homer and Glosson had their planners look
into halting the flow by using precision-guided bombs against the shut off
valves and pumping stations. They soon determined that a few GBU- 15s
would solve the problem. However, at that point Schwarzkopf intervened
to prevent the mission. It appears that the Kuwaitis wanted to accomplish
13'

intvw, LA Col David Deptula with CWAPS personnel, 20.21 Dec A991.

t37

1ntvw, MaJ Can Buster Glosson with OWAPS personnel, 14 Apt 1992.

"NU.S. Nam and World Report, Triumph Without Vlcaory, The UnreportedHistory

of the Pnrlian Gulf War (New York. 1992), p 262. Saddam's purpose appears to have
been a desire to enlist dhe Western media In a campaign against thW war because of the
environmental damage that it was causing to the Gulf region. To a great extent, he
succeeded as Western reporters flocked to the oil soaked beaches and decred-quite
justiflably-the damage that It was causing with some clearly implying that the war must

step before morn ecological damage vaulted. However, what Saddam had not calculated
was the capability of Allied air power to and this mishappened effort to play on Western
conersM.
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the task using their own underground.'3 In the end, several days and
millions of gallons later, F-Il IFs ended Saddam's atrocity against nature
by destroying the pumping station and severing the pipeline itself with

well placed bombs.1°
For the most part, the pattern of attacks by the F-l17s and F-IIIFs
against strategic targets that was evident during the first two weeks
persisted into the third. Attrition of aircraft shelters at Iraqi airbases
continued, with the F-II IFs posting more than 200 strikes (41 percent of
the F-Ill total for the third week); the F-117s carried out some 50 strikes
against airfield targets (18 percent of their strikes for that week)."4 The
F-117s, though, did increase their effort against nuclear/
chemical/biological warfare targets (more than 90 strikes totaling 32
percent of F-117 effort for the third week)." The other change, discussed in more detail below, that began toward the end of the third week
was the shift of the F-III Fs to attacking Iraqi armor with 500-pound
laser-guided bombs in the Kuwait theater of operations.
By the end of the second week, Homer and Olosson had come under
increasing pressure to switch the air war away from strategic attacks
against Iraq to Phase UI, preparation of the battlefield in the KTO. As
early as 26 January Homer suggested to the TACC his conviction that the
air campaign could soon devote most of its attention to the enemy army:

139
intvw,

MaJ Gen Butter Olosson with OWANS personnel, 14 Apr 1992; intvw,
OWAPS with Edward W. Graham, U.S. Ambausador to Kuwait, 14 Jul 1992.
1
"4°See
the report in the TACC log on 28 January for the fint report of the success of
this mission. TACc Log, 28 Jan, OWAPS, NA 215.
"14OWANMission Database; also see the ffaectivenear report, Appendix I.
t142e

question which remains, in terms of level ot damage that these strikes
achieved, is the extent to which the destruction of buildings and bunkers achieved effective damage. One suspects that by this point in the war the Iraqis were desporately
engaged in moving everything that was not cemented down to the floor out of sites that
were vulnerable to attack. Certainly the report of UN inspectors who had a chance to
look at nuclear facilities suggests that the Iraqis made major efforts both before and
during the air campaign to limit the damage that Coalition air attacks might achieve
against such targets. See in particular International Atomic Energy Agency, "Consolldated Report of the First Two IAEA Inspections under Security Council Resolution 687
(1991) of Iraqi Nuclear Capabilitles," I I Jul 1991, Rpt #S/22788 p 5; and "Report on the
Seventh uABA On-Site Inspection in Iraq under Security Council Resolution 687 (1991).
14 Nov 1991, Rpt #S123215.
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"We are where we need to be to shift the emphasis to the Republican
Guards.""' Thiree days later he reemphasized his priorities:
We're well into our attack on the Republican Guards. It is not going
to be spectacular. It's going to be a lot of work., It should not be inordinately hazrdous. We m not going to get a lot of feedback until
suddenly they're defeated. We'll fight the weather the next couple of
days, but keep the pressure on the Republican Guards. it's the tqrLet.
When we have the Republican Guards In do baS, then we'll turn our
attention to the ground forces in Kuwalt.14

As early as the 27th, Schwarzkopf had directed Homer to shift his
Sassets except F-117s and F-IIIFs to Kuwait."' At the end of the
month, the Iraqi attack on Khafji moved the attention of senior command-

ers to the Kuwait theater, as the air campaign continued, ground commanders denmuled that its focus move to preparing for the ground campaign. Unfortunately, there were few indicators as to what the air attacks
in the KTO (Kuwaiti Theater of Operations) had achieved thus far against
Iraqi ground forces, Republican Guard as well as regular army.'40 Not
surprisingly, the CINC, clearly believing in the necessity for a ground
campaign, pressured his air commanders to move on.
In late January, F-II IF crews reported that their forward looking
infrared receivers could pick up the distinct signatures of tanks and other
Iraqi military equipment in the desert. This was because the metal cooled
at a different rate than the sand of the surrounding desert. On 5 February
with the full support of Homer and Glosson, the F-III Fs dropped eight
GBU-12s, destroyed five revetted positions and claimed four tanks and

"i43DallyComments of L Goen Homer, 26 Jan 1991, 1700 Brief, HQClNTAP, Office
of History, 20 Mar 1991, OWAPI, Homer File.
""144Dly Comments of U oen Horner, 29 Jan 1991, 1700 Brief, HQCENTAP, Office
of History, 20 Mar 1991, owAn, Homer File. Here Homer was undoubtedly following
the preferences of Gen Schwarkopfo
""dS"ML'
chief plmwr In the Black Hole noted on the 28th: "Yesterday CtNC shifted
all but 11Is & 117s to RC; OK but many production facilities not d&Atroyed." Deptula
personai notes.
`4We will dicuss in Cha4ter 6 the nature of theme argumnnta u well as the probable
Impa that the air campaign was making on the Iraqi ground fores.
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one artillery piece." 7 On viewing the tape, Homer noted in the TACC's
Current Ops Log: "Just returned from watching video of F-Il IF/Pave
Tck/5W00 lasmr-guided bombs blowing up tanks in Kuwait th;.t ought to
be required viewing at Army War College and A-10 Fighter Weapons
School-classic of how to do the job right.""' Homer, undoubtedly at
Sohwarzkopf's urging, promptly ordered the P-IIPs to shift entirely out
of the strategic campaign."t'
On 6 February, the F-II Fs embarked on what soon became termed
their tank "plinking" effort.'* There is some irony in both the focus
during the war on tank "plinking" and In the debates thereafter, because
the corps commanders were by and large more interested in efforts to
destroy Iraqi artillery. In fairness to the F-IIF attacks that now ensued,
many of their attacks went in against artillery positions as well as tank
units.

K

"Onthe night of 6/7 February, the F-IIIFs dropped more than 140
OBU-12 laser.guided bombs on dug-in Republican Guard armor and
artillety. After a return to other targets on 7 February while results were
assessed, the F-Il IPs resumed tank plinking on the night of 8/9 February. 15 1 From this point until the beginning of the ground campaign on 24
February, the F-I IIFs would concentrate their efforts against Iraqi ground
order of battle, particularly on Republican Guard units deployed along the
Iraq-Kuwait bor.det.
The division of effort between strategic platforms in the fourth week
illustrates this change In focus. Some 73 percent of the F-IIls' strikes
went against enemy ground forces, 6 percent to oil, and 5 percent to

147

T'ACC, Current Ops Log, 6 Feb 1991, 0730Z, OWAPS, NA 215.

1

48TACC, Current Ops Log, 7 Feb 1991,

1838Z, OWAPS. NA 215.

140n 9 Februry Closson noted In his diary somewhat lugubriously: "Saddest day
of the war. we am goilng to have to stop strategic air campaign before it Is completed."
Intvw, MaJ Gea Buster Glason with OWAPS personnel, 14 Apt 1992.
ftGen Schwaraopf soon made cleat that he did not like the te:m "tank plinking,"
As Homer commented after the war, however, CoNOCENr's expression of dlsapprovai at
the tarm anly insured that it would become enshrined in Air Force lingo. TACC, Current
Ops Log, 8 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 215.
51
I 0WAPN Mission Database; se fecrtivasnmi report, Appendix I.
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military support." 2 The F-1l7s displayed no similar concentration of
effort to oil, and 5 percent to military support; instead they attacked a
wide variety of target sets: no less than six sets received more than 10
percent of the stealth effort for the week. What does, however, suggest
the focus of the attack by both platforms was their combined effort

against leadership (with 14 percent of the strikes) and command and
control (with 20 percent of strikes). There was obviously a distinct effort

to complete the paralysis of the Iraqi leadership that the war's opening
strikes had failed to achieve.
In the early morning hours of 13 February-in fact during the last
hours of Day 27 of the air campaign-two F-1 17s hit the Al Firdos bunker

with one bomb apiece. Intelligence had identified twenty-five bunkers in
Iraq that the enemy could use as critical command posts. Ten of these
were inactive on 15 January and therefore not targeted. By early February, intelligence indicated that the Iraqis had activated the Al Firdos
bunker for use as a command post. Within the week after identification

it appeared on the Master Attack Plan."63 No one in the planning cycle
or in intelligence knew that the Iraqis were also using the bunker as a
shelter for civilians,"" The strategic consequences of this attack were

considerable. To all intents and purposes the civilian losses ended the
strategic air campaign against targets in Baghdad.

2Ibid. All the attacks against oil targets were flown by P.l I lEs flying out of
"t5

Turkey,
1s31ntvw with assorted members of Checkmate, the Black Hole, and others involved
in the air campaign,
1SI1hos. who worked in the targeting process made clear to those who interviewed
them for OWAPS that they would never have targeted the Al Firdos bunker had they
realized that Itcontained women sand children. One of the ironies of the stealth/pgm war
was that where the Al Pirdos bunker would have provided substantial protection in terms
of World War 11 attacks or even in terms of the B-52 strikes against Hanoi, precision
platforms now rendered safe most unprotected sites, but mnde such hardened targets as
Al Plrdos exceptionally dangerous to those unlucky to be Inside of them. The Iraqis u
usual mounted a skillful campaiSn of disinformation. Not surprisingly some of the press
swallowed Saddam's line; the Irqis, of course, allowed no detailed inspection of the
facility until aiter the war was over and they had had full opportunity to fix up the site
to extract the maximum propaganda value.
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The targets attacked by F-I17s on day twenty-seven of the air
campaign around Baghdad suggest the extent that the planners were going
after the leadership and political centers of the Bath regime:
Baghdad: Iraqi Air Force HDQS
Baghdad Radrel Sta
Baghdad: Ministry of Defense
Baghdad Conference Center
Baghdad Auto Bxch-Radrel
Baghdad Auto TP Exch
Baghdad Maydan TP lxch
Iraqi Intelligence Service HQS
Baghdad Radcom Xmtr-Rcvr
Baghdad Intl Radcom Rcvr
Bath Party HI)QS
Al Pirdos District Bunker
Bag Dir of Gen Int Sec HDQS
Bag Dir of Mil Intel HDQS
Iraqi Intel Ser HQ
Baghdad Presidential Bunker
Baghdad Auto Mpur-Radrel

Two hits
One hit, one no guide
Two hits
Three hits, one no drop
Two hits
One hit, one no guide
Two hits
One hit, one no drop
One hit, one no drop
One hit, one no drop
Four hits
Two hits
One hit, one no guide
Two hits
Three hits
Two hits
No Guide"'

The number and nature of targets in the Baghdad suggest that somewhere
along the line civilian casualties were bound to occur. Unfortunately,
they came in such a frightful fashion that political pressure ensured that
targets in downtown Baghdad were put largely out of bounds for the
remainder of the war.
The attack against Al Firdos raises an interesting point. Thus far,
this report has argued that the Iraqi regime possessed great political
stamina and corresponding great weaknesses in the military arena.'" This
leads to the conclusion that an air campaign against Iraq's military structure, unless followed by the complete occupation of the nation, would not
have resulted in the regime's collapse.'57 To break Saddam's regime by
153CWAPS

Missions Database.
'"Theae strenSths and weaknesses are entirely Interrelated.
157
nIere we have verifiable evidence, Inthat two years aftr the destruction of most
of Iraq' military power and Its humiliation in Kuwait, the regime Isstill maintaining Its
hold on power.
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air power, an air campaign would have had to go after the political
structure from the onset of war. But to do so would almost certainly
have led to a series of incidents similar to Al Firdos. In the end, such an
air campaign, even though targeted at breaking the Iraqi regime directly
and therefore aimed more realistically at what might cause its collapse,
could very well have achieved less.
13 February: Day 28 of the Air Campaign
lb conclude this chapter, a summary of conventional air operations
on 13 February will be given to suggest how much they had changed
over the four weeks of war."" This day's operations came in the hours
immediately following Al Firdos; the deaths at the bunker, however, had
not yet affected the lay down of air operations.
As a prelude, it would be useful to describe an air-to-air mission
flown on 6 February. The mission underlines the degree of air superiority that Coalition air power enjoyed by this point in the war. On that day,
two F-15Cs, Xerox flight, were flying a barrier combat air patrol mission
to prevent the Iraqis from slipping more aircraft away to Iran.'" Awns
called an initial contact at sixty nautical miles (nm). The bandits consisted of two MIG.21s and two SU-25s flying to Iran at barely 300 knots at
less than 1,000 feet altitude."se After considerable difficulties in identifyinS the targets, Xerex Two achieved a lock on one of the MiO-21s at
twelve nm. Both he and the lead then fired AIM-7Ms, but the first flew
by the MIG-21, while the motor of the second missile failed. A third
AIM-7M also did not track its target. By this time the lraqis had split
into two separate flights. Xerex Two then closed to within 6,000 feet and
shot both SU-25s down with AIM-9M Sidewinder, heat-seeking missiles.
At the same time, Xerox One shot down the MiO-21s, also with
AIM-9Ms. At no time in the engagement did the Iraqis take evasive
action, and they appeared oblivious to missile attacks or the approach of
F-15s to the rear of their aircraft.
"i8 We have susieted the pattern of Stealth strikes above.
1IbThe

account of this mission isabstracted from "Desert Storm Air to Air Engage.

ments, 53d Fighter Squadron Air to Air Engagement.," Desert Storm, 3 Mar 1992, pp 12.
17.

'"Mer nmay have been more MIGI.21s or other aircraft involved, but that remains
unclear.
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Obviously, the Coalition had established almost complete dominance
in the skies over Iraq. No longer was it necessary for air superiority
fighters to accompany strike missions in the KTO. Instead, F-lSCs and
F-14s maintained a number of combat air patrol positions not just on the
frontier, but deep in Iraq Itself. In fact F-15s were flying CAP missions
north east of Baghdad, close to the Iranian border. [Por the position of
CAP missions In early February see Map 29.1

A

At the same time, SHAD missions, no longer directly supported most
no strike packages. Instead, both EF-llls and P-40 weasels flew
orbits, either to jam the radars of enemy air defenses-in the case of the
EF- Ills-or to seek out and attack SAM sites that cakne up-in the ease of
the F-4Os.''1 While SHAD packages still accompanied strike packages
against targets in Iraq, there were few areas in Iraq outside of Baghdad
where Coalition aircraft could not fly.
`The first strike of 13 February came against a "killbox" In the KTrO;
four Navy A-6 all-weather day-night strike aircraft worked over two
killboxes. [see Maps 30, 31, 32] With dawn, the pounding of the Iraqi
ground forces swung into high gpar. Three particular quadrants in the
killboxes, AF6, AFl, and A07 received the heaviest attention throughout
the day-the first from forty A-10s, the second from sixty-eight F-16s, and
the last from seventy-six F-16s. In addition, A-10s flew 222 sorties-210
of which their pilots judged successful in terms of identifying and attacking targets during the course of the day."2

"161'TheMaster Attack Plan calls for round the clock coverage by P.1IlI, and
WA6Bs for electronic counter measures, by EC.1 30s. Compass Call for further Kiu, and by
F-40s to attack operating SAM sites Inthe KTO, SHAD support was of course available for

those aircraft that had to stdke tagets deeper in Iraq. (S) Master Attack Plan. D+27, 13
Feb 1991, pp I andS.
1
0(S) Master Attack Plan, D+27, 13 Feb 191 and owAN Database.
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Map 29
Allied Air Operations.
Support Structure for Air Supremacy
Early February 1991
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At night, sixty F-I I IF sorties struck AF? and AG7. Two killboxes
to the south also received considerable attention from ten F-15Es, sixteen
A-6s, and eight LANTIRN F-16s. t'3 The emphasis on air efforts in the KTO
throughout the day and night-as for much of the war-lay on the
Republican Guard. Saddam's elite ground forces, chosen for their political reliability as much as for their military competence, remained in
position along the Kuwait-Iraq frontier southwest of Baum It was these
boxes that received the attention of much of the air campaign for the rest
of the war. In addition to these sorties, numerous other aircraft attacked
targets indth K7O. Some were. aircraft tasked to support Special Operaaircraft on alert. The
tions Forces, or assigned to JSTARs; some were
general picture then Is of unceasing activity throughout the KTO.
The emphasis on the KTO did not mean that air operations against the
rest of Iraq ceased; they continued, but at much reduced levels. A few
F-16 sorties still flew agaiost targets of opportunities in Iraq, while other
attacks went against airfields and communication sites; British, Saudi,
Proven Force, and Navy aircraft were particularly useful in sustaining
pressure on the Iraqi airfields and Scud sites.'" One suspects that the
bombing of hardened shelters that occurred during the course of 13
February aimed as much at getting Scuds that were possibly hiding in the
shelters as at finishing off the Iraqi Air Force,
Morning attacks against the Iraqi airfields like Al Asd and
ITaqaddum were multi-national as well as multi-service efforts. [See
Maps 33 and 34 for depictions of air operations on 13 February.] At
0810, six RAF Tornados, attacked Al Asad; two Tornados provided
capability to attack active SAM sites (with Alarm anti-radiation missiles),
while two Navy EA-6Bs covered by two F/A-I 8s provided ECM. Half an
on
hour later, RAF Buccaneers lased for four Tornados in a second attack
the
covered
5Cs
F.I
the same field; three EF- Ils, two F-4Gs, and two
strike. At the same time (0840), two more Buccaneers lased for another
four RAF Tornados in a strike against Taqaddum hardened shelters."'

"163(S)Ibid.
1"(S) Master Attack Plan, D+27, 13 Feb 1991, and OWAPS Database.
1 3(S) Muster Attack Plan, D+27, 13 Feb 1991, and SWAPS Database.
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Map 33
13 February (0300 to 1300)
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M ajor
activity came at night: eight Tornados attacked Taddum in
the early evening hours; F-I IIFs struck the bridges just north of Basr.
These attacks were the prelude to two major attacks that occurred just
before midnight. A massive package of twelve B-52s, accompanied by
no less than three P-i.lls, four F-15Cs, and eight F-4GO attacked the
Taji Missile Repair Facility. At the same time, twelve F-Il l•s attacked

Kirkuk from the north.1'

'"(S) Ibid.
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Map 34
13 February (1300 to End of Day)
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The pattern and weight of the attacks over the course of 13
February underline a number of ways in which the conduct of air operations had changed. Most notable was the general absence of interference
from Iraqi defenses. Secondly, F-I 17s almost entirely carried the weight
of the precision war against Iraqi strategic targets. The general focus of
Coalition air efforts now lay within the KTO. Nevertheless, Coalition air
planners had sufficient resources available so that they could keep substantial pressure on Iraq throughout the day and night.
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Conclusion
The three-and-a-half week period of air operations that followed the
opening two days of the campaign suggests a number of interesting aspeacts. Despite the Coalition's overwhelming success at the start of the
wit, a number of impediments to a coherent execution of the campaign
now appeared. The enemy was able to affect the Coalition's plans to a
considerable extent; mobile Scuds forced Homer and his planners to bleed
off resources to search for and rarely find these illusive targets. The
enemy's refusal to fly and fight forced Coalition air power to strike Iraqi
airfields and deconstruct the Iraqi Air Force shelter by shelter. The
shelter busting campaign was successful in its aim but also pulled prcision bombing assets away from the strategic campaign. Finally, the
weather posed a considerable obstacle-and one that the planners had not
entirely foreseen.
Such frictions in the conduct of the campaign are not surprising.
The leaders of the air campaign for the most part adapted to these real
conditions with considerable skill and imagination, By 13 February, they
had reached the point when the air campaign was already substantially
damaging the infrastructure of the Iraqi ground forces and was turning to
an effort to wreck the regime's command structure. Unfortunately, the
hit on the Al Firdos bunker would end that second effort; as for the first,
there w&s nothing the Iraqis could do to prevent Coalition air from
wrecking the morale and much of the equipment of their ground forces
deployed in the KTo.
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5
Diminished A,,.iack on the Center
During the war's last two weeks, Coalition air forces sent mom than
90 percent of their strike sorties against the Iraqi army in the KXT. One
night, even F-17s, which had become accustomed to working in and
around Baghdad, headed into Kuwait. Them they raided pumping stations that were to feed oil trenches whose flames were to thwart Coalition
ground attacks. F-117s, however, did not join CBN'rt's other precision
bombers, F-lPs and F-lSEs, in daily attacks against tanks and other
equipment of the enemy's ground forces. Schwarzkopf recognized that
enough unfinished business remained in Iraq to require attention from F117s, but the stealth bomber received little help with its precision bombing there.'
British Buccaneers did laser designation for Tbroados dropping
guided bombs in central kraq as well as the XTO. In addition, several
Tomados also carried the new Thermal Imaging and Laser Designation
(TWAW) system. RAP Tornados had dropped unguided bombs in the
campaign's first two weeks; in the second two weeks, they began dropping guided bombs; in the last two weeks of the war, they dropped
nothing but laser-guided bombs. Their guided bombs, however, weighed
only a thousand pounds each and lacked penetrating warheads which
enabled American two-thousand-pound bombs to break through the reinforced concrete of Iraqi bunkers. U.S. Navy A-6s and FA-18s, flying
from carriers in the Red Sea, dropped a few laser-guided bombs in central
Iraq, but those Navy later-guided bombs also lacked penetrating warheads. Navy aircraft on the Persian Gulf carriers expended all their

t(S) On Schwa'zkopf's priorities for bombing in Iraq, see mag, C•Nc1CLT to COMUS
C3TrAF, subJ: 72-Hour Pre-Ceue.Pire Campaign guidance, 1308507, Feb 1991, UWAPS
BH Deptula 19A, which 4s discussed latwr in this chapter. The F-I 17 raid on the oil trench

system occurred on the night of 15.16 Feb 1991; mee (S) Contingency Hist Rpt, 37
FW(P), 10-16 Feb 1991, AFIHRA.
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bombs in the KTO, and even the Red Sea force did much of its bombing
there.
The remaining forces available to bomb central and northern Iraq
lacked precision-bombing capability. Air Force F-IllEs and F-16s in
Turkey had remained north of the thirty-fifth paraliel during the early
weeks of the war, but in the final two weeks they came south, almost

reaching Baghdad. Air Force B-52s from England bombed only in northem Iraq, while B.52s based in Saudi Arabia, Diego Garcia, and Spain
concentrated on the KMo with occasional runs into central Iraq. None of
these forces, however, could do the precision, bunker-busting work of FIlls. As for 4-117s, cENTAF could no longer send them anywhere it
planed-Baghdad targets now required approval from the theater commander and above,
Contrmints and Competitive Objectives
On 13 February, a few hours after F-117s had gutted Baghdad's Al
Firdos bunker, Schwarzkopf recognized that the Coalition had major press
and political problems. If he had any reluctance to recognize these
problems, the Jcs Chairman, General Powell, called to underline both.
Cable News Network television cameras had recorded Iraqi officials
removing the bodies of dead women and children. The Bush administration did affirm the legitimacy of the target publicly, but there were fears
that such pictures might turn many Americans against the war. Convinced that the bunker had become a communications center for an
intelligence organization bombed out of its original headquarters, air
planners were dismayed to learn that Iraqi familius had been using the
upper floor as a bomb shelter. Speculation within the American intelligence community that someone of importance In Saddam's regime may
have died in the bunker did mollify unhappiaesu about the bunker's
adverse publicity to some degree. Nevertheless, Schwarzkopf told Homer
and the Black Hole that henceforth CENTAF could no longer attack targets

I($) Rpt, Prank Schwamb, at aI, Deaert Storm R.e
tonwhm Report, Vol 1.: Snar
Waiw' (Wshinfton: Center for Naval Analym, 1991), OWAIN NA 368; (3) note for
ymc
ai, Q J. Onulow, RAP Strike Cmd, Op Res Br, Analysis of Attack sad Reconnais.
rance Operatloni from Operation Granby, Jut 1991, OWAPS NA 515L
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in Baghdad without his approval. The Black Hole was under the impression that Schwarzkopf soon was checking all such targets with Powell.3
Curtailment of the air assault on Baghdad had begun in early
February, when the Navy stopped launching Tomahawk cruise missiles
against the capital. Since Tomahawks alone had been attacking Baghdad
in deyli ht,, their absence meant that city residents no longer had to fear
attacks during normal working hours, At night their homes remained free
of attack, because .111s attacked only office buildings and bunkers.
Under the circumstances of this new form of air war, the most foolish
thing any Iraqi could do was leave his own house in favor of the shelter
offered by a bunker. Most residents of Baghdad did not have to ponder
this question, since there were only enough bunkers to house the families
of the rgnim's elite.'
The Navy had used less, than three hundred of approximately five
hundred Tomnahawks available. For the remainder of the war, Navy and
Air Force planners proposed new Tomahawk missions, but Schwarzkopf
refused approval for such attacks. Either January's television pictures of
Tomahawks sailing through downtown Baghdad at midday had bothered
someone in Washington, or their great cost and relatively small warhead
made BNTCOcm deem them too expensive for further use.'
Early In February, television cameras also publicized a British
daylight strike against the bridge at Nasirlyah on the Euphrates, 150 miles
southeast of Baghdad. Civilian deaths at that site may have increased
Powell's reaction to F-l17 night strikos against bridges in downtown
Baghdad. Since communications cables ran under some of Baghdad's six
bridges, air plannLrs hoped to make communications in the capital yet
more difficult by telephone as well as by car. But after strikes against

3(S) Intvw, Wayne Thompson, OWAPS, with Lt Col David A.Deptula, Pentagon, 26

Aug 1991; (8)lntvw, Richard 0. Davis, Perry Janison and Barry Barlow, AF Hist Pro.
gram, with LA Gen Charles A.Homer, Shaw APB, South Carolina, 4 Mar 1992; Schwan-.
kopt, Hero, p 435; (S)lntvw, Wayne Thompson with LA Col David A.Deptula, Pentagon,
26 Aug 1991.
4(S) Rpt, Fmnk Schwamb, at W1,
Desert Storm RecostructLonI Report, Vol /I: StAr
Wafare (Washington, 1991), asp Chapter 8, OWApS NA 368.

I(S) Ibid.
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four bridges during early Febtuary, Schwarzkopf told the Black Hole
there would be no more bombing of Baghdad's bridges. In this context,
the Al Firdos bunker strike made all targets in the capital suspect. While
restrictions on some targmt csloosned at the end of the war, potentLal
bomb shelters and bridges in EashdvA t~manond forbidden.'

aroadway near a
vehicles
line
D~emolished
Iraq

aeotlon of elevated highway Inthe Euprates River Valley.

If the Al Firdos and bridge affairs pushed F-iI17s out of Baghdad,
there were other forces also pulling them to targets outside the capital.
6(S) Notes, Wayne 11hompson, Checkmate mtg, 9 Feb lIPOl, OWAPI Historical Ad.
visors Filies. According to the RAP databatse sent to GWAPI, dhe RAP attacked the bridge

V~ Nasirlyah on 4 feb first with guided bombs and then seconds lite with unguided
bombs. While visiing OWAN8 In December 1992, however, researchers from the UK
ta only guided bombs were used against the bridge. Inany
Ministry of Defenc oda id
case, moat of the casualties at Nasirlysh were caused by accurate bombs which struck the
bddue and people crossing It. Sea the "ail data attached to (S)l~r, Air Vice Marshal
P.T. Squires, HQ ARM
Strike Command, to B,Cohen, 22 Sep 1"92, OWAPI NA 515.
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Realization in early February that F-Il iFs and F-15Es could "plink"
tanks with guided bombs pucked those precision bombers into the KT0.
Preclsion-bombipig everywhere, elme in hraq now was *the mission of
M-l~s. ulmost alone. P-11 Me bombed outside Kuwait and southeastern
Irqon only a.dozen. occasions In the last, two weeks of the war-about
seventy-five sortim, Raew those missions. Thie largest F-ill F package
going north inthis period consisted of twenty -aircraft scheduled to bomb
the,. conventionall aqus ýplnt at IAl -Iskandarlyah.(thifty miles south of
Baghdad) on the last night of the war. Bad weather kept all but one from
dropping bombs, and those bombs did not guide. But a smaller package
of twelve F-1hiFs baderjoyed better luck against this target on 17 Feb-7
ruary, as had sir. B.52s on 14 February, and five F-1I17s on 23 February.
T11e.11o0 Important target ouatulde both Baghdad,and the KTO were
those relating to Irq's development of nuaclear, biological, and chemical
(NBC) weapons. Ithe administration InWashington want ed Iraq to emerge
from tho war without NBC weapons-or the, capability to produce them.
By mid-February, however, the Black Hole had become morm interested
in bombing leadership targets InBaghdad than NBC targets elsewhere.
Since this renewedfocus on leadership followed the weeks when aircraft
shelters had been the prime target, more than a dozen suspected chemical
and biological weapons storage bunkers remained to be bombed.'
When cENTAF Intelligence's chief of targets, Lt. Col. F. L. Iblbot,
brought this situation to Olosson's attention on 13 February, the latter
exploded: "Ifthis Isan indication that 'stress' Isgetting to you ... and
a break is neaded-I can arrange.' Olossion Indicated that he did not think
71ilbot's assessment was accurate. If it were "and vou have waited until
now to tell me-your departure Is imminent."16 Stress may have
momentarily affected Olosson on the day his aircraft had struck die Al
Firdos bunker. On that same day, Schwarzkopf announced not only that

j

7 (5)UWAPs Database-, Coot Hist Rpts, 37 FW(P), 10.16 Feb 1991 nnd 17-23 Feb
1991, APIIRA.
"Me. focus on leadership dated from the eailiest Instant Thwxder planning. The
renewal of this focus In mid-February 1991 can be followed In the Block Hole's daily
master attack plans, GWAP Sa 1425 through 1-32,
'Brig Glen Gl~asson's haridwritian comments an memo. LA Col F. L. Talbot, CaMAF
Chief of Targets, aubj: Am Daily Prioritized Target Nomldnations, 13 Feb M99.
10'Ibid.
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targets in Baghdad would require his approval but also that he wanted
CENTAF to ensure that It had destroyed all NBC targets before the end of

the war. Tabot's warning an the remaining bunkers may have seemned
like -piling on. and Mlotion's steadily deteriorating relationship with
CorrF-~Intelligence-suffered another jolt. Butin thIs cms, Tlbot had
provided vacurte information, as timely, as it was uncomfortable. Although the Black Hole believed that Coalition aircraft had destroyed two
:tatvott on 'Thbot's list, (losson's planners eventually included his other
targets, on, a priority list for Schwarzopf."1
Soh~warzkopf directed Homer to plan a seventy-two-hour bombing
effort againt remaining NBC Wagets "in,the event a cease-fire is declared
and only seventy-two hours remain prior to Implementation."' 2 Since lVAt
January, CheckmafteI also dvlpda war termination list of NBC
tarpets and preaae their importance on Cheney As well as on the Black
Hole., The Blacik Hole's first draft of a seventy-two-hour list Included
leadership target. InBaeghdad, but Schwanzkopf's directive Ignored that
category Infavor of NBC targets and other offensive capabilities such as
Scuds. ,Although Integrating Tilbot's list of NBC targets, the Black Hole
gaye priority to research and production facilities Instead of storage
bunkers. While Talbot had more concern about weapons that Iraq could
use against Coalition forces Inthis war, Schwarzkopf also wanted to
llmimnate Iraq's capabilities for making war inthe future with sunh weapýCMs.

When Bush declared a cerne-fire on 27 February, he gave Coalition
forces only a few hours notice. But the rapid progress of the ground
offensive launched on 24 February had already given CENTAF ample
warning that the war would soon end. By then, F-I 17. had hit NB3C
targets on a continually updated seventy-two-hour list for two weeks.
They struck some in the final seventy-two hours, but bad weather made
a surge impossible. Inany case, Schwarzkopf at the end finally approved
a few leadership targets InBaghdad; CENTAP grasped eagerly at an oppor-

"The developrmen at thi APu
Isdiscussed below. See also LA Col Deptula's fIle an
the 1172 Hour Tsrget Use' in OwAps Iii Deptuls 19A.
12(3) Mot, C1NCCxt1r to COmuICUNTAP, oubj: 72-Hour Pre-Cem Fine Campslp
pldanc, 13085OZ Feb 1991, OWAM NH4
Deplula 19A.
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tunity denied since Al Firdos had put much of downtown Baghdad off
T

limits."3

BAd weather and continuing restrictions muffled the return to
11da'sý
reiein contrl of B&gda
Bagh11d, ThIe war endikiwith
a9d StMni.,.doi~n&nate ntralIraq, if not the northern Kurdsh and southern Sbite regionis. Whetiolarbombing more offip buildings or command
'
can nottbe knwn. Not a
buWkes woul have-f"
mdd m~o ifnce
wealcultehaieroreexensvebombingof NEC targts intAhe war's
Iaa
oIesv
last'tw weeks made much difference inIraslon-tr
blte. As usual, one of the constraints on air leadesrs and planners wus
the Dicessity. Of working within the bounds of imperfect Intelligence
about, thaeuenmy.
Alýackng -Nuwclart,13lologica1, tvnd Chemical Capab~iiti

I:
lfý

Vihe Black .Iolo headed its seventy-two.-hour target list with the same
target that bad seemed the most Important NBC target in Iraq since the
oniset of the crisis in August. The Baghdad Nuclear Research Center at,
~Tuwaltha had been fmilliar to Amerimas, at least since Israeli F-16s had
a*tWe it in 1981. American F.16. struck it during the first week of the
air coarrpaign and P-1 l7s visited it often. With approximately one
hundred structures inthe compound, the tqagt warranted repeated visits.
F-1ills returned to this favorite target on February 18th, 19th and 23rd.
While closer to Baghdad than Most NBC targets, Tuwaitha wus ton miles
sovith of the city-outside the area over which Schwarzkopf controlled
target selection. Weather was aproblem on the I18th and only four of ten
P-1 17a dropped on the target, most of the others diverting to alternates;
tho next night four of six sorties scored hits. Shortly after midnight on
the 23rd. thirteen F-117s bombed Tuwaifth in good weather. At leant
eighteen of twenty-six bombs hit structures Inthe compound on fth last
rodd against Ira's premiler nuclear taget."4

By the end of the Gulf War, American intelligence had only begun
to realize the extent of, Ira's nuclear weapons development beyond
itfliwaitha. The Black Hole's final seventy-two-hour list on 28 February
Included seven mom targets suspecved of having anuclear role. Although
'Igo the mtion con uftackin Suddam's relime In this chapter.

~'(S) Cant Hist Rpt, 37 PW(P). 17.23 Feb 1991,

AI'HP.A
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U.N. inspection teans eventually found three times that many nuclear
facilities after the war, American intelligence had learned enough about
5
several of the most important in time to subject them to bombing.,
One of tim suspected nuclear facilities was just south of Baghdad,
two miles closei to the city thanTuwaltha. The Black Hole raised this
facility to number two on its priority list, right after Tuwaitha. On 22
February, five F4 17s. put all ton bombs on. target Perfect accuracy was

unusualleven. for F-117s, and in northern Iraq aircraft lacking precisionbombing systms attempted to attack similar targets.1'

Suspected nuclear targets in northern Iraq wore within reach of
Proven Force's F-hIIIs and F-16s in Turkey. Indeed the most frequently
bombed target in all of northern Irq was a suspected nuclear production
facility twenty-fiv" miles northwest of Mosul; after the war this. site
became known to U.N. inspectors as Al Jesira. Proven Force flew no
less than twenty-five strikes against Jesira, two-thirds In the war's last
two weeks. Usually four F-IllEa hit the facility at night, or four F-16s
in daytime. F- IIs each carried four 2,000-pound bombs or fourteen
500-pound bombs, while F-16s usually carried two 2,000-pound bombs
or six 500-pound bombs. The cumulative weight of strikes against Jesim
was considerable and damage to the facility was severe. But since Proven Force bombs remained unguided throughout the war, ten P- 17s flew
into northern Iraq on the night of 15-16 February and bombed several
facilities, including Jelra; of five fuided bombs which fell on Jesira,
however, only two hit their targets.'
When a pair of F-I 17s returned to Mosul on 22 February, their luck
was even worse. They dropped four laser-guided bombs on a suspected
underground nuclear facility thirty miles north of Mosul, but all four
missed. That was the only strike on this facility, because Proven Force
lacked laser-guided bombs with penetrating warheads. At the war's end,
the suspected underground facility ranked second on CBNTAP's priority
list possibly requiring a strike. However, since Black Hole planners had

"5 Rpt, UN Inspection Teams, OWAPI NA 2; (S) tu'get list, CBNTAF 72-hour, 28 Feb

1991, aWAMS SH 4-72.
'6(S) Cant Hist Rpta, 37

FW(P). 17.23 Feb 1991, AFHRA.

"t7(S)Rpt, UsUIcoM Bomb Damage Database, OWA5 cair 54-1; (S) Cont Hist Rpt,
37 FW(P), 10.16 Fab 1991, AFIIA.
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not yet mreeived adequate bomb-damage assessment for the 22 February
strike, they did not recommend a restrike."5
Six P.117s had better luck in western Iraq on 20 February; they
tittacked ,the Al Qaim, uranium, extraction facility near the Euphrates,
where It crosses from Syria. Th6 attacking aircraft dropped ten bombis
with only two missing. Ihis wus the major F-1 17 mission to Qaim, and
Proven Porce's f-li lEa and P.16s never attcked this target. But the
Fllha of the 48th.Fighter Wins continued to visit. Indeed, Qaim wu
the only target outside the Imr which F-I IPWs attacked with, any regularity during the last two weeks of the war; they conducted five separate
precision strikes on Qaim, totalling twenty-three sorties. Othot frequent
visitor, were Navy A-6s and PA- I s, which attacked QaImn from the Red
SOL,1
Three nuclear facilities attacked during Desert Storm came to the
attention of the Black Hale as rocket or missile development centers.
Well before the end of the war, American Intelligence revealed that the
rocket facility at Tarmiya, twenty-five miles north of Baghdad, also
probaly performed nuclear work. A similar facility at Ash Sharqat, half
way between Tikrit and Mosul, remained merely a rocket facility in
American eyes;, admittedly, the Iraqis may not have used It to perform the
nuclear functions for which It had been designed. WVith less than a week
left in the war, tho Black Hole learned that structures adjacent to the
rocket engine test facility at Musayyib, thirty-five miles southwest of
Baghdad, might also be conducting nuclear work. Only after the war
would the U.N. teams learn that the Iraqis had designated this facility,
known as Al Atheer, to be the place where they would create their first
nuclear bomb; in spring 1990, important parts or the Iraqi nuclear programn had begun the move from Tuwaitha to Al Atheer.3
11(S)Target 1ist cuurAv 72-hour, 28 Feb 1991, OWAP Sii 4.72.
"(OWAPs Database; Cont Hist Rpt, 37 PW(P), 17423 Fub 1991,

APHR~A: (S)rpt,
Prank Schwamb, et al, Desert Storm Rememrnwsdon Report, Vol /h: Stilke Warfare (Wash-

ington: Center for Naval Analyses, 1991), App C,aIWAP NA 368.
"s(S) intvw, Wayne 7tompson, OWAPS, with LA Col David A,Deptula, Pentagon, 13
Nov 1992; rpt, International Atomic Energy Agency, Seventh Inspection inIraq under UN
Security Counci Resolution 687, 14 Nov 199 1.OWAPS NA 3. Atarget photo transmitted
to the Black Hole by curarcom Intelligence on 23 February 1991 Indicated the suspected
nuolear activity of the facility (litter known to the UN Inspection teams as, Al Atheer)
a4jacent to the Musayyib rocket motor test facility.
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Coalition aircraft bombed the three rocket-nuclear facilities as rocket
facilities before their nuclear connection was suspected. Proven Force Fl6s and F-IllEs ran a series of six raids on Ash Sharqat in midFebruary, culminating with a strike by four P-117s on 16 February.

Because the attack achieved a high level of damage and because intelligence did not suspect Ash Shaiqat of nuclear aotivities, neither Proven
Force nor the P-l17a troubled it again. They paid subsequent visits to
Thrmiya, however. When F-lls and B-52s bombed, Thrmlya on 15
February, Coalition Intelligence still regarded it as a rocket facility. But
when P-117s returned on 23 Febnuary, it had been upgraded to a possible
nuclear facility. On the latter occasion, two of four F-117s could not
bomb Tormiya due to bad weather. The weather continued to be a problem on 25 February, when lon than half of sixteen Proven Force P-16s
dropped their bombs. That night Proven Force intended to make up the
difference by sending et flight of four P-II IPA, but again weather caused
trouble; this time the entire mission was scrubbed. TIrmiya ended the
war as the top target on the Black Hole's priority list."'
The Black Hole found the bombing of Al Atheer more satisfactory.
After learning about Al Atheer's nuclear role, CUNTAP had only a few
days to attack it before the war ended; unfortunately, during most of that
time the weather was bad. But on 25 February two F-I 17s put three of
four bombs on the facility. Just as the war was ending the weather
cleared over Muuyyib, and not long after midnight on 28 February, nine
F-117s attacked the rocket engine test facility and the adjacent Al Atheer
nuclear facility-which the Black Hole still referred to as the Musayyib
missile development facility. At least seven bombs appear to have hit Al
Atheer targets, and the Black Hole judged its bombing objectives
achieved for the entire Musayyib-Al Atheer complex. Had the Black
Hole known more about Al Atheer's central importance in Iraq's nuclear
weapons development program, the planners might not have been so
comfortable with the level of damage.22

21(8) Target list, CENTAp 72-hour, 28 Feb 1991, OWAI'S SH 4-72; OWAPS Database;
(5)rpt, IQ uSBUCOM. Proven Force sDA Dateba, OWApI CHT 54-1; (S) Cont Hilt Ruts,
37 FW(P), 10-16 Feb 1991, 17.23 Feb 1991, 24 Feb-2 Mar 1991, AP'IRA.
2(S) intvw, Thompson with Deptula, 13 Nov 1992; (5) Cont Hilst Rpt, 37 PW(P),
24 Feb.2 Mar 1991, ApHRA; lAMA rpt, 14 Nov 1991, OWAPN NA 3.
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American intelligence's picture of the enemy's development of
chemicAl and biological weapons was somewhat clearer (if no more
certain) than the nuclear picture. Intelligence reported that the principal
research and production facility for biological weapons was at Salman
Pak on the 'Tigris, a dozen miles southeast of Baghdad. Three other
biological production facilities were in the Baghdad area-two at Abu
Ohurayb west of the city and one at Taji north of the city. In February,
intelligence found evidence of another biological production facility at

Latifys, fifteen miles south of the capital. While it was possible that
Salman Pak might also be producing chemical weapons, the principal
center for that business was at Samarra, on the Tigris fifty miles north of
Baghdad. Three facilities near Habbaniya (thirty-five miles weast of
Baghdad) provided precursor chemicals used by Somarra to produce

weapons."
Coalition aircraft had attacked all known biological and chemical
production facilities by mid-Febmray with considerable success. After
two strikes on the suspected biological facility at Latifiya, intelligence
that the Iraqis were removing crates from the ruins prompted a third
strike. On 19 February, a pair of F-17s bombed this facility as part of
a larger attack on the neighboring solid propellant factory; other nearby
factories produced liquid propellant, Scuds and explosives. Two of four
bombs guided to the biological target, and the Black Hole crossed the site
off their list together with the solid propellant plant, which absorbed
fourten hits.2 '

[DELETE.D'
Whether any biological weapons had actually been in bombed
facilities is not known. The only indication that such might have been
the case was an article in the Egyptian press in early February. According to this article, which stimulated a subsequent article in the Soviet

231W two HQ USAF

Checkmate files on chemical and biological weapn In Ilraq, see

CWAPS CIMH 100 and CHST 1.
2 (S)

Memo, Roar Adm McConnell. DiA. to Brig Oen LWde, c•rccm, GbJ: BW

Activity. 20 Fab 1991, OWAPS
1091, AR~M&.

SH

Deptula 19b; (S) Cont Hist Rpt, 37 ipW(P), 17-23 Feb

U5(S) Coat Him Rpt. 37 FW(P), 17-23 %eb 1991, AmmIA. Ibt Homer's Dec dlscus.
don with Cheney and Schwarzkopf, see the OWAPI Planning report.
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press, an attack on a biological weapons facillty nehr Baghdad had led to
the death of fifty guards from a rapidly progressing disease that spread
to Baghdad. No more, however, has been heaJ of this case.'
Them was always the possibility that Iraqis. would move biological
and chemical weapons development and storage to other locations.
CENTAI did a thorough job on the designated tagets, wvith the major
exception of -eight chemical storage bunkers at .Samarra
71o some
degree this omission was a consequence ýof the focus on production
facilities. When P-117s attacked Samarr for the last two times on -23
and 2U February, they again struck the peoduction buildings and left
storagi: bunkers untouched.n

Nevertheless, CONTAF had made a successful effort to eliminate the
other suapete4. chemical and biological bunkers. Of thity suspected
chemnical atorsne bunkers, air attacks hit twenty-three and de3troyed
seveniteen. Of twenty-one suspected biological bunkers, bombers destroyed nineteen; intelligence discovered the remaining two too late to
bomb. The slightly better record against biological bunkers periaps
reflected greater concern over biological weapons. There was also more
reason to believe that bunkers labeled biological might actually contain
most of Wrqs biological weapons."
The problem with trying to identify facilities housing chemical
weapons was, that the Iraqis could keep such weapons in "virtually any
secure building or bunker."'~ According to expeits, there were more than
three thousand storage structures in Iraq and even if one limited the target
set to bunkers, that left approximately eight hundred targets.
[DELE TED]?

26MsS, raws London to Ff15 Reaton, subj: Fifty Die After Air Raid, 101738Z Feb
1991, GWAPS COW 19-10.
"~Seven of diese remained intac at the end of thie war.
21(S)Rpi, DtA Final 9DA Status, 14 Mar 1991, (NAPS
cHar 49-1.
20(S)

Ibid.

'O(S) Ibid.
31(S)Imager Analysis rpt, GWAPS CHSH 100-3.
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Intelligence assessments of probable biological storage bunkers
resied on w~ily slightly firmer foundations. [DELETED].3
While intelligence believed that only on e bunker in northern Iraq
held biological weapons, theftrqis had located eight chemnical buunkers (of
the thrty suspected) neaw the cities of Kirkuk and Qayyara Since Amenrcan planes based, in Tuarkey lacked precision-bomnbing capability, they

"(S2)Ibid. rpt, DIA Final IDA SWnUs, 14 Mar 1991. aWAPS CHST 49-1.
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Mines with tino delays
were dropped
aireraft shelter areas to

neutralize activity.

could do little more from medium altitude than limit access by scattering
mines around the bunkers. Ten F-I 17s came north to destroy most of
those bunkers on 11 Febnrury, the very day tl-r dedication of the
F-HlPs to "tank plinking" created a demand for Proven Force's F-hl Es
and F-16s to fly further south and help F-IIs in central Inq.3
JoInt Tbak Force "Proven Force" and B.52s
F-117s attacked northern Iraq only occasionally. Most bombing in
that region camr ftrm air force aircraft baud in Turkey and England.
Not surprisingly. American strike aircraft north and west of Iraq bombed
targets in northern Iraq. In the cae of Proven Force's eighteen F-llhlE
and thirty-six F-16s, located at Incirlik air base in Turkey, =nge limitations discouraged any inclination to use those aircraft in the KM. Eight
B-52s at RAP Fairford In England could not receive air tasking orders
from Riyadh via the Conwputer Assisted Force Management System
(CAiMS). Consequently, folding those B-52s into Saudi-based packages
was too cumbr•wm.1 4

J

When Moron Air Base, Spain, got CAFMS in mid-February, the
twenty-two B-52s therm were able to bomb Iraqi ground forces In the KTO
for the first time in the war. During the early weeks of the war Moron
had only ten B-52s, all restricted to missions in northern Iraq. At the

J.

""
(S)Coant Hig Rpt, 37 FW(P), 10-16 Feb 1991,
14(S) Himt, SAC, 1990, APHRA.

APHRA.
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same time that Moron got

CAFMS and more bombers. the eight B-52s
newly anived at RAF Fairford in Great Britain took over Moron's old
task of bombing northern Iraq. Like Moron's B-52s, the Fairford "Buffs"
locked to Proven Force for targets and support packages."5

"Wild Weasels"0(P40s and F-16s) for
for protection against Iraqi fighters;,C

sAm suppression; HF-1lls for

Int frellielnce

g,3 and P.15Cmp

uled to hit targets in northern Iraq when Proven Force's support aircraft
were available. usually aiteil of four 9-512A would sharm the support

package, built fob.r nightly strikes by V-IIISg. Proven Force also ran
several P.116 strikes during each period of daylight, with the bigger ones
employing u many us twenty F-1684'
Thea Independence of Proven Force's operations reminded some older
ainimn ofaranw~gemanis used In attacking North Vietniam two decades
earlier, when Air Force and Navy had divided the enemy's country Into
seven route packages-each bombed by one service or the other. Such a
compromise had never satisfied believers in unity of command, including
Homer and Glosson who had flown fighter bombers Into North Vietnam.
The single air tasking order (ATO) had aimned to avoid route packages, but
CENTAP made an exception Inthe cawc of Proven Force, which belonged
to United States Air Forces InEurope (USAPS). Although Proven Force
aircraft came under Homer's operational control, geography dictated a de
facto routog package that would have been needlesely doctrinaire to
opposef $
While Its sorties were in CENTA's daily Master Attack- Plan, Proven
Force built support packages without formal coordination and issued Its
own XAW. Underlying this Informality were frequent communications
5
"(S)Ibid.

36(8) Hist, Joint Task Foice Proven Force, by cmsst Jeromne L Schroeder, and m~set
7rhomas L RuAb, mQ usAPS, Dec 1991, APq4RA.
17(S) Intvwa, Center for Ar Force History,

with 1A Gen Hornr, 4 Mar 1992, and

M&J Glen Olosson, 12 Dec 1991.
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between the composite wing commander, Brig. Gen. Lee A. Downer, and
two of CENTAF's air division commanders, Glosson and Profitt; the latter
had been a major proponent of Proven Force before leaving Germany in
December 1990 to replace Henry as Homer's electronic combat
commander. So long as Proven Force stayed north of the 35th parallel,
there was little need to coordinate with anyone other than the Pairford B52a-except when F-117&attacked targets in the north.M
The Black Hole assigned targets to Proven Force (often target.
reconmended by Proven Force itself), but the latter decided when to
attack and with which aircraft. Theme local decisions, based partly on
intelligence ftm USAFB headquarters at Ramstein Air Base in Germany,
went Into CSNTAP's Master Attack Plans. Since targets in northern Iraq
received lower priority for imagery than those in the KTo or central Iraq,
Proven Force depended hea'vily on its own reconnaissance aircraft for
target photography. Six RF-4Cs had arrived at Incirlik on 3 February; by
the end of the war, they had flown more than a hundred sorties in

northern Iraq.*

Maj. Gen. James L. Jamerson, who commanded Proven Force,
adopted an air campaign plan with phases different from those used by
CDNTcOM. He broke the first cBNTcoM phase In two and replaced phases
two and three with a phase dedicated to Interdiction. Jamerson's first
phase was an attack on command, control and communications nodes.
His second phase involved targeting weapons production and storage,
electricity, oil, airfields, and aircraft. Jamerson never got to execute his
third phase, interdiction of enemy bridges and troops in northern Iraq.
Homer did not want to expend much effort interdicting those Imiqi forces
unless they started to move south. The Iraqis stayed put, and consequently even Republican Guard in northern Iraq passed through the air campaign mostly unscathed, Those forces then supported Saddam against
civil unrest following the Gulf War.°

N(S) lntvw, OWAP8 with Brig Gen Downer, Rnmstuln AB, Germany, 30 Apr 1992.
For the Blouk Hole's role In Proven force targeting, see (S) planning binder, "Northern
Iraqi Target Base," OWAPS 514 7-95.

"a.(S) Hist, Joint Task Force Proven Force, APmu.,
40(S) Intvw, owAps with Brig Gen Downer, Ransmtein AB, 30 Apr 1992; (S) Hist,
Joint Task Pore Proven Force, AMPRA.
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As with CBNTCM's first three overlapping phases, Proven Force's
first two phases merged. There was, however, something of a north to
south progression in the bombing. Ihe final southwaad push was in
reaponse. to CENT'AP's call in mid.February for help in attacking targets
below the thlzty-fifth parallel. Before that, however, Proven Force's lack
of stealth and pmecision had caused Jamerson to think in terms of rolling
back hrai defenses from nort to south rather tha paralyzing the

enemy'sa defenses at the outset. For some air defense targets, libe the
Proven Force's lakof precision flowed from deployment of all

available pEcaoatc

icatI

urpope ud

rai before etb

lishnmet~o Ptve orce attebeginning-of the air campaign. Although
s04a a for"e boot~ea under consideration for M.Onthst few had believed
that Tulrkey would permit the use ot Incirlik to launch air raids against

Iraq. Ther,were limits to Turkey's cooperation, but they mostly affected
special operations forces under Jamerson's command; the Turks would
not let him Insert such forces into Iraq except to rescue downed aircr'ew.
As a consequence, special operations forces could not provide laser
designation from the ground, which Insome cases would h~ave enabled
Jainerson's aircraft to drp lmierguided bombs. Jamemsn did request
FNB aircraft with laser designation pods from Clark Air Base in the
Philippines, but while the pianos arrived before the end of the war, the
pods did not.'
Jamerson and Downer made a number of other attempts to Improve
the precision of Proven Force bombing. Like CENTAF, they did not

4 I(S)

Rpt. 12 wsI, "-Daylight Tactical Air Combat Operations inNorthiern lriq," 1Jun
1991, OWAPI NA 516; (3) lntvw, cmist Jerome E. Schroeder with Maj Gen Jame L,
Jamermon, Inrirlk. AB, Turkey, 27 Mar 1991.
42(S) Hist, Joint Task Force Proven Force, APHRA.
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risk going to low altitude for better accuracy. But three of Downer's
F-Ill Es used Global Positioning System receivers to improve navigation
and to act as pathfinders for other F-Il I s. Downer commeuted after the
war tbA this increased accuracy by "ahundred per cent."' 3 Still, Proven
Force's only -precision weapons were HARM, Shrikes, and Mavericks
carried by "Wild Weasl" P-40s -and,F-I16s. Despite. their small warhead

(Above) Crewmen
position Maverick
missile for mounting

onto aircraft.
(Below) Closeup of
Harm missile attached
to the wing pylon of an
P40 Wild Wessel
aircraft.

"'(8) Ilntvw, OWAPI with Brij Gen Downer, Raustain AB, 30 Apr 1992.
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designed for use against tanks, Mavericks were useful against other
targets besides SAM sites, including an electric power plant and an aircraft
on the ground. Such targets were unusual, however, and Proven Force

expended only fifty.five MavedcksO
A major focus of Proven Force attacks during much of the war wu
the militarymsoatc'h and development complex located near the 'ligris
north of Mosul. In addition to suspected nuclear production facilities
afeady discussed, there wjW a missile plant, another development facility
whose purpose had yet to be discovered, a SAM support facility, and a
signals intercept station. Day after day, Proven Force attacked these
tiirgets around the clock in an aea that pilots took to calling "Flappy
Valley," whem u•nuually heavy air defenses sparkled harmlessly below
them, LOn
Nboam'ayr
for example, four F-16s dropped a total .of
twenty-four 500-pound bombs on the signals intercept station with four
hits on the main building and several secondary explosions, Meanwhile,
four other P.16o attacked the nuclear production facility with eight 2,000pound bombs, three of which hit one building; this attack wu unusually
accurate. The next day, Proven Force sent eight F-16s against the nuclear

production facility, followed by four P.1I les that night. Another four
F-111s led four B-52s in a raid on the missile production facility to
conclude two typical days of air oampaigning in "Happy Valley.""

While giving "Happy Valley" more attention, Proven Force lot more
satisfaction tkom its single raid on Iraq's biggest oil refinery at Bayji on
the Tigris 100 miles south of Mosul. [DELETEDI. Proven Force's strike
did not occur until after other Coalition planes had already raided the
target. Six Tomahawk cruise missiles hit Bayji on 22 January. Two
weeks later, on 7, 8, and 9 February, a total of twenty-four British
Tornados came Just north of the thirty-fifth parallel with a hundred 1,000pound unguided bombs and eight laser-guided bombs. On 8 February,

"(8) Hist, Joint Tiak Forme Proven Force, APHRA.
.4(S) Rpt, NQ USBUCOM, Proven Force IDA, 4 Apr 1991, OwAn CHIT 54; (8) rpl,
612 'nq, "DWyllht Taotocal Air Combat Operaions In Nonhern rmq," Jun 1991, OWAm
NA 516,
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six B-52s joined the attack and dropped nearly three hundred 750-pound
bombs.*'
3amf~tsn then gave the go shead for Proven Force, aircraft to join in
bam~bing Bayji Although previous attacks had loft at loust a dozen
storafe tanks already destraoye or burningS, not to mention many pil~io~ne
cuts, ?roven Force sont most of its fighters. Twenty V-16s hit the reoincry on ths morning of 9 February, followed by sixteen F-1l6s in the
afternoo.p and six P.-F
IlIIIS in the evening. They dropped nearly ahundre 2,000 pound bombs with spectacular results. A big black mushroom
cloud rose over. burning oil tanks and weeks passed, before the smoke
cleared. In'saddition to destroying'approximately forty storage tanks,
Proven Force severely damaged two cracking towers. Ever since Checkmate'.0 original Instant TUpnder plan, cracking towers had been off imits,
because their destruction-would -make refinery repair after the war more
difficult. As Downer later recalled, CENTAP told Proven Force to "knock
it off" and Proven Force cease to bomb oil targets." 7
cENTAP's reaction could not dim. Proven Force's pride in so smokey
a triumph, but this kind of dramatic result was both rare and deceptive.
It was likely, that Iraq had enough surviving fuel and lubricants in the
KMh to render Bayji unimportant for months to come. On the other hand,
the suspected research and development facilities in "Happy Valley"
might really have held keys to Iraq's diuvelopment of special weapons,
Including nuclear ones. Nevertheless, It was the Bayji raids that aircrews
remembered with greatest pleasure.

*Incirlik
*

The Bayji raids brought Proven Force to the thirty-fifth parallel, the
southern edge of Its route package. A few days later, CENTAF told the
F-1 IIl sand F 16s to attack further south to help F-lI 17s bomb
central Iraq. The principal target area that the Black Hole had Inmind
was the U'I~ military complex; that facility surrounded an airfield on the
northern outskirts of Baghdad, approximately fifteen miles north of the
downtown area On the first night of the campaign, an F.117 had struck
4' (S)RAt

RAF 8orde dat" OWN'S NA 515; (S)intvw, Wesat Jerome E. Schroeder
wit Mkl Can Jame Jameruon, Ramsaein AB, 27 Mer 1991; (S)intvw, aWAPS with Brig
Clan Downer, Rainstoin AS, 30 Apr 1992.
47(S) lntvw, oWA's with Brig Caen Duwner, Rainalcin AB, 30 Apr 199. See also
(S)rpt, HQ USPUCOM, Proven Force BDA, 4 Apr 199 1,GWAPS CHST 54.
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the Ti air defense sector operations center there, but the number of
targetsthere far exceeded available F-117 sorties. Hundreds of machine
shops, bunker, warehouses, and sheds were packed with military equipuentin storage or under repair. Tail's componwnt included air and
ammunition depois; missile, tank, artillery and aircraft engine repair
facilities; as well as barracks for three brigades. There was also a steel
fabrication plant whose products intelligence believed included items used
in. making nuclear weapons.46
w
!

~CENTAP's guidance for Proven Force attacks on TUJi was even more
basic than usual. Olosson told Downer to leave nothing at Toji standing
"taller than a taxi light."' During the lost two weeks of the war, thirteen
Proven Force strike packages-totalling approximately 140 F.I IIE and F.
16 sorties-struck these facilities. While the mission was straightforward,
Proven Force now had to submit its aircraft to more detailed control by
Catmp. Not only were they operating In the middle of CUMNAP's
territory, but they were using CUNTAP support packages. Since Proven
Force could not cross Syria, their missions against targets in central Iraq
were a third longer than necessary. But at less than 700 miles each way,
Proven Force had less distance to cover than F- l17s coming from the
southern end of Saudi Arabias°
Fairford B-S2s could not follow Proven Force to TUil, because
Fairford lacked the computer link of the Computer Aided Force Management System to the ATO system. Instead, bombing 1hji became the favorite recreation for B-52z whose normal targets were Iraqi positions in the
KTO. The theater-babed B-52s, took the lead in forming packages with
their more distant partrers in Spain (nearly three thousand miles away)
and Diego Garcia (more than three thousand miles away). About seventy
B-52 sorties struck UTJI (as many as a doznn at a time) and dropped more
than 3,000 bombs, TaJi was the sort of complex for which area bombing
enemed particularly well suited, and while no towering cloud of black
smoke rewarded the attackers, there was much destruction.,
4U(S) Planning binder, "1'FJi lillitay Complex," MWAPS BH 7.92.

49(5) Downer's recollection in intvw with OWAPS, Ramstein AB, 30 Apr 1992.
s°(S) Hilt, Joint Task Foace Proven Force, A.I4RA; (S) rpM, HQ UseUCOM, Proven
Poals BDA, 4 Apr 1991, owAps cHfr 54.
SI(S) Histt sAc, 1990, AFHRA; (S) rpt, HQ SAC IOam and Resource&, B.52 Desert

Storm Bombing Suwwy, 15 Dec 1991.
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_____________________________________'___________________________________
________________________________

Attacking Saddam's Regime
Approximately twenty miles separated North Taji from Taji. Except
fortheir military affiliation, the two places were very different and posed
dissimilar targeting problems. Instead of hundreds of warehouses, North
Taji h-d two big, tough bunkers. Themse command bunkers were so hard
that they had thus far thwarted the F-117's beat penetrating bomb, the
2,000-pound OBU-27, Even when Schwarzkopf kept F-117s from
attacking leadership targets in downtown Baghdad, the North 7kji bunkers
remained fair game. But C1N.TAp did not have a weapon that could do
the job.52
Tactical Air Command and the air staff wrestled with this problem
throughout the air campaign. Possible solutions included dropping a
series of as many as four 2000-pouid bombs in quick succession on the
same aimpoint to dig through peihaps thirty feet of concrete slabs,
crushed rock and soil. This idea was never tried, but CENTAP did request
immediate development of a new bomb, uilizing off-the-shelf technology.
Normally a new bomb would have taken years to develop. Under the
pressure of war, the U.S, weapons development community produced four
OBU-28s in a month, Their bodies were at one time artillery gun barrels,
mad each weighed nearly 5,000 pounds. They went to Nevada for testing.
"The first OBU-28 missed a concrete slab but penetrated deeply into the
soil, The second penetrated concrete without breaking up. The
remaining two GBU-28s were flown to Taif, Saudi Arabia, and on the
last night of the war a pair of F-.11Ws dropped them on one of the
bunkers at North "Taji. OBU-28 numbert three buried Itself harmlessly in
the desert, but the fourth penetrated the bunker.'
More GBU-28s were In production when time ran out in Iraq.
Except for the other bunker at North Toji, one at Abu Ghurayb west of
Baghdad, and possibly one downtown, no Iraqi bunker was so strong that

to

'2 (S) Planning binder, "'ajl Military Complex," OWAPS sH 7-92,
33(S) Background paper, Capt Bernler, TAC, 9 May 1991; (S)mag, Vice Cmdr
TAC
IAFSAQ, subJ: Deiert Storm Deep Hardened Target Penetration Test, 191803Z Peb

1991, both In OWAPS NA 334. See also (S) rpt,

Study, 29 Jan 1991, UWAPS CHST 16.1.
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WAYAQ,

Deep Penetration

Munitions

only a OBU-28 (and not a GBU-27) could penetrate It.54 During the last
week, the Abu Ghurayb bunker once again proved impervious to a
OBU-27. Given the strength of these bunkers, the Black Hole had mason
to think that they might -hold. senior Iraqi leaders, even Saddamn.
Although Saddam's death was a bonus hoped for rather than a necessity
planned, Coalition aircraft attaked areaoctdwthimfmte

beginning to the end of the campaign."
Most'leadership targets were In Baghdad and off limits for at least
a week after Al Firdos, but several Ilike the bunkers at North 'Iaji and
Abu Ohunayb were outside the city. While Intelligence had pinpointed
a large residence at Abu Ohurayb as S~addam's, CswrAF bombed other
residences whose connection with Saddamn wus only suspected. Late In
the war, for example, F-1l?. bombed a suspected residence across the
1TSgris from the''l-hJi1 complex,- early Inthe war they bombed another one
at Abu Al Jahish farther up the Tigris, five miles north of the Bayji
torefnery,11
Even momnumerosad elusive than Saddam's fixed residences
werehisconerene vhices.In the I 98s Iraq had purchased twentyformotor homes (or "recreational vehicles") from an American companyt the Bluebird Waniderlodge Company. On at least one occasion he
had put his staff on board this fleet and taken them Into the desert for a
conference away from normal distractions. One week into the air campaign, Saddam, appeared on American television from Inside one of the
conference vehicles. Toward the end of the war, American Intelligence
discovered a Blueb~rd Wan~lerlodge at a motor pool near Qaim in western
Iraq. Before da%%n on 22 February, a pair of F-Il IFs fresh from
"'plinking" tanks in the KTO, flew north to Qaimn and used 500-pound
laser-guided bombs to plink the Bluebird (which the Americans usually
referred to as a command "Winnebago," the name of a more famous

""(S)Itoe possible exoeptlon inBaghdad was the bunker under the Now Pruaidential
Palace. Steel beams In the roof of the building could knock a OBU-27 off cours before
Itcould reach the bunker, but a bomb entering through a side portico might penetrat

See memo, Checkmate to

cENTAWixx (Black Hole), subj: Baghdad New Preaidential
Palace, 242300Z Feb 1991, awAps cfrsr 14-35.

"on the relationshIp between CzNTAF plmnnins and the possible death of Saddam,

see the OWAPN Planning report
56(S) Cont His Rpts.s 37 FW(P), AFI4RA.
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recreational vehicle). Meanwhile, another pair of F-Il iFs with 2,000-

pound laser-guided bombs attacked a nearby command bunker."~
Whatever damage thes scattered attack on places associated with
Saddam achieved, his survival as well as the survival of his regime put
a premium on severing communications between the regime and its
foawes-particularly ground force in the KmT and mobile Scud launchers.

CsNTAp planners assumed that Saddamn and his senior subordinate. spent
most of fteir time in Baghdad;, possibly they moved from house to house
inresidential neighborhoods where American bombs never fell. Although
CaNTAP bombed-key nodes Inthe national telephone system at the outset
of the war, the fact that the Iraqis rhad little use of radio communicatdons indicated that they were probably still using land lines, however
cumbersome the switching, and routing of calls.ft (deletedl,"

Bombing the Rasheed Hotel remained out of the question, but the
Black Hole continued to hope for permission to bomb other Baghdad
targets. For a"ot aweek after Al Firdos, Schwarzkopf made Itplain that
ho would not (or could not) approve most targts Indowntown Baghdad.
Except for a couple of strikes on the city's militMr airfields, F-I 17s
attacks stayed outside the city limits. Black Hole planners even quit
"akngfor permission to bomb downtown tatlets, while their Checkmate
allies did what they could

"~(S) Maps, 48 wpw w muwrA, subj: Misrp, rminon 346748SA, 220645Z feb 1991;

m~sson 3461-.62A. 22065OZ Feb 1991,both inOWAM Databus. See also (S/NI') memo,

Jams LCSwanson, Defense Technology Seowty Adminiltaton, to Deputy Under
Secretary of Def&ns for Trlade Security Policy, 29 Jan 1991, OWAPS CHSr 15-17;
(S/NP) Pas, no Robins to SI0 DtA, subJ: Possible UK of US Built Ntotorhonn by
1.1dma Hussain and Iraqi Gleneral StW, 270456Z Jan 1991, OWAPS cMI? 15-28;
(5) Wats, Toot Scott Saluda, CENAF TACC, 22 Feb 1991, APHRA.
SIluch a supposition proved correct, because as soon as the war against the Coalition
was over the Iraqis extensively use their radios In putting down the Shite and Kurdish
rebellions.
"N(S) Memo, Checkmate to Black Hole (CENAP/XX), subj: Al Kut and Al Burah
Cable Communications Nodes, 21160OZ Feb 1991, awAPI cmis 14-44; (S) meamo,
Checkmate to Black Hole, aubj: Proposed C3 Targets, 232246Z Feb 1991, OWAPS CHIT

14-38; (S)m=mo, Chsckmatte to Black Hole, subj: Eastern C3 Weakness, 262100Z Feb
1991, OWAPS CHIT 14-30.

U*(
5 ) lntvw, Wayne Thompson, oWA'S, with IACol David A.Deptula, Pentagon, 26
Aug 1991.
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On the moming of 15 February, when Warden learned that no
F- 17s would attack Baghdad that night for the first time since the beginning of the war, he took his objections to Secretary of the Air Force
Donald Rice; Warden also sent a subordinate to convey his complaint to
Cheney's staff. Four days later, Rice brought Cheney into ( heckmate for
the third time since the beginning of the air campaign. Warden L-ued
"infavor of striking internal security facilities in Baghdad with F-117s and

Tomahawk cruise missiles. [DELETED],"
Deptula then drafted a request for permission to attack six targets in
Baghdad: dhe regional headquarters of the Iraqi Intelligence Service
(possibly the new national headquarters of this service, the regime's
principal agency for controlling its dissidents through informants, surveillance, and torture), the headquarters of the Special Security Service (the
uardians of Iraq's leaders), that of the Ministry of Strategic Industry and
Planning (responsible -for nuclear, biological and chemical weapons
development), the suspected new operating location of the Ministry of
Defense in a building adjacent to the Ministry of Petroleum, the Republican Guard headquarters, and the headquarters of the Ministry of Mii.-;i
Industry. Deptula argued that destruction of these targets might "f6.t
cripple the Saddam regime such that even with cessation of hostilities he
may become impotent and subject to replacement."'
Schwarzkopf approved the first twu targets on CENTAF's list and for
a time approved the Republican Guard headquarters as well. The Black
Hole made the most of this opportunity by scheduling relatively heavy F117 raids against the available targets. The Special Security Service and
the Iraqi Intelligence Service regional headquarters would suffer more
than the one or two bombs dropped in earlier raids. Only after the war
would the U.S. learn that Iraq kept its American prisoners in the
Intelligence Service's regional headquarters; fortunately, none were hurt
in the attack. Schwarzkopf canceled a strike on Republican Guard
headquarters after a squabble within the American intelligence community

".S) Thompson notr. 15, 19 and 21 Feb 1991.
"Draft memo, LU Col Deptula for LA Clen Homer

to Gen Schwarzkopf, subj: Air

Stategy, 21 Feb 1991, CWAPS SH Dnptu(a 19C.
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about whether that headquarters had moved or whether it had already
been bombed. [DELETED].'"
In the face of these objections to target nom'nations of 21 February,
the Black Hole took a different approach. Instead of placing priority on
the regime itself, the Black Hole recommended bombing three notorious
symbols of the regime: Bath Paty' Headquarters. an enormous statue of
Saddam more than 60 feet tall, and an even more enormous pair of
victory arches commemorating the Iran-Iraq War; the last were massive
bronze. magnifications of Saddam's forearms, holding 'swords which
crossed some 150 feet above a broad avenue. Schwarzkopf liked all three
targets, and he was especially enthusiastic about bombing Saddam's
statue. But targeting the statue and the arches ran into objections from
army lawyers both in Riyadh and in Washington."
Military lawyers performed two important services for the air
campaign: they helped the campaign to conform with international law

O(S) Thompson notes, 22.24 Feb 1991; (S) Cant Hist Rpts, 37 FW(P). 17-23 Feb
1991, 24 Feb - 2 Mar 1991, APHRA; memo. It Cmdr aonzailz to Brig Cen alosson, subj:
TLAM Tasking Agninst Ministry of Petroleum, 25 Feb 1991, OWAPS RH Deptula 19C.
"The Black Hole's target recomntendations to Schwarzkopf for this period arm in
GWAnS 1H Deptula 19C. On Schwarzkoprs views, see his Hero, asp pp 457 and 468.

On the statue, se the Checkmate target file, aWAPS CIT 390. On the victory arches, see
Samir al-K7ul4,
e Mosnmei: Art, Vulgarfty and Respoaibility In Iraq (Berkeley,
1991).
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and they helped to prevent excessive restrictions based upon misreadings
of international law. But when Black Hole planners had proposed an
attack on Saddam's monuments earlier in Desert Storm, an Air Force
lawyer at Tactical Air Command headquarters had objected to bombing
such targets as cultural monuments. Throughout the war, CENTAF had
scrupulously avoided genuine cultural monuments like #.he ziggurat at
Ur--even when the Iraqis parked fighter aircraft nearby to •-fin proicdio.
But to regard Saddam's propaganda syibols as "culturJa monuments"
was akin to regarding Hitler's Nuremberg parade grounds in a similaw
light. CENWAF was certainly correct to believe that Saddam's propaganda
symbols were legitimate targets.65

Military lawyers felt
Saddam's propaganda
symbols were
protected by
International law as
"cultural monuments."1

While Tactical Air Command's legal advice was simply wrong on
this matter, Army lawyers confused matters by raising objections which
had little to do with the legality of targets. They wished to minimize
bombing in Baghdad to avoid further incidents like Al Firdos. They
argued that a psychological target like Saddam's statue might have contributed to the Coalition air campaign early in the war, but with the conflict nearly over such attacks carried unnecessary risks. Whatever the

65(S) Thompson

notes, 9 Feb 1991.
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merits of the lawyers' arguments, their special position gave legal weight
to their views. When military lawyers advise against action for whatever
reason, politicians and generals tend to think in terms of legality. On
25 Februaryafter approving raids on the statue and arches, Powell asked
Schwarikopf ito hold up on- the-utikes; -they were niever again approved
as targests' After the war Hrtr remained tinder fth misconception that
the strike on Saddiii's statu had breen prohibited by International law.0

An Air Paroie lawyert lnvashington sutageoted that ciN'Ap's recomfibendation-of saddamit stat, as -a targel demonstrated the need for more
thorough legail sncreening of targetst" Such conclusions condoned rather
than correctud the jAir*&
capig' failure to conduct psychological
operations, Ajaina Baghdad. While dropping leaftets in thie rmi had

stimulated desertions, Schwa-akopf's staff vetoed dropping leafets on
Baghdad-whete they might encourage rebellion against Saddam's regime.
CmaNT-QM's iitiol was- a mixiture of 'deference tq perceived Saudi
Uneasiness about seeking -democratic upheaval in the Arab world along
with thepotilon that efic~uraging the collapse of an enemy government at
war was softhow 11l16al"
CHNTAF's three symbolic targets In Baghdad boiled down to one,
Ba~th Party Headuafterl only lightly damaged by Tomahawk warheads
on the campaign's first night and hit again by F- 17s In mid-February.
Ithe Black Hole planned the biggest P-I 17 raid of the war against this
single target, thirty-two P-1 17a over the night of 25-26 February. But the
weather again failed to cooperate. For the first time in the war, it kept
the F-117s from bombing anything for an entire night and reduced their
effort on the following evening to dropping a few bombs outside Baghdad. 7

Bad weather interfered Just as the F- 117 wing was transitloning into
its surge schedule. In place of a normal schedule of three nighttime
waves of ten sorties each, the wing had aimed to send two waves of
"Schwsnkopf, Hero, pp 457 and 468.
NAk Fomn Timm. 8 Mar 1991.
"SugStdion, JULIA 21335-07500 (0000), NQ USAWJ)ACM,

"6(8)Thompson notes, 24 Feb 199 1.
"7(S) Cont Hid Rpt, 37 PFW(P), 24 Feb - 2 Mar 1991, AFRI4A.
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thirty-two sorties each. 7That meant F- 17s must fly two long six-hour

sorties in a single night. T1c first wave had to finish its work around
midnight so that the wing couild tuen the aircraft-and send diemn back for

a striwe beore dlawn. ''In the en'd. It ýmanaged to" fly ontly one of these
two-wave -ih ýts'before weatlher ended the sug.

F-i17. fninlly irsttmed to Bi,; ad on the night of 27428 February.
Byten
he roud wr's rapId'prgesignaled that a cbase-kie could
come
at a ~lytieTheOFill WIing fle a three-wave schedule, with a
beefed-up fIrst wave of twenty aircraft; after announcement. of the
Ipendn ceefrtetIr
wave was cancelled. h lakHl
reduced the size Ofthe raid7on Bat Party Headquaters to conform to
-pressing
sorties available for. other
MaWe-04l7
to
"thisschedurleand
Athee)
an two trasot aircraft- at 46gh $I'Muthen Alffield-(plan-

ners ,suspectod taSaammight ttry to leave Baghdad). StlCsN'rF
sent sixteen V-1-17s: which did considerable damage to the Ba*th Party
Headquarter. Ibis afttk also demolished a statue in froat of the building--a statue possibly of Saddam, but probably of a Bath Party founder.
By this time, cENTAF planners were happy just to eliminate any symbol
of the regime.'"

Conclusion
'The air ciampaign had begun only six weeks earlier in front of a
worldwide television audience fascinasted by the bombing of Baghdad.
When the last bombs fell on one of the original Baghdad targets, the
television audience had moved on to the ground war In Kuwait and
southern Iraq. Coalition air forces had long since led the shift in focus
to the XTm, but continued efforts in central and northern Iraq by a few
aircraft, including the exceptionally capable F-1I17s, testified that the
Coalition wanted to do mom than evict Iraqi forces from Kuwait. If the
attacks on Saddam's regime and its weapons of mass destruction did not
achieve complete success, they at least worked toward a worthy end-an
Iraq less threatening to Its neighbors and the world's oil supply.

"7(s)Coat Hiat Rpts, 37 FW(P), 17-23 ftb 1991, 24 Feb.-2 Mar 1991, APHRtA.
7111t Slack Hole plainning sheet for doe B&%t
Paony Headquartrs raid are InCOWAPS
SH Deptuls 21D. Bomb-darnage phaoto ame InawAPS ciT 291.
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F-1179 destroy a transport aircraft and small let
suspected to be Saddam's escape from Baghdad.
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6
Air Against Iraq's Ground Forces
The most opaque and controversial -portion of the air campaign
against Iraq was the effort uaganst die enemy's Ormund forms "Mat effort
and continued to the end of the war. Onitrested
begmnon dayone
Coalition hopes that aground camnpaign, itf necessary, would result in few
ground war resulted in CoalitiOn, aual.
Sc~alIes
ln-fick die eventua
ties iftubelow_,the moet o'ptimiatic prewar estimates.: But.-the question
remains as to. the efectiveness of air attacks against Iraqi ground forces
throughout the Kmo. 7This chapter will evaluate the conduct of Coalition
air operations focused against Iraq's field army in the Km before the
ground war began. It is a story that still remains unclear, but this account
hopefully will contribute to an understanding of the larger picture.

Y

In the past, air forces have contributed significantly to destruction of
enemy ground forces and to ground campaigns.' But never has an air
force found itself in the position of "preparing the battlefield" to the
extent that ground commanders counted on air power being able to
achieve a 50-percent level of destruction of the enemy's equipment.
What is remarkable about the prewar period is the alacrity with which
senior army commanders, including Schwarzkopf. assigned air power the
mission of taking Iraqi military forces down by half; what is perhaps
even more surprising was the willingness of air commanders to accept
this charge.

'The application of Allied air power against German ground forces In Normandy is
a case in point. From the opening of that camipailgq with Allied attempts to isolate the
battlefield in northwestern Prance by attacks on the French railroad system to the devestating asstaka on German panzer and infantry forces as they escaped the Fallue pocket,
air power played a crucial role in the Battle of France in summer 1944, Yet, whatever
the similarities between 1944 and 1991, there Is no comparison between the sustained
weight of effort involved in the two campaigns; DMert Storm represented a quantum leap
in technological sophistication and capability in uomparlson to any previous air campaign
against enemy ground forces.
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Although the B-52 was least precise platform of the Coalition

Inventory, POWs suggest it had the greatest Impact on their morale.

In the end, much of the air effort centered on attacking the equip-

ment- of the Iraqi military in the KTO. Air attacks aimed at destroying or
damaging measurable, quantifiable percentages of the Iraqi Army's tanks,
armored personnel carriers, and artillery pieces. Ironically, however,
when the war was over, many Pows would suggest that the B-52s, the

most inaccurate and least precise platform in the Coalition inventory had
had the greaest impact on their morale.2

Thie Iraqi Army: Dispositions and Strategy in the KTO
Earlier, this study suggested the general framework of Iraq's strategy
and Saddam's assessment of his opponents?. For our purposes, we need
to recall that framework to understand Iraqi intentions in deploying their

2See among many others: (S/REL UK) Department of the Army, 513th Military

Intelligence Brigade, Joint Debriefing Center, 'The Gulf Wair An Iraqi General Officers'
Perspective," JDC Rpt #0052, 11 March 1991.
3See Chapter 3.
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ground foresu in the KiO. The Iraqis had followed their invasion of
Kuwait with a move of their Republican Guard formations up to the
frontier into Saudi Arabia. 4 When this attempt to intimidate the Saudis
failed, they then moved to a defensive strategy. The Ropublican Guard
now moved back to form a theater-level reserve, and a flood of reserve
infantry divisions deployed along the Kuwait-Saudi frontier.' The Iraqis
ree-tierod defense, similar to. Soviet doctrinal conceptions
established
and in lire with their expeencs In the Inm-Iraq war. Across the
Kuwati-Saudi frontier and along the Gulf coast they deployed reserve
Infantry divisions.dug into.oytensive defensive. positions consisting of
deep trench lines, mine fields, barbed wire, and even ditches to be fired
with petroleum. [For the disposition of Iraqi forces In the xTo see Map
35.1 Behind these positions lay artillery set to fir at predeermined
ranges. ,Theiniial detensive forces were to tie up and attrit attacking
allied forces, so that Iraqi reserves could mass for major counterattacks.
Immediately behind the infantry divisions were armored and
mechanized divisions of the regular army. Their mission was to launch
immediate counteMrtacks on any breakthroughs by Coalition forces.
Finally, if the Coalition ground troops did claw their way through defenses and counterattacks, the Republican Guard, positioned on the Iraqi side
of Kuwait's northwestern bulge, would launch a devastating counterattack. With the exception of frontline divisions, the Iraqis spread armored
and mechanized counterattack forces over a wide area to make them less
vulnerable to air attack; once the ground campaign began, they believed
that they would have sufficient time to concentrate for the "Mother of all
Battles."

'4anH. Norman Schwarzkopf, ItDoean's Take a Hero, with Peter Petu, (New York,
1992), p 229.

1/bid, p 346.
'(S) aA Drfg, OWApEs, 25 Jun 1992.
7[DmUTDI51
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In assessing the operational picture, the Iraqis calculated that
Coalition commanders haid only three options: an anphibious landing by
the Marines, a drive up the Gulf coast, or an offensive from western
Kuwait up the Wadi al-Batln, But they excluded a wider encircling hook
from the west for a variety of apparently sensible reasons. Finrt, they
recognized the thoroughly inhospitable nature of the desert and assumed
that thir opponents would be equally loath to move through western Iaq.
Secondly, they saw no preparations for such a move before 17 January;
after that date they had other things on their mind.'
[IDELE

,D'[DELETEDIM

Finally, them was one other major deficiency in -the Iraqi deploy-

ments. The forces In the KTo wem under Baghdad's dimrt control and

Sadd'a's deadening hand. Above corps level, there Was no army command charged with defense of Kuwait. Hence, General Headquarters in
Baghdad-firmly under Saddam's thumb-made virtually all operational
decisions. Consequently, even under the best of circumstance,, there
would be substantial delays in transmitting orders out to the field."
Needless to say, the air campaign insured that these were not the best of
circumstances.
It still remains unclear how much force the Iraqis deployed into the
Ko. The paper strength of the Iraqi Army in the region was indeed
impressive. In the KTO the Iraqis emplaced thlity-one infantry divisions,
eight armored, and three mechanized divisions. Based on TO&Es (Tables

of Organization and Equipment), U.S. intelligence assessed Iraqi strength
at approximately 540,000 troops, 4,280 tanks, 2,870 armored personnel
carriers, and 3,t10 artillery tubes.'

e[DELErMD]

O(DELETSD]
'°IDELHTBD]
"IDBLHTED!
"Efven a year afr the war the Department of Derfnse's estimates were stil intiis
rnp, Departmnt of Defense, Conduct of W Persian Gulf War, Fbia Report to Con.
gross (Weshinpton, 1992), pp 113, 356,
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In fact, Iraqi forces in the KTO were far weaker than these intelligence estimates. First, the reserve divisions called up in the summer
never received a full complement of manpower or equipment.1

.1."

(IDBLET

The situation got steadily worseuthe conflict approached. Average
frontline and second echelon divisions deployed severely underpowered;
between then end the outbeak of the" 8gund war they lost mor
manpower to "desertions, AWOnt and csualties."" The Effectiveness
report of this survey estimates that the Iraqi Artay in the KM probably
numbered no more than 36,000 when the war began; after the sustained

bombardment of the air campaip that number appears to have declined
tolapproxiataly 220,000 duto caes;ltles and desertions.16

The equipment situation was hardly more Impressive. In contrast to
the, intelligence estimates quoted above, the Iraqis possessed approximately 30475 tanks, 3,080 armored personnel carrers and 2,475 artillery
pieces In early Docember.' 7 Most Iraqi units that deployed to the KI!D
were short of what their -was called for, (DELETED].1 Consequently,
Iraqi ground forces represented a less formidable opponent than
intelligence assessments indicated. Luckily, the Iraqis themselves appear
to have bjen equally deceived by their undeserved reputation for military
competence and power.
Planning the Air War In the KM
How to attack the concentration of Iraqi military power in the KTO
was the fundamental strutegic and operational problem confronting the
Coalition's high command. In the beginning, air staff planners argued

14[DIU

]M

"(3IDELETIj
16(S) owns Efrocdveness report, Chapers 4 and S.
17
Thls Informaon Is bWsed on U-2 photogmphy. I December 1990 through I Murch
1991 ((S) cA Irfg, aWAn, 25 Jun 1992). No evidence "sist that any substantial
Increments of equipment arived in the ater adfer the begiusing of the air campaign.
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that a strategic air campaign could mitigate the need for and/or the course
of ground operations against Iraq. Instant Thunder plans stressed air
power's ability to attack enemy centers of gravity and its potential to
break the enemy's will without prolonged ground operations.

*

*

P•

Nevertheless, with the exception of a few on the air staff, senior
military and political leaders in Wuhington concluded that there was a
strong likelihood of a ground campingS, if war were to occur. Even more
so, those In Saudi Arabia confronting Iraqi troops deployed In jump off
positions recognized, that enemy ground forces represented an Intractable
and dangerous problem. Homer and Henry had initially focused on the
defensive problem of using air power to attack a major Iraqi incursion
Into Saudi ArablL Both recognized that the crucial warning of an invasion would be deployment of the SA-6s from Kuwait City, Coalition air
would first destroy the Kuwaiti Sector Operations Center, then the missiles, and then the armored spearheads."9 One senses that here there
would have been no effort to fly above enemy antiaircraft; instead A-10s
and F-16s would have gone to low level to attack enemy armored forces
au well as their soft-skinned logistical support. Air losses would have
been much heavier than in Desert Storm, but Iraqi armored forces
bunched in combat array would Indeed have made an inviting target.
By mid-October, the air staff was itself looking closely at Phase HI,
preparing the battlefield.30 Checkmate's early studies predicted that
Coalition air forces could destroy 50 percent of Iraqi tanks, artillery,
trucks, and troops in the KTo in twenty-three days of good weather.2 1 As
hostilities loomed, the ground support portion of air plans continued its
growth. While some retained considerable hope that "strategic" bombing
might persuade Iraq to retreat from Kuwait, a firm understanding also
existed that air operations would move fairly quickly from strategic
targets to Iraqi ground forces if war occurred.
With Phase I now listing the Republican Guard as a strategic target,
and with Phase III, defined as "shaping the battlefield," with 600 sorties
a day to the KTO-not counting A-10s, AV-8s, and B-52s-the assumption

"lgintvw, MajCoJn Larry Henry with owAPs personnel, 28 Aug 1992.
osseo the notes by LU Col Harvey, 16 Oct 1991, GWAPS, CHP 10.
"tCheckmate Brioftnp reporting the results of Its computer modeling inOWAPSCH5H
6 and 8.
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was that air power could greatly reduce the combat power of the Iraqi
Army, if not destroy it. Even postulating that a quarter of the planned
sorties might not find their targets, CENTAW'S air planners calculated that
four to five days of Air attacks would suffice to deproy 50 percent of the
Republican Guard's armor, with 80-100 percent attrition by day nine.
They applied the tame criteria to attacking Iraq's regular army; ten to
twelve days of air attacks would, they believed, produce 50 percent
attrition. Eighteen days of air attacks would take out 80 to 100 percent
of enemy force, Consequently, concentrated, fcu0 *ir power would
wreck Iraqi forces In the KTO. Unfortunately, such assessments were
dangrously optimistic; as we will discuss below, a number ot factors
combined to lower the effectiveness of sir strikes against Iraqi ground

forces.
By early Septembor, with the balanoe between Coalition and Iraqi
ground forces more favorable, Schwarzkopf turned to offensive options.
By mid-month a team of SAMS (School of Advanced Mvilitary Studies, at
Fort Leavenworth) graduates was in Saudi Arabia and examining ground

war options.* Given the forces in theater, they did not have much with
which to play. Their most obvious move was a combination turning
movement and envelopment against the enemy's right flank that floated
exposed out to the west in the desert. But even with surprise, the balance
of forces would result in unacceptable risks. A relatively weak strike into
the Iraqi rear with available forces might not achieve decisive victory; if
it were to become hung up in the Iraqi rear, it would inevitably lose the
ensuing battle of attrition. Without sustained, heavy combat power, a
Coalition envelopment faced the prospect of being destroyed in detail.
In the end, Army planners did move to such a scheme, but only after the
President added a reinforced, heavy corps to the order of battle.P
Given available forces, CENTCOM planners advocated a smaller,
one-corps attack; they suggested an attack straight up the middle, at midpoint along the Kuwalti-Saudi frontier. Coalition ground forces would
drive to the main road junctions north of Kuwait City. There, hopefully,
they would entrap many of Iraq's infantry divisions. Nevertheless, such

"nSchwuzkopf,Hero, p 354.
"UDetailu
of the work of U.e sAMs toarn and the development of the ground plan are
In the (3) CUTrCOM J-3 After-Action Report, 21 Mar 1991, oWA.,S NA 259. See also
Sohwarzkopf, Hero, Chapter 9 for dlicusulon of the development of the ground plan.
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an offensive would attack into the heart of Iraqi defenses and face counterattacks from enemy armored formations3' Such Ain operation risked
heavy casualties, w well as the threat that Iraq would emerge with much
of its army intact and its prestige enhanced.
The final melding of air and ground into a campaign plan for the
MTo res d from briefings In October. On 6 October, cBNTCOM plan-m presented their plan to Schwarzkopf: a one corps operation with the
main emphasis west of Kuwait's southern "elbow." Later that week,
(3losson and Maj. Gen. Johnuton briefed the entire phn, all four phases,
air ss well as ground, in Washington. While U.S. leaders expressed
confidence in air phases. Phase IV, built around a direct assault on Iraqi
position in Kuwait provoked grave concerns. Again on 22-23 October,
Powell and Schwazkopf reviewed options; the CtNC detailed the twocorps envelopment plan that his staff had examined. Powell raised some
logistic doubts, but Vietnam was clearly on his mind." He did prom!je
Schwarzkopf that if it proved necessary to fight, "tell me what you need
to do this. The U.S. military is available to support this operation."
With such support, Schwarzkopf had his planners explore in detail
other alternatives; they focused on the two-corps envelopment. On
6 November, they briefed the proposed operation to Schwarzkopf; he
reiterated his belief that the Republican Guard %as a major target. He
told his planners that the offensive must cut off and destroy them." On
15 November, Glosson briefed the CENTCOM staff on air portions of the
coming war (Phases I-11I). Some Army officers apparently raised concerns that crNTAF had put th,- plan together without ground inputs, but
Glosson noted that the air plan hid met Schwarnkopf's guidance. He
added that he would solicit Army input for Phase TV."

uSchwakopf. Hew' pp 356-57.
"Ibid, p 366.
26
1S) CMM l.
J-5, Afta Action Report, 21 Mar 1991,

UWAM, NA

2.9.

.CS)Ibid.

"x(S) i,•d. See below fr a disusion on th deifies ta Schwarxkps peculiar
oargizglou of pound fwoAS inacmTcOO would iopoe oo rmy-&r totre relaslin
tbo oominS amp&l4
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Planners continued their work throughout December, and new
concerns surfaced. Chief among them was the process of tying the air
campaign to ground operations; them were also worries about bombdamage assessment: could CBNTCOM's intelligence evaluate the combat
status of Iraqi units in Kuwait? Some fixes were easy. When Army
planners calculated that ground forces would need two weeks for
redeployment to the west, air and ground planners quickly agreed that the
air campaign would aim at cloaking this massive flank marVh.2 Other
problems, like bomb-damage assessment, offered no easy solutions.
Schwarzkopf himself could only caution against "over-reliance on force
correlations." He noted that prudent military judgment must be the final
arbiter."

Organizational and Employment Problems
On the organizational side of CENTOM's preparations, there were
factors that influenced the air campaign in the KMIo; thee remained
beyond the control of Homer and his air planners. The most important
may have been Schwarzkopf's decision not to name a ground component
commander. There was, admittedly, an Army component commander (U.
Gen. John Yeosock) and a Marine component commander ([t. Gen.
Walter Boomer), but no senior officer represented the pound forces in
discussions between Schwarzkopf and Homer. Schwarzkopf apparently
aimed at running the ground war himself, in effect becoming the ground
component commander."

"(S) Ibid.
s3(S) Ibid. In his Schwankopf was enthrly eomact.
many mepecu, Dem Stom presents a plcture analoou to the Normandy
maIn
invalsin Interns of the emmnus fores deployed, the complex blter-allied relation, the
vas number of Joint capebilItles deployed and interfaing aid dhe politcal problems t
had to be negoiated between die auc aid td. various capitals of memben of the Clldon. In 1944, n Esenhower wis the Supeme Allied Comninder, glv the compieuities ohis many duties and rosonmibilites, he appointed a groAund compoes commander,
Field Marshal Bernad Monomery, even thoush dugt involved pOacing Bradley's wamy
gmup dircl"y under Montgomery's command for the (I two manths of the invasion.
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Schwarzkopf's decision had important consequences in the Army's
attitude toward the conduct of the air campaign.u For justifiable reasons
and with his authority as CINC, Schwarzkopf determined that the air effort
in the KTO would emphasizn the destruction of the Republican Guard."3
Unfortunately, he never appears to have communicated his priorities for
the air campaign to field commanders. As a result, they watched the air
force seemingly ignore their target nominations.' 4 Moreover, for most of
the war Schwarzkopf short-circuited his targeting board's recom.
mendations, while telling Homer and Glosson directly what they should
strike in the KIr. The result, unfortunately, was considerable, and needless, misunderstanding between army and air force.
There were also organizational weaknesses within the planning
system. Up to December, the Black Hole had concentrated on taking Iraq
apart at the highest level and at removing the Iraqi threat to peace and
stability in the Middle East. The focus of that planning effort was, thus,
almost exclusively on the first phase of tie air campaign. In December,
in his reoranization of CEmTAiP, Homer folded into the Black Hole, the
planning group responsible for the daily flying training ATO and defensive
plans to meet an Iraqi invasion. This new group, mostly drawn from the
Ninth Air Force staff. became responsible for the air war against the KTO.
In no sense was this new section In the Black Hole prepared to
tackle the problems involved in using air power to degrade and destroy
an enemy's ground forces. In fairness, few others in the Air Force were
any better prepared. Without a conceptual framework, the planners in the
Black Hole's KTO cell fell back on racking up targets and reliance on
numerical indices-all unclear from the evidence (BDA)-to determine the

31

2 t Is worth notng that the author's discussions in early September 1991 with a
number of senior offtcem In XVIII Airborne Corps made clear that most of those on that
staff felt that Schwarkoprs failure to name a ground component commander had had a

number of serious eoiequences beyond air force-army cooperation. Some went so far
as to argu that the failure to close off the exits to the Km reflected Schwarzkop!'s
InapaIty to rnm the war from so far in the rar aid with so many disuactions.
33

Schwarzkopt's ¢ontiuing and consistent emphasis on the Republican Guard as the
priarwy knogt for the air campaign in the KTO appears ross virtually all of the OWAPS

interviews with the senior planners of the air war. It is also in the TACC Logs and in all
of the Mater Atlak Plans for the war.
'
laffected the Marines less, since they had direct access to their own air
-rm'
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progress of the air campaign. Without any %:onceptionof using air power
as a rapier to remove surgically the opponent's brain-or stomach-the only
possible employment became that of a sledge hammer. In the end, Hornor was indeed corrmet to characterize the air effort in the K'TO as "pounding a tethered goat."
Two other factors conspired to make the air assault in the KTO more
difficult. The first was the decision to move the attack levels of Coalition
aircraft to altitudes above enemy antiaircraft artillery (AAA) defenses. By
so doing, especially after allied SEAD attacks gutted Iraq's SAM defenses,
the Coalition could continue its air campaign with minimal losses. The
political and morale gain to the allied forces was enormous.
On the other hand, bombing: above AA had a substantial negative
impact on employment of most conventional nonprecision weapons. For
A-10s, the higher altitude made the 30-mm gatling gun, a most effective
anti-tank weapon-firing depleted uranium rounds-considerably less
effective. Even more serious was the loss of accuracy that bombing at
medium-level altitudes with nonprecision weapons caused a number of
sophisticated platforms. Unfortunately, because of this altitude change,
the nonprecision munitions expended by F-16s and F/A-I 8s were incapable of hitting individual pieces of equipment. Weather exacerbated the
difficulty of using "dumb" bombs from medium altitudes. The percent
of targets obscured by clouds increased from l-to-2 percent to 33 percent,
a more than fifteen-to-one increase. " When weather was bad, these
aircraft had to bomb by radar. In addition, winds at altitude-sometimes
in excess of 100 knots-further degraded bombing accuracy.
There was also a substantial problem in how air force planners in the
Pentagon and theater had estimated air power's effectiveness in attacking
Iraqi ground forces. Numerous estimates and briefings throughout the
prewar period on how air power could destroy the Iraqi Army assumed
that F-16s would use Maverick, anti-tank missiles, or CBU-89s against
tanks and other equipment. CEN'AF's mid-November "Theater Air
Campaign," for example, had calculated that a four-ship of F-16s,
carrying eight Mavericks or sixteen CBU-89s would destroy three tanks.37
35(DELBtio]
36owAn

Specs report Chapr 7. p 25.

3r(S) cBrAa, •Fmr Air Campaign," Brfg, Nov 1990. OWANP, C1c 19-17.
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Unfortunately. the Maverick has never been the weapon of choice by
the F-16 community; few of its pilots had traiued with or used the
weapon in peacetime training, while cockpit instrumentation was far from
optimal for the utilization of the Maverick. Consequently, hardly any
F-16 sorties against the Republican Guard or Iraqi Army units used the
missile. Durinsthe war, tmost8,700 F-16 sorties dropped dumb bombs;
fewer than 130 expended Mavericks. F-16s did deliver large numbers of
cius aid Rockeyes-.ome 12M
and 3,600 respectively.N But the
release altitudes used were tyrically so high-8,000.12,000 feet above the
ground-that most of these munitions were not effective. For example, the
canister and fuse combinations for the CBU-2/58/57 "performed poorly
throughout the war with _excessively high dud rates."X Particularly
against dug-in Iraqi armor, the preferred P.16 munition was the CBU-87
combined-ffects munition (cam). But cBNTAp's restrictions on the use
of this munition in the middle of,the war-a sensible decision in view of
the heavy -fighting that might have occurred during the ground warlimited its employment as well. As a result, for much of the air campaign P-16s were attacking Iraqi armor and artillery in the KTO with
dumb bombs from altitudes at which they had little hope of hitting their
targets-a situation not foreseen by air planners in either Washington or
Riyadh.
Counting and Miscounting the Results
CrNTCOM's commanders, air as well as ground, saw attrition of this
force as a prerequisite for a successful ground campaign. Knocking out
tanks, however, represented only one criteria. As suggested above, there
were disconnects between Schwarzkopf and his ground commanders as
to what they wanted air power to do. Finally, there was seen to be an
almost endless argument about bomb-damage assessment-the counting of
destroyed tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery. The result was
a confusing, contentious, and seemingly unending argument over the
performance of air power in, to use the army term, "preparing the battlefield."
What did Schwarzkopf expect air power to ccomplish? Here the
50-percent attrition goal set for air power in operational plans raises its
3

8OWAPS Missions Dramb,

Apt 1993.

*'TactWcsi Analysis Bulletin, 91-2, Jul 1991, p 4-13.
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head. How Coalition air power would achieve the "fifty percent solution"
or even what it meant, became issues still exercising inter-service relations. It is still not clear, for example, how Schwarzkopf, himself, evaluthe battle damage assessments he received. From 16 January (D-1),
ARCENI's J-2 briefed the CBNTCOM staff on estimates of tanks, armored
personnel carders, and'artillery pieces remaininS in theater. One observer
noted that Schwarzkopf had elected to focus on using air power to inflict
arouad S0-percenat equipmentattrition (armor, artillery, etc) as early as
August 1990; he did not concern himself with more esoteric, aggregate
measures such as combat power or potentiui. Homer, on the other hand,
has stated that neither he nor Schwarikopf placed much faith in battle
damage reports of such attrition once the war started. Rather he suggests
the aNc brought his own estimate of the situation to bear in calculating
enemy poteotlal;dan4 Schwarzkopf's estimate generally placed more
reliance on the number of air strikes against Iraqi units as the primary
indicator of enem.' effectiveness rather than the damage reported. For his
part, Homer resolved to stay out of bomb-damage assessment (EDA)
fights altogether. Since BDA against the Iraqi field army was an army
concern, he expected the army to address the problem.4 '
But the lack of agreement on how to calculate BDA caused endless
problems, not the least of which was the divergence between air force
targeting and army BDA. Many Coalition sorties attacked truck convoys,
ammunition dumps, and other targets in the enemy's supply network.
How should one evaluate such sorties? What did their IDA mean in
terms of a future ground war? These were vexing problems with which
commanders had to wrestle but could never fully solve. Ultimately, it
was the assessments imposed by Schwarzkopf that ended much of the
arsument on IDA.
Throughout the air campaign, the Republican Guard and its attrition
remained central in Schwarzkopf's thinking. As the air war unfolded and
Coalition air forces expended increasing ordnance on these divisions, EDA
estimates caused increasing controversy within CHNTCOM. On 29 January,
Schwarzkopf noted a lack of BDA regarding these formations; he was
apparently concerned that such stringent reporting criteria existed that

S4Coi Gry Ware, oWAmS intvw (by telephane), 26 Feb 1992.
"(S) lntvw, Perry Jamison, Rich Davis, sad Barry Barlow with U Gen Charles R
Homer, 4 Mar 1992, Shaw Air FPoe Bae, owAPs, NA 322.
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only vehicles on their backs like "dead cockroaches" would count as
kills."2 Two days later, in reply to this rebuke, Yeosock confirmed in a
briefing to the CEN1cOM staff that the Republican Guard divisions re-

manned at.99 percent strength. 45

The Army estimate, however, did not go unchallenged, since well
over 300 sorties byP-16s and twenty-four B-52 sorties alone had attacked
these units per day in the war's first two weeksW" c r,4AF soon discovered.that Yeosock's staff had only counted A-10 mission reports in
calculating bombdaMage assessment. Again this reliance on hard numbers caused problems for CmrrAP planners; the targeting strategy did,
after all, aim at degrading enemy unit effectiveneas, without necessarily
always destroying enemy assets physically. Homer's air interdiction
instructions, for example, issued each day as part of the "Air Guidance
Letter," called on friendly forces to "delay and attrit rqi forces (focusing
on the Republican Guard) by concentrating ... attacks against POL supply
vehicles, water supply vehicles, and other portions or other logistics
supporting Iraqi forces."", ARCENT's system and methodology were
neither prepared nor interested in evaluating the results of such sorties.
With ARCENT's numbers under close scrutiny, estimates by the
national Intelligence agencies complicated the situation. CIA and DIA,
working independently as well as together, produced assessments differing markedly from CBNTCOM's. Working strictly from national collection
systems (often degraded by weather conditions In the theater and without
access to video BDA films), they consistently credited Iraqi forces with
greater strength and Coalition air power with less effectiveness than did
estimates on the scene. Their estimates raised fears that, as in past wars,
inflatedl BDA claims would lead to substantial miscalculations of the
enemy's strength. On 12 February for example, CENTCOM reported 25

42U

Col Lewls, HQ/USAPWrXPPF, No•': 'Close Air Support in Desert Storm."

"41bid.
'Ibid. Lewis confirmed to LA Col Rich King via telephone that the original version
of this background paper had omitted the words "per day."
" c(OMUSCENrAF, Air Guidance Letter, flied in "Daily Planning Materials," Box
3. Folder 3, in Black Hole materials, OWAMa.
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percent of Iraq's in-theater armnor as destroyed; DIA's estimate stood at 10

Yet, inthe final analysis, much of the beau counting entirely missed
the -point. The numb~er of tanks, vehicles, trucks, and artillery pieces
destoyed did sWt determine whether the UIrq Army would fight or even
how well it would fight. Its battlefield effectiveness would depend on the
state Iof -mind ofbIraqi -soldiers and. their officers, Consequently, the
impact of the air war depended, to :a gret extent, on psychological
imponderables,- and -such,unce,rtainties, are not congenia~lto staff officers
or to thos statistical managers that have so bedeviled American military
and Itliecaenisover the paut tweinty years.
Air -Operations In the Km~ Before the Ground War
With the onset of the air va~npalgn Coalition air forces also
embarked onvtheir great effort to "prepare th battlefield." Their contribution would be both direct and Indirect. 'Schwwaropf hid forbidden any
moves that might give away the deploymnent of Coalition ground forces
out into the western deserts In preparation of what he later termed the
"Hall Mary -Plan."47 The move to the west now began on 17 January.
It succeeded without the Iraqis ever picking up the slightest hint of what
was unfolding. Of all the air campaign's contributions to the allied
victory on the ground, this was one of the most important. When the
ground offensive broke on the Iraqis, it caught them completely by aurprise as to direction and Intent. 4
The second major contribution was that of tactical airlift in the
redeployment of XVIII Airborne Corps and VII Corps to the west. The
46

Paper by 7tomnas Kesney, "Study of Two Target Sits."
ame of course prone to overtatement, sand In this case Schwarzkopf
Indulged himself. The mnovemnent to the west, followed by the sweeping envelopmient of
Iraqi form, refleclt doth stmangtha of US and Coalition reilitary fowne: their logistical
sophdcalonconsatetiyderided by the millitary reformers Inthe 1980s, their capacity
to amanver, their flexibility, and above all the advantage that air power provided, unmely
the ability to operat Inan environment Inwhich they never cams under the observation
of their opponent, much less his atack.
4 And Whs was due to the fact that Coalition dlspcotitons before the war confituned
Irqi coahaaurpio tha an alied attack would eoui from the directions suggested above.
MAftr 17 Jauary they saw nothing.
0wAM Working
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work horse in this was the C-130, performing in much the same fashion
as it had in Vietnam." C-130s flow most of the personnel of XVM

Airborne Corps from. King Fahd to Rafha, a distance of more than 400
miles. The flow into Rafha averaged one lending every seven minutes
for the first thirteen days of the move. After closing XVlII Airborne
Corps, C-130s turned to building up logistic bases and hauling fuel, food,
water, partu/supplies, and ammunition to places such as "Log Base Charie.," a highway strip along the Transarabian pipeline near Rafha."
Similarly, C-1 30s played a crucial role in helping VII Corps and the
Marines shuffle personnel in their redeployments after the beginning of
the air campaign. Moreover, C-130s were a crucial link in the ground
forces' logistiac system; they moved critical parts and items out to the
troops in the desert on demand. Much of the high operationally ready
rates that ground forces enjoyed throughout the period of Desert
Shield/Desert Storm rested on that timely delivery of parts by those
transports. Finally, the C-130s moved approximately 600,000 gallons of
fuel to air force forward operating locations and isolated army logistic
bases.$t

al:

As suggested inChapter 3, Schwarzkopf began exerting considerable
pressure as early as the second week to move the air campaign's
p. was some redunemphasis from the strategic offensive to the KT There
pushing air assets Into
was
already
because
Homer
dancy in this pressure,
striking ground force targets. On the first days of the air war, Air Force
aircraft had flown 381 interdiction/battlefield air interdiction sorties, and
seventy "close air support strikes" (CAs); Mwane air units added an additional forty-six Interdiction sorties and twenty-eight "CAS" sorties as
well."2 Perhaps more importantly, the Master Attack Plan had targeted

"fIe bulk of these C-130s cam from Air Force regular, reserve, and national guard
units, but It Is worthy of note that some Navy, Marine, PAF, and even Korean C.130s
participated in airlift operations within the theater.
*0Brig Gen Edwin B,Tenoso, "A COMALF Perspective," Speech at Air Force Associ.
aWion Session VII, St. Louis, Missouri, 2 Aug 1991.
$'For a more detailed look at the tactical airlift within the theater see Appendix 4A
of the oWAPS Logistics report
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oWAps Database. The sorties that were reported as CAS during this period were
so only in the deflnitional sense of proximity to the lraql.Sauli border, tey did not
support coalition ground forces engaged with Iraqi units.
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Lrq's strategic reserve, the Republican Guard Divisions for heavy strikes.
Throughout the first three days of the air war, these Republican Guard
divisions, deployed primarily inside Iraq between Jaliba Air Base and the
point where the Il*i.Kuwaitl border turns south, felt the weight of
Coalition air power. [See Map 35 for depiction of the deployment of
Iraqi ground forces in the 'ro.]
Throughout the air war against the Iraqi ground forces, the Km cell
in the Black Hole tAsked allied aircraft to attack targets in "kill boxes."
These boxes were in fact nothing more than grid references on maps.
EAch kill box was thirty miles on a side, and was divided into four
quadrants, each fifteen miles on a side. To find the appropriate kill box,
onw need only to refer the various maps in this chapter that deal with the
Mor,and then the appropdisk, quadrant by alphabetical designation. One
would find quadrant AF6NE by looking first at the top reference grid and
finding AV; then look down the side of the page for 6. Having found the
kill box, NE would then designate the north east quadrant. The need for
kill boxes reflected the fact that there were few, If any, visual points of
reference in the desert. Without physical features, planners had to devise
a method to control and focus air attacks on specific geographic areas,
where intellisence had located Iraqi units. Each one of these kill boxes
represents a considerable amount of real estate.5 3 Map 36 indicates a kill
box superimposed on a map of New York City. The extent of a kill box
is 900 square miles; each quadrant 225 square miles. Unfortunately, the
Iraqi Army had more than five months to dig in and camouflage its
forces; on the basis of experiences in the Iran-Iraq War, it made
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good use of that time. The extent of the theater and the dispersal of Iraqi
forces within kill boxes proved a major problem for aircraft tasked to
attack targets in the KTO.
Although bad weather and the hunt for Scuds delayed Coalition air
strikes on strategic targets, Schwarzkopf remained unswerving in his
insistence that the Republican Guard receive a top priority. Observers in
the Tacticul Air Control Center record that as early as 23 January, Horner, undoubtedly reflecting cINC guidance, stressed the Republican Guard
as a crumcal targlt set."
Even with the Scud hunt in full cry, Homer proclaimed "days" in
"honor" of the Republican Guard Divisions: 27 January, for example, was
"Hawmuuabi Day," In post.brieflng comments on that day, Homer
emphasized Schwarzkopf's resolve to destroy Saddam's elite units and
repeated the CINC's intention to destroy Iraqi morale by physically annihilating one of the Republican Guard divisions.55 According to Homer,
Schwarzkopf still hoped to get Iraqi forces in Kuwait to surrenderCoalition aircraft had dropped more than one million leaflets suggesting
such a course on the KTO on 19 January. But the Republican Guards
were the exception: they were to diel" Even as the Battle for Khafji was
about to unfold, Homer warned his subordinates not to allow that battle
to divert them from the main effort, the Republican Guard."7
Over the course of the first week, nearly 750 Coalition air sorties
went Into the KTO to attack Iraqi ground forces." The major attention
focused on three kill boxes close up on the Iraqi-Kuwaiti frontier. [See
Map 37 for a depiction of the air effort during the first week in the KTo

4HIstorians' Logs, TAcc Notes, 23 Jan 1991, OWAPS,
"I5lbid. 27 Jan 1991.
"I6lbid, 27 Jan 1991. For a summary of the Leaflet drops, see

UIAF, "Persian Gulf
War:. An Air Staff Chronology," p 224. The crucial point here is that deapite the emphasi on the Republican Guard, air attacks failed to attrlt these units as heavily as was the
case with those units of the Iraqi Army closer to the frontier into Saudi Arabia.
"IbiJd, 27 Jan 1991.

3rhew figures are from the owAs Database and ae based on asmion reports
(misrepa) of sorties flown Into the KTO.
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and Map 38 for the second week.] In the second week, there was a
general sharpening of the intensity of attacks-nearly 2,800 sorties attacked the KTO-as well as a refocusing uf the effort." During Week
Two, them was a clear emphasis on the Republican Guard: kill box AF7
containing the Madinah and part of the Hammurabi heavy divisions
received no less than eighty-eight B-52 attacks and 579 P-16 strikes. 0
How much physical damage these attacks imposed on the enemy is
questionable. The majority of F.16 sorties appear to have destroyed little
of the Iraqis' dug-in armor and artillery. But the real significance of such
attacks, particularly B-52 strikes, was that they began a period during
which the Iraqi Army knew that it was under sustained, unremitting
attack, and that it had neither the defenses nor means of retaliation
against its tormentors. Later, when F-111Fs began using GBU-12 500pound laser-guided bombs to attack Iraqi armor, especially in Republican
Guard units, the sudden vulnerability of even T-82s forced Iraqi crews to
cease living in their vehicles, which meant that the readiness for battle of
both crews and equipment inevitably began to break down. Combined
with the psychological pressure from attacks by less accurate attacks from
aircraft like F-17s and B-52s, the combat capability of even the better
Iraqi units began to decline, although precisely how much was never
quantified, either during or after the war.
Mounting pressure from Coalition air power on the Iraqi field army
in the KTO provoked the Iraqis to respond, however, even before the
so-called "tank plinking" began in early February. The Iraqis' initial
response became known as the battle of Khafji. To understand this battle,
one needs to estimate what was occurring "on the other side of the hill.''
Saddam and his senior advisers appear to have believed that operationally
and tactically, their forces would and could absorb a three-to-seven day
air offensive, and then the ground war would begin.' Beginning with

"owAsN

Database.

60 WAps Dazabase. See Map 38.
6'Unfortunately, one of the great differences between the Guf War Air Power Survey
and the U.S. StrateSic Bambing Survey fame Is the lack of access that the former has had

to the enemy's documents. Thus, any asseument for the foreseeable future will lack the
assurance that historians could offer In evaluating Luftwaffe responses, for example, to

allied air power-at leat until Iraqi documents become open.
U(S) CaA Brfl, OWAPS. 25 Jun 1992.
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D-Day those expectations began to fail. The first several days of the air
campaign did not appear to inflict irremediable harm on either Iraq or its
forces in the KTO. In effect, the minimization of collateral damage by
precision-guided munitions may well have misled Saddam as to what was
occurring. Nevertheless, some dangerous warning signs were appearing
by the second week; the first was the sheltervbusting attacks on the Iraqi
Air Force. Secondly, by week two it was apparent that the Scud offensive had not had the desired Impact; the Israelis had stayed out of the
conflict and the Coalition had hung together.P
The third shock, and perhaps the most devastating from an Iraqi
perspective, was an emerging recognition that the Coalition air offensive
was not the prelude to an immediate ground attack, but rather that it
would continue for an indefinite period of time"
Comments by
CENCTOm briefers at the end of January, as well as cm broadcasts to the
world, underlin.,d that the air campaign would continue for the foreseeable future. There was little pressure on Coalition commanders to begin
the ground offensive. That news may finally have awakened Saddam to
the fact that the air offensive could be of Interminable length."
Moreover, by the second week, the darkness that the Coalition's air
offensive had thrown over movements on Its side of the frontier was also
apparent to the Iraqis. In response, they now moved on the ground.
Their operation had two probable alms. At a minimum, Saddam hoped
that the attack would display Iraq's willingness to fight." The Iraqis also
probably hoped that by inflicting significant losses and/or by achieving
a ground victory they would gain a significant propaganda coup. But
their primary aim was to force the Coalition to Initiate ground operations
that would turn the war to what they believed were Iraq's greatest

strengths.6

"3See

Chapter 4 of this report for an analysis of the Scud attacks and their impact

on the Coalition.

"(s)

,iABrfg, OWAPS, 25 Jun 1992.

"(S) Ibid.
"(D&LBED]oneral Sir Peter De La Billlei,
Account of the OuY War (London, 1992), p 252.
67(S) CIA Ohfg, OwAps, 25 Jun 1992.
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Storm CommnA A Personal

In general, the Iraqi attack on KhaoJi was a botched operation from
beginning to end. The Division in the front line was to make the
breakthrough, while another then exploited whatever advantage initial

patrols gaineds" [DELETED]." [DELETED]J.
Three Iraqi probes from the 5th Mech moved out to make contact
with their enemy; all three probes apparently got lost, but one found its
way into Khafji, where Coalition forces eventually destroyed it.7 1 The
morale of none of the attackers was particularly high."
The Coalition initially failed to pick up the significance of the probe

at Khafji; the Saudis had abandoned the town at Schwnrzkopfrs urging

because it lay within range of Iraqi artillery. 7U fact dud it was
Sunoccupied may explain the initial hesitation by allied commanders to the
Iraqi move." But the Coalition possessed such abundant air resources
that continuing the "strategic" campaign, albeit on a reduced scale, hunting for Scuds, and pounding the Republican Guard left Homer with
sufficient sorties to deal with this first, and as It turned out, only Iraqi
attack of the war.
The Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) did not react to the first
warning signs that the Iraqis were moving. That lasted only until Homer
arrived on the scene. Over the night of 30 January, the TACC retasked
more than 140 U.S. tactical aircraft to conduct repeated strikes against the
Iraqis. Air Force and Marine aircraft pounded the Iraqi probes throughout the day and night; where they caught the enemy concentrated, these
strikes were particularly effective.
One of the 5th Mechanized Division's subordinate units, a Tank
Brigade, was especially hard hit; it was traversing its own mine field when

""he 5th Mechanized Infantry Division was considered to be one of the better ones
Inthe Iraqi Army. It had gained an excellent reputation during the Imn-lirq War.
69(S) Plan to Attack Khaf~l Possibly Unknown to Iraqi Troop Participants. This was
part and parcel of the Iraqi approach to war.
S7(S) Exploitation Summary of Morae in Key Iraqi Units.
7I(S) CA Brfg, OWAPS, 25 Jun 1992. Reasons for the Khaf~l Failure.
"•Plan to Attack

ghaQ]i Possibly Unknown to Iraqi Troop Participants.

7SSchwarzkopf, Hero, p 424.
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Coalition air attacks disabled the lead tank, and thereby stalled the entire
unit, strung out in column. When the slaughter was over, little remained
of the brigade. One survivor, a veteran of the Iran-Iraq War, claimed that
all that tdo brigade had endured in the ten years of the war with Iran did
not equal what had happened to the unit in a quarter of an hour in the
demt north of Kharji. The 3d Armored Division never had a chance to
concentrate, so intense were the attacks over its area of responsibility.'
Altogether, the Iraqis appear to have lost substantial number of tanks,
armored personnel carriers, and soldiers in the operation.,
IhafJi did set up jitters on both sides of the line. Many in the TACc
believed that the attack represented a feint-the prelude to larger strikes
that would occur further westL' The Army, not surprisingly, felt that
such attacks would come down the Wadi Al Batin in its area of
responsibility, while the Marines were sure that it would cow along the
Kuwaltl-Saudi elbow." But in fact, the Iraqis had received such devastating blows from the air around KhafjI that they had no intention of moving again; nor did they for the rest of the air war.
At the same time that the attack occurred against Khafji, the Iraqi
navy came out. Using TmC 45s armed with Exocet missiles and Soviet
Osas armed with Styx missiles, the Iraqis may have had some illusions
of supporting the raid on Khafji." It is also possible that Iraqi naval

74(S) CIA
7

ISource

3rf4, OWAPS, 25 Jun 1992.
Debriefing.

"16(SINF)Air Stff Chronology, p 281; and DOD, Report to Ccngresw, vol. 11,
VI-125-126.
777Tee was considerable interest in the TACC Log a to whether dh Republican
Guard wu In the process of concentrating or moving south. The moat likely place for
it to attack would be out of western Kuwait-hence the army worries. Several air force
pilots reported seeing just such movement; their vision was undoubtedly helped by the
request that they had received to look for a movement of the Republican Guard.
74h Marines went to a high state of alert as did the Iraqi Ist Mechanized across
from them, both aides seing the Increasing alert status on the other side as a alp of
impending stack. For the fears over a major Iraqi attack occurring elsewhere see the
TAOC lOg for tde period 30 January - I February.
74The study on
Gulf war naval activity performed by the Center for Naval Analyses
suggests that the Iraqis were attempting to flee to Iran. Given what they were also doing
with their air force that was a distinct possibility. (S)Jeffrey Lutz, at al, "Deient Storm,
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forces, like the air force, were running for Iran. Whatever the case,
Royal Navy Lynx helicopters refueling and rearming off two destroyers
in the northern waters of the Gulf fired twenty-five Sea Skua missiles-of
which apparently eighteen hit.$* Not surprisingly, the United States Navy
also engaged; A-6Es first picked up-the movement into the Gulf. Using
lasert'gulded bombs, the A-6s disabled three boats; throughout the day
A-6s and F/A-I fs struck the Iraqi boats with laser-guided bombs, cannon,
and Rockeye cluster munitions. In the end, Coalition air attacks damaged
eleven Iraqi vessels, two of which managed to reach Iran."
In a less paranoid state than Iraq, the devastating defeat at Khalji,
largely at the hands of Coalition air power, destruction of a quarter of its
navy, and the continuing hammering that Iraq and its military organizations were suffering would have set off alarm bells. Certainly it should
have suggested that all of Iraq's strategic and political assumptions were
invalid. But In the world of Iraqi politics, one can wonder whether
Saddam ever received a complete account of what was transpiring.'
Here, as throughout the crisis and the ensuing war, the nature of the Iraqi
regime ("the Republic of Fear") made it impossible for the regime and its
military commanders to recognize their strategic and operational position.
Week three of the air campaign again saw a significant jump in the
number of sorties attacking the KTo-to more than 3,500.1 [For the distribution of those sorties by kill box see Map 39.] The Republican Guard
positions up along the Iraqi.uwalti border continued to receive
substantial attention. Significantly, however, the intensity of Coalition
attacks along the immediate border areas had moved up several notches.
Part of this was undoubtedly the direct result of KhafJi. and part resulted
from jitters that the Iraqis might launch a bigger offensive while allied
forces were in the middle of their deployment out to the western desert.
But the weight of air effort against the KTO continued to climb as Homer
shifted his resources away from the strategic campaign in central Iraq.

Reconstruction Report, Vol. VI: Andsurface Warfare," Center for Naval Analyses,

Alexandra, VA, p 4-6.
'OE La Billiem, Storm Command, p 254.

"11(S) Lutz, "DwAet Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol. VI," p 4-13.
' 2[DHLUBMD]
"3 WA'

Database.
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The period of early February saw considerable adaptation to the
KTO's changing tactical environment. Difficulties in target recognition in
the faceless desert, even within the kill box system, led to reintroduction
of "fast" forward air controllers (FACs) for F-16s, although this time
called "Killer Scouts.'° The ATO now deployed flights into each box at
designated times; upon arrival, strikers checked in with the ops-equipped
F-16 "Pointer" scouts, who worked geographic areas over time and therefore could identify targets more readily." Helping the accuracy of such
strikes was the fact that the decreasing effectiveness of Iraqi antiaircraft
artillery allowed aircraft like the F-16s and A-lOs to attack from lower
altitudes.
But the crucial development in early February came with the
introduction of precision-guided munition capabilities into the KTO. We
have already quoted Homer's enthusiastic response after viewing the
video of Pave Tiok-equipped P-Il IFs "plinking" tanks." Allocation of
one of the most capable bombing platforms in CBNTAF was a surprising
and innovative decision. It reflected the high priority that Homer was
giving the "preparation of the battlefield" phase. Admittedly, the decision
to use the entire F-11IF fleet for virtually all the rest of the war to attack
enemy armor and artillery removed a crucial platform from the strategic
campaign. The debate may well continue between some in the Air Force
and the Army about the wisdom of this decision, but it revolves around
judgments as to just what were Iraq's centers of gravity. This author's
opinion is that the Republican Guard represented a crucial element of
support-.both in political and military terms-for Saddam's regime. In that
context, allocation of critical "strategic" capabilities made sense, particularly viewed within the context of the necessity for a ground war."
The increasingly effective air campaign into the KTO ctatinued apace
in the fourth week of operations.
[See Map 40 for depiction of

"LA Col Mack A.Welsh, "Day of the Killer Scouts," Air ForceMaoadre,Apr 1993,
pp 68-69. The killer-scout F.16s from the 388th Fighter Wing operated under the call
sign "Pointer," which reflected their primmry task: pointing ground-attack fighters to the
best targets.
NA

"aSeeabove Chapter 4. See also TACC, CC/IO Current Ops Log, 7 Feb 1991, OWAPS,
215.
6See above Chapter 2.
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where the sorties went in the KTO.] Nearly 500 sorties more than the
previous week went into the theater. More than 360 of those were
F-illFs delivering 500-lb. laser-guided bombs against Iraqi armor.'7
During this week, there was less emphasis on border areas where the
army was deploying than had been the case the week before; this may
have represented an effort at deception. The kill boxes close to the Marines continued to attract heavy attention from Marine air, while the
Republican Guard received its usual drubbing, including attention from
F-lllFs. In the southern portion of Kuwait, special operations MC-130s
dropped 15,000-lb. BLU-82 fueVair bombs on Iraqi positions to help
lower the morale of enemy troops.O
At the end of the fourth week, Homer and his planners had
confronted the crucial decision of what to do with the deap strike mission
of the A-10s. By this point in the war, the "Warthogs' were operating
over the Republican Guard kill boxes as well as over the areas immediately adjacent to the Saudi frontier. Late on the morning of 15 February,
the TAcc log recorded that an A-10, badly damaged by a near miss from
an Iraqi SAM, had recovered despite the fact that the missile had blown
the right elevator off, bowed in the right rudder, and perforated the entire
tail area aft of the engines. The fact that the pilot was the commander of
the 354 TPW(P) added special emphasis to the notation in the log."
Before the day was out, CENTAF would lose two more A-10s, this time
shot down by Iraqi missiles." Homer's reaction was immediate; within
two hours of learning that a second A-10 had probably gone down, he
restricted the Warthogs to within twenty nautical miles of the frontier,"
On the next day, Col. David Sawyer, Commander of the 354th and
survivor of the previous day's incident, wrote a detailed summary of the
A-lOs travails to that point in the war. For the first two weeks in the
war, his A-10s had operated at medium-level altitudes in an effort to
minimize potential losses. But even using binoculars, such attack altitudes made it difficult for pilots to identify the targets which they were

"GOWAPs Databae.
%UsciNcTwto Alo 904. subJ: Sitep, 082115Z

"(S)

Feb 91, owAns, css 029,

TACC LoS, 15 Feb 1991, 0920Z.

90(S) Ibid. notation 1323Z and 13=0Z, 15 Feb 1991.
4(S) Ibid. notation 1720Z, 15 Feb 1991,
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attacking, On 31 January, Glosson (as 14th Air Division Commander)
had ordered the Warthogs to move down to 4-7,000 feet unless the
ground threats dictated otherwise. From that point, the success rate for
A-10s climbed significantly, but so did their exposure to enemy antiaircraft defenses. In the two weeks before 31 January, A-10 squadrons had
suffered damage to three of their aircraft; in the two weeks thereafter,
they had six more aircraft damaged and one shot down."
Such losses did not seem insupportable compared with the Vietnam
war or earlier conflicts. But on the 15th, after laying low for a
considerable period of time, the Iraqis fired no less than eight infrared
SAMs at their A-10 tormentors. On returning to Coalition lines with his
damaged aircraft, Sawyer noted a flight of F-16s working over Iraqi
positions just north of the frontier. As he commented to Homer, "A-10s
over the Republican Guards and F-16s in the southern KTO doesn't compute.1'1
From the point of view of aircraft performance and survivability,
Colonel Sawyer had a point. But from the point of view of hitting targets
on the ground, the use of A-los against the Republican Guard had made
sense. However, the use of infrared surface-to-air missiles and the ensuing losses had caused Homer to rethink this approach. Henceforth, A-10os
would only fly along the border. There was some considerable loss in
daytime capabilities, since the F-16s were not capable of hitting Iraqi
ground targets with the accuracy of A-10s and their Mavericks. But at
this point in the war, with F-I I IFs attacking the Republican Guard, it no
longer seemed worth the risk to expose A-0Os and their aircrew to sophisticated enemy air defenses and missiles.
The fifth week-the last without ground combat-saw a continued
upswing of air force and other sorties attacking KTO targets. In fact, the
sortie total reached the highest number flown in the KTO during the entire
war-4,048." (For the distribution of Coalition sorties over the course of
the fifth week see Map 41.3 The Republican Guard was again the major
interest of Coalition air power, but Iraqi positions opposite the Marines
92(S) Letter from Col David A. Sawyer to U Can Charles A. Homer, 16 Feb 1991,
Ref, 1519302 Mos, "Aircraft Losses."
91(S) Ibid.
"4awAps Database.
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also received much attention. What appears to have been a relative
paucity in the number of sorties delivered against kill boxes in the west,
probably reflects Coalition deception efforts and fewer enemy targets.
Air operations during these two weeks represented an intensive effort
to pound the Iraqi Army into the ground. However, there is no consistent
pattern in the Master Attack Plans beyond geographic distribution and
tank "plinking" efforts of F-lllFs. As suggested above, the impression
is of a great effort to bludgeon the enemy into collapse. These air attacks
were already destroying much Iraqi equipment, but it is impossible on the
basis of the video tapes to determine whether the destruction was of
tanks, armored personnel carrikrs, trucks, or artillery pieces. Many enemy
supply dumps went up in smoke under B-52 or other attacks.' In fact
one B-52 strike hit the Adnan Division's logistic site near Basr with
such effect that the secondary explosion was seen and reported by Space
Command." Both the Soviets and Israelis appear to have initially
estimated that someone had fired a nuclear weapon in the theater; the
resulting cloud reached 25,000 feet.
Much of the daytime truck traffic had ceased soon after the
beginning of the war, but there was no coherent or consistent effort to
close down nighttime traffic. JSTARS reported major enemy movements,
and Coalition aircraft, if available, would strike such targets. Overall, the
interdiction effort was not high on most priority lists." By early February, most of the bridges into the theater had been cut as a result of Coali-

95
" Personal

testimony of Lt Col Clint Ancker to the author. Col Ancker was the XO
of the 2d Armored Division's Brigade Forward that filled out lit Infantry Division in
place of Its reserve roundout brigade.
WrACC, CCiDo, Current Ops Log, 28 Jan, OWAPS, NA 215.
""Them was some effort to cut down the Iraqi capacity to move in and out of the
theater, but Coalition commanders estimated that with fAve months to get ready the Izqis
had stockpiled more than enough ammunition and supplies in the theater to last a considerable period of time. They were right.
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tion air attacks." But the Iraqis proved most resourceful, constructing
pontoon bridges and filling in where possible with earth-moving equipment the damage caused by eir attacks.
Still, by 11 February ARCENT showed enemy frontline divisions
below 50 percent; operational reserves at 71 percent; and theater reserves,
the Republican Guard at 82 aercentL However, on the 15th, DIA reasgessed the Tawakaina division at 74 percent; CETrooM's estimate had put
the unit at 48 percent. With the ground war looming, and largely dependent-4t least in terms of cusalties-on the success of the air campaign,
this higher assessment was deeply disturbing. Not surprisingly, it

prompted further controversy. Just prior to the onset of the ground war,
the CiA, skeptical of CENTCOM's claims of 1,700 tanks, 900 armored
personnel carriers, and 1,400 attillery kills took its concerns, which had
been communiated previously to ceTwmC , to the President. The agency could validate only about 500 kills and felt it had no choice but to
surface its concerns prior to G-Day. However, Secretary of Defense
Cheney, having seen the video films of F-ILIF strikes, backed
CETCOM's estinmaes and it is likely that his influence was decisive with
the President to push forward with the offensive.'°
In the end, Schwarzkopf played a crucial role in the assessment
process. While he did not fully agree with all of CENTAP's claims, by
and large he came down on their side. Ultimately, it was not the amount
of damage to Iraqi military equipment that mattered, but rather the damage done to the minds of the Iraqi soldiers. And so Schwarzkopf determined how CENTCOM would assess the strength of each individual Iraqi
unit; his criteria were as much subjective as objective. However, as the
ground war would prove, his estimates were closer to the mark in estimating Iraqi fighting power than were those based on various "objective"
measures.

"tOWAPSChronology, The War, Vol. II,p 31
"tLACol Lewis, "Close Air Support in Desert Storm."
tOLewis, "Close Air Support in Desert Storm."
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Final Arguments with the Corps Commanders
Between 20 February and D-Day (24 February) there was another
and mercifully final controversy over the employment of air in preparing
the battlefield. Army corps commanders complained uas before, but more
urgently, that insufficient sorties were attacking Iraqi frontline divisions.
With the so-called "braching operatlon".-breaking though Iraqi mine
fields and defensive positions while under fire-soon to occur, ground
commanir wanted maximum firepower concentrated on targets immediately next to them. Schwawzkopf, on the other band, was till directing
Homer to atack the Republican Guard. Since few ground commanders
were privy to the cmc's guidance, ground commanders blamed the air
force for fing to strike their target nominations. 7b make matters
thoroughly tsty, cm•NrAF planners often found army target nominations
out of date or of low priority. The result was that Coalition air power
often failed to strike targets nominated by ground commanders: after the
war, corps commanders criticized the air force by claiming that the
ground forces had nominated more than 2,000 targets, and air had attacked only 300 (15 percent).""
Throughout February, battlefield preparation was the principal
mission of Coalition air forces. By 20 February, when corps commanders
became most concerned, the air effort was pouring into the MTO, primarily
against armor, artillery, and armored personnel carrien. On 23 February,
the AmO tasked 89 percent of all sorties against the Iraqi Army and Republican Guard. BDA calculations, while not matching earlier predictions
of annihilation, or even reaching 50 percent criterion, were nonetheless
impressive. By 22 February, Checkmate reported twenty-two of Iraq's
forty-three divisions at less than 75 percent; of these, eleven were less
than 50 percent effective, including Iraqi frontline divisions closest to VII
Corps' area of operation."U Of the Republican Guard divisions, only two,
in Baghdad, were fully intact; the rest varied in effectiveness between 55
and 88 percent.'0
Whatever the actual effectiveness of the Iraqi Army on G-day,
Coalition ground forces did not suffer from lack of air support. As G-day
0t1ibid.

"OPoInt PfxW. Cwckmate Stmetqc Auummnt, 22 Feb; Checkmate File CC.35.
t031bid.
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approached, Homer ordered his aircrews to press attacks home at lower
altitudes, even with an accompanying higher risk. The cumulative effects
of the bombing reduced the food, water, and ammunition distributed to
enemy frontline forces; most POWs asked for food from their captors."
[For the total strikes and the total strikes by selected airframes, see Maps
42, 43. 44, 45, and 46.] The air campaign planners termed the result not
"battlefield preparation, but battlefield destruction."1o5 But at CEN'rCOM
disagreement continued over how to shape the target list and score (BDA
again) what had been attacked.
One such misunderstanding occurred regarding targeting. Both Lt.
Gen. Walter Boomer of the Marines, and LA. Gen. Frederick Franks, of
te Army, noted after the war that it was artillery pieces they needed air
power to destroy, not tanks.' Marine ground commanders in particular
feared Iraqi artillery, because It outranged Coalition guns and threatened
breaching operations. Just prior to G-day, however, VII Corps requested
that two Iraqi divisions credited with greater than 50 percent
effectiveness, the 47th and 26th Infantry Divisions, receive additional air
strikes. The 47th was a particularly urgent target, as it apparently possessed more than 200 artillery pieces in its divisional park-the standard
Iraqi division had seventy-two-and was in a position to fire against either
the Egyptians or VII Corps. Over the night of 22 February, CENTAF
diverted the F-II1Fs from the Republican Guard, to the 47th. The
F-111Ps claimed more than 100 artillery pieces destroyed, yet ARCENT
had not credited the kills by the start of the ground war.' 0 Thirty-six

1°4See the next chapter

for a detailed examination of this point.

l0°"Plnnlnig

and Execu•ti• the Air Campaign againt IrlMa: An Interview with Brig
Gen Buster Gloaon," 6 Mar 1991. On 29 Jan, Col Deptula had posted a sign inthe
Black Hole which read, "We are not preparing the battlefield, we are destrying It!"
Richard P. Hellion, Mom, Ovwr Irq. Air PowerAnd The GuV War, (Washington. 1992),
p 209.
106Intvw. LA Can Walter Boomer with oWAPS personnel (Thomas Keaney, Wayne
Thompson, and Eliot Cohen), 18 Feb 1992.
10Iswis, "Close Air Support in Desert Storm."
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hours later, however, as VII Corps undertook its breaching operation, an
operation designed to allow its armor to drive into the flank and rear of
Iraqi forces, enemy artillery remained silent.'O
In the last days before the ground war, Checkmate planners urged
CBNTAF to reexamine the allocation of air effort between the strategic
portion of the air campaign and the KTO. Warden argued that the strate.
gic bombing campaign should be intensified to avoid a ground war
entirely.'
But this was not to be, and Homer's focus was on doing
everything possible to ensure that Coalition casualties during the ground
cmnpaign would be minimal. Any serious "diversion" from this tasking
was unthinkable and would have intensified an already difficult situation
between Homer and ARCBNT'S subordinate commanders.
Conclusion
By 24 February, as the diplomatic pas de deux between Iraq and the
powers ended, the air campaign had focused on the Iraqi Army for most
of the campaign and with increasing intensity over the past four weeks.
The campaign was an odd mixture of the scientific and the primordial:
from F-lllPs, precisely "plinking" tanks and other Iraqi military
equipment, to B-52s, spreading fear and demoralization from high
altitude. The result was a campaign that is difficult to measure. Neither
air force nor army had developed a methodology for attacking ground
forces from the air, and once this task was undertaken, both discovered
that they lacked the systems or the concepts to evaluate, except in the
loosest fashion, how the campaign was going. It was ironic that Homer
felt compelled to take omne of his most accurate bombing platforms and
task them to attack tanks in order to satisfy stringent BDA criteria for an
overall goal that was itself exceptionally high; at the same time, ground
commanders were clamoring for B-52 strikes, which, because of their
bombing parameters and weaponry, provided sorties with no quantifiable
BDA.

As the ground war began, then, one could find reason for optimism,
for pessimism, certainly for skepticism, regarding the conduct of air
1ra"Conduct of the Persian Gulf War," Vol. !1,p Vii-187.
'09Mags: Checkmate to ctqrA.xx, 18-24 Feb 1991, OWAPI, Checkmate Box 3,

folder 6.
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operations thus far in the war, and what the ground war would bring.
Certainly there were positive signs, from increasing numbers of ,Powsto
the continuing air supremacy enjoyed by the Coalition. Still there were
questions: how effectively had air power attrited the enemy? What was
the psychological state of Iraqi soldiers after the sustained pounding from
the air? How at risk would Coalition ground forces be in their "assault
columns," as they breached Iraqi front lines? Would the anticipated allied
victory be decisive? And most importantly and ominously of all: what
would it cost?

An Iraqi Pow is being Inprocessed into the
101st MP co. Pow camp 80 miles inside Iraq.

Best Available Copy
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The 100-Hour Ground War
Planning for the ground war had begun in earnest in September,
S1990.' lb destroy what many in the intelligence community regarded as
the "battle hardened," highly sophisticated Iraqi ground forces," the Army
brought together a team of graduates from its Command and General
School for Advanced Military Studies. Over succeeding months, that
team played a crucial role in putting together CBNTCOM's plans to desroy
Iraqi ground forces in the K'ro.
Two assumptions forried the core of their eventual plan; both rested
on the success of the ar campaign. The first wU that air power would
allow a massive redeployment of Coalition forces to the west and shield
that nrovement entirely from Iraqi intelligence. The creation of a secure
zone over U.S. ground forces has been a basic task of American air
power since the earliest days of World War Il-one that air force, naval,
and marine aircraft have accomplished over every battlefield on which
American ground forces have fought, since spring 1943 in North Africa.
Still, the hundreds of thousands of troops moving west with tens of
thousands of vehicles and the great supply dumps provided an enormously lucrative target. As one of the several U.S. Army histories of the
war points out:
If an Iraqi pilot had managed to penetrate the airspace over the border
ares during the great shift west, he would have been stunned by the
panorama below. It was "mile after mile of tank transporters, gasoline
tankers, troop and ammunition carriers," while "overhead was the confinuous clatter of C-130 transport planes and cargo helicopters.".. If

'Fronk N. Schubert and Theresa L. Kraus, eds, The Whirlwind War, The United
States Army in OperaIon Desert Shield and Dewsrt Storm, draft manuscript, Center for
Military History, United States Army, p 174.
28eo

Inparticular: US Army Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center, "How They

Fight: Desert Shield Order of Battle Handbook," AIA.DS.2.90, Sep 1990.
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any proof of allied air supremacy were necessary, this was it: "I shudder
to think," an American observer wrote, "what a couple of Iraqi planes
could have done to that column on a strafing and bombing run." Fortu-

nately, as the phrase went, Saddarn Hussein had been "dered."3

But equally important, the Iraqis had not picked up the slightest hint as
to what was occurring on their western flank.' The blow from that
direction would come as a complete surprise to Iraqi commanders at
every level.'
The second assumption on which Army planning rested was that an
air campaign could reduce the enemy's fighting power by 50 percent.6
As suggested in previous chapters, It was remarkable that Army planners
believed that air power could achieve such effectiveness, as well as that
the Air Force would sign up to the task. By 24 February air attacks had
in fact reduced enemy combat effectiveness in many units in the KTO
below that 50-percent criteria, On this bewildered and battered force the
Coalition ground offensive fell.
With defeat at Khafjl, Iraq had the choice of either quitting or
hunkering down and hoping that its ground forces could withstand the
pressure until the beginning of the ground campaign. By mid-February,
however, the destruction of Iraqi units In the KM finally worked its way
into the consciousness of the Iraqi senior leadership. They seem finally
to have recognized that not only might they lose Kuwait, but that they
might also suffer the loss of their entire army In the process. Such a
result would have completely destabilized the Ba'th regime; the threat
created a situation where Saddam finally acted to end the war.7

3Schubert and Kraus, The Whirlwkid War, p 265.
'4DELE'ED].

lt is worth noting that had the Iraqis possessed a few RPvs (nemotely piloted
vehicles) they could have picked up at least some of this movement at no coat to themselves. What they could have done with this knowledge is, of course, another question.
6Schubert and Kraus, 7he WhIrlwkid War, p 179.
7
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(S) CIA Briefing to OWAPS, 25 Jun 1992.

But still, even at that late date, he believed he had cards to play. On
15 February, the Iraqis offered to withdraw from Kuwait; the offer's
conditions, however, made it easy for the Coalition to reject. Among
other things, Iraq demanded the Western Powers withdraw their military
forces from the Middle East and persuade Israel to leave the occupied
territories, while the Gulf states and Saudi Arabia paid off Iraq's war
debts.' The scomrful response underlined the Coalition's determination
to finish the war.
Thereafter, the Iraqis came up with more proposals, none of which,
however, had much relationship to actual conditions. Only at the last
moment, on 21 February, did they finally make a more serious effort to
escape their hopeless position; Soviet diplomats, with Iraqi concurrence,
proposed an immediate ceasefire in return for an unconditional Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait.' It was all too late. Nevertheless, these
diplomatic moves underlined Iraq's desperation to escape with some shred
of reputation, as well as Saddam's continuing disbelief that the U.S.
would actually risk a ground war against his army.10
The U.S. plan on which ground operations rested had evolved into
a highly sophisticated plan based on deception and rapid movementmaneuver warfare In its classic and best sense. Far to the west, XVIII
Airborne Corps was to strike at the Euphrates Valley in a move that the
Iraqis might well interpret as the first stage of an assault on Baghdad.
The primary purpose of XVIII Airborne Corps' move, however, was to
establish a blocking position and to protect the flank of the main drive by
VII Corps. That corps would also swing in from the west to attack the
Republican Guard and the heart of the Iraqi Army.
Further east, 1st Cavalry Division would make a major demonstration up the Wadi al Batin at the onset of ground operations to confirm
Iraqi assumptions that a major attack might develop from that direction.

'Schubert and Kraus, The Whirlwind War, p 282.
9U.S. News and World Report, Trlwmph without Victory, The UnreportedHitory of
the Perslan GuLf War (New York, 1992), p 279.
00) CIA Brfg, OWAPs, 25 Jun 1992.
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Finally, two Marine divisions, reinforced by the Army's 'ngger" Brigade
with MIAls, would push almost due north from Saudi Arabia towards
Kuwait City, while an amphibious task force demonstrated off the coast.
The intention of these various moves was to overload the enemy's command structure by confirming previous assumptions, along with moves
that seemed almost impossible in terms of Iraqi doctrine and experience.
All these drives, except for the main attack by Frank's VII Corps would
begin on D-Day. Here the intention was to force the Iraqis to commit
their operatidnal reserves before the main blow occurred.
CBNMCOM plans expected the support of considerable air assets for the
ground offensive: Interdiction and deep strikes to prevent the Iraqis from
concentrating their forces for counterattacks and close air support strikes
to smooth the Coalition advance. They were not wrong in expecting that
the air forces under Homer would give extensive cooperation. The
CEBNTA Commander made clear at his evening briefing on 24 February
the level of support he expected air units to provide soldiers and marines
on the ground:

There are people's lives depending on our ability to help them, if help
is required. So I want a push put on. I want people fealing compulsion
to hit the target. I do not want fratricide .... But up over the battlefield,
It's time to go to work. Because other people's lives depend on ours.
It's no longer a case of the air just risking their own lives[;] other lives
have to be considered."
On a number of other occasions Homer had emphasized his worries about
fratricide; he expected his pilots to return with their munition loads still

"11(S) Daily Comments of Cen Homer, 1700 Brief, 24 Feb 1991, HQCTAP. Office
of History, 20 Mar 1991. Homer had told his morning briefing, "The pressure today Is
for us to provide support for the maneuvering forces on the Sround. So be alert and
aggresive. I want the close air support to be flown. I'm not pirticularly concerned
about the weather. The Interdiction targets should be flown as possible .... I think the
ground forces will do just exactly what they want to do, and they'll execute superbly.
So make sure that the air is there where they need it, when they need It-that's your job.
No excuse. I don't want to have any weather abort or any of that crap. Get up there
and do the job the best you can." (S) Dai!y Comments of Oen Homer, 0900 Brief, 24 Feb
1991, HQCmNTAF, Office of History, 20 Mar 1991.
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onboard their aircraft rather than drop on targets that might harm friendly
troops." Once G-Day arrived, Homer kept this admonition in place, but
ordered his pilots to take greater risks to support Coalition ground forces.
At 0100 on 24 February the Coalition ground offensive officially
began.' 3 [For the movement of Coalition ground forces up to 0800 hrs,
25 February, see Map 47.] French scouts probed the desert before the
main attack by their 6th Light Armored Division rolled towards the Iraqi
forward-operating air base at As Salman. On the way, the French ran
into a portion of the Iraqi 45th Infantry Divisicn-assessed at 50-percent
effective as a result of air attacks. Gazelle helicopters prepped the Iraqis
and the ensuing battle cost the French two dead and twenty-five wounded.. They captured 2,500 prisoners and left an unknown number of enemy dead on the battlefield.' 4

*
*
*

-Shortlyafter the French, the 101st Airborne launched Its helicopters
to seize forward operating base "Cobra," 110 miles deep in Iraq. Apache
helicopters took the unfortunate Iraqis in the vicinity under fire; then a
mission coordinated through the air liaison officer brought A-10s to
pound Iraqi opposition further. In the end, 340 Iraqis surrendered."
Shortly afte• 1030, the forward base was ready to support the 101 st's
Apache helicopters in further attacks to the north."6 Meanwhile, a massive supply convoy drove forward to establish the logistic infrastructure

"12(S) Ibid. Brfg on 23 Feb 1991. Homet commented: 'The point we must remember
is that our weapons are far more lethal than Anything the Iraqi has in his inventory.
Therefore we must be absolutely sum where we put our munitions, whate, -r role you
play in putting munitions onto a target, that It Is in fact an enemy target. Because we're
better off if we don't drop and let an Iraqi escape by mistake than if we make a mistake
the other way and kill a lot of Coalition forces on the ground."
3The Coalition ground forces had already started to mount cross border raids for
Intelligence purposes well before G-Day on 24 February.
"14Schubert and Kmaus, The Whirlwind War, p 290.
15Bris Gen Robert H. Scales, Jr, Certain Victory. The U.S. Army in the Gut( War,
draft manuscript, Chapter 5, p 5.
1" 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), "After Action Report Operation Desert
Shield/Desert Storm," Command Report, 13 Jun 1991, pp 45.7.
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required for the next move. By noon, 25 February, the 101st was within
forty kilometers of the Euphrates; by late afternoon its Blackhawk helicopters had put troops down on Highway 8, a major highway along the
Euphrates River Valley.
The third and most powerful prong of XVm Airborne Corps, the
2Ath Infantry Division, moved out last. By midnight on the 24th/25th, it
had reached seventy-five miles into Iraq. Its mission was perhaps the
most complex of any confronting divisional size units among Coalition
Pint, it had to form a blocking force to protect full deground form.F
ployment of VII Corps; then it had to catch up with and shield the advance of that neighboring corps and, finally, it would form the last Sate
slammed shut on Iraqi forces in the KTo.
Further east, lst Cavalry Division launched a series of limited probes
near Wadi al Batin to pin down Iraqi forces and persuade the enemy that
the main offensive would occur in this are& So successful was it in this
mission that in the first two days of the war-before it pulled out to
support VII Corps' drive directly-it destroyed elements from five separate
enemy divisions.'

SThe Marines in the east, directly opposite Kuwait, had the shortest
distance to go, but were supposed to face the most significant defensive
obstacles and defenses. Yet, from the first, the Marine advance, in
Schwarzkopf's words, "encountered no impassable mine fields, no wall
of flame, no murderous gas barrage, and very little resistance."" While
its advance did not reach as far as army units on the first day, 2d Marine
Division had captured the enemy's 9th Tank Battalion intact with its
thirty-five T-55s, along with 5,000 men in the first twenty-four hours.
Also, by the end of day one, the 1st Marine Division attacked and captured Al Jaber airfield, while it destroyed twenty-one tanks and captured
3,000 Iraqis.1"
These first advances of XVIII Airborne Corps and the Marines
underlined that Iraqi resistance would crumble at the first push; to wait
until D + I to launch the main attack of VU Corps was to risk the possi-

"17Schubert and Kmus, The Whirlwind War. p 297.
11•chwmrzkopf,

It Doesn't Take a Hero, pp 452-53.

"Ibid. p 300.
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bility that the Marines might push the Iraqis out of Kuwait before the
sledgehammer blow from the west slammed the door shut.' As a result.
Schwarzkopf ordered VII Corps to begin its advance on mid-afternoon,
24 February.2 ' Unfortunately, the ensuing advance was more cautious
than that of the neighboring corps; Franks' troops only reached approximately fifteen- miles into Iraq before going into a Ianger for the night.2
The enemy displayed little capacity to react to them unexpected
blows. "Tactical armored reserves, cripplo by air aftk, failed to coun-

terattack in any coherent fashion. Saddam's Infantry collapsed into
disorganized rabble."25 The Iraqis had believed that the coming ground
battle would quickly degenerate into a static meat grinder battle with
heavy attrition on both sides, They had positioned frontline units to
provide warning and begin the process of attrition, extensivw mine fields

and burninsg oiltrnhes were to increase that attrition of Coalition forces
ind gaintime. Behind frontline divisions, four armored divisions of the
regular army were then to. launch local counterattacks to seal off penetratons. Behind these divisions, two maneuver corps would launch heavier
counterattacks; finally Republican Guard divisions were to provide the
coup de graa by launching an operational level counterattack. Crucial to
their conceptions was the assumption that Iraqi troops would have time
to concetutrate and counterattack at each stage in the battle.'
None of their assumptions held. The infantry immediately collapsed,
largely as a result of the air campaign.2
Rear area reserves then
confronted Coalition forces moving faster and deeper than the Iraqi high
command had calculated. Coalition deception plans had reinforced Iraqi
N1t is worth noting that the whole idea of holding up VII Corps attack for a day
assumed that the enemy high command posseused the communications, sophistication, and
intelligence to recognize and react to the opening moves in the first twenty-four hours.
2t Schwarzkopf, Hero, p 453 and Scales, Certain Victory, Chapter 5.
22Ibid, p 455. In faimess to VII Corps one must note
that Ist Infantry Division and
the Bddtsh 1st Armored Division were about to do a passage of lines after the former had
breached Iraqi defenes, and a passage of lines by division-sized formations under the
conditions of combat Is no easy task.
3Scales, Certain Victory, Chapter 5.

UIDELHTED
2"

Se the numerous spw (enemy prisoner of war) reports from which this study has
drawn much of its picture of the Iraqi Army in the, KTO.
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beliefs that the attack would come from the south or the Persian Gulf;
blinded by Coalition air power, the Iraqis only recognized the blow coming from the west at the last moment when it was far too late.'
Not only was the speed and flexibility of the Coalition advance
beyond enemy comprehension, but delaying tactics (such as setting fire
to oil trenches to create impenetrable walls of fire in front of defenses)
no longer functioned because of air attacks. Even F-117a had participated
in that effort; but most of the task of destroying the oil trench systems
had fallen to work hores of the ground support war, A-10s, AV-8Bs, and
F/A- 1851.2
Throughout the daylight period of the ground war, air force, navy,
and
Marine
fighter
unitsofexpended
a maximum
easeFire
the Support
way tor
ground
forces.
Much
that effort
occurred effort
beyondtothe
Coordination Line (PSCL)-the line within which ground force commanders
directly controlled delivery of ordnance to minimize the possibility of
fratricide. Within this area between PSCL and the front lines, aircraft
sorties rendered close air support and remained under rigid control from
ground units. Because of problems in identifying targets from the air as
well as the need for greater accuracy, altitude restrictions no longer
applied.
The provision of close air support was a "push CAS" system in which
aircraft launched into particular areas at set intervals-in some cases

"•[DRUnW'E]

"TOn the night of 15-16 February a substantial F-117 raid-for the only time into the
Kio-had taken out most of the oil trench system by deatroylnS Its tanks and distribution
symem [Contingency History Report, 37 FW(P), 10-16 Feb 1991, APURA]. Am late u
22 February, however, the A-1Os had nearly lost an aircraft on such a mission: "Capt Rich
Bilsy, 76th vs, returned with yet another bad~y damaged A.10. He had undertaken a
msmso to set fire to the oll trenches in southern Kuwait in preparation for the pround
war. While undertaking a firing pass with white phosphorous rockets, his aircraft's tail
was struck by a SAM (in very favorable visual conditions for an optically--gided missile).
Captain Biley lost complete hydraulic power, arkd recovered only through the use of
manual reversion and throttle manipulation." Combat Chronology, 23/354 TFW(P), 17
Jan-28 Feb 1991.
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as rapidly as seven-minute intervals, if an area possessed particularly
heavy concentrations of Iraqi forces. If ground forces did not need that
close air support, these aircraft then moved on to strike predetermined
targets that lay deeper on the battlefield; new aircraft asriving on station
would then mrplace those that departed; as a result ground forces would
always have close air support aircraft available for unforeseen situations.
For the most part, the system worked relatively well. Nevertheless, such
an operational approach depended on the fact that there wu a surplus of
air power available within the theater. Oil 24 February, planners provided
no less than 600 air force rand marine close air support sorties-A-10,
AV-8Bs, and F/A-18s.0 The major problem for all aircraft operating in
the KTO wu that of visibility. Not only was the weather bad through
most of the ground war, but dense smoke rose from oil well fires set by
Saddam's troops.

Burning oil well spews
flames and smoke Into
the air.

dil
2nUsCt4CCUNT

Sltreps, 23-28 Feb 1991; also wethe (S) Muter Attak Plan for 24

Feb and the OWAPI Database.
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The initial Coalition moves on the first day of the ground campaign
succeeded beyond cHNTcoM expectations.' For the Iraqis the picture
remained unclear. Something completely unforeseen was occurring along
the Euphrates west of An-Nasirlyah; moreover. U.S. Marines were
making such good progress towards Kuwait City that 0hy were
approching a position that threatened to cut off troops in the Kuwaiti
capital u well a Iraqi forces in southeastern Kuwait.
On day two, the offensive gathered steam; 101st Airborne Division
completed its task of establishing blocking positions along the Euphrates
west of An-Nasirlyah; its troopers thereby cut Highway 8. (For the
movement of ground forces up to 25 February, 2400 hrm., see Map 48.]
Thei movement upon the Euphrates would receive considerable help
from C-130s which dropped over 100 tons of food and water to replace
the supplies that the large.number of prisoners taken thus far in the war
had substantially depletediw 'b its east, 24th Infantry Division closed on
its first objectives and would soon be in the position to cover VII Corps'
flank. Unfortunately, the division ran Into difficult terrain where the
desert transitioned into the Euphrates River Valley; heavy rains made
much of the terrain Impassable even to light vehicles; the division spent
much of 25 Pebruary looking for the few passable routes through the
quagmirem. 2 Nevertheless, XVIII Airborne Corps had achieved its three
objectives in a day and a half.
Meanwhile, VII Corps moved forward to contact. First and
3d Armored Divisions, screened by 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment, rolled
north to form the corps' left wing, while the British completed passage
through let Infantry Division's breach.32 Seventh Corps met oniy scattered resistance during the day. First Armored Division began prepping

"Schwurzkopf wcools in his memoir the call from U Gee Gary LAck, commander
of XVIII Airborne Cor)s on the morning of the second day to rquoit tha his units had
already captured all of the objectives for tdo first two days and that die casualties thus far
In the war for US units in his corp ansowtted to oe wownd man. Schwuzkopf, Hero,
p 456.

30owAs Lo~lstica repon, Chapter 4.
"M
Sees, Cerown Victory, Chapwer 5.
321n expanding their breech, units of the 1st Infantry cqpured the command post of
the Iraqi 26th Infantry Division and its entire staff. Schubert and Kraus, T7e Whidwind

War, p 304.
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areas of enemy resistance thirty-five to forty miles away with massive
doses of A-lOs as it moved forward. Then, as it closed on the enemy, it
plastered the area with artillery and rocket fire; in its only significant
engagement of the day, one brigade destroyed an enemy counterattack of
forty to fifty tanks in ten minutes. 5 By evening deployment of VII Corps
was nearly complete with lit and 3d Armored on line and beginning to
turn east." Further south, the British 1st Armored Division was also
turning east in preparation for its coming destruction of the Iraqi 52d
Armored Division.
The Matine drive was also gathering steam. The Iraqis made some
attempt to interfere with the advance by launching a series of
countcrattacks." After fighting off these attacks, with minimal loss, the
Marine divisions and the Army's "Tiger" Brigade continued their advance
to the north. It their move forward was slower than in other areas, there
were good remasons; enemy defenses were stronger and It paid to be
cautious to keep American casualties down. Equally important was the
fact that too rapid an advance might push the Iraqis out of the sack before
the advance from the west closed in. This advance towards Kuwait City
considerable use of close air support throughout the ground war.
involved
n
Particularly on 25 February, AV-SBs, and at times A-10s and F/A-18s,
worked in the difficult conditions to provide ground forces with air
support.m
Twenty-five February was one of the better times in the war for those
who flew in the KTO. A message from the A-10 wing to CENTAF ended

"Ibid, p 304.
34The advance of the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment to and through "Objective

MERRiL" was helped considerably by what one of Its officere termed the "incessant
attacks by A-10s." 1st U John Hillen, "Desert Storm. 2d Armored Cavalry: The CampaiSn to LUberate Kuwait," Armor, Jul-Aug 1991, p 9.
3sThalr attack was, of course, in line with their (and Soviet) doctrine of counterattacking enemy breakthroughs and sealing up any breaches that the enemy made. But the
Iraqis possesed neither the weapons nor training to be effective against American forcm.
The pounding that they took from Marine close air support reinforced their dismal
showing.
3'4estlmony of M4 Cen James M. Myatt, 8 May 1991," Hearings before the
Committee on Armed Savices, United States Senate (Washington, DC. 1991), pp 60-2.
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with the comment: "Having a wonderful day."37 Despite the fact that
weather conditions were less than optimal, with cloud cover, thunderstorms,
and even dust storms throughout the region, air operations wer.' forward
with a vengeance." Homer commented after his morning briefing:
Of course, the real tragedy of all this Is what he [Saddam] is doing to
Kuwait on the way out. There Is no excuse for that-and it should not
be forgotten. In wa there
m(re] a lot of horrible things that go on but
they're understandable in light of the people protecting their own lives
and fighting for their country. But to desecrate a country because
you're losing, them is no excuse for that and no forgiveness. So I hope
we're just as tough, mean, and vicious as we possibly can be in these
lut two days and Set it ove.r with,30
As the A-10 wing chronology noted, the "Warthog" was in its
elemnent. "As the ground battle swept away fixed AAA and SAM sites, the
A•.0 foiied the battlefield with near total Impunity. The only problem
was actually employing weapons, as many aircraft were in the queue."0
Consequently, of 239 sorties launched, eighty-nine were "ineffective.'A
Flying at lower altitudes, A-lOs could use their 30-mm gatling guns
armed with depleted uranium slugs with deadly effect. Two pilots, Capt.
Eric Salmonson and lst Lt. John Marks received credit for destroying
twenty-thme tanks by ground forward air controllers. In another case,
Iraqi soldiers surrendered themselves and their tanks at the first appearance of A-lOs overhead."'

"73(S)Combat Chronology, 23/354 TFW(P), 17 Jan 1991-28 Feb 1991, entry for
25 Feb 1991.
"9Kenneth R.Walters, Sr, et a1, "Gulf War Weather," USAF Environmental Technical
Applications Center, Mar 1992, pp 3-90 to 3.91.
"39(S) Daily Comments of Can Homer, 25 Feb, 0930 BrDu,HQCENTAP, OMce of
History, 20 Mar 1991.
4Mdaine AV-Ss seem to have had the same problem a A-10s-out of 274 close air
support misnions, 143 resulted In no drop, The record for the A-10s was 316 no-drop
sorties out of 909 launches. These hih totals reflected a number of causes: 1)the Iraqis
did not fight with anythins like the Intensity expected; consequently there were les
targets to &Wdke; 2)the bad weather undoubtedly Interfered with air operation and coordination with ground forces; and 3)there were often too many sorties Inthe air and available for the number of targets. "Marine Corps Reconstruction Report," Vol IV,p 77.
41() Combat Chronology, 23/354 TFW(P), 17 Jon 1991-28 Feb 1991.
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On the 25th, the Iraqis finally appear to have woken to the extent of
the looming battlefield catastrophe. Saddam announced a general
withdrawal from Kuwalt,4a The Iraqi high command undertook to get as
much of its army out of Kuwait as it could. While ill-prepared Iraqi
forces scrambled to escape, the Iraqis attempted to establish two screens
to cover the retreat. In the west, the Republican Guard was to gain time
against the Coalition drive from the west; regular armored divisions
further east were to screen the retreat from Kuwait City. Both moves
resulted in Iraqi forces having to fliht in positions not of their own
choosing. The Iraqi high command also undertook another redeployment
that had considerable political consequences after the war. It moved units
of the Republican Guard that were outside the theater to occupy Baghdad
and Basm. When the war was over, that deployment allowed the regime
to maintain Its hold over the center and southern portions of Iraq despite
the political ramifications of its disastrous military defeats.43
By midday 26 February, 24th Infantry Division had completed its
movr into the Euphrates River Valley. Its advance on this day established a second powerful block on Highway 8 and involved its units in
heavy fighting to overrun the airfields of Tailil and Jaliba, The attack on
Tallil received considerable support from preparator-y A-10 strikes. 4 ' By
evening 26 February both fields were In American hands and 24th Infantry Division could advance down the Euphrates to cover the VII Corps'
flank and destroy whatever Iraqi units got in its way.
By this point, VII Corps completed its combat deployment to the
north; it was ready to move east to sweep up Iraq's ground forces. From
north to south, VII Corps deployed four divisions and one armored cavalry regiment: 1st Armored Division, 3d Armored Division, 2d Armored
Cavalry Regiment, I st Infantry Division-which ironically, given its name,
possessed more tanks than any other U.S. division in the theater-and the
British 1st Armored Division. To the south, ARCENT released 1st Cavalry
Division-which had formed the theater reserve and had launched the
demonstration attack on the Wadi Al-Batin-to VII Corps.
42

Undoubtedly a political smoke screen to cover the regime from the political fail
out of having its army thrown out of Kuwait.
43
The US and Dditlsh advance from the west, of course, would have forced the Iraqis
to fight under such circumstances.

•Scales, Certain Victory, Chapter 5.
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Wretched weather, including rain showers, thunder storms, and dust
storms, accompanied VII Corps' advance during the night of 25/26
February." In this situation there was little that air units could do to
support the advance directly; their contribution to the ensuing ground
battles depended on the effectiveness of their efforts in the K'rO since 17
January. Beginning In late afternoon, the wedge of VUl Corps chewed
through enemy formations. The Iraqis were in considerable disarray;
units supposedly in blocking positions had not yet arrived when Coalition
forces attacked them; Saddam's retreat order addedto the confusion; and
as always, air attacks throughout the KTo created further disorder." What
occurred over the night of the 26th/27th was the wholesale destruction of
Iraqi ground forces in their blodking positions. [For the ground situation
as of 26 February, see Map 49.1 The attacking forces of VII Corps
destroyed 12th and 52d Armored Divisions, much of the 'I'wakalna
Republicin Guard DivIsion, and the 48th Infantry Division with minimal
loss to U.S. units.
By 26 February the Marine advance had broken up whatever
cohesion remained in Iraqi defenses south of Kuwait City. Saddam's
retreat order completed the disrray, as desperate Iraqis, civilian administrators u well as soldiers, desperately sought to flee. By early afternoon
"rifler" Brigade had reached the main highway running out of Kuwait
City to Basra. Air Force, Navy, and Marine strikes had already bottled
up a flood of fleeing military and civilian vehicles. With the head of the
pass blocked by vehicles destroyed by air attacks, a gigantic traffic Jam
formed-one that Army and Marine units pounded along with aircraft in
the area. Most Iraqis had sense enough to abandon their vehicles and
walk out; the "Highway of Death," a name popularized by the press, was

4" 'Walter,

et al, "Qulf War Weather," pp 3.94 to 3.95.

"FPor a reoonsiructon of the dimcultles encountered by the 50th Armored Brigade
see Scales, COErAb Vicbory, Chapter 5.
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in fact largely a highway of dead vehicles, but the name certainly conveyed the extent of the Iraqi defeat."7 While the advance to the "Highway of Death" occurred, other' Marine units reached Kuwait International
Airport south of the capital. Here the Iraqis put up stiff resistance. The
Marines found close air support of direct utility; their own AV.8Bs and
P/A-IIS provided considerable preparatory support for their mechanized
units to finish off Iraqi resistance in front of Kuwait City.U
The ground advance on the final day involved cleaning up the
wreckage of fleeing enemy units. [For the ground situation of 27 February, 1400 hrs, see Map 50.] All pretense by the Iraqis of forming a
coherent defense ended as they desperately attempted to extricate what
was left in the theater, Many surviving units, including those from the
Republican Guard, managed to reach Basra, In that position, they were
exposed to a thrust by 24th Infantry Division, supported by Ist Cavalry
and Ist Armored Divisions. But at the time, it appeared wiser to cease
military operations and grant the Iraqis an armistice.
Coalition air power rendered useful support to ground forces in
flying close air support missions. There were some striking differences
In how such missions were flown. Seventh Corps utilized its air power
assets in accordance with the army's "air-land battle" doctrine-as a tool
to fight the deep battle.' The lack of coherent or effective Iraqi ground
resistance aided that conception. On the other hand, the Marines with
less organic firepower in their ground units depended more on close air
support. Never, however, in either case did the Iraqis put up effective
enough resistance to test the system fully.
The bulk of Coalition sorties in the KTO during the ground war flew
against interdiction targets. While bad weather made the task of
providing close air support almost impossible at times, it was not much
kinder to aircraft flying interdiction missions. In terms of the state as
well as capabilities of Iraqi ground forces after the air campaign, one can

47Schubert

and Kraus, The Whirlwind War, pp 311-13.
""Testimony of MaJ Cen Jiams M. Myatt, 8 May 1991," Hearings before the
Committee on Armed Serviccs, United States Senate (Washington, DC, 1991), pp 60-62,
49
lntvw, Gen Frederick Franks with OWAPS pnrsonnel (Thomas Keaney), 2 Sep 1992.
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"Highway of Death," north of Kuwait City.

agree that close air support was never essential to accomplishment of the,
ground mission."e

But on the interdiction side of the ledger with the

4MTe cawe issomewhat different with regards to the Marines. TeArmy has always
Invested heavily Inarillery support tor frontline units; the Marines on the other hand have
put its resources Into support for their own air component. Consequently, particularly in
the Kuwait theater they had to have cloft air support at times, while Army units could
rely on artillery fire to fight the close In battle.
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Iraqis concentrating to meet the ground offensive, air power was in a
position to strike lucrative targets. Unfortunately, bad weather prevented
Coalition aircraft from taking advantage of this situation to the fullest

extent.

l

Air interdiction involved two distinct periods during the ground war:
in the first, Coalition air power aimed to destroy, disrupt, and delay the
enemy's ability to launch effective counterattacks against Coalition
ground forces. However, once it became clear on 25 February that the
Iraqis were fleeing Kuwait as quickly as possible, the interdiction focus
shifted to attacks on a fleeing enemy."
The -interdiction effort against fleeing. targets was not as successful
as air commanders expected. There were a number of reasons why this

was the case. The-weather was a major factor. Both the Iraqi con-

centrations and retreat from the theater took place under conditions adverse to the employment of air power. The choke point north of Kuwait
City involved mostly civilian vehicles commandeered by fleeing Iraqi
soldiers. There was the possibility of a second choke point west of
Basra, where Coalition air attacks had destroyed most of the bridges over
the canals. However, a final reckoning from the air did not occur. For
one thing, bad weather with low ceilings forced attacking aircraft to bomb
through clouds on radar. Moreover, Schwarzkopf's fears about a possible
incident with Iran led him to put the area near the Iranian frontier off
limits to air attacks."2
During the last forty-eight hours, a serious dispute arose between
Army and Air Force over placement of the fire support coordination line
(FSL)-a dispute which shows neither service in the best of lights. The
MSCL represents an essential element In Inter-service cooperation to limit
fratricide. Between front line and FSCL all aircraft sorties remain under
the positive control of ground forces or airborne forward air controllers
in communication with those on the ground; beyond the FSCL, attack
aircraft have carte blanche to attack any targets they believe to be enemy.

3'For a mome detailed discussion of the interdiction effort, see The Effectiveness

report, Chapter 5.
-"(S) "rSgt Barton's Nows from the TACC," 1020 25 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 200W sad
TACC Log, entries for 27 F•b 1991, OWAN. NA 215.
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This is not an arcane doctrinal issue; aircraft not under positive
control and attacking targets in the vicinity of friendly ground forcesparticularly in a war of rapid movement-may ehher bomb their own
troops or themselves fly into artillery or rocket barrages. Consequently,
within the PSCM all Coalition aircraft remained under the positive control
of-forward- air controllers. AWACS and ADCC generliycoordlhated the
flow of information from JSTAURB, but crucial to the information fiow to
the forwad air controllers were the corp' Air Support Opeftiloni Centas (ASOC).,T7hat
•direct lik providedimmediatemconfirmation ua to
whether units msen moving on the. round were hostile or friendly. In one
case, an P-16 "Killer Scout" reported to XVMI Airborne Corp's ASOC a
major armored formation near the Iraqi airfield of Jaiiba, the Corp's ASOC
identified the armored formation as a brigade of the 24th Infantry Divilion. Consequently, despite considerable enthusiasm by alirraft arriving
-on station toattack "themother lode just northeast of Jalba,"O the "Killer Scout" warned the aircraft-off what appeared to be a wonderful target,
but what in fact were friendly troops.
There were, of course, a number of fratricide incidents. Because of
the low casualty rates, the Army was able to examine in great detail
nearly every incident in the war involving the loss or injury of its troops.
The dark side of the Coalition victory was the significant percentage of
Coalition casualties inflicted by "friendly fire." In recognizing that
considerable percentage however, one needs to keep in mind the extraordinary rapidity of the ground force's advance. Considering that speed
and the conditions of the battlefield-much bad weather and the smoke
from Kuwait's oil fields-it is perhaps surprising that there were so few
incidents. One might have lowered the level of fratricide by slower and
more methodical movements. Such an approach would have allowed
greater ground-air coordination, but that In turn might well have raised
the gross number of casualties by allowing the Iraqis greater time to
recover their equilibrium.
However, there were problems with the fire support coordination line
(WSCL). Late in the ground war, army commanders, without reference to
their air counterparts, moved the FSCL, in one case north of the Euphrates,
and in another close to Basra. The first case is the most interesting and
"s'CaptRob HatburS, "Beyond Thw Fire Support Coordination Line (FSCL): Contaut
The Killer Scouts," USAF Figlter Weapon RevieW, Sprdnl 1992, p 12,
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deals with XVIII Airborne Corps. On 27 February, XVIII Airborne
Corps wanted to use its helicopters against enemy targets on the
causeway at Hawr al Hammar; consequently, it moved the PSCL forward
towaccommodate such strikes. By moving the line forward, the airborne
corps ff avoided having to put its helicopters under Air Force control.
That decision,.however, had unforesr' consequences; XVIII Airborne,
Corps had created a situation that severely limted the potential of the
Coalition's available air power. Despite thefact that no U.S. ground
itroops were northlof de Euphrates-nor were there plans for such a movement-navy and air force aircraft now could only attack the causeway and
highways north of the Euphrates under direct control of forwaro air
controllers (FACs). But virtually all the FAcs were concentrated in supporting troops in combat further south in Kuwait. Moreover, conditions
of PACs even if they had been
not favorable
were
,. to the
,. employment
,
,
available,."
In the end, the TACC appealed toSchwarzkopf to move the PSCL back
to the Euphrates so that air strikes could hit both the causeway and the
roads north of the river. Unfortunately, it took fAfteen hours to resolve
the dispute--a period during which them were only sporadic helicopter
attacks on fleeinS Iraqis, while the bulk of Coalition air power remained
on the sidelines,' In the end, the argument may not have played a
decisive role in the enemy's escape. The weather was such that it is
improbable that Coalition air power could have prevented the retreat of
most of those Iral forces, given bad weather and the difficulty in amploying precision-guided munitions. Nevertheless, the incident does
suggest a parochialism that for the most part was not prevalent during the
war. Fortunately such incidents rarely occurred during the conflict.
The Impact of Air Power on Ground Forces
There is no exact fashion in which one can measure the impact of
the air campaign on Iraqi ground forces. After the war, there was no way
to calculate the contributions that air attacks had made in preparing the
battlefields on which Coalition ground forces fought. Even officers in

'4(S) intvw. MaiJ en John A. Corder with OWANS, 18 May 1992; TACC 1o0, entries
of 27 Fab 1991, OWAiS, NA 215; TACc Historian Transcripts, "TSgt Scott A. Saluda's
Notes," OWAPS. NA 200.

"SS(S) Ibid.
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senior positions serving in the same brigade with previous combat
experience were unable to agree on what air power had done. Lt. Col.
John Brown, battalion commander in the 2d Armored Division's Brigade
forward-part of Ist Infantry Division-noted to this author that the battle.
field crossed by -his unit
that air attacks h not destroyed
much' Iraqi armoror artillery; nevertheless, he believed that those air
attacks had savaged the enemy's transport with innumerable truck wrecks
as witness." On the othertWhand, the 3-3 of.that sme brigade, Lt. Col.
rsuget

Clint Ankr noted thit from his vantae point air attacks had destroyed
much Iraqi armor.s5 ' Ancker noted i number of tank wrecks and cold T-

72s that the IMqis had abandoned either because of crew desertions or
supply difficulties resulting from the air campaign. Brown and Ancker

transited Iraqi territory within approximatly a kilometer of each other;
yet their impressions were considerably different. Admittedly, their units
were trying to move rapidly to the east, were Involved In "heavy" fishting, and were often enshrouded in miserable weather.
Their differences encapsulate the difficulties confronting the historian
in estimating thw effects of the air campaign against Iraqi ground forces.
Had U.S. authorities undertaken a systematic survey of the battlefield
after hostilities, we might possess a more coherent picture on which to
estimate the direct results of the air campaign-at least against equipment.
But neither Air Force nor Army displayed much interest; therefore the
data available comes from aerial surveys-which do not indicate what
destroyed Iraqi equipment-or individual surveys undertaken by the units
themselves."

"lntvw, LA Col John Brown with oWAPs personnel (Williamson Murray), Naval War
College, May 1992.
t
11ntvw, Lt Col Clint Anoker with owAPs personnel (Williamson Murray), Naval
War College, May 1992.
"Ialn
this am the 2d Armored Division's Brigade (forward) did send a team under
Col. Antcker to survey the area through which it moved during the fighting. But while
that team made a complete survey of all damaged and destroyed equipment, It did not
have the technical expertise to determine what weapons systems had achieved the destrucdon. The largest official effort to survey damaged Iraqi military equipment, the Joint
Intelligence Survey Team, only examined a sample of 163 tanks out of the 2,633 tanks
that were destroyed during the war. This team examined 145 hits on 85 tanks (78 of the
163 were not hit) and found thai 28 had been hit by air-dropped or fired munitions. The
fact that 78 tanks had been abandoned does suggest an indirect impact of air attacks, but
the sample size Is too small and Isolated in its geographic area to reach any firm conclu.
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Tue OiWAPS Effectivenes~s report has examined the question of the
equipment air attacks destroyed or damaged in detail."' It is, however,
useful -for-our purposes to -recapitulate its main argument. Destruction or
Iraqi equipmenit depended-on the air-campaign's focus in tie KTO as well
as its form.- I1-e destruction wroughtrby Coalition air and ground campai1gm against Iraq's fames ame indeed Impressive. Of approximately
3,475 taks -intheater on 15S Januaryi,the Iraqis possessed only 842 on 1
March; the artllety losses west even heavier. of 2,475 tubes on 15 January, only 279 remained'at the Ibeginning of March.1 Of course. the
ground war did destroy much of that equipment.

Military equipment

destroyed by CoalitionL
bombing or abandoned
by iraqi troops.
Left T44i55 tank
light -84057mm
automastc antiaircraft gun,

%-A,*"

siona. Memorandum and attached briefing view~raphs (S), Foreign Science and Technology Center, "Joint Intelligence Survey Team Report," 14 Jan 1992, OWAPS, NA 167. Seo
also Marine Corps Research Center, "Armor/Antlarmor Operations In Southwest Asia,'
Research Paper 0924.002 US Marine Corps, Quantlco, VA, Jul 1991.
50O wAPs ifectiveness report, Chapter 4.
scl Mar 1991 equipment totas derived from U-2 Imagery at the same date. Data
provided in the CIA BriefIng to CIWAPI, 25 Jun 1992,
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Much destruction centered on units of Iraq's army; despite heavy
attacks on the Republican Guard, those units suffered less heavily.
Undoubtedly, that fact reflected the heavy engineering preparations undertaken by the enemy to protect these elite troops, Au well as the wide area
over which the Ropublican Guard had disperse. I But even among
regular army units, there were disparitiesa in loues that units suffered.
[DELETEDI].' Again the detrmining features appears to have been the
degree to which units were rczaoved from Coalition air attacks and the
extent of defensive preparoinwOS
In retrospect, the most effective weapons against Iraqi equipment
were te laser-guided bombs. Here again, it was the degree to which the
Iraqis protected their equipment that was critical in weapon effectiveness.
[DELETED].'" The analysis suggests that ARCENT assehsments that laserguided bomb hits against enemy equipment in revetted positions should
count as a 50 percent kill were close to themarkU
Maverick missiles (over 5,000 expended by air force aircraft) also
made a major contribution to destruction of Iraqi armor; there Is no
reason to disbelieve the one third credit that ARCWNT gave to Maverick
claims. However, the combination of laser-guided bomb and Maverick
successes suggests that aircraft dropping free-fall bombs-B-52s, F-16s,
F/A-18s, and AV-8Bs-achieved relatively little against enemy equipment

t1Since

they were far removed from the front lines the lraqis felt that they could

disperse more widely and that they would then have sufficient time to concentrate when
warning came that the Coalition ground offensive had begun,

63[DElTDJ
"•inthis case, the damap occurred prior to the ground war, since Republican Guuard
units moved from deployment areas against the Coalition offensive that was coming from
a different direction. (8)Memo, Chief Third World Military Division, "Effrectiveness
of Lamer-Gulded Bombs aginst Republican Guard Armor;' 24 Sep 1992, OWAPS, NA 385.
MA 60% success rate is still an Impressive rate of success by anyone's criteria.
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despite considerable efforts. At the beginning of the ground war on 23
February, CENTCOM's reported attrition of Iraqi equipment had reached
the following totals: 1,688 armored fighting vehicles (39 percent), 929
armored personnel. carriers (32 percent) and 1,452 artillery pieces (47
percent),6 Again, as the Effectiveness report suggests
The best approximation, and that Is all it can be, Is that while the numbers claimed by Central Command on 23 February were high, the per.
CrWq0jq

werb probably not (given tdot there were fewer tanks and artil-

lery pieces in the theater than believed). In other words, the counts of
tanks and artillery pieces destroyed by air prior to the ground war are
each too high by around 300 pieces of equipment,"

The disquieting aspect of any analysis of the air campaign against
4nemy ground forces is the fact that the Republican Guard, which received a disproportionately heavy emphasis incENTMA's targeting, suffered less damage than the other units of the Iraqi Army. Moreover, they
also seem to have kept their morale In better shape throughout the attacks. Undoubtedly, the fact that they were dispersed over wider areas
and possessed substantially better engineer support in laying out defensive
revetments contributed to their ability to withstand the air bombardment.
The beginning of F-1l1F attacks with precision-guided munition
capablidles in early February caused a significant rise in Republican
Guord 'osses, but such losses never caught up with the level of damage
that Cuoaition aircraft had inflicted on other Iraqi formations. Moreover,
CENTAr pulled the A-10s, the other precision-guided munition-capable
aircraft, out of Republican Guard areas in mid-February because of the
missile threat." Unfortunately, those aircraft that dropped "dumb" bombs
contributed little to the direct attrition of equipment possessed by the
regime's elite divisions. Consequently, despite heavy commitments of
F-16s and B-52s against the Republican Guard these elite troops, crucial
to the regime's political survival, suffered less than their army
counterparts.

66VIewgrsph contained in "J2 BDA Briefing to the President," OWAPS, NA 353 hus the
JC5/CUNTCOM figures.

"670WAPI lBffectiveness report, Chapter 4.
"As discussed above, on 15 February the A.10s lost two of their uimraft with one
damaged. "Operation 'Desert Storm' A- O Combat Recap," oWAPS, NA 292.
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But the air campaign's true impact should not be measured on the
basis of indices that calculate only the amounts of equipment destroyed
by air attack. The issues on which one needs to judge the air campaign's
effectiveness are the degrees to which air attacks impeded or prevented

"enemy rmilitary action ito protect his forces and to which air attacks re-

duced the willingness of Iraqi soldiers to fight." The problem with
estimating th•e iinct effocts of air attacks on Iraqi ground foeces has
much to do with the nature of evidence. The low casualty rates suffered
by Coalition formes am the beat indicators of the air campaign's contribution to 'thelround war, but here one deals, entirely with intangibles,
There Is no way of estimating casualty levels that would have occurred
had there been no air campalin.O And we have suggested, little docu.
mentation outside of EPw (enemy prisoner of war) reports exists on the
Iraqi Army before or during the ground war."'
. Consequently, interrogations of Iraqi EseW provide the best evidence

on the indimet rImpact of the air campaign. LEven here there are
ambiguities. The mreatest number of the erws came from Iraqi units
deployed furthest forward; Coalition ground forces captured and Interrogated significant numbers of senior officers from these Infantry divisions

defending the Saudi border. Unfortunately, only a few Republican Guard
officers fell Into Coalition hands, As a result, the picture of the air cam-

""0n the bass of dMe uW Interviews, the morale of Iraqi fomces was not high even
before the sir campailn bean, As one of the comprehensive intelligence debrefs
sugsaeted: '"herh Is little doubt that there were many thousands of veterans of the Iralhs
war in the army Saddam Husin rushed to the south. However, the evidence Is convinc.
ins that moet Iraqi soldiers, both officers and enlisted, did not believe in the cause."
Departmenst of the Army, 513th Miiltary Inteillenco Brigade, Joint Debriefing Center,
"Analyls of Source Debriefingh," jDccpt #O6S, 15 Mar 1991. See also (S) IIR 6.0720037-91.
70

0ne of the army veterans from "Desert Stemr" who talked to OWAPI commented
that the ar attacks had broken most of the Imqi Amiy before the ground war bepir. lie
had no doubt that Coalition ground forces could have beaten the Iraqis without an air
campalgn, but wtotd tha Coalition ground casualties would have increased a•lnUlcwmly.
Oral presentation, LA Col Clint Ancker to OWA,,
19 Oct 1992.
71Given the nature of th Iraqi regime and Saddarn's ability to remain in power
whatever the level of disaster for which he Is responsible, it Is inlikely that we will ever
gr4 a clear picture of what happened within the Iraqi military as the air campaign unfold.
ed. What makes the fumrs picture even darker Is that considering the nature of the Bath
tyranny, it IsdoubfUl whether the Iraqs themselves could construct an accurate picture
of what happened in the Gulf War,
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palgn's impact is much clearer for regular army units than for those of
the Republican Guard.

11

ýNevertheess, o6anacin makinteresting judgments, Itcdid not take the

Iraqis Iong. to rcognize that Coalition aircraft were targeting equipment;

as soon:as precWsio'n-gu-ided munitions impace neupena thei
positions, Iraqi troops moved. away from the danger =a72 As one Iraqi
uioted to 'his cep1tors after: the war,' 'Ito -love -affair between tank and
tankrs
nde."~Thereslt as a direct decreasein maintenance and
preparation of equipment, for combat. Moreover, predision-gulded
.munition attacks reinforced -Iraqi porceptinns of an! overwhelming
American technological superlorlty.?4
[DELETED]I."
EPW reports provide revidence that CHN=CM analyses of enemy

equipment lousns were cloweto the mark.
Equipment attrition due to tde air campaign appears to have been extfeMely heavy, with all sources reporting that tanks, trucks, water and
-fuel, tankers, amored personnel carriers and anythng else that moved
were systematically targted by Coalition aircraft with great success.
larine the five months before 17 January the Iraqis had stockpiled
lreamounts of ammunition, fuel, and rations. They had done this not
because of expectations that the air campaign would last a long time, but
rather because they believed the ground war, Ifit occurred, would become
a long slogging match similar to the war against Iran. Since the enemy
had such large stockpile., Coalition planner. dealing with the KTo never
attempted a coherent campaign to interdict the flow of supplies into the
"(2DELBElD)
"Department of the Army, 513th Military intelligence Brigade, Joint Debriefing
Center, "Analysis or Source Debefinps" JDC Rpt W065. 15 Mar 1991.
"IDELF1T1DI
"73DELErBDI
7el~eparnient of the Army, 513th Military intelligence Brigade, Jolnm Debreflng

Center, 'The Gulf War. An Iraqi Geoner Officer's Perspective."

RD
pt O002,

11 Mar 199 1.
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theater; but air attacks did knock out the railroad running from Baghdad
to Basra, while other attacks took out most of the bridges along the
Euphrates. In the latter cae, the aim was as much to prevent the escape
of the Republican Guard as the movement of supplies into the theater.
Air attacks did impose a signific•nt level of interdiction on the flow
of supplies within the KT0. Ironically, that effect was an Indirect result
of Coalition air, ttacks; them is no evidence that planners in the "Black
Holae" aimed at interdicting the resupply of Iraqi forces from supply
-bunkots to defending units.7 During the day, Coalition'aicraft when
weather permitted, did a thorough job of shutting down movement of
Irqi vehicles; during the night, however, a different situation obtained
and the Iraqis could move some noeded supplies from depots to units.
Nevertheless, there were serious problems for the Iraqis. For one
thing, few supply vehicles were bunkered; they were therefore more
vulnerable to air attacks. One Iraqi indicated that he had felt that the
Coalition had waged 8 systematic campaign against the logistic system,
[DELETED]." Another Iraqi Indicated that whereas supply runs had
occurred before the war in daylight, "supply runs now were made at night
with the routes varied for safety reasons. As the air war progressed, these
runs became harder to make as more trucks were damaged and the fuel

became scarcer.""'
[DELETED]N

The Iraqi Army was not in danger of starving to death. But the
collapse of Its logistics, occurring In a number of divisions, resulted In
pervasive problems In supplying frontline units with anything more than
bare necessities. As early as Khati, this state of affairs was clear in

"•OWAPN dlscussons with those running the JSTARS effort suggest no consistent effort
to shut down the movement of Iraqi vehicular trsfico at night, unless it Involved the
movement of laMie convoys. Most Iraqi resupply took place with smal groups or singular
trucks distributing supplies to the units. See the oral interview, Brig Gen George K.
Muellner with awAws personnel (Thomas C.Hone, Anne LWsry, Mark Mandeles), 16 Apr
1992.
7"IDBLBTBD]
32DBLBTBD
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looking at BPWs. Intelligence reports at the time indicated that Iraqi EPWs
were in wretched health and malnourished, but wearing new boots and
new uniforms. As the Effectiveness report suggests: "The one pattern
that emerges from the evidence Is not of a starving army, but of the signs
evident in a country in which the distribution system has ceased to function-illo$ical distributions, goods absent, being hoarded, or lying unused."'l By the begonning of the ground campaign much of the Iraqi
Army was in serious trouble with a collapsing logistical system. Several
BPws went so far as to state that the ground campaign was unnecessary,
and had the air campaign continued two or three weeks longer, the Iraqi
Army would have ,been. forced to withdraw due to logistical
strangulatlon.u
Epw reports on their logistics suggest that a more methodical
campaign against the enemy's distribution at night as well as by day
m As it was, the
might have brought Iraqi forces to the brink of collapse."
effects of air operations on the enemy supplies caused serious difficulties
to Iraqi troops. These difficulties, however, represented only a portion
of what was occurring to the enemy's army.
The breakdown of consistent and coherent supply also had a direct
impact on Iraqi morale. But the steady pounding of the Coalition air
campaign had the greatest impact on the enemy. Again to quote from the
Effectiveness report:

61OWAre Bffectiveness report, Chapter 4.
8t2Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint Debriefing
Canter," The Gulf War: An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective," JuC Rpt #O052,
II Mar 1991.
83Such a campaign might have been waged by using JSTARS, but It is clear that there
was no clearly thought-through plan for using this new technological intelligence system
in such a role. Rather than as a guide to funneling realtime Intelligence into air opera.
tdons (with the possible exception of the battle of KhsCI), uTARu seems to have played
a rol$ as s glodfled ADCCC and allocated sorties among different sets of targets drawn up
by competing authorities on the ground (The Battlefield Control Element, CBNTCOM,
ARCEN, MARCNTi, and even Vii Corps), jrTAlU also participaWe in the hunt for Scuds,
But the evidence does not sugges&that those In )STAU or those who attempted to utilize
it ever conceived of It as having a mission to participate in the closing down and interdiction of the Iraqi supply system within the theater. Soe In particular: Oral intvw, Brig Gen
George K. Muelner with owAPS personnel (Thomas C. Hone, Anne Leery, and Mark
Mandeles) 16 Apr 1992.
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The pervasive impression left by the interrogation reports of prisoners

deserted or who were captured was the sense of futility felt by the

Iraqis after weeks of extensive bombing. When the bombing started,
their ground transportation began to crumble. They ran short of water,
food, 'Ael, and all spare parts. Some units had their supply stocks

[apturd

the units cesd Soldiers moved apart from
destroyed' !Wn'alning
their equipent becuse they well understood what the target Were.
Ir"ls stated hy thought the air campaign would last
Many
several days to a week at most. When it did not "ded she
nse of
futility and inevitability of the outcome became more apparent."
Here the question is not one of equipment destruction, but rather the
impact that ceaseless air attacks had on the minds of enemy soldiers. No
Iraqi could know whether B-52 raids attacking neighboring divisions were
hitting their targets or not; the sounds and trembling in the ground told
him all he needed to know.
In the meantime, Coalition psyops leaflets assured him that soon he
and his unit would also fall under the Buff's terrible wrath. If that were
not enough, day-to-day living conditions worsened with the incessant
appearances of A-10s and F-16s. Here again the issue is not one of
accuracy. Iraqis soldiers had no idea of whether bombs impacting down
the road were hitting targets or not; psychologically, the air attacks added
"tothe sense of an endless terror-a situation moreover, where the Iraqis
could undertake no action to retaliate for the punishment that Coalition
aircraft inflicted on them,
As suggested above, Iraqi ground forces were already In bad shape
But air bombardment placed
before the air campaign began.
extraordinary pressures on vulnerable military forces." It took a weak
reed and smashed it into the ground:
[DELETED]"

"54(8) OWAPS Eftectvenes

report, Chapter 4.

"(DEUBMBD
"Department of the Army, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Joint Debriefing

Center, 'hIt
1991.
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Gulf War. An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective,"

JDC Rpt

0W52, 11 Mar

The Epw reports underline the terrible effects that unceasing air
attaks had on Iraqi troops. Most felt no shame for having surrendered
because they were overwhelmed by the Allied air campaign and that
resistance was futile.'" [DELETED].
High desertion rates suggest the general breakdown of enemy ground
faeces as they awaited the start of the "Mother of all Battles." Moreover,
one must place such desertion rates, reaching 50 percent, within the
context of Iraqi political life: anyone who crossed the regime ribked
paying a heavy price not only in terms of his own survival, but for that
of his family as well.
As the 1ounding continued, the Iraqi high command displayed some
sense of what was happening in the KTO. It ordered commanders to
undertake summary executions of deserters. [DEUMEE]."
From the Iraqi perspective, there were several factors that resulted in
the collapse of morale. The length of the air offensive as well ai Its
intensity played a major role in undermining morale.' Soldiers recognized that they were helpless. Their equipment steadily disappeared in
explosions and smoke; trucks on which resupply depended disappeamd
fastest of all; but as day-to-day living conditions deteriorated, all feared
that aircraft attacking their comrades would soon come after them.
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[DELETED]1
One comes away from extensive readings in the EPM reports that
whatever will existed in the Iraqi Army to see another war through to the
end that might have existed on 17 January, had vanished by tho beginning
of the ground campaign. Some units did admittedly-fight, but for the most
part, the structure collapsed as its most basic building block, the common
soldier surrendered, in great numbers and after minimal resistanice.

Conclusion
nThe 10-hour ground war to a great extzrnt represented the
achicvement-cf air power. By creating the conditions under which cNTr.
cOM could redoploy its forces and by executing An almost ceaseless
campaign against enemy forces in the KTo, air power established the
conditions under which Coalition ground forces could catch enemy forces
by surprist, By harn•nering Iraqi forces in the KTO from the beginning
of the war, Coalition air power destroyed whatever willingness most
might have had to fight the ground battle with the kind of tenacity that
they had displayed during the Iran-Iraq War. One of course will never
know how well the Iraqi Army might have fought without an air campaign. But the extraordinarily low level of casualties on the ground war
is a fitting tribute to the efforts and success of those eirmen who flew in
the KTO.
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Conclusion
At the beginning of this report, we recorded Gen. Bernard Treor's

,observation that the -Gulf War represente Id
.the Anrt ;on.a.fl .ct".iftwhich

ground campaign had supported an air campaign. In this sense, the war
against Iraq representend ar power's coming of age; for the first time in
history, airpower had reachod the expectations of its proponents.

Any crtticailexamination of American performance in the war may
seem like quibbling with what was an enormous success story. One
could also arpge that the U.S. brought such power and superiority to the
Gulf that victory was a foregone conclusion. Yet, such a conclusion
would be misleading. It was not inevitable that Coalition forces would
break Iraqi air defenses at such low cost or with such devastnting ease.
Given the often vast gap between "real war" and "war on paper," the
American military did perform in a highly competent fashion. Admittedly, there were weaknesses and areas that deserve attention. But Coalition
forces consistently placed their strengths against Iraqi weakness.
'Moreover, any serious analysis of the results in the Gulf during
Desert Storm must recognize the imponderables. It was not inevitable
that Saddam Hussein would allow the Coalition time to gather, organize,
and deploy its forces to the Gulf. It was not inevitable that the Iraqis
would deploy so much of their ground forces in the desert areas of Kuwait and southeastern Iraq-a region that minimized their strengths and
maximized their weaknesses. The Coalition did reap full advantage from
the mistaken decisions and misapprehensions of Iraqi leaders before the
war. Again, this was not inevitable.
Yet this study of the Gulf War also suggests that the air campaign
operated, as have all previous campaigns, within the realm of friction and
ambiguity. Historians may never be able to unravel some of the effects
of the air campaign against Iraq and its forces-the impact of bombing on
the morale of Iraq's soldiers is a particularly good example. Allied air
commanders and planners, however, had to operate in their real world of
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incomplete information and uncertainty;. their decisions consequently
reflected the situation as they saw it and external pressures-political as
well as military-all worked on their judgements of the situation. It is in
that light that one must assess -the operational conduct of the air war
against Iraq and its military forces.
(S) We might begin our conclusion by examining the larger question
of what the air campaign achieved in the political realm. The saga of
Saddam's success in maintaining his, hold on power and his defiance of
those who have brought his regime to its current state have suggested to
many that tte war against Iraq failed. After all, it did not remove the
dictator from power. With two years of hindsight and Iraqi intransigence,
it is thus easy to argue that Coalition failed to achieve its goals. But in
the political conditions of the time, the maximum goals that the Coalition
-could pursue were the liberation of Kuwait, the destruction of Iraq's
armed.forces to the greatest extent possible, and the debilitation of Saddam's effort to construct weapons of mass destruction. The pursuit of
more 6mbitious Ioals tian these might well have led to the collapse of
the Coalition; It certainly would have resulted in serious troubles within
the Arab world,' Within the political and international context of the
.1990/1991 period, President Bush staked out a maximalist position for the
Coalition in the confrontation with Iraq.
The best way to judge the Coalition's strategic and political
achievements
in the air
campaign
is to estimate
what on
might
have
hap.
pened had tho United
States
and its allies
not embarked
war in
January
1991. At this time there were substantial numbers in Congress and the
media who argued that a continued embargo would resolve the crisis and
force the Iraqis to disgorge Kuwait. The intransigent and often effective
campaign that Saddam has waged since Iraq's military defeat to undermine, mitigate, or ignore the UN Security Council underlines what Iraq's
behavior would have been had there been no air and ground campaign to

'As stated in Chapter I of this study, the Coalition's objectives as stated in the last
operations plan before the onset of the war were: 1)detroy Iraq's millitary capability to

wae war, 2) gain and maintain air superiority- 3) cut Iraqi supply lines to the KTO; 4)

destroy Iraq's chendcal, biological, and nuclear capabillties; 5) destroy thei
capabilities of
the Republica Guard; and 6) liberate Kjwait City. (S) iQUSCEuWM, Combined OAN
for Offensive Operations to Eject Iraqi Forces from Kuwait, 17 Jan 1991, pp 2-4.
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limit its options.' Under such circumstances it is unlikely that the Coalition could.. have hold for a substantial period of time, or whether te

.United States, .GreWt .Britain, -and rice could have maintained those
f sldeployed -before November 1990 r-an indet
nate ;perid.
!M'orovoron unwillingness takem
oniasmlitary forces would have
had a disstrous Impact on political attitudes within the Arab world; the
actions, of thbPlestinlans, andtroubles In Morocco, Ageria, and Egypt
4_ge~
in theh
the-Arab world thatSad.
damn had aucesssfully defied the :west would have
had a disastrous impact
on moderate regimasin the Arab world' Finally, without the war Saddam
might well have had nuclear weapons as early as 1995; one can scarcely
Imagine a more destabilizing factor in the Middle Eastern balance.
"Beyondtheaircampaign, one must note that it was essential for the
Coalition to conduct a ground campaign to lay out the impact of the air
campaign on Iraqi ground forces. -Through mid-February, Saddam
retained the option of abandoning Kuwait and thereafter claiming that his
ground forces had remained unbeaten in the field, too powerful and tough

for soft Americans to attack.5 But Saddam seems to have calculated that,
the Coalitin would not attack on the ground, or he may have thought
that his forces would be able to turn a Coalition offensive into a bloody
meat grinder. In the end, his miscalculation was disastrous; the resulting
allied success in the ground war and the conch'rrent collapae of Iraqi
forces largely rested on the effects of the Coalition's air campaign.
If the Coalition achieved its strategic goals, how did the air campaign fit within this strategic and political framework? Here one might
contrast the air war in the Gulf with the air campaign against North

one cm alno pin insight into Iraq's capacity to dory the United Nations and "world
public opinion" by noting the effesive campaign of defiance and ruthless military action
that little Serbia has pursued against its neighbors. An Iraq emboldened by a refusal of
the Coalition to take action Is not a pretty picture to consider.
3

This is of course what happened In World War i, when a German army, completely
beaten on the Western Front, was allowed to retreat to the Fatherland rather than surrender in place. Within a matter of months, the German military and right-wing political
leaders were claiming that the army had stood unbeaten in the field, only to be stabbed
in the back by traitors, commies, and Jews. in the cue of Iraq, It Is worth noting that
within a year after military defeat in Kuwait, Saddam was holding great celebrations and
parades to honor the heroes in his armed forcs on their "victorious"efort ainst the
Coaliton.
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Vietnam from 1965 through 1968. In Vietnam, American airmeai argued
atlthe outset of Rolling Thunder that they should wage a campaign aimed
at lbreaking the willif HE Chi Minh's regime to continue the war in
Southi
Viena. 4 The strategic assumption on which such a campaign
rested Was that the North Vietnamese regime represented a relatively easy
political taret. for:-air-power-properly employed of couse-to force the
North Vietam eto the o e table. Moreover, airmen did not estimate
the enemy's operational and tactical capabilities to defend himself at a
high levels- In both respects, events proved their calculations over-optimistic, -but-theodamlatic air campaign recommended by the airmen was
Ynot permitted by the politicians.
In the conflict against Irq, Coalition air commanders and planners
did not underestimate enemy operational capabilities.lIf anything they
overestimated thosecapabilities.' But on the strategic and political levels,
Coalition air plans did underestimate the political stability of the Ba'thist
regime, as their predecessors had done with the North Vietnamese. The
calculations on which Instant Thunder rested were indeed dangerously
optimistic. Six days of strategic bombardment in anything other than a
nuclear context-which of course was completely unthinkable-had little
chance of persuading Iraq to do the Coalition's bidding. The political
strength of Saddam's regime was such that only a campaign aimed at
breaking Iraq and probably involving tens of thousands of casualties

4 Depautment of

Defense, United Sgaea-Vietnam Rlaflmios, 1945-1965 (Washington.
1971), Book 4, Pat IV.C.3, pp 71-72. Even after the war was over, airmen continued to
argue that "dramatic, forceful, and consistent application of air power" would have
achieved US political objectives. Adm U.S.O. Sharp, Strategy for Defeat, Vetnam in
Retroap•et (Novato. CA, 1978), p 268.
SPor the beat study thus far on the nature of the air war against North Vietnam and
the weainesses within which airmen caut their approach see: Mark Clodfelter, The L/.iss
of Air Power.
6A& we have aruoed in Chapters 2 and 3, the US planners recognizod substantial
wealkesses within the Iraqi military organizations. Nevertheless, Homer, Glosson, and
the planners In the Black Hole did expect some substantial losses, especially In the
opening days of the air offensive; moreover, the meticulous planning that went into the
opening moves of de war Indicate ahealthy respect for the enemy's defenses. Inthe end,
the airmen may have overestimated the enemy's capabilities, but that overestimation and
the csreful planning that resulted from that overestimation only magnified the success.
Only if oveestmatIon had led to a Coalition refusal to undertake military action would
such an assessment have resulted in serious consequences.
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could have toppled the dictator. Such an approach was also clearly
unthinkable within the context of American politics.
Basic to the U.S. approach was a belief thatuthe weak link in Iraq's
armor was its political stability: a major setback would lead to a collapse

of the regime either through political action or military coup.7 As

suggested in Chapter -Two, such an assessment had -the situation in Iraq
reversed. In fac't it was the militarywho were the weak link, while the

political regime displayed an impressive capacity to absorb punishment
and retin its hold-on power.' In the end, this miscalculation did not
interfere with the Colditions successful prosecution of the war or the
achievement of political goals, as they existed in January, 1991. But
airmen would do well to remember that even direct attacks on centers of

enemy military power from the Second World War to the present have
had ,lttle effect on the political stability of regimes under attack. In this
sense, despite the introduction of new weapons possessing vast technological capabilities, the results were similar to those obtained in ihe strategic
bombing campaign against Germany: whatever impact bombing might
have had on popular morale, neither campaign resulted in the overthrow

of the tyrant.
On the operatiouial side of the air campaign, them are a number of
significant points. To begin with, the success of the opening two days of
the air campaign represent the operational high point of the conflict. Air
attacks fully achieved their Immediate objectives hi deconstructing the
Iraqi air defense system and laying open Iraq and Its military forces to a
7

1t is worth noting that a belief In the political vulnerability of reimes to the
political impact that stmteglc bombing would have on the will of the people to continue
a conflict has boe an article of faith among airmen since the first prophets of air power
began wridng. It was central to the arguments of Trenchard and Douhet and Implicit in
the writings of Mitchell and the teachings at the Air Corps Tactical School in the 1930s.
"MTe misaaaessment flowed as much from the peculiar political misconceptions and
misunderstandings of Americans in general as from the errors that US military or intelligence organizations made during the crisis. The latter of course reflect the cultural
atttudes and misperceptions of American society, and Americans, at lent In the 20th
Century have had a difficult time in recognizing or understanding the importance of
ideology to other peoples or cultures in the world. The attention of the reader is on'ce
again drawn to Samir Al-Khaill's Republic of Fear, 77m Politicsqf Modem Imq (Berkeley, CA, 1989) as a book that should have disabused most military planners and commanders of the notion that military pressure, no matter how successfully applied, would
quickly lead to Saddam's replacement by a more acceptable leadership in Baghdad.
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sustained air campaign. Moreover, these strikes obtained their objectives
Inedthis, Is thefirst cas In milltary hlistory in which commanders
and planners: were ýable -toviaa air power directly, Us an roperational tool
to achieve Immediate results. 'Inflebnuaaz 1944, during World War I1,
Eighth, Air: Force had attakdd -uftwaffe's. production fadlllihsoto

were the backbone of its air force. "BigS Week"' did in fact damtage the
Qernma aircraft-industrybut it could not atop. aircraft, prodtiction; Ironically over: the course of 1944 enemy fighter production increased dramati.
cally.'
Nor
didair.battles at the. endo4f February 1944 break the Luftwaffe
as a -fighting force. -Instead a great three-month battle of attrition
occurred that finAlly. destroyed the effectiveness of the Luftwaffe's fighter
pilot force. T7% results -of the focused attempts to destroy the Luftwaffe
by destroying Its production base were thus Indirect. Similarly, attacks
on German oil production which began in May 1944 were also indirect
in their impact on the Wehrmach's ability to continue to prosecute the
war. Whatever the aims, the achievements of strategic bombing inWorld
War II remained Indirect in their impact on the course of the conflict.
Inthe case of the war against Iraq, however, the air planners sought
to attack the center of Iraq's military power in order to break up the
capacity of its air defense system to mount effective resistance. By a
skillful use of deception, drones, ECM capabilities, F- 11l7. and Tomahawk
missiles, preemptive fighter sweeps, and a carefully crafted plan that
launched a massive SHAD package disguised to look like the great air
attack on downtown Baghdad, the planners succeeded Intowing doubt,
confusion, and disruption-rather than destruction-throughout the whole
of the enemy's system.

9However,

Itis worth nothlt that while German flighter production increased 55%
over the cootie of 1944, the weight of airf~rames produced by German Industry only
Incraued 22% Iin compalion to the provioub year production. noe Germans were able
to get such an Increase only by halting the production of every other type of aircraft,
including bombers, Moreover, the quality of the fighters that German Industry produced
In 1944 also showed aalgniflcant decrease. Bee Williamson Murray, "Reconsidering the
Combined Bomber Offensive," Milhgd;lesc*chfiduo Mittelimwwent, Heft 1 1"92.
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Moreover, unlike the envelopment of Iraq's army that took place at
teend of February, Coalition air attacks against the Iraqi air defense
syowem4fl owthergtzets-ocounad in the teth of enemy defenses u yet
ta4damage and Mly expecting an. allied, air attack. -The fact that F-1 7s,
flwinto fthe hert Ofenern dfnewithout-any upr at the onset of
the war suggests the extraordinary capabilities, that Coalition air forcs,
capabilities. that roprsnted the, significant Inn~ovation of the Gulf war.
Gliven the disparity-between contedding forces In the Gulf, it is
impossible, to: afte how Coalition armed forces could have lost the warexcept perhaps inthe political sense. Yet them were other approaches to
air wair thit Would lave carried with them less effective uses of resources
"a "elAs
t.possibility of considerably. higher losme., Inthe mid-498Os
there: had bme opposition from the Navy and Marines even to the cow.
cept of aJoint forces, air componont Commander (WACO), It war certainly
not incimbent on Schwavkopf that he appoint Homer as the JFACC with
t$~e powers to control and coordinate.10
Without. a IPACCI Schwarakopf would have had to assign the
different air forces. nparate area. Inwhich to operate: the Navy would
most probably have gotten much of western Iraq and a slice of eastern
Iraq where Iraq's naval forces lay. The air force, probably supported by
tho Coalition air forces, would have gotten the central section, especially
the area around Baghdad.
Such an sir campaign would not have had a coherent focus. Given
the problems that occurred In providing battle damage assessment to a
centralized command structure In the war, It Is difficult to see how
Coalition commanders Ina route packaite system could have gained any
CIL.At Idea of what levels of damage thoir attacks had achieved. Much
like the air campaign in the K'rQ, such an air war against Iraq-one could
hardly have spoken of a campaign-would have degenerated Into racking
up sorties, generally attacking targets rather than target sets, and pursuing
a number of uncoordinated alma.

t0Schwarzkopf was probably driven to usaignino Horner so much power to conduct
the air cmnpaig, bxscuse It wat the only obvious way that they could control the air
resorce available.
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A route package wair would also have carried with it the danger that
Owe operational coordination betwcon Coalition air forces would have run
jnto aubutdantalygreater problems. Certainly, coord~inating oankers and

4AM S;Acg
woil have been MOVA difficult, and such difficulties

"wodhee resulted-In the cancelation of sorties beyond thosei loot' for

coordinations breakdowns.,
Mmx'over, -such an operational. approach would -have created fault
lines between these sepaate air waos., Even within the JPACC system,
there were problems&between. conflicting Jurisdictions. On 25 January the
Iraqis were able to -get two Mrages out Into the -Gulf-within range of
Coalition ships, largely because their flight path followed a gtay ame
between Coalition air defense arem of responsibility. Since the uss
Rooavekli.,hadjust arrived,_ Itwu not,familiar-with the procedures Inthe
theater;ts P-14s -on Combat Air Patrol (CAP) overtthe Gulf thus daid not
have the frequencies. on which AWACS was. operating-no r for: that matter
did the Uss Worden that wus controlling the CAP station, Consequently,
the Navy did not pick up AwACS warnings, A Saudi F-15 who was
monitoring the calls from AwACs. eventually splashed the Iraqis."2
The point here is not to find fault with the Navy, but rather to
underline that even within the JPACC system, coordination problems could
occur. Within the context of an sir war where there were competing
commands with little coordination, the potential for such Incidents would
have been greater. Whether the Iraqis would have utilized such opportunities Isopen to question. But the possibility would have been there, and
any Iraqi successes would have had considerable political and strategic
consequences."3
"tT'his certainly occurred In the week after doe first two days and reflected the
consIderable problems of coordination even when there wus acentral directing; authority
and process.
"2(,/NP) Charlet B.Chwmbers, at aI, Desert Storm Reconainaction Report, Vol Ill,
Aualair Wwrfaiw, Center for Naval Analyses, 1991.
1'17he crucial point herm Isnot whether the Iraqis might or might not have taken
advantage of such a situation. Aroute package approach to attacking Iraq would have
Inevitably led to a roll back campalgn against Oh. enemy air force;, the Iraqis in turn
would have posaseaaed air options that were niot open to them as aresult of the focused
campaign that began on 17 January. And with such options available to attack the
Coalition fores the Iraqi could have launched their aircraft against an air defense system
with competing authorities, unclear jurisdictions, and gray areas between areas of respon-
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.. . ....

Whatever the possibilities that a splintered air war would have
offered the Iraqis, there, would certainly have been increased chances of
blue-onbluo.-engtomernets resiolting Inaircraft losses. -The fact that there
wore no0 suchloisss Is indeed high tribute to-the ',rofes~sionalism of the
a1irerewsi flylfing intho Gulf. "Itlis also a tributeto1 the organizational
framework and operational control within which this campaign .ftanct totau 4hn opelaional ftramework that dep'ended o anmbr of
indep~ndent air uthorte weuld have~invited trouble. It certiainly would
have added to the inherent frictions involved Inthe complex tietloa and
operational environment of the Coalition's air campaign.
In deen4, any reasonable examination of the Issue suggests that
there were no alternatives tQ the air campaign that would have much
improved. Ito conduct;. and most alternatives, Inall likelihood, would'have
been less effective.14 Admittedly, the air tua'kng order (AmO) process was
cumbeirsome and awkward Inplanning and processing the thousands of
sorteiesthatý made up each day's effort against Iraq. Nevertheless, it
achieved considerable success and made possible an operational employ.
ment of air power. Undoubtedly, the Air Force and the Navy will Improve the, prrxeua of putting together an effective ATO.
But improvements Inthe process only beg larger issues raised by the
conflict. Shortly after the war was over, a senior naval officer wrote a
perceptive critique of naval operations In the Gulf; his criticisms of
certain areas of Navy preparation for the war are worth quoting indetail,
not because of what they say about Navy leadership, but because they
apply equally to the senior leadership of the Air Force-and the other
services as well:

sibility.

' 4A&oae Navy commentator on fthwar noted: '~"igmy trip (to the Persian ulufi,
several senior oftiers expreused reservations about thr. Ni vy's Involvement Inan air
campaign directed by a Joint Force Air Component Coummander (JFACC), a function
performed InDesert Storm by the Air Force Component Commander, They were concarned that Independent naval operations were threatened by that participation because the
carriers' missions were tasked by the JPACC using the ... ATO system. But the Navy has
no alternative to the Aro system. Without It,the campaign would have been planned and
directed manually. Sortie rates would hae" bean far lower and strike deconfllction much
less cerlan." Letter from Cqaptai Steven U. Ramsdell to Director, Naval Historical
Center, Subject: Trip Report. 14 May 1991.
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Lacking any system to plan and direct air campaigns, the Navy has no
policy or official view of them.... 17Uh Navy's alternative to the fashIon In which the air campaign was conducted-by route packsl is the
epitome of peaindeindtfclttetactics, not to achieve strategic or
pertloalJ
bjet~vs..N.m source of the trouble is that the

concept of conducting, camipaigns and tho process of Implementing an
approac to war inrwhich tactical decisions awe driven primarily by
strategic okjectlvies,have not ben within the field of view of our leaders
"leet..
the
.In'ifiy opinion, the rXavy paid a significant price during
Deet*Stor0m Inthe areas of campailgning and Jointnsis for Its neglect
of the noni-lochnicail education -of Its senior oWiears, . .Thew real barrier.
tat must be broken is the pervasive belief that war fighting is mostly
amatter.of technology and logistics and that, consequently, there islittle
tobe gained from time spent studying other subjects, In fact, the most
decisive factors in war above the tactical level are Intellectual, not
technical or material,,"
No more than the Navy did the Air Force prepare its leaders -o wage
an air campaign that aimed at achieving operational-level objectives.
Thýroughout the 1980s, the Air Force had set about.to remove the tactical
weaknesses that had shown up during the course of Vietnam. It
succeeded admirably in that effort. But It did not aim. at creating an
officer corps that understood~the wider application of air power or which
could. address the substantial problems raised by the use of air power on
the operational level of war.
How then to explain CHNTAP's success in developing a focused,
operational-level air campaign?"' Much of the credit rests on Idiosyncratic factors that placed individuals In control of mWNAP and within Its
planning process who either Intuitively understood or who were willing
to be educated In the possibilities that such an operational-level air campaign could offer."7

*

"6Cynically one might suggest that 1) the disparity of power betwoon Iraq's air
power and that of the Coalition was so great that the result was completely Inevitable and
2)with five months to prepare to launch the knock out blow It would have been almost
impossIhNe to design a faulty plan. Such explanaitions, however, largely beg any close
look at how the air campaign was planned and was executed.
"tit isworth noting for those who belie~ve that chance plays little role In war that the
two greatest commentators on this aspect of human nature, Thucydide and Clausewitz
place chance at the heart of any understanding of war. According to Clausewlis: "If we
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That is not, however, to suiggest that planning and execution occurred
flawlessly or that them were not substantial problems. The first two days'
success suggests the strengths of the plan and its execution. By providing
the IraqiS with. what appearedto coincide with their expectations, Coalition
air power deconstructed the 'enemy's defensive-system and prevented any
cherent defense of Iaqi air 'spae during the entire war.
In offect, Coalition, attacks over the course, of the first two, days
maximized frictions within.enemy forces. Air attacks destroyed, damaged, or impaired many targets crucial to theeffective running of his air
defenses, But the crucial element both in the planning and in the results
was not the number of targets destroyed or damaged; rather it lay in the
overall, effectiveness of what those attacks achieved. The = computer
system no longOr functioned as an integrated air defense system. We
cannot identif the exact point at which this event occurred-nor quite
probably could the Iraqis who survived the collapse of the system. But
sometime during the first six hours the system died."
Admittedly, pieces of the system did put up fitful resistance. But
those pieces functioned in fitful fashion. This wu particularly the case
with portions of the Baghdad defenses, as the fate of Package Q demonstrated on the afternoon of the third day. The initial wave of attacks on
the first night only damaged sector and intercept operations centers (Socs
and 1o0 ); many SAM sites mremained untouched. But the psychological
impact of the first two days' attacks suppressed the effectiveness of what
had survived, Enemy communication systems no longer functioned
effectively; radar operators were unwilling to turn their radars on for
sustained periods of time; SAM sites fired their missiles ballistically. And
the continuing pressure of Coalition SHAD aircraft thoroughly intimidated
now consider briefly the #dJewev#e mature of war-the means by which war has to be
fought-it will look more than ever like a gamble .... In short, absolute, so.alled mathematical factors never find a firm basis in military calculations, From the very start, there
is an Interplay of poslbllitlss, probabilities, good luck and bad that weaves Its way
through the length and breadth of the tapestry. In the whole range of human activities,
war most closely resembles the Samn of cards," Clausewitz, On War, pp 85-6. In this
ca chance determined that the commanders and planners at the highest levels of the air
campaign would be more thm adequate.
'$Various places of evidence that were available to awAPs-enemy radar emissions,
communications between parts of the defensive system, as well as the responses that the
Iraqis wers able to make to the attacks-suggest to those involved In the Operations and
the Effectiveness reports that the system ceased to function during the period of time.
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the defenders. A SAM site whose commander was afraid to turn on his
system was as good as destroyed, at least for the purpose of attacking
Coalition aircraft.
In effect1 Coalition air attacks significantly increased the enemy's
level of friction both relatively and absolutely. Consequently, the Iraqls
confronted not only the normal frictions that occur during war, but a host
of additional frictlons that air attacks had imposed on their systems and
combat4 oq zations. In no fashion, especially. in view of the political
framework within which they operated, could the Iraqils deal with such
a state ofaffairs. One suspects that Saddam never fully came to grips
with how extensive was the damage that Coalition air attacks had
achieved in their attacks on the air defense system and then on the whole
military structure.
if planning and conduct of the air war in the first two days
underlines the possibilities open to a coherent, operational focus, then the
remainder of the war suggests some of the limitations as well as the
difficulties involved In such an endeavor. The enemy, no matter how
badly danmaged, was able to impose frictions on the Coalition's campaign.
The Scud campaign was a sure indication that no matter how well things
might go, the enemy may possess unpleasant operational capabilities of
his own." In this case, a considerable portion of the Coalition's preci.
sion-bombing platforms pursued the will-o'-wisp of mobile Scud launchers with little evidence to suggest success.
One of the Coalition's planning assumptions had been that once air
attacks had wrecked the KARl system, CENTAF could send large formations of F-16s downtown to accomplish two objectives. The first was
that, even considering the inaccuracy of the P-16 bomb platform-using
conventional unguided munitions from medium altitudes-such attacks
could destroy large industrial targets in and around Baghdad. This would
allow precision F-I I7s to concentrate on targets that demanded greater
accuracy. Similarly, they also believed that large packages of F-16s
flying downtown on a regular basis would have a significant effect on
Iraqi morale. While the F-1 17s flew only at night, P-16s could bolster

t
"rAnd
It Iswell to remember the extraordinary Inaccuracy of the mlislles, Had the

lrqi Scuds had even slightly greater accuracy, their military and political Impact would
clearly have increased enormously.
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and prolong the daylight attack begun by the Navy's Tomahawk cruise
missiles.
Unfortunately, Package Q underlined that such assumptions were
dengorously flawed. Enemy air defenses in the Baghdad area were able
to significantly threaten such attacks.' Then too, if one placed F-16s
over densely populated areas and exposed them to the threat of SAMs, one
risked the possibility that the fighter bombers, to evade SAMs, might
jettison their bombs. The risk of the resulting civilian casualties was one
that Coalition air commanders did not want to take. What is significant
here, however, is not that Coalition commanders and planners held faulty
assumptions; the crucial point is that they readily adapted to the situation
as it actually was: F-16s were no longer tasked to go to downtown Bagh-

dad.
At this point in the war, the mere presence of the Iraqi Air Force,
lamed, blind, and inert in its hardened aircraft shelters represented a
sufficiently powerful threat to refocus Coalition air attacks on the shelter
busting effort. Whatever the success of that campaign in destroying
hardened shelters, the number of precision weapons expended would
undoubtedly have done much damage to other target sets in the strategic
campaign. Considering the poor showing that the Iraqi Air Force had
made in both the Iran-Iraq War and in the Gulf War, one can question
whether it represented much of a threat to anyone in the Middle East.
But perhaps the political value of an air fleet "in being" was such that air
leaders felt constrained to eliminate the enemy's force before moving on
to other targets. Here the dark memory of the Tet offensive during the
Vietnam War raised fears in the minds of U.S. commanders that the
Iraqis might launch a sudden, massive, and suicidal air attack that could
turp the war against the Coalition-at least in a psychological sense.
As the Iraqi shelters disappeared in clouds of smoke and debris,
Schwarzkopf and the looming ground campaign forced the shifting of
F- I llFs to a campaign against Iraqi ground forces in the KTO. There
was, in fact, no other choice, given the poor performance of nonprecision
munition platforms against targets in the KTO. Since political necessity
2°Althogh in fairnes, one should note that larger S•BAD support packages would
probably have been able to suppress the threat of enemy SAs. The next day, for example, a package of F.16s would reach within the environs of the Baghdad air defense
system and not suffer any Ihues.
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dictated an absolute requirement for a ground war, Coalition air power
had to achieve significant reductions on the enemy ground forces before
the gmund war could begin. This again had an effect on the forces
available to attack strategic targets with premison weapons.
But there were options beyond limiting-the shtaegic campaign to
only F-I 17s at this point in the war. One of the few oversights in the
conduct of the .1r campainP was the failure to provide lasing capability
toPF-hIIIs operating-from Incilik. Only at the end of the war did F-4s
from Clark Air Base arrive, but their designator pods did not reach the
theater until after the war. Such a Capability in Turkey would have
accelerated destruction of strategic target sets.
Still the Black Hole retained considerable assets in the P-117s. Even
here, faiction interfered with hopes of decapitating the Iraqi leadership by
sustained attacks on headquarters and command and control centers
within Baghdad. The night of 12113 February was the first of a number
of nights in which planners hoped that air attacks would accomplish this
objective. The Al Firdos incident, however, ended this effort before it
had barely begun.
An examination of air attacks against central Baghdad suggests the
parameters within which strategic attacks on the enemy's heart occured.
Over the first twenty-four hours F-I17s dropped only fourteen bombs
against nine targets in downtown Baghdad; thirty-nine cruise missiles were
launched against six other targets.2" Over the course of the next
twenty-four hours, F-I 17s managed to drop only one bomb there, while the
Navy launched eighteen bomahawks against three targets. The major
F-lI attack of the war against Baghdad occurred over the night of 12113
February; F-I17s struck fifteen targets with thirty-four bombs-' As a result
of Al Firdos, there were no bombs dropped on the capital for a week.
Then with the ind of the war rapidly approaching, F-I 17s were to
strike a few carefully selected taigets in central Baghdad. While the
F-117s dropped eighty'five bombs on Baghdad over the last week, they
attacked only five targets, and one of those targets was Muthena airfield,

21
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which drew nearly one ihird of their effort.D One senses that attacks on
Muthena (and Rasheed airfield in the city's outskirts) represented an
effort to keep the psychological pressure on the capital and Iraqi
leadership.
the record suggests
.was no-Them
sustained
on
S1agdan But
anl operaiunai
focus ofthat.
the thare
campaign.,
was attack
an effort
made throughout much of the war to lead the capital's population to

believe dha they were under liege. Nevertheless, as a coherent focus for
the air effoit bAghddfadedin and out of the Coalition campaign. One
must recognie that :a more .sustained effort againt dthe headquarters
structw of the regime might well have resulted in an Al-Firdos-like

incident earlier in the war.
The Effectiveness report will examine in greater detail the effects
and.effectiveness of Calition air power against various targets sets,
the nuclear,' chemical, and biological proSrms ,of,.,the Iraqi
regime.
us,essments ,.nthat report emphasize is thefundamental
uncertainties that underlay much of the conduct of' the air campaign
against such special targets. To begin with, intelligence was generally
unclear as to the extent of Iraqi programs in these areas. Furthermore, the
operators failed to query their intelligence about likely enemy countermeasures and reactions to affect or ameliorate Coalition air power.
Granted, even the best intelligence in the real world would have confronted difficulties in answering what the Iraqis had done, were doing, and
might do in dispersing programs in such a fashion as to make them
largely invulnerable to Coalition air attacks. But the fact remains that
neither intelligence nor operators made much of an effort to address,
much less resolve, such questions.
Once the air campaign began, problems arose in achieving satisfactory feedback from intelligence to those who were responsible for
planning the conduct of operations. It Is not the responsibility of this
report to assign blame; neither operations nor intelligence appears in a
particularly favorable light. That problems should arise in this area is not
surprising, especially considering the divorce between operations and

"nIbid.
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intelligence
thatashas
occurred-and not just in the Air Force but in the
other
Services
well."
7The acr.oampaign against the MOstands ýin stark contrast to the
sttegic ampai•. agalpat ihoeraihertland, Whatever difficulties and
frtl6ns arose in thecofnduct of tAe latter, there was arecognible effort
to conceptualize the operationial-level employment of air power against
the. enpny,, MhgAve
Tluhout thl! •port, e
catalogued efforts to focus
air powerto aochievelarger effects inthe attacks on+Iraq beyond a mere
racking up of tagets hits., Whatever the difficulties of waging such a
campaign, and dthy were considerable, there was an overar•ihbg concep.
tdon.
None of the documents dealing with the air war against the KTo,
however, suggest suchan effort to conceptualize an operational-level air
campaign .agast Iraqi ground forces. Theplanners in the Black Hole re.
sponsible for the kro simply threw air power up against an enemy sheltered in well-dug-in positions. Every day large numbers of aircraft flew
into kill boxes where the Iraqi Army had hunkered down; some dropped
procision-guided munitions; others spread their loads of bombs and cluster bomb units over the landscape, in hope that if they did not hit anything then at least they would damage Iraqi morale. Whatever focus the
campaign against Iraqi ground forces possessed only existed in numerical
idices of aircraft committed to particular kill boxes.
In effect, the air campaign in the KTO represented a massive hammer
that aimed to bludgeon enemy ground forces and combat potential into
dust. In the end, the campaign was relatively successful, but only
because the time and air assets that were available to attack those enemy
forces were almost limitless and because Coalition commanders had so
much surplus air power available to pursue their goals.

"Uier It Is worth noting the one intelligence organization that functioned in an
exemplary fashion throughout the period leading up to the war and during the course of

the war as well: namely the Navy's SPEAR. Th7reason for the success of that orgnizatdon appears to have been the Navy's willingness to fashion SPMAR in such a fashlon thao
both operators and Intelligence officers worked together to Impart the wiiom of their
aepasate worlds to each other. Moreover, SPEAR had a clearly understood mission to terve
the tactical and operational employment of naval mW naval sir power in combat siwa.

o"4

I ly
Moreover, there was a substantial disconnect between the assumptions of those who planned and estimated the effects of an air campaign against Iraqi ground forces, and the units who actually executed the
plans.. In particular, Checkome's estimateshad calculated the effectiveness of at campaign, against Iraqi ground forces on the basis that P-16s
would use Mavedricbiagainst enemy'equipment. 'But the P.16 community
had not prepared itself in peacetime to employ that anti-tank missile and
so it could ,not utilize that weapon in the ground war.
In the end, these difficulties with conceptualization and employment
of airpower in the KTo didnot matter. The sheer magnitude of the air
campaign aginat the Iraqi round forces in the KTo achieved reasonable
levels of destructIon against the enemy's equipment in the theater. Also
the shift of "he &IPIFsto "plinking" tanks finally began to deliver on
_.the promise that air.pow.r 00u04 sut.tjanlly attrt the enemy's equipment. .Even more to the point was the effectiveness of the attacks in
damaging the morale of the Iraqi soldler,0 By the end of the campaign
against the Iraqi ground forces in the KTo, air power had achieved much
the same effect that it had achieved against Iraq's air defenses; it had
broken-the enemy force into its component parts and those pacts could no
longer put up a coherent or effective resistance.
All the squabbling about numbers of tanks uid artillery pieces
destroyed that occurred during the war, and which even two years later
remain u a bones of contention, however, miss the point. It was not the
numbers of tanks or artillery pieces destroyed, or the number of Iraqi
soldiers killed that mattered, It was the effectiveness of the air campaign
in breaking apart the organizational structure and cohesion of enemy
military forces and in reaching the mind of the Iraqi soldier that counted,

25T'ero

is some Irony In a comparison of the casualties caused by air attacks against

Baghdad and thoe

caused in the KTO. In the cue of the former, those who were killed

and wounded in the Al Flrdos bunker were the family members uf the elite of the Bathist
regime (the regime did not maoe shelters for the general population of Baghdad-only for

thou with connections to ihe powerful); thd casualties at the bunker were intimately tied
to the elite who had imposod such misery not only on their own population, but those of
I=a. and Kuwait as well. On the other hand, most of the soldlers that Iraq deployed to
Kuwait. certainly Inthe regular army were conscripts who had not wanted the war, had
little desire to fight, and for the moat part despised the regime, The sympathy that the
Al Fkldos victims received does stand in some ironic contrast to the lack of sympathy that
the Iraqi soldier received.
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There is a larger issue here: to believe that levels of destruction of
certain items of equipment guarantees success misses the nature of
military organizations. Military forces reflect their human creators. The

..

deo.at/auh an-organizaionoccursein a biological fashion. For exampie, in ahr tk,deahoccurs not at some precisely caculable point
when 30 or 40 or 50 percent of the hear muscles, heart nervesor heart
valve 1,oe their ability to iflunctlonbut rather at some inexplicable
threhold when the deiroding synergies betWeen-the damageto different,
interreed sysntm c
thegener and complete collapse of the whole.
PFor militiry oanizatio
fthe French author Antoine de Saint Exupbry
caught this phenomenon best in his book on the 1940 campaig in
France:.. .. . ..
Inevery reIon throush which [the German Pcnr:] -have made their
4ennweip, a Prekh ary, evn t•ouýh it em to be virtually
intact, has. asedto be an sinry. It has been transformed into clotted
segment&. It has, so to say, coagulated. The armored divisions play the
part of a chemical agent preclpitating a colloidal solution. Where once
an organism existed they leave a mere sum of organs whose unity has
been destroyed. Between the clots-however combative the clots may
have temained-the enemy moves at will. An army, if it is to be effective, must be something other than a numerical sum of Its soldiers."

"

De Saint Exupbry's description of the death of French armies In 1940,
though written over a half century ago, applies even more vividly to the
death of Iraq's air defense system as well as the death of the Iraqi Army
in the KTm.

2

6Antodn do SaInt Bxupk7, FUIht to Anrr,

York, 1942), p 56,
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tnmslated by Lewis Ouimatie (New

Iraqi military vehicles destroyed by Allied air-force on the
highway near Al Mutina. demad the "Highway of Death."
UN Photo 1112701J. Meao
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Disposifon of Aircraft (cont'd)
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Disposition of Aircraft (cont'd)
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Introduction
Report Aim and Focus
This report will attempt to survey, as Impartially and expertly as
possible, the effects and effectiveness of Coalition air power during the
Gulf War precipitated by Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August 1990.
More precisely, it will focus on what Coalition air power accomplished
at the operational level and above relative to the military and political
objectives for which the war was waged. Except for certain areas of
unavoidable overlap, deployment coverage, strategic planning, and other
preparations that preceded Operation Desert Storm (17 January-28 February 1991), the tactics and weapons employed during the forty-three days
the campaign lasted, its day-by-day operatlonal-strategic conduct, the
logistical and other support required, and the overall or summary implications of the conflict will be found in other Gulf War Air Power Survey
(owAps) reports.
Scope
For purposes of surveying operational-strategic effectiveness, the term

"i"airpower" has been interpreted to encompass a number of systems and

functions not always, or Immediately, associated with air forces In wartime. More specifically, air power has been taken to Include not only the
use of traditional fixed-wing fighters and bombers such as the F-I5C and
the B-52, but, in addition, the extended-range variants of the Soviet
"Scud" ballistic missile fired by the Iraqis against Israel and Saudi Arabia; the Tomahawk land attack missile launched from US. naval combatants; the conventional air-launched cruise missile employed from B-52s;
the unmanned drones used to deceive Iraqi air defenses; the U.S. Army
Tactical Missile System (or ATACMS); the array of weather, communications, reconnaissance, and navigation satellites exploited by Coalition
torces; and the attack helicopters belonging to the U.S. Army and Marine
Corps. In general, ownership by non-air force Services, being groundor sea-launched, or, Inthe case of Iraqi Scuds, operating largely outside
the earth's atmosphere were not considered reasons for excluding
weapons or delivery platforms from being considered part of air power.
If they contributed materially to the air campaign, especially to its
operational-strategic effectiveness, they were included.

The emphasis on the term survey in describing the aim of this report
touches on a second issue of scope. The period in which OwAPs did its
work was too short, and too close to the events themselves, to permit a
definitive history of air power In the Gulf War, For example, efforts by
International Atomic Energy Agency teams while this report was being
prepaeod continued to add new information on the wartime effectiveness of
Coalition air power in eliminating Iraq's nuclear-weapons program. Given
the likelihood that such issues would continue unfolding even after OWAPs
had completed Its work, an initial aurvey of air power's effectiveness
during Desert Storm seemed the most that could be reasonably attempted,

Distinguishing Operations and Strategy from Tactics
Another terminological issue that warrants clarification at the outset
concerns our decision to focus on operational and strategic effectiveness.
The initial problem that this decision posed was that of drawing a
reasonably clear line between the tactical and operational levels of war.'
Towards this end, we adopted a schema in which the conduct of modem
war was divided into four hierarchical levels: political, strategic, operational, and tactical. During the 1980s, this four-level view of war had
gained currency among scholars focused on military matters and within
some portions of the U.S. military.' To avoid getting entangled in definitional disputes or related arguments, an illustrative list of examples from

'During Desert Storm the S January 1984 version of Air Force Manual 1.1: Basic
Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force was still in effect, notwithstanding

repeated efforts, dating back to 1985, to update this manual, As a result, offial US Air
Force doctrine during the war did not explicitly recognize the existence of an operational
level of war between strategy and tactics. 'he operational level of war did riot gain
official doctrinal acceptance by the US Air Force until the release of the March 1992

version of Air Force Manual 1.).
2

1h1s schema was used, for example, to structure the three-volume series on military

effectiveness sponsored by Andrew W. Marshall, the Director of Net Assessment [see
Allan R. Millett, Williamson Murray, and Kenneth H. Watman, "The Effectiveness of
Military Organizations," Military Effectiveness, ed Allan R. Millott and Williamson

Murray (Boston: Allen and Unwin, 1988), Vol I, Tie First World War, pp 1.271. The
Murray and Millent series covered World War I, the interwar period, and World War I!,
Essentially the same schema has been used In the US Army's basic doctrinal manual for
some years (see FM 100.5 Operaeotw, May 1986, pp I and 9.11).

2

the Gulf War was outlined in Table I to clarify how these terms would
be understood within this report.'
It is possible, of course, to quarrel with the categorization of many,
if not all, of the entries in Table I. Aspects of the F-I 17 strike against
the A) Firdos bunker in downtown Baghdad early in the morning of 13
February 1991,4 for instance, are mentioned on all four levels, which
indicates that a single air strike can, potentially, have political, strategic,
operational, and tactical dimensions. Hence it is possible to argue, by
stressing one aspect of given missions or decisions over others, that
virtually any entry in the table should be shifted to some other level.
However, to focus exclusively on these inevitable ambiguities in individual entries would be to miss the broader point of the table as a whole:
namely, to summarize how the terms "political," "strategic," "operational," and "tactical" were generally interpreted and used in this report.
It should also be noted that military objects such as individual platforms, munitions, or targets do not appear by themselves as entries in the
taxonomy outlined In Table I. As U.S. airmen have rightly emphasized
in recent years, a strategic bomber can be employed tactically, and a
tactical fighter can be used strategically. An oft-cited case-in-point Is
Operation Rolling Thunder (1965-1968), during which B-52s were employed, for the most part, in South Vietnam and Laos in direct support of
ground forces, whereas strategic bombing in the Hanoi-Haiphong "heartland" of North Vietnam was carried out by fighter-bombers like the F-4

3One alternative

approach to distinguishing tactics from operations would be to show
that these levels of combat demand different degrees of support and coordination, command perspectives, and mixes of employment "rules" (see George M. Hall. "Military
Operations: Catchall, Catch-22," Army, Nov 1989, pp 16-20). This approach Isnot only
murv complex but may apply much better to land warfare than to air warfare.
4Unknown to Coalition air planners, the Al Pirdos bunker was. according to the Iriqla,
occupied by women and children when It was hit by two separate F-117s on the night of
12/13 february 1991. Television pictures of the aftermath were quickly broadcast around
the world. A more dewiled discussion of this tragedy can be fculd in the section of
Chapter 6 devoted to the leadership and telocommunicationslC3 target catesories.
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Table 1

Levels of War
POLITICAL LEVEL:
*
*
*
*

Decisions andactions that set war objectives and
overallronfllit parameters.
Ira4judymnt that the U.S. would nm use force to oppose the annexation of Kuwait.
George Bush's declaration that"This will not stand."
Establishing the wartime goals of the U.S.-led coalition.
TV coverage of the results of bombing the Al Firdos bunker.

STRATEGIC LEVEL:
*
*
*
e
a

Decisions, seions,and efforts bearingdirectly on
the achevement of war alms.

Determinations of what forces to deploy to Southwest Asia.
Decision to begin offensive operations with a single, integrated air campaign.
The Coulltoas initlation of a giund eanpalgn Iracs attempt to do so at AI-I
Iraqi use of SCUDs against Tel Aviv and Riyadh.
Iraqi marketing of Al Firdos, the "Baby Food Factory," etc. over CNN.

OPERATIONAL LEVEL: Decisions, actions,and effortsfocused on the
orchestratlon of campaignsand operations.
e Designation of a single air component commander (the JFACC).
o The choice of "strategic" target categories for the air campaign.
e Identifying the Republican Guard is an Iraqi "center of gravity."
* Tanker allocations between services and platforms.
• Sh tn.theweightoftheovuiafreffojtfomma-egtapiresinLiaqtothei7O.
• DectsIon to miqure C•JM appmval of all 'downtown" Baghdadrget after Al Rrdo.

*IaqI decision to begin flying theirmostcapabecombetalwcfttosanctuty Inhur

* Coalition decision to release bombs floa nmdium altitudes to milnimiz air losse
TACTICAL LEVEL:

Decisions, actions, and efforts concerning HOW
to plan or exseute particularsorties,flights,
missions, and missionpackages. '
"*Matching specific platforms with specific targets for given missions,
"* Selecton of DMPls aid muniions forspecific tgets (Al FPidos bunkerTi SOC, etc.).
"*Detailed planning and conduct of individual sotiers flights, and milion pkages.
"•UseofFI.11F&for'1ankdpinkinW"o rofF-l17sto suppmsSA.3s foraBM2 sdk&.
"•Airspace deconfliction, tanker track selection, AWACS employment, etc.

*Clow control of Irqi fttftaxbyaOC; pointlaunsh targetTh ch~ane by ABOtOCs, etc.
* Iril use o(banW AAA and viual fldngorSAMs; Coalition use or i•oime decoys.
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and F-105.' So individual platforms cannot be meaningfully categorized
as "strategic," "operational," or "tactical" in themselves, and, if they
cannot, then it is hard to wee why individual munitions or targets should
be so categorized.
Granted, it has long been common practice to label some targets
strategic and others tactical. In the case of Desert Storm, electric power
plants, transportation, and the Iraqi air force readily come to mind as
examples of classic strategictargets, whereas individual tanks or artillery
pieces in the Kuwaiti theater of operations (KTO) have usually been
considered tactical. Under what conditions might this sort of usage make
sense? The answer implied in the table is that calling an Individual,
isolated target strategic,operational,or tactical-or,for that matter, politicat-makes no more sense than pigeon-holing an F-IIIF or F-117A as a
"tactical" fighter-bomber.
Nonetheless, a portion of the Desert Storm air campaign will be
referred to throughout this report as strategic, and the core target systems
involved will be called, as they were by those who conducted the Coalition
air campaign, strategic target categories. The justification for this usage
that emerged during the preparation of this report was that once a group of
interrelated or similar targets had been pulled together into a coherent target
system or category and linked to at least one strategic objective, it did

make sense to refer to this collection of targets as "strategic."
In its most fundamental sense, therefore, the meaning attached to
"strategic" for purposes of this report will be that of focused attacks on
selected "vital" (or "strategic") target systems such as national-level
command and control, electric power, weapons of mass destruction, and
transportation. In this sense, "strategic" should be associated with actions

or operations that fundamentally have to do with the connection of ii.litary means at the highest level with political ends, and strategic actions
become those able, more or less directly, to satisfy overarching politicalmilitary objectives. This interpretation of the term basically recalls the
oldbr, pre-Himshima understanding of strategy evidenced by military

SAmong others, Air Force Chief of Staff Gen Merrill McPeak has repeatedly stmued
this particular example from Rolling Thunder ("McPak: Maneuverability, Precision
Munitions, Stealth Are Top Hardware Goals," Inside the Air Force, 22 Feb 1991, p 9).
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leaders such as Generals George C. Marshall, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and
Henry H. Arnold during World War II.V It also implies a parallel under-

standing of the term "operational," loosely circumscribed by the concrete
examples in the table, based on linking certain groups of actions, targets,
or missions with operational-level objectives.
The levels-of-war taxonomy then did suggest some useful insights,
including defensible meanings of the terms strategic and operational.
Equally important, it provided a systematic way of initially bounding the
subject of this report. But, like any other tool, it also had limitations.
The principal limitation that emerged during the preparation of the
present report was that the seemingly clear line between operations and
tactics implied in the table did not ultimately appear to be as sharp or
precise as was hoped initially. Strategic- and operational-level actions or
decisions also have tactical aspects, and, inevitably, these tactical aspects
tended to blur the division between operations and tactics if one pushed
too hard on the taxonomy. Put another way, the levels-of-war taxonomy
constituted, at best, a blunt instrument for analysis.
To elaborate, the further the authors of this report dug into the details
of what occurred during the Desert Storm air campaign, the more it began
to appear that the four-level taxonomy of levels of war might fit
large-scale land warfare better than contemporary air warfare. One
impetus behind this hypothesis was a growing awareness of the ease with
which Brig. Gen. Buster C. Glosson7 had been able to move back and
forth between strategic, operational, and tactical decisions-an ease that

6This pre-Hiroshima view of strategy is evident, for example, in Eisenhower's view,
during World War 11, that a "large-scale invasion" of the Fortress Europe would be
"exceedingly risky" unless "accurate daylight bombing was feasible" [Dwight D. Eisenhower, Crusade in Europe (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1948), p 65). Not only did
Eisenhower view daylight precision bombing of the German war industry as "the keynote"
of the Normandy invasion plan, but he insisted on keeping control of the Strategic Air

Forces because he believed, based on experience at Salerno. that these powerful assets had
to be available to him at critical points for "tactical" application if the broader "strategic"

purpose was to be assured (ibid, pp 65 and 222).
7
From late August 1990 to the beginning cf Desert Storm, Gen Gosson was the
chief air-campaign planner for offensive operations against lraq. During the war he not
only retained his planning function but also served as commander (with operational
control) of the 14th Air Division, which contained all the US Air Force fighter and
fighter.bomber units operating from the Arabian peninsula.
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seemed inherently less feasible for a division or corps commander in
multicorps operations. Another concern was that the basic taxonomy had,

to a fair extent, originally been borrowed from Soviet military writings,
and Soviet distinctions between the strategic, operational, and tactical
levels of war were, firmly rooted in the epic struggle uetween the German
Wehrmacht and the Red Army over the vast expanses of the Eastern
Front during World War 7I. And, upon reflection, it became less and less
obvious that what had worked well for thinking about larIp-scale land
warfare in the put could be just as readily applied to air warfare in the
present or the future. For both reasons, uneasiness about the fit between

Sour taxonomy and what actually occurred in the Desert Storm air campaign tended to grow as work on this report progressed.
Despite this uneasiness, the basic levels-of-war framework was retained as a point of departure for analysis of Coalition air power's effectiveness in the Gulf War. Even though it was eventually recognized that
tactical aspects of the air campaign can seldom, if ever, be completely
excluded, the intended focus was, and renmined, on operational and
strategic effectiveness, and the hierarchy did appear applicable insofar as
differentiating political, strategic, operational, and tactical objectives was
concerned. The issue of an alternative framework that might be better
suited to the dynamics of a modem air campaign-or, for that matter, to
small-scale ground operations-was left an open issue for future investigators of air power and the Gulf War.
Historical Functions of Air Power
The structure of the present report has been shaped in part by a
particular view of the primary combat functions that air power has performed in modem warfare. Reflection upon historical air campaigns from
World War II to the present suggested that air power has generally been
called upon to do three things:
(1) achieve control of the air:
(2) apply air-delivered firepower against surface forces; and,
(3) exploit air power's reach and lethality to achieve operational or
strategic effects on the adversary by striking key elements of the
enemy's society, will, or overall national power..
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From the standpoint of the political and strategic aims of a conflict,
control of the air has always been a means to enable air power to perform its other two functions. For example, the April 1943 plan for the
Combined Bomber Offensive from the United Kingdom portrayed the
destruction of German fighter strength in Western Europe as an "intermeYet this objective was not
dite objective second to none in priority,'
sought for its own sake but as a means to other ends. As the German Air
Force proved in October 1943, when the U.S. Eighth Air Force tried to
demonstrate that its heavily armed bombers could attack targets in Nazi
Germany beyond the range of escort fighters,' some degree of local air
superiority by American long-range fighters turned out to be "an absolutely necessary prerequisite" in order for daylight, precision bombing to
be sustainable without unacceptable bomber losses,10 and, at the strategic
level, allied air superiority over northern France was recognized by senior
American and British military leaders as an absolute prerequisite for the
Normandy landings to have had any reasonable chance of success.
Air attack of surface forces has tended to be equated by members of
the U.S. Air Force with close-air support (CAs) and tactical, or, at most.
operational-level interdiction. But this use of air power can also be
applied to the support of naval forces by both land- and sea-based aircraft. During World War I1, radar-equipped B-24s of the Army Air
Forces Antisubmarine Command were employed in the Bay of Biscay on
sea-search-attack missions against German U-boats;"1 B-29s were used

$US Eighth Air Force, 'The Combined Bomber Offensive from the U.K.," 12 Apr
1943, Record Group 218 (US Joint Chiefs of Staff), box 594, US National Archives, p
3. The cao plan's "principal objectives" of progressively destroying and dislocating
German military, industrial, economic, and strength by attacking vital target systems like
oil and bail bearings were portrayed u "dependent upon a prior (or simultaneous) offen.
sive against the German fighter strength" (ibid, pp I and 3).
9Maj Gen W.E.Kepner, Eighth Air Force Tactical Development: August 1942-May
1943 (Eighth Air Force and Army Air Force Evaluation Board, 9 Jul 1945), p 116,
'Oben Carl A.Spaatz, "Strategic Air Power in the European War," The Impact of Air
Power, ed Eugene M. Emme (New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1959), p 231. Spaatz's
article origiqally appeared in the April 1946 issue of Foreign Affairs under the title
"Strategic Air Power: Fulfillment of a Concept."
"ttArthur B. Ferguson, "The Antisubmarine Command," The Army Air Forces in
World War It, ad Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea Cate, Vol 2, EURopE: TORCH to
PoNraTLANx, Aug 1942 to Dec 1943 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office,
1983 new imprint of 1949 original), pp 377-78 and 381.83.
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it

extensively during that conflict to mine Japanese-controlled waters;' 2 and,

in Desert Storm, naval and other Coalition aircraft were used to eliminate
the Iraqi naval threat in the Persian Gulf. This last example highlights
in particular the degree to which the primary missions of U.S. navel

aviation have long included the air attack of naval forces, primarily by
carrier aircraft. As we will see, a question raised by
the Gulf War is the

extent to which it remains sensible or useful to view air-attack operations
against enemy surface forces as necessarily being in support of friendly

surface forces.
Since World War H, strategic air operations directed against vital
elements of the enemy's society, will, or military power have undoubtedly been the most controversial function of air power. As originally concetved at the Air Corps Tactical School during the 1930s, the essence of
the American view of this "strategic" function of air power is not difficult
to describe. As General Arnold, who commanded the U.S. Army Air
Forces throughout World War II, summarized the basic idea in November
of 1945:
The Strategic Theory, as applied to the United States air warfare
concept, postulates that air attack on internal enemy vitals can so deplete specific industrial and economic resources, and on occasion the
will to resist, as to make continued resistance by the enemy impossible.
To accomplish the strategic purpose, it is necessary to destroy only
a small proportion of industry, probably not more than a fraction of the
total required to conduct modern warfare on a large scale. Indiscriminately widespread destruction of enemy industry is simply a waste of
effort.
Examination of any national economy will disclose several specific
Industries or other national activities without which the nation cannot
effectively carry on modern warfare. It is conceivable that there will
always be one industry, such as the oil industry in Germany, so neces-

12James Lea Cate and James C. Olson, "The All-Out B.29 Attack," TMe Army Air
Forces in World War II, ed Wesley Frank Craven and James L4a Caoe, Vol 5, The
Pacific:. ATrrHORN to Nagasaki, Jun 1944 to Ausg 1945 (Wuhington, DC: US Government Printing Omfce, 1983 new Imprint of 1953 original), pp 662-74.
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sary to all phases of the national war-making ability that its destruction
would be fatal to the nation."

In Desert Storm, the overarching objective of the strategic portion of
the air campaign wa somewhat-different from that articulated by General
Arnold in the World War IUcase. Instead of attacking vital elements of
war production in hopes of gradually stopping the dow of military equipment, munitions, and fuel to Germany's military forces, the principal
thrust of the "strategic" effort against Iraq seems to have been to inhibit
and paralyze the very functioning of the Iraqi government and its military
forces. Electricity, for example, was attacked not to inhibit Iraqi war
production but to introduce friction and disorganization into the Iraqi
system especially at the national level. Modem, computerized command
and control systems require electricity, and it was hoped that forcing such
systems abruptly onto back-up power, in conjunction with attacks on
leadership, telecommunications, and other targets, shock and paralysis
could be induced and the normal functioning of military activities like air
defense rendered far more difficult.
Again, the terms "control of the air," "strategic air attack," and "air
attack of surface forces" were chosen simply tu reflect, as dispassionately
as possible, the primary uses that have been made of air power as far
back as World War I. No doctrinal or other implications about the
ultimate efficacy of air power were intended, and none should be drawn
from the terms themselves.
Report Issues and Themes
Four overarching themes concerning the operational-strategic effectiveness of Coalition air power in the Gulf War emerged during the
preparation of this report. Expressed as questions, these four themes can
be summarized as follows:

3Oen Henry P. Arnold, 'hltrd Report to the Secretary or War by the Commanding
""
General of the Army Air Forces," 12 Nov 1945. The War Reports of General of the Army
George C. Marshall,Chief of Staff, General of the Army H. H. Arnold, Commanding
General,Army Air Forces, Fleet Admiral Emrest J King, Conmander in Chief, US Fleet
and Chief of Naval Operations(New York: J. P. i-ppincotn, 1947), pp 456-57,
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I. What were the effects of Coalition air power on the will and capability to fight of the Iraqi field army in the KTO, as well as on other
forces deployed there, prior to the beginning of the ground campaign
on 24 February 1991? How were these effects achieved, and how did
they accumulate over time?

2. Does the combination of technological capabilities embodied in
advanced strike platforms such as the F- 117, together with the opera-

tional concepts used to structure the air campaign, reflect a revolutionary advance in warfare? In Desert Storm the ability to deliver

ordnance with great precision at night from medium altitudes, comnbined with operational concepts such as great emphasis on targeting
for functional effects"4 rather than physical damage, produced remarkable results against entire target categories, often in very short periods
of time. Should such success be attributed to the continuation of
earlier trends and the unique circumstances of this particular war, or
to fundamental changes in the nature or efficacy of air power?

3. What limits to strategic air attack with modem, survivable delivery
systems, if any, are suggested by Desert Storm? Various forces and
factors-among them, enemy reactions and countermeasures, foreign
and domestic political constraints, and the recurring frictions of
war-limited the effectiveness of Coalition air efforts in ways that
suggest parallels to earlier strategic bombing campaigns, including the
Anglo-American bomber offensive against Nazi Germany during
World War 1I. Tb what extent did comparable problems recur In
Desert Storm?

t14The

earliest evidence of a conscious focus on functional effects by Desert Storm
air planners dates from early August 1990, when the instant Thunder air-campaign
concept was being worked by the Air Staff (U Col David A. Deptula, Personal Log, 9
August 1990 to 20 August 1990, entry for II August). The last column In the partial
attack-flow plan reproduced below, which is a composite of sketches Ut Col Deptula
made on II and 12 August 1990, Illustrates this focus. This diagram Is also a prototype
for the daily Master Attack Plans that were used during the war.
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4. Finally, what can be concluded about air power as a political instrument from the Gulf War? Desert Storm air commanders and planners
hoped that air power might be able to force some fundamental change
of the regime in Baghdad; they also hoped that air power might be
able to achieve the political aim of forcing the Iraqis out of Kuwait
without requiring a ground campaign. Were such goals feasible even
In circumstances as unconstrained and conducive to the effective
application of air power as existed in this particular conflict?
It would be getting ahead of the evidence and arguments that will
constitute the body of this report to suggest definite answers to any of
these questions at this early juncture. Nevertheless, a few observations
can be made without completely prejudging the answers suggested in the
concluding chapter. The comments that follow have beena chosen to give
the reader a sense for some of the Initial Impressions and working hypotheses entertained by those who worked on this report and to highlight
some of the key research issues pursued.
To start with the effects of Coalition air power on the Iraqi field army
In the KTO, It seems fairly clear that thirty-nine days of intense, focused
air operations did create the preconditionsfor one of the more rapid and
crushing combined-arms, ground campaigns in twentieth-century military
history. Within a scant one hundred hours, a forty-plus division force
was either destroyed In place or compelled to flee Kuwait, and at a
remarkably low cost in Coalition dead and wounded. Hence, the main
questions did not concern the fact or the magnitude of air power's
achievement In the Kuwaiti theater but rather those of how and why this
remarkable result was achieved. Without getting too far ahead of the
story, it can be said that the picture of air power's effects on the Iraqi
army In the KTO that finally emerged turned out to be somewhat different,
and certainly more complex, than that anticipated at the outset by those
who planned and ran the air campaign. To cite an obvious example, the
use of laser-guided bombs against individual tanks was not even anticipated in the prewar planning of the air campaign.
Turning to the issue of whether Desert Storm revealed any revolutionary advance in aerial warfare, one early impression, unquestionably borne
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out by subsequent research, was that at the tactical level of squadrons and
wings, this war was not noticeably less confused or chaotic than most
other wars." Individual aircrews and mission commanders were seldom

able to discern the broader patterns and purposes of the missions they
flew; the missions themselves were disrupted time and again by last-min.

ute changes, adverse weather, or a lack of coordination with tanker or
other mission support; preflight Intelligence on the location or nature of

targets or aim-points proved inadequate on many occasions; Iraqi reac-e
tions were often surprising or unexpected, as was the Coalition's decision
to forego considerable accuracy with nonprecalion-guided munitions by
raising bomb-release altitudes to medium altitude; and, to touch on the
category of uncertainty deeply felt by individual airemws, timely bomb
damage assessment was, as in most past air campaigns, a recurrent
problem. Yet, at the level of General Glossoe and his special planning
group (alias the Black Hole) in Riyadh,." there was a strong impression
that some revolutionary advance in aerial warfare had been witnessed
during Desert Storm. In this regard, the ability of the F-1 17 und other
advanced platforms to hit so many key aim-points during the initial hours

ISjeffrey Record's amassment immediately after Desert Storm "that this was probably
the moast frictionless war we have ever foulht" was not borne out by the evidence available to OWAPS ("Jeffrey Record: Defense Analyst," Dqfinse News, IS Mar 1991, p 46).
Airemw mission reports and operator aseuuments consistently supported precisely the
opposite conclusion Insofar as tactical-level friction was concerned Wad
pointed strongly
to the Implication that friction was not limited to the tactical level in this conflict, espe.
cially on the Iraqi side. Indeed, it was striking to discover how often commanders,
planners, and alrcrew who participated In Deseit Storm fell back on the concept friction
Indiscussing various aspects of the campaign. Not only were participants, from Generals
Homer and Olosson to line aircrews, keenly aware of frictional Impedimenta to their own
plant and goals, but their explanations of why many things had been done as they had
during the war were, in more than a few Instances, motivated by a conscious desire to
structure their operations s as to drive up Iraqi friction.
t6After

the reorganization within the headquarters of Central Command Air Forces
(CENrAF) in December 1990, the Special Planning Group (spa) became the Iraqi or
Strategic planning cell Inthe OAT (Guidance, Apportionment. and Targeting) organization
under Gen Glosson, who was the Director of Campaign Plans. The OAT contained KTO,
lADS (integrated Air Defense System), and NBC (Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical) cells,
as well as a Battlefield Coordination Blement. It was th spa and, later, the larger OAT
organization of which the spe became a part, that was referred to as the "Black Hole"
during Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
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and days of the campaign was frequently mentioned, and even Lt. Gen.
Charles A. Homer, the Joint Forces Air Component Commander, remarked midway through the campaign that he himself had "underestimated the efficiency of [modem] air power."' 7 Thus, despite the obvious

persistence of the usual tactical frictions, there was a strong, inclination
to look for some combination of precision weaponry, stealth, and operational concepts that might substantiate a revolutionary advance in air
power's effectiveness. Nevertheless, the further the research and writing
by OWAPS personnel progressed, the more evident it became that justifying use of the term "revolutionary" would demand more than simply
pointing to these sorts of things.
Regarding the prospective limits of strategic air attack as military
Instrument, the strategic portion of the air campaign appears, as was just
indicated, to have witnessed no shortage of the usual uncertainties and
frictions. The inability of Coalition air power to destroy Iraq's capability

t7Walter

V.Robinson and Peter 0. Clouulin, "US Officers Hope to Avoid a Ground
War," Boston Globe, 4 Feb 1991, National/Foreign, p 1. At the core of the sense among
American participants that something revolutionary was observed in Desert Storm seems
to be the temporal compression of bombing results; high-value point targets that had often
required thousands of sorties over periods of weeks or months in World War ii were
frequently destroyed during Desert Storm by one or two bombs from an F. 117 or F.I I IF.
When weather permitted target acquisition, F-I 17 pilots dropping laser-guided munitions
had, on average in 80% probability of hitting their aim-point (SMsgt Harold P. Myers and
SMsgt Vincent C. Breslin, "Nighthawks Over Iraq: A Chronology of the F-117A Stealth
Fighter in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm," History Office, 37th Fighter
Wing, Special Study 37FW/HO-91-1, 9 Jan 1992, p 4). By contrast, the CEP (circular
error probable) for B-i 7s dropping visually with the Norden bombsight from 25,000 fees
against German targets during World War II was, ignoring "gross-error" bombs outside
3,000 feet, in the neighborhood of 1,135 feet (United States Strategic Bombing Survey.
Military Analysis
Bombing Accuracy: USAAF Heavy and Medium Bombers in the rTO,
Division Report No. 3, pp 2.3 and 5-6). Against a 50-by-100-foot factory building.
calculations based on the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals (JMEM) Indicated the
over 530 B-17s, each dropping a string of six 500-pound general-purpose bombs (for a
total of over 3,100 bombs), would be required to achieve a 0.8 probability of destruction.
Since the 1,135-foot B-17 cEP Ignores the 20.50% of "combat box" formations whose
bombs fell outside 3,000 feet, the JMEM result overstates the B.17's actual performance.
Moreover, against a very hard target like Iraqi aircraft shelters, or a very small target like
a fiber-optic-cable junction box, B.17s dropping unguided bombs would not really have
had any serious capability whatsoever.
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W5.

to launch of modified Scud missiles against Israel and Saudi Arabia right
to the end of the conflict offers a straightforward instance of an operational problem that had antecedents reaching back to the Anglo-American
Crossbow operation, against German V-I and V-2 sites during World
War II. The recurronce of this evident limit to the efficacy of air pow.
er-notwithstanding the enormous advances in weaponry since 1918 and
the near-ideal conditions in which the Desert Storm air campaign was
waged-argues strongly that these limits. may not be transitory problems
but endemic to strategic air power Itself.
As for the efficacy of air power as a political (rather than a military)
instrument, the air planners in Riyadh clearly hoped, well into February
1991, that the air campaign alone might be able to force Iraq out of
Kuwait-that Is, achieve a major political objective directly. This hope
seems to have been remarkably parallel to the hope of the air force
planners during World War II that daylight, precision bombing might be
able to force Nazi Germany to surrender without an invasion of northern
Europe, This hope was not, of course, realized in the case of World War
II Germany, and, despite the vastly greater efficiency of Coalition air
power In the Gulf War, It was not quite realized in Desert Storm eitheralthough there were indications, just prior to the beginning of the ground
campaign, of stepped-up Iraqi efforts to find a last-minute political exit
from Kuwait. The first-order question that arises from this historical
comparison concerns how directly any use of the military instrument can
promise or guarantee specific political results. Here the principal difficulties appeared, if, the end, to be less those of platforms and ordnance than
of the uncertain linkage between the use of military force per se and
specific political outcomes. For instance, few, if any, of the U.S. commanders or planners involved in the conduct of Desert Storm seem to
have anticipated that Saddam Hussein's regime might long survive a
decisive battlefield defeat. Yet, as subsequent events turned out, Saddam
Hussain managed to retain political power in Iraq longer than the American president who, In August 1990, drew a line in the sand and declared
that Iraq's seizure of Kuwait would not stand.
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Data Availability and Limitations
In the minds of the OWAPS director and task-force leaders, the model
for the present survey was, from the outset, the U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey (UsSBS) of the 1940s, which General Henry H. "Hap" Arnold had
originally intended to be "a critical survey of the results of the Combined
Bomber Offensive in Germany and the occupied countries."" The
present report, because of its focus on operational-strategic effectiveness,
ended up being closer in content and intent to USSBS volumes such as
Overall Report (European War) and The Effects of Strategic Bombing on
the German War Economy than perhaps any other OWAPS reports.
Nevertheless, there were some important dissimilarities between the two
efforts, particularly regarding data and sources.
The most obvious dissimilarity between the U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey and OWAPS concerned the direct evidence available to the two
surveys on physical bombing effects and enemy intentions. In the end,
the USSBS published over two hundred reports on the war in Europe, the
vast preponderance of which detailed the bomb damage and direct effects
inflicted on individual targets based on site inspections by Survey field
teams.' 9 These field teams were often able to reach their "targets" soon
after they fell Into allied hands; four USSBS members were killed and
another four wounded carrying out these field surveys.2'
Although targets in Russian-held territory were not available to USSBS
teams, close examination and inspection of several hundred plants, cities,
and bombed areas constituted one of the three main sources of

"David C,Maclsaac, Strategic Bombing in World War Two: The Story of th UnLited
States Strategic Bombing Survey (New York: Garland, 1976), p 40. The reference is to
a 6 June 1944 memorandum, "The Results of the cEo," that Gen Arnold addressed to
Adm William D.Leahy, Gen George C. Marshall, and Adm Ernest J. King- according to
Arnold's annotations, he received verbal approval from Gen Marshall and Adm King to
go ahead with what eventually evolved into the ussBs (ibid, pp 40 and 184).
1
"United States Strategic Bombing Survey, Index to Records of the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey (Washington, DC: USSBS, Jun 1947), pp 2.4.
2Maclsaac, Strategic Bombing in World War Two, p 94.
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"information used by the World War II survey."' The other two primary
information sources for the USSBS were (1) the masses of statistical
records, company and city reports, and high-level German government
documents acquired by field teams and (2) interrogations of thousands of
Germans, Including top-level politioal leaders such as Albert Spear who,
from February 1942 to the end of the war in Europe, served as Adolf
Hitler's Reichmnister of Armaments Production.
oWAPS, by contrast, lacked the full range of information available to
the U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey. Site inspections were limited to
Kuwait and the portion of southern Iraq occupied by Coalition ground
forces at the end of the ground campaign. The few on-site inspections
that were conducted appeared, moreover, to have been somewhat sporadic
because there was evidently no high-level planning for systematic site
surveys. For example, ad hoc teams surveyed Kuwaiti air bases such as
All Al Salem and Ahmed Al Jabar,'2 as well as the Iraqi Air Force bases
at Tallil and Jaliba southeast in southern Iraq.
SThe first air-oriented group into Kuwait and occupied southern Iraq
was an eight-man DIA/DNA (DefenSe Intelligence Agency/Defense Nuclear
Agency) team, which began working on 6 March 1991 .Y This joint team
focused mainly on the physical effects of air-delivered ordnance against
various targets, especially structures like hardened aircraft shelters.
Accompanying the DIA/DNA team, but operating separately, was a sevenman team of U.S. Air Force Systems Command personnel from the weapons development and test center at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. Both
of these teams conducted their in-theater data collection during March
1991. In April 1991, another air-oriented team of seventeen, sponsored

2'Franklin

Over-all
D'Oller, George W.Ball, John K,Galbraith, Paul H.Nitze, et aW,

Report (European War) (Washington, DC: United States Strategic Bombing Survey, 30
Sep 1945), p ix.
22(S/NP/WN) Lt Col Allan W. Howey, AFIOX-O, 'Trip Report AP/XO Strategic
Assessment Mission, Kuwait Theater of Operations, 14-29 Apr 1991," 9 May 1991.
23(S) DI•Amo-6, "Munitions Effectiveness Assessment Exploitation Team Trip
Report," 28 Mar 1991,
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by the Air Staff, was sent to survey bomb damage from an operations
perspective. The Air Staff team, though, was restricted to sites in Kuwait. In addition, at least two ground-force or army-oriented teams
conducted surveys in the former theater of operations after the war ended,u and some ground units conducted brief battlefield surveys within
their areas of operations. However, nc systematic effort to survey accessible targets and battlefields throughout the KTO was undertaken by U.S.
Central Command, and the physical surveys were limited in scope and
duration. Field inspections of bombed facilities in Iraq had to be conducted in the short period of time before Coalition forces withdrew.
Similarly, in Kuwait itself, the large amounts of unexploded ordnance
limited off-road travel, and efforts to begin cleaning up the bomb damage
were undertaken while the DIA/DNA and Eglin teams were still in the
theater.2 ' So the limited site inspections made immediately after Desert
Storm were not at all as comprehensive as those made of Germany and
Japan by the World War II U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey.
Iraqi documents and interrogations available to G3WAPS, too, were
rather limited compared to the wealth of high-level German documents
and leaders that ultimately became available to the ussas. In general, the
documents the Coalition acquired were lower-level papers,"' and enemy
prisoner of war interrogations were constrained by timetables on processing and repatriation. Hence, only fragments of the three basic sources of

2A ten-man American-Canadian team, led by Mr Rowrt Talbott of the US Army's
Foreign Science and Technology Center, Inspected some 163 tanks [(S) Robert L. Talbott.
Jr, "Attached Interim Joint Intelligence Survey Team (nsir) Report," 14 Jan 1992. UWAPS.
NA.167]. The US Marines sent a four-man team that focusec on armor (Marine Corps

Rtsearch Center, "Armor/Antiarmor Operations In Southwest Asia," Research

Piper

#92-0002, Jul 1991, p ii).
2

3At Ahmed Al Jabar air bane alone, the contractor In charge of the cleanup estimated that more than 70,000 tons of ordnance and debris had to be removed (Fdward H.
Kolcum, "cps, Other New Technologies Help Clear Ordnance From Kuwaiti Desert,"
Aviation Week and Space Technology, 27 Apr 1992, p 54).

2% the time since the Gulf War ended, only a fraction of the Iraqi documents
captured by Coalition forces have been translated into English.
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information exploited by the World War II survey in the case of Nazi
Germany were available to OWAPS.
Without a doubt, the most crucial blind spot stemming from these
data limitations concerned GWAPS' understanding of Iraqi plans and
intentions, both before and during the Gulf War. It is sobering in this
regard to reflect that in all the years since the 1975 fall of Saigon to
North Vietnamese forces, our understanding of enemy plans and intentions in that conflict has remained limited to what little the government
in Hanoi has been willing to publish for its own purposes. The reader
should be aware, therefore, that much of what will be said in this report
regarding Iraqi intentions, goals, and plans during the Gulf War will,
unavoidably, be based on plausible inferences from mostly circumstantial
evidence.
On the other hand, the lack of extensive site inspections and Iraqi
war-production, planning, and other higher-level documents was offset by
a number of mitigating factors. In the first place, the bulk of the Coalition's bombing campaign against Iraq, in contrast to the industrial focus
of the Combined Bomber Offensive, did not have as a primary aim
constricting Iraq's armaments production during the conflict itself. Desert
Storm was planned from the outset to be a relatively short and militarily
overwhelming campaign, which it arguably was, and the elimination of
Iraqi weapons-production capabilities such as the nuclear program were
largely pursued as postwar objectives. Hence the sorts of detailed armaments-production data that were of central interest to the U. S. Strategic
Bombing Survey were not particularly relevant to assessing the operational-strategic effectiveness of Coalition air power in Desert Storm.
Next, U.S. capabilities during Desert Storm to monitor the continued
functioning of many strategic targets-individual electric power plants,
air-defense sector operations centers, telecommunications facilities, and so
on-were orders of magnitude better than they had been during World War
U. Satellites and advanced airborne platforms such as the Joint
Surveillance and Targeting System (JSTARS) aircraft were illustrative of the
dramatic advances in collection since the 1940s. Such systems greatly
reduced the need for on-site inspections as compared with that era.
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Lastly, more than a half century after the end of World War II,
knowledge of nonnuclear weapons has expanded immensely compared to
what was available in 1941 or even 1945. Having thoroughly tested
weapons like the laser-guided, 2,000-pound, hard-target-penetrating
GBU-24AiB and OBU-27 munitions," and having *surveyed what these
munitions were able to do against various targets at places like the Iraqi
air base at ilblil, it seemed reasonable to conclude that surveying another
10 or 20 Iraqi airfields would probably not have yielded any major discoveries about the effects of these weapons on specific targets. When this
knowledge was combined with coverage of Iraqi targets by airborne and
space-based imaging platforms before, during, and since Desert Storm,
there appeared to be a sufficient empitcal basis for undertaking assessments of operational-strategic effects, if not of effectiveness. Moreover,
since the war additional information has been gathered by various international teams that have had access to bombed sites in Iraq, as well as to
Iraqi officials. For example, the International Study Team that sought, in
the summer of 1991, to assess the impact of the air campaign on the
health and welfare of the Iraqi population provided some of the most
detailed data available on the bombing of Iraq's electric power system.
And, by the time that awAps went to work, United Nations Special
Commission and International Atomic Energy Commission inspections
teams, operating under Security Council Resolution 687 (3 April 1991),
were well on their way to building up a fairly comprehensive picture of
Iraq's nuclear, chemical, biological, and ballistic-missile programs.2' So

"27Both the GBU-24A/B and GBU-27 utilized the same BLU. 109, or "1-2000," penetrating bomb body. With the addition of a laser-guidance kit, they become guided-bomb
units. The main difference between the OBU.24A/B used by planes like the F-I I IF
during Desert Storm and the OBU-27 was that the latter had been modified for carriage
inside the P.117. The PF-hIPs also carried the OBU-24A/B, which utilized an Mk.84
warhead.
28The IAEA (international Atomic Energy
Commission) teams concentrated on
tracking down and destroying Iraq's nuclear-weapons program. The UNSCOM (United
Nations Special Commission) teams focused on eliminating Iraq's other "weapons of mass
destruction" and long-range delivery means, including their means of production. To give
a sense of the level of activity during the first Oix months (May through Oct 1991),
eighteen United Nations Special commission missions, which included eighteen UNSCOM
And six IARA teams, were sent into Iraq [Security Council, Roll Eheus (UNSCOM Executive
Chairman) Report S/23165, 25 Oct 1991, p 18].
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oWAPS' information shortfalls compared to the U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey's did not ultimately appear to be so severe or limiting as to preclude reasoned judgments in most areas about the operational and strategic
effectiveness of Coalition air power during Desert Storm.
¶

As a final comment regarding data, it would be a mistake to assume
that the information on the Coalition's own air operations available to
OWAPS had no holes or other limitations. By far, the U.S. F-117 wing
kept the best data on Its own operations of any Coalition air unit that
flew in the war. Those data, summarized in the appendix, not only
enabled day-by-day tracking of sorties against each target category, of
weapon hits and misses, and of the impact of weather on F-1 17 operations but were sufficieltly detailed and unambiguous to permit tracking
on the basis of individual bombs.
As the available data on other Coalition weapons and aircraft began
to be examined, however, it soon became apparent that this level of
clarity and detail was the rare exception. Even the F-Ill database was
less detailed as compared with that provided by the F-117 wing. There
appeared to be greater uncertainty in the F-I Ii data over the target categories actually bombed, as well a- over the numbers of bombs dropped
per aim-point on many targets prior to the commencement of "tank
plinking"-attacks against "revetted" Iraqi vehicles in the KTO with 500pound laser-guided bombs-during the second week of February 1991.
With other platforms, especially those that were heavily involved in either
chasing Iraqi mobile missiles or delivering nonprecision weapons into
KTO "kill boxes," information such as the precise target attacked, the
weapons utilized, or even whether the planned sortie had been flown at
all, was not only uncertain but was often impossible to clarify or refine.
Hence, beyond aggregate data on the numbers of sorties flown and total
munitions expenditures, OWAPS encountered a considerable amount of
uncertainty and confusion about the Coalition's own air operations during
Desert Storm, and some details may never be known.
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Report Overview
The rest of this report has been organized into me.Yen chapters.
Chapter I (How to Think About Effects and Effectiveness) will discuss
the problems of measuring air power's effectiveness. Its main concerns
will be to differentiate air-power effects from effectiveness, to explain
how difficult the problem of measurement at the operational and strategic
levels has been and remains, and to provide some historical benchmarks
for assessing air power's effectiveness in the Gulf War.
Chapter 2 (Objectives, Target Sets, and Execution) will lay out the
goals that the Desert Storm air campaign was intended to achieve, both
politically and militarily; describe the target systems that were developed
to achieve those goals, and how those target systems evolved during the
war; and, briefly trace the course of the campaign. The principal analytic
aim of this chapter will be to outline the expectations, desires, and goals
of those who planned and executed the Coalition's air campaign, thereby
providing a contemporary yardstick against which to judge the effectiveness of Coalition air power in the Gulf War. In addition, it will attempt
to give the reader a feel for the magnitude and complexity of the operational and strategic tasks undertaken by air power in Desert Storm.
Chapters 3 through 6 will then offer accounts of what Coalition air
power accomplished during Desert Storm partitioned loosely using the
three functional areas-air superiority, air attack of surface forces, and
strategic air attack-delineated in the previous section. Chapter 3 (Attacking Iraq's Integrated Air Defenses and Air Force) will examine the
effectiveness of Coalition efforts to gain early control of the airspace over
Iraq and Kuwait by attacking the command and control system (KARl) for
Iraq's strategic air defenses, suppressing Iraq's strategic surface-to-air
missile batteries, bottling up the Iraqi air force on its airfields with aggressive fighter sweeps, and, eventually trying to destroy the Iraqi air
force by systematically attacking hardened aircraft shelters and bunkers.
Chapter 4 (Attacking Iraq's Ground Forces and Navy) will be devoted to
the application of Coalition air power against the Iraqi navy and field
army in the Kuwaiti theater prior to the commencenment of the ground
offensive on 24 February 1991, including interdiction against lines of
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communications to and within the Kmr. Chapter 5 (Attacking Moving or
Engaged Iraqi Ground Forces) will deal with air support of Coalition
ground forces during the Khafji Incursion of late January 1991 and the
one-hundred-hour ground campaign of 24-28 February. Chapter 6 (Attacking the Core of Iraq's Military Power) will explore the operationalstrategic effectiveness of Coalition efforts against the eight target categcontrol, and comoriesceadership; telecommunications andpcommanbdi
munications; nuclaan/bdoogicai/chemiiml capabilities; ballistic missiles (or
modified "Scuds"); electricity; refined petroleum (or "oil"); military
"storage" facilities; and railroads/bridges-that the air planners saw as the
"core" of their "strateglc" air campaign against Iraq.

j

One deviation from strict adherence to the functional divisions previously .deacribed should be noted. While the Coalition's efforts to destroy
Iraq's mobile ballistic missiles probably ought to be viewed conceptually
as a part of gaining control of the air, we decided to cover this target
category in Chapter 6 rather than Chapter 3. The main reasons for this
decision were two. First, because these weapons were only employed
with high-explosive warheads, they did not appear to be militarily significant in the outcome of the war. Second, since those who prosecuted the
air campaign had viewed them as a strategic target category rather than
a control-of-the-air problem, covering the anti-Scud campaign in Chapter
6 seemed to fit better with the outlook of the operational commanders
and air planners during the war.
A potential inconsistency posed by this line of reasoning concerns the
Republican Guard units in the Kuwaiti theater. The theater Commander
in Chief, Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, insisted on designating the
Republican Guard as a "strategic center of gravity," and during the war
these units were handled as a strategic target category by General Glosson
and the Black Hole. Hence a case could be made for pulling this target
category into Chapter 6 as well. Doing so, however, would have limited
Chapter 4 to dealing with only a portion of the efforts mounted by
Coalition air forces in the Kuwait theater against Iraqi ground forces.
Hence, the authors chose to treat air attacks against the Republican Guard
together with those against other Iraqi ground forces.
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Lastly, Chapter 7 (Conclusions) will do two things. First, the
judgments regarding the operational-strategic effectiveness of Coalition
air power during the Gulf War reached in Chapters 3-6 will be briefly
summarized, and second, extended discussions will be given of the four
themes raised earlier in this introduction.

Recapitulation
The aim of this report, once again, will be to assess the operationalstrategic effectiveness of Coalition air power, construed very broadly, in
the Gulf War of January-February 1991. As noted, many of the uncertainties, difficulties, and frictions that manifested themselves during
Desert Stmi would be familiar to airmen who saw combat In World War
Ii, Korea, or VIetnam. But there were other aspects of the air power's
role in the Gulf War that struck at least some participants as being a
significant step forward, if not revolutionary. To condense the four main
themes that will be pursued throughout this report to a single question:
How much of a change in the fundamental character of air warfare was
manifested in Desert Storm? In many respects this question is the unifying issue to which we will return time and again in what follows.
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How to Think About Effects and Effectiveness
In Desert Storm

In the air, Operation Desert Storm pitted more than 1,800 combat aircraft from twelve Coalition countries against an Iraqi air force of over
seven hundred combat aircraft, backed by strategic and tactical air defenses in Iraqi and the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (KTO). Over the course
of, the Gulf War (17 January-28 February 1991), Coalition air efforts
..included between 900 and 1,850 fixted-wing combat sorties a day.I
Limited numbers of "airstrikes" were also carried out by attack helicopters, cruise missiles fired from both naval combatants2 and aircraft, as
well as the U.S. Army's Joint Tactical Missile System (JTACMS). Except
for the Iraqi army's brief and ill-fated incursion around Al Khafoi late in
the second week of thie war, the first thirty-nine days of operations consisted of an intense, prolonged air campaign in which Coalition air forces
quickly established air superiority and began systematically attacking a
wide range of strategic, operational, and tactical target sets throughout
Iraq and the KTO. Then, during the one hundred hours of ground operations that made up the final four days of the war, Coalition forces swiftly
crushed and expelled Iraq's forty-three division field army from Kuwait.
The liberation of Kuwait culminated one of the most lopsided and comparatively bloodless theater campaigns in modem military history.
In retrospect, it seems hard to dispute the conclusion that the
thirty-nine days of air operations preceding the commencement of the

'Department of Defense (DOD), Conduct of the PersianGu(f War: Final Report to
Congres.s (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, Apr 1992), p 101.
2A total of 282 Tomahawk Land.Attack Missiles (tLAMS) were successfully launched
during Desert Storm from 8 cruisers, 5 destroyers, 2 battleships, and 2 submarines [(S)

Rpt, Frank Schwamb, et at. Desert Storm Reconatruction Report, Vol. 2, Strike Warfare
(Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, Oct 1991), p 8-61. The uss F(fe (DD-991)
fired 58 Tomahawks altogether, the most launched by a single vessel (Cmdr Steve

Froggett, "Tomahawk in the Desert," U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings,Jan 1992, p 71).
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Coalition's gi'ound offensive on 24 February 1991 largely created the
circumstances in which this military triumph was possible. Whatever
qualifications historians may eventually append in light of the longer-term
political and strategic consequences of Desert Storm, it seems likely that
this first-order judgment regarding air power's overall mfi.ary effectiveness during Desert Storm'will stand. This broader perspective should be
kept in mind throughout this report as a counterbalance to detailed discussions of those aspects of the air campaign that fell short of desired goals
and objectives in one way or another.
Gilven this overall perspective, how should more detailed judgments
about the effectiveness of air power In the Gulf War be approached? To
provide an initial feel for how difficult the problems of assessment are,
consider the following comparisons. On the one hand, Coalition aircraft
"downedthirty-three Iraqi fixed-wing aimraft, but lost some thirty-eight of
their own combat aircraft to Iraqi air defenses,' Judged exclusively (and
absurdly) by this measure (aircraft attrition), the Desert Storm air war
would appear to have been more or less a draw. On the other hand,
Coalition air forces eventually carried out over 42,000 air-to-ground
strikes against targets in Iraq and Kuwait, whereas the only two
air-to-ground strike sorties known to have been attempted by Iraqi aircraft
during the campaign resulted in two Coalition air-to-air kills prior to the
Iraqi aircraft being able to release their ordnance. This second comparison reveals the Coalition's overwhelming dominance in the air but fails
to provide any sense of what the large number of air strikes conducted
actually accomplished. Both comparisons, while based on accurate
information, give rather divergent impressions concerning the effectiveness of Coalition air forces during Desert Storm. The selection of appropriate measures, as well as their proper use, will therefore both be crucial
issues for the present report.
This chapter discusses the main conceptual obstacles that complicate
evaluations of air power's effectiveness at the operational-strategic level,
whether in the present case of the Gulf War or in other conflicts. It will
begin by describing the principal problems involved. They will then be
illustrated with concrete examples from both Desert Storm and previous
conflicts, including World War II, the Vietnam war, and Israel's incursion

3

DOD, Comduct of te PersianOuif War. FinalReport to Congress, pp 160 and 178.
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into Lebanon in the summer of 1982. These historical examples were
selected not only to furnish soms insights into how the operatlonal-stratesic effectiveness of air power has been evaluated in the past
but to provide some explicit historical benchmarks for assessing airpower
effectiveness in the case of Desert Storm.
The Madn Problems of Effectiveness

The conceptual problems of asessing the operational-strmtegic effectiveness of Cosiftion air power in the Gulf War can be reduced to establishing two causal linkages, The inrt Is the connection between employmeat actions such as flyin air-to
combkt sorties or delivering aimo,surface ordnance on targets and any immediate, physical, or direct effects
those actions may inflict.on the opposng militaWy forces or enemy targets.

The second linkage isthe connection between thes outward effects and the
operitional-strategic purposes, if any, that the missions actually achieved.
Perhaps the simplest illustration of the first "link" in this "causal
chain" would be whether a given strike sortie or mission package manages to put its ordnance on the desired targets and aini-points and targets.
If the weapons all miss, then the appropriate "bomb damage" assessment
is fairly obvious and there is no reason to move on to the second link in
the causal chain. If, however, the ordnance hits the intended aim-points,
and targets, then the issue becomes accurately assessing the immediate,
direct, or physical effects inflicted (although, as we shall see, accurate
bomb damage assessment can be quite difficult).
The second link in the causal chain of effectiveness can be illustrated
by briefly considering some of the prospective outcomes of, so to speak,
"putting a bomb in Saddcam Hussein's lap" for the purpose of bringing
about a dramatic change of leadership in Baghdad prior to G-Day.
Assume that the first link has been closed: by virtue of an intelligence
coup and the use of precision munitions, the Coalition managed to put a
2,000-pound bomb inside a facility occupied by the Iraqi leader and kill
him. Does operational or strategic effectiveness necessarily follow because the desired physical effects were achieved? Not necessarily. If, for
example, the reins of power happened to be imniediately and decisively
seized by a successor whose Ideas and political aims corresponded exactly
with Saddam Hussein's, then it is entirely possible that his death would
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fail to bring about the strategic aim of a voluntary withdrawal of Iraqi
forces from Kuwait in accordance with United Nations' resolutions.
Indeed, it would not be beyond the realm of possibility for Hussein's

death, to have the unintended but, from the Coalition's perspective, counterproductive consequence of galvanizing the Iraqi people behind the

occupation of Kuwait by providing them with a martyred leader. In that
case, thin militarily "successful" air strike could have the unfortunate
consequence of later significantly Increasing Coalition casualties on the
ground due to Its impact the morale and resolve of Iraqi forces throughout the Kuwaiti theater.
A break In either major link of this causal chain can lead to the
judgment that the sorties, mission packages, engagements, operations, or
campaigns In question were, ignoring indirect and unintended consequences, either ineffective or failed to achieve their intended results.
Indirect and unintended consequences can, of course, be positive, negative, or a mixture of both. On the positive side, such consequences may
well be the most sigifnicant results achieved; on the negative side, they
can so undermine the broader objectives of ongoing air operations as to
jeopardize attainment of the very alms for which a particular application
of military force was undertaken in the first place,
Assessments of military effectiveness cannot, therefore, be reduced
to the amounts of physical damage or destruction inflicted on targets, the
quantities of military equipment damaged or destroyed, or even to the
numbers of combatants directly wounded or killed. Instead, issues of
operational-strategic effectiveness will also necessarily involve human
plans, intentions, psychology, politicrti ends, and other hard.to-quantify
factors and considerations. This conclusion follows directly from war's
necessary subordination to political ends.
By way of emphasizing this last point, consider the deep disagreement over the effectiveness of the strategic bombing in World War II that
resurfaced in The New York 7rmes Book Review between John Kenneth
Galbraith and W. W. Rostow when Gaibraith reviewed Albert Speer's
Inside the Third Reich in 1971.' In the original book review, Galbraith
4During World War i, Rostow sorved as an economic analyst in t!he •nomy Objec-

tives Unit that was established within the ArnericPn embassy In London In September
1942-, Galbraith headed up the Economic Effects Diiclon of the US Surategic Bombing
Survey; and Spar, of course, was Adolph Hitler's Minister of Armaments Prodicdtion
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formulated his indictment of the strategic bombing of Nazi Germany

much more pointedly than he had done in The Ejfects of Strategic Bombing on the German War Economy in 1945.1 At the core of this assess-

mert were what he termed the "terrible figures on [German] aircraft
output" during 1944. For although the ermaw aircraft industry became
the top-priority target of American daylight bombing in February 1944,
when a number of German factories were hit, German fighter production
subsequently, grew from 1,323 in February to 1,830 in arch and continSued to climb to apeak of 3,538 In September.' InIlight oftthe "heavy"
losses the American bomber forces suffered during the February raids,7
Galbraith concluded that the bombing had been, at best, "abadly flawed
performance.$ Rostow's rebuttal to this interpretation was to argue that
the war against Germany had been "a struggle against air forcen and
armies, not against, index numbers of industrial production."' While
awknowledging-the -growthin German fighter production-after the raids
of February 1944, Rostow went on to point out that they could not have
given Speer any satisfaction when, by April 1944, he saw many American
bombers, especially those of the Fifteenth Air Force in Italy, proceeding
to Industrial targets with "not a German fighter plane anywhere in

from February 1942 through the end of the war,
'4his volume, published by the US Stirategic Bombing Survey InOctober 1945, was
the principal product of Calbrslth's Economic Effects Division on the strategic bombing
of Germany.
61ohn Galbraith, "Albert Speer Wu the Man to See," The New York Times Book
Review, 10 Jan 1971, p 2. The fRghter-productioan figures in Table 102 of The ff-ects qf
Strategic Bombing on the German War Economy are slightly different than those cited in
Galbraith's 1971 book review: 1,104 fighters were produced in February 1944, 1,638 in
March, and 3,375 in September (7Te Effects qf Strategic Bombing on the German War
Economy, p 277), These discrepancies do not, however, affect Galbraith's point.
7Tho US 8th and 9th Air Forces lost a total of 226 heavy bombers and 28 fighters
during the Big Week (20-25 February 1944); roughly 2,600 crbwmen were killed In
action, missing, or seriously wounded [Arthur B. Ferguson, "Big Week," The Army Air
ed Wealey Fnrnk Craven and James Lea Cate, Vol 3, EUROPE:
Forces Ln World War 1Y,
ARGUmENT to V.F, January 1944 to May 1945 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office, 1983 new Imprint of 1951 original), p 43). The almost 10,000 tons of bombs
delivered on German targets dunng tde Big Weak were roughly equal to the total effort
achieved by 8th Air Force during its first years of operations (ibid),
Galbraith, "Albert Speer Was the Man to See," p 2.
9W, W.Rostow, The New York Tlmes Book Review, 4 Apr 1971, p 23.
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sight,"1 ° a situation that would be largely repeated when the allied armies
went ashore at Normandy on 6 June 1944.11
For present purposes, there It no need to resolve the differences
between these starkly opposing positions, Three broader points can be
made relative to the problems of aiseslin8 air- power's operational-strategic effectiveness, First, despite the decades that have passed since
1945, no obvious meeting of,the minds on the efficacy of strategic bombin$, in World War Ulhad, emergedamong participants who had originally
taken opposing views. Second, it appears from the debate over the
implications o( Oerman wartime production statistics that such numbers,
far from speaking for themselves, have said altogether different things to
different individuals. And, third, at the center of Galbraith and Rostow's
disagreement is the issue of choosing appropriateeffectivoness measures.
CGalbraith chose to try to hang everything on statistical indices. Rostow,
by contrast, implicitly argued that there were broader, qualitative factors,
such, as the allies Imperative to gain daylight air superiority prior to the
Normandy, landings, that had to be duly considered in order to reach a
balanced assessment of air power's effectiveness. All of these are issues
to which we shall return time and again in this report.
Bomb Damage Assessment (BDA)
The first link In the causal chain of effectiveness assessment described
in the preceding section concerned getting from sorties and missions to
relatively direct and immediate effects such as shooting down an enemy
aircraft or inflicting damage on a target. Setting aside the antecedent (but
critical) issues of selecting target sets linked to operational-strategic objectives, this first linkage can be viewed in terms of bomb damage assessment

'*Ibid.
tt Bxclusive of flights to determine weather, drop leaflets, or continue reconnaissance,
the US 9th and 9th Air Forces dispatched 8,722 aircraft on 6 June 1944 to support the
Normandy landings; German statements and records indicate that German opposition that
day was "pitifully low," with as few as 12 fighter-bomber miasions being flown (all of
which save 2 Jettisoned their bombs prior to reaching the landing areas) and a total of
only 250 sorties being "attempted' (Robert Hl. George, "Normandy," Thn Army Air Forcea
in World War II, ed Craven an Cato, Vol 3, pp 194-195).
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i
(BDA).' 2 While bomb damage issues per se were not a primary focus of the
present report, the relation of BDA to the broader problems of assessing
operational-strategic effectiveness does need to be described.
Assessing even the more direct and immediate effects of air-to-air
engagements or air-to-groand attacks hus been a perennial problem since
the beginning of air warfare. A clusic example from World War II
would be the difficulties experienced in assessing bomb damage against
Industrial facilities which produced military equipment items such as
combat aircraft. During the so-called "Big Week" of 20-25 February
1944, when American daylight bombers tried to cause a decisive reduction in German fighter production, "about 90 percent of German fighter
production was attacked and 75 percent of the factory buildings were
damaged or destroyed."'1 Given the amount of visible damage to so
many factories, it is not surprising that, at the time, allied intelligence
analysts were "grossly optimistic" in estimating the effects of these
missions on German fighter production. For March 1944, the month
immediately following the Big Week, actual German production of single-engine fighters "reached a monthly average of 1,581, whereas Allied
intelligence estimated only 655."'14

1There were a number of reasons for the allies' overestimation of the
effectiveness of U.S. bombing during Bi8 Week. Perhaps the most crucial.-and a fact not fully appreciawd until after the war-was that the bomb
damage to the machine tools inside the aircraft factories and plants
attacked was less severe than that suffered by the buildings themselves.
As a result, "a very high percentage" of the machine tools used by the
German aircraft Industry were salvaged and then rapidly dispersed in

2nThe

US Army prefers the intuitively broader term battle damage arsessment, and
that was the term used in the Defense Department's report on the Gulf War (DOD,
Conduct of the PerrianGulf War: FinalReport to Congress, p 175). Given the air-power
focus of the present report and the Coalition's near.exclusive reliance on air action durins
the first 39 days of Desert Storm, the decision was made to stay with the traditional US
Air Force term.
t3
" Gaibrmlth, et al, The Ejects of Strategic Bombing on the German War Economy,
p 156.
14Perguson, "Bit Week," The Army Air Forces in World Waril, ed Craven and Cate,
Vol 3, p 45.
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order to minimize the effectiveness of subsequent bombing." Thus,
despite the best efforts of everyone involved in the BDA process to be as
objective as possible, the potential divergence between the actual damage
achieved and that estimated to have occurred based on aircrew observations and poststrike reconnaissance can be substantial, and in this instance
was. Further, such discrepancies do not appear to be completely soluble
by either mom-timely or better-quality potstrike reconnaissance. In the
case of the more direct effects of the Big Week, it was precisely what
was most visible-extensive damage to factory buildings-that concealed
the more critical facts that the machine tools inside were largely undamaged and salvageable.
Bomb damage assessment problems, then, have been around since
aircrews started delivering ordnance from aircraft. Indeed, it would be
fair to say they that have persisted in every -najor conflict in which
aircraft and aerial weapons have been applied on any significant scale.
Despite enormoua technological advances since 1945 in reconnaissirnce
capabilities, as well as continuation of the research and test tradition on
the physical effects of munitions begun during World War II, BDA has
remained a perennial problem in the application of air power, and the
Gulf War was no exception. What may be less evident, however, is the
degree to which some of the newer weapons employed in Desert Storm,
together with the targets against which they were applied, made this
perennial problem, if anything, even more acute.
Among the largely (but not entirely) unanticipated BL)A problems that
cropped up during Desert Storm were those stemming from Coalition
efforts to damage or destroy very hard Iraqi targets employing 500- to
2,000-pound high-explosive bombs delivered from medium altitudes.
Facilities such as Iraqi hardened-aircraft bunkers' 6 and hardened intercept
'5ibid, p 44; Galbraith, et al, The Effects of Strategic Bombing on the German War
Economy, p 156.

t6The difference between hardened shelters nnd bunkers, as these terms have come
to be used by American weapon-effects specialists, can be summarized as follows. A
hardened aircraft shelter is a manmade suucture designed to provide both environmnntal
protection as well as a degree of protection from attack. An example would be the "TAB
v," Theater Air Base Vulnerability Shelters constructed at most US air bases in central
Europe since the late 1960s. With a quonset-type shape covering a floor area of 48 by
120 feet, the TAB Vt" consisted of a corrugated steel lining reinforced (or covered) with
2 feet of concrete; their fronts had steel doors that could be opened by one man, and their
rears contained ports to funnel jet blkzt to the outside [Michael Skinner, u'FL: A Primer
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operations centers had been designed to withstand conventional bombing.
Most observers bclieved, prior to the war, that structures this hard were
more or less impervious to conventional bombing. Because the combination of accuracy and bomb-penetration capability necessary to breach or
seriously damage such facilities appeared to be difficult to achieve on any
consistent basis with unguided weapons, those unfamiliar with ongoing
American weapons developments, including the Iraqis, were inclined to
assume that hardened structures would be relatively immune to traditional
bombing attacks such as the Israeli raid on the Iraqi nuclear facility at Al
Tuwaitha in 1981 or the kinds of attacks mounted by the Iranian air force
during the Iran-Iraq war. Sheer luck might, on occasion, produce the
dead-center hit necessary to take out hardened structures of these sorts
with a single bomb, but such occurrences would be exceedingly rare,
However, during Desert Storm Coalition platforms like the F-l?7 and
P-I IPI , dropping laser-guided bombs (including GBU-24s and GBU-27s
utilizing the 2,000-pound BLU-109 bomb body, designed to penetraie
hardened structures), proved able to achieve the requisite combination of
accuracy and bomb penetration on a regular basis at night from medium
altitude. But in doing so, they also precipitated BDA problems that
Coalition air planners and intelligence specialists had not fully foreseen.
Attacks on hardened aircraft bunkers (HABs), aimed at eliminating the
Iraqi air force, can be used to illustrate some of these problems. Since
weapons using the BLU-109 (or "I-2000") warhead were designed to
penetrate reinforced concrete structures, it was not uncommon for a
GBU-24A/B or GBU-27 to produce little exterior damage beyond a sinall,
neat hole where the bomb penetrated the exterior "blaster slab."' 7 From

of Modem Air Combat in Europe (Novato, CA: Presidio, 1985), pp 28-291. A hardened

aircraft bunker of the sort common in Iraq and Kuwait, by contrast, consisted of a
concrete inner shelter covered by a layer of soil and, on top of the earth or rock layer,
concrete slabs (Defense Intelligence Agency, Structures Identrifcation Handbook, Dos2800.9.88, Oct 1988, Figure 104).
17Again, these bankers typically had three layer, The innermost was a concrete
shelter, the second layer consisted of several feet (and possibly more) of rock., dirt, or sand
on top of the shelter, and the third, the "blaster slab," was usuadly made up of reinforcoi
concrete blocks installed like a layer of bricks over the soil layer. The function of the
blaster slab, of course, was to cause bombs to explode before reaching the shelter itself.
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many angles a HAB penetrated cleanly by these munitions might appear
intact and undamaged, even though the detonation of the weapon inside
had rendered it unusable-that is, produced a "functional" kill. In such
cases, Imagery analysts were strongly inclined to err on the side of caution
and assess slight or moerate damage in their oDA reports, Particularly
early in the conflict. In Washington, D.C., especially, few analysts had any
knowledge, prior to 17 January 1991, of the kinds of visible effects such
weapons might produce aginst various targets. From World War II
through the Vietnam and Arab-Israeli conflicts, the norm for bomb damage
assessment had been "sticks" or "trains" of unguided bombs. Moreover,
having little insight into the purposes for which particular targets were
being struck. or even foreknowlede of which targets might be struck next,
it was difficult for many Washington-based imagery analysts to venture
beyond describing the physical damage that they could see."
On the other side of this same coin, against the harder to penetrate of
the HABs attacked-the so-called Iraqi "Yugos" and the Kuwaiti
"trapezoids" "-detonations prior to penetration could occur, and, in these
instances, the damage visible on the outside could appear extensive. Yet,
in at least one case at All Al Salem air base in Kuwait, inspection on the
ground after the war revealed that the shelter's interior had suffered no
apparent damage despite two direct, although well off-center, hits that
failed to penetrate.'= So with weapons like the GBU-24A/B and GBU-27,
there was no tight correlation between the amount of physical damage
visible on the outside and the structure's ability to perform its intended

function of sheltering Iraqi aircraft. Granted, as the war progressed, ways
of working around these uncertainties were found. Air planners in Riyadh soon realized that video imagery from F-I17s and F-IIIFs often
revealed whether the bomb had detonated inside a given shelter. If the
video indicated a detonation inside, then it seemed reasonable to infer that
"Prior to the war the Air Staff initiated efforts to raise the understanding of thobe
Washington imagery analysts directly involved in the three-phase suA process established
to feed results from national systems to the theater. But even tliese analysts were, in
many cases, initially reluctant to abandon Vietnam-er BDA norms that focused on the
physical destruction of tak'gets.
"9t 'he name "Yugo" was applied to sheltesr in Iraq that had been constructed by
Yugoslavian contractors using a Belgian design. in the case of Kuwaiti shelters such as
those at All Al Salem, "trapezoid" simply indicattu that, viewed from the front at ground
level, these shelters had a trapezoidal shape.
2See page 43.
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"thestructure had been functionally "killed," any aircraft inside destroyed,
and that this particular target need not be attacked again. Still, the very
use of such "workarounds" confirras the unusual BDA problems that
cropped up during Desert Storm when weapons like the OBU-24A/B and
OBU-27 were used against structures such as hardened aircraft shelters. 1
Similar problems surfaced with the use of 500-pound OBU-12
laser-guided bombs against tanks
Wnd
armored personnel carriers in the
Ko. The first experiment with what came to be known as "tank plinking" was carried out by F- IIFs on the night of 5-6 February 1991 (Air
'Tasking Order Day 20).1 The Idea was to see if the combination of the
F- I I IF's infrared imaging system (PAVE TACK) and the accuracy of the
GBU-12 would enable indiv!idual pieces of armor to be attacked in their
berms with reasonable confidence of success at night. This initial trial
proved encouraging, and the very next night the buli of the F-I lI F effort
went to tank plinking.' To be stressed is the innovative nature of this
unanticipated use of the F. Il IF. A main battle tank is not only a very
hard target but also considerably smaller than a hardened aircraft shelter,
Consequently, prior to the Gulf War, most observers, including most
American airmen, considered tanks to be relatively immune to bombing."
BDA problems assessing the results of tank plinking included both
underestimates and overestimates. In the case of a direct hit against a
T-72 out in the open, the visible pieces of debris left from a catastrophic
explosion were sometimes so small and scattered as to make imagery
confirmation of the "kill" difficult even in the best of circumstances. In
such cases the destruction of the tank was likely to be missed. On the
other hand, video from the infrared imaging sensor on the F-IIl Fs was

27TU reluctance of many involved in bomb damage assessment during Desert Storm
to embrace video imagery also illusU ated the tenacity with which people cling to old
ways of doing business.
22
OWAPS Missions Database.
23
" Over

the last three weeks of Desert Storm, about three quarters of the strikes
recorded by F-I I IFs consisted of tank plinking with GBU-12s.
140en (losson Indicated in postwar interviews that when the 48th wing was directed
to load some GBU-12s on its F-lI IFs to see if tank plinking might work, there was much
initial skepticism in the unit (OWAPS intvw, 14 Apr 1992), Immediate success, however,
quickly converted the 48th's commanders and crews into enthusiasts for this mission,
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not always able to distinguish tanks from self-propelled artillery and
trucks, or very-near misses from direct hits, due to the "blossoming" of
the infrared image when the GBU-12 detonated. As a result, BDA based
on the videos led aircrews and planners in the theater to conclude, during
the campaign, that most GBU-12s had killed the "bermaed" armored
vehicles at which they had been aimed. Postwar reexamination of plinking against three Republic~i Guard divisions has indicated, however, that
of the bomb craters that could be identified as having probably resulted
from laser-guided bomb, only around thirty-five to forty-five percent
could be correlated with destroyed or immobilized armored vehicles. 25
While this data point should not be extended too far, it does pass the
test of common sense. The circular error probable (CEP)"' of the GBU-l 2
was roughly equal to the lethal radius within which the weapon would
need to hit to kill a main battle tank out in the open. Against tanks in
deep berms, therefore, a kill ratio approaching one-in-two would have
been about the best one could have expected, and even one dead vehicle
per three GBU-12s dropped would have been quite good given the
one-milliradian jitter of the laser designator. Again, plinking tanks with
laser-guided bombs was not envisioned as feasible by either side prior to
the war. So a success rate of even one-in-three in a role heretofore not
even thought feasible was a considerable tactical achievement in its own
right. That said, the gap between in-theater assessments of bomb damage
from tank plinking reached during the war and the more sober ones
developed, with the aid of hindsight and additional data, long after the
fighting had ended provides one further example of the unexpected but
significant BDA problems encountered during Desert Storm.27

25(SINF/WN)

Hank Malcom, Office of Imagery Analysis, Central Intelligence
Agency. OIAiTWMD 0000/92, 14 Sep 1992. The 35-45% figure excludes the 15-20% of
the GBU-12s released that hit wide of their intended targets due to various system
malfunctions or post-release weather problems.
2
6hMe cEP of a weapon is the radius of a circle around an aim-point within which
50% of the bombs would be expected, on average, to hit given a large number of drops,
27

1n fact, this gap was surfaced by Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) imagery
analysts prior to the beginning of the ground campaign. In early February, CENTCOM was

holding much higher totals of tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery having been
destroyed by Coalition aircraft in the KTO than CIA could confirm. Since the timing of
G-Day was predicated on destroying 50 percent or more of the Iraqi armor and artillery
in the KTO, CIA's surfacing of these discrepancies around the second week in February
1991 created perhaps the major eDAcontroversy of the air campaign. This subject will
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For an American intelligence community long accustomed to relying
primarily on imagery for BDA, nonexplosive warheads posed an even
more perplexing challenge. For example, members of the international
study team that visited Iraqi during the period 23 August-5 September
1991 to survey the effects of the war on the health and welfare of the
Iraqi population reported that on the first day of Desert Storm "metallic
threads" had shorted and disabled the switchyard and transmission lines
at the Dhaura thermal and gas-turbine power station in south'Baghdad,
thereby forcing the plant to shut down.O The BDA problem posed by this
sort of munition was, of course, that it would not necessarily produce the
visible damage associated with traditional explosive munitions. True, the
desired functional effect-shutdown of Iraq's electric power grid-could be
loosely verified by observing that the lights in Iraqi cities had gone out
and stayed out. But aircrews and weather satellites reporting a mostly

darkened Iraq on subsequent nights constituted, at best, circumstantial
evidence that the desired effects had been achieved. This ambiguity
provides some insight into why many power plants in Iraq were also hit
with high-explosive munitions. Doing so provided direct confirmation
that the targets in question had been successfully attacked.
Because all the examples discussed so far in this section have focused on illustrating the more novel and unexpected sorts of BDA problems encountered during Desert Storm, it seems best to conclude with at
least one example in which the problem had been encountered in past
wars. Within the area of hardened targets, perhaps the most straightforward case would be trying to attack structures that existing bombs could
not penetrate. This particular problem has clear antecedents as far back

be covered in more detail in Chapter 4 of the present report.
2

SWalid Dolelk, Warren Piper, Abdel Qamhieh, and Kamel al Tallaq, "Electrical
Facilities Survey," International Study Team, Oct 1991, p 9. Aviation Week subsequently
reported that the use of warheads filled with a special carbon-fiber wire had caused
massive short circuits when dispensed on switching facilities and their associated highpower lines at Iraqi electric power plants (Douglas A. Fulghum, "Secret Carbon-Fiber
Warheads Blinded Iraqi Air Defenses," Aviation Week & Space Technology, 27 Apr 1991,

p 1S).
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Hardened Aircraft Bunker at A[ Jaber Airfield In Kuwait.
A direct hit on the top of this HAB is plainly visible in this photograph, which was taken
by a GWAPS team from a helicopter on a visit in July 1992. From this angle, it is
unclear whether the bomb penetrated the inner shelter beneath the mi~ddle layer of fill
and the outer layer of concrete "blaster slabs." No penetration Woe is Vi4;sible and the

rest of the structure appears to be intact. Paricularly early in the Desert Stormn, BDA
analysts would have probably assessed, at most, light damage to the structure based
on imagery from this perspective. If the bomb penetrated the inner sh~elter and
exploded inside, however, the likely damage to any aircraft inside would have been
catastrophic despite the absence of visible damage on the outside Of te HAS.
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Hardened Aircraft Bunkers at Al Jaber.
Close inspection of the areas in front of the two closest HABS reveals that their doors
have been blown off, Indicating that bombs probably penetrated the iwner bunker Itself
prior to detonating. Bomb damage Isalso visible on the top of the left-hand shelter in
this pair. Against these kinds of structures, most 2,000-pound, precisknguided bombs
dropped by Coalition aircraft detonated in the soil layer between the outer "blaster slab'
and the bunker roof rather than completely penetrating the Inner shelter itself prko to
detonation. Even so, the damage and debris caused Inside by such detonations was
often sufficient to render the HAB unusable and any aircraft within unflyable. As a
related observation on effectiveness, the aircraft shelters in Kuwait did not contain
aircraft when they were hit. This photo was taken by GWAPS personnel in July 1992.

Sest Available COPY
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Interior Damage to

HAB

at All Al Salem Airfield In Kuwait.

This photo was taken by the Air Force (AF/XO) inspection team led by Lt. Col. AMlan
Howey in April 1991. It illustrates the amount of debris and damage left inside a hardened aircraft shelter after being breached by a 2,000-pound bomb. Yet, if the doors were
not blown off and the penetration hole was relatively small, the functional kill of the
shelter rmight be difficult for bomb-damage assessment analysts to judge, even though
the damage to the shelter doors alone often left the shelter effectively Inoperable.

Best Available Cot
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Drive-in HAB at Tallil Airfield in Iraq.
This photo was taken by a member of the DIA/DNA (Defense Intelligence Agency/
Defense Nuclear Agency) team that visited facilities in bath Kuwait and southern Iraq
Immediately after the Gulf War. The photo shows the Inside of an Iraqi HAB that was
hit multiple times by U.S. Air Force aircraft with laser-guided, 2000-pound bombs. The
electa. from the bomb Impacts filled almost half of the shelter. At least one aircraft was
buried beneath the debris in this shelter, and possibly a second. Some of the later
attacks on this HAB were unnecessary to achieve severe functional damage of the
structure and its contents.

Best Available Copy
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Exterior View of HAB Penetration at All Al Salem Airfield In Kuwait.
This photo shows a penetration hole from a laser-guided bomb. The hole is about a
yard across. Also visible are the three layers of the shelter (the exterior blaster slab,
the middle layer of sand fill, and, underneath both, the reinforced-concrete inner

shelter). This Kuwaiti shelter at Ai Al Salem was assessed after the war to be as
resistant to bombing as the hardest of the Iraqi shelters, the so-called "Yugos."

Best Available CoM,
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HAB

#20 at All Al Salem Airfield in Kuwait.

The top photo shows the undamaged interior of HA1 #20 at All Al Salem. The bottom
photo shows one of the two bomb hits this shelter took. Both bombs hit on the back
side of the HAB. Lt. Col. Allan Howey's team Initially approached this shelter from the
front and ate lunch In it. Only afterwards did team members walk around this shelter
and discover that It had survived two hits. Both bombs Impacted far enough off center
that there was no visible damage to the shelters interior. Even the fluorescent light
bulbs inside appeared undamaged when Howey's team inspected it in April 1991.

Best Available Copy
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Destroyed T-72.
This photo shows the remains of a T-72 tank that was completely destroyed. The best
guess by the Air Force (AFtXO) Inspection team was this tank had taken a direct hit
from a precision munition, most likely from a laser-guided bomb. Since this particular
tank was caught out in the open, rather than hit in a revetment, imagery analysts
would have been hard pressed, looking at shot of the area, to notice that it contained
a destroyed tank. The kettle in the foreground gives an idea of just how small the
remaining pieces were.

44i3est
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as the Second World War, and, as we shall see, the line of solution
selected by the U.S. Air Force in 1991 was identical to that taken in the
early 1940s.
Starting in late October 1942 and continuing until June 1943, German
U-boat bases on the coust of occupied France becmne the primary
concern and highest priority for U.S. Eighth Air Force heavy bombers
operating from the United Kingdom, American bombers began attacking
the U-boat yards in daylight even though there was doubt from the outset
that the dozen or more feet of steel-reinforced concrete which formed the
roofs of these facilities could be penetrated with any bombs then available," In the end, this concern over tht ability of existing bombs to
penetrate proved well-founded, "Not only were the pens themselves
impervious" to the bombs Eighth Air Force's B-I7s and B-24s were able
to deliver through mid-1943, but bombing the areas adjacent to the pens
had no effect on submarine operations either because, as the German
U-boat fleet commander revealed after the war, the pens themselves
"housed virtually all necessary repair and maintenance facilities."'
This inability of daylight bombing to impede U-boat operations can
be seen, in retrospect, to have been rooted in the inability of the bombs
available through mid- 1943 to breach the U-boats' protective shelters, So
long as the U-boat yards had all their essential facilities under a thick
concrete roof, and so long as the roofs themselves could not be breached,
bombing could do little to impede the repair, refurbishment, and launching of U-boats from these yards. The obvious solution was to build
bombs that could penetrate, and the Royal Air Force eventually fielded
a 12,000-pound, general-purpose bomb (Tallboy) that, in the later stages
of the war, was able to penetrate enough steel-reinforced concrete

29Arthur B. Ferguson, "The War Against the Sub Penas," The Army Air Forces In
World War I!, Vol 2, p 245.

"°Ferguson, "The War Against the Sub Pens," p 254. The U.boat commander cited
was Grand Admiral Karl Doenitz,
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Bomb Da,

to U-Boat Pens at Brest, France.

This photo is from the re•r I of the Physical Damag, Division of the U.S. Strategic
Bombing Survey. It shows one side of the U-boat ,
at Brest, France. Visible is
the exterior wall of Pen A with a flak tower at
t(r ghthand) comer of the roof.
fa.
The area covered by the concrete roof was approxmately 600 by 1,200 feet. By the
time this submarine pen was attacked with 12,000-pound Tallboy bombs, the original
13-14 foot-thick roof had been increased to roughly 19 feet. The original roof and the
added layer are both visible in the photo. The bomb damage to the edge of the roof
(left of center) wks caused by a Tallboy dropped on 12 August 1944 from an altitude
of 17-18,000 fe~t with a fuse delay of 0.5 seconds.

Best Available Copy
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to brueah the Geimam' submarine shelkean.3 Unfoanately, "by that time the
antisubarine war had been won, and by other nrans than slr*Wec bonbing."'
During the Gulf War, Coalition air forces encountered basically the
same problem with some of the deeper Iraqi undergriund facilities. For
example, the facilities at TWji in Iraq included a deer, command bunker
that was assessed to be beyond the penetration capabilities of the 2,000pound BLU-109 warhead. A crash pmogram was initd to develop a
4,700-pound, laser-guided bomb using cold artillery tubes vs the casing for
the munition. After a successful test drop from an F-ill on the range
complex at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, two of these GBU-28 weapons
were then delivered to the F- IIF wing L. Tuif, Saudi Arabia, and one
was baccessfully dropped on the Taji command bunker on Day 42 of the
war.3 ' Not only did the World War HIproblem of encountering targets
that existing, munitions could not penetrate reoccur in Desert Storm, but
tdw same line of solution-building bigger bombs-was also followed.
Again, the problems of bomb damage assessment per so-whether old
or new, anticipated or not-were not a primary focus of the present report.
Some coverage of these perennial problems seemed necessary,
nonetheless, for two reasons: first, to make the reader aware of the uncertainties affecting the present repokt stemming from owAPs' inability to
examine firsthand the bomb damage inflicted on most targets in Iraq
during Desert Storm and, second, to lay the tactical foundation on which
the broader problems of operational-strategic effectiveness rest.

"31Physical Damage Division, Submarine Pens: Brest France (Washington, DC:
ussms, 2d ed, Jan 1947), pp 6.7; Vannevar Bush. James B. Conant, and E. Bright Wilson,

Jr,, Effects of Impact and Explosion, Vol 1,Summary Technical Report of Division 2,
NDRC [National Defense Research Committee) (Washington, DC: Office of Scientific

Research and Development, 1946), p 449. The British also fielded a 22.000-pound Nimb.
32
Arthur B. Ferguson, "Over Germany." The Army Air Forces in World War 11, Vol

2, p 316.
33Col Richard S. Mather, 57th Test Group, briefing to (aWAPS on 57th's mission and
contributions during Desert Storm, Nellis AmI, 28 Jan 1992; UWAPS Missions Database;
DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report to Congress, p 155-166.
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Distinguishing Effectiveness from Effects

Generally speaking, the effectiverness of air power has been more

:

difficult to assess than that of surface forces. There are, after all, certain
elementary differences between seizing, controlling, or defending a piece
of terrain with land forces and the comparitively fleetinig, harder-tomeasure consequences, direct as well as indirect, of air attacks against a
target, or set of tarets, over time. Teriitory seized or successfully Idefended, especially by an army, can,be roiadily d6picted on a map. There
is also a sequential, step-by-step pattern evident in surface campaigns
such as the U.S. drive westward across the central Pacific during World

War 11 or the advance of allied forces from the beaches of Normandy into

central Germany during the period June 19-May 1945.3 Such campaigns consist of a series of discrete and sequentially interdependent steps
leading, to the overall -objctives, From a strategic standpoint, each step
in the sequence can be grasped ahead of time, appraised in terms of its
expected results, weighed against objectives, and, once taken, used as a
basis for determining the next step in the sequence." For these reasons
alone, the basic accomplishments and unfolding of surface campaigns
aimed at seizing, controlling, or holding territory have tended to be
comparatively clear-cut and readily understandable, even to observers
lacking in military cxperience.
By contrast, the cumulative ramifications of trying to achieve operational-strategic objectives by striking various sets of targets deep in enemy
territory, possibly hundreds of miles or more behind the front lines and
at diverse points in time and space, have seldom been direct, clear-cut, or
obvious. As Adm. Joseph Wylie originally observed in 1952, there is a
different strategic pattern in what he termed "cumulative" campaigns such
as the strategic bombing of Nazi Germany in World War 11 or the
Western allies' struggle against the German U-boats in the north Atlantic
during 1940-1943.' In such cases, the overall or "cumulative" result is
made up of a collection of lesser actions, many of which may not be
sequentially interdependent and whose contributions to the overall result

34Rear Adm Joseph C. Wylie, "Excerpts from Military Strategy: A General Theory

of Power Control," The Art and Practiceof Military Strategy,ed George Edward Thibault

(Washington, DC: National Defense University, 1994), p 200.
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1bid.

"•IbId. pp 200-201.
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sought seem much harder to evaluate even long after the fact, much less
to forecast in advance. During World War 11, General "H'p" Arnold had

considerable personal experience-and frustration-with these unruly characteristics of American strategic-bombing efforts. As he wrote afterwards
in his third report to the Secretary of War:
The real effect of our strategic air assaults, unlike that of tactical air
attack, was seldom immediately apparent. Its effect was more like that
of cancer, producing internal doway ultimately resulting in death.37
These problems of comprehending and assesing the broader
achievements of strategic bombardment lay at the heart of the disputes,
which have persisted right down to the present day, over the findings of
the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (ussBs). As David MacIsc, perhaps
the foremost historian of the original survey, has written, what its directors and sponsors hoped to find was "some precise measurement of the
effectiveness of strategic bombing as an instrument of final victory"; what
they actually found, and had to settle for, however, was a measure of
"effects rather than effectiveness."". The reasons for this untidy outcome
can be readily comprehended in the following thought experiment:
Suppose a decision is made to take out a plant producing ball bearings;
suppose one hundred bombers are despatched and succeed in utterly
demolishing the plant. So far as the commanders and crews are concerned, the effectiveness of this mission is taken for granted to be 100
percent-the given target was attacked and destroyed. But suppose, also,
that the ball bearing output of the destroyed plant is never missed by the
enemy throughout the remainder of the war-either because of huge
stockpiles or alternative sources of supply. In such a case, the effectiveness of the mission in speeding up victory drops to zero; indeed, the
question then arises, when one asks how the one hundred sorties might
otherwise have been applied, whether or not the mission's effectiveness
should be described as a negative (or minus) value."

"3Arnold,"lhird Report to the Secretary of War by the Commanding General of the
Army Air Forces," 12 Nov 1945, p 457.
"•DavidC.Maclsac, StrategicBombing in World War Two: The Story of the UMited
S.ates Strategic Bombing Survey (New York: Garland, 1976), p 161.
39
1bid, pp 161-62.
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In short, the more direct, physical, or immediate effects of a given mission or series of missions are one thing. But their operational or strategic
effectiveness can, for complex reasons that may not even be immediately
obvious to the airmen who planned or flew the sorties in quebtion, be
altogether differentd
This worry about effectiveness versas effects is not a matter of mere
academic concern. Explicit Instances of precisely the sort of problem
described by Maclsaac occurred during the Gulf War. The Umm a] Aish
radio-relay facility in Kuwait Isperhaps the clearest case in point. Based
on postwar examination by an Air Force ground team, the facility, including its two large satellite dishes, was heavily damaged by Coalition airstrikes during the war. However, the ground team concluded that the
facility had been stripped of essential equipment prior to being hit. The
giveaway was that in the control building, the marks made when the
Iraqis pulled the disconnected electronics gear out through holes cut in
the building's walls were underneath all the bombing debris. It is
unknown as to whether the facility was stripped before the beginning of
the air campaign on 17 January 1991. But the physical evidence at the
Umm al Aish, along with wartime reconnaissance imagery, makes it clear
that the facility ceased functioning prior to being bombed.
From an effectiveness standpoint, it may be tempting to conclude at
once that this facility need never have been bombed. The argument
would be that doing so not only wasted sorties and unnecessarily risked
crews and their aircraft but destroyed a facility that the Kuwaitis would
probably have preferred kept intact. Like most real-world cases, however, the situation is not that clear-cut-not even in retrospect. One possibility would be that the likelihood of Coalition air forces attack Umm al
Aish prompted the Iraqis to strip the site prior to it being hit by Coalition
aircraft. If so, then the prospect of bombing could be interpreted as

4°In general, the criteria that drove aircrew reports of successful versus unsuccesow
results on Individual missions during Desert Storm focused on whether the aircrews
involved had met specified release parameters relative to assigned aim-points. The
correlation between these reports and even the direct effects sought against particular
targets was not always strong.
4t Review

of videotape taken inside the Umm al Aish radio-relay facility with Lt Col
Howey, who was a member of the team that Inspected this facility after the war, 10 Aug
1992.
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having imposed a form of virtual attrition on the Iraqis, and the net
effectiveness of Coalition strikes against the site would not necessarily be
much less a negative value. But an alternative interprtetaion would
be that the Iraqis simply looted the site for its equipment independent, of
the threat pope by Coalition air force..

Besides illustrating some of the more subtle difficulties of assessing
•
operational or straegiic effe~ti~eneus, the ostensibly "unnecessa'y"
•
~C~osiition airstrikes against the Umm ai Alsh radio-selay facility sugglest
at least two broader points. First, while judging the relatively direct
I!
of particular sorties or missions in actuai situations is hard enough,
Seffects
evaluating operational-strategic effectiveness appears even harder. Sec•:
ond, the notion of virtual attrtion sugglests that any adequate assessment
!•r
effectiveness will need to consider the widest possible range of indirect
S~of
•'..
and secrond.order consequences.
The April 1942 raid on Japan led by Lt. Col. James H. Doolittle
illustrates both virtual attrition and second-order strategic consequences.
On the morning of 18 April 1942, sixteen B.25s were haunched from the
carrier Hornet at a distance of around 700 nautical miles from Tokyo. 42
The B-25s, each armed with four 500-pound bombs and machine guns,
attacked a variety of targets, including military barracks, docks, and
~factories, in Tokyo and other Japanese cities.43s Fifteen of the planes are
•
to have dropped their demolition and incendiary bombs on
S~believed
Honshu, and some strafed targets as well. But the damage inflicted by
•
these aircraft was neither extensive nor militarily significant. A school
was "inadvertently struck, and a total of twelve people killed, fifty houses
.

i
,
i

42Kramer

3.Rohfleisch, "Drawingl the Battle Line In the Pacific," Tim Army Air
Forces in World War Ii, ed Craven and Cate, Vol 1, Placs and &arly Op eroilow:
Januar 1939 to August 1942 (Washiniiton, DC: US Government Printingi Office, 1983
imprint of 1948 original), p 441. Note that the use of the Doolittle raid tirnt alppeaied in
James 0. Roche and Barry D). Watts, 'C.hoosingl Analytic Measures," The Journal of
$1rdlegic Studies, Jun 1991, pp 184-191.
43

"Assessment of Damage--Tokyo Raid," Alfred Simpson Historical Research Center,

Maxweli APa. AL, File 142.034; also, from same file, '*Special Aviation Project No. 1,"

pp 33.34 and memorandum concernini the Doolittle raid to Gen Arnold from Cal A.W.
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Bomb Damage to Umm al Aish
Radio-Relay Station In Kuwait.

-.

The top photo shows the Interior of

-01
-,-•

.made

"thecontrol facility at Umm al Aish.
The bomb debris observed by Lt. Col.
Howey's team on top of the marks
when the Iraqis removed the
electronic equipment from this facility
indicated that it had been rendered
inoperative before it was bombed.
The left photo shows bomb damage
to one of the two large satellite
reception antennas at the Umm a]
Aish ground station. These dishes,
over 100 feet in diameter, were too
large to be moved before the facility
was bombed, although two smaller
dishes were removed.
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and shops demolished, and the bow of a warship [the carrier Ryuko] in
drydock damaged."' Judged by such criteria as directly destroying any
:appreciable amounat of Japanese combat power or eliminating a vital
element in Japan's war industry, the aid Was ineffective. Indeed, balanced against the fact that the U.S. Pacific Fleet had to sail two of its
four remalning aircraft carriers into Japanese waters in order to bring
Doollttle'sB-25s within range, it is possible to a4gue that the raid, though
daring, was "not commensurate" with-the risk.e
Nonetheless, in hindsight, the Doolittle raid proved remarkably
effective in other, less obviods but far more important ways. Besides
raising American morale in the dark days immediately after the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbo., it produced long-term effects on Japanese forces
and strategy. As the official Japanese history of the Second World War
has concluded, Doolittle's raid caused Japanese military leaders to lose
face because they had promised that the home islands would never be
bombed; led to diversions of Japanese forces; prompted the Japanese
army to jump on the bandwagon for the planned Midway operation, at
which the Japanese navy would suffer a major strategic defeat; and,
aligned the Imperial General Headquarters unreservedly behind the Combined-Fleet's Midway-Aleutians plan, which later resulted in a further
dilution of Japanese naval strength at the crucial battle of Midway.'
Thus, the second-order psychological and strategic consequences of the
April attack on tlhe Japanese home islands by Doolittle's sixteen B-25s
were far-reaching and profound.
By comparison, the Coalition's attacks on the Umm a] Aish radiorelay station during the Gulf War did not manifest anywhere near as
profound a gap between effects and effectiveness as is evident in the
Doolittle raid. A casw from Desert Storm that does matifest such a gap
is the Coalition's wartime efforts to eliminate Iraq's nuclear weapons
program with bombing. ThIe objective, in this instance, was quite differ-

"•Rear Adm Edwin T. Layton with Capt Roger Pineau and John Costllo, "And I
Was There": PearlHarborand Midway-.rmaking the Secretis (New York: Quill, 1985),

p 387.

"Ifbild.
6Senshi Sosho [War History Series] (Tokyo: Defense Headquarters History Office)
as paraphrased In Layton, Pineau, and Coteillo, "And I Was There," pp 387-388.
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sia from that presumably pursued at Umim al Aish. Whereas the radiorelay station was attacked in orceer to cut Iraqi communications during the
conflict, Coalition attacks on targets like the Al Tuwaitha Nuclear Research Center were intended to inhibit Iraqi efforts to field an initial
nu'clear device after the~ war. As a result, the possibility ,of a functional
kill agalinst the intended target system without physically eliminating
necessary program eletnents-ilsotope-separatlon equipment, weapons-grade
nuclcar material, key scientists and engineers, e"%-was essentially nil. As
long as the requisite ;ýecea remained In oxistence and under Iraqi control,
the program. even If temporarily disrupted, could be put back together.

I

To get a sense of the effectiveness problem that emerged regarding
the attacks on the Iraqi nuclear-weapon ptogram, it will suffice to examine what occurred at Ai Tuwaltha. Located seventeen miles southeast of
~

Baghdad, Al Tuwaitha was the most well known nuclear-research facility
in Iraq. Surrounded by a massive earthen berm and security fences, this
complex contained over ei ghty'buildings, structures, and facilities. It was
first attacked by the Iranian Air Force in late September 1980; a second
strike was carried out by the Israeli Air Force on 7 June 191.47 The
Israeli attack was by far the more effective of the two. The pilots of the
attacking Israeli P.16. put fifteen of sixteen 2,000-pound hMk-84 highexplosive bombs through tho dome of the French-built Osirik reactor, and
the Imqiu did not subsequently rebuild It.
The 1981 Israel, attack against the OsirIk. reactor ended Iraqi hopes of
fielding a nuclear weapon durilng the 1980s. However, it also had at least
one secoid,.order consequence that would prove less benign during Desert
Storm, Recognizing that key weapons programs and militasy capabilities
were vulnerable to accurate bombing, the Iraqis subsequently initiated a
national program to reduce such vulnerabilities Inthe future.4 Embracing
Soviet maskirnt'ka doctr'ne (meaning the aggregate of camouflage,
conacealment, masking, and deception measures -aimed at misleading the

47"lron Bombs Used in Iraq Attack," Aviatiom' Week & Sr.ace Tdclklology, 15 Jun
1981, p32,
"4AirDirectorate, Iraqi Air and Air D~efense Comrmand, "Study add Analysis of the
Zionist Raid on the Tammuz Nuclear Reactor," in Arablc, 9 Jul 1981. This document
contains the lessons thfat the Iraqis drew from the Iasreli Marwk on the OsIrik reactor In
June 1981.
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If

adversay about friendly capabilities, plans, and dispositionh*). the Iraqis
took systematic steps to achieve passive protection against bombing, includin divploping false targets and. decoy$, dispersing some capabilities to
facilities that lacked the obvious signatures of a facility like Al Tuwaitha,
tnid'building in redundancy by pursuing parallel developmnenta paths and
~~buying

duplicates of key pieces of equipmient."~I

[DEE'IXEDJ"3 Al TuwAlthP, assumied sufficient urgency. in the minds
of Coalition air planners to warrant attacks by F- I 17s on the,seconid night
of Desert Storm. Over fth course of the forty-three day campaign,
various structures and aim-points within Ohe complex were attacked on

more thsn a
dozen occasions. While most of the strike packages involved
consisted of small numbers of P-Il17s dropping 2,000-pound laser-guided
bombs at night, one large packagp of some fifteen PF-Ill Fe (also dropping
precision-guided munitions) was sent against Al Tuwaitha' on the night of
ATo Day 19 (although only a few actually dropped'), and some daytime
attacks were carried out during the first week of the war by F-16s
dropping unguided munitions.5 2
The physical dan-age inflicted by these strikes on nuclear and other
weapons facilities at Al Tuwaitha was, for the most part, precise and
heavy enough to dam~age seriously, if not destroy, the targeted structures.
These assessmients of bomb damage were supported during th~e war by
videotapes from F- 1 7s and P-I IIFs that attacked Al Tuwaitha, as well
as by postetrike imagery from various reconnaissance systems. After the

4Marshal

N. V.Ogarkcv, chairmamn ritian editorial board, at aI, Voyennyi cnt~siopedicheskii slovar' IMiiiarjy Encyclopedic T)Lclionw-j), (Moscow: Voyennoye lzdatelstvo,
08)3), p430; Foreign Bioadcast Information Service, Militasy Encyclopedic Dictlonapy,
JPRS-UMA-8"oIO-L, Vol 5, M.N. I i Jul 1986, p 1774. LIlA eventually confinned thas
presence of Ar'abic transiationer of is!ta'fC- Soviet mokkIovka manuals in Iraqi hands.
"i1tshould be remembered il..at these measures were enacted duiring the Iraqi war
with Irwi
51(SNF/WN)
AFIAIINKS,'Pelift Paparon Iraq-The Tuwaitha Nuclear Facility," 6.Sep
1990, Cl, folder for target C11.
52
C1WAPS Missions Database.
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war, on-site inspections conducted by International Atomic Energy Agen..
cy (IAaBA) teams operating under United Nations: (UN) Security Council.
resolution 687 (1991) added conclusive confirmatmion of heavy, damage to
targeted atncture', and the reactors ait Al T1,awaitha.'3
In light of such well-confirmed physical damage, how could there be
.Any significant gap between effects. and effectiveness? 1Theffiort ,anower
is that vital elements like electromagn
Setc is~ot
soe Gearin
'comrponents,
'snd even nucleor matedal~s them WIes,ý' icU..aram igplrnr
hoped. to destroy inside buildings at conipleites like Al Tuwaitha, were
probably remov&d tither before they wore subjeted to Cialition bombing
or soon after they were Initially fittaicked.$4 ThestrOngest confirmation of
this. conclusion came from what was lea~rnedL aboutt the nature and extent
Of the biq uclle=6 program byLRABA inspectors operating, under UN
aspices after the war. Besides capturing Irqi "Jocunue'nts detailing scope
and, extent of the prewar program, United Nationi inspectors onc9untered
cloar and recurring efforts by the Iraqis after DeSeVt Storm to conceal and
preserve those elements that sukvived the fighting. In one instance, the
Iraqis hid riiactor fuel by driving it around a reactor sif on u4.
truck about
two hundi-ed yard*, ahead of the UN inspectors; at Al Atheei,, a facility
whose involvement In Iraq's nuclear programn was not suspected by
Coalition air p~anners until after the fighting began,." ihe Iraqis went so far
as to teor out concrete floors and electrical hookups to prevent the
inspectors from dctermining which machines had been used there."

"I3 nternational Atomic Energy Agency, "Consolidated Report of th'n First two 1AEA
Indpections under Security Council Resolution 687 (1991) of Iraqi Nuclear Capabilitleb,"
report 3/22788 (English), I I Jul 1991, p 5.
34"Conkolidated Report of the Firat two IAEA Anspections undclr Security Council
Resolution 687 (1991) of Iraqi Nuclear Capabilities," I1I Jul 1991, p5; IAEA, "Report on
this Seventh IEAA On-Site Inspeotioii in Iraq under Security Counoii Resolution 697
(1991)," report 3123215 (English), 14 Nov 1991, p21. [DELETED]
"3AIAthaeer was not in the Black Hole's muster target lIst on the opening day of the
war [(TS/L1MDIS) BH, blaster Target Fodor. Box 2,Folder 23, master tng-et list dated
1/16/91). It was aventuaily picked up as C-10, ;,"suspected" nuclear research center near
Baghdad.
560ary Milhollin, "Building Saddam Hussein's Bomb," New York Temes Magazine,
8 Mar 1992, pp 30 and 32.
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In hindsight, therefore, the causal linkage between heavy physical
damage to structures at places like Al Tuwaitlia and Iraq's postwar capability to develop nuclear weapons was not as straightforward as Coalition
air planners assumed going Into the war or as poststrike imagery seemed
to Indioate during the conflict, 7b a surprising extent, air strikes against
identifiable nuclear facilities like Al Tuwaithatamounted to bombing fixed
structures from which the real objects of the attacks had almost certainly
been mrooved or bed been duplicated in one way or another elsewhere.
Granttd, Coalition air strikes probably managed to inflict serious inconveniacae on Iraqi's nuclear-weapongprogram by causing the people involved, ,along WIth the ke equipyent, records, and nuclear materials, to
be dispersed and hidden. Yet it also seems relatively certain, given what
UN inspeetors have, uncovered in Iraqi since the war, that Coalition
bombing failed to achieve the desired effectiveness against the Iraqi
nuclear p
uoram
s a target system.
To reiterAte, effects are quite different from effectiveness, especially
at the operAtional-strategic level. Determining the effects of bombing in
actual situations is hard enough; assessing operational-strategic effectiveness i; even harder,
The CDo as a Benchmark
The remainder of this section will consider how air-power effectiveness has been usessed in past conflicts. The aims will be twofold: first,
to develop sonic historical benchmarks and, second, to highlight some rif
the dissimilarities between the Desert Storm and earlier air campaigns
such as the Combined Bomber Offensive (cte). Because the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey provided the model for the present survey, it seems
especially apropos to look first at how the strategic bombing of Nazi
Germany was assessed,
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As already mentioned, the aggregate effects of American and British
bombing on German war production lie at the heart of most
assessments-as well as most disputes-regarding air power's effectiveness
in the European theater during World War II. Broadly speaking, what the
USSBS' Economic Effects Division found was that as the tempo and scale
of bombing rose, German war production, far from declining, continued
to increase well into late 1944.
The summary statistics bearing on the case of German air raft production-.Galbralith's "terrible. figures"-are shown in T'ble 2. Since it was
the German fighter arm that most concerned allied air commanders from
mid-1943 through mid-1944, the monthly breakout for fighter production
for 1944 Is sliown in Table 3. As cai be seea, German fighter
production peaked at 3,375 aircraft in September of that year. ln fact, the
figure for December 1944 (2,630 'fighters), while down from the
September peak, was stili better thall double the highest monthly total for
any prior year (1,181 in October 1943).11
rwo principal conclusions were drawn from these data In the overall
report of Galbraith's economic effects division. The first was that the
direct bombing of the German aircraft Iodustry had rot wialy dewtroyed
some production capacity but, by otimulatlng rationalization and expan.
sion, had "also increased it."" In other words, the direct destruction of
capacity bad been more than offset by rationalization and expansion
elsewhere in the system. The second conclusion was that a lack of
trained pilots, precipitated in part by the bombing of German oil production, had been mainly responsible for the decline in the fighting power of
Luftwaffe's fighter arm by the late spring of 1944; hence, the bombing
effort to reduce aircraft output after the early months of 1944 had been
"excessive" and "of little consequence.""
Does the fact of rising German aircraft production throughout most
of 1944, despite roughly a fifteen-fold increase in the weight of

"7Oalbralth, et al, The Effects of Strategic Bombing on the Geromm War Economy,
Appendix Table 102, p 277.
380albraith, p 157.

"I9lbid, pp 159 and 162.
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Table 2

Germimi Aircraft Production 1939-1944*

ainde

Ohe

1,037

1,112

1,413

8,295

3,997

763

1,328

1,632

10,826

332

4,350

969

889

1.636

11776

1942

5,213

6,539

1,265

1,170

1,369

15,556

1943

11,738

8,589

2,033

2,076

1,091

n5,527

1944

28,926

6,466

1,002

3,063

348

39,807

TOtuah

54,571

3,820

7,069

9,638

7,689

111,787

Year

fter

ft"Ir

1939

1086

2,877

1940

3,106

1941

bampet

AUNTpu

Table 3
German Fighter Production, 1944'

January

1,555

May

2,212

September

3,375

February

1,104

June

2,449

October

2,973

March

1,638

July

2,954

November

2,995

April

2,021

August

3,020

December

2,630

6°lbkd, p 277. Not evident in Gaibiuth's 'lenible numbes" am certain facts that
mitigate their impact. Recent research has revealed that, by 1942, significant portions of
German fighter production actually consisted of combat-damaged aircraft that had been
returned to the factory for rehabilitation (Williamnon Murray, "The Role of German Battle
Damage Repair in the LUftwaffe's Conduct of the Second World War," Logistics
Management Institute, Report RE602PI, Feb 1988, pp 2 and 15). Also, as late as 1944,
portions of Germany's "new" filghter production were still being exported to various allies
(ibid. p 23).
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daylight bombing against the Gemmn aircraft industry compared to 1943,
show that strategic bombing was ineffective in achieving daylight air
superiority?•6 Certainly the statistical data uncovered by the USSBS show
that daylight bombing did not have the direct effect, as envisioned by the
CDo air plannet6, of cutting-or even seriously impeding-the production of
replacement aircraft for Lt/flw0"e fighter and bomber units during 1944.
Yet daylight air superiority was achieved over northern Europe prior to the
Normandy landings. The crucial "bottleneck" proved to be, as 0aibranth's
report noted, not aircmft production but the Germans' inability to replace
pilot losses with indiv!lddals having sufficient skill and training to compete

with their allied opponents, especially those flying the long-legged P-51,
As General der JaSdflieger and fighter ace Adolf Gailmnd declared in a
wartime report to the Reich Air Ministry, between January and April 1944
over 1,000 daytime fighter pilots had been lost, including some the
Luftwafe's beat squadron, Gruppe and Geschwadercommanders, and each

American incursion was costing some 50 aircrew if opposed.'
Daylight air superiority, then, which was the primary objective of the
American strategic air forces from June 1943 to April 1944, was achieved
not by bombing alone but by a combination of factors whose relative
contributions are impossible to untangle and quantify individually. The
B-17s and B-24s, by attacking selected targets like the Germa.g 4ircraft

industry, forced the Luftwaffe to come up and try to defend the skies over
Germany. In the long run, the Germans had r.o choice but to preserve
their aircraft industry, and the heavy attacks during February 1944
precipitated a major dispersal of the industry. At the same time, the
appeArpunce of the P-51 enabled escort of the bomber formations all the

"61Col Carl H. Norcross., d, Aircmft Diviiian Industry Report (Washington, DC:
usses, Jan 1947), summary graphic entitled 'Ibe German Aircraft Industry under Allied
Air Attack." The majority of the bomb tonnage dropped on the German aircraft industry
in 1944 by the US 8th and 15th Air Forces wao delivered in the months of February,
April, and August; bomb tonnage delivered during the flat half of 1944 alone exceeded
the tota! delivered by American bombers during all of¶ 1943 by almost an order-of-mag-

nitude (ibid).
6ICajus

Bekker, The LUatifqe War Diaries,translation by Frank Ziegler (New York:

Doubleday, 1968) Chapter I, p 351. Galland shot down just over iOO allied planes in the
West during World War 11 (Edward H. Sims, The Greates, 4ces (New York: Harper and
Row, 1967), pp 189 and 2771. More recent examination of German records indicates that
the bqftwaffe lost over 2,250 fighter pilots to all causes during the period January-May
1944 (Williamson Murray, Strategyfor Defeat: 1933.1945 (Maxwell AFB. AL: Air University Press, 1983). p 2401,
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way to the target by a fighter that was able to hold its own with the
latest-model ME-109s and FW-190s. And, starting in January 1944,
General Doolittle, then-the Eighth Air Force commander, had ordered his
fighten to go on the offensive rather than being tied to the bomber
stream.'6 By March 1944, it was not uncommon for Eighth Air Force
alone to put moe than eight hundred P-38s, P-47s, and P-51s into the dir
e flghtrsn
over Germany on a single day, including 1IO.200 p-S1s. TheU
not only: began enjoying rer success -,protecting the bombers but
Increasingly pursued the German fighters on the ground, by strafing their
airfields, as well as in the air. Coupled with American attacks on German oil production, which by June 1944 had produced a precipitous drop
in German production and stocks of aviation fuiel," it Is easy aee why
German pilots, not German aircraft production, became the key to the
battle for daylSlgt air superiority in the spring of 1944.
The principal points that emerge from the Combined Bomber
Offensive regarding operational-strategic effectiveness in Desert Storm
would appear to be, for the most part, cautionary ones. Major operational-strategic results such as achieving daylight air superiority over
Germaqy by May 1944 have rarely been the outcome of a aingle cause
or condition. More generally, they have been the result of a set of conditions that, collectively, proved necessary and sufficient at a particular
point in history and under specific historical circumstances. It is for this
reason that the failure of daylight, precision bombing to arrest German
aircraft production in the first half of 1944 does not necessarily entail the
conclusion that daylight, precision bombing was ineffective in helping to
achieve daylight air superiority over northern Europe. The doctrinal ideal
of running the Liofiwaf"e out of airplanes by bombing the German aircraft
industry was not achieved. Yet, in the end, another route to victory was
patched together from the diverse possibilities and elements at hand-one
which leaned more heavily on fighters than had prewar doctrine. Did

63Both Doolittle

and Galland considered Doolittle's decision, taken in January 1944,
to unleash 8th Air Force's fighters to have been the key to the allies' achievement of
daylight air superiority over Germany prior to the Nornuudy landins [Lit Gen James H.
Doolittle with Col Betrne Lay. Jr., "Daylight Precision Bombing" in IMPACr: The Army
Air Forcea' CoqfidentWal Picture History of World War Ii, ad James Parton (Harrisburg,
PA: Historical Times, 1979), Val 6, pp xlil and xv].

"4Roger A. Freeman, with Alan Crouchman and Vic Mulen, Mighty Eighth War
Diary (New York: Jane's, 1981), pp 195, 197, 202, 203, 206, 207 an 210.
5
0il Divsion FinalReport (Washington, DC: UsIss, 2d ed Jan 1947), Figures 2 and 3.
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bombers or fighters make the greatest contribution to achieving daylight
air superiority? The question Is me.aningful only if the relative contributions of each can be clearly separated. But they cannot be disentangled,
and therein lies the point.

The other cautionary implication of the CBO case concerns indirect
effects. :Bombing the German aircraft industry had the indirect effect of
tying up more and more wartime armament outputin the production of
defensive fighters that, due to the growing lack of skilled pilots, could not
be effectively employed. When viewed in terms of this indirect effect.
with its attendant opportunity costs, the production fig=&e in Table 3
begin to take on a rather different meaning than they have when viewed
strictly in terms of planned, direct effects. As Burton Klein, who served
as Galbraith's deputy in the Survey's.•Eonomic Effects Division, wrote
well after the war:
The pro-invasion air raids, however, did affect the German war effortand in a manner which has been little commented on even since the
war. This was in causing the Germans to devote a very significant part
of their war production effort and vl& a large number of highly trained
military personnel to air defense. From 1942 to the first half of 1944
expenditures on air defense armaments-defensive fighter planes and
their armament, antiaircraft weapons, and ammunition-nearly tripled,
and at the time of the invasion amounted to about one third of Germany's entire munitions output. Indeed, in mid-1944 production of air
defense armaments was at a higher level than was munitions output as
a whole at the time Germany wetit to war with Russia. It can be seen,

therefore, that where the pre-invasion attacks really paid off was no#,
nearly so much the damage they did, but rather in the effect they had
on causing the Germans to put a very significant part of their tozal war
effort into air defense.'
The issue of adequately reflecting such indirect effects and secondorder consequences is a major challenge for the present report if the focus
is to be on operational-strategic effectiveness rather than effects. What
makes this goal so challenging is thu short amount of time that has passed
since Operation Desert Storm officially ended. It is probably too soon after
the events themselves to hope that a survey could capture all of the indirect
effects and second-order consequences relevant to judging operational-stra""Burton H. Klein, Germany': Economic Preparationsfor War (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press. 1959), pp 232-33.
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tegic effectiveness. Nevertheless, given the neglect of such effects in parts
of the World War U survey, it seemed incumbent to try.

Operation ]Pnebacker II
The Linebacker II offensive of 18-29 December 1972 offers another
useful benchmark for the present survey because of ita broad similarities
to the Desert Storm aircampaign. In contrast to the grduallm of the
prottncted Rollin Thunder phase of the U.S. air war against North Vietnam (2 March 1965 to 31 October 196897), Linebadier UI involved a
relatively brief but intense application of force in pursuit of fairly clear cut
political objectives. It was also a round-the-clock campaign; the daylight
force relied on F-4s and A-7s to carry out airstrikes agains targets in North
Vietnam, the night force on F-lIls and B-520.u In addition. Linebacker
U saw some use of lasaer-guided munitions by U.S. Air Force F.4s, and
targets were nut exempted from attack during, Linebacker II because they
were. located in or near the cities of Hanoi and Haiphong.
Like Desert Storm, Linebacker II grew out of overt territorial
aggression. By January 1972, only 139,000 Americans remained in Vietnam, and that number would fall to 69,000 by April.* Sensing victory,
General Vo Nguyen Giap launched, on 30 March 1972 (the Thursday
before Easter). the initial prong of what developed, by late April, into a
three-prong, twelve-division invasion of the South. The initial prong of
this Easter offensive sent three North Metnamese divisions, backed by
200 tanks and 130-mm heavy artillery, smashing directly across the
Demilitarized Zone into South Vietnam's Military Region IL"
U.S. efforts during April to thwart this attack with air strikes (Operation Freedom Train) neither prevented nor dissuaded Giap from going
ahead with the third prong of his offensive, a multidivision attack against
Kontum, on 24 April 1972. By the beginning of May, the provincial

67ken Williamn W. Momyer, od XA Col A. J. C.Lavalle and MqJ James C. Gaston,
Air Power in Three Wary (WWil, Korva, Vietam) (Washington, DO' Government
Printing Ofce, 1978 ), pp 18 and 29.
8Karl J. Ischmann, UNEACKER: The Untold Story of the Ai: Raids over North

Vietnam (New York: dallAntine, 1989), p 79.
"Mark Clodfalter, The ?.Lmitts of Air Power: The American Rr.mn of North
Vietnam (New York: TheFree Press, 1989). p 149.
70° bid, pp 112-1 i.l,
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capitol of Quang Tri was in North Vietnamese hands, and, as nationalsecurity advisor Henry Kissinger later commented, it was evident that the
North Vietnamese felt that they were so close to victory that they "no
longer needed even the pretense of a negotiation,"" This realization led
directly to the Linebacker I -air campaign (10 May to 23 October 1972).
When President Richard Nixon suspended bombing above the 20th parallel, Linebacker 1,together with mining of North Vietnam's ports, tactical
air support in the South, and stiffening South Vietnamese resistance, had
defeated Hanoi's conventional offensive and dramatically changed the
atmosphere at the negotiating table.
Serious negotiations again ensued, accompanied by sporadic American bombing as the peace lks dragged on through the U.S. presidential
election of 1972. During November 1972, B-52s flew almost 850 sorties
against, logisticand Interdiction targets In the panhandle egion of North
Vietnam below the 20th parallel.7 LNonetheless, negotiations broke down
again on 13 December when the North Vietnamese suspended the
deadlocked discussions and returned to Hanoi. 3 Faced with the likelihood that the newly elected Congress would tie his hands even further on
Vietnam once it convened in January 1973, Nixon concluded that he had
no. choice but to resort again to military force. In a meeting on 14 December 1972 with Kissinger and (then) Maj. Gen, Alexander Haig, Kissinger's military assistant, Nixon sided with Haig's suggestion to resume
large-scale B-52 strikes north of the 20th parallel on the grounds that
anything less would "only make the enemy contemptuous." 7 The President then sent an ultimatum to the North Vietnamese to begin negotiating
"seriously" or else; simultaneously lie directed the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Adm. Thomes Moorer, "to prepare massive air attacks
against railroads, power plants, radio transmitters, and other installations
around Hanoi as well as docks and shipyards in Haiphong."'"

"Ibid. p 156.

"73E•chmann,
73Stanley

inuw.•cw, p 62.

Kamow, Viemm: A History (New York: Viking Pres, 1983), p 652.
TheI Lmdlt of/Air Power, p 182.
7
SKanow, Viebsam: A History, p 652. Nixon is reported to have told Admiral
Moorer "' don't want any more of this crap about the fact that we couldn't hit this target
or that one. This is your chance to use military power to win this war, and if you don't,
I'11 hold you responsible" (0bid).
74Clodfelter,
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will be largely unaffected by civilian vulnerability."" Rolling Thunder,
in Papo's view, had failed because it did not seriously jeopardize Hanoi's
military capabilities and chances of eventual military victory, whereas
the Linebacker campaigns did. The difference was that in 1972 North
Vietnamese military.success hinged on a masive conventional invasion
of the South that was vulnerable to air attack, whereas air power had
been unable to pose a comparable threat to Viet-Cong guerrilla operations
in the South or to Hanoi's support of them during Rolling Thunder.
ese readings of air power during Vietnam in general, and STh
the
Linebacker operations in particular, suggest several points bearing on
judgments about operational-strategic effectiveness in Desert Storm. The
most obvious concerns objectives. As will become evident in Chapter 2,
the objectives of the Desert Storm air campaign, while reasonably well
defined, were more ambitious than Nixon's Immediate goal of forcing a
negotiated settlement in Linebacker I. The Coalition's aim of using
bombing to constrain Iraq's postwar threat to its regional neighbors certainly sought more than merely driving an intransigent adversary back to

the negotiating table, and assessments of effectiveness must take into
account such objectives.
A related point Is that results In war are never final." As Lewy and
Clodfelter have both pointed out, the settlement to the Vietnam War
signed by Washington and Hanoi in January 1973 did not, and could tiot,
necessarily guarantee the long-term survival of a non-Communist South
Vietnam. Rather, all it bought the South was additional time," and, in
the end, the interval between 1973 and 1975 did not prove enough for
Saigon to gain the wherewithal to repel another conventional onslaught
by the North Vietnamese on its own. This sequel highlights, therefore,
a major limitation of the present survey: namely, that the longer-term and
more subtle ramifications of Desert Storm may not yet be knowable.
Nonetheless, Linebacker II may still offer the closest historical analog
to the strategic portion of Desert Storm air campaign in 1991. To repeat
what was said at the beginning of this section, Linebacker II involved a
relatively brief but massive application of force in pursuit of fairly

"2Robert A. Pape, Jh., "Coercive Air Power in the Vietnam War," International
Security, Fall 1990, pp 144-145.
"3Clausewitz, On War, p 80.
"CIodfelter, The Limils of Air Power, p 202.
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clear-cut political objectives; It was also a round-the-clock campaign and
saw some use of precision munitions; and, the selection of targets was
relatively unfettered by political .Constraints beyond minimizing civilian
casualties and avoidable collateral dimage.

The Beka'a Valey, JuM 1982

SAt

first glance, it may be tempting to see strong parallels between the

inltial4ays of the Desert Storm air campaign and the caordinated urprise
attacks executed by the airlarm of the Israli Defense Force (lop) against
Syrian SA-6 surface-to-air missile (SAM) emplacements in the Beka'a
valley on 9.10 June 1982. In both instances, a, largely Amer.
lean-equipped, highly trained air force executed a well-planned but com.
plex attack that swiftly neutralized what was widely perceived to be a
Soviet-style air defense system. Both attacking air forces had overwhelming success in achieving their immediate objective of neutraizing
ground-based air defenses while suffering almost no losses, and both
heavily dominated the air-to-air combat that followed, thereby achieving
air superiority. From this perspective, the Beka'a in 1982 appears to be
a historical antecedent, if not a dress rehearsal, for the first two days of
Desert Storm. On closer examination, however, this seemingly obvious
parallel breaks down in some importato ways.

Perhaps the principal dissimilarity between Israel's Lebanon campaign
of 1982 and that of the U.S.-led Coalition against Iraq in 1991 concerns
the clarity and feasibility of the political objectives pursued in the two
conflicts. The immediate trigger of the Israeli incursion into Lebanon
was the shooting in London on 3 June 1982 of Israeli Ambassador
Shlomo Argov." The next day, 4.June, Israel conducted a major air
attack against Palestinian Liberatlon Organizatic;i (PLO) positions in
southern Lebanon and Beirut, which evidently caused little damage.'6
This air attack was followed, on 6 June 1982, by the initiation of a major
ground offensive involving some nine divisions and several smaller units.
By 25 June, when the ground offensive finally ended, the Israeli invasion
force had begun what would prove to be a protracted and unsuccessful
siege of Beirut, gained control of the Beirut-Damascus highway as far
east as the city of Sofar, pushed back the Syrians, and begun a period of

"83M. Thornas Davis, 40 Km into Lebanon (Washington, DC: National Defense
University Press, 1987), p 75.
"Ibid. p 76,
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occupation that would entail a considerable number of troops and ongoing
Israeli casualties from insurgents in Lebanon until Shimon Peres announced .aunilateral withdrawal in February 1985.87 Yet, to this day the
precise, nature of the political- goals. that Israel had in mind when it
lainqhed'the attack is far from clear. When all wts said and done, the
PL3, thouilh displaced and shiaken,-wus harislydesmtrood; the chaos in
Leb~ato fa rom having. been coataihed or ended was intensified and
,porpatuated;-considerable gtAnd WuSput-on U.S-Israeli itlations as well

10,106 had-onEyptlan"Israell peace treaty; tha massive Syrian losses
of O~titry equipment we"re" not o~nly, r~ep~lacedby t
ovies but, Syrian
dependence on the Soviets was strengthened 'by the presence of Soviet
dvisors; anid popular discontent in Israel over tie canipqg* in Lebanon,

which included some senior members of the Israli mifitary, precipitated
*a.coilis of confidence in the Israli government itself." ý,By compjarison,
the, preeminent 1political Wim of the U.S.-ed ,Coalition in 199 1-to free
Kuwat
raq fom
oaupaionapparuto avebeen a model of clarity
:And'restraint in not asking too much of nmilitary force compared to the
Ill,.definied, "open-ended, goals of Iasral's 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
Granted, the Coalition's campaign in 1991 had other! political objectives
*than the overarching goai of forcing the Irqis from Kuwait. Among
other things, the Coalition also sought to use military force to limit Iraq's
postwar military threat to its regional neighbuis, and force alone did not
prove as successful in destroying Iraq's nuclear, chemical, and ballistic.,
missile capabilities as was hoped. Nonetheless, the political aims of
Desert Storm exhibit a degree of clarity of purpose and realism about the
limits of military force not evident Inthe ambiguous political motivations
that prompted the Israelis' plunge into the morass of Lebanon in 1982.
Are the parallels betweeni the two campaigns stronger if the focus is
restricted to their military aspects, particularly in the air? Even then,
there remain Important asymmetries in the scale and scope of these two
cases, especially regarding the relative weight placed on air power versus
ground forces,
The Israelis' defense-suppression problem in the Beka'a involved
trying'to neutralize or destroy some nineteen SA.6 batteries deployed at
several locations on an agricultural plain some ten miles wide and twenty-

"7Ibid. pp 97 and 104,
"8"Ibidpp 103-104

and 116-! 19.

SA-2 Site south of Al Jaber air base in Kuwait.
As the photo Indicates, this sAm site was heavily attacked. The Air Force (AFtxo) Inspec-

tion team found evidence that the site had been I-t with repeatedly with a number of
different kinds of ordnance (including HARMS, Rockeye, caus, and bombs). Discussion
with Brigadier Glen Profitt in Riyadh after the ground inspection revealed that the site had
been attacked for a number of days in succession because the holders of electronic
order of battle had not been able to confirm its destruction by electronic means.

five miles long and flanked on both sides by ridge lines up to 6,500 feet
in height.8 9 In terms of geographic size, this area is less than half of any
one of the thirty "kill boxes" in the Kuwait Theater of Operations used

by Coalition air forces during Desert Storm.'

By most accounts, the

Israelis employed a combination of systems, including unmanned decoys,
ground- and air-launched antiradiation missiles, both cluster munitions

and conventional high-explosive bombs delivered by fighter-bombers, and
artillery, to carry out the initial suppression raid in the Beka'a on 9 June
1992."' Much like the Coalition's defense-suppression efforts on the
opening night of Desert Storm, the Israelis' initial attack against the
Syrian surface-to-air missiles was highly successful. The Israelis are

SgBenjamin S. Lambeth, Moscow's Lessons from the 1982 Lebanon Air War (Santa
Monica, CA: Rand, Sep 1984), R-3000-AF p 6.
9°Each KTO kill box was a square 30 nautical miles on a side.
91Lambeth, Moscow's Lessons from the 1982 Lebanon Air War, pp 6-7.
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I

thought to have destroyed seventeen of nineteen SA-6 sites in aboi?,t te~n
minutes without losing a single aircraft, mid the remainng sites, after
somec overnight replenishment, were destroyed the following day."2
Writhout ir. any way diminishing the Israelis' achievea.ent howevcr, the
scale and complexity of-the ojxoratlonal task hi the Beka,'sin 1981 ,wem.
of dlffcront ..wders of mragnitude thin -the -d
'efonm~-suppruaaiun pOrobleni
faced by Coaoitton air forces 'on the first night.of Dosort Storm...nte.,rms
dl'
m dizudd SAM$. .alone, Iraq's
'n pind.gldfes fowes
possessed, arounid ninety SA-2/3/6/8 b$_ trios. plus, a almhifar .number cit
lreoch-inýde Udli4laundlwchers.11 While those. systems were tos~tly
Condentrated aoind"4,m4orcl!ties and Sol"egi mlliwry targets,"theyWor
distributed *var a country some flve hundred miles 1n width maid length,
augmented by some- five hundred radars att ab~out one hundre locations,
and tied together with a French-built comniand and control system (kAwl)
that included com~pu~ter data links, fiber optic cablcs,. and, hardened under-.
ground contrcl centers.9
Nexti the strategic circumstances surro'undin g the aiir-to-air combat that
followed di.-Israeli air strikes in the BE1ka'a In 1982 grid "h initial airr
strikes of Desert Storm in 1991 were also considerably dlffecmnt. True, in
both cases U.S.-equipped air forces racked up he~avily one-sided - coreg.
Over Lebanon, the Israel is ame thought to have shot-down nearl sixty-fve
Syrian aircraft without any losses by midday on 10 Ju~ne 1982. And, by
the eod of the 'campaign, the Israelis pushed their air-to-air tally to an
Impressive, if not unprecedented, e~ighty-five kills for zeru losses." Tho
official box score Immediately after the Gulf War for the Coalition air
forces against Iraq in 1991 was similarly impressive: thirty-three kills of
fixed-wing Iraqi aircraft against no Coalition losses, with fourtoen of the
kills (including fivo MiG-29s) occurring within the first three days of the
conflict." Yet, the context in which the Iraqis fought in 1991 was alto' 2Ibid. pS; Davis, 40 Km into Lebanon, p90.
93
DOD, Conduct of the Persian Guluf War., Final Report to Congress, pp 12, 109 and
177.

"Transcript of MoPeak Briefing on Air Power in the Iraqi War," Inside the Air
Force, 22 Mar 1991, p 13.
"5 Davis, 40 Km into Lebanon, p 92.
"WLambeth, Moscow's Lesrsons ftaom the 1982 Lebanon Air War, p9.
91 DOD, Conduct of the Per,~lan (3u(f War. Final report to Cats~ress, p 160. Note that
the Defense Department conceded Inthe rall or 1992 that one F/A- IS may have been lost
to an Iraqi MIG-25 ("Iraqis May Have Downed U.S. Jet In War." WaV~shlnvton Paui 16
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gether different from that in which the Syrians fought in 1982. In 1982,
the world was still in the grip of the U.S.-Soviet Cold War, ad the
Syrians, as a Soviet client- could reasonably expect that their equipment
losses would be quickly replaced by the Soviets, which they were. By
1991,' teCold War-had .ended and the Soviets had sided with the Coalidon against their former Iraqi client. As a result, the seeming reluctance
:.of the Iraqis to give the Coalition as much of a fight in air-to.air combat
suthe Israelis got, from the -Syrians in 1,982 ýreflected not only Saddam
Hussein's deire toremewefro"M the war with'his air force -lagely intact
due to Its political value but the changed strategic chrumtances of the
post-Cold War era as well. Consequently, direct comparisons of the box
scores obscures a profound asymmetry in the strategic circumstances in
which the Syrians and Iraqis fought.
.-Finally, there is the simple fact that Operation Peace for Galilee was
predominantly a ground campaign that was officially begun when IDF
ground forces, organized into three groupings under generals Amnir Dori,
Uri Simchonl, and Avigdor Ben Gal," pushed across Israel's northern
border into Lebanon on the morning of 6 June 1982. This campaign was
well supported by air, and the military results achieved by Israeli air
forces in and over the Beka'a were nothing short of spectacular. However, the spectacular results in the air on 9-10 June were in some ways
a secondary aspect of the campaign, even though the Israelis undoubtedly
viewed early control of the air as essential to being able to minimize their
losses on the grouid. By contrast, the Coalition's campaign of 1991
consisted almost entirely of air operations for the first thirty-nine days,
and the timing of G-Day itself was originally planned on the basis of
Coalition air power attaining specified attrition levels against the Iraqi
field army in Kuwait. Further, the round-the-clock nature of the Coalition air campaign, the extensive use of precision-guided munitions , and
the sortie levels sustained over a period of six weeks have no real parallels in Operation Peace for Galilee.

Sop 1992, p A22).
DBasal on Iraqi behavior during the Iran.l-q war, the Iraqi view of air power soms
to have been that it was more important to posass an air force for its political and
deterrent value than to risk losing it in combit to achieve operational objectives [Major
Ronald B. Bergquist, The Rote of Airpower in Ahe Iran-IraqWar (Maxwell APB, AL: Air

University Press, 1988), p 751.
"Davis, 40 Km into Lebanon, p 77.
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The temptation to see strong similarities between Lebanon in 1982
and Iraq in 1991 stems, therefore, from comparing the defense-

suppression and air-to-air elements of these two campaigns more or less
in isolation from the broader circumstances in which these confifcts
occurred Themapparent similarities hinge on ignoring ptofound differences in political aims and context, strategic and military circumstancs, as

well as the scale, scope, and character of the two air campaigns. For
these reasons, tie hraeli incursion into Lebanon of 1982 does not appear,
upon close examination, to provide more than a superficial benchmark for
judging the effectiveness of Coalition air power in the Gulf War.

Sumnmry
The main aims of this chapter were, once again, to describe the
principal problems involved in judging operational-strategic effectiveness
and to consider some of the historical benchmarks for such judgments
that might be borrowed from past conflicts for purposes of this report.
As we have seen, establishing clear causal linkages between air-to-air
sorties or airstrikes and the more immediate, physical, or direct effects of
those missions on enemy forces and targets under conditions of considerable uncertainty is hard enough. Connecting those more direct effects
with their broader, longer-term, indirect, or second-order consequences,
if any, in order to reach defensible judgments about operational-strategic
effectiveness is even more challenging.
As for historical benchmarks, the closest precedents of those examined for assessing air power's effectiveness in Desert Storm appear to lie
in the Linebacker 1I campaign of December 1972. The happy fit between
ends and means in that conflict is certainly something to consider carefully in examining the Gulf War. Also, the temptation to apply

effectiveness measures from earlier conflicts without regard to differences
in context, scale, and circumstance would certainly be ill advised in light
of the Combined Bomber Offensive and Lebanon in 1982. German
indices of armament production during World War II and air-to-air box
scores from the Beka'a both illustrate these pitfalls.
Another lesson suggested by the historical cases is the importance of
understanding contemporary benchmarks in the sense of the aims, hopes,
and desires of those who planned and executed the Desert Storm air
campaign. Exploring these potential measures of operational-strategic

effectiveness will be a major task of the next chapter.
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Objectives, Targets, and Execution
The United States and the Coalition counted on air power to play a
dominant role in a war against Iraq. The specific operational concepts,
plans, and methods of employment were fashioned over several months'
tuie, but conditions clwly favored the extensive use of air power to attain
the objectives sought. Air power was the only force capable of dealing
with the Iraqi threat to Saudi Arabia in August and September 1990, and
even as ground forces built up during the fall of 1990, air power continued
to be the prime U.S. strength and the prime Iraqi vulnerability. During the
early months of the land force build-up, the Coalition's only options for
slowing an Iraqi Army invasion of Saudi Arabia or for reaponding to Iraqi
destruction of oil wells or killing of American hostages involved the use
of air strikes. In addition, some of the most feared elenients of the Iraqi
offensive capability, the nuclear, biological, and chemical research, production, and storage sites, could only be attacked effectively by air power.'
With the bulk of the Iraq's army occupying Kuwait, air power was also
counted on to Inflict massive attrition on the occupying Iraqi ground forces
so that Coalition forces could expel them without incurring heavy losses
themselves. Because of the number of objectives and the extensive
expectations set for air power before the war, as well as the disputed claims
concerning effects and effectiveness made during and after, assessment of
air power's effectiveness must be informed by a clear sense of what
employment was anticipated, what was wAually attempted, and what results
were expected. This chapter addresses these issues. Subsequent chapters
will primarily examine how effective Coalition air power was relative to
these contemporary benchmarks or measures.

'[DELUTBD]
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Political Objectives
The stated political objectives were as follows:
1. To effect the immediate, complete and unconditional withdrawal
of all Iraqi forces from Kuwait;
2. To restore Kuweit's legitimate government;.
3. To protect the lives of American citizens abroad; and
2
4. To promote the security and the stability of the Persian Gulf.
These objectives. stated in August 1990 and continually reiterated, set the
basis from which the military objectives would be derived, with political
objectives I and 4 being the most pertinent for military operations. From
objective 1, air power's roles became the strategic uir attacks on Iraq, as
well as the attrition of Iraqi ground forces and the support of the ground
invasion of Kuwait and Iraq.
Objective 4 (security and stability of the Persian Gulf) translated into
two actions. First, the destruction of Iraq's nuclear, biological, and
chemical weapon capabilities and its ballistic missile capabilities-an
action to be achieved by air attack; second, the reduction of the Iraqi
Army so that it would no longer pose an offensive threat to Iraq's neighbors. This latter action aimed at something more debilitating than a
forced withdrawal from Kuwait as objective I required. In the vivid
words of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Colin Powell in
referring to that army, "I don't want them to go home-I want to leave
smoking tanks as kilometer posts all the way to Baghdad."'3 The former
action, using air power to destroy nuclear, biological, and chemical
capabilities, was essentially the use of preemptive strikes against weapons
of mass destruction ard their carriers. Such an employment suggested a
different bWt not unanticipated application for U.S. air power, given the
increased attention to the dangers of nuclear and chemical weapons
proliferation in the 1980s and with the prredent of the Israeli attack on
the Iraqi Osirik nuclear reactor in 1981 as a way of dealing with such a

2"Address

to the Nation Announcing the Deployment of United States Armed Forces

to Saudi Arabia." 8 Aug 1990, in Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States:

George Busk 1990 (Washington, DC: upo, 1991). p I108.
3(S)
Memo for record. U Col Ben Harvey, wbj: instant Thunder Briefing to cJcs.
I I Aug 1990, OWAPS. c4P 7-4.
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threat. In this war, however, air power was called on to do something
much more complex: not just to strike a single target-a reactor-but
destroy what were essentially large, specialized industries for production
and storage of these weapons of mass destruction. Moreover, in the wake
of Osirik, Iraq had consciously dispersed and hardened these industries,
making them as resistant to bombing as possible.
Of the political constraints communicated to the U.S. military for
force employment, two proved particularly important to air power employment. These were:
(a.)

minimize U.S. and Coalition casualties and reduce collateral
damage incident to military attacks, taking special precautions to minimize civilian casualties

(b.)

the United States will discourage the government of Israel
from participating in any military action."

Condition (a) appears at first glance as standard admonitions given
(or implied) in the planning of military operations. Put another way, it
would have been more significant if the instructions were not to
minimize casualties and collateral damage. [DELETED].' A separate but
related issue involved efforts to minimize Coalition aircrew casualties by
employing higher (and, for most of the aircraft, less accurate) bombing
altitudes, but this decision was made in the theater for military, not
political, considerations. Finally, the number of anticipated Coalition
ground forces casualties was also a prime factor in deciding on the timing
of the giound offensive (should one prove necessary).

4(s) National Security Directive 34, 15 Jan 1991, pp 2.3, oWAP•, NA 247A.
S(S) Intvw, Air Force Histry Office with LA (Gen Charles A. Homer, 4 Mar 1992;
(S) lntvw, CSNTAF History Offloe with Brig Gen Buster C. GIlosson. 6 Mar 1991.
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Condition (b) expresses one element of the larger political concern of
keeping the Coalition together throughout the war. [DELETED]

[DFLETED]6 [DELETED]

7

While attacking the Iraqi leadership was a military objective of the

U.S.-only plhn, the removal of Saddam Hussein was not stated as a
political objective of either the United States or the Coalition.
[DELETED]' [DELETED]'

6(S) Intvw, authors with Lt Gen Charles A. Homer, 9 Mar 1992, Shaw

AFB, SC.

7(S) USCINCCUNT OPORD 91-001 for Operation Desert Storm (hereafter referred to as
CENTCOM OPORO 91-001), pare I D, contained in a message, USCINCCENT to cics, Washington DC, 161735Z Jan 1991, OWAPS, NA M57; Headquarters, US Central Command, Com-

bined OPLAN for Offensive Operations to Eject Iraqi Forces from Kuwait (hereafter
referred to as Combined oPLM•), pp 2-4, oWAPS, CHC 18-1.
DmLairrD]
9What constituted a terrorist act and whether that element of the directive should
have been invoked ae key Issues but clearly beyond the scope of this report.
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Nevertheless, the policy involving replacement of the Iraqi leadership
deserves further discussion because of the controversy surounding it both
during and after the Gulf crisis. Statements reported in the press made
by then-Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Michael Dugan in September 1990
concerning the direct targeting of Sadldam Hussain were part of the
controversy that resulted in Dugan's relief as Air Force Chief; controversy continued after the war, with questions raised as to why Saddam
Hussein's removal had not been an explicit objective of the war, questions made more Insistent by Saddam's continued belligerence toward the
United Nations inspections regime and toward the United States in general. There is no doubt that a change in Iraqi leadership was desired, and
possibly expected, as a consequence of the defeat of Iraq, and the targeting of possible locations of Saddam Hussein was done with that in mind.
U.S. officials, however, mindful of the difficulties encountered in the hunt
for Manuel Noriega in Panama the previous December, drew back from
an objective that aerial bombing simply could not assure.'0 Thus, while
Iraqi leadership became an objective for strategic targeting and described
as a center of gravity, the replacement of the Iraqi leadership did not
become the main focus of the military campaign or a condition of war
termination-that focus was the liberation of Kuwait.
And finally, some brief mention is needed of the political/military
relationship that existed, because of the importance of that topic in assessing the proper focus of the air campaign and attainment of the political
objectives: Except for the equivocation on the policy objectives regarding
the Iraqi leadership, political guidance provided clear guidance for the
military objectives of the air campaign, and U.S. political leaders remained closely in touch with the military planning and operations, Both
the President and the Secretary of Defense were briefed in considerable
detail on the planned air campaign, both before and frequently during the

")Adopting such an objective would have also required convincing the Coalition to
endorse actions beyond the ,nforcement of the United Nations resolutions. Robert Gates,
in tunscript, 'The Gulf Crisis: The Road to War," Episode Three (TN program broadcast
on the Discovery Channel, 31 Jan 1992), p 19; Gen Colin Powell, transcript from OSD (PA)
News Briefing, 17 Jan 1991, p 6; and Cen H. Norman Schwarzkopf, in Hearings before
the Committee on Appropriations, House of Represntatives. Deportment of Defense
Appropriationsfor 1992, Part 2, 102nd Cong, Ist Seta (Washington, DC: 1991), p 277.
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war." Just before the beginning of the war, Secretary of State James
Baker and the Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Robert Kimmitt examined the target list in the Pentagon along with Secretary of

Defense Richard Cheney and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman General
Colin Powell.' 2 However, while the political leaders remained closely in
touch with the air campaign, its objectives, and results, there are no
recorded instances of them directing changes to any military operations
or disagreeing with military objectives.

Military Objectives
Military objectives were made explicit in two documents drawn up
immediately prior to the beginning of the air campaign, the previously
mentioned Combined Operations Plan for Offensive Operations to Eject
Iraqi Forces from Kuwait (short title, Operation Desert Storm) and the
document, USCINCCENT OPORD 91-001. The objectives, campaign overview, and designated centers of gravity were as follows, with
the wording from the U.S.-only document given in parentheses, when that
wording Is different:

SU.S.-only

Operational Campaign Objectives
1. Destroy Iraq's military capability to wage war.
(Attack Iraqi Political/Military Leadership and Command and
Control)
2. Gain and maintain air supremacy.
(Gain and maintain air superiority)
3. Cut Iraqi supply lines.

"1
(S) Paper copies of briefing viewgraphs, Brig Gen Glosson Briefing to the Presi-

dent on the Offensive Air Campaign (the copies have annotations on the principals

involved and the dates presented), 11 Oct 1990,,and LA Gen Homer Briefing to Secretary
Cheney, 20 Dec 1990, in "General GIosson Briefs," OWAPS, 514 3-60. Tlese instances of
two formal briefings are given by way of example of the numerous briefings and intelligence updates that the political leadership received between August 1990 and March
1991. During the war, briefings were given In the White House, with eight principals
normally in attendance: the President, Vice President, Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defense, National Security Advisor, CIA Director, White House Chief of Staff, and
Chairman, ics [(S) intvw, OWAPS personnel with National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft, Wuhington, DC, 23 Sep 1992).
120en Colin Powell, in transcript, "The Gulf Crisis: The Road to War," p 4.
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4. Destroy Iraq's chemical, biological, and nuclear capability.
5. Destroy Republican Guard forces.
6. Liberate Kuwait City with Arab forces.
Offensivt Campaign Overview. The Offensive Campaign provides
for the execution of operations in four phases. Although each phase has
specific objectives, execution of the phases is not necessarily discrete or
sequential; phases may overlap as resources become available or priorities
shift.
(1) Phase I - Strategic Air Campaign
(2) Phase II - Air Supremacy in the Kuwait

Theater of Operations (Air Superiority in the OPORD)
(3) Phase III- Battlefield Preparation
(4) Phase IV - Ground Offensive Campaign
Enemy Cenkrm ofGravity. Iraq has three primary centers of gravity:
(1) leadership and C2 (OPORD stated "national command authority"); (2)
chemical, biological, and nuclear capability; and (3) forces of the
Republican Guard. The offensive campaign will focus on the operational
objectives to ensure destruction, neutralization, elimination, or degradation
of Iraq's centers of gravity."
The objectives of the campaign, roughly in the same order laid out,
were translated into the phases of the campaign, with three of the
objectives also identified as centers of gravity. The air campaign was to
be almost wholly responsible for Objectives I through 4, play a major
part in Objective 5, and support the ground forces in Objective 6. No
explicit priority was given to the objectives; rather, they were laid out in
sequence (phases), with the operations order specifying numbers of days
to accomplish the first two phases: [DELETED] " The question quickly
became moot, however, because the amount of available air power
allowed the first three phases to be initiated almost siimultaneously.'"

'3(S) Combined

"

OPLAN,

pp 2.4; (S) OPORD 91-001, paras ID, 3A, and 3B.

parn 3A, OWAPS, NA 357.
Gen Homer, 9 Mar 1992, Shaw AM, sc; MAj Gen
Ulosson, 9 Apr 1992, Pentagon, DC; LA Col Deptula, 21 Dec 1991. The cEINTcoM
OPLAN said that "although each phase has specific objectives, execution of the phases is
not necessarily discrete or sequential; phases may overlap as resources become available
C(S)
COCOM OPORD 91.001,

150()intvws, authors with LU
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With less air power available or in other circumstances that would have
required the phases to take place in sequence, the priority of objectives,
the measures of effectiveness, and the timing of shifts from one phase
to the next would have become critical operational decisions. As
executed, however, the leqgth of time allotted to each phase of the
campaign played no part, The crucial decision became when the require.
ments of Phase M!(preparing the battlefield) had been met so that the
ground offensive could begin.
The expectations of air power's effectiveness in each of the phases of
the campaign rested on the estimated capabilities of the pladorms and
weapons to be employed, and assumptions of the conditions under which
these attacks would be carred out. When some of these capabilities or
conditions differed from what was anticipated, air power's effectiveness
suffered, sometimes dramatically. While detailed examinations of these
operations are given in the succeeding chapters, some general comments
here on the strategic attacks and preparation of the battlefield (Phases I
and MI) will help put these operations more in context.
The preeminence of strategic air attacks had been the basis of
CENTAF's initial plan, developed In September 1990, approved by Gen.
H. Norman Schwarzkopf, and briefed to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, General Powell. That plan, which endured as Phase I of the
later ceNrcoM plan, presented as Its expected results the destruction of
military capability, loss of government control, and general internal strife,
resulting in a change in the leadership of the country-all that with only
Phase I initiated." General Schwarzkopf had endorsed this use of air
power in the plan, but he was obviously not satisfied with the plan as an
end-product for fighting the war. Note that his approval occurred at a

or priorities shift." (CENTCOht OPLAN part 3.A, OWAPS, CHC 18-1.)
16(S) Paper copies of briefing slides, 13 Sep 1990 brief to cJcs, in "General Giason
Briefs." Although Gen Schwarzkopf approved the plan, Gen Glosson noted that Gen
Schwarzkopf had some doubt that the CENTAF plan would accomplish all that was stated
("Planning the Air Campaign: Early Interviews with Brig Gen Buster C. Glosson,"
UsCEkrAF Office of History. 28 Feb 1991. Intvw recorded 17-27 Oct 1990, OWAPS.
clIP SA).
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time when he had few ground troops to give him other alternatives.
When ground forces did become available in the fall of 1990, particularly
after the decision to send a second corps to the theater, the CENTCOM plan
he developed saw strategic air attaks as only the first step of a more
comprehensive and ambitious plan, By December 1990, air power had
been blended into all fourphases of the overall planning, beginning with
strategic attacks in Phase I and concluding with the ground invasion of
Kuwait in Phase IV. Phase I, in other words, was not expected to end
the war, and its priority for sorties (against those for Phase MI, for instance) and effectiveness levels anticipated were adjusted with these
circumstances In mind. Significantly, however, the concept of employment, the basic target categories selected, and the objectives sought from
the strategic attacks, as reflected in the initial CENTAP planning, did not
change from the initial plan as published In September 1990 to the final
plan executed in January 1991.'7
While there were those in the theater who saw strategic air attacks as
the centerpiece, the resulting theater operations plan set the objectives and
measured success of those objectives with something else in mind. The
strategic air attacks (Phase 1) wetz undertaken as a way of disrupting the
country and its leadership, paralyzing Iraqi industry and communications,
and destroying Iraq's offensive capability, particularly the chemical
weapons threat, in order to prepare for the ultimate invasion of Kuwait.
After the first ten days of the air war, the desired results were thought
to have been achieved, results not as specified in the cENAP operations
order but as sufficient to proceed to a concentration on Phase II. This
was aojudgement not just of CENTcOM Headquarters but also of the Joint
Force Air Component Commander, Lt. Gen. Charles Homer, who at that
time directed that, except for further work on Scuds and Iraqi airfields,
a change in focus was to be made to attacking the Republican Guard divisions and other targets in the Kuwait theater,"
'17(S) COMUSCENTAF Operations Order Offensive Campaign.Phae i, 2 September
1990, GWAPS, SH 15-5. Targets and available aircraft were of course added as the size
of the force grew, but this operations order remained the bais for CENrAF planning.
1SAs early as 18 January, LA Gen Homer was predicting that Inonly a few days "we
will finish up valid targets In Iraq and begin to really shift our emphasis to military forces
in Kuwait." Weather and the dlversin to Scud targeting delayed the shift, but on 26
January, he gave his opinion that only airfields remained to be hit. The CENTCOM
command briefing on that same day announced the "focus of the air campaign shifting
a bit from strategic Interdiction to battlefield preparation," (S) Text of CENTCOM Brfg,
26 Jan 1991, OWAPS, c"'sT 28; (S) Daily Comments by LA Cen Charles A. Florner during
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7The shift in emphasis from Phase I to Phase III of the air campaign
would appear, on the surface, to reflect a rather traditional reading of
where the truth lay in the long-standing debate over whether the primary
role of air power should be to win the war directly by attacking strategic
targets or to support the surface forces, ground forces in this instance. In
this war, however, there emerged an intermediate proposition:
employment of air power to win the war directly by destroying the
ground forces. There were those in the Air Force who thought direct
attack on strategic targets in Iraq would win the war; the initial Instant
Thunder plan of August 1990, for instance, called for only attacks on
strategic targets in Iraq, with no attention given to even the Republican
Guard divisions. The planning that took place in the fall of 1990, however, focused not only on strategic attacks in Iraq but also on attacking
the Iraqi Army. On this objective, too, the implicit assumption was that
air power could not only be decisive, it could be a war-winner. Planning
went forward on operations to reduce the Iraqi ground forces by fifty
percent in major weapon categories (tanks, armored personnel carriers,
and artillery), the agreed-upon attrition sought against the Iraqi forces
during Phase III;1" furthermore, it was projected as only a function of
time, not capability, as to when those forces could be reduced by ninety
percent or even more320 A popular saying during the war, in both Checkmate in Washington and the Black Hole in Riyadh, was "we are not
preparing the battlefield, we are destroying it."21 Putting aside the questions of achieving such high attrition levels or what level of attrition
would be needed to destroy an army, there remains a difference in approach between attempting to destroy a battlefield as distinct from preparing It for a ground invasion.
When the focus of the air campaign shifted to support of the surface
forces, preparing the battlefield and providing air support to the ground

Operation Desert Storm, 17 Jan through 28 Fab 1991, transcribed by HQUSCENTAF Office
of History, 20 Mar 1991 (hereafter referred to as Homer Comments). notes from 18, 20,
and 26 Jan 1991, OWAPS, CHP 13B.
19

(S) CENTCOM OPORD gi-4X1, pama 3. E.2.(b).(#3).

20Graphics

of armor, artillery, and personnel attrition shown in briefings, I I Oct
President and 20 Dec 1990 CENTAP/CC Brief to the SECDEP, in "General
to
the
Brief
1990
CGlosson Briefs,"
2
_•
Copy in OWAPS. CHST 22.
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offensive, there were divergent views, not primarily on the priority of
battlefield preparation over strategic attack but on how sorties directed
against Iraqi ground forces could be most profitably used. Balance had
to be found among the objectives of cutting the Iraqi supply lines to their
ground forces, attacking the Republican Guard divisions, and attacking
the frontline Iraqi divisions that would have to be broached during a
ground invasion to liberate Kuwait. Where this balance ought to be,
however, was obviously influenced by differing perspectives on whether
or not the Iraqi Army could be destroyed from the air without a ground
invasion being necessary. If air alone could accomplish the objectives,
less "e,..ntion was required on the frontline divisions and more on the
most capable divisions, the heavy divisions that made up the theater and
strategic reserves, particularly the Republican Guard divisions,
Additional weight had also to be given to the Republican Guard,
since those forces had been recognized as a center of gravity, not just of
the Iraqi Army but of the entire Iraqi regime. The GuWad divisions were
thought of as an important element keeping Saddam Hussein in power.
Thus, the rout of the Republican Guard would not only assist in driving
the Iraqi Army from Kuwait but would help ensure the stability of the
region after the war. In selecting the relative weight of effort between
targeting of the front lines and the strategic reserves, there was a tension
between war and postwar priorities as well as between military and
political goals.
By way of summary, Table 4 below presents the targets, phases, and
centers of gravity matched against the three categories of air employment
defined in the introduction to this report. Obviously, there is some
overlap of objectives between categories as well as between phases, but
the basic intentions arm clear: control of the air over Iraq would be accomplished as part of Phase I and in Kuwait as Phase U; strategic air
attacks would begin the air campaign and comprise Phase I but would
continue at a reduced pace through all phases; the support to surface
forces would constitute Phases III and IV but would begin almost simultancously with Phase I. The support to surface forces in this war, of
course, principally involved support to ground forces. Air power supporting naval forces was for fleet defense and for fulfilling the naval forces'
tasks of "sea control and mine countermeasures operations in the North
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Arabian Gulf."22 There was some variance in language within the plans
as to what degree of control of the air was called for, air superiority or
air supremacy, but since the more complete control, air supremacy, was
quickly achieved, this -variance in wording never became an -issue.
Specific performance of air power in. each of these categories will be the
subject of the succeeding chapters.
Table 4
Air Employment and the Operations Plan

Categodes

ObJectivu and Concept

Control of the Air

Objective 2
Phase 11and part of Phae I

Strategic Air Attack

Objectives I (as stated in the U.S.-only document)
and 4
Phase I
Centers of gravity I and 2 (leadership/C and
chemical, biological, and nuclear capability)

Support of Surface
Forces

Objectives 3, 5, and 6
Phases liI and IV
Center of gravity 3 (Republican Guard)

Before moving to target sets, some mention is necessary of what were
termed "centers of gravity." The plans referred to several of the target
sets as centers of gravity, and the targets so designated varied during the
development of the campaign plan. In the briefing to the President on
11 October, for instance, the centers of gravity were defined as leader-

ship, military forces, and infrastructure."3 At times the term was used as

ics Publication 3-0 defines it ("That characteristic, capability, or locality
from which a military force derives its freedom of action, physical

22

(S) OPORD 91.00,

para 3C4A.

Paper copies of briefing vlewgraphs, Mej Cen Glosson to President Bush,
I I Oct 1990. "General Glossoai Briefs."
23(S)
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strength or will to fight. It exists at the strategic, operational and tactical
levels of war."24), but in one case, the term refers to the accomplishment
of a political objective not tied directly to the military operations to
liberate Kuwait. For example, one could make a case for identifying the
Republican Guard forces as a center of gravity: If they were destroyed,
the defense of Kuwait would crumble. The same could be said for the
Iraqi leadership and its command and control: destroy it and the resolve
of the country to occupy Kuwait would crumble. There is no one, however, who made the case that destruction of Iraq's nuclear, biological, and
chemical capability was in any way a linchpin for the military success of
th1s campaign; it was an important Coalition objective, but accomplishing
it was not vital to the attainment of other military objectives.u This
center of gravity and, to a degree, the attacks on the Republican Guard
and o0s Scud storage sites and production facilities had more to do with
-the stability and security of the region after the war than with the libera.
tion of Kuwait. The measures of success of the attainment of the politi-.cal objectives, in other words, had to include criteria other than the
liberation of Kuwait. To take account of the special designation given
these targets sets as centers of gravity, later discussion will evaluate the
degree to which these three centers of gravity remained in fact the focus
for operations and intelligence requirements.
"Target Sets
The Guidance, Apportioning and Targeting cell of CFrAF Headquarters, the organization responsible for assigning targets to aircraft sorties
during the air campaign, divided fixed targets in Iraq and the Kuwait
theater of operations into twelve categories, listed below with their common
alphabetic acronyms as they appeared in the planning documents:26
24

Doctringfor Unified and Joint Operations, test publication, Joint Pub 3.0, Jan,

1990, p ix.
21This statement is not made to denigrate the importance of attacks on the Iraqi
chemical and biological weapons capability as a way to prevent the use of chemicals or
biological agents in this war, but to emphasize the reason these weapons were cited as a
center of gravity.
2
6'hese target categories were used in the CENTAF operations order, the air campaign
briefings given to the political and military leadership, and on the master attack plans
drawn up daily during the war, These categories were not used by the units reporting the
air strikes, a problem of great proportlon for those reconstructing the activity that tank
place but not relevant for this discussion. These twelve target categories also varied
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Strategic Air Defenses (SAD)
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Research and Production (c)
Leadership (L)
Command, Control, and Communications (Ccc)
Electric Power (B)
Oil Refining and Distribution Facilities (o)
Railroads and Bridges (RR)
Airfields (A)
Naval Forces and Port Facilities (N)
Military, Storage and Production (MS)
Scud Missiles and Launchers. Production and Storage Facilities (Sc)
Republican Guard Forces in the KTo (RC)
These sets were developed in August and September 1990 when the
full extent of the air campaign was not known, and as a result, as more
targets were added, the categories did not remain as distinct or as usable
as planned. Some, such as electric power, oil refineries, airfields, or air
defense systems, remained relatively coherent. Others underwent varying
degrees of transformation: the Command, Control, and Communications
category was first called Telecommunications; even after that adjustment,
the Leadership category continued to include the command
communications bunkers-the Al Firdos Bunker was one ofthese; the
original Railroad category expanded to include bridges when it became
obvious that they were an even more vital part of the transportation net;
Naval Forces and Facilities began as ports and naval bases, then expanded to include Silkworm launch sites. At the beginning of the air campaign, two new sets were added: Fixed Surface-to-Air Missile Sites (SAM)
in the Kuwait theater and Breaching sites for the ground offensive (BR). 2"
While the target sets themselves changed only little, the numbers of
targets in each set increased steadily, both before execution and during
the air campaign itself. The growth is depicted in Table 5, using some
of the milestone dates. The listing uses the best available data, but there

somewhat from the categories In the Defense Intelligence Agency's Automated Intelligence Installations File (AiP). Since intelligence organizations used AIF categories, target
cross-referencIng between the two systems created some difficulty during the war,
271informaion derived from data in "Evolution of 1st 24 Hour Master Attack Plan,"
Sep 1990 to Jan 1991, OWAPS, BH 1-1 and 2,
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is a difference in criteria between the first five columns, covering 21
Aug-20 Dec 1990, and the thrae subsequent columns, 15 Jan-26 Feb

1991: the first five columns depict numbers of targets actually in the
attack plans; the final three columns list total targets known, by category,
without reference to whether they would be struck,
Table 5
Growth of Target Sets
T8t

21

2

13

It

20

15

17

26

Sets

Aug

Sep

Sep

Oct

Dcc

Jan

Feb

Fob

skD
c
L

10

39
15
15

21
15
15

40
15
15

27

56

73

20
27

23
33

23
37

as
34
44

ccc

19
110
6
3
7
I
I5

27
17
9
12
19
0
35
7

26
14
8
12
13
4
41

27
18
10
12
27
6
43

30
16
8
21
25
4
46

56
17
12
33
31
17
73
37

84
22
12
40
38
20
77
38

146
29
28
89
46
20
102
39

-

45

45

45

48

52

6

59
6

481

567

772

o
RR
A
N
MS
RG

8
5

SAM
SC
BR

Totals
Dates used:

5

5

13

174

218

237

-

84

195

21 August-Instant Thunder plan
2 September-CENTAP Operations plan
13 September-briefing to Chairman,
JCS
II October-briefing to the President
20 December-briefing to the Secretary
of Defense

15 January-beginning of the air
campaign
17 February-later stages of the air
campaign
26 February-final days of the war

The overall growth in numbers of targets resulted from several factors, in addition to the changed and new sets mentioned above. First, it
reflected the increased knowledge of the Iraqi military forces, leadership
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structure, and communications gained after the United States focused its
reconnaissance assets on Iraq in the fall of 1990. Second, it came about
at least indirectly as a result of the increased numbers of strike aircraft
available and the consequent ability to target a larger portion of the Iraqi
air defense and military support structure. Finally, continued growth of
targets occurred throughout the war because the attacks on the originally
identified target groups did not appear to have the desired results, circumstances that particularly apply to the attacks on command, control, and
communications and on Scud facilities (Ccc and sc). The Scud facilities
category shows only modest growth, but the target totals only dimly
reflect the attention given to targeting suspected Scud sites during the
war. The targeting involved area searches, however, not fixed sites, so
these targets numbers were not reflected on the target list. The other
category that could be misconstrued is Republican Guard: the total of
39 shown comes nowhere near to reflecting the vast array of targets
attacked in these units in the Kuwait theater.
Note that the numbers of targets in each set are cumulative. That is,
once identified as a target, that site remained so identified in the target
lists, even though it had been destroyed. Therefore, those numbers shown
after 15 January indicate both those targets identified and destroyed as
well as those left to be attacked. In other words, the planners would at
any one time not have to be concerned with the entire target list but only
with those targets then active (not yet destroyed). In addition, not all
targets identified were in fact attacked.
The number of targets, which grew to 772 by the end of the war, in
these categories does not, of course, represent the total number of targets
attacked by air during the war. The total must include two other sources
of targets: Kuwait theater of operations "kill boxes" and targets attacked
as part of naval fleet defense operations.
The targets in the Kuwait theater, defined as the area north of the
Saudi Arabian border, south of the 31 degree north latitude line, west of
the Gulf and the Iran. Iraq border, and east of 45 degrees east longitude
line, were of two kinds: the ones comprising the target sets just described
(the twelve categories) and the more general military force targets
throughout the theater, those that could relocate and thus could not be
handled properly within the framework of a fixed target base. Targets in
this latter group were not identified individually but by "kill box." Kill
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boxes were derived from Saudi Arabian air defense map overlays (see
Map I), which divided the entire region into squares, thirty miles on a
side, and gave each box a number and letter designation. The kill boxes
were then divided into four squares, as depicted in Figure 1, fifteen miles
on a side, and further designated as NE, SE, SW, or NW. Aircraft were
directed to a fifteen-mile box to conduct strikes againit the appropriate
targets within the box (tanks, artillery, command posts, and so forth).'
This report will use the weight of effort against the kill-boxes as a measure of the bombing effort against the Iraqi military units located in the
kill box area, a valid measurement in this war since the Iraqi units moved
very little if at all once the air campaign began. The total number of
targets attacked in the kill boxes Is not known, but it was by necessity a
large part of the total number of targets attacked during the war. As a
method of approximation of the effort, note that more than half the Coali29
tion's air attacks were against kill box targets.
The final group of targets to note are those developed as pan of fleet
defense of Coalition naval forces in the Persian Gulf. 'These targets
included ships and port facilities of the Iraqi Navy, as well as Silkworm
sites, artillery positions, command posts, and threat radars close to the
coast. Some, but not all, of these sites appeared as part of the Naval
Forces and Port Facilities category (N) established by CENTAF; others,
discovered during the war and struck by naval aircraft outside of those
tasked by the daily air tasking order, were not recorded on the CENTAF
targeting list. Helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft from aircraft carriers
in the Persian Gulf, as well as land-based aircraft, took part in attacks on
this target set and on other naval targets in the Gulf. Over 1,000 strikes
by United States Navy fixed-wing aircraft were flown on these maritime
missions attacking naval targets, so this category is more than just a
footnote to the air campaign.?

2

Marines, in addition, used designated maneuver boxes and fire.support boxes
to direct their own alicraft sorties. See (S) John D.Parsons, Benjamin T. Regala, and
8The

Orman H. Paananen, Marine Corps Desert Storm ReconstructionReport, Vol IV (Alexan-

drie, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1992) (hereafter referred to as Marine Corps
Reconstruction Report), pp 51-54.
2

Database, Statistics report.
30(S) Frank Schwamb, et al, Desert Storm Reconstructlon Report. Volume Ii: Strike
9aWAps

Warfare, (Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1991), p D-2, Volume VI of the

same series, on antisurface warfare, pitsents an account of the attacks against naval targets.
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Figure 1
Enlargement of Area AF6 in northwest Kuwait,
displaying kill boxes AF6NW, AF6NE, AF6SW, and AF6SE
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The targeting scheme for the air campaign as a whole can be most
readily understood in relation to the campaign's objectives. These
linkages are shown in Table 6.

"The target sets concerned with gaining control of the air are ones
typically found in any war involving contested airspace: the air defense
network, early warning sites, airfields, surface-to-air missile sites, and that
part of the country's communications system that binds the parts of the
air defense system together. While not targets for bombing in the usual
sense, the analysis of effectiveness in controlling the air in this war must
also consider the Coalition sorties employed in suppressing enemy air
defenses, by electronic jamming aircraft, by aircraft shooting antiradiation
missiles against missile, gun, and acquisition radars, and by drones that
simulated a strike aircraft's radar cross-section, launched into the target
area to spoof the air defense radars. The third part of this overall effort
is the employment of air-to-air fighter aircraft, along with airborne warning and control system aircraft, against airborne enemy aircraft (by either
combat air patrol orbits or sweeps through the contested region). These
target sets and air operations were all a part of the extensive effort to gain
control of the air over Iraq and Kuwait.
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Table 6
"AirEmployment and Targeting

Categories

Objectives and Concepts

Operations and Target Sets

Control of

Objective 2

SAD, A,SAM,

the Air

Phase II and part of Phase I

Strategic

Air Attack

Objectives I and 4
Phase I
Centers of gravity 1 and 2

Support of
Surface
Forces

Objectives 3, 5, and 6
Phases III and IV
Center of gravity 3

aportion of CCC
Suppression of eemy air
defenses (sAD)
Combat Air Patrol (CAP). Sweeps
L,CCC,

C, g, 0, SC,

a potlon of Ms and RR
RO, Kill Boxes, N,MS, RR, BR
a portion of Ccc,o, A,and c

Airborne surveillance and
targeting operations

The gaining of air control has always been a first impulse in the
application of air power, but there was a special importance in gaining a
quick and total supremacy in this war. First, the overwhelming superiority
of Coalition air forces over the Iraqi Air Force, both in quantity and
quality, would make anything less appear a relative defeat. This was a test
for high technology. Electronic countermeasures aircraft, airborne control
aircraft, and antiradiation missiles had to perform as part of an integrated
plan. Second, the imperative of keeping Coalition casualties low meant
that Iraqi air defenses had to be prevented from causing anything further
than incidental attrition to Coalition aircraft over the month or more that
the air campaign needed to operate; if air attrition were higher, them would
have been pressure for an earlier, higher-attrition ground offensive. And
third, a degree of air control over the Kuwait theater was necessary so that
not just high-performance aircraft could operate but that "

. .

. an

environment [is provided] in which B-52s, tactical air, and attack3
helicopters can operate effectively," thus bringing more air power to ber. 1
Control of the air was one of the most basic roles for air power, and it
assumed additional importance in these conditions.

31(S) OPORD 91-001, pant 3C4B.
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The strategic target attacks comprised a more diverse list than the
control of the air category. There were target sets that have been historically asmociated with strategic air attacks, but there were also some unique
to this war. As the CBNTCOM operations order stated, the attacks were to
be against Iraq's "strategic chemical, biological and nuclear capability;
leadership targets; command and control systems; ROPC (Republican Guard
Forces Command) forces; telecommunications facilities; and key elements
of the national infrastructure,such as critical LO, s (lines of communication),
electric grids, petroleum storage, and military production facilities." 32 1 The
more typical targets were the key elements of national infrastructure and
the military production facilities, along with the late-twentieth century
addition to national infrastructure, telecommunication facilities. Rather
standard, too, were the targeting of leadership and command and control
systems, items seen as of particular importance in a state such as Iraq.
While more typical strategic targets, the results sought by the strategic air
attacks on the national infrastructure and military production facilitir.s were
not typical of the results sought in other strategic air campaigns such as the
attacks on Germany and Japan in World War HI. Since the Coalition never
envisioned the war as being of such duration to allow Iraq to use its
infrastructure to regenerate or increase its in-place military capability, the
attacks on the infrastructure were designed more to stun than destroy.
Attacks on oil were confined to refining and storage, not production,
facilities; attacks on electric power were, if possible, to avoid the
components that would require years to rebuild-such restraint was a
planning goal, but not in all cases was it achieved.33
The target sets that stand out as relatively unique to this war are the
chemical, biological, and nuclear (NBC) capability, the Republican Guard,
and, a set not noted in the CENTCOM statement, Scud sites and production
facilities. The importance of the destruction of the Republican Guard and
NBC capability in this war was reemphasized by their designation as
centers of gravity. The Scuds were to emerge soon after the beginning

32

Parentheses added by author. (S) US-only CENTVOM OPORD 91-001, part 3,C,4.(a),
(WAPS NA 357, The US-only OPORD Is cited because It is more explicit on this statement.
The Combined CENTCOM OPLAN states only "attack Iraq's war making capability." [Para
3.D.3.(a), OWAPS, C•C 18-1.1
33Chapter
6 will discuss the succeu of these efforts. The point here Is to cite the
planning to reduce damage to non-milItary economic infrastructure and energy-related
facilities.
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of the air campaign as an important strategic target. Scuds equipped with
chemical warheads were one element of the dangers posed by NBC
weapons. Scuds and NBC capability were a high priority in this war, and,
with the increased proliferation of these systems, will no doubt continue
to be a special subject of strategic air attack.' Republican Guard forces
were treated by CENTCOM, to a degree, as a strategic target, but these
forces can be dealt with more properly under the next category.
Air power received particularly specific criteria for its support to surface
forces. In Phase I, air was to "cut key bridges, roads and rail lines
immediately south of Basra to block withdrawal of RonC forces. Cut bridges, roads and rail lines in the vicinity of An Nasirlyah to block reinforcement and/or resupply of Iraqi forces from the west and isolate Iraqi forces
in the KTo;" in Phase M, air power, along with naval gunfire, was "to
sever Iraqi supply lines, destroy Iraqi chemical, biological, and nuclear
capability, and reduce Iraqi combat effectiveness in the KTO by at least 50
percent, prlicularly the RaCm."' 5 In Phase IV, air power was tasked to
accomplish the traditional missions of close air support and interdiction.
The fifty percent attrition sought was an overall attrition figure, not
tied to any particular units of the Iraqi Army or any region of their deployment. The computations done by CENTAP in prewar planning had
calculated attrition of armor, artillery, and personnel; during the war
bomb-damage assessment (BDA) counts most often depicted numbers of
tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery. As a result, the Iraqi
heavy divisions, the location of the vast majority of the armor, became
the greatest source of scoreable BDA. The Central Command Air Force
calculations on attrition had estimated that the fifty percent -ttrition
would be achieved within ten to twelve days overall, less timk for the
Republican Guard, but those figures were based on a greater number of
sorties being available than was the case and a greater use of precision

34Scuds

and NBC capability are, of course, not "new" strategic targets, One has only
to refer to the attacks on the V-I and V-2 sites during World War II or to the basic
targeting categories of United States and Soviet st~ategic nuclear forces during the period
of the Cold War to see the continuity. The new aspect Is the proliferation of these
systems to many countries and the increased importance of these weapons in more
loc~lited conventional, or unconventional, conflicts.
35(S) US-only CENTIOM OPORD 91.001, paras 3.C,4,(c), 3.E,2,(b).(2) and (3), owAPs,
NA 357,
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munitions and cluster bombs than actually took place." These operations
are discussed in greater drtail in Chapter 4, but suffice it to say here that
the combination of weather, lack of BDA information, and heavier use of
nonprecision munitions detracted greatly from the anticipated results, and
attrition counts did not increase significantly until the precision bombdropping aircraft were assigned to the task of equipment attrition.

!t

As listed in Table 6, the target sets that apply to the support to
surface forces category also include the naval ports and bases and Silkworm sites (N); the breaching sites (11R); that part of the ccc set linking
Iraqi forces to Baghdad; and airfields with offensive aircraft capable of
attacking surface forces. Far more important in considering the effects
of the air campaign on surface forces, however, were not the relatively
few number of fixed targets listed in the above target sets but the pressure
applied throughout the Kuwait theater by the overwhelming number of
sorties, flown into the kill boxes described earlier and by the various
airborne platforms used to secure rapid, or instant,targeting information
on ground forces. The results sought in the support of the surface forces
were as decisive as those sought in the other two categories and significantly more than had been asked of air power in previous conflicts-to
reduce an enemy ground force by fifty percent, before the friendly ground
force sustained any damage.
Air Campaign Overview"
Although Phases I through III of the air campaign were initiated
almost simultaneously, the air campaign unfolded as planned in terms of
the weight of effort applied, beginning with the strategic targets in Iraq
and shifting toward attacking targets in the Kuwait theater. The campaign was not without its surprises, such as the required diversion of
sorties to deal with the Iraqi Scud missile launches toward Israel and the
refusal of the Iraqi Air Force to contest command of the air over Iraq, but
36

(S) Briefing viewgraphs, CENTAFICC to the SECDEF, 20 Dec 1990, in "General
Glosson Briefs,"
37This brief account of the air campaign is merely to set forth some of the pertinent
milestones for putting the campaign in context and to describe some of the circumstances
that had important implications for air rower's effectiveness in the war. For a full
operational account of the Desert Storm air campaign, see the OWAPS Operations report.
Data used In this account are drawn from the owAps database as found in the oWAPS
Statistics report, unless otjherwise indikated.
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the division of sorties between those for air control, strategic attack, and
support for surface forces, was as anticipated, though probably not for the

specific target sets within those categories. What was perhaps most
disconcerting in the air campaign's execution was an inability to determine, as the war progressed, what levels of effectiveness were being
attained on the target sets, so that adjustments could be made.
The air war began with two days of preplanned operatious. These two
days were the most thoroughly planned and most complex air operations
of the war. The complexity was in great part due to the attempt to
dismember the Iraqi air defenses while at the same time attacking all the
strategic target sets. For this endeavor, elements of air power ranging from
attack helicopters, to drones, to Tomahawk land attack missiles, to virtually
the Air Force's entire inventory of conventional air-launched cruise missiles
were employed. Virtually every target set was struck on these initial
strikes, although the heavy weight of the effort was against air defenses,
airfields, and the command elements of the Iraqi regime. Sortie rates were
to remain at similar levels throughout the war, but not again were the
strikes so complex or so focused, nor perhaps did they need to be.
The air forces allocated to the task of air control, in addition to the
wide variety of strike aircraft assigned to hitting airfields and air defense
sites, included an array of specialized aircraft. There were air-to-air
fighters, principally the F-15Cs and F-14s, along with the airborne
warning, control, and intelligence aircraft (E-3 and RC- 135), electronic
jamming support aircraft (EF-1 11 and EA-6), and those aircraft firing
missiles such as the high-speed antiradiation missiles (HARMS) at Iraqi
radars (the F-40 and F-16 Wild Weasel aircraft, plus a number of other
strike aircraft), In addition, two types of radar-decoy drones, launched
from air and ground, stimulated Iraqi radar activity both to deflect attention from the strike aircraft and to ensure that Iraqi surface-to-air missile
radars would be active and vulnerable to HARM missiles.
While air-to-air fighters and electronic support aircraft continued to
accompany the attack aircraft throughout the war, the most important use
of these assets occurred on the first night in pursuit of air superiority. On
the first night, over ten percent of all high-speed antiradiation missiles
fired in the war were expended, and most of the HARMS fired were in the
first week of the war; after that, just the threat posed by the HARMS
served to keep most Iraqi radars off the air. Decoys, too, were used
principally during the first week of the war, most on the first night and
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only sparingly after that, for the same reasons. And the bulk of Iraqi
"shooter" sorties and air-to-air losses to Coalition fighters occurred during
the first week of the war; subsequent losses occurred while the Iraqi

aircraft attempted to flee to Iran, not while contesting for Iraqi airspace
(control of the air subjects are dealt with in Chapter 3).
In addition to the concentration of force against the air defense network
and airfields, strikes took place at the same time against Iraq's electric
power system as well as what were deemed to be centers of gravity:

leadership and its command and control system and Iraq's chemical, biological, and nuclear capability. The electric power system was quickly dealt
with, but the latter targets required constant strikes throughout the war, with

little precise information available as to the success of these strikes. The
great majority of the targets so far described in this phase required preci-

sion-delivered weapons (with a capability to penetrate hardened buildings)
to be successful; as a result, other target sets in Iraq, such as oil facilities,
railroads, and bridges, saw a greater employment of free-fall bombs. The
accuracy of these bombs was sufficient for the oil storage facilities, but
bridges needed more attention, and it was not until the second week in the
war, when precision bomb-dropping aircraft could be spared from other
weapons-and
attacks, that bridges received increased attention with precision
3
these precision attacks continued until the end of the war, 8

3 TLhe

terms "free-fall" bombs, unguided bombs, and "dumb" bombs are used in this
report to mean bombs that fall ballistically after release from the aircraft, as opposed to
those that can still be guided to a precise impact point after aircraft release ("smart"
bombs), For the purposes of this report, precision bomb-dropping aircraft are those
aircraft that had a laser-designating capability that could guide a bomb to a precise target.
The following aircraft could guide such weapons (and did so in the war): FP.117, F-I IIF,
A-6, F. I5E, French Jaguars, Saudi F-5s, British Buccaneers, and, later in the war, some
of the British Tornados. The British Buccaneer aircraft were employed In the war to
"buddy-lase;" that is, to laser-designate the target for precision bombs dropped by accompanying Tornado aircraft. The Buccaneers, P.Ss, and Jaguars had this capability In
daylight only. The following atrlke aircraft did not have the capability to drop and
control laser-guided bombs during the war: P.16, F/A-18, B-52, A-10, AV-8B, A-7,
F-II IE (flown from Turkey), and other Coalition strike aircraft (A-4, British Jaguar,
Tornado, 1except as indicated above). Note: several of the above aircraft had the capability to fire precision-guided air-to-surface missiles-the MAVERICK by the Air Force being
the one predominantly used in the war; far fewer of the Navy Walleye were also employed (133), The A-10 itself fired over 5000 Maverick missiles during the war [(S) 23d
TFW(P) and 354th TFW(P), "Operation Desert Storm A-10 Combat Recap," 17 Jan 1991
to 28 Feb 1991, CWAPS, NA 292). The French Jaguar also employed a laser-guided
missile, the AS-30, employing about 60 of these missiles in the war, The following are
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A wide array of Coalition aircraft initially took part in the attacks
against the strategic targets, including both aircraft carrying precision
weapons and those dropping unguided bombs. In addition, the Navy's
Tomahawk land-attack missiles (TLAMs) and the Air Force's conventional
air-launched cruise missiles (CALCMs)-precision weapons-were also part
of these attacks, The missile employment occurred only early in the war:
the CALCMs only on the first day; of the 'rIAMs, 180 were launched in the

first two days, with only another 102 employed during the remainder of
the war; none were fired after I February.s During the course of the air
war, fewer numbers and fewer types of aircraft took part in the strikes on
strategic targets because of the increased attention to the Kuwait theater,
but also because those aircraft only capable of dropping unguided ordnance proved too inaccurate for the pinpoint, often hardened, targets in
Iraq. A number of those targets were also close to populated areas,
further restricting the parameters for employing unguided bombs.
While strikes in Iraq were characterized by the use of precision
weapons on fixed targets, the air attacks that began almost simultaneously
in the Kuwait theater employed principally unguided bombs-general-purpose bombs or a variety of mines and cluster munitions. Many targets
in the theater were well suited for these weapons-storage areas and troop
concentrations called for area weapons instead of pinpoint weapons-but
the choice of armaments was also based on the aircraft available for
employment, and the aircraft used had only a lImited capability to drop
precision weapons. The air strikes in the Kuwait theater, made with less
precision delivery but in far larger numbers than the strikes in Iraq, thus
began a rather different process from the air attacks in Iraq: a more
gradual reduction in the capabilities of the Iraqi Army and Navy, with
sorties scheduled around the clock throughout the theater.

other precision.guided missiles employed in the war that are referenced in this report:
Tomahawk land attack missiles (TLAMs), launched from US Navy ships; HELLFIRE
missiles fired from attack helicopters; the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), a
surface-to-surface missile; conventional air.laurhed cruise missiles, launched from B-52s
on the first day of the war; antiradiaticn missiles, fired by F-40s, V-18s, F-16s, A-7s,
Tornados, and EA,6Bs to destroy ground radars; and air-to-air missiles (US AIM.7M and
AIM-9M) fired from Coalition air-to-air fighters.
39(S) Peter P. Perla, Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Volume b; Summary
(Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1991), p 44.
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Nearly every type of Coalition strike aircraft took part in the Kuwait
theater attacks. Within the theater, there was a division between the

aircraft employed in the northern portion of the theater-the location of the
Republican Guard-and the southern portion, near the front lines. F-16s,
F/A-1 8s, F-15Es (F-I I Is and A-6s at night) flew agaiast the more distant,
better equipped, and better dug-in Republican Gue.!, while closer to the
front lines, AV-8Bs, A-lOs, and many of the other Coalition aircraft (F-5.
Jaguars, A-4s) tackled the entrenched infantry. Army and Marine attack
helicopters were available, but their main employment in attacking Iraqi
forces came during the ground war, and the computations for attrition of
the Iraqi forces during the air war did not include these aircraft (nor were
they available to the Joint Force Air Component Commander for employment). B-52s conducted strikes throughout the Kuwait theater, dropping
almost thirty-two percent of the bomb tonnage in the war, mainly in the
Kuwait theater. While the B-52s were not counted on for equipment
attrition, they were the prime resource for attacking areas targets (breaching
sites, ammunition stockpiles, troop concentrations, or military field headquarter). Even without precision munitions, the B-52s became one of the
most sought-after aircraft by the ground commanders for strikes against
Iraqi ground forces. Attempts by the air planners to have the B-52s employed against targets outside of the Kuwait theater ran into much opposition from the CENTCOM leadership, particularly General Schwarzkopf.°
The decision to bomb from medium altitude affected the accuracy of
nonprecision weapons. Prior to the war, planners anticipated using this
tactic only for attacks during daylight. However, after three days of
actual combat and the loss of several aircraft, commanders restricted all
bombing missions to medium altitude. The intention was to neutralize
the Iraqi surface-to-air missiles and aircraft threats, leaving only antiaircraft artillery, which was effective up to an altitude of 15,000 feet, as the
threat to be dealt with. Moving the bombing aircraft above this altitude
increased aircraft survivability, but it decreased the bombing accuracy.
Given the conditions of this war and the need to minimize casualties, the
move was a prudent tradeoff. A secondary consequence was the need for
higher weather ceilings in order to bomb visually (the most accurate
method); thus there was a higher-than-planned incidence of mission
changes because of weather-in addition to the weather itself being far
worse than anticipated. The Air Force estimated on 6 February. 3 weeks

4°(S) Intvw, OWAPS staff with Lt Col Deptula, 21 Dee 1991.
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into the war, that approximately half of the atteck sorties into Iraq had
been diverted to other targets or cancelled because of weather-related
problems." The effects were cumulative: aircraft were less accurate in
bombing; crews were too high to determine accurately the damage done
by their strikes; and, as a further complication, overcast clouds often
prevented satellite photography from.revealing the true extent of damage.
Beginning on the second day of the air war, Air Force aircraft began
flying strike missions from Turkey against targets in northern Iraq as a
way of diverting the attention of the Iraqi defenses and pinning down
Iraqi forces in that region. These aircraft, part of an organization named
Task Force Proven Force, formed from units in Europe into a composite
wing (fighters, tankers, reconnaissance, and electionic warfare aircraft)
that flew fifty to sixty attack aircraft a day, launched in three waves (two
day, one night), throughout the entire war. The strikes concentrated on
air defenses, air fields, chemical, biological, and nuclear facilities, electric
power, oil refining, and munitions storage in northern Iraq, moving down
as far south as Baghdad late in the war when the focus of the other
Coalition sorties was on the Kuwait theater. These aircraft played no part
in battlefield preparation in Kuwait, so the aircraft continued attacking the
same target sets throughout the war. Compared to the other Coalition air
forces, however, Proven Force had two handicaps: it had no stealth
aircraft and no aircraft capable of designating targets for laser-guided
bombs. As a result, the hardened Iraqi air defense network presented a
formidable obstacle before attacks on strategic targets could begin, and
then the strikes against point targets recorded much less success because
of the lack of precision weapons capability."2
There were two significant diversions to the planned execution of the
air campaign, the first beginning on the third day of the air war when the
first Scud missiles launched from western Iraq landed in Israel. The danger
of Iraq attempting to split the Coalition by firing Scud missiles at Israel
was anticipated before the war, and for that reason the fixed Scud sites in
western Iraq were targeted on the first night's raid. These strikes failed to
neutralize the true Scud threat, however: that of mobile Scuds capable of

41

(S) Brfg viewgraph, prepared by AF/XOXWF for the Secretary of Defense, visit to

Checkmate, 6 Feb 1991, UWAPS, CHC 1-6.

42(S) CMSgt Jerome E. Schroeder and SMSgt Thomnas L. Raab, Historyof Joint Task
Force Proven Force, Hq, USAFE History Office, 1991, pp 45-70,
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moving from hide sites, firing, then hiding before aircraft could attack
them. Intensive operations began in attempts to find. destroy, or simply
suppress the mobile missiles, and these activities continued throughout the
war. The air effort included continuous airborne surveillance of western
Iraq, the positioning of strike aircraft within Scud launch areas for more
immediate targeting, attacks on communication circuits thought to be
transmitting Scud launch authorization, and attacks on suspected Scud
"hide" sites and production and storage facilities, The regions covered
were both the western and Southern regions of Iraq, the latter area containing the launch sites for Scud launches into the Arabian Peninsula. By
war's end, nearly every type of strike and reconnaissance aircraft used in
the war participated in the effort to bring this threat under control.
A second redirection of targeting involved digging the Iraqi Air Force
out of its shelters. Subject to almost immediate engagement by Coalition
aircraft ranging over their bases, the Iraqis elected not to contest control
of Iraqi airspace and sought protection in hardened aircraft shelters that
the Iraqis thought immune from Coalition attack. To remove the threat
of these aircraft, on 23 January airfield attack operations shifted from
runway attacks to the destruction of the aircraft shelters. Attacking the
nearly 600 Iraqi shelters required a massive shift of resources, mainly
F- 17s and F-IllFs dropping laser-guided bombs. For two weeks
F- 111 Fs devoted over forty percent of their strikes to these shelters, until
they were drawn off for use against tanks and other ground force equipment. Meanwhile, F-117s devoted between eighteen and twenty-six
percent of their strikes per week on shelter attacks. Twenty-eight percent
of the total British precision bombing effort similarly went against
hardened shelters.
The progression of activity in the air war from the second week on
was for an increasing concentration of aircraft sorties to the Kuwait
theater, with the notable exceptions of those aircraft engaged in Scud
attacks and those precision bomb-dropping aircraft engaged in strikes in
Iraq (and the Proven Force sorties). Strike operations in Kuwait were
aimed at sealing off the area from resupply, attacking traffic within the
area, and bringing about the equipment attrition of the Iraqi Army. At
the same time, an intense effort was underway to use psychological
operations in the form of leaflets and radio and lodspecker broadcasts
to encourage Iraqi soldiers to desert their positions. It was during this
period of increased attacks in the Kuwait theater that the Iraqi Army
attempted to prompt a ground war by attacking the Saudi Arabian town
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of AI-Khafji (30-31 January 1991). The destruction of the attacking
columns of armor by waves of air strikes made this attack the only such
ground action by the Iraqis until thestart of the ground offensive. At the
same time, maritime strikes continued in the Persian Gulf to neutralize
the Iraqi Navy so that the carrier battle groups could move further north
in-the Gulf and the naval forces could safely assemble off the coast of
Kuwait to create the strategic deception of a planned amphibious assault,
By February, as CBNTCOM's focus shifted to the Kuwait theater in
preparation for the ground offensive, the success of aircraft in reducing the
effectiveness of the Iraqi Army (planning was based on atrtiing 50 percent
of Iraqi armor, artillery, and armed personnel carriers) came in for
criticism. Washington and the theater disagreed over what level of success
was being achieved, but a greater effort was clearly called for. To increase
the lethality of the attacks, A-10s, thought to be the most effective aircraft
against armor, decreased their attack altitude to between 4,000 and 7,000
feet.'3 A second adjustment, that led to far better results, was the
employment of laser-guided bombs against Iraqi armor. F- IIIFs conducted
night tests during the first week of February using their infrared sensors to
detect the hot skin of the tanks (or any other metal equipment) contrasted
against the cooler sand that surrounded them. Following these tests,
F-IilF, F-15E and A-6 aircraft flew laser-guided bomb attacks against
Iraqi armor in a procedure known as "tank plinking." From that point, the
number of armor and artillery kills recorded climbed rapidly.'M
During the later stages of the air attacks to prepare the battlefield for
the ground attack, the weight of effort shifted from the Republican Guard
and other heavy divisions in the theater reserve to more direct attacks on
the Iraqi frontline divisions. More B-52 sorties flew against the frontline
forces to effect breaching operations, BLU-82 (15,000 lb.) bombs were
dropped from MC-130s to clear mine fields and support psychological
operations. Following the loss of two A-10s 60 nautical miles north of
Kuwait City in mid-February, which prompted General Homer to resteict
A-lOs to the kill boxes along the Saudi-Kuwait border in Kuwait, a
41t was during this same period that the employment of F-16 killer scouts (Pointers)
began, and F-16s were directed to release bombs below 8,000 feet (see Lt Col Lewis
point paper, "Corps Air Support at Desert storm," 3 Jul 1991, OWAPS, CHST 22-15);
(S) 23/354 TFW(P) "Battle Staff Directive No. 26," 31 Jan 1991, OWAPS Microfilm Roll
26554.
44See discussion in Chapter 3.
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greater concentration of A-IOs attacked the Iraqi regular army forces in

the front lines. Specific objectives included preparing breaching sites in
Iraqi defenses. destroying artillery in, the breach areas,- and -bombing the
pumps used to fill Iraqi fire-trenches. As air power began to focus on the
'upcoming ground campaign, the, continuing strategic air campaign mo-

tmentarily came to the fore with the attack on the Al Firdos bunker on the
night of 13-14 February.'ý The Coalition *did,not know that the bunker, a
Slegitimate militry tapt,,rhadalso servedy as a civilianShelter when
F-1 17s struck It. The resulting controversy over the deaths of several
hundred civilians resulted In tightened control from Washington of attacks
into downtown Baghdad.
During the short phase of the ground offensive, close air support
hardly had an opportunity to operate. For this phase, therestrictions on
bombing altitude were set aside, but the onset of poor weather during this
period often made visual bomb releases impossible, even from low altitude. In addition, the speed with which the ground offensive moved and
the lack of resistance by the Iraqi forces made close air support little
needed. A far greater number of sorties than necessary were available for
such missions, but they most often overflew the area and engaged alternate targets well out ahead of the ground advance. While some close air
support did take place, much more destruction was caused by aircraft
attacking the heavy divisions in the strategic and theater reserves and the
retreating columns of the Iraqi Army as it attempted to flee Kuwait. The
highway proceeding northwest out of Kuwait City arid al Jahra and over
Mutla Ridge, the "highway of death," was one such bottleneck of traffic
that came under attack during this retreat. The war ended with the Iraqi
Army driven to a comer in southern Iraq, south of the Euphrates River
and west of a canal near Basra, neither waterway being easily passable
(this subject is discussed in Chapter 5).
In the later stages of the air attacks in Iraq, strikes supported both the
Kuwait theater directly (destroying bridges to the theater, military support
facilities, and communications with the theater) and the pursuit of the
remaining Scud storage, chemical, biological, and nuclear sites that were
still not destroyed or had been recently located by intelligence sources.
Subsequent to the attack on the Al Firdos Bunker on 13 February, only
a limited number of strikes were directed at the city of Baghdad until the
final days of the war, during the ground offensive. During these last four
days, renewed attacks on leadership and chemical weapons storage sites
closed out the air campaign.
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At the end of the war, there was no doubt that Iraq had suffered a
crushing military defeat and that air power was the decisive factor in
bringing that about. Also clear was that air power had not accomplished

the effects. sought on the timetable set prior to the war, and in some cases
had not achieved the desired effects at all. Numerous factors, such as
weather, weapon accuracy, lack of information on the targets, diversion
of sorties, and enemy reactions and countermeasures, had affected the
planned employment. What was not clear for many of the target sets was
the degree of damage actually doe -and the relationship of that damage
to the defeat of Iraq. The remainder of this report will look at the application of air power to (1) control the air, (2) attack strategic targets, and
(3) support the surface forces in an attempt to determine air power's
effectiveness in each area, beginning with control of the air.
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Attacking Iraq's Strategic Air
Defenses and Air Force
Overview: Attaining Air Superiority
Of the three historical functions of air power, control of the air seems,
by far, the easiest and most unambiguous to assess in terms of operational
and strategic effectiveness during Desert Storm. In an October 1990
estimate, the U.S. intelligence community identified Iraq's ability to defend
its airspace against Coalition air forces as a significant vulnerability. In the
event that conflict between Iraq and the US.-led Coalition occurred, the
estimate assessed that the Iraqi Air Force would not be effective because it
would either be neutralized quickly by Coalition air action or it would be
withheld from action in hardened shelters.' By and large, this assessment
proved accurate. When war came, Coalition air forces soon bottled up
the Iraqi Air Force on its airfields and largely suppressed effective
employment of Iraq's integrated air-defense system and radar-guided
surface-to-air missiles. Save for low-altitude antiaircraft artillery and
infrared SAMs in highly defended areas like Baghdad and the portions of
the Kuwait theater occupied by Republican Guard divisions, Coalition
control of the air was quickly attained. Air superiority-the ability of one
side's aircraft to operate in selected airspace at a given time witnhout
prohibitive interference from the opposing forces -was achieved by the
end of Air Tasking Order (ATO) Day 1; by 27 January 1991 (D+1O or
ATO Day 11), Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf was able to declare air
supremacy, meaning that the Iraqi Air Force was no longer a
combat-effective force.2 So complete did Coalition control of the
medium and higher altitudes become during this period that, by the end
of the second week of the war, U.S. Air Force tankers had penetrated

'(S/NF/NC) Iraq a.s a Military Adversory, SNIS 36.2-5-90, Oct 1990, p vii.
DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf war: Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992,
pp 124, 127, and 129.
2
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inside Iraqi airspace to accommodate F-I 17 strikes against targets in the
vicinity of Mosul in northern Ireq.3
Perhaps the most straightforward evidence for the conclusion that
Coalition air forces were unusually effective in gaining and maintaining
control of the air stems ,from comparing the numbers of Coalition fixedwing combat and combat-support sorties mounted during Desert Storm
with those flown by the Iraqis. For most purposes, sorties are an input
measure and cannot be taken as direct evidence of operational or strategic
effectiveness. In the case of air superiority, though, the basic aim is to
make use of the air by flying effective sorties while limiting, as much as
possible, the numbers and effectiveness of adversary sorties, Hence a
mqJor asymmetry in combat sorties can, In and of itself, reflect one side
or the other's dominance in the air,
Table 7 provides two basic comparisons for the two sides' fixed-wing
assets during Desert Storm: Coalition versus Iraqi "shooter" sorties and
Coalition combat-support sorties versus all the other sorties the Iraqis are
thought to have flown during Desert Storm, whether explicitly for combat
support in the sense indicated for the Coalition or not. Shooter
sorties-including fighter sweeps, fighter escort, combat air patrol, air base
attack, lethal defense suppression, interdiction, close air support, and the
bombing of strategic targets-provide the most legitimate, "apples-toapples" comparison. 4 The ratio of Coalition to Iraqi fixed-wing, shooter
sorties during the forty-three days of Desert Storm was roughly 160-to-I.
In other words, Coalition air forces averaged some 160 air-to-air and
air-to-ground sorties for every "shooter" sortie flown by the Iraqis.
In absolute terms, the Coalition's average advantage of 160-to-I over
the Iraqis in fixed-wing shooter sorties during Desert Storm provides
strong quantitative evidence that Coalition control of the air was a dominant operational-strategic aspect of the air campaign, if not of the conflict
as a whole. In relative terms, however, it must be recognized that Coalition air forces enjoyed significant force-ratio advantages over Iraq. On

3
"Maj

Gen Buster C. Glosson, OWAPS intvw, Pentagon, 14 Apr 1992,

'Comparlson of Coalition combat-support with Iraqi nonshooter sorties leaves out.
among other things, Coalition airlift, ferry, and redeployment missions during the Gulf
War.
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Table 7
Coalition versus Iraqi Fixed-Wing Sortie Comparisons
(17 Jan-28 Feb 1991)

USr Air Force

"Shooter"*
Combat Support*
(OCA, INT, etc.) (Recce, EW, etc.)
TOTAL
38170
14,729
52,899 (57.2%)

US Navy
US Marine Corps
Royal Saudi Air Force
Royal AF (Britain)
Royal Canadian Air Force
French Air Force
Italian Air Force

11,460
8,977
4,324
2,882
885
1,101
135

5,624
980
688
947
64
286
89,224

17,084 (18,5%)
9,957 (10.8%)
5,012 (5.49%)
3,829 (4.1%)
949(1.0%)
1,387 (1.5%)
(0.2%)

Kuwait Air Force

780

0

780 (0,8%)

Bahrain Air Force
Qatar Air Force
United Arab Emirates Air Force

288
43
'58

1
0
6

289 (0,3%)
43 (0.05%)
64(0.07%)

Coalition Sorties:
Iraqi Sorties:

69,103
-430

23,414
-180

92,517 (1oo%)
-610

Shooter sorties included offensive counterair (OCA), DCA, Interdiction, close air support, and
combat air patrol (CAP). Coalition combat-support sorties Included reconnaissance, air
refueling, electronic warfare (BW), command and control, and special operations; the 180 Iraqi
"combat support" sorties are simply all the other non-shooter sorties the Iraqis flew during Desert
Storm, Sources: OWAPS, "Composite Sorties" Database, Oct 1992; DOD, Conduct of the
PersianGuf War: FinalReport to Congress, Apr 1992, p 152,

17 January 1991, Coalition air forces had more than twice the number of
fixed-wing combat aircraft as Iraq, and the Coalition's advantage in available shooter assets grew as Iraqi aircraft were shot down, destroyed on
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the ground, or flown to sanctuary in Iran (Figure 2). While these forceratio differences obviously mitigate the magnitude of the Coalition's
advantage In shooter sorties suggested by the 160-to-I figure, the nearly
twofold decline of Iraqi fixed-wing combat aircraft over the course of the

Figure 2
Coalition versus Iraqi Fixed-Wing'
Combat Aircraft (Shooters)
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Air Force "Beddown" slides for Coalition forces as of 15 Jan 1991, provided
to OWAPS during visit to Shaw APR, NC, 9 Mar 1992; Can Merrill McPeak, "'he Air
Campalln: Part of the Combined Arms Operation, or, 'The Mother of All Briefings,"' 15
Mar 1991, slide 4; DoD, Conduct of the PersianGulf War: Final Report to Congress, Apr
1992, pp 11, 85 and 154; aWAPS Statistical Compenium, (S/NFIW/NC) Table 4. The
Coalition shooter counts in Figure 2 included Proven Force, B-52s as far away as Spain,
and all allied assets In the Persian Gulf, The end-of-war figure for Iraq-350 fixed-wing
aircraft-is a conservative estimate that only subtracts those aircraft that Coalition
intelligence could definitely confirm as having been shot down, destroyed on the ground,
captured by Coalition ground forces, or lost to Iran, Wartime data kept by CENTAF
intelligence (discussed later in this chapter) suggested that the figure for the combat
aircraft remaining in Iraqi hands by 28 February 1991 was about 325, and some In the
intelligence community thought the figure may have been even lower.
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war, together with growth in Coalition shooters, provides another indication of how completely and effectively Coalition air forces dominated the
air during Desert Storm.
Further evidence for the speed and efficiency with which Coalition
air forces gained control of the air can be seen in the decline of Iraqi
flight activity over the first week of the war, The first day of the war
proved to be the only day the Iraqi Air Force managed to exceed the
overall number of sorties it had averaged during the first fifteen days of
January 1991, and the third day of the war was the only day the number
of shooter sorties exceeded the average for 1-15 January (see Figure 3).
On the ninth day of the war (25 January 1991), Iraqi flight activity fell
to fewer than five sorties for the day, and the numerical resurgence on the
26th marked the beginning of Iraqi efforts to fly fixed-wing combat
aircraft to sanctuary in Iran in response to the Coalition's use of 2,000pound laser-guided bombs to bust Iraqi hardened shelters.6
A fact not evident in Figure 3 is that the vast majority of Iraqi
shooter sorties were either defensive counterair missions or efforts to flee
to Iran. So far as can be ascertained from the available evidence, the
only fixed-wing air-to-surface sorties attempted by the Iraqi Air Force
against Coalition forces orcurred on 24 January 1991, when two F-ls
managed to reach the northern Persian Gulf before both being shot down
by a Saudi Arabian F-15VC Presumably the Iraqi F-Is, which had enjoyed success attacking ships in the Gulf with Exocet air-to-surface missiles during the Iran-Iraq war, had been targeted against U.S. naval combatants there. In any event, the picture that emerges from Iraqi wartime
flight activity is that the Desert Storm air campaign rapidly boiled down
to a one-sided contest in which only one side's air force was operating
in any meaningful sense. After 25 January 1991, when the first wave of
about two dozen Iraqi fighters fled to Iran, the main purpose of Iraqi

6Over a dozen noncombat aircraft had already flown to lran when the first exodus
of combat aircraft occurred on ATo Day 10 (Merrill A.McPeak, "The Laurels of Excellence," Sea Power, Apr 1991, Pigure 2, p 48).
7
John M. Deur, Wall of Eagles,, Aerial Enjgagements and Victories in Operation
Desert Storm, p 22, Except for the two F-Is downed by Captain Ayedh Salah Al.Shamrani on 24 January 1991, all the other confirmed air-to-air kills by Coalition aircrews
during Desert Storm were credited to US airman.
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Figure 3
Iraqi Shooter versus Nonshooter Flight Activity'
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flight activity seems to have focused not on attacking Coalition forces, or
even defending Iraqi airspace, but on getting as many advanced combat
aircraft as possible to safety in Iran in hopes of being able to recover

6'The majority of the data in Figure 3 were taken from Conduct of the Perrsin Gulf
War: Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992, p 152, The very limited data on Iraqi flight
that survived the war within the national intmlligence agencies were sketchy and only
justified a few minor corrections to the data originally published in the DOD final report.
One reason that better data could not be obtained was that records of daily Iraqi flight
activity were not retained except for what was reported in message traffic. The other was
that as Coalition attacks degraded the Iraqi air defense system, the things being tracked
shifted rapidly enough that flight-activity data early in the war were not comparable to
those recorded later, Given the limits of low-altitude AWACS coverage in central Iraq, it
seems likely that the Iraqis flew more sorties than were observed,
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them after the war (see Figure 4 for the portion of Iraqi flight activity that
consisted of flights to Iran).
One final measure of Coalition dominance in the air that bears
mentioning is the box sconn from air-to-air engagements between Iraqi and

Coalition aircraft. Durirn Desert Storm, Coalition fighters and fighter•
bombers were officially credited with~downing thirty-three Iraqi fixed-wing
Saircraft
(five. MiG.29s, eight.Mirage F- Is, two MiG-25s, eigh~t MiG-23s,
two Su-2Ss, four MiG-21s,. throe Su.7/17s,9 and one IL-76) and five
helicopters."0 In addition, toward the end of March 1991, U.S. F-15 pilots
were credited with three more Iraqi aircraft (two Su-22s and a helicopter)
when Iraqi forces violated the cease-fire conditions imposed on Iraq."
It was thought, immediately after the war, that no Coalition aircraft
had been shot down by Iraqi aircraft." Postwar reexamination of
Coalition losses eventually suggested, however, that the lone aircraft lost

on the first night of the air campaign, an F/A.18 from the uss Saratoga,

may have been downed by an Iraqi MiG-25. Detailed reconstruction of
the circumstances surrounding the fate of this aircraft produced no positive evidence that it had been lost to an Iraqi radar-guided surface-to-air

missile (as was believed initially), and the known presence of an Iraqi

gAlthough these three kills were officially credited as Su-7/17s, they were more
likely Su-20 or Su-22 variants (Dour, Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories
in Operation Desert Storm, p 41).
10DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992,
p 160; Dour, Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories in Operation Desert
Storm, pp 40-41. Dour's summary also Includes the MIG-24 destroyed in the air by a
GBU-10, laser-guided bomb from an F.15E on 14 February 1991, for which no "kill
credit" was awarded (ibld, pp 14 and 41),
1tDeur,
Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories in Operation Desert
4
Storm, p 1.
12
9th Air Force briefing to OWAPS, "Desert Storm: Offensive Air Campaign," given
9 Mar 1992, Shaw APB, NC, Dour, Wall tf Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories in
Operation Desert Storm, p 38, (S)Thomas P. Christie, Gary C,Comfort, and Richard E.
Guild, Desert Shield/DesertStorn Air-to-Air Performance Study (Alexandria, VA: Institute
for Defense Analyses, April 1992), IDA document D-1090, p 28.
Ill

MiG-25 in the immediate vicinity when the F/A-18 went down left the
Iraqi interceptor as the most likely cause of the loss."
The best figure for the Coalition's air-to-air box score during Desert
Storm, therefore, Is thirty-three fixed-wing kills for one loss. While this
thirty-three to one exchange ratio Is not, in itself, quite as impressive as
the eighty-five to zero ratio claimed by the Israelis against Syria in June
1982, it does confirm a wide margin of Coalition superiority in air-to-air
combat. What is not evident in the Coalition's bare exchange ratio is the
degree to which Coalition fighters, operating in conjunction with platforms
like the E-3 AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System), were able
to achieve sufficient "situational awareness" to be able to shoot beyond
visual range (BVR). Since the appearance in the late 1950s of the F-4
armed with- the radar-guided AIM-7 Sparrow missile, the United States
and other countries have had fighters with the technical capability to down
opposing aircraft at distances outside the ranges at which the target could
be visually observed. However, well-founded fears of accidentally
shooting down friendly fighters-particularly once the fight was joined and
opposing aircraft became tightly intermingled-have made BVR shots in
actual combat the rare exception. In 1982, even though about half of
Israel's eighty-five kills were made by F-15s, the Israeli Air Force
maintained that no shots were taken from beyond visual range,'"

t 3Cmdr

Mark Fitzgerald, OWAPS intvw, 15 May 1992, At the time this interview
took place, Fitzgerald was the skipper of the Naval Intelligence Command's Strike
Projection Evaluation and Anti-Air Warfare Research organization (SPEAR). (SPEAR is an
operator-oriented and operator-led organization modeled on the original Checkmate group
created by Air Force Chief of Staff Gen David Jones in 1976. The initial concept for
Checkmate was to put fighter pilots together with intelligence and logistic personnel and
let them reach bureaucratically unfettered assessments or likely combat outcomes of a
conventional war in central Europe.) During the Gulf War, Fitzgerald was on the Kennedy and led the first A-7 raid Into Iraq on the opening night of the war, While airborne
over Iraq on this mission he saw the MiG-25, to which the loss of the F/A-IS has been
attributed, pass overhead in afterburner. SPEAR's efforts to pin down the cause of this loss
had persuaded Fitzgerald by May 1992 that the MiO-25 was the most likely cause, and
the US Navy subsequently acknowledged this point publicly.
14Robinson,
"Surveillance Integration Pivotal in Israeli Successes," Aviation Week,
5 Jul 1982, p 16; Lambeth, Moscow's Lessons from the 1982 Lebanon Air War, Rand
R-3000-AF, p 9.
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In Desert Storm things turned out rather differently.

Of the

twenty-three AIM-TM kills credited to USAF F-15s during the period 17
January-28 February 1991 (including two helicopters), sixteen involved
missiles that "were fired" from beyond visual range.'5 As a result, Desert
Storm was the first conflict in history in which a significant percentage of
the air-to-air engagements that produced confirmed kills-sixteen of the
thirty-eight victories credited to Coalition fighters during Desert Storm
(more than forty percent)-involved beyond-visual-range shots. The degree
of control over highly dynamic engagements Implied by this statistic has
no historical precedent, not even in the Israelis' eighty-five to zero
performance against the Syrian Air Force flying Soviet fighters in 1982.
Statistics like the Coalition's roughly 160-to-I preponderance in
shooter sorties and 33-to-I air-to-air exchange ratio obviously bear out
the general conclusion that the U,S.-led Coalition quickly gained control
of the air over Iraq, much as the October 1990 SNIsI had predicted.
Details such as the rapid decline of meaningful Iraqi flight activity and
the ability of Coalition fighters to take beyond-visual-range missile shots
with avoiding air-to-air fratricide' tend to support an even stronger
conclusion: namely, that Coalition effectiveness in achieving air superiority during Desert Storm would rank among the very best performances of
the second half of the twentieth century.
While conclusive statistical data for this stronger conclusion are not
readily available, support can be gleaned from comparing Coalition loss
rates and operational tempos during the Gulf War with those recorded by
American airmen during Rolling Thunder and Linebacker. Table 8
summarizes Coalition fixed-wing aircraft losses during the forty-three

15

OWAPS Statistics report, Table 218, "Coalition Air-to-Air Kills Matrix": (S) Christie, Comfort, and Guild, Desert Shield/Dejert Storm Air.to.Air Performance Study, pp
30-31; also Dour, Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories in OperationDesert
Storm, pp 5, 8, II, 14-15, 18-20, 25-26, 28, 31, and 33. In most cases, the rules-ofengagement (Rou) for P-15 BVR shots were satisfied by E-3A Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS) aircraft, which were able to conlimi "hostile target, no friendlies" (Christie, Comfort, and Guild, p C-5).
1

ethe Iraqis were not evidently as fortunate. For eximple, an Iraqi MIG-23 is
believed to have been accidentally downed by a radar missile from an Iraqi MIG-29 on
the opening night of the war ("Thi Bennett's War," Air Force Afagazine, Jan 1993, p 36).
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days of Desert Storm. Some thirty-eight aircraft were lost to enemy
action; another fifteen were lost during Desert Storm either to nonhostile¶

but-known causes such as fuel exhaustion, pilot error, and aircraft-system
failures, or else to unknown causes.
-Table 8
Coalition Vcd-Wing Lois (17 January.28 ]February 1991)
Combat Losses:
US.

4 A-10
I AC-130
1EF-I11
2 F-15E
3 F-16
1 F-4G
1 P-14
2 F/A-18
3 A-6E
5 AV-8B
_.OA-10

Saudi Arabia

I Tornado OR-I
I F-5

United Kingdom 7 Tornado GR-I
Italy
Kuwait

I Tomado OR-I
I A-4
71

Coalition Fixed-Wing Combat Losses:

38

Coalition Fixed-Wing Non-Co.nbat Losses: 1S
Losses Not Due To Enemy Action Or Unknown:
U.S.

I AV-8B
5 F-16
I B-52
I F/A-18
1 A-6E
.2 A-713
11

Saudi Arabia

I F-15C
I GR-1

United Kingdom

2.GR-1
4

Source: Maj Bill Troy, USAF Studies and Analysis Agency.

'1OWAPS StatLiuic:al Compendium, Tabie 216, "Total Coalition Combat Losses by
Cause"; data derived from Maj Bill Troy, Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency/
Regional Forces Division.
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Dividing these two loss totals by the 69,103 shooter sorties flown by
Coalition air forces during the Gulf War yields the following loss rates:
0.00055 losses/sortie due to hostile action and 0.00077 losses/sortie with
the fifteen additional losses not due to hostile, action included. To restate
these numbers in more understandable terms, Coalition air forces experienced one loss due to hostile action for roughly every 1.800 shooter

sorties flown; if noncombat losses are included, then the figure drops to
about 1,300 shooter sorties per loss. The comparable Iraqi loss rate

would be 0.076, or roughly one aircraft shot down for every thirteen
shooter sorties flownl-a figure that reflects the truly staggering differ-

V

t

ential in air-combat loss rates between the two sides.
How do the Coalition's combat loss rate and operational tempo stack
up against comparable figures from the Vietnam war? The U.S. loss rate

over North Vietnam from January-December 1967 was 4.7 times higher
than Coalition forces experienced in Desert Storm (Table 9). For the
initial weeks of Linebacker I in the spring of 1972, the loss rate over the

north was almost six times higher than the Coalition's in 1991, and, in
Linebacker II the U.S. loss rate was some fourteen times higher. As for

operational tempo, the Coalition's average number of shooter sorties per
day was four to just over six times. that recorded over North Vietnam in
May 1972.'" Furthermore, the array of ground-based defensive systems
possessed by Iraqi forces in January 1991-which included SA-2s, SA-3s,

"The Iraqi loss rate in the air of 0.076 losses/sorties was based on roughly 430
shooter sorties and 33 fixed-wing losses to Coalition fighters. This loss rate ignores Iraqi
aircraft losses on the ground due to uncertainties about the numbers destroyed in hardened
aircraft bunkers, nor does it take into account Iraqi aircraft flown to Iran and not returned
to Iraqi control. Even so, the Iraqi combat loss rate is some two orders of magnitude
greater than the Coalition's even if the Coalition's 15 losses to nonhostile causes are
included.
"This comparison of operational tempos ignores the large numbers of sorties US
forces flew daily over South Vietnam, Laos, and other areas of Southeast Asia. During
May of 1972, for example, the US averaged some 790 attack arnd combat-ait patrol
sorties/day throughout all areas of operations (DOD, OAS5WComptroller, Directorate of
Information Operations, Table 310, 22 Jun 1972). Thus, the average of 260 sotides/day
over North Vietnam during this period shown in Table 3-3 was only about one-third of
the total American effort in the air throughout Southeast Asia. Again, the much lower
air-defense threat, particularly in South Vietnam itself, was the primary reason for
excluding all but combat sorties over North Vietnam for comparison with Desert Storm.
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Table 9

Loss-Rate and Sorties/Day Comparisons 3
-

North Vietnam
1967 (Rolling
Thunder)

North Vietnam
May 1972
(Linebacker I)

North Vietnam
18-29 Dee 1972
(Linebacker 1)

"Shooter" Sorties
Loseu to Enemy Fire

69,103

129,039

8,051

3,191

38

337

26

25

Average Sorties/Day

1,607

355

260

290

0.00055

0.00261

0.00323

0.00783

1,819

383

310

128

Loss-Rate/Sortie Ratios

1967/1991
47-to-i

May1972/1991
5.9-to-I

Dec1972/1991
14,2-to-I

Sortes/Day Ratios

1991/1967
4.5-to-I

1991/Mny1972
6,2-to-I

1991/Deol972
5.5-to-I

Loss-Rate
Sortle-.Flown/Loss

L

Iraq 1991
(Desert
Storm)

SA-6s, SA-8s. SA-9s. SA-13s, Rolands, antiaircraft artillery, and various
handheld infrared surface-to-air missiles-was far more complex than the
SA-2/AAA threat that predominated over North Vietnam. So the Coalition's combat loss rate in Desert Storm was substantially lower than those
for comparable portions of the Vietnam air war, despite the higher daily
levels of effort sustained in the Gulf War and the more complex air
defenses that confronted Coalition air forces over portions of Iraq and the
Kuwait theater of operations.
It would probably be unwise to push these sorts of statistical
comparisons too much further. As suggested in Chapter 1, the strategic

2°DOD, OASD/Comptroller, Directorate of Information Operations, Table 311 (22 Jun
1972) and Table 321 (19 Apr 1972); (S) Headquarters Pacific Air Forces (PACAF),
Directorate of Operations Analysis, Sunmary: Air OperationsSoutheast Asia, Jan 1973,
pp 4-B-I and 4-B-2. The portions of the Vietnam air war chosen for comparison with
the Desert Storm air campaign were basically those Involving air operations over North
Vietnam. The large numbers of sorties US forces flew daily over South Vietnam, Laos,
and other armas of Southeast Asia in conjunction with the bombing or North Vietnam
were excluded due to the much lower-threat air-defense environment US airmen faced
over South Vietnam and much of Laos.
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circumstances in which the Gulf War occurred were quite different from
those of the Vietnam conflict, and the Iraqi Air Force was never intended
to take on an opponent as largc, well trained, or well equipped as the
Coalition force that initiated Desert Storm on 17 January 199 1. Nevert
thestbasic statistical data onr conttrol of the-air from Desert Storm
broadly supports the view that the Coalition was highly effective in
-achieving 4ir superorty. Foring teIraqi Air Force to suspend meaningful air operations after just eight days by imposing a loss rate in the
air of more than one-hundred
Wtimes greater than -the Coalition',s the
Coalition air forces were also able to achieve,surprisingly high operational tempos compared to the peak efforts over North Vietnam while holding
their combat loss rate to a fraction of what U.S, air forces experienced
during the period .1965-1972.
---

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 in this report will explore the operational and
strategic use that Coalition-air forces made of their early control of'the
.air over Iraq and occupied Kuwait. The burden of the present chapter
will be to describe in'more depth those aspects of this overall achievement that were more operational or strategic than tactical in nature. In
this regard, the attainment of air superiority (and, later, of air supremacy)
by Coalition air forces can be viewed as a set of interrelated actions or
steps whose overall aim was to eliminate the various defensive and
offensive employment options available to the Iraqi Air Force. Highly
favorable air-to-air exchange ratios constituted, if you will, one piece of
the traditional air-superiority problem. Other major pieces of the problem, whose operational-strategic aspects will be covered in this chapter,
include disrupting the "KARl" command and control system that provided
the central nervous system of Iraq's integrated air defense system, suppressing Iraq's radar-guided or "strategic" SAMs, and attacking the airfields from which the Iraqi Air Force operated. In general, the reader
interested in the tactical details of air-to-air combat, suppression of enemy
air defenses, or airfield attack during Desert Storm should refer to the
GWAPS report on weapons, training, and tactics.
It is also possible to view the problems of suppressing Iraqi launches
of modified Scud missiles at neighboring countries, and of defending
against incoming ballistic missiles onc: launched, as extensions of the
traditional air-superiority problem. As mentioned in the introduction,
however, it was decided to cover the anti-Scud effort by Coalition air
forces as part of the "core" strategic air campaign in Chapter 6.
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Concerning the now-disputed details of wartime success rates of the Patriot
air defense system in defending targeted areas in Israel and Saudi Arabia
against Iraqi, extended-range Scuds, these issues were judged primarily

tciainatfiure and,-consequently, ousd 6scoPC opf the_:prseiitreot
Tob brieflysummrarize what oaccurred, 21) U.S. Patriot batteries 32 laun cl-t
erawredeployed -to Saudi Aaitopoetcuial assets ýsuch as
airfields, ports, command and control centers, oil production and refinery
~ faiite,
~ ~ W
n ogistic bassand 7 batteries (4 U.S.,
Dutch, 27Israeli)
t.',otaing .48. launchers werrerdeployed-to defed selected,.popu~laions, in,
Israel, although only the U.S. and Israeli batteries were4 involved, in Scud
engagements. 2' Ile postwar controversy over Patriot performance focused
on the relatively high'success rates intercepting incoming Scud warheads
that were reported during and immiediately after the war. Operationally
successful -intercepts of incoming Scuds were reported to, have occurred
almost ninety' percent of the time over Saudi Arabia and around -forty-five
pVercent of the time in the case of launches againstbIrael ' Critics opposed
to ballistic-missile defenses In general were quick to attack these claims,023
and, in April 1992, the U.S. Army slightly reduced its claims of Patriot
success to seventy percent of the modified Scuds launched at Saudi Arabia
and forty- percent of those aimed at Israel ,"
T(1

V ~~

21

D0D, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992, p

7S6. The four Patriot batteries deployed to Turkey were not Involved In any Scud
engagements (Ibid.).
22

through the war, Con Schwarzkopf told reporters that the Patriot'&a uccess
rate had been 11100 percent.... .lO]f 33 engaged, there have been 33 destroyed" (Ben
Sherwood, "The Blip Seen 'Round the World." Washington Post, 20 Sep 1992, p C2).
Raytheont claimed Immediately after the war that Patriot managed to hit Incoming Scud
warheatds alimed at Saudi Arabia 99% of the time, and those aimed at Israel some 44%
of the time (Robert Skelly, "Critics Fire Misinformation ut Patriot." Defense News, 13
May 1991, p,33; Anthony H. Cordesman, "Rushing to Judgment on the Gulf War,"
pait Way

Armed Forces Journal Internaztional, Jun 1991, p72). US Army spokesmen defended

similar percentages for over a year (Brig Gen Robert A. Droicet, "Pt~o Air Defense
Response to Patriot Criticisms," Inside the Armny, 9 Dec 1991),
23Se", for exiample, The~odore A.Postol, "Lessons of the Gulf War Experience with
Patriot," InternationlSecurity, winter 1991/1992, pp 119-171. Subscribers to International Security also received a 28-page rebuttal of Postol's paper by Robert M. Stein of
Raytheon entitled "Patriot AIsm Experience Inthe Gulf War,"
241ileadquarters

US Army, ODCSOPS (DAMOPDF.), The Story of Patriot in Desert
Storm, 28 Sep 1992, pp 28 and 32; Sherwood, "rtho Blip Seen 'Round the World."
Washington Post, 20 Sep 1992, p C2,

Data constituted the fundamental limitation on evaluating the tactical
performance of the Patriot in Desert Storm. Digital recordings of actual
-engagements were only available "'for a few of-the Scud attacks.' 23 The

S:mince

.

j

.

'

ýsam ifitws' true for high-speedCamera: sots: ,Tgood .,optical dAI
ta _only
Vowered-a few, f the engagomeent ov-•er Israel, whereas television cover'age, provided, at best, "low-confidence data that, could not conclusiVely
. stablish
.
the results of -individual ýýengagement#s one :.way or the other.2
Again, though, these are tactical, rather hin operational or strategic,
.niaters. Moreoer, even,,e haea al risi sof Patot's wartime perforhave conceded that, its employment had "significant, political and
-psychological: effects", In making it easier for Israel to stay out of the war,
as well as in reassuring Saudi and Israeli civilians and Coalition forces
in the region.27 Militarily, Iraq's-use of modified Scuds had, no direct
effect on Coalition operations such as causing the cancellation of sorties;
in
mdArct effects such 'as 'ite 'diversion of sorties to Scud hunting did 'not
measurably constrainthe air campaign due, if for no other reason, to the
large numbers of sorties available; and, Israel did not enter the war in
response to attacks by Iraqi Scuds. Last but not least, since Patriot had
been designed primarily to defend against enemy aircraft, successful
of
intercepts against tactical ballistic missiles even a modest percentage
2
the time represented a considerable technical achievement. s
Air-to-Air Effectiveness
The basic facts concerning Coalition performance in air-to-air combat
against the Iraqi Air Force have already been sketched. During Desert
Storm Coalition air forces shot down thirty-three Iraqi fixed-wing aircraft,
as well as five Iraqi helicopters, while suffering, at most, one air-to-air
loss on the opening night of the war. More than forty percent of the
Coalition's kills from 17 January through 28 February 1991 involved
beyond-visual-range shots, and the Iraqi Air Force largely ceased flying
meaningful combat sorties by the second week of the air campaign. The
tactical successes of Coalition aircrews in air-to-air combat, which were

2

SUS Army, The Story of Patriot in Desert Storm, 28 Sep 1992, p 27,

26Stein,

"Patriot ATsM Experience in the Gulf War," p 16.

27

Postol, "Lessons of the Gulf War Experience with Patriot," InternationalSecurity,
Winter 1991/1992, p 121.
2
1US Army, The Story of Patriot in Desert Slorm, 28 Sep 1992, p 3.
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as much a testament to U.S. investment in realistic training in-programs
-like Red Flag -thr-oughout -theA08N -as-to.'the quality of- U.S. weaponry.

campign tha irqi pIlots-could not copt head-t-head against
Coalition aircrews in aerial combat. A collection of successful tactical
engagemetits,~~
whI wrnoobiuly interconnected or sequentially
linked,. quickly, led to ýthe decline in Iraqiiflight activity evident in
Figure 4.' Especially when Iraqi sorties to Iran art set aside, the picture
that emerges -ofthe Iraqi Air Force during Desert Storm'is' one of more or
less steady decline in flight activity over the first two weeks of the war,
and almost nothing after that. Save for the unanticipated crisis precipitated
by the -beginning of systematic--Coalition efforts to destroy Iraqi hardened
ý__airrfbnkran shelters, Iraqi flight activity. might well -have basically
ceased by the ninth or tenth day of the air campaign. The total of fourteen
Coalition kills on 17 and 19 January appear to have been particularly
effective in b~ottling up the Iraqi Air Force on the ground.
Figuire 4

Iraqi Flight Activity versus Coalition Kills
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Coalition kills occurred on a variety of offensive and defensive
counterair missions, including pre- and postatrike sweeps to clear ingress
and, egress 'corrdors -for ýstrike. aircraft,. pure rfighter., sweeps not tied to
specific strike, packages, escort missions on which the. fighters would stay
witha gven stiepcage, High Value Airborne Asset (HVAA) comnbat air
patrols to protect support aircraft such. as AWACS or tankers, and Barrier
romn fleeing'to Iran.
CmAAir Patrols SA R-CAPS) -to stop Irai, arraft fpaic
All in all, a fairly sizable, level of Coalition effort-on ave'rage, more than
340 sorties daily-went into air-to-air during Desert Storm (Figure 5).
Figure 5
Coalition Air-to-Air Sorties2'
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'9OWAPS Statistical Compendiwn, tables 98, 99, 106, 107, 109, 113, 114. 115, and
116. Note that air-to-air sorties logged as OCA (offensive counterair) by US Navy and

Marine Corps F/A-igs could not be broken out separately for inclusion In Figure 5,
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Given the seeming lack of effective resistance by the Iraqi Air Force.
how should the effectiveness of the more than 14,500 Coalition air-to-air
sorties be evaluated? Before this question can be answered there are
Scertatin-tatical4e4tails
that-need~to be -mentioned. ;Regarding -the tactical
competence of the Iraqi pilot force, some of the initial ambushes that .the

"cetaintacia dealNhtne t

emnind

egardigtheltactital

Iraqis, puttogether were reasonably well designed. Neverheless, the
consistent and overriding pattern evident in debriefs of engagements by
Coalition pilots was' the evident lack of situational awateness by their
Iraqi advesaries.. Accustomed to relying heavily on direction from
controllers on the ground, Iraqi interceptor pilots showed little capacity
to adjust to dynamic engagements or to exercise much initiative. Those
.shot down during Desert Storm generally did not react to radar lock-ons
by Coalition fighters3O and, for the most part, performed little effective
maneuvering, either offensive or defensive; time and again, the principal
defensive raction by Iraqi pilots subjected to attack by Coalition fighters
was to descend to very low altitude in the apparent belief that the pulsedoppler radars of Coalition fighters could not lock onto them there,m.
Most of the Coalition's air-to-air kills occurred with clearance to fire
beyond visual range (BVR) having already been granted by the Airborne
Warning and Control System." This authorization meant that the target
was known to be hostile and that there were no friendly aircraft in the way.
(DELETED]33 [DELEE]" The rules of engagement were structured in
this way to minimize the possibility of one Coalition aircraft shooting down
another, something Coalition air commanders were determined to avoid.

"'There were, of course, occasional exceptions to the general lack or reaction by
Iraqi pilots to Coalition fighters during Desert Storm, but they were not common,
"31(S/NF/NC) 17th Fighter Wing, "Desert Storm Air to Air Engagements," 3 Mar
1992, portion of document titled "33rd Fighter Wing Air to Air Engagements," pp II, 16,
17, and 25, This compendium contained engagement debriefings for the four provisional
US Air Force F.15C wings that operated during Desert Storm, and each wing's portion
had its own page numbers. The 33rd, which was credited with more kills than any other
unit, was based at Tabuk in Saudi Arabia.
32
" (S) Christie, Comfort, and Guild, Desert Shdeld/Desert Siorm Airmo.Air Performmce Study, p C-5.
33

" (S) Ibid. p 44.
"•"(S) Ibid, p 50.
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One consequence of this emphasis on avoiding air-to-air fratricide,
however, was that Coalition forces were not able to exploit the

long-range-shot capability of the Phoenix missile on the U.S. Navy's
F-14s during Desert Storm.as Even 'after Iraq! combat'aircraft began
escaping to, Iran, the F. 155s continued to, predominate- as the platform of

choice for the' barrie r combat air patrol poihts most likely to have opportupiites to :score kills against escaping -Iraq aircraft.36 This preference
naturally created some. frustration within the U.S. Navy F-14 community.
In retrospect, though,'the beyond-visual.!range limitations of the F-14
under the established rules of engagement appear to have been the primary factor in the plane's limited use on overland combat air patrol stations.
As a Navy pilot who flew in Desert Storm and scored one of the U.S.
Navy's three confirmed kills later observed:
The P-14 has the Phoenix which Isan extremely I0n3 range missile, but
they -don't have NCrtR (non-cooperative target recognition] and hostile
[identification friend or foe] interrogation, They can interrogate good
guys, but not the bad guys. If you can't tell who they are, that's [a
serious problem] because there were so many Coalition airplanes flying
around. I didn't feel that the rules of engagement were structured
against the Navy;, they just took advantage of the technical capabilities

"3The only kill credited to an F-14-an Iraqi MI-8 helicopter an 6 February 1991 -was
made with AIM.9 heating-seeking air-to-air missile.
36P-14s did begin helping
with the Blaine barrier CAP on 6 February 1991 [(S)
Charles E.Chambens, et al, Dosedt Storm Reconstrucilon Report. Vol 3,Antloir Warfare
(Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, Okt 1991), CRM 91-179, p 3-561. But the
use by F-14s of call signs other than those In the ATO led to "endless confusion" in
transferring control of this CAP between Air Force and US Navy control agencies (ibid,
p 3-50).
~Lt Cmdr Mark 1. Fox, quoted in Deur, Wall of Eagles., Aerial Engagements anti
Victories In Operation Desert Storm. p 5.
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Figure 6
Credited Coalition Kills'
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"Ihefinal tactical issue bearing discussion concerns the general areas
in which air-to-air operations by Coalition fighters were focused at
various stages of the Gulf War. If the fourteen kills scored on 17 and 19
January 1991 are excluded, then the bulk of the remaining fixed-wing
kills occurred over the east-central portions of Iraq (see Figure 5).

3

SDcur, Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagements and Victories in Operation Desert

Storm, p 7.
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(DELETED]3 9 Coalition fighters sent to this area to prevent Iraqi fighters
from escaping to Iran were usually stretched on fuel, and, as frustration
mounted in Riyadh over escaping Iraqi fighters, their pilots had to cope
From ,a tactical standwith sortie lengths of more than seven hours.4
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With these tactical considerations in hand, a more precise assessment
of the Coalition's operational-strategic effectiveness in air-to-air should
now be possible. Once again, the Iraqi Air Force was quickly bottled up
on its airfields. Moreover, the Coalition's thirty-three to one exchange
ratio (thirty-eight to one counting helicopters) indicates a high degree of
tactical effectiveness, as does percentage of kills involving
beyond-visual-range shots (forty-two percent or forty-eight percent,
depending on the whether the credited helicopter kills are included) while
avoiding any "blue-on-blue" kills." On the other hand, a balanced assessment of the Coalition's operational-strategic effectiveness in this area
must take into account the likelihood that the Iraqi leaders never intended
to risk the levels of aircraft attrition that the Iraqi Air Force would have
had to accept in order to oppose the Coalition's initial air strikes, or
broad Coalition control of the air, to any serious degree.
The strategy of the Iraqi Air Force on 17 January 1991 appears to
have focused mainly on riding out the initial Coalition bombing raids
inside what were believed to be virtually bombproof aircraft shelters
while attempting some defensive counterair under close control from

39(S) Christie, Comfort, and auild, Desert Shield/Desert Storm Air-to-Air Perfor.

mance Study, p 50,
'Q(S) Ibid. p C-2. Sortie lengths to this region of Iraq became so long that US F-15
pilots were, for a period of time, authorized to use stimulants and sleeping pills to combat
drowsiness on these missions and, once back on the ground, to sleep (Glosson, GWAPS
intvw, 14 Apr 1992).
"4'Whilethere were no "blue-on-blue" shot-downs, some "blue.on-blue" encounters
occurred; see, for example, (S) Chambers, et a4, Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol
3, Antiair Warfare, CRM 91-179, p 3-57).
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Iraq's integrated air defense system. 42 The Iraqis undoubtedly hoped that,
with minimal risk to force survival, they would be able to disrupt the
Coalition air campaign somewhat and, possibly, inflict enough losses on
Coalition air forces by going after isolated stragglers and egressing strike
aircraft low on-fuel to impress their fellow Arabs. Nonetheless, there is
no credible evidence that Saddam Hussein or the leaders of the Iraqi Air
IForce believed that Iraq had the capability to go head-to-head with the
Coalition air forces in fighter-versus-fighter combat.
The Iraqis, like the people of many other Middle East states, have
traditionally embraced very different ideas about the importance, utility, and
role of air forces than have Western countries such as the United States and
Great Britain. 43 Early in the Iran-Iraq war, both the Iraqi and Iranian air
"forces made modest attempts to establish overall air superiority through
counterair operations, but both air forces soon abandoned their attempts."
In the Iraqi case, the principal reasons appear to have been two: first, the
Iraqi leadership under Saddam Hussein believed that the army, not the air
force, was the key to victory in modem war, and, second, the military gains
that might be achieved through a determined application of air power were
perceived to be far outweighed by the losses in political power and deterrent value against strategic attacks by regional adversaries5 that would
accompany substantial attrition of front-line combat aircraft.4
In the weeks and months preceding Desert Storm, Saddam Hussein
publicly reiterated these long-standing themes. In particular, he repeatedly
dismissed the idea that Coalition air power could be decisive in a war
against Iraq. Instead, he confidently predicted that once the initial air
strikes were over, the Coalition would have to send in infantry, armor, and
artillery, and that the Iraqi army would still be "safe and sound and ready

42Norman

Cigar, "Iraq's Strategic Mindsat and the Gulf War: Blueprint for Defeat,"
The Journalof Strategic Studies, Mar 1992, p 19.
43
Ronald E. Berquist, The Role of Airpower in the Iran-Iraq War (Maxwell APB, AL:
Air University Press, Dec 1988), p 54.
"4ibid,p 59.
45IbLd, pp 51, 55, and 74. In November of 1980, Saddam Hussein stressed in a
speech to the Iraqi National Assembly the view that, "We will not use our air force. We
will keep it. Two years hence our air force will still be in a position to pound Bani-Sadr
and his collaborators." (cited in Berquist, p 46),
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for battle" when Coalition ground forces appeared." Other comments
indicated that, as in the Iran-Iraq war, ground-based aircraft defenses, rather
than Iraqi fighters, would be the primary means of strategic defense in
7
blunting any Coalition air strikes that might occur.,

[DE•LEMTD
During the eight-year Iran-Iraq war, Iraqi pilots had not only avoided air-to-air

engagements but had generally broken off strike missions and returned to base
if their aircraft received a radar lock-on from an Iranian fighter."
This appreciation of the capabilities and likely intentions of the Iraqi Air

Force led to a concept of operations for the opening hours and days of air
campaign that focused explicitly on intimidating the Iraqi fighter pilot.
Coalition air planners stated consistently inpostwar interviews that the target
of the air-to-air packages on the opening night of the war was the mind of the
Iraqi fighter pilot and his commanders. Based on personal experiences with
Arab pilots and discussions with Coalition pilots from Gulf countries during
Desert Shield, the air planners in Riyadh decided that no more than a handful
of the Iraqi pilots would be capable of presenting any serious air-to-air
challenge to Western-trained aircrews. If Coalition fighters could cover the
key Iraqi fighter bases in the opening moments of the war and shoot down
any aircraft that managed to take off in response to the initial F-I 17 strikes,
then the remaining Iraqi pilots might not even take off at all, thereby
effectively bottling up the Iraqi Air Force on the groutnd." Thus, the concept
behind the initial air-to-air portion of the air campaign was to convince Iraqi

46Saddam Hussein, speech to the People's International Islamic Conference, 11 Jan
1991, Sawt-AI-Sha'b (Amman), 12 Jan 1991, p 15 (cited in Cigar, "Iraq's Strategic
Mindset and the Gulf War: Blueprint for Defeat," p 18).
47Cigar, "Iraq's Strategic Mlndset and the Gulf Wai: Blueprint for Defeat," p 19.
"[DELETED]
49

(S) Olo~son, oWAPS intvw, 14 Apr 1992; also, "33rd TpW Air-to-Air Engagements

Through 21 February, 1991." The write-up in the 33rd Tactical Fighter Wing's engagement summaries or Penzoil flight's shoot down or an Iraqi MiG-29 shortly aftur H-Hour
in the early morning hours of 17 January 1991 confirms that Glosson's planning intent
had been conveyed to at least some of F-15 crews, L Cul David Deptula's personal
notes from just before the war also confirm this intention.
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pilots-especially the more capable ones-that their chances of surviving the
very next sortia against Coaiiton pilots were not high.'s

SIn

retrospect, this approach did succeed in bottling up the Iraqi Air
Force on its airfields within a matter of days. But this conclusion must
be qualified. The Iraqi Air Force surely did not need much encouragement to hunker down in its hardened shelters. By 14 January 1991,
some twenty to thirty Iraqi support aircraft had already fled to Iran, and,
by the end of the first day of the war, most of Iraq's combat aircraft bad
been moved into hardened bunkers or otherwise dispersed." The rapid
decline in Iraqi flight activity over the first nine to fourteen days of Desert
Storm, therefore, would appear to have been as much the result of the
Iraqi Air Force's predisposition to put force survival ahead of air superiority as it was of Coalition tactical effectiveness in air-to-air combat. True,
the Coalition's operational objective of bottling up the enemy air force on
its field was quickly achieved. The virtual attrition of the Iraqi Air
Force-particularly of its potential to contest control of the air and increase
Coalition losses-was the immediate goal, and relatively few air-to-air kills
by Coalition fighters proved necessary to achieve that objective.
However, the way in which this success was achieved-more by
intimidation than by physical destmtction-soon came to be perceived as
posing a new problem for Coalition air planners in Riyadh. So long as
the Iraqis retained a significant number of modem combat aircraft in
hardened facilities, the potential for an aerial variant of the 1968 Tet

5°Pllot debriefings from some of the Initial Coalition kills mtake It clear that thn
operational intent of the air planners in Riyadh was communicated down to the fighter
crews. In the words of an P-15 pilot who shot down an F-I on the cpening night of
Desert Storm: "TMe big guys figured that the first strike would sneak in. They wouidn't
be seen as they were all going In low or be stealthy. The Iraqir' reaction would be after
the first bombs dropped. There would be confusion, and they would launch airplanes.
We were going to come in and try to knock as many down as we could." (Capt Robert
E. Graeter, cited in Deur, Wall of Eagles: Aerial Engagementsand Victories in Operation
Desert Storm, p 8).
51(S) WAPS, -HC 10, J2 Combat Assessment Cell, Fact Paper "Iraqi Air Force
Courses of Action," 24 Jan 1991,
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offensive against South Vietnam, whether employing conventional highexplosives or "mass-destruction" weapons, remained.' 2
By the sixth day of the war, the potential danger of such attacks
prompted Coalition air planners to start going after the hardened aircraft
shelters and bunkers in which the bulk of Ilraq's combat aircraft were
hidden."3 Laser-guided bombs like the 2,000-pound GRU-24A/B and
OBUJ-27 provided the means to begin systematically "busting shelters."
Three days later, on 26 January 1991, some two dozet Iraqi combat
aircraft fled. to safety in Iran.'*4
The initial, flights of Iraqi aircraft to Iran spawned a,new ~air-to-air
problem for the Coalition: trying to intercept and shoot down escaping
Iraqi fighters and fighter. bombers before they could transit the relatively
short distances from rtheir bases in Iraq to the Iranian border., From
fighter bases'in the central part of the country like Biald'Southeast, Al
Numaniya, and Rasheed (in southeastern Baghdad), the Iranian bordler
was 6-8 minutes flying. time away at 500 knots. From,,Al Taqaddum,
further west,. the en route time was 'still under 15 -minutes at 500 knots.
So the "time windows" for intLereption prior to. the Iranian border were
tight, and the only tactical option for Coalition. air forces was to begin
mounting continuous fighter patrols nver eastern Iraq between the Iraqi
bases and the Iranian border.
51the possibility of an Iraqi "suicide" raid against crowded air bases In Saudi Arabia
was iiot wholly a figment of the imaginations of Coalition intelligence offcers. After the
war evidence emerged that TU-16 Badger bombers had been readied for one-way missions with convenaionoi ordnanee [intelligence Information Report] Frequent use will be
ma&t of enemy prisoner of war debriefing&, reports of which are found In a series of
Intelligence information Reports (hereafter referr ed to as IIRs) Issued by the US Army's
513th Millitary Intelligence Brigade, the organization which oversaw the Iraqi enemy
prisoner of wstr exploitation effort, Copies of these records are in numerous locations,
Including a master flilt at the Defense Intelligence Agency. The OWAPS collection
incllldei some on computer disc and others on paper !n CHST 32-5 and New Acquisition
Folder 312.
3Te Coalition assessment was that the "destruction" of the Iratli Air Force would
"m
require the "systematic destrutction of its HAS$," and that was precisely what the Coalition
proceeded to begin doing on the night of 22V23 isnunry [(S) GWAPS, CHC 10, Fact Paper.,
"Iraqi FPardened Aircraft Bunkrer Vulnerabilities," 24 Jan 19911.
54(S) The Iranians were evidently taken by surpris.c when Iraqi combat aircraft started
appearing a'i.-anian airfields using commercial call rtigns ((S) GWAPS, CHC 10, Fact Paper:
"IzAF Aircraft to Iran (C)," I1I Feb 199 1,p II.
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Preventing any additional Iraqi combat aircraft from escaping to Iran
proved difficult. It became not uncommon for sortie lengths by F-15
pilots manning these barrier stations to exceed seven hours. Another
tactical. problem was that Iraqi fl3hters usually ran for the Iranian border
at extreme low altitudes and were often beyond the low-altitude detection
ranges of AWACS aircraft orbiting over northern Saudi Arabia.' Finally,
the Iraqis 'had the option, which they immediately exploited when. the
barrier combat air patrols were temporarily dropped, of simply waiting for
breaks in. coverage by Coalition fighters to make their escapes. In the
end, over one hundred modem Iraqi combat aircraft were able to escape
"toIran while only a handful-some thirteen fixed-wing fighters and fighter-bombers-were shot down in the process.

" "On
"(D
*

the one hand, preventing the escape of enemy aircraft to a
neighboring country -was something of a new mission for Coalition fighters. In the context of the Gulf War, it also.had a definite political corn-.
ponent insofar as the survival of the Iraqi Air Force had political and,
deterrent value to Saddam Hussein."5 Like its chemical and ',n4clear,
weapons, the survival of its air force enhanced Iraq's ability to pose a
military threat to neighboring countries in the region aftdr Deseit. Storm.
And, from a military standpoint, systematically ellminatingthe IrAqi Air .
Force after it had been bottled up on its airfields deprived Sadda'm Hussein of certain offensive options. On the other hand, Coalition fighters
do not appear to have been very effective in blocking the flight of Iraqi
combat aircraft to Iran. True, the geography of the tactical situation was
weighted heavily against Coalition success in the case of Iranian sanctuary. In this regard, it may well have been the perceived effectiveness of
Coalition fighters in air-to-air combat that eliminated any real possibility
of Saddam Hussein sending fighters to Jordan instead of Iran. Nonetheless, the number of Iraqi fighters and fighter-bombers that got through to
Iran simply underscores the tactical difficulties of the task that Coalition
fighters faced in trying to seal the Iran-iraq border to Iraqi aircraft.

Attacking KARl and Iraq's Radar SAMS
As explained in the preceding section, Iraqi operational practice
throughout the eight-year Iran-lraq war indicated that Baghdad would
depend primarily on ground-based air defenses, not fighters, to cope with

55

(S) oWAPS, CHC to, Fact Paper: "IzAF Aircraft to Iran (C)," II Feb 1991, p 2.
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Coalition air attacks, On the eve of Desert Storm. Iraqs air defenses
consisted of several elements:
*

*

the KARl (Iraq spelled -backwards in French) air-defense, commadadcontrol system that Was usdto track airborne threats
and allocate particular tracks to fighters or radar-guided surfaceto-air missile (SAM) battris
-radar-guided SAWs(SA,.2, SA-3, SA-6, SA-8, and Roland) concenitrated around the maqjor cities and military facilities to dcal
with medium- and, high-altitude air threats;
large numbers of antiaircraft artillery and a variety of infrared
SAMs to pro t.c poilit targets fromý low-altitude threatA: and,
* the Iratti fighter force, whose role in the Gulf War has alreudy
bs~cn discussad

*KARl,

Riyadh realized early in D'esert, Shield that
Coalition air planners Wn
which had been designed, built, and, inst~lied by the French firm
Thompson CSP, was the niervous iystem of Iraq's air defenises As of 17
January 1991, KARl consisted of early-warning and low-altitude radars,
over two dozern operations centers, more than one hundred reporting and
control posts, computers and software, line-of-sight microwave and
Contropnscatter communications links, and hardware interfaces.'
nZruction of this system had began in the late 1970s, but the Iraqis had
not declared it fully operational until 1987.

36SPSAR, Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, p 3-15.
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KARX

Figure 7
Sectors, socs, and iocs
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All KARI nodes were linked by "landline and/or microwave (either
troposcatter or line-of-sight)."'7 Prior to the war, the socs were believed
-tohave direct landlines to the national level, and all the locs were located
along existing telecommunications trunks capable of carrying both voice
anddata (see Figure 7)."3
The principal tasks of the interceptor operations centers were to
"perform ground-controlled intercepts for Iraqi fighters and to designate
"targets for Iraqi surface-to-air missiles under the direction of the sector
operations centers. Given the limited capabilities of Iraqi interceptors
detailed in the preceding section, the aspect of the KAR! system of greatest interest to Desert Storm air planners was its ability to control and
employ radar-guided or "strategic" SAMs (principally the radar-guided
SA-2, SA-3, and SA-6, Out also the shorter-range Roland and SA-8)."
In this regard, several points should be noted:
First, the strategic SAMs were not widely dispersed throughout
Iraq. Instead, they were concentrated in dense pockets around
potential high-value target areas (Mosul, Kirkuk, H-3, the
Baghdad area, Basra, etc.).' As Figure 8 indicates, the vast
majority of Iraqi airspace was not covered by radar-guided SAMs,
Second, while the precise linkages and interfaces between the
locs and SAM batteries were not well understood going into the
conflict, it appears likely that landlines of some sort existed to
most fire units and reporting posts."'

"5Ibbid, p 3-17.
"I1lbid, p 3.25. The French, in fact, sold the KARI system with modems so that each
node could switch easily between landline and atmospheric communications.
"9 Notwithstanding recurring reports of l.HAWK activity throughout the war, postwar

Investigation suggested that the Iraqis were never able to make uso of the five HAWK
batteries they captured in Kuwait.
OscPAR, Iraqi Threat to U.S. Forces, pp 3-86 and 3-117.

"I1lbid,

pp 3-72 and 3-73,
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Figure 8
Iraqi Radar-Guided SAM Coverage Prior to Desert Storm
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Finally, the KARl system was designed to deal with, at most,
modest-size raids from the east (Israel) or west (Iran). The
system was not intended to cope with north-south attack or with
raids of the scale or sophistication mounted by Coalition air
forces during Desert Storm.'

62(S) SPEAR
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messages or I0 and 23 Aug 1990, GWAPS, 1H 8-9.

ow

Coalition planning to suppress Iraq's radar-guided SAMS consisted of
two main thrusts. The first was to attack KARl physically. By destroying
as much of this command and control system as possible, Iraq's
capabilities to .coordinate the defense of its airspace with interceptors- or
radar-guided SAMs would be degraded. 'rhe fty-five targets in the SAD
(Strategic Air Defense) target category'. on 17 January 1991 were, with
a couple of exceptions, elements of the KAR, system, and this near equivalence between KARl and SAD targets ric.ated into late February 1991,
iafter the SAD.category had grown to some eight-five targets.ý
The second thrust focused on the active suppression of Iraq's
radar-guided surface-to-air missiles using drones and large numbers of
antiradiation missiles (principally the HARM high-speed antiradiation missile)
from Wild Weasel F-4Gs, F/AI8s, and other aircraft. The idea was to
convince Iraqi SAM crews in the opening hours of the conflict .that utilizing
their fire-control radars long enough to acquire, target, and guide missiles
to impact against Coalition aircraft would expose them to immediate, lethal
attack. Just as the air planners in Riyadh sought to make Iraqi pilots reluctant to take off, they also hoped to use SHAD (suppression of enemy air
defenses) to make radar-guided SAM operators reluctant to turn on their
radars or to operate their systems in anything approaching a normal mode.',
Coalition efforts to neutralize Iraq's radar-guided SAMS, thereby
giving Coalition aircraft relatively unimpeded access to medium- and
high-altitude airspace throughout Iraq, produced some of the most complex attacks of the Gulf War. The SHAD packages sent against the Baghdad area on the opening night of the war, for instance, were preceded by,
first, F-I 17 strikes and, shortly thereafter, the coordinated use of Tomahawk land attack missiles, BQM-74 drones, and standoff jammcrs such
the EF-1 II and EA-6B. The first event "visible" to the Iraqis was the
Impact of precision-guided bombs from F-I 17s. Next, in addition to the

63For a fuller explanation of target categories such as SAD, which were developed
by Black Hole air planners, see F•gure 27 In Chapter 6.
"64BH2-.3, Master Target Folder, Note that targets were not removed from the Black
Hole's targets lists after they had been struck, not even if they wure believed completely

destroyed,
5Maj
'6
Gen Larry Henry, OWAPS intvw, 28 Aug 1992. Henry realized that he had the
assets to overload KARl on the opening night of Desert Storm, His Day-. priorities were
to blind KARl and to neutralize Iraq's fixed SAMs.
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Ih
fighter sweeps already described, TLAMs began arriving at a variety of
targets in and around Baghdad. They were followed by "flights" of
BQM-74s, simulating theaspeeds, profiles, and radar- signatures of attacking fighter-bombers; their role was to simulate the air defenses by giving
,,them "visible" targets." 5Finally, two large packages of fighter-bombers
supported by standoff jammers approached the Iraqi capital. But, instead
of proceeding to ýbomb targets there, the fighter-bombers began preemptively firing HARMS against the now-aierted air defenses while the F.40s
attempted to destroy individual emitters.
How effective were Coalition efforts to suppress KARl and its
associated radar-guided surface-to-air missiles? Figure 9 depicts the more
&tian630 strikes against elements of KARl-meaning occasions on which
ordnance was actually released against discrete strategic air defense targets'7--that occurred during Desert Storm. Nearly half of this total
occu~rred during the first week of the campaign, and almost a quarter
involved A-10s strafing various reporting posts in remote areas of Iraq
during the first few days of the conflict. The bombing of key elements of
the KARl system with precision~guided, hard-target-penetrating bombs'
consisted mainly of strikes by F-117s against hardened targets such as the
KAR! sector operations centers and interceptor operations centers. Most of
these strikes occurred early in the war. Nevertheless, more strikes were
eventnullY accumulated against KARl using either unguided bombs or
guided bombs such as the GBU-10 and OBU-24A/B whose 2,000-pound
M
" "BQM-74 Drones Operated by Former OLCM Unit Plyed Key Role in Deceiving
Iraqi Military," Avdataon Week and Space rtchnology, 27 Apr 1992, p 20.

67As used by oWAPS, the term "strike" denotes occasions on which air.to-ground

ordnance was delivered against adiscrete target. Strikes can differ from sorties in at least
two ways. If a fighter-bomber took off on a combat mission, then a countable sortie was
considered to have occurred oven when the eircraft aborted the mission prior to any
ordnance being dropped; such cases would count as a sonie but not as a strike, On the

other hand, ifan aircraft like the F-117 delivered precislon-guided munitions against two
discrete targets or aim-points on a given sortie, then the mission would count as two
strikes and one sortie. Some F-I IIF sorties during Desert Storm produced four strikes.
"At the beginning of the Gulf War, the only precision bombs with a hard-target-

penetration capability were those that used the "I-2000" or BLU-109 warhead, which had
been specially designed to penetrate hardened structures. The COU-24A/B and GBU-27
munitions resulted from marrying laser-guidance kits to the BLU-109 warhead. The
GBU-27 weapon was unique to the F-117, and GBU-24A/Bs were only delivered by the

P-Il IF during Desert Storm. During Detert Storm, F-117s dropped 739 CBU-27s, and
F-II IFs dropped 897 GBU-24A/B.s
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Mk-84 warhead had not been specifically designed to penetrate hardened
structures. As Figure 9 suggests, the air effort against KARI can be seen
as having had two main parts: during the first two days of the war, A-los
and F-117s were used to blind and paralyze the system; therafter, bombing, predominantly with nonprecision weapons, 'was used to keep the
"systemineffective in coordinating the defense of Iraqi airspace,
While strikes, (in the sense of occaslons on which ordnance was
" actuallydrope on discrete targets or aimpoints) offer a somewhat better
measure of effectiveness than number of sorties flown, they are still an
input measure. In themselves, they provide little conclusive evidence of
-operational or strategic effectiveness. 7b get at effectiveness, other measums must be considered.
Two more output-oriented measures would be the damage imposed
on interceptor operations centers and sector operations centers and the kill
rates achieved against Iraqi radar-guided SAMs by Coalition antiradiation
missiles designed for lethal suppression. In the case of hardened
elements of KARI such as the sector operations centers, the approach of
the air planners in Riyadh was not so much to seek outright. physical
destruction as to disrupt their functioning. If two or four GBU-27
2,000-pound, laser-guided bombs from F-I 17s appeared to cause a given
Soc to cease operations, the planners were generally not inclined to put
more of these weapons against it until there was evidence that the facility
had come back on line. This "functional-damage" approach obviously
helped to economize on F-1 17 sorties, Especially during the first three
nights of the war (Aro Days I and 2), it enabled the F-I 17s to cover as
wide an array of high-priority targets as possible, including carrying out
over thirty strikes, against elements of KARL.
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Figure 9
Coalition Strikes Against KARl
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In some cases, just a few precision bombs sufficed to achieve the
desired functional effect on KARl opeaions centers. It appears that both the
fifth SOC at All Al Salem air base in Kuwait and the Tallil soc In southern
Iraq were abandoned by the Iraqis boon after Desert Storm began.* The
sector operations center at Talil, for example, received two OBU-27s from
69(S/NF/WN) Lt Col Allan W. Howey, Ap/XOXW.a, "Trip Report-AF/XO Strategic
Assessment Mission, Kuwait Ttmater of Operations, 14-29 April 1991," 9 May 1991, pp
7-8; discussions with Lt Col Howey, 2 Jun 1992; and, discussions with Capt Rd O'Con.
nell who visited the TrAlil soc with the DIJDNA team.
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F-I 17s on the first day of the war and a third GBU-27 on the second."
After that, it was not struck again by F-l 7s, evidently because the air
planners in Riyadh did not subsequently receive intelligence indicating that
the facility was bak in operation. But, far from hhaving been destroyed by
the F-17 attacks, postwar. inspection of.tils soc by a DIA/DNA (iDefenser
Intelligence Agency/Defense Nucldar Agency) teamrevealed that.the operations portion of the facility had not been. penetrated.7' The fact that it
appearid to have been abandoned, after the initial attacks indicated that the
"desired functional'eliminationof-this operations centerhad been achieved
with a minimal expenditure of sorties and ordnance.
The functional success attainedwith the All Al Salem and 'fWdill sector
operations centers, however, is not the whole story. There were other
elements of the KARl system that the lrqlis tried to keep functioning
despite Coalition bombing, and rendering these elements permanently
proved more difficult. The Kirkuk"Soc in norther Iraq was
probably never down more than a few days.7 Moreover, communications
between 'KARl nodes proved harder to sever than anticipated, and some
connectivity seems to have persisted through the end of the war. Granted,
more and more reporting posts, early warning radars, and other sensor
elements of KARI were eliminated, the operational utility of the system's
residual capacity to pass tracking information on Coaltio4 ' strike packages
became less and less. Nevertheless, in Iraqi hands KARl exhibited an
ability to regenerate portions of itself-despite the paralyzing shocks sustined during the first two Air Tasking Order days of the air campaign.

Iindperative
*1'
k

r.as

The kill rates achieved by HARM antiradiation missiles against Iraqi
fire-control radars employed' by Iraqi surface-to-air missiles are also
suggestive of less than complete tactical success. Based on crediting SAM
"kills" whenever the fire-control radars went off the air for some period
of time following HARM shots, the missile achieved a success rate of

7037th

Tactical Fighter Wing electronic database, lines 18, 19, and 95.
with Capt Ed O'Connell.

"1 Discussions

721U3lng traditional Joint Munitlons Ffectiveness Manuals criteria for physically

destroying these facilities, some eight OBU-24/27s would have had to be dropped on each
soc. After the war, Lt Col Deptula took pride In the fact that no Iraqi Soc received more
than four precision-guided bombs (Deptula, owv,,ls intvw, 20-21 Dec 1991).
731ntvw with MaJ Oei Gloson, 14 Apr 1992.
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twenty-five to thirty percent during Desert Storm. 74 Further, as Figure 10
indicates, radar-guided SAMS were fired right to the end of the war.
Figure 10

Guided versus Unguided Radar, SAM Firings
!l udd
40,.
U uIded
SUnguidled
30,

RADAR
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10
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ATO Day

Febuar

Pbur
source: Wartme data rec-rded by CENTAFANO Muisile Team.

What, then, do the facts like uneven Coalition success in physically

destroying Socs and HARM kill rates in the vicinity of twenty-five to
thirty percent imply about operational-strategic effectiveness in gaining
air superiority? While closer to outputs than measures such as sorties or
strikes, these data still only paint a part of the broader picture. After all,
the fundamental operational aim behind attacking both KARl and Iraqi
74(8/NF/WN)

Air Force Inteiligence Command, Air Force Electronic Warfare Center,
Operation Desert Storm El1ectronic Combat (EC) Effectiveness Analysis, Jan 1992, pp B-4
and B-5. nhe Coalition squadrons based at Shaikh isa in Saudi Arabia, which Included
F-40s, provided most or the lethal defense suppression for strike packages coming out
of the Gulf states. Almost 30% of the 7M plus HARMS fired against "lethal radars" by
Shaikh Isa aircraft have been assessed as successful; the Proven Force HARM shooters
operating out of incirlik in Turkey had a success rate or about 26% (ibid).
7',The data in Figure 10 were based on mission reports (MiSREPS) from Coalition
aircrews. Whenever there were questions or uncertainties, the CENTAP/INO Missile team
called the units and spoke with the crews Involved. Lt Col Steven L. Head, who served
with CgNTAP intelligence during Desert Storm, provided these data, The firings shown
Included SA.2s, SA-3s, SA-6s, SA-8s, and Roland%.
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radar-guided SAMS was not to destroy facilities like SoCs and individual
SAM batteries per se. These effects were merely means to the overarching
operational end of neutralizing Iraq's capability to shoot down Coalition
aircraft operating at the medium or higher altitudes. In conjunction with
Coalition success in bottling up the Iraqi Air Force on its airfields and
dominating air-to-air engagements, neutralizing Iraq's radar-guided SAMS
was seen by the air planners in Riyadh as equivalent to achieving theater
-wide air superiority everywhere except Inthe low-altitude regime (where'
Iraqi antiaircraft ýartillery and Infrared SAMS proved too numerous to
destroy). With this overarching aim in mind, Figure 3-9 shows that,
while SA-2, SA-3s, SA-6s, SA-8s, and Rolands continued to be fired
throughout Desert Storm, guided firings incrementally declined as the war
progressed, notwithstanding the partial resurgence during the second
week. What Figure 3-9 documents, in fact, is that after the first Air
*Tasking Order day, Iraqi SAM, operators became more and more hesitant
to employ their weapons against Coalition aircraft in anything approaching a normal, much less optimum, mode, Over the last four weeks of
Desert Storm, only about fifteen percent of the ilearly 480 SA-2s, -3s,
-6s, -8s, and Rolands fired by the Iraqis were assessed to have been
guided by Coalition aircrews,
The most conclusive evidence of Coalition success in rendering KARl
and its associated "strotegin" SAMs impotent, though, can be seen in
Coalition attrition data (Figure 11). From an operational standpoint, the
bottom-line measure of effectiveness against radar SAMS Was nok SOCs,
iocs, or missile batteries physically destroyed but the numbers of Coalition aircraft that were not shot down or damaged carrying out their missions over Iraq and the Kuwait theater, As Figure 11 points out, during
the first six days of Desert Storm, eight Coalition fixed-wing aircraft were
either downed or damaged by radar SAMS; for the rest of the campaign,
this segment of Iraq's air defenses was only able to damage or down
another five Coalition airplanes, Given the large numbers of combat
sorties flown daily by Coalition air forces, the degree to which Iraq's
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Figure 11
Coalition Fixed-Wing Combat Attrition By Cause
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strategic SAMS were virtually eliminated as a significant contributor to
Coalition attrition does appear to justify fully the conclusion that this
portion of the air campaign was ,ighly effective.
lb round out this discussion of KARl and Iraq's radar-guided or
"strategic" surface-to-air missiles, the role not played in this war by the
large numbers of antiaircraft artillery and infrared SAMS deployed around
most Iraqi cities and targets, as well as integral to Iraqi ground forces,
needs to be briefly considered. Such weapons had accountcd for the
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majority (eighty-five percent) of U.S. aircraft losses during the Vietnam
war, and the Iraqis undoubtedly hoped to have similar succe.,,s with

low-altitude antiaircraft weapons.'

The solution taken -by Coalition air

forces to this problem was relatively straightforward given the degree of
suppression and disruption achieved early in the war against KARl wrd its
radar-guided SAI4s. Although some crews initially tried NATO-type lowlevel ingress tactics during the first few days of Desert Storm, the shaer
volume and ubiquity of barrage AAA, combined with the ability of Stinger-class infrared SAMs to'be effective up to 12-15,000 feet, quickly persuado almost everyone on the Coalition side to abandon low altitude,
even for weapons release. Coincident with aircrew reactions to the
dangers of low-.ltitude operations, Brig. Gen. Buster C. (1osson quickly
-directed the U.S. Air Force-units under his command to shift to medium
altitude for ingress, egress, and weapons release."7
This decision was not without its tactical costs. For aircraft like the
F-16 and F/A-'i, which puincipally employed unguided (or "dumb")
munitions during Desert Storm, It entailed a definite sacrifice in bombing
accuracy. From an operational-strategic perspective, however, this tactical sacrifice appeared well worth the cost. As Lt. Gen. Charles A. Hornor put it to his staff in early February 1991, American support for the
war at home depended in large measure on the ability of Coalition forces
to operate "with less than anticipated" losses of human lives among
Coalition airmen, soldiers, sailors, and marines. 71 It was imperative not
to lose any more aircraft than absolutely necessary. By the second week
of the air campaign, Coalition air forces had largely negated Iraq's extensive investment in antiaircraft artillery and infrared surface-to-air missiles
by operating above the low-altitude threat regime most of the time and
by temporarily suppressing the low-altitude defenses whenever aircrews
had to go lower to deliver ordnance. Combined with early Coalition

76

Directorale of Management Analysis, IJSAF Management Swnmary: Southeast Asia
Review, as of 30 June 1973, p. 30, "Air Forc.m Aircraft Combat Losses (by cause) PY
62-73."
7As would be expected, the exact flight and weapon.release "floors" for many

aircraft fluctuated during the course of the war in response to tactical conditions and
mis5ion requirements.
7

8(S) "Daily Comments of Lt Gen Charles A. Homer, Commander USCPNTAP, during
Operation Desert Storm, 17 hnmupry through 28 February 1991," CHST, Chain of Command, Homer Comments, entry for 7 Feb 1991/1700.
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success in air-to-air, the shock and damage inflicted On KARI and the
suppression of radar-guided SAMS resulted in a firm Coalition grip on
-control, of thearoe rq 4Kuat

Two fina'l--lhitalshould 'be noted .about the s&uppression 'of Iraq's
iidarsufae-o-irmissiles and the Coalition's early shift away from
low-altitude opporations.' First, defeh after most Coalitioji aircrews ceased
'operatng Atl-o0Nai1titudid, thare ,were odc~asiot2i_0rior to C.Day ,on whiph
circumstances demaad~d greater cura~y~froltn'plan64 like theA-1O or
F-I6 ,than they coould genterally achieve releasing from medivumn altitudes.
Intat4e suppression of 'ýhe antiaircraft artilleryP ahd iiffrared, SAMS ina
partcult
ira oferd c~ wa ofdealing with the Intermittent need. for
some *Ircmhft to work at lower altitudes, And,'as Cl-fl~ay approached, the,
alt commandem, in Riy~dh tbel~n.making it clearthit if.Coislition ground
forces'needed etnorgericy close air sup~port. aircrews would have to rurt
greater'risks to get the needed ordnance on 'target than they had gentrally
taken during the air-portlon of the campaign. 'While. OenerWl Homer still
-stressed avoiding air-o-kround fratricide, he encouraged his crows to feet,
a "compulsion". to hit theý target when soldiers' lives were on the line.7
Second, although the inlidal success of Coalition air forces in negating
Iraqi long-rnige SAMw was probably d~,e more to ititimidation than physical
destruction, as time went on this effect was reinforced by attacks on the
SAM sites themselves. Missions aimed at phyeically 4estroying individual
SAM sites with antiradiation missiles or cther munitions eventually totalW~
to more than 1,300 strikes, of which about MYal involved F-40 Wild
Weasels.' In addition, some eleven fire missions against SA-2, SA-3,
SA-6 sites were carried out by U.S. Army Tactical Missile System units
within the U.S. VII Corps." Given the persistence of Iraq attempts to
employ radar-guided SAMS right to the end of the war, this accumulation
of destructive effents was undoubtedly important in mainrtaining the degree

79(S) UWAPE, CH-P 138~, "Daily Comments of Lt Gen Charles A, Homer during
Operation Dei~ert Storm, 17 January throdgh 28 February 199 1," NQ USCENTAF Office Of
History, 20 Mar 1991, p64.
00awAps Siaeisiical Compendiwn Table 187 (Strikes by AlP Categories).
41(S) Headquarters Department of the Army, DsOPS, viewgraphs provided to OWAPS
on 16 Jul 1992.
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disruption and ineffectiveness inflicted by the first week's efforts to
92
paralyZe KARl and intimidate the Iraqi SAM operators.

,Atta~4
rrqi Airfields
Thbe final, compont ofteCaiin's efforts to gain and maintain
air 'superiority consisted. of attacks on Iraqi airfields, The initial focus of
;theseattacksj onceiagain, was -to try~to bottle upua many of Iraq's more
~capable aircraft aild pilots on their bases as possible. Over the first five
days. -strikes-agafinst .runway siurfaces-articulatrly th*4~ by RylAir
Force (RAF) Tornados-4efivering the runway-cratering boniblets and areadenial mines t4rried by the JP233 system from low altitude-were seen by
the air planneirsira, Riyadh not so much as a means'of completely closing
4Irqi.
as, pias at wayof limiting the 4interceptors that the Irais could
put into. the, air.~ any time to numnbqrs thol Coalition, fighters could
readily handle.?

*
*

*

.

:Toward the end of the first week of Desert Storm, the decision was
taken to slijift fth,focus of Coalition efforts against Iraq's main operating
bases from runway surfaces to hardened aircraft bunkers (HABs) and shelters (HASs). By then, it was clear that Coalition fighters were able to
shoot down virtually any air-to-air opposition that the Iraqis might choose
to put into the air. At the same time, Iraqi flight activity was trailing off
rapidly, which meant that the value of attacks on takeoff surfaces was
also de'l1ining. As airmen Inboth Riyadh and Washington quickly real-

5Of course, functional effects are inherently harder to measure than physical damage. Iraqi SAM operators who had been Intimidated sufficiently during the openirng nights
of Desert Storm to stop employing their weapons very effectively still retained some
cap~billty to down Coaltion aircraft. Onet suspects that aircrews briefing for missions
during the war tended to plan against potential capabilities rather thant functional effects.
13Maj Chip Setnor, ialaphone lntvw. 27 Jan 1993; Lt Col Rich King, telephone
intvw, 3 Feb 1993. Moj Sainor, who had flown F-I 17s. served in the Black Hole during
Desert Storm; Lt Col King worked BDA in Washington DC during the war and served
With OWAPS afterwardA. King specifically recalls discussing the notion or using runway
attacks to "metar" the flow of Iraqi Interceptors with members of the Special Planning
Uroup prior to the wair,
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ized, there was little point in continuing to mount JP233 sorties against
runways that the Iraqis were not using."

The campaign to begin busting HABs and, HASs on Iraqi airfields with
precision-guide ,d mrunitions. was initiated on the. night of,22/23 January
~191with "attacks by: F-I I Ps ýdelivering, laser-guided OAU- Ods
'and
`BU-24s, on. about half of the HABS at Al Asad air base."5 the intention
was to -destroy, !the Ir~qi Air-Force as a force in beinig. Th1is aim was
motivated'by'both. wrt~ime aild postwar objectives.. From a military
standpoint, dostroying the Iraqi Air Force would eliminate the possibility
that it rnight be used to:mounft a Ult-offensive-like assault on Coalition
airfields or troop concentrations -to undermine popular support for the
Coallitokis's campaign, especially in the United Siates. Looking beyond
the war, destroying the Iraqi Air Force woulil remove a politIcal-military
weapon from SaddamHusseln's hands that, on 17 anuary,1991, had the
potential to threaten countries throughout the region.
Overlaid on these two successive phases of Coalition attacks on Iraqi
air bases during Desert Storm was a third concern: Iraq's chemicaI~liological weapon$ and their potontial tieans of delivery. Destroying

"Momer was much spoculation during and after the war that the fout OR- I Tornados
tile RAP lost prior to the lost JP233 attacks on 21 January 1991 could be attributed to the

*

low-level Ingress and delivery tactics demanded by the JP233 system, But, in fact, two
of these losses welt due to rcdar sAms, and only one of the four occurrea on a JP233
sortle (Aklfred Prict, "Tornado In the Desert," Air Porce Magezinc, Dec 1992, p44). So
the BritiLah argument that their early losses seem to have lýeen duo more to a "run of bad
luck"l than to weaknesses Inherent in JP233 or low-alttitde tactics ippears to have 3oom',
moerit, Nonetheless, when US Air Force and Navy aircrews abandoned low-altitude
attacka in favor of exploiting the niedium-altitude vulnerability afforded by the suppression of Iraq'b radar SAMs, A., Vice Marshal Bill Wratten "ordered the Tornado GR.. Mk.I
force to follow the move" (Ibid, p 46). Ignoring tha loss of a fifth British (JR-I to'
unknown cauhaa on 22.1Jaiuary 1091, only two move Tornados were dowined by Iraqi air
~defences after the kArl Tornados went to medium altII&d
150WAPS Missions Database, entries for the 48th wpw, mission numbers 2601 A,
2602A, 2606A, 2607A, 261 IA, 2613A, 26i4A, 2623A, and 2627A on ATo Day 6, These
missions were flown un the night of 22123 January 1991, Hand annotations by Lt Col
David Deptula on Cheukmate's 23 january 1991 p~roposal for a shelter-buisting camnpaign
indicate that what the database confirms: that the recommended decision had already been
node to shift to begin busting shelters by the time the Air Staff proposal rea.-hed the
Black Hole by classifled FAX [(S) FAX to Black Hole, 23 Iani 199IM710, in "lntellrgt
Fo~'er #2," OWAPS, BH 2-251.
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these weapons was, once again, an explicit military objective of the
Coalition. The Iraqis had delivered chemical munitions from aircraft
during the Iran-Iraq war, and a number of Iraqi airfields had
"weapon-storage bunkers that were assessed by Coalition intelligence to
.-contain chemical or, possibly, biological munitions. Some of the Iraqi
airfields also contained aircraft capable of delivering chemical munitions,
and a portion of the fixed launchers for Iraq's extended-range Scud ballistic missiles were at the H-2 airfield in westmp Iraq. In addition, evidenc
emerged, before nod during the campaign, that led air planners to believe
that aircraft shelters, including some at Kuwaiti bases, were being used
to store modified Scuds and, possibly, chemical munitions. Thus, there
were overlapping reasons for attacking specific targets on airfields
throughout Iraq and occupied Kuwait that went well beyond the Coalition's goal of establishing early air superiority.
-It is these overlapping objectives that ultimately led Coalition
planners to put as much effort against airfields as they did. Enemy
airfields, as Figure 12 highlights, received mome strikes during Desert
Storm than any other target category except the Iraqi field army In the
Kuwait theater. As a target category, airfields per se received more
strikes than any other target category besides ground order of battle by
almost a factor of two,' And, because some targets associated with other
categories-including aircraft and storage bunkers thought to contain
chemical/biological weapons, the fixed-site Scud launchers at H-3, and
elements of KARl-were on airfields, there are strikes in several of the
categories shown in Figure 12 that hit within the boundaries of airfields
but were counted against other target categories. In this sense, the weight
of Coalition efforts over the course of the war against airfields was even
greater than indicated in Figure 12.

S6Even if KARl, the Black Hole's telecommunications/C category, and other C3
targets associated with Iraqi ground forces are combined Into a single category, the total
would still be fewer than 1,500 strikes,
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Figure 12
Coalition Strikes by Target Category for Desert Storm

(17 Jan-28 Feb 1991)'
Source: GWAPS mission database as of December 1992,
Note that the etike totals have been rounded off to the
nearest multiple of ten (e.g., 284 was rounded off to 280,
and 539 became 540). Also GOB and airfield strike totals
have been adjusted for missing F,1 11 Fstrikes (see
Appendix 1).
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The effectiveness of Coalition air forces against Iraq's weapons of rrass
destruction and ballistic missile capabilities will be treated in Chapter 6,

"5?The use of the term "strike" in Figure 12 is as explained in Note 68 (occasionh an
which an aircraft released aWr-to-ground ordnance against a discrete target), The totals
shown were selected primarily from strike counts organized using the Automated Intelligence Installation File (Air) categorizations for grouping targets, Ina few cases, however,
the counts associated with the Black Hole's wartime target categories were used instead.
Of particular relevance to the present chapter, the AlP scheme lumps airfield targets, those

associated with the KARl command and control system, and a few other things into a
single OCA (offensive counterair) category. Since airfields and KARl were treated discrete-

ly in this chapter, it seemed appropriate to break them out. Note also that the total of
35,018 strikes reflected in Figure 12 represents only about 85% of the 42,240 strikes in
the OWAPS Missions Database. The missing strikes are the 5,660 that oWAPS was never
able to categorize by target category due to missing mission reports (although most of
these strikes were undoubtedly flown against ground order or battle), plus an assortment
of primarily OCA strikes that did not fit into any of the Black Hole categories used. See
Chapter 6 for a more detailed treatment of the Black Hole's target categories,
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along with seven other "core" strategic-target categories. The remainder
of this section will largely defer these aspects of strikes on Iraqi airfields
and focus, instead, on strikes against airfields in pursuit of air superiority.
Figure 13
Co..lition Strikes agiust Airfieldsm
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Source: GWAPS Missions Database, Bloak Hole Oounts, 9 Doc 1 92,

"According to electronic records kept by CENTAF intelligence during the Gulf War,
the strikes shown In Figure 13 encompassed a total of 44 airfields In iraq and Kuwait (Lt
Col Steven L, Head, telephone intvw, 2 Feb 1993).
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Coalition forces averaged over sixty strikes a day against airfields.
Ignoring a few highs and lows in the first and fourth weeks, strikes against
airfields c~ontinued through ATo Day 42 (Figure 13). Also, strikes by the
two Coalition aircraft that delIivered precision-guided bombs with hardtarget-penetrating warheads during the war-the F-1IlIF and F-!I I7-persisted
'into -the' fifth week. of -the 'campaign. :Enemy airfields, in .short, were a
concern o Coalition air planners.wtd commanders almost to the end..
Figuire 14
Selected Iraqi Air Bases
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Prior the 17 January 1991, Coalition intelligence had identified nearly
.seventy airfields that could be used by Iraqi military forces. Iraq itself
containWd twynty,-sitmain operating bases (sixteen air force, five army,
two navy, and' hte training).1 Theseizure of Kuwait in August 1990
had giventhe lraoIs two additional fighter bases in that country (Ahmed
Al Jaber and AliAl Salem) plWiPthe Intemational airport In Kuwait City
ald "one Kuwait air-fot.c high•'ay strip. Except for H-2 and H-3 in
western Iraq,. the: bulk of Iraq's, main operating bases were generally
located In the center of the country' along a line from. Mosel airfield In the
north to Shaibah and Umm Qasr in the southeastern-most comer of the
country. , When the -war started, Iraq' also had another twenty-one
deployment bases,' 0 some still under construction, that provided an "outer
ring" of reasonably capable bases around the main operating bases. Some
,of these bases, such as Saliba in the, southeutem Iraq, had sizeable numbers of hardened aircraft bunkers. There were also another nineteen
dispersal bases capable of providing Instrument approaches and the fuel
needed to turn aircraft (but not too much else).1"
Except for the medium bombers (Tu-16 Badgers and Tu-22 Blinders)
at Al Taqaddurn and longer-range fighter-bombers like the Su-27 Fencers
and F-Is, most of Iraq's ground-attack aircraft lacked the unrefueled
radius of action to reach targets, as distant as Riyadh or Dhahran in Saudi
Arabia from bases in central Iraq. Fighter-bombers such as the
Su-17/20/22 Fitter would first have had to be deployed to bases on the
periphery of Iraq.
By the eve of the Persian Gulf War, Iraq's principal military airfields
were, for the most part, extremely hardened, robust facilities. Starting in
the 1970s, the Iraqis had embarked upon a systematic program to develop
a network of air bases that would be able to withstand attack with
conventional munitions. Almost all of the main operating bases in central
Iraq had one or two (and sometimes three) long, widely separated
runways, as well as redundant taxiways, at least one of which usually

"s(S/WNINF/NC) SPEAR, Iraqi Threat io US. ForceS, NIC-2660S-018-90, Derc 1990,
p N-7.
90 (SIWNINFINC) Ibid, p N-9.
91(S/WN/NF/NC) Ibid, p N-I1 ,
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provided an additional surface for takeoffs and landings."2 These bases
.ha talndwelreuipedrunway repairs teans. Extremely hardened

*

ýconotructed by Yugoslaviarn MAd other contractors (see Figure .15).13 'The
hardest of these shelters-the so-called
fiuos
nd ,"traeoids"-Were
augmented, by'earller-genoratiqn, shelters such as the "TAB-VES". that. did.
not have'the bomb resistoitce of the Yugos or thpise Kuwaiti equivalents.
ýAltogether 1,
Ia'S 'ixty-plus air-bases had'well oe -500 aircraft shelters
apd bunkerse~nugh 'to provide varying degrees of jproiectoo 'for' the
miority of Iraq's combat aircraft. The only aircrft that could not be
sheltered, were 'the bombers And other large aircraft such as lL476s.
Pinally, considerable redundancy and some hardening had been added to
the air bases infrastrupture. se~csclly at the.central. main,operating bases.

.

*

Figure 1S
Dalad Southeast

.~

92Christopher M. Contner, "Ignorance Is Risk,"~Airpower Journal, Winter 1992, p 29.
93 lIraq's Supaprbase Prugrarmni," Jane's Defence Weekly, 2 Feb 1991.15133,
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Thle objectives that motivated the Coalition's shift, toward the end of

'Desert Storm's first week,, from airfields surfaces to hardened aircraft
shelters and bunkers have already. been described." Once this redirection
of the offens6ive counterair effort Was made, how effective were Coalition
air forces in eliminating the Iraqi air arm as a force in being?

*

*

.The first thing ,thatshould, benoted is that the goal of destroying the
bulk of Iraq's combat'aircraft went beyond what most air forces have
traditionally been asked to do In the name of air superiority. When the
busting of shelters and bunkers began, Coalition air forces had already
achieved air superioity over Iraq and occupied Kuwait and were well on
their way to establishing air supremacy.9" As a result, the sorts of mea.
sures (Coalition-lraqi sortie,, ratlos, low, Coalition aircraft attrition rates,
air-to-air exchange ratios, etc.) that have already.been used to document
-the Coalition's early achievement.of air superiority (and, subsequently, of
air supremacy) offer little Insight into the success of Coalition air force's
in eliminating what was, when the shelter/bunker-busting began, a prostrate, combat-ineffective force.
What measures would make sense? Two that immediately suggest
themselves are: the portion of Iraqi combat aircraft lost as a result of the
,helter/bunker campaign and whether any appreciable number of combat
aircraft survived the war In Iru•qi hands. Both of these measures
concentrate, of course, on the physical attrition of aircraft, and, given
Iraqi resourcefulness in dispersal and concealment, the shelter/bunkerbusting campaign appears to have become a protracted exercise in incremental attrition. Once the first few HABs were successfully penetrated by

"One of the earliest docuniontary discussions of the rationale for attacking airfield
shelters and buhkers pointed cut that do.ng so would put Saddam Hussein in a "use.orloW' situation regarding his air force [(S) "Point Paper (information): Iraqi Aircraft
Bunker Vulnerabilities," 24 .Jhn 1991, OWAPS CHC 10], A later document discussing the
subsequent flight of the Iraqi Air Force to Iran nottd that Iraq's most important obJectivw.
regardirg the Air Force was to preserve it as "a deterrent force in being" [(S) "Fact Paper:
IzAF Aircraft to Iran (C)," II Feb 1991, OWAPS CHC 10, p 21.
"Again, air superiority was understood as the ability of one side's aircraft to operate

in selected airspace at a given time without prohibitive interference from the opposing

forces-it was achieved by the end of ATO Day I by 27 January 1991 (D+O10 or ATO Day
11), ien Schwarzkopf was able Fo declare supremacy; air supremacy meant that the Iraqi

Air Force was no longer combat effective,
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Coalition aircraft, the Iraqis began flying aircraft to sanctuary in Iran."
Given the limited number of Coalition aircraft that had hard-target penetratora (GBU-24A/Bs and GBU-27s with the 1-2000 warhead), as well as
thelarge number of Iraqi hardened aircraft shelters and bunkers throughout the country, a major redirection of the air campaign to take down the
majority of them in a few nights was probably not a realistic option.
There were simply too many other targets of higher priority that demandpd the F.IIlFs and F-117s. In fact, only enough PF-I1]Fs were initially
made available to go after two or three bases a night in any strength, and
the weight of the early strikes fell mostly on southern bases." As a
result, effort against airfield shelters and bunkers quickly turned Into a
slogging campaign of attrition."
Inevitably, this approaLch allowed the Iraqis leeway to play shell
games both on and off the airfields with their surviving combat aircraft.
By dispersing alrcraft into the open on the airfield!, they could preclude
Coalition aircraft from getting both a bunker/shelter and a combat aircraft
with a single laser-guided bomb. By moving aircraft in the open regularly-every day or so-they could make it difficult for Coalition planners to
individual aircraft." By disporsing aircraft off the airfields, they
%taret

"nohe Iranians were evidently surprised when combat aircraft began showing up
using commercial callslgns ((S) "Pact Paper: IzAF Aircraft to Iran (C)," II Feb 1991,
oWAPS, CHC 10. p I].
97AI Asad in central Iraq was initially selected, but most of the munitions dropped
that night were GBU- I0s that did not penetrate the HABS (WWAPS Missions Database, ATO
Day 6), Tallhl, H-2, and Qalat Salih were selected for ^To Day 7, but most of these
strikes were aborted by weather. ATO Day 8 saw Tallil and Al Jwarh in the south
targeted along with Al Taqaddum. A'O Day 9 saw poor weather over Al Asad, Shaibah,
and Tallil, and on tTO Day 10 few shelter-bustinj; strikes mounted went against Tallil,
In short, the Initial pattern of attack was Incremental with most of the early strikes failing
on southern bases.
Olin the end, a total of 41 airfields in Iraq and 3 in Kuwait received some degree or
damage during the war; some 375 hardened aircraft shelters and bunkers were assessed
to have been damaged or destroyed [(S/WNIREL UK, CA, AS) DIA/DX.5B, "Battle

Damage Assessment: Iraqi and Kuwaiti Airfields, Summary Report," 10 May 19911.
"A practical constraint for F-I I IFs that did most of the Initial shelter attacks on
Iraqi airfields was that individual Iraqi aircraft were substantially harder to break out with
(forward-looklng infrared) sensors than, for example, aircraft bunkers. While F-I I F
FURi
alrcrews sometimes could see aircraft when reviewing video recordings after a mission,
they rarely saw them during their attacks.
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"could increase the area that would have to be searched to find them.
And, by exploiting the Coalition's reluctance to risk damage to cultural
monuments such as Islamic mosques,,the Iraqis were able to make some
of their planes off limits. to•Coalition airstrikes by parking them nearby,
A consequence of these sorts of Iraqi responses to the Coalition's
aircraft shelter/bunker campaign was that keeping track of the Iraqi Air
is a whole became increasingly complex and labor intensive. At
two points in February 1991 (the 8th and 20th), Central Command Air
Forces (CENTAFP) intelligence attempted to estimate the numbers of Iraqi
aircraft that had been destroyed Inside hardened shelters or bunkers."l
When combined with thirty-three fixed-wing air-to-air kills, Iraqi aircraft
assessed to have been destroyed out in the open on or near airfields
during Desert Storm, and those Iraqi aircraft, that escaped to Iran, these
estimates produced a figure of about 325 for the number of fixed-wing
aircraft still in Iraqi hands at the end of the war.

S..,Force

The most uncertain of these numbers is the estimate of Iraqi aircraft
destroyed in shelters. After the war, Coalition forces were only able to
inspect two of Iraq's 'principal operating bases, 'Tallil and Jaiiba
Southeast. While around half of the fifty-seven shelters and bunkers on
these two bases contained destroyed Iraqi aircraft, the early emphasis on
these two bases makes it risky to generalize what was seen there to the
rest of the Iraqi airfields. Further, there was a fair amount of uncertainty
during the war about the numbers of Iraqi aircraft that had escaped to
Iran, and the roughly 630 sorties attributed to the Iraqi Air Force during
Desert Storm is almost surely iow (although, by how much remains a
matter of conjecture)."'0 Given these uncertainties, it seems likely that the

"'mThes estimates were predicated on having kept track of which aircraft were still
present at which Iraqi airfields and where they were located. At the beginning of the war
Coalition intelligence had fairly accurate counts of the Iraqi combat aircraft at each base.
Which types of aircraft normally occupied which shelters or bunkers on a given field was
also known.
tOt Some of the wartime ebtimates of the number of Iraqi aircraft that had escaped
to Ira• were nearly double the total of 109 given in DOD's official report [(S) Rpt, Chambers, et al, Desert Stor, Reconstructlon Report, Vol 3, Antiair Warfare, cRM 91.179, p
's.47. DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992,
p 1541.
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Table 10
Iraqi Aircraft Attrition By Cause'"
724 Fixed-Wing Aircraft (as of 10 Jan 91)

r

36 Shot down Air-to-Air (3 later disallowed)
"403 113 Destroyed inthe open
.121 Escaped to Iran
141 Esuimat',c destroyed in shelters/bunkers
-

403 Lost 17 Jan-28 Feb 91
321 Fixed-Wing Aircraft in Iraqi Hands (1 Mar 91)

portion of the Iraqi Air Force that survived the war in Iraqi hands was
probably in the vicinity of 300-375 fixed-wing aircraft. Including the
aircraft that did not return from Iran, this estimate indicates that more
than half of the Iraqi Air Force was eliminated through either destruction
of virtual attrition during the air campaign. However, it also confirms
that, contrary to what the air planners in Riyadh set out to do toward the
end of Desert Storm's first week, the Iraqi Air Force was not completely
destroyed by the war's end. The downing of an Iraqi MiG-25 by a U.S
F-16 in January 1993 Confirmed that some advanced aircraft and the
capability to operate them survived.
On-. of the reasons that many Iraqi aircraft survived the shelter
campaign seems to have been that they were moved into the open on or
near airfields, and aircraft in the open were only targeted intermittently.
The issue of passing up exposed aircraft to hit shelters and bunkers was
a subject of discussion between General Homer ard his Navy counterpart,
i

CENTAtI'1N

electronic database, provided by Lt Col Steven L. Head; paper piintouts

of these wartime data can be found in GWAPS NA 397 with an accompanying letter of

explanation from Head dated 15 October 1992. While the figures for Iraqi fixed-wing

losses to various eauses given in DOD's Conduct of the PersianGuzf War only totI about
300 (versus the 403 InTable 10), the report also suggests that "fewer than 300" were believed to have remained in Iraqi hands by the war's end (p 154). If accurate, this number

tends to support the 322 remaining figure reached by CENTAF/IN us of 15 March 1991.
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Admiral Arthur, early in the war.1°3 For the F-ilIFs in particular,
thougb, the issue was not as simple as it may have seemed to senior
commanders in the heat of battle. The aircraft were attacidng at night
with a sensor that seldom "saw" individual aircraft in the open unles
they were right-beside a ,targeted shelter. Further, expending precious
GBU-24A/Bs'°' on soft targets like aircraft instead of the hard targets
they were designed to penetrate was not what these aircraft were being
"taskedto do in the-AirTasking Order during the second and third weeks
of the air campaign. Nevertheless, in retrospect it'does appear that the
emphasis on aircraft shelters permitted some Iraqi aircraft to survive the
war out in the open.
Measured against the ambitious and, once again, somewhat
unprecedented goal of physically. destroying all of Iraq's combat aircraft,
it can be argued that this portion of the air campaign fell a bit short. But
such a judgmtent may focus too much on a measure which is incomplete.
at best. At least from a wartime perspective, the driving operational aim
of the shelter campaign was to prevent any' possibility of a Tot-like air
attack on Coalition cities, bases, or, especially after G-Day, ground forces. Given Saddam Hussein's likely desire to survive the war with as
"much
of his air force intact as possible, the chances are that such an
attack was never contemplated very seriously by the Iraqis on any large
scale. On the other hand, even a few aircraft getting through with chemical weapons had the potential to change the stretegic context of the entire
war. Measured against the more modest objective of rendering the chances of such attacks as remote as possible, the shelter campaign would
appear to have largely succeeded even though several hundred Iraqi
ai•craft managed to elude destruction. As the Navy's Strike Projection
Evaluation and Anti-Air Warfare Research (SPEAR) group noted in a 16
February 1991 advisory, the majority of Iraq's remaining fixed-wing
aircraft had been dispersed in northern and central bases and would have
had to redeploy south to be able to attack targets in the Kuwait theater;
further, by this stage of the war, the Iraqis evidenced no intention of
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(S) Message from COMUSNAVCENT to USCENTAF, saibject "Air Campaign," 23 Jan
0727Z; (S) Message from USCENTAF/CC to USCENTNAV, sObject "Air Campaign," 26 Jan

2130Z. In the first message Adm Arthur nuted that his pilots had seen aircraft out Inthe
open that had not been hit, especially at Al Taqaddum. Gen Homer's reply was that
pilots who passed up aircraft in the open to hit shelters did not "have the big picture."
Hand notations on airfield-related documents in LA Col Deptula's "intelfrgt Folder #2"
(OWAPS,

B1H
2-25) indicate that this message was conveyed to the Black Hnle.

1°4Again, the OBU-24A/B used the 1-2000 or BLU-109 hard-target-penetrating
warhead,
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committing any significant number of the few surviving aircraft in southof ground operations against the Coalition's pending
em bases to support
05
ground offensive.,

Summary Observatlons
"General Schwarzkopf's, declaration of air supremacy on 27 January
1991 was -based on the judgment of Coalition airmen that Iraq's air de-

*'

*
*

force had lbeen'rendered essentially combat ineffective.
fenses atand
..'Only
the air
low..'altitudeis did the" Iraqs retain any appreciable combat
effectiveness by late January, but Coalition aircraft could largely operate
above the reach of Iraqi antiaircraft artillery and infrared surface-to-air
missiles. In retrospect, the Various effectiveness measures examin-d in
this,.chapter do bear out ,the judgment that air,superiority was achieved in
the opening hours of Dedert Storm, and air supremacy within less than
two weeks. They do so, nmoreover, even though the present survey -had
little access to high-level Iraqi officials or wartime records. The bottom
line regarding Coalition control of the air is known: it is uvident in the
hundreds of Coalition aircraft that flow combat missicns each day without
being lost or -damaged by hostilo action, as well ini the near absence of
Iraqi attacks on Coalition ground forces, airfields, rear areas, cities, or
ports. Indeed, based on what is known, the Coamition's efforts to gain
early control of the air would appear to have been highly effective by
virtually any historical standard.
The next three chapters will cover the operational-strategic eftectiveness of Coalition air forces against the Iraqi field army in the Kuwait
theater and the various "strategic" targets that were attacked, mostly in
Iraq. As will be seen, in the case of the certain strategic targets such as
Iraq's national leadership facilities and telecommunications, the lack of
access to Iraqi data will be much more of an obstacle to reachiig definitive judgments about effectiveness than it was in this chapter. In at least
one such target category, no firm judgment about operational-strategic
effectiveness will even be possible one way or the other given the present
survey's lack of access to Iraqi information. In the case of control of the
air, though, the absence of information from the "other side of the hill"
poses no such limitation: the operational and strategic objectives of the
air superiority portion of Desert Storm were, for the most part, achieved.

'05SuhJect: "SPEAR Advisory 4-91: Iraqi

Aviation Threat to a Coalition Ground

Offensive," 160630Z Feb 1991, in "Intelvrt Info #2,"
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Attacking the Iraqi Amy and Navy
Air power's role in ýsupport of surface forces in the Gulf War was to
,reduce the Iraqi Army In the Kuwait thMater and carry out associated
attacks against the Iraqi Navy, thbn support the ground invasion. This
chapter begins an examination of these roles, principally focusing on the
attacks against the in-place Iraqi Army; a shorter section on the Iraqi
Navy follows at the end. The next chapter deals with air power as it was
employed against engaged ground forces during the action at Al Khafji
and in the, final four days of the war. Taken together, these chapters
outline how air power accomplished the goals set by the Coalition strategy for defeating Iraq's surface forces.

Coailtion Strategy
Our strategy to go after this army is very, very simple. First, we're
going to cut it off, and then we're going to kill it.
(General Colin Powell, News Briefing, 23 January 1991)

Coalition air operations against Iraqi ground forces consisted of those
two basic elements. Cutting off the forces in the theater-from supplies
and from information-entailed attacks on supply routes, bridges, and
railroad yards, Attacks on information were undertaken within the theater
by strikes against command posts and communication facilities. There
was also a parallel effort against the communications target sets in Iraq
proper, a subject more fully addressed in Chapter 6.' Another part of the
campaign was direct attacks on the army itself throughout the Kuwait
Nheater. Strikes against Iraqi armor and artillery were the most distinctive
features of this effort, but command and control sites, ammunition
stockpiles, transportation within the theater, and the troops themselves
were also prominent targets.

'A case could also be made that the attacks on Iraqi aircraft and airfields (covered
InChapter 3) also helped Isolate the Iraqi ground forces from information by prohibiting
acrial reconnaissance.
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The vast weight of, the Coalition air effort was directed against Iraqi
ground forces in Kuwait or against supply lines to those fow'es. Ground
forces absorbed most of the attack sorties of the war and an even larger
proportion of the bomL- tornnage. While a command bunker in Baghdad
or at a sector air operations center was apt to be targeted with one or two
precisions!Culded munitions, a -brigade or'division ýcommanid post was
nmire likely to be'in the path of one or more unguided bombp dropped in
strings of fifty-one from each of threc B-52s, or dropped in pairs from F16s or F/A. 18s or Ifrom a variety. of 'other CcAllition aircraft dropping a
variety of munitions. Mottovt,-a single divisional target may have, been
visited. by flights.of. foutr aircraft arriving in sequen~ce for hours at a time.
Precision weapons mitre employed. in Kuwait but to far less a degree than
ina Iraq.' This portion of the. air war was. chiaracterized more by a gradual
attrition, of Iraqi "forces rather than by 'a sudden change in Iraqi
capabilities, such as had characterized the attacks on the Iraqi Air Force
and -air defense systern. Bomb-damage assessment -was not a matter of
scoring the',success, of any individual sorie but of attempting to measure
'the cumulative effort of many sorties over time.'
The -operations plan for the campaign stated simply that Iraqi combFit
effectivene~ss hi tho Kuzwait theater was to be reduced by at least 50

percent,,but' #,here were few food measures by which success could be
judged. Measuring. s~uccess in cutting off the army from supplies was
dependent on knowing h~ow many days of supplies the army had in place
and how much sustainment was needed. as well as estimating how much
theo flow of supplies had been constricted. For attrition or~ the forces
themselves, the measures seized on were the degradation of armor and
artillery by 50 percen't.3 What could not have been known when thia figure
was proposed in August 1990 was that the disposition of the Iraqi Army
the folluwing January would have the heavy divisions, holding the bulk of
all the armor, in the rear areas. Nor could all Ira4i equipment be
considered of equal value: for stopping an attacking Iraqi force, armor
attrition was the key; for attacking a defending Iraqi force, the situation in
'Mhe F-Ill Ps by themselves dropped almost 1,800 precision .guidcd bombs in the
Kuwait theater and A-l0s fired over 5,000 Maverick missiles, so the campaign was far
fromn being a throwback to an earlier eam, The contrast was to strategic bombing within
Ir~q, where a far higher percentago of attacks used precision bombs (Precision-guided
Munitions Category Count[,, OWAPS Missions Database).
3(S) HQCENTcom,
Combined Operation Desert Storm, 17 Jan 1991, para 3. d.(3)(c).
OWAPS, CHP I81
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V'
January 1991, attrition of artillery became preeminent. For these and other
reasons, as will be seen in the execution of the plan, a number of factors
•tended to make thesmeasures of equipment degradation less meaningful.4
The prosecution of air attacks against the Iraqi Army recognized the.
important status of"the Republican Guard, but those forces proved a
difficult target. They were singled out as a center of gravity for the part
they played as the strategic reserve in the Iraqi ground scheme of maneuverand for their.political role as defender of Saddamn Hussein's regime.
Central Command planning, in fact, addressed the possibility of staging
an earlierthan-planned ground attack If It was discovered that the Republican Guard was about to retreat back into the interior of Iraq before the
planned ground offensive got underway.' Fearing an early withdrawal,
Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf directed that bridges be struck early in the
air campaign (in Phase I) not simply to stop the flow of supplies into the
theater but to interrupt the retreat of the Guard out of the theater.' Still,
the position of these forces, set the farthest back in the theater, made
them the most difficult units to observe and to attack and, as will be
discussed, allowed several divisions to be among the least damaged Iraqi
units by the end of the war.
A final factor influencing the prosecution of the air campaign in
Kuwait was the restriction on bombing altitude. Crews bombed from
altitudes much higher than their previous training prepared them for in
order to remain above the altitude in which they would be susceptible to
antiaircraft artillery and many surface-to-air missiles. As a result, a
number of penalties were accepted: first, the aircraft were simply less
accurate from the higher altitudes because of the greater distance to the
target and the resulting magnification of sighting errors; second, some of
the munitions dropped were designed for low-altitude release, particularly
the cluster mines or bomblets, and were thus less effective because of the
excessive dispersion pattern of the munitions that resulted; and third, the

'rhe subject of the proper measures of attrition became moot with the difficulties
that emerged in determining even what had occurred as a result of the bombing.
S(S) 1-5 After Action Report, "Headquarters CENTCOM/Joint Forces and Theater
Operations," 5 Mar 1991, Vol IX,Tab Z. OWAPS, NA 259.
"'Cut key bridges, roads, and rail lines immediately south of Basrah to block
withdrawal of ROPC forces." (9) HQCENTCOM, Combined Operation Desert Storm, 17 Jan
1991, para 3.1.(I) (b) 3, OWAPS, CHP 18-I1.
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crews had a much greater problem in identifying targets and assessing the
damage done.7 Precision weapons were not affected as much by the
release altitudes, but in the Kuwait theater, where much depended on the
use of unguided munitions, results came much more slowly, and because
of the virtual absence of adequate bomb-damage assessment, this situation
was not well understood until well into the air campaig.

Iraqi Ground Forces
The general disposition of Iraqi ground forces deployed in Kuwait
was well known by Coalition military leaders before thehbeginning of the
air war. The number of Iraqi divisions grew throughout the fall of 1990,
and U.S. intelligence documents had, by December 1990 and January
1991, depicted the general placement and anticipated employment of
those forces-information that was confirmed both by the experience of
the ground war and by information learned during and after the war from
enemy prisoner of war debriefings and captured Iraqi military documents.,
Map 2 displays the identification and placement of Iraqi ground
forces, deployed to meet the Coalition ground attack in three stages. The
frontline forces were to meet the initial Coalition attack, slow down and
cause attrition in those forces, and allow the Iraqi military leadership to
determine the main axis of attack, The second stage employed the

7This

subject is treated in depth in the oWAPs Weapons, Tactics, and Training report,
See also: (S) USAP Fighter Weapons Center, Tactical Analysis Bulletin, Volume 91.2, Jul
91, OWAPS, NA 216; (S) Rpt, Strategic Air Command/XP, B-52 Desert Storm Bombing
Survey, SAC.TR.91-36, 15 Dec 1991, p 33, OWAPS, NA 100; (S) Prank Shwamb, at al,
Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol Ih Strike Warfare (CRM 1991-178, Alexandria,
VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1991), pp 5.24 through 5-29; and (S) US Marine Corps

Research Center, "Aviation Operations in Southwest Asia," Research Paper #92-0003, US
Marine Corps, Quantico, VA, Jun 1992.
'Some units were misidentified and others remained unidentified, but the dispositions
of the forces were accurate, Information presented in (S) Iraq as a Military Adversary,

Special National Intelligence Estimate (SNIS), memo to Holders of sNE 36.2.5.90, 2 Jan
1991, In this chapter frequent use will be made of enemy prisoner of war debriefnngs,
reports of which are found in a series of Intelligence Information Reports (hereafter
referred to as liRS) issued by the US Army's 513th Military Intelligence Brigade, the

organization which oversaw the Iraqi enemy prisoner of war exploitation effort. Copies
of these records are in numerous locations, including a master file at the Defense

Intelligence Agency (DIA). The OWAPS collection includes some on computer disc and
others on paper in CHST 32-5 and New Acquisition Folder 312.
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tactical and operatiocal reserves of armored and mechanized divisions
throughout central Kuwait and extending into Iraq, deployed behind the
frontline divisions, that were to reinforce and block penetrations of the
front lines (the Iraqi tactical reserves were the 5th, 3d, I st, 6th, and 52d
Divisions; the operational reserves were the U Armored Corps' 51st and
-17th Divisions and the Jihad Corps' 12th, and 10th Divisions). The
Republican Guard divisions formed the third echelon north and west of
the Kuwait border., These forces made up the strategic reserve poised to
counterattack against the main Coalition attack; of principal interest were
the heavy divisions of the Guard, the Thwakalna, Madinah, and
Hammurabi.' Other infantry divisions in the theater hadigeneral missions
to act as reinforcements (as part of the tactical reserve), protect the coast,
and defend against possible airborne attacks into central Kuwait, but the
overall Iraqi military strategy was understood correctly by the Coalition
as being embodied in these three stages of defense. Central Command
referred to the formations as twenty-five committed, nine reinfbrcing, and
eight theater reserve divisions; except for minor variations, they are the
same as portrayed.' 0
Based on the depiction of Iraqi force deployment and the military
strategy to employ them, the identification of the Republican Guard as an
Iraqi center of gravity was fitting, Not only were these forces vital for
the internal support of the Iraqi leadership, they were also the key forces
counted on to turn back the Coalition ground attack. Certainly not by
coincidence, the Republican Guard also occupied a blocking position
between the remainder of the Iraqi divisions and their retreat (or desertion) back into Iraq. Finally, and critically for the Coalition strategy, the
Republican Guard's positions, except for the Tawakalna Division, made
them the most difficult for the Coalition forces to reach and the most
likely to escape from the theater.

9(S)

Iraq aa a Milary Adversary; Department of Defense, Conduct of Lhe Persian

Gulf War, Final Report to Congress, Apr 1992, pp 110-12, Note: heavy division is the
term describing either an armored or mechanized division.
t°(S) Ibd; uscENTcoM Situation Report, 23 Fab 1991, OWAPS. CHST 68.
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While the number and placement of units was both observed and
updated before and during the war, the number of Iraqi troops that made
up these units, as, well. as the equipment totas (armor and artillery) of the
units, were estimates based on what was known about Iraqi unit sr~ucture.
updated whom possible from other intelligence information but not further
amended during the war. Once the numbers of troops and equipment were
derived, the divisions were assumed to be fully manned and equipped."
Even, during to war. when there were many indications from prisoner of
war reports that units had deployed with substantilly fewer men and less
equipment, those estimates were not updated. Furthermore, the military
command structure did not comment on or engage in any assessments of
Iraqi personnel losses-body counts-either during or after the war.
The unwillingness of both Central Command Commander General
Schwarzkopf and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff General Powell to deal
explicitly with numbers of personnel was based both on their experiences
with body counts In the Vietnam War and their conviction that numbers
of people were not a good measure of combat power, they directed
attention to numbers of maneuver divisions and brigades.'" Even a year
after the war, the official Department of Defense position was that there
were 540,000 Iraqi troops In the theater when the air war began, and "On
planners thought nearly
the eve of the ground offensive, Coalition
3
450,000 Iraqi troops rmmained in the KTO."'
The decision not to use numbers of troops as a reliable indicator of
combat power was an appropriate one during the war, but, for purposes
of analysis, the estimated numbers of troops can be used as a measure of
how the relative Iraqi combat strength changed over time. The relationship is surely not a direct one, but, in this war, marked as it was by
heavy desertions during the air campaign, an accounting of personnel
strength of the Iraqi forces over time provides some measure of the entire

11(S)

Tables in Iraq as a Military Adversary, pp 15-21, aWAPS. CHSH 97-3. Totals
for Iraqi troops in the theater included both the sum of divisional totals and those
personnel at corps level and above,
12
" cN'roM News Briefing of Cen H. Norman Schwarzkopr, Riyadh. Saudi Arabia,
27 Feb 1991; (TS) Intvw, Ron Cole, JCs/Historical Staff, and Diane Putney, Office of Air
Force History, with Rear Adm J. M, McConnell, USN. Deputy Director for Intelligence,

Joint Staff, 14 Feb 1992, aWAPS, NA 261.
13 DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gu(f War, Final Report to Congress, pp 85, 254.
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effects of the bombing. While the Iraqis themselves have not provided
such data (and may lack accurate information), and until captured documents are exploited to gain further insights, ezierny prisoner of war reports remain As the best source,
The prisoner ot war debriefings conducted by the Coalition included
questions about the standard as well as actual manning of the individual's
unit, type and amount of equipment, number of desertions, and numbers
killed or wounded by bombing. This information, with reference to the
date of the prisoner's capture,'provides a measure of t'ie original size and
attrition of Iraqi forces. The information must be used with caution,
however, 'since the bulk of the deserters came from the frontline, often
lowest-manned, divisions; far fewer came from the heavy divisions in
reserve, Only during the incursion at Al Khatji and during the ground
offensive were troops from the operational and strategic reserve divisions
and higher ranking officers captured and interrogated. As a result, there
are numerous and reinforcing reports by soldiers from nearly all of the
frontline divisions, particularly in the west, but far fewer from
elsewhere."4 The Survey conducted no independenk Investigation on the
size of the Iraqi Army but used the information obtained in these
interrogations to update the U.S. prewar estimates-not on the number of
Iraqi units (divisions and brigades) in the theatre' but on the number of
troops estimated to be a part of these units,
Reports from prisoner of war interrogations point to several reasons
for the Department of Defense prewar estimate of 540,000 Iraqi troops in
the theater as too high. First, the reports indicate that a full-strength Iraqi
division had fewer troops than U.S. intelligence sources esimated.
Whereas the estimate for a full strength Iraqi division was 11,500 to
12,000 (depending on the type of division), prisoners reports set the
authorized strengths of their divisions at not more than 10,000.11 Second,
few, if any, of these divisions deployed with a full 10,000 complement,

14or particular interest are prisoner reports on some of the heavy division that played
a significant part in the ground action, including the 3d, 5th, 52d, 12th, Tawakaina, end
Hammurabi Divisions,
t5

The prisoner reports include those from high ranking officer

who had specific

knowledge of manning of divisions. Needlem to say, most of the prisoners taken had very
little to say about manning levels above their own squad or company. (S) Iraq as a Military
Adversary, pp 15-21.
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and some had considerably fewer. There were a great many variations,
with the infantry divisions occupying the front lines having the weakest
manning; among those divisions, both the quality of the unit and its
'manning levels grew worse along the front line, moving from east to west..
Thus, Il Corps divisions, along the coast, were in thebest shape, and VII
Corps divisions, aligned west of the Wadi al Batin, were theworst, with
the 48th Division, at the end of the line in the west, having the lowest
manning of any division in the theater for which Linformation is
.available-deploying at only- 50, percent of its authorized full strength."
Third, the Iraqi policy of allowing troops to take leave at frequent intervals meant that a significant number of soldiers were absent when the air
-policy was a method of reducing the task of feeding the troops or was a
method of controlling desertions, as one Iraqi officer stated, is not certain,
but the practice resulted in a significant decrement in the size of the Iraqi
Army by the time the air war began. Certainly there were outright desertions throughout the fall of 1990, but, lacking other data, at least a partial
accounting of these deserters is possible by recognizing them among those
soldiers counted as on leave. Approximately 20 percent of the troops
were given leave at any one time, and the prisoner debriefings indicate
that those on leave seldom, if ever, returned after the air war had begun."

U

From the prisoner accounts, several general adjustments to the
original estimates can be reasonably made:

1%Such a disposition of divisions would make sense in light or the Iraqi anticipation of
a Coalition attack coming up the coast road or from the area of the Wadi al Batin (into
either the IV or Ill Corps arus). Note, however, that some units, such as the 3d and 12th
Armored Divislonc, deployed at close to full strength. As a result, any theater-wide
aa..ssmnts must be made with caution,
7
1 Enlisted men received 7 days leave for every 28 days (20 days for officers) in
the
field. Anticipation of leave from their units would no doubt lessen the soldiers' inclination
to desert. If thia were the came, it also explains why the leave policy was reinstated,
although briefly, during the war.
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Original Estimate

540,000

Adjustment for divisional manning:
(a) decrease based on difference in Iraqi reports on
authorized divisional size, compared to U.S. estimate
of same; and
(b) decrease based on reports of actual manning
levels of frontline western division; lacking further
evidence, assunte other divisions at closer to full

strength (II frontline 'divisions at 57 percent, 33
divisions at 85 percent, for an overall theater manning level of just under 78 percent)"

-1t20,000}

420,000
Adjustment ,for troop departures prior to the air war:
'disregard desertions, but assume that 20 percent of
force is on leave when the air war began"
336,000

The total of 336,000 troops (in 43 divisions and independent
brigades) in the Kuwait theater on 17 January 1991, taking into consideration the assumptions used, is best described as a "not more than" figure
but appears a more valid estimate of the Iraqi force than the 450,000
number estimated during the war, While no Department of Defense
source has published updated figures, a report of the House Armed Services has attempted to reconstruct the size of the force based on information from the prisoner of war statements and has estimated an even
smaller Iraqi force. While that report cannot be directly compared to the
above figures, since it does not estimate a number for the beginning of
the air war (it computes a figure only for the beginning of the ground
war), it bases its analysis on two different assumptions: that the Iraqi
divisions were under-strength by an average of 34 percent and that there

"'his decrement could be greater if the other divisions In the theater had similarly
low manning levels.
t9Desertions prior to 17 Jan are counted within the 20% authorized to be on leave,
"Thisdecrement could be greater iWthere was asubstantial early desertion rate Inaddition
to die numbers on leave.
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4 As indicated, prisoner reports mention that
were few soldiers on leave."
there were significant numbers on leave. Also, since the prisoner reports
were predominantly from the western divisions' frontline troops, the most
under-strength of the army, that population does not seem representative
of the remainder of the Iraqi Army; the report from other regions of the
theater, though there are far fewer reports, indicate higher manning levels.
The estimate of 336,000 Iraqi troops, as well as the Armed Services
Committee estimates, will be returned to later in this chapter during the

*discussion, of attrition during the air war.
Like the troop estimates, numbers for Iraqi armor and artillery In the
theater were determined in a similar manner-by reference to what was
understood as the standard equipping of the divisions, updated by other
intelligence. The numbers determined were 4,280 tanks, 2,870 armored
personnei cdarrers, and 3,110 artillery pieces, based on 42 (later upgraded
to 43) divisions, some independent brigades, and additional, attached
battalions. Unlike troop estimates, though, these equipment estimates can
be updated by reference to more than just prisoner reports; later exploitation
of photo imagery provides better counts. Central Intelligence Agency
analysis of photo imagery taken just before the air campaign began provides
the counts in Table 11, which appear to the Survey as highly credible,"
Two additional items not evident in the numbers themselves are noted
for later reference: First, although the actual numiber of tanks was less
than the total authorization, the armored and mechanized divisions had
virtually 100 percent of their authorization; in other words, almost all of
the shortfall occurred in the infantry divisions. Second, the most modem
and capable tanks, the T-72s, were possessed by the Republican Guard
heavy divisions. [DELETED]2"
20US House of Representatives Committee on Armed Services, Defense for a New
Era, Lessons of the Persian Gulf War (Washington, DC: 1992), pp 32-33. The difference

cited In these two assumptions would tend to be offsetting,
21
(SIWN) Information is based on photo imagery of 15 Jan 1991. (8) Brfg, CIA
Office of Imagery Analysis to OWAPs, 25 Jun 1992. These counts can be considered as
final counts, since Imagery detected no substantial amount of additional equipment
brought Into the theater during the air campaign,
22
Numerous enemy prisoner of war reports reinforce the picture of the low number
of tanks asigned to ioiantry divisions, Ground order of battle information, but those gaps

were filled In based on intelligence secured during the ground attacks.
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Table 11
Iraql Equipment in the Kuwait Theater, Estimated and Observed

ImqJ Equipment,
16Ja
191Tanksas of

Armored
personnel

16 Jan

Carriers

Artillery

Odl ;nal
Estimate (CIAMIA)

4,280

2,870

3,110

Photo imagery
counts (CIA)

3,475

3,080

2,475

Percent
Difference

19% (-)

7% (+)

20% (-)

Interdiction of Iraqi Lines of Communications
When General Powell spoke of "cutting off" the Iraqi Army
occupying Kuwait, he was referring to air interdiction of the highways
and rail line over which troops and materiel moved between central Iraq
and the Kuwait Theater of Operations (KTo).' Central Cnmmand plans
called for air attacks designed "to sever Iraqi supply lines" throughout all
phases of Operation Desert Storm.' The objective was to "isolate the
KTO" and "deny/disrupt Iraq's capability to resupply Iraqi forces via

23He

also was referring to Coalition air strikes against "t.e nerve center, the brains
of the operation, the command -. 4 control of the operation"!q Baghdad. (Transcript,
news briefing, The Pentagon, 23 Jan 1991, p 6.)
24(S/NF) Mag, USCINCCENT to xs. 161735Z Jan 199 , subj: USCINCrMENT OPORID 91.
0om for Operation Desert Storm. oWAPS, NA 357; (S)HwQUSCINTCOM and Joint Forces and
Theater of Operations OPI AN, Combined Operation Desert Storm, 17 Jan 1991, pp 2, 4,
5 and 6, OWAPS, CHC 18-1. Note that the US-only OPLAN for Desert Storm, issued a
month before uPORD 91-001 and the Combined OPLAN. directed US air forces to "cut
iraqi supply lines totally." ((S/NF) USCINCCENT OPLAN, Desert Storm, 16 Dec 1990, p
5, emphasis added, APtIRA 02696021
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highway and rail."'" Depriving the Iraqi Army of ammunition, POL
(petroleum, oils, and lubricants), food and water, and other essential
supplies was expected to sap its strength and thus diminish its ability to
resist a Coalition ground offensive. As the Director for Operations for
the Joint Staff put it, "we would like to ... see those forces at the front

atrophy. We would like to see them starve in terms of supplies so that
their combat power is reduced, so that our relative advantage over them
is enhanced." 2 In addition to the stated objective of the interdiction
effort, there may also have been a hope that denying resupply would not
just weaken the Iraqi Army but compel it to leave Kuwait.'
While air interdiction operations were devoted largely to cutting the
flow of supplies, they also aimed at stopping the movement of forces.
Most Iraqi ground forces had been deployed to the Kuwait Theater by the

"52"isolate

the KTO":

(S) M8g, USCINC.CENT to JCS, 161735Z Jan 1991; "de-

ny/disrupt, . . rail": briefing slides (S/NF), Tactical Air Command, USCNWiCOM Target
Objectives (undated, but probably Dec 1990 or later).
26Transcrlpt, Lt Cen Thomas Kelly, news briefing, The Pentagon, 12 Feb 1991, pp
3-4. One month after the end of the war. Gen Homer told a representative from the Air
Staff that he had viewed preventing the resupply of food, water, and POL as more Important than halting the flow of ammunition because of the sizable ammunition stockpiles the
Iraqi Army had amassed in the theater prior to Desert Storm. [Excerpts from (28 Mar
1991) intvw with Lt Gen Homer, attachment to memo, Maj Terry L. New, XOXWD, to
xoXw, xox, subj: Trip Report from Joint Doctrine Center visit to Desert Storm locations.
30 Apr 1991, OWAPS, Cc 6.]
27

In an Interview conducted three months before the war, Gen Olosson argued that
execution of the planned strategic air campaign would make it "for all practical purposes
impossible for (Saddaml to resupply the troops that he has in Kuwait .. . [O]nce you've
done that, the only thing you have to do is have the patience to wait out She effect of wIht
you've already accomplished. In other words, be patient enough to enjoy the fruits of
victory. It's impossible for that military force of 500,000 people and 4,000 tanks, to eat
and drink and have resupplies for more than about 10 days after we complete the [Phase
I1air campaign. At that point in time the Iraqis only have three options: they can either
retreat back into Iraq, they can make an attack on what limited food, water, and munitions
they have, or they can stay dug In until literally they have to come out of the dug-in
positions in order to survive from a physical standpoint. There are no other choices....
Therefore, it's just a matter of days until the people have to walk away. and that's why
I feel so confident that the air campaign will accomplish the objectives the President laid
down." I(S/LIMDIS/SAR)Intvw, TSgt Theodore J. Turner, USCENTAp Office of History,
with Brig Cen Buster C. Glosson, 17 Oct 1990, p 13, emphasis in original, OWAPS. CHP
5A.I
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start of war, 3o the need to block reinforcements was limited. 28 Of
gnbater conzem was the need to prevent Iraqi forces from departing

Kuwait intact by cutting off their path of retreat, as discussed earlier.25
Although these lines of communications were not cut during the first days
of the air war, the Republican Guard also did not retreat, contrary to
Schwarzkopf's fear.3

In the final day6 of the conflict, air interdiction

operations kept Iraqi reserve divisions from mounting an effective defense
against the Coalition ground offensive and slowed the enemy's retreat, a
subject discussed further in the next chapter. Between the start of the air
campaign and the start of the ground offensive, air interdiction-and allied

control of the air overall-precluded any major repositioning of Iraqi
forces in response to the massive "shift west" of Coalition ground forces.31 After the war, captured Iraqi officers told their interrogators that

21According

to Gen Homer, the job was to prevent the flight, rather than the further
buildup, of Iraqi forces (Homer lntvw, 28 Mar 1991.)
I)See footnote 6, this chapter. On 6 November, when Gen Schwarzkopr
met with
his component commanders to discuss the strategy for a Coalition offensive to drive the
Iraqi Army from Kuwait, CEWNAF was told "[e]very bridge and railroad was to be cut by
tactical air so no vehicles could go north or south from Basra." [(S/NF) Rpt, Rear Adm
(Ret) Grant Sharp, Planningfor the Gulf War (draft), 3 Dec 1991, p 42.3
"°(S) Master Attauk Plans prepared for the first and third days of the air campaign
included F/A.18 and A.6 strikes against eight bridges in Al Basra [(S) Master Attack
Plan, First 24 Hours, OWAPS, CHST 57-4; (SiLIMD1SISAR) Master Attack Plan, Third 24
Hours,

GWAPS, CHST

57.6.]

However, none of those planned strikes was executed.

[(S/NFAVN) Rpt, Schwamb, et al. Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol 11: Strike
Warfare, pp 6-38 and 6-42 - 6-45.1 The. Master Attack Plan for the second day identified
bridges in As Samawah and An Nasiriyah, and across the Hawr Al Hammar-locations
northwest of Al Basra-as "Republican Guard escape routes" and assigned F-I SEa to those
targets [(TSILIMDIS/SAR) Master Attack Plan, Second 24 Hours, oWAPS, CHST 57-5.]
Only the An Nasirlyah bridge was attacked on that day, with five Mk-82 bombs; the other
strikes were canceled (owAPs Missions Database),
31Air superiority and air interdiction capabilities were fundamental to Coalition plans
and preparations for the "left hook." As Gen Schwarzkopf explained the day before the
war ended: "very early on we took out the Iraqi Air Force. We knew that [the enemy]
had very, very limited reconnaissance means. Therefore, when we took out his air force,
for all Intents and purposes, we took out his ability to see what we were doing... in
Saudi Arabia. .... When we knew that he couldn't see us any more, we did a massive
movement of troops all the way out to... the extreme west [of Saudi Arabia], because
at that time we knew that he was still fixed in [Kuwait and southeastern Iraq] with the
vast majority of his forces, and once the aircampaign started,he would be incapable of
moving out to counter this move, even (f he knew we made it." (Transcript., CENTiCOM
news briefing, Riyadh, 27 Feb 1991, pp 2-3, emphasis added.) in his autobiography,
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even if they had possessed good intelligence on the allied shift,32 they
would not have been able to redeploy their forces while under Coalition
air attacks. Finally, on the oneoccasion when Iraq did attempt a ground
offensive (the Battle ofrAl Khafji), 'Coalition air power was instrumental.
in countering the move, in part by attacking divisions that were preparing
for a follow-on.assault.33 .
In short, tho Desert Storm air campaign included operations directed
toward both force (or mobility) interdiction and supply (or logistics)
interdiction,' In essence, air power was assigned the task of imposing a
barrier behind the Iraqi Army. Force interdiction was intended to keep that
army in; supply interdiction, to keep materiel out. Like the interdiction
effort itself, the discussion below will focus on supply interdiction. The
effects of Coalition air attacks on the transport of military supplies to the
Kuwait theater will be examined first. The effects of allied attacks on the
availability and distribution of supplies within the theater are then considered. The discussion concludes with an assessment of the effectiveness of
air interdiction in reducing the combat potential of the Iraqi Army and
contributing to the success of the Coalition ground offensive.
Because the principal lines of communications between Baghdad, the
main military supply center, and the Kuwaii theater generally followed and
frequently crossed rivers, bridges became the key targets of air operations
to "isolate" the theater. Map 3 depicts the major supply routes from
Baghdad to Al Basra.3s A highway and single-track rail line ran along the

Schwarzkopf reports that he made this same point during a 14 November meeting in
which he provided an early outline of the "left hook" plan to his senior commanders. [it
Doesn't Take a Hero (New York, 1992), pp 380-383.1
32
(S/REL UK) MR, Joint Debriefing Center, 513th Military Intelligence Brigade. US
Army, subj: The Gulf War: An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective (DC Rpt 0052). 11
Mar 1991, p 5, GWAPS, CHST 32-2.

3"See Chapter 5.
34

"rhe distinction between "force" and "supply" interdiction can be found in Edmund
Dews and Felix Kozaczka, Air Interdiction: Lessons From Past Campaigns (N-1743PA&E, Rand Corp, Santa Monica, CA. 1981).
"35(S/WN/NP) Map 3 is based on information derived from (S/WN/NF) Rpt. Iraq

Regional Task Force, IRAQ: Sustaintent Capmbilitiesfor the K70, Defense Special Assessment 171-91, 20 Feb 1991, p 4; Rpt (TS collateral copy), DIA, Final EDA Status Report. 14
Mar 1991. pp 93-97. OWAPS, NA 519. (Note that here and in later citations, page referenmces
for the Final BDA Status Report come from the collateral copy in the OWAPS

flies,)
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Eaphrates River, passing through As Samawah and An Nasiriyah. To the
north, another highway roughly paralleled the Tigris~ River as it ran via Al
Kut aid Al. Amarah. On both of' these routes, the distance between Bagh-

dad andAl Basm- was approximately 600 -kilometers (kmn). Týeý two highYways were cohnecteo, by a third. north-soath road following the Shatt al
dhiarrmf between

Al Kut and 'An Nasiriyah.. Another highway flikked Al

-,,.Ainahu and An Naslriyah. The road between An Nasi'riyah and Al Qumnab
'wasused to bypas the Al Basraa4rea durring the war

There were 126 highway'bridges and 9 railroad bridges south of
Baghoad.3 By the end olf the war, roughly half the bridges were included
-on the Black Hole~s Master 'lirget List.37 Bridges represented attractive
targets because they were limited in number, easily located, vulnerable to
attack. (especially attacks by precision-guided munitions), hard to repair,
-and frequently difficult to bypass.3' It should be noted that-in addition
to the bridges, seven rail yards in Iraq also were targeted as transportation
choke points, but the damage to the yards was not a major factor in
eliminating rail traffic between Baghdad and the theater."' The destruction of rail bridges was of much greater consequence.

36(S/WN)

Notes for brfg,

for

DIA,

Wrapup Brfg, II Mar 1991, files

DIA

Deputy Director for Foreign Intelligence, Log

(DIA),

37(S) Master

Target List, I Mar 1991, GWAPS, RH, BOX 9, Folder 101.
6See Air Interdiction. Lessons From Past Campaigns, p 13.

3

39(StWN)

Coalition air strikes against two rail yards In At Basm caused "choke point
damage" and 'damagad tracks," The ynrd at Ash Shuaybah received "limited damage,"
with bomb craters between the classification yard and the freight-handling area. One
small classification yard InAz Zubayr had track damage at Its north and south ends, while
another, the Az Zubayr Railroad Yard North, also had "light damage to rails and several
rail-ralated support facilities." Five tracks were damaged at the yard In Khan Abu ar
Rayat. The Battikalt rail yard was "severely damaged." Despite damage, all the yards
remained "functional," ((S/WN) Background Paper, DIA/DB8B8, to Director of the Joint
Staff, subj: Iraq's Logistics, 15 Mar 1991, Tasker #5064, DB-98 (now DIR-OR1) Tasker%
Files; (S/WN) Rpt, DIAJDX, Desert Storm BDA Imagery Review, Vol 111, DX-2900.459991,
Jul 1991, pp 74.75 and 102- 105, UWAP.S, CHST 53-I1; Final BDA Status R~eport, pp 91 and
92; (S) Intvw, Kurt Cuthe, CJWAPS, with DIA/DB.81 (now DIR-OR), 7 Oct 1992, OWAPS,
notes in (Juthe's filie.]
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Map 3

Unes of ConmunicationInto the Kuwait Theater
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Si Pway and railroad bridges in Iraq were attacked throughout Desert
Storm.
Some eight hundred strikes were carried out against these

FIgur 17
Strike Against"Bide by Aicrf TMp

l0nfonuation on bridge strikes was derived from the (S)OWAFI Missions Database and

tables,
177

360-139 -93 -19OL 3

I

targets. ("Strike" here is defined as the delivery of one or more weapons
by a single aircraft against a discrete target.) Nearly 90 percent were
aimed at highway bridges. Figure 16 shows the distribution of bridge
strikes over tirme and by aircraft type. A variety of aircraft were used in
bridge strikes, with the largest shares executed by F-I 6s, 0-Il 7so OR-Is,
and F-Il Is (see Figure 17). Both free-fall bombs and precision-guided
-munitions(Pams) were employed against bridges. During all 6 weeks of
0rDesert Storm, PMS were delivered In somewhat less than half (45 percent)
.of the stkes. 'nthe last two weeks, however, the proportion of POM
strikes (20 percent) was considerably smaller than the proportion in the first
four (65 percent) (see Figure 18). This can be attributed to the large share
of F- 16 strikes with unguided bombs in the latter part of February and the
increased use of air-delivered mines and other cluster munitions during the
ground war. The distribution of PaM strikes over time and by aircraft type
can be seen in Figure 19. F-I17, OR-I, and F-IIIF aircraft together accounted for over 80 percent of the POM strikes (see Figure 20).
Virtually all strikes were intended to cause structural damage (for
example, one or more destroyed spans) that would render the targeted
bridges inipassable."1 Figure 21 presents the first-order effect of the
antibridge strikes-a steady increase in the number of damaged bridges in
Iraq. (Data for the first two weeks of the war were incomplete,). 2 In most
cases, the damage left the bridge unusable, In others, the damage was less

There were a number of cases near the end of the war in which bridge ap.
proaches were mined to trap Iraqi ground forces in the KTO. For example, on 24 Feb,
Navy strike aircraft dropped Mk 82 bombs with delayed fuzing to seed the approaches
to the Ar Rumayla highway bridge over the Hawr Al Hammar. (Additional Mk 82 bombs
were delivered against the bridge itself.) On 26 and 27 Feb, F-Il Is delivered CBU-87
submunitions against bridge approaches and military vehicles in southeastern Iraq to
destroy retreating enemy forces, On 27 Feb, naval air mined the approaches to a highway
bridge at Al Madinah, again using Mk 82s. (DesertStorm Reconstruction Report, Voi II,
pp 6.30, 6-34- 6-35, 6.43, 6-44 and C-16; OWAPS Missions Database,) That same day,
B-52 bombers scattered CBU-89 (Gator) mines along the approaches to the Al Rumayla
41(S)

bridge, helping create a bottleneck that hampered the flight of the Iraqi Army. (S) SActxP,

B-52 Desert Storm Bombing Survey, p 15; (S) Master Attack Plan for 42nd 24 Hours, 27
Feb 1991, OWAPS, Bt 2-46. See Chapter 5 for further discussion,

42Ftigure 21 reflects data derived from various Defense Intelligence Agency assessments produwed during the Gulf War, Dates correspond to the dates of the DIA documents
in which damage to b'ldges was reported.
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Figure 20
PGM Strikes Against Bridges by Aircraft Type
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severe (for example, a span was punctured rather than dropped), and the
bridge could still be used. By the time of the cease-fire, thirty-seven
highway bridges and nine railroad bridges were no longer usable. Another
nine highway bridges were severely damaged but usable,. 3 As shown in
Map 4, roughly two-thirds of these bridges were located on the lines of
communications from Baghdad to the theater. As Samawah, An Nasiriyah,
TM
and Al Basra had the largest number of damaged bridges.
Throughout the war, Iraq attempted to offset the destruction of its
permanent bridges by rerouting traffic, constructing temporary bridges,
using amphibious ferry vehicles, and building earthen causeways. Efforts

43

Final &DA Status Report, pp 90-91.

"44Figure4-9 is based on information derived from Final NDA Status Report, pp 90-

98; (S/WN) Paper, DIAOR.5I,
list of damaged Iraqi bridges, railway yards, and ferry
facilities, 24 Feb 1991, DB.Bf Desert Shield/Desert Storm Trmnslog; (S/WN) Large map
with overlay, 28 Feb 1991, DIAMDS.S; Background paper on Iraq's Logistics.
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Status of Bridges on Baghdad-to..KTO. Routes,

28 February 1991
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was minimal, because the Iraqi Army, as a whole, had no urgent need for
resupplies during the aif war.
Temporary bridges, ferry vehicles, and causeways were Iraq's primary
counters to Coalition operations against highway bridges. The Iraqi Army
had a variety of bridging equipment, including pontion sections, ribbon
bridges (accordion-like pontoons carried on truck.;-), and self-propelled
ferries
Estimates varied as to how much equipment was on hand,
although the stocks probably were large." In addition to using wet
support bridging, the Iraqis sometimes built a causeway to substitute for
a damaged bridge. For example, after F-117-delivered laser-guided
bombs closed one of the highway bridges at Al Madinah, a causeway
constructed next to the bridge permitted the continued flow of traffic (see
photo next page).' South of Al Madinah, the Ar Rumayla highway
bridge, itself a causeway along an important route circumventing Al
Basra, was kept open through the construction of multiple earthen
bypasses, despite repeated allied attacks.
Since there were units that deployed to the theater without their
assigned river-crossing equipment, the Iraqis had the ability to preposition
equipment near key bridges that might be targets of Coalition strikes,"
(One intelligence report argued th- Iraqis had been "forced to divert
combat engineer assets to maintain supply and communication lines

'4(S/WN) Note that these ferries assigned to Iraqi military units should not be
confused with the Tannomah highway ferry facility located southeast of Al Basra on the
Shatt Al Arab. As indicated in Figure 4-9 [Status of Bridges on Baghdad-to-KTO Routes,
28 Feb 1991], damage Inflicted by Coalition air strikes left the Tannomah ferry inoperab
46(S/NF/WN) Rpt, IRAQ: Ability
of LIX: to Withstand an Air
Interdiction Campaign,
Defense Special Assessment 568-90, 27 Dec 1990, p 2: (S) Memo, DIA/WDB-8s

to

CENTAF/iNT, subj: Bridge Repair and Pontoon Bridges, 5 Feb 1991, Tasker #4133, DIAIDB.

SB (now DIR-6B) Taskers Files.
47
OWAPS

Missions Database: GWAPS, crr Folder 588.

420WAPS Missions Database; Final ODAStatus Report, pp 96-97.

"49(S/NF)IRAQ: Ability of Locs to Withstand an Air Interdiction Campaign, p 2.
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28 January 1991, vehicles bypass a bomb-cratered bridge
at Al Madinah using a newly constructed causeway.

from Baghdad into the KTO in response to Coalition air strikes.")' According to a 20 February intelligence assessment, "large amounts of bridging
material" (ferries and ribbon bridges) were hidden.
[DELETED]"'5
[DELETED]5 2 The skill Iraq exhibited in coping with the destruction of its
permanent bridges led Lt. Gen. Charles A. Homer after the war to caution,

S0(S) CENTAF Desert Storm Intelligence Summary 91-042, 6 Feb 1991 (citing DIA),
GWAPS, CC Folder 20.
51(S/NF) IRAQ:

Sustainment Capabilitiesfor the KTO, p 2.

5

(S/NF/REL UK, CAN, AUS/WN) Memo, CiA/OIA, to Distribution, sibj: The Status
of Iraq's Lines of Communication into Kuwait, 7 Feb 1991, GWAPS, CBDA Folder 25;
(SINF) Memo, National Intelligence Officer for Warning, to National Warning Staff, subj:
Bridges Along Iraq's LOCs, 19 Feb 1991, GWAPS, CIM Folder 26.

Best Available Copy
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Anybody that does a campaign against transportation systems [had] better
beware! It looks deceivingly easy. It is a tough nut to crack. [The
Iraqis] were very ingenious and industrious in repairing them or bypassing
them .... I have never seen so many pontoon bridges. [When] the canals
near Burs [were bombed), they just filled them In with dirt and drove

t "..
aaro n thedir

K

defeat Iraqi attempts to maintain river crossings on the main lines
of communications, Coalition aircraft restruck permanent bridges that were

I
*

damaged but passable and also attacked temporary bridges. Beginning in
mid-February, strike aircraft- conducted "river recce" to keep Iraqi rivers

STo

free of usable bridges. F-16s, F-.5Es, and F-Ills flew armed

reconnaissance missions along speciftec river segments to "destroy all
bridges" within each "zone."• The Iraqis tried to protect bridging equipm
sent by hiding pontoons and ferry units in wooded areas, submerging
sections of pontoon bridges so they appeared damaged, and keeping pontoon bridges parallel to shorelines until needed." Despite these counter-

rmeasures, Coalition aircraft succeeded in destroying a total of thirty-one
DELETED]"
pontoon bridges.T
"3(S/NF) Intvw, Perry Jamison, Richard Davis, and Barry Barlow, Air Force History
Program, with Lt Gen Charles A. Homer, 4 Mar 1992, Shaw AFB, aWAPS, NA 303, pp 4950. In these same remarks, Gen Homer also noted the value of laser-guided bombs in
taking down enemy bridges.
(S) USCINCCENT SITREPs, 15-17 Feb 1991, SWAPS, Container 28, Css Safe 1;
(S) Master Attack Plans, 14-18 Feb 1991, MWAPS, 1, Box 6B, Folders 87 and 88;
(S) Brfgs, Desert Storm CSAP Briefs, 14-18 Feb 1991, OWAPSCHST 101-1, 102-2, 103-1.
104-I, and 105-I; (S) Intvw, Center For Air Force History with Maj Gen Buster C.
Glosson, 12 Dec 1991, p 24, MWAPS, Historical Advisor's files.
35(S) Paper, Combat Plans Officer, 10th TPS, F-16 Operations Desert Shield/Desert
Storm, Appendix 15 to Annex C to Tie AAFCE TLF Gulf War Cooference Report, 20 Feb
1992; (S) lntvw, Kurt Guthe, OWAPS, with DIAMDB.SB (now DIR.6B), 6 Oct 1992, CWAPS,
notes In Guthe's flies.
M"Brfg, xoxw.O, The Desert Stonr Strategic Air Campaign: What We Did and Why
We Did It, 25 Jun 1991. Note that the I Mar 1991 Master Target List included only
seven pontoon bridges: As Samawah West over the Euphrates (RR 48), As Samawah East
over the Euphrates (RR 49), Awad al Haib over the Euphrates (RR 60), Al Khidr over
the Euphrates (RR 59), An Nasliyah West (bypas) over the Euphrates (RR 47), An
Nuirlysh East over the Euphrates (RR 43), and Al Bumr over the Shalt al Arab (RR 28).
As Map 4 (Status of Bridges on Baghdad-to-KTO Routes, 28 Feb 19911 indicates, all of
these bridges were destroyed. (See also MAIosas, list of damaged Iraqi bridges, railway
yards, and ferry facilities, 24 Feb 1991.)
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Iraq had no real counters to allied attacks on the bridges for its
single-track rail line. The damage resulting from strikes against rail
bridges in As Samawah, Saqash, and Al Basra precluded traffic between
Baghdad and the Kuwait theater.5 ' The Muftal Wadam bridge in As Samawah became unusable after its deck was damaged and its rails were
cut. Spans on the Saqash bridge and the Al Basra bridge were damaged
or destroyed." None of the bridges were repaired during the war. The
Muftal Wadam bridge would have been difficult to bypass. No bypass
was available for the Saqash bridge. Elimination of the Al Basra bridge
isolated that city from rail traffic,' Construction of temporary replacements for these bridges was not an alternative, and as a result, rail service
between Baghdad and Al Basra was not restored until several months
after the war." (It is interesting to note that while the Iraqis could do
little to mitigate the effects of attacks on rail bridges, they did construct
"a network of earthen berms on both sides of the main line northwest of
the corps-level supply depots west of Az Zubayr most likely as protection
against military action [i.e., air strikes].'* 2 Coalition air planners, however, never intended to cut the Baghdad-to-Al Basra rail line at any points
other than bridges. The threat of air attack apparently prompted the
enemy to pursue an unnecessary countermeasure.)
Physical damage to the bridges in Iraq had the military effect of
reducing Baghdad's ability to resupply its army in the Kuwait. Highway
and railroad route capacities, as measured in metric tons per day (t/d), were
greatly diminished as a result of air operations against the bridges. Prior
to the air campaign, the major highways from Baghdad to the Kuwait
theater together could handle an estimated 200,000 t/d. At the end of
Desert Storm, total capacity was one-tenth that amount and dependent on
temporary bridges.' Figure 22 charts the decline in highway route capaci-

7(S/NF) Imgr: Sustainment Capabilitiesforthe XAo, p 2; Wolak intvw, 7 Oct 1992.
""
"5Final BOA Status Report, p 92; Desert Storm BODA
Imagery Review, pp 84-85, 92-93,
and 100-101.
"59Desert Storm ODAImagery Review, pp 84-85, 92-93. and 100- 101.
"(SINF/WN) Memo, DIA to CENTCOM J-2, subJ: Interdiction of Selected Targets and
Resupply, 26 Aug 1990, Tasker #784, DD.-B (now DIR.6B) Taskers Files.
"6(S)Wolak intvw, 7 Oct 1992.

62 (S/NF/WN) Rpt, DIA, Iraqi Resupply Operations (Update), Nov 1990.
"3Final ODA Status Report, p 93.
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ty." After a sharp drop in the last two weeks of January, capacity fell
more gradually in February, a change that may have reflected Iraqi use of
secondary routes, temporary bridges, and causeways.OM Temporary bridges
in a number of cases kept supply routes open but at lower capacity. (A
pontoon'bridge able to support 10,000 t/d might have only one-fourth the
capacity of the permanent bridge it replaced.)". Note that a second sharp
drop in the last days of the war coincided with a large increase in the
number of strikes against bridges (see Figure 16). Two weeks after the
cease-fire, resupply capacity had climbed to an estimated 75,000 t/d
through the use of pontoon bridges, causeways, and ferries at Ataq, Al
Qurnah, An Nasirlyah, and Al Basra.7 'That relatively rapid recuperation
in route capacity suggests the Importance of sustained air operations-Including "river recce"-in maintaining the cuts in Iraqi supply lines.
Decreases in the capacities of individual routes to the KrO can be seen
in Map 5 and 6 .0 Note that the thickness of each highway line (as
well as the line for the railroad) is proportional to its relative capacity.
Thus, for example, in Map 5, the line for highway Route 6 (76,000 t/d) is
twice the thickness of the line for Route 7 (38,000 t/d). By the end of the
war, all but Routes 6 and 8 effectively were closed, and even those two
highways retained only fractions of their prewar capacities.

"4Figure 22 reflects data derived from various Defense Intelligence Agency asuss.
ments produced during the Gulf War.
"LosLg Wrapup Brfg for MaJ Gen Carr.
66Conneli lntvw, 6 Oct 1992.
67fackground paper on Iraq's Logistics.
"1Data for the figures were derived from Final EDA Stalus Report, pp 93.97; Background paper on Iraq's Logistics.
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Figure 22
Route Capacity of Baghdad-to-KTO Highways
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The capacity of the Baghdad-to-Al Basra rail line was entirely
eliminated by the bridge damage described above. (For this reason, no rail
line appears in Map 6.) Although the capacity of the line-I 1,000 tld-was
an order of magnitude smaller than that of the highway system, the loss of
the railroad was potentially mom significant than these numbers alone
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Map 5
Prewar Baghdad-to-Kmo Route Capacities
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would suggest. Before the air war, it had been the principal means for
transporting armor and self-propelled artillery from central Iraq to the
theater. After the line was closed, these vehicles could have used the
highways, but their movement would have been significantly impaired.'

"(S/NFIREL UK, SAtWN) Rpt, Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center, United
States Army Intelligence Agency, Iraqi Resupply and Sustainability, ATC-WP-I 10-0.032-91,
Nov 1990, p 3, OWAPS, CIM Folder 46; (S/NF/REL UK, CAN, AUS/WN) Memo, Dimon
to Distribution, 7 Feb 1991,
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Map 6
Baghdad-to-KTo Route Capacities,
28 February 1991
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The aggregate capacity of the major routes to the Kuwait theater was
considerably greater than the actual supplyflow to the theater. This condition was consistent with the experience of World War 11, the Korean War,
and the Vietnam War, which showed "[u]ninterdicted transport systems,
even where the route network is sparse, am usually characterized by
throughput capabilities mnany times larger than military supply requirements."" During the prewar buildup, when total route capacity stood at
more thani 200,000 t/d, an estimated 20,000 to 40,000 tons of supplies daily

7°Air Interdiction: Lessons

From Past Campaigns, p 34.
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were moving along the main arteries to Kuwait."' Resupply activity utilized only 10 to 20 percent of capacity. In the 3 weeks preceding the start
of the Coalition ground offensive, capacity declined from somewhat over
100,000 t/d to around 60,000 t/d. Throughout this same period, the Iraqis,
with effort, were able to sustain a supply flow of 10,000 to 15,000 t/d, an
amount no more than one-quarter of capacity.• At the end of the war,
remaining capacity (approximately 20,000 tld) in theory still could have
supported that level of resupply.
Allied air attacks on supply vehicles moving south undoubtedly were
a cause of the decrease in supply flow. Convoys backed up at damaged
bridges were attacked. During February, various attack aircraft (notably F16s) flew armed reconnaissance missions along sections of the main
highways leading into the Kuwait theater.n Besides destroying trucks and
their cargo, "road recce" forced the enemy to take steps that hampered
resupply. Road recce, and Coalition control of the air in general, placed all
military traffic at risk, even if many vehicles escaped attack. Iraqi countermeasures to deal with the air threat had the effect of diminishing the
flow of supplies. By the third week in February, resupply movements were
largely restricted to the night hours as Iraqi vehicles sought refuge in the
darkness. 7 The capability of Coalition aircraft to operate at night,
however, undercut the effectiveness of this standard response to air interdiction. In addition, Iraq shifted from multivehicle convoys to single trucks
to make its supply transports less detectable and lucrative targets for allied
aircraft.7 5 Yet this change also reduced the supply tonnage reaching the
theater each day.
Despite attrition caused by air attacks on convoys and vehicle parks,
the size of the Iraqi truck fleet remained sufficient to resupply the theater.
71

(S/NF/REL UK, CA, AS/WN) Rpt, DIA, Degradation of the Iraqi Lines of Communication-Baghdad South to the Kuwalti Theater of Operations, Defense Intelligence Memo
59-91, Fab 1991, OWAPS. CIM Folder 26.
72Varlous
Defense Intelligence Agency assessments produced during the Gulf War.
73(S) Master

Attack Plans for Feb, (UWAPS, 51H,Box 6B, Folders 87, 88, and 89;
Briefs for Feb; F-16 Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
74(TS/NF/SPECAT)
Brfgs, J-2 Daily BDA Assessment for Operation Desert Storm,
19/20-23/24 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 353.
75
(S/NF) Rpt, DIA, Persian Guff War: Trends and Outlook (19-24 February 1991),
Defense Intelligence Memo 61-91, Feb 1991, p 3, OWAPS, CBDA Folder 37.
Desert Storm
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When Desert Storm began, Iraq had approximately 40,000 to 55,000
military cargo trucks, 190,000 commercial vehicles, and another 120,000
Kuwaiti vehicles.7 ' According to one prewar assessment, 7,500 light-tomedium trucks in the military fleet alone had a simultaneous lift capacity
of 90,000 metric tonsO After the Coalition air campaign and ground
offensive, Iraq still retained -an estimated 30,000 military trucks,n An
analysis produced shortly before the ground war indicated that Iraq had
enough trucks to supply the Iraqi Army in Kuwait in a static defense not
involving ground combat,7 Nevertheless, Coalition air strikes did destroy
many of the trucks in the theater and, as discussed later, this contributed
to supply shortages among units in the field.
Disruption in the flow of supplies apparently resulted not only from
strikes against bridges and convoys but also from damage to the
telecommunications system, compounded by bad traffic management.
[DELETED]° 7b the extent command and control breakdowns did cause
resupply problems, this was an unintended though favorable effect of the
air campaign, since attacks on communications facilities were designed to
prevent Saddam from directing his forces, controlling his subjects, and
manipulating world opinion.
Although air interdiction cut both route capacity and supply flow,
Baghdad was able nevertheless to sustain its troops while they sat in
Kuwait awaiting the Coalition ground offensive (see Figure 23)." During

"7(S/NF) IRAQ: Ability of Locs to Withstund an Air Interdiction Campaign p 2;
(S) Intvw, Kurt Guthe, CWAPS, with DIA/DSlIa (now DIR-6), 6 Jan 1993, CWAPS, notes in
Outhe's flies.
"77(S/NF)Rpt, VIA, Iraqi Resupply Operations, Defense Intelligence Memo 149-91,
Sep 1990, p 2, This same estimate appears in the intelligence section of the USCINCCENT
Desert Storm OPLAN, 16 Doc 1990 (p B.36),
75Niland intvw,
79(S/NF)

Paper and brig charts, Maj Whicker, Maj Draper (HQ USAP Logistics), and
Lt Col Harper (JCsIJ-4 SMD), Strategic Resupply Between Baghdad and Southern Iraq, 20
Feb 1991 (citing an analysis by the JcaZ-4 Strategic Mobility Division), GWAPS, CHST
11-1.
'0 (DELBTED]
"51(SINP) Figure 23 is based on information in background paper on Iraq's Logistics;
(S/NF/REL UK, CA, AS/WN) Degradation of the Iraqi Lnes of CommunicationBaghdad South to the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations-; Rpt, IRA: Sustainment Capabilities
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the period of the war in which there was no major ground fighting, route

capacity and supply flow exceeded the minimum supply requirement. In the
days immediately before the ground war, the supply flow to the theater was

sufficient to provide an "apparent subsistence level."' 2 Had the ground war
lasted longer than 100 hours, this level of resupply would have been
inadequate to support Iraqi forces in combat-they would have consumed
ammunition and oils and lubricants at substantially higher rates.

[DELBTED]" Without resupply from outside the Kuwait theater, the Iraqi
Army would have been forced to draw down its theater stocks of
amnmunition, petroleum, oil, and lubricants, as well as food, water, and
other critical supplies, The size of those stocks, their availability to units

in the field, and the effect of interdiction on both are examined below.
When war broke out, the Iraqi Army had large stores of supplies inthe
theater. Iraq may have built up in-theater stocks in part to hedge against
the vulnerability of its main lines of communications to air
attack." By 17 January, depots in Kuwait were estimated to hold over
300,000 metric tons of ammunition." Petroleum, oil, and lubrication
storage facilities in southern Iraq and Kuwait had a total capacity of thirty
million barrels. Storage capacity for diesel fuel (for which the military had
the greatest demand) was 15 to 20 percent of the total.' In the theater as

a whole, roughly thirty days of food were available.' Desalination plants,
for the xM; (S)Memo, OIA/DB0.B, subj: Impact of War on Functioning of Iraqi Economy,
22 Feb 1991, Tasker #4724, DB.BB (now DIR.60) Taskers Files. The breaks in the two
bars for supply flow represent the range in the estimates: 20,000 to 40,000 t/d for 17 Jan
"and 10,000 to 15,000 t/d for 24 Feb. Needless to say, on 28 Feb. the last day of the war,
supplies were not moving into the KTO,
"2 (S/NF) iRA: Sustainment Capabilitiesfor the kro, p 2.
"(S/NF) Ibid. The estimate assumed that 15 of the 42 Iraqi divisions in the KTO
would be engaged in "defensive combat."
' 4(s/NF) Iraq Regional Task Force, DIAMiS, IRAQ: Passive Countermeasures to a
CoalitionAir Campaign, Defense Special Assessment 572-90, 26 Dec 1990, p 4.
""S(S/NF/WN/NC) Rpt, The Iraqi Logistical System: Vulnerabilities to Interdiction,
NI INM 91-100I, Jan 1991, pp 2.3, OWAPS, CIM Folder 51,
"16(S•IF/RMNF) Annotated Brfg, Desert Storm Studies Group, United States Army
Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center (Status of the Iraqi Logistics System in the KTO),
2 Feb 1991, OWAPS, CHST 50-3 and CBDA Folder 19; (SlNP/WN/NC) The Iraqi Logistical
System: Vulnerabilities to interdiction, p 20.
"57(S/NP/RMNF) Ibid.
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wells, storage facilities, a pipeline, and tanker trucks provided a supply of
potable water that could last for weeks."
Figure 23
Resupply of the KTO vs. Requirements
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"11(S/NF/WN/NC) Tt• Iraqi LogisticalSystem: Vulnerabiliulesto Interdiction, pp 4-5.
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Aerial bombardment eliminated a relatively small amount of the
ammunition stored in the theater." The size of the stockpile, the
dispersal of stocks, and the use of protected storage limited the
effectiveness of air attacks.' [DELLWD]"I [DELETED]'

"19[DELETEDI After the 3 March cease.fire meeting at Safwan, L1 Gen Frederick
Franks, the VII Corps commander, told CGn Schwarzkopf of the "vast ammunition
dumps" found in southern Iraq and said disposal of the captured ammunition might take
"weeks." (It Doesn't Take a Hero, p 490.)
"9Althoughdispersal helped protect ammunition supplies from air attack, in a longer
ground war it also might have constrained combat operations by Iraqi forces, The
ammunition stocks at the two Ar Rumayla depots accounted for nearly half (150,000
metric tons) of the ammunition stockpiled in the KTO. About 10,000 tons were destroyed
by air strikes that damaged more than 125 storage revetments. The bulk was dispersed
during the first two weeks of the air campaign, perhaps to locations northwest of Kuwait
In Iraq, to points east of Rumayla, and to underground storage In the Wadi Al Batin area.
The dispersal of the Rumayla stocks to these sites would, however, have complicated
resupply of fighting units, had the ground war lasted more than a few days.
[(S/NF/WN/NC) The Iraqi Logistical System: Vulnerabilities to Interdiction, p 17; Final
BD.4 Status Report, p 101; (S/WN) Msg, DIA"iMIC 070200Z Veb 1991; (S/WN) Msg, WIA,
o9ooz Feb 1991, OWAPS, CUd Folder 102; (S/NF/REL UK, CA, AS/WN) Degradation
of the Iraqi Lines of Communication-BaghdadSouth to the Kuwaiti Thealer of Operations, pp 3 and 4.

"91[DELETED]
92 [DELETED]
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The number of days of ammunition on G-Day was equaled or exceeded
by the days of supply of other essentials. Despite damage to storage
facilities, petroleum, oil, and lubricant supplies in Kuwait remained large
enough to support thirty-five to forty days of combat.O (The same amount
was sufficient for approximately three hundred days of a continued static
defense without ground combat.)" An estimated fifteen to thirty days'
worth of food were available in the theater. The supply of water still could
be measured in weeks, rather than days.s
From the above figures, it would appear that, allied interdiction
operations notwithstanding, the Iraqi Army was adequately provisioned when
the ground offensive commenced. Yet enemy prisoners of war in intemrgations during and after the war repouted their units sffaed from supply
shortages. Lack of food frequently was mentioned, along with a scarcity of
potable water. Shortages of fuel and spare parts occasionally were also
noted." Tbese prisoner accounts point to distribution problems within the
Kuwait theater. Supply problems in the theater may have been due partly
to inefficiencies in the Iraqi logistical system. Well before the stard of the
war, there were units that experienced food and water shortages.' Established priorities in the allocation of supplies may also have led the Iraqi
command to scant units considered less important. In the Iraqi Army, the
Republican Guard had first claim, followed by armored and mechanized
units, and then the infantry." Many of the Iraqi prisoners who told of
supply shortages came from frontline infantry divisions.m" These divisions
not only had lower priority than the Republican Guard and other armored

93 (S/NP) Ibid. This estimate assumed, again, that 15 divisions would be engaged in

defensive combat.

"94(SINF)Ibid. As Lt Gen Thomas Kelly remarked earlier in the war, "'hen the "Iraqi
Army's sitting still... they're not burning a lot of fuel." (Transcript, ,,ews bri,-flng, The
Pentagon, 6 Feb 1991, p 8.)
9s(SINP)
tRAQ: Sustainment Capabilitiesfor the KTo, p 2.
*Intelligence Information Reporu for these Interrogations can be found in oWAPS
cHsT 32-5, NA 286, and the OWAPS computerized database.

'(S/NF/WN) Rpt. DIA, IraqiCapabilityto Sustain Combat Operations,26 Nov 1990,
Tasker #2275, D848 (now DIR-6B) Taskers Files.
"Ilmpact of War on Functioning of Iraqi Economy (Tasker #4724).

"•Forthe dispositions of these units, see Map 7 [Deployment of Iraqi Divisions with
Kill Boxes Shown].
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and mechanized units but were farther from supply centers in southern ra:J.,
northern Kuwait, and Kuwait City.'® The Republican Guard and heavy
forces in the rest of the army consequently were better supplied.'°0
Even if Coalition air attacks were not the sole cause of distribution
problems in the theater, they clearly wire an important one. For example,
units that had adequate food rations prior to 17 January experienced food
shortages after the air campaign began. A battalion of a third-priority unit
in the resupply hierarchy-received sufficient if modest rations before the
war (soup in the morning, rice and bread at noon, and a "meat-based"
meal in the evening). Coalition bombing raids halted all resupply from
the brigade level. Lack of food was a key reason the battalion
surrendered.1"3 Similarly, a brigade of a second-priority unit-4ad adequate
food supplies until air Interdiction disrupted resupply, causing a significant
reduction in rations (for example, the troops sometimes received bread
only once every three or four days)."3 Supply shortages in other units
likewise were attributable to the effects of the air campaign.'°
Unlike the operations against the lines of communications into the
Kuwait theater (including the routes below the 31st parallel that linked Al
Basra with An Nasiriyah and Al Qumah), interdiction sorties in Kuwait
and surrounding areas in southern Iraq were not aimed at segmenting the
transportation net. Kuwait had no railroad. Moreover, the road
infrastructure lacked the bridge choke points that characterized the
highways and rail line connecting the theater with Baghdad.101 Nevertheless, in the months leading up to the war, Iraqi engineers constructed
new roads parallel to existing routes in Kuwait (including the highway

'IOlmpact of War on Functioning of Iraqi Economy (Tasker #4724).
0 (S) Brfg, Ken Pollack, CIA, to OWAPS
1'
staff, Iraqi Perspectives on the Air War, 25
Jun 1992, OWAPS, notes in Guthe's files.

"12[DIELETED]
'03[DELBTED]
10 'The Gulf War: An Iraqi General Offlcer's Perspective, p 7.
05The Master Target List
included three bridges on the main highway from Al Basra
to Al Jarrah in Kuwait. Overland bypass of the bridges wu possible under dry conditions.
They were not struck until late in the war. On 25 Feb, A-6 and FIA-1 strike aircraft hit
the bridges to hinder the escape of Iraqi ground forces [Mater Target List (RR 37, 38,
39); Interdiction of Selected Targets and Resupply (Taker #784); OWAPS Missions
Database].
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between Al Basra and Al .Jarrah that served as a major supply artery)
"probably to complicate interdiction of these routes in time of
hostilities.""~ In addition, other roads in the west that led to Iraq may

have been built to provide a secondary avenue to the theater If the main
supply littes were blocked."~ Strikes late in the wvar against bridges on
a bypass to Route 8 (not shown in Map 4) effectively closed this ayenue." To the extent Iraqi construction of these roads was a response to
the threat of air attack, the effect was unintended and the countermeasuzre
ultimately futile.

f

Air interdiction of supplies within the Kuwait theater was
accomplished primarily through the destruction of trucks deployed with
units and attacks on trucks making supply runs. The destruction of trucks
was one consequence of the thousands of strikes delivered against Iraqi
ground forces by Coalition -aircraft of various types. Information -from
enemy prisoner of war reports suggests that more than half the trucks in
the theater were eliminated by allied air attacks."~ One brigade, for
example, lost 60 percent of its vehicles, including seventeen of its twentyfour water and fuel tanker trucks."* Trucks may have been more
vulnerable to air attack than tanks and armored personnel carriers because
the latter were better protected (for example, shielded by revetments) and
largely stationary during most of Desert Storm."' The loss of cargo
trucks made it difficult for units to replenish their supplies of critical
items. A captured officer told interrogators he was unable to meet food,
water, and even ammunition requirements because of severe attrition of
the trucks in his two transport companies. "My division commander kept
demanding that I provide supplies," he recounted, "and I told him that out
of 80 trucks, I had only 10 left. He told me to do it anyway.""' Note
that the lack of supply trucks at the unit level stood in contrast to the
'06The Continuing Expansion of the Road Network In the Kuwait Theater of Opera-

Nov 1990, p 1, OWAPS, CIM Folder 102.
UK/WN) Ibid. p 3; (S)Rpt, m)A, Directorate for Research, Kuwait's
Highway and Road Infrastructure. DDB.20i0.20-90, Dec 1990.
'O'Connell intvw, 6 Oct 1992.
'oneh Gulf War: An Iraqi General's Perspective, pp 4-5;
tions, 1A m w02o050,
t107(S/NP/REL

"0(DELETED]
...
[DEL.EMD]
"m1'e Gulf War: An Iraqi General Officer's Perspective, p7.
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I
overall sufficiency of the Iraqi inventory of military and civilian transport
vehicles. Air operations against military traffic in Kuwait and north of
the theater would have hampered any attempts to send replacement
vehicles to units short of trucks.
.-Coalition aircraft (such as F-16s, F-15Es, FtA-t8s, A-10s) also
attacked supply trucks as they traveled roads in Kuwait. When, for
example, supply vehicies were backed up for miles behind a damaged
bridge on one of the highways leading to Al Basra, air attacks were
launched to wipe out the stalled convoy."' Road recce within the theater
produced effects similar to those caused by strike aircraft prowling the
highways to the north. Under the threat of air attack, trucks began moving at night and in smaller groups,"' (DELETED]"' The roads in the
Kuwait theater were made dangerous by allied control of the air, which,
in turn, made Iraqi drivers afraid and, in at least one division, unwilling
to make supply runs. "Officers and soldiers who tried to make runs were
immediately detected by Coalition aircraft which attacked and destroyed
the vehicles. As a result, both officers and soldiers were killed, and (men
in the division] refused to go on any further resupply missions.""' These

"13(S) Transcript, Gen Norman Schwarnkopf, CBNTCOM news briefing, Riyadh, 30
Jan 1991, pp 3.4; (S) USCINCCENT SITREP, 29 Jan 1991, aWApS, Container 28, css Safe

1. This event occurred on 28 January. Four days later, an Air Force historian in the
Tactical Air Control Center recorded the following exchange: "Oan Homer tells BGen
Glosson to start looking at what happens when we take a bridge or mad out-what kind
of traffic backs up-Gen Homer says 'we need to start doing that better."' [(S) Notes:
MSgt Theodore J. Turner, CENTAF Tactical Air Control Center, I Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA
200.1
114(S) USC114CCENT SrTREP, 28 Jan 1991, OWAPS, Container 28, csS Safe I;
Transcript, Maj Gen Robert Johnston, CENTCOM news briefing, Riyadh, 4 Feb 1991, p 1;
Transcript, Brig Cen Richard Neal, Brfg, CENTCOM, Riyadh, 10 Feb 1991, p 3; (S) 354th

TFW FOUIN MISREP, 21 Feb 1991, Tab B, Desert Shield/Desert Storm Information for
Project: "Wayward Warthogs," MWAPS, NA 395.
1
1'[DELETEDJ
t"

'tahe threat of air attack induced the same psychological impediment to enemy
resupply during the Korean War. Because of U.S. air interdiction operations in that
conflict, North Korean commanders were compelled to wage "a constant campaign to
sustain the morale of their truck drivers, rewarding some with the honor of 'transportation
hero' and punishing 'rightists who [werel fearful of death.'

One propaganda leaflet

emphasized that 'the los of one trip due to illness of the driver means that 2,250 men
cannot get food for one day."' [Robert F. Futrell, The United States Air Force In Korea
1950-1933 (Wuhington, 1983), p 473.]
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effects, in combination, reduced the flow of needed supplies to forces in
the field.

t

'

Given the above evidence describing the effects of Coalition air
attacks against Iraqi supply lines both to and within the theater, what
conclusions can be drawn regarding the operational effectiveness of air
interdiction in Desert Storm? Strikes against key bridges on the main
lines of communications between Baghdad and Al Basr as well as

armed reconnaissance flights along those routes, succeeded in reducing

the flow of supplies to the Iraqi Army, even if they did not completely
sever those lines and totally isolate the theater. Because of the limited
requirements of an essentially inert army, the overall capauity of' the
supporting transportation net, and the use off countermeasures (temporary
bridges and alternate routes), Iraq was able to move sufficient supplies to
the theater in the weeks prior to the ground war, despite the air campaign.
Whether several more days or weeks of air interdiction operations alone
would have eliminated all resupply of the theater is a matter of speculation. The outbreak of large-scale ground combat increased the demand for
supplies (especially ammunition, petroleum, oils, and lubricants) to the
point where the residual route capacity and daily supply flow would not
have been sufficient to sustain the Iraqi Army in a prolonged conflict.
Of course, this, too, is a matter of speculation, since the one-hundredhour ground war ended before such an effect could occur.
At the theater level, the Iraqi Army had sizable quantities of
ammunition; petroleum, oil, and lubricants; food, and water when the air
campaign began. Allied air attacks did not destroy much of the ammunition and POL stored in the Kuwait theater. The air campaign did, however, disrupt the distribution of supplies, particularly to frontline infantry
units. The relentless attacks on enemy equipment-which concentrated on
tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery-also destroyed a large
percentage of the supply trucks used by forces in the field. This reduced
their capability to obtain supplies. Coalition control of the air and armed
reconnaissance over the roads in the theater made supply runs risky. As
a consequence, forces in the southern KTO, notably the infantry divisions,
were short of supplies.
Because the Iraqi Army consumed relatively limited amounts of POL
and expended little ammunition (other than antiaircraft artillery rounds)
during the air war, shortages of food (and occasionally water) were the
main result of supply interdiction within the theater. Lowered morale
201

was probably the most important consequence of the lack of food.
(Steady bombardment from the air, harsh field conditions, mistreatment
of soldiers by their officers, fear of the military superiority of the Coalition, homesickness, and disagreement with Saddam's war policy also
contributed to.low morale in the ranks.)"7 The low morale of frontline
troops was an important mason for their swift defeat by U.S. and allied
ground forces, which, in turn, upset Iraqi plans for countering the Coalition offensive. In short, air interdiction disrupted resupply within the
theater, causing food shortages in many units, which helped produce a
psychological effect (low morale) that undermined the combat effectiveness of the Iraqi Army.

Attrition of Iraqi Ground Forces
A specific objective of the air campaign was the decrease in combat
effectiveness of the Iraqi Army by 50 percent. Central Command Air
Forces had designed Phase III of the campaign plan to reduce Iraqi armor
and artillery by that planned amount; tables showed the weapons, aircraft,
and sortie levels to bring this about. Phase III was not executed as
planned, however: Coalition air forces employed a lower sortie rate than
planned, used different weapons, and devised different tactics in a much
harder-than-planned operation. Not only was the attrition slow in
coming, but the actual level of attrition was a highly contested issue,
caused by the lack of a reliable method for measuring attrition. By 23
February, most measures showed significant damage to the Iraqi Army,
but quite possibly the greatest damage done was even harder to measure.
The critical damage was caused by the prolonged bombing of Iraqi positions, resulting in an unwillingness to fight by the less well-trained and
capable forces and an inability to defend or maneuver by the most capable forces, even when they did fight. The engaged combat after 23
February is the subject of the next chapter, however. Here the subject is
how the attrition took place.
The differences between planning and execution were significant in
several respects. First, the planned attrition operations called for up to
1,500 strike sorties a day in order to accomplish the 50 percent attrition in
the 6 to 9 days allotted; the wartime avdrage was 500-600 sorties a day,

"'[DELETED]
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and only around 200 sorties a day during the first 10 days of the war.1'
Therefore, references to the first three phases of the air campaign starting
-at the same time are true only to a degree: battlefield preparation sorties
started the first night, but the aircraft sorties necessary to bring about
attrition on the level planned for were still engaged in Scud targeting,
aircraft shelter attacks, and maritime operations for the first 2 weeks of the
-war. --The shift to begin battlefield preparation in earnest was announced
by Central Command on 26 January, and the subsequent sortie levels bear
out this shift"' Good examplesare the strike sorties flown into the three
key kill boxes-AF7, AE6, and AP6 (see Map 7) -the location of the Republican Guard heavy divisions. The 5-day sortie counts in the late January-early February period into these kill boxes were 666, 565, and 209,
respectively, compared to 74, 76, and 3 in the previous 5 days.""
Second, the air campaign in the Kuwaiti theater, as executed,
attempted to do far more than accomplish equipment attrition. While 50percent attrition of Iraqi tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery
was anticipated, those were not the only targets planned for attack in the
Kuwaiti theater. The U.S. Army, Marine Corps, and other Coalition
ground forces were part of the target nomination process, and these
organizations had an entire array of targets for attack, among them, Iraqi
Army command posts, supply and ammunition depots, communication
sites, and troop concentrations, to name just some of the more prominent

116(s) Vlewraphs, CENTAF/CC Brief to the SECDEF, 20 Dce 1990, In "General
Olosson Briefs," OWAPS, BH 3-60; OWAPS Missions Database. Note: sorties arm stated In
round numbers to reflect the quality of the database information. Because of differences
in reporting and incomplete reports, a small percentage of all sorties that flew cannot be
accounted for by category. In other words, If there were a complete accounting of sorties,

the numbers of strike sorties (missions) flown into kill boxes would possibly rise, but not
by morm than 5%.
"9(S) Text of CENiTCOM brfv, 26 Jan 1991, OWAPI. CHST 28; Homer comments, 26
Jan 1991, OWAPS. C1IP 13B.
1M°The aircraft were nearly all F.16s or B-52s in AFL and A-10s In AE6 and AF6
((S) CIWAPS Missions Datibe, days 4 through 13 (AFL and AF6) and 7 through 16

(AE6)].
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ones. In other words, while the attrition calculations seem to have antici-

pated the air planners having a free hand in focusing the air attacks on
Iraqi equipment, such a notion was contrary to the Central Command
target nomination system and the role that the corps had in shaping the
targeting. It was not a matter of the coalition ground units not seeking
the equipment attrition, but they sought that attrition along with the
destrucdon of other elements of the Iraqi Army-all within Phase III and
before a ground attack.
A third difference between planning and execution was far more
important, than numbers of sorties, one that entailed how the targets were
to be adttoked. The prewar planning computed attrition by relying heavily
on the use of air-to-surface missiles-Mavericks-by several types of aircraft
(P.16, A- I, and AV-8B) and a variety of special munitions to cause the
armor and artillery attrition,12 In execution, however, the weapons employment was quite different. As 'ITble 12 shows, a significant number
of Mavericks were fired, but the A-10s were the only aircraft to employ
them to any extent (5,013 of the 5,296 employed). The other major

antiarmor munitions counted on, the CBU-89, Gator, was also used to
some extent but in nowhere near the scale of the expenditure of generalpurpose bombs. General-purpose bombs dropped from medium altitudes
were simply not up to the task of destroying targets the size or hardness
of armor; the nominal accuracy of the aircraft and bomb systems alone
varied from 320 feet for the F-15E to 1,040 feet for the A-10s, even
before accounting for sighting error.1 It was not until these bombs were
combined with laser-guidance that armor attrition was accomplished on a
sustained basis, and this employment was not planned before the war.
Exacerbating the problems of low sortie rates and inaccurate
munitions were the difficulties of executing the medium-altitude bomb

121

1n addition to Mavericks, CBU-89 (Gator) and 30 mm cannons ware planned for
use against armor; CBU.52 (fragmentation bomb) and Mk-20 (Rockeye) were planned
against artillery. (S) Viewgraph, CENTApicc Brief to the SECDEF, 20 Dec 1990, "General

Glosson Briefs."
122
(S) Viewgraph, from brfg, SAFIAQPI, "Desert Storm L1essons Learned Acquisition,"
to the Defense Science Board Task Force, 5 Sep 1991, OWAPS, NA 192.
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Table 12

Listing of Selected Munitions Employed In Desert Storm*,
17 Jan-28 Feb 1991.13

iMunilons

Air
Forae

Expended

Marine
Corpl

Navy

t

T

Geusm.Purpo.e lambs.
10,941
10,125
971

Mk-82 (500 Ib)
Mk-83 (1,000 lb)
Mk-84 (2,000 Ib)

59,884

Mk-117 (B-32)
CBU-52g
.rsmentation

43,435
17.83

43,435
17,831

CBU-87 (combined
effdets munition)

10,035

10,035

10,467

6,828
8,893
751

77,63
19,011
12,289

CBU-89/7g (aator)

1,105

148

61

1314

Mk-20 (Rockeye)

5,345

6,814

15,828

27,987

Limr-Gulded Bombi
GdU- 12 (Iaser/Mk.82)

4,086
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202

4,493

30

159
41

3,065
5,296

Air-lo-Surface Missiles
**ACIM.114 Hellfire
(AH-64 and AH-IW)
AGM-63 All Models
(Maverick)

5,255

Notes:
*The selected munitions were those most often employed in the Kuwait theater,
Other types of lu.er-pulded bombs and alr-to.surrace missiles were used in the war
but not, prineipally, in the Kuwait theater. Totals given are those employed on au
targets, however, not just those in the Kuwait theater. See cited tables for a listing
ntotals of all weapons expended during the war.
**The Navy and Marine Corps also fired a total of 283 BaM-71 TOW munitions
from helicopters.

23-rable

derived from MwAPS StatisticalCompendium, Tables 201, 202, and 203;
also Brfi, HQ DA, ODCOPS, "Aviation Division, Apache In Desert Storm," nd, enclosed in
a folder, Amy Aviation In Desert Shield/Storm (US Army Aviation Center, rr, AL:
1992), GWAPS, NA 337, Munitions shown are the principal ones used in the Kuwait
theater (some, but not many, or these weapons types were used elsewhere in Iraq). Totals
are for the war overall, however, not just those expended in the Kuwaiti theater.
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release tactics (often from above 15,000 feet), mentioned earlier," and
further compounded by poor weather and the general ineffectiveness of
the bomb-damage assessment process. The effect was poor bombing
results and a delay in informing the crews and the command structure of
what those results were.'" All in all, Iraqi equipment attrition in the
Kuwait theater got off to a bad start.
Figure 24 shows the progress of Iraqi equipment attrition as it was
portrayed during the air war, The graphs are taken from one of the
briefings that the President and his top advisors received regularly.
Charts that were more optimistic were shown and discussed in the theater,
but while the numbers varied by the agency making the assessment, the
need to increase the attrition rate was seen in both places. The graphs'
irregular progression of attrition imposed by the bombing depicts some
of the learning that went on in achieving these results. Some of the
irregularity can be explained by weather in the target areas, but more
often changes in progress were a factor of the tactics employed and the
weight of effort dedicated to equipment attrition.
Very poor results were achieved throughout January for the reasons
stated. The increased effectiveness evident on the graph at approximately the two-week point was a result of several circumstances,
beginning with the increased proficiency of the crews as they gained
experience and adjusted to the high-altitude tactics. Another significant
occurrence was the destruction of Iraqi equipment achieved during the

124SOe footnote 7 for a discussion of losses associated with these bombing problems.

Actual bombing altitude varied by aircraft and conditions. Ingeneral, aircraft flew above
15,000 feet to avoid the antiaircraft artillery threat. Some bombed from level flight at
that altitude or above; others released their weapons while dive-bombing below that
altitude and recovered back to higher altitudes, Weather couditions, level of darkness,
and local area threats all affected the altitudes employed.
12'rhe problems with the bomb-damage assessment process are explained elsewhere
(MwAPS Command, Control, and Organization report) and will not be repeated here. Crew
members in-tolved consistently cite that the best and usually only damage asseument they
had was what they themselves observed-usually very little from above 15,000 feet. The
B.52 bombing report on the war stated that for the entire war B-52 sorties received
information on only 19 of their strikes in the Kuwait theater [(S) SACIXP, 8.52 Desert
Storm Bombing Survey, 15 Dec 1991, pp 31. See also the other citations in footnote 7 for
the experiences of other aircrews.
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Battle of Al KhafJl, when the armored vehicles were out of their revetmenta and moving on roads."' The basis of the continued increase in
effectiveness were the tactical changes brought into effect.
To increase the lethality of the attacks, some tactical changes were
made involved the A-10s, and an even more significant change involving
the use of laser-guided bombs. The A-10s, thought to be the most
effective aircraft against armor, were directed to decrease their attack
altitudes to 4-7,000 feet."' The adjustments reflected the commanders'
concerns about the problems evident in the graph of attrition up to that
point.12M The important adjustment that led to a far better, sustained
attrition rate was the employment of lamir-guided bombs against Iraqi
11

"' (S) Viewguiph, contained In ".-2 BrIeflng to the President and JCS,"

•WAPS, NA 353,

12 7

This battle is discussed at length in Chapter 5.

'2'(S) 23/354 wW(P) "Battle Staff Directive No, 26," 31 Jan 1991, oWAPt Microfilm
Roll 26554.
'"It war during this same period that the employment or F-16 killer scouts (Pointers)
began, and F.16s were directed to release bombs below 8,000 feet (weeLA Col Lewis
point paper, "Corps Air Support at Desert Storm," 3 Jul 1991, OWAPw,CHaT 22-15).
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armor. Tests were run during the first week of February with the FI IIFs using their infrared sensors at night to detect the hot skin of the
tanks (or any other metal equipment) contrasted against the cooler sand
that surrounded them. Following these tests, most of the F-I I IF sorties,
half of the F-15E sorties (roughly half were also devoted to anti-Scud
operations), and a smaller number of the A-6 sorties were concentrated
on "tank plinking."'" From that.point, the number of armor and artillery
kills recorded climbed steadily, as the graph indicates. The graphs in
Washington and in the theater did not agree, however, for reasons that
weapons or release tactics could not fix-the difficulty of confirming
bomb-damage assessmelt.
The several organizations involved each had differing methods of
determining estimates. The Army Component, Central Command
(ARcBNT) began the war by relying on reports from imagery and mission
reports by A-10s. When laser-guided bombs were first employed, the
aircraft's cockpit video equipment could record the bomb's detonation,
and ARCENT used these tapes as confirmation of equipment destruction.' 3'
To account for uncertainties, however, there was only one-third credit
given for an A-10 kill and one-half credit given for a F-II1F kill.'3 2 The
Marine Forces, Central Command (MARCENT) employed no formal discounting rules, but their reported attrition figures were consistent with
ARCENT reports, By 23 February, for instance, MARCBNT was claiming
an overall attrition of only 22 percent, while the ARCENT area's figures
showed 48 percent."' Such a differential was probably realistic, given
that fewer precision munitions were employed in the MARCENT area.
Meanwhile, the organization responsible for Central Command's official
estimate was neither ARCENT nor MARCENT, but the Central Command
Joint Intelligence Center. That organization used the ARCENT and

11See Table 12. As the numbers indicate, the use of laser-guided bombs (GBU-12)
on Iraqi armor, as well as on all other targets during the war, was mainly (approximately
90% ) by US Air Force aircraft,
13'The video records of these equipment kills were a great improvement over relying
only on pilot reports. Of the aircraft used against ground forces, only F-I IIFs, F-15EA,
and A-6& could provide such evidence, however.
2
'"Paper
copy, ARCENT vlewgraph, Lewis, "Corps Air Support at Desert Storm";
(S) Msg, ARCBNT/O2, dtg 170600Z Feb 1991, OwAPS, CHST 50. See also the discussion

of laser-guided bombs dropped on Republican Guard armor later In this chapter.
133(S) "KTO Battle Damage Assessment," as or 23 Feb 1991, OWAPS. CHST 22-37.
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MARCENT inputs to determine the Command's estimate of equipment
destroyed, and it was these figures that were displayed by the Joint Staff
(Figure 24 on page 209).
While there were some disagreements over estimates among the units
in the theater, these were minor compared to the far lower estimates
derived by the Washington intelligence agencies. Most disturbing of all,
given the objectives of the campaign, the attacks against the Republican
Guard were assessed the poorest results. Central Intelligence Agency
reporting on 31 January, for example, indicated that up to that date no
tanks had been destroyed in the R-publican Guard diVisions-some ammunition revetments destroyed, several artillery pieces destroyed, a number
of trucP.s damaged.' 3 ' There was, in short, no significant damage relative
to the professed importance of the target. The examples in Table 13,
below, demonstrate the amount of difference in the estimates that had
occurred during the air war. The differences were mainly a result of the
various sources available to the organizations. Most Washington agencies
used national-level intelligence assets, not pilot reports (DIA also used
theater imagery reporting when available). Since almost all Iraqi
equipment was emplaced in revetted positions and did not move, and
because high-quality assets that could be used to determine the extent of
damage were infrequently available, the task was exceedingly difficult.
Frequently the available imagery was unable to detect external damage
of armored vehicles which had been destroyed.'" These qualifications,
in other words, set the Washington agencies' estimates as the irreducible
minimum-what could be clearly seen-of equipment destroyed.
Not surprisingly, the differences in the estimates of equipment
attrition were not resolved during the war, and consequently confidence
in the numbers produced vanished. General Schwarzkopf refused to have
estimated percentages of equipment destroyed displayed in his briefings,

1

3(S) Memo, sub]: Bomb Damage to Military Forces and Facilitie3 for 31 Jan 1991,

UWAPS, NA 109.

135(S) DIA, FiualODA .

a4uu Report, OWAPS CHsT 49-1; (S) Bomb Damage to Iraqi

Military Forces, OWAPS NA 109.
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Table 13
Numbers (percent) of Reported Iraqi Equipment
Losses
as of 23 Feb 1991: JCWCWDMIA 136

"Organization

Tanks

Armored
Personnel
Carriers

Artillery

1.688 (39%)

929 (32%)

1,452 (47%)

Intell.

524 (12%)

245 (9%)

255 (8%)

Defense Intell.

685 (16%)

373 (13%)

622 (20%)

&adReport
Date
JCICBNTCOM

SCentral

Agency

SAgency
opting instead for a representation of each division by color-coding,
;ndicating that the division (not the equipment) was 75-100, 50-75, or
below 50 percent in effectiveness. The Central Command Joint Intelligence Center prepared the briefing charts, selecting the proper category
for each division based on estimates of equipment attrition, desertion
rates, and other intangibles, driven by General Schwarzkopf's demand for
both objective and subjective evaluations of the target sets."' General
Homer pointed out that General Schwarzkopf was more inclined to use
the number of air strikes against a unit as his prime indicator of effective-

IMViewgraph contained In (S) "12 BDA Briefing to the President," OWAPS, NA 353;

(S) Memo, subj: Bomb Damage to Iraqi Military Forces and FN4llties, 24 Feb 1991,
OWAPS, NA 109; (TS) Mag, Maj Gen Richard L.Cart, USAF, Deputy Director for Foreign
Intelligence, DIA, Final &DA, Statu Report, 14 Mar 1991, OWAPS. CHST 49-1. The
disagreement between the CIA estimates tnd Central Command's was brought to the
White House InFebruary, 1991 (me Doo, Conduct of the PersianGu(f War, Final Report
to Congress, Appendix C, p 344).
t37
Intvw, author with Brig Gen Ch•rles W.Thomas, Deputy J-2, Joint Staff (during
the war the Deputy Director, CIBNTOM Joint Intelligence Center), 12 Mar 1992, Pentagon,

Wash, DC.
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ness, not the damage reported."3 ' Using these more general categories,
the Central Command charts for 23 February, just prior to the ground
offensive, showed almost all of the frontline divisions at below 50 percent
effectiveness but most of the rear divisions at above 75 percent.' 39
Who was more correct? How much armor and artillery had been
destroyed during the air campaign? After reviewing the data from that
time, the next logical step is to compare that information with the facts

learned since in order to assess the precision of the wartime estimates.
Unfortunately, no such verifying infornmation is available. Much has been
learned since the war, but at best the information concerning what occurred is circumstantial evidence, not direct proof. What is possible,
however, is to remove some of the uncertainties.
One uncertainty was how much equipment was destroyed or captured
in the war by Air and ground action. Central Command had estimated the
numbers as 3,847 tanks, 1,450 armored personnel carriers, and 2,917
artillery pieces.140 Here further data are available, because there is photo
imagery from i March 1991 of the entire theater-something not possible
during the war-allowing a definitive count of what equipment survived
(that is, made it back to Iraqi controlled areas), A count of the armor still
in Iraqi hands on this date subtracted from the amount of, equipment
counted in the theater on 15 January 1991 (shown in Table 11) gives a
rather sound count of how much equipment was destroyed or abandoned
(below in Table 14). Comparing these counts with the Central Command
estimates gives some significant differences. Central Command, for
instance, estimated more tanks and artillery pieces destroyed than the
Iraqis were shown as having brought to the theater, and the difference in
counts of tanks destroyed was over 1,200. Not shown in the table but of
particular note is that these counts show that a disproportionate amount
138(,/MF) lntvw, Jamison, et al, with Lt Gen Charles E. Homer, 4 Mar 1992, Shaw
APR, MIWAPS, NA 322.
'19The divisions ca,-le as below 50% effectIveness on the Central Command charts
were (afe Map 7)all of the frontline divisions from the west to the 7th Division in the
cast, as well as the 21st and 6th Divisions, just behind the front lines, The following
divisions were carried in the 50%-74% category: 8th, 5th, 17th, 47th, 52d, and Tawakalna
Divisions (viewgraph, "Operation Desert Storm Battle Damage Assessment," D+38, in
Lewis, "Corps Air Support at Desert Storm." Asimilar depiction is contained in Conduct
of the PersianGulf War, p 255.
14Conduct of the PersianGu(f War, p 294.
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of the surviving equipment was from Republican Guard divisions: 39
percent of the tanks and 60 percent of the artillery remaining, compared

to the prewar portion of the force that was Republican Guard-27 percent
of the tanks -.and 13 percent of the artillery."' One reason for the
difference in surviving equipment, particularly the artillery, was the
shorter distances 'the Guard's. divisions had to retreat. In moat of the
theater, the towed artillery simply got left.
Table 14
Operational Iraqi Equipment IntKuwait Theater, dates Indicated.

Equipment
Categories

Tanks

Armored
Personnel

Artillery

Carriers
As of 15 Jan 91

3,475

3,080

2,475

As of I Mar 91

842

1,412

279

2,633 (75.8%)

1,668 1,54.2%)

2,196 (88.7%)

Destroyed/
Abandoned
(percent)

The pertinent questions that still remain, however, are how much of the
equipment destroyed by I March was hit by aircraft and, an associated
issue, how much was destroyed by 24 February, the beginning of the
ground campaign. Nearly all equipment destroyed before 24 February was
struck by air; much destroyed afterwards was by a combination of attack
helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft (this latter subject is dealt with in the
next chapter). Here the information is still far from complete. Two kinds
of information provide pieces of the answer, though all sources combined
present a picture that is still far from conclusive. Those pieces are the
prisoner of war reports that give information on equipment destruction for
the individual prisoner's unit and the postwar analyses of what was
observed on imagery during the war or by inspection afterwards.
March 1991 equipment totals derived from imagetry of the same date. Data
provided In (S) bWfi, Office of Ima3ery Analysis, CIA 10 OWAPS personnel, 25 Jun 1992.
[DEL ET•D],
1411
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Prisoner of war reports, while fragmentary, present a picture of
widespread destruction of equipment in the some areas, particularly the
forward divisions, and lesser damage in other areas, though there are
almostno.'repotts to.give.a picture of the Republican Guard areas. There
'ari only reports from seven of the forty-three divisions referencing armor
"andartillery destroyed by air, and the comments, range from around 10
percent (12th Armored Division), to 20 percent (3d Armored and 27th
Infantry -Divisions), to almost all (52d Armored Division, 25th, 30th, and
48th Divisions).tC4 Those claiming less attrition usually said that protective berMs made abig difference, since them had been a substantial loss
of trucks that were not in berms."4 It is also clear that those units with
the best air defenses-the Republican Guard-were much more difficult
targets during the day than the divisions with poor to no defenses-most
of the frontline divisions.
Postwar analyses involved use of both photo imagery and battlefield
visits. Several battlefield studies of destroyed Iraqi equipment were
conducted after the war, though all were far from comprehensive in their
access to Iraqi equipment. The largest of the studies, by the Joint Intelligence Survey Teani, was able to find only 163 tanks (or 6 percent) of the
2,633 that had been destroyed or abandoned, and it appears that the other
teams examined much of the same equipment. These surveys estimated
that between 10 and 20 percent of the tanks they examined had been hit
by air-delivered munitions." While the surveys are valid for the equipment examined, the results of the survey should be used with caution in
determining overall percentages of equipment destroyed, for a reason in
addition to the small number of tanks examined. That is, the surveys

"'4[DELETED]
T'hMe Joint Intelligence Survey Team conducted Its survey in Apr/May 1991. This
found 28 to have
teami examined 145 hit&on 85 tanks (78 of the 163 were not hit) and
been by air munitions. (S) Memo and attached brfs viewgrapht, Foreign Science and
Technologyv Center, subj: Joint Intelligence Survey Team Report, 14 Jan 1992. OWAPS,

NA 167; (S) Marine Corps Research Center, "Armor/Anlaimor Operations in Southwest
Asia," Research Paper #92.0002, US Marine Corps, Quantico, VA, Jul 1991; (5) Memo,

Lt &oI Allan W. Howe, USAF, subj: Tank Kills Inthe KTO, 26 Feb 1992, OWAPS, NA 167.
Note: the Foreign Science and Technology Center has prepared a more extensive report
on the Information gathered, to be published by the Joint Technical Committee on
Munitions Effectivenes, Aberdeen, MD, In 1993.
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IC
were restricted to visiting only the eastern part of the theater-the great
concentrations of tanks surveyed were around Al Jaber Airfield in Kuwait
and the Rumayla Oil Fields in Iraq-leaving unsurveyed the entire frontline positions in the wegt, up to the approximate positions of the Tawakalna Division. 4 ' In other words, the surveys validate the statements in
the prisoner reports on the areas of less damage (3d and 12th Armored
Divisions) but had to omit analysis of the areas prisoners claimed under"wentsevere equipment damage by air (the other divisions cited above,
that were in the western regions).,

.

.

Another postwar survey used photo imagery of the Republican Guard
heavy divisions and sheds more light on the attacks on these vital
divisions. The three kill boxes occupied by these divisions (AE6, AF6,
and AF7) ranked as the top three in numbers of air strikes, accounting for
nearly one third of the total fixed-wing aircraft strike sorties into the
entire theater.I 6 The survey examined several duys'-worth of imagery of
the divisions' armor to determine whether It had been immobilized before
or after 24 February (during the air or ground campaign), The results are
shown in Table 15.
Table 15
Equipment Destroyed or Abondoned in
Republican Guard Heavy Division Areas

47

[DELETED]1

10(Sl)Joint

Intelligence Survey Team Report.

1
46As

the theater map indicates, the three Republican Guard heavy divisions were not
the only units in these kill boxes. Part, or all, or eight of the twelve Iraqi heavy divisions
in the theater were at these locutions. OWAPS Missions Database, Table 8, Sorties by Day
by Kill Box.
7
"14
( DELETED]
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Table 16
Comparison of Imagery and
CENTCOM Estimates, 23/24 Feb 1991

ý Tanks
Republlcan Guard
Heavy Divisions (Ta.
"wakaInai,Madlnah,
Hampnurabl)

Armored
Personnel
Carrieos

Totals

Estimated by Central
Command as of 23
Feb

388

142

530

Counted by CIA as of
24 Feb (percent of

166 (43%
less)

203 (43%
more)

369 (30%
less)

CENTCOM estimate)

Matching the amount of armor destroyed detected by this photo
imagery analysis with the amount estimated by Central Command as of
23 February (Table 16 ) gives the only known direct comparison available of observed and estimated counts of the same equipment at the same
time. The table shows some over-counting by Central Command on
tanks and some under-counting of armored personnel carriers; overall, the
observed counts were about 70 percent of the estimated.
Why these heavy divisions had sustained only 20 to 30 percent armor
attrition by 24 February when so many strikes had been flown against
them, particularly by aircraft employing laser-guided bombs, can be
partially answered by a second study of these same units. This second
study examined the divisions' areas for evidence of laser-guided bomb
impacts. Of the 239 laser-guided bomb impacts (roughly 5 percent of
those dropped) that could be observed, 106 (44 percent) destroyed or
severely damaged the vehicle (tanks and armored personnel carriers), and
another 40 (17 percent) caused possible damage.145 This information is
"'Damage was known to have been done prior to the ground war, since these
Republican Guard units moved from their deployment area to engage the Coalition ground
forces; the analysis was of the revetments within the deployment area previously occupied
by these units, (S)Memo to owAps, subj: Effectiveness of Laser-Guided Bombs Against
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not surprising: as noted in Chapter 1, with the circular error probable
about equal to the distance inside of which laser-guided bombs had to fall
to kill a tank in a revetment, a 50 percent success rate was about the best
that-could boeexpt,
.
-Thelack of further verifying evidence precludes definitive judgements
on equipment kills during the air war. Several general conclusions are
"-possible,however, First, and not surprisingly, pilot reports of equipment
.destroyed, observed at long ranges from the targets,. were-optimistic. For
example, some of the destroyed armored personnel carriers, self-propelled
artillery, and trucks were credited as tanks destroyed (more armored
personnel carriers were destroyed by. air In the Republican Guard area
than CBN'COM had claimed), and (as invariably happens) decoys and
already-dead vehicles were attacked.` Second, although there is little

further information to confirm 'the success rate, of Maverick missiles
(more than 5,000 expended in the theater), their precision and designed
effectiveness against armor targets give credence to the claims for armor
"kills by.these weapons, particularly since each success claimed counted
for only one-third of a kill In the ARCENT methodology. Third, attrition
of Iraqi armor came from precision-guided munitions (Maverick and
laser-guided bombs) and little else; the various nonprecislon munitions,
with their relatively limited accuracy, may have had success against
artillery but not against revetted armor. The battlefield survey teams and
pilot debriefings, in fact, observed that the Mk-20 Rockeye submunition,
although it had an antlarmor capability, appeared to have a high dud rate
because of the release parameters used (medium-altitude releases).'s The
aircraft dropping nonprecision munitions (B-52s, F-16s, F/A-Igs, AV8Bs, and others) also little effect on the counting of reported kills, how-

Iraqi Republican Guard Armor, 24 Sep 1992, OWAPS, NA 385. See Appendix 2 for the
full text of this document and depictions of damage to tanks,
' 49Some, but no extensive, use of tank decoys wa reported. (S) "Intel Debriefs,"
Missions 5007B and 5063B, 30 Jan 1991,2.3V354 TPW(P), AFHRA 00885020-23, Microfilm

Roll 26552.
'"(S) USAl' Tactical Fighter Weapons Center, Tactical Analysis Bulletin 91-2, Jul
91, pp 414 and 6.5, GWAPS, NA 216; (S) LA Col Allan W. Howey, Memo for Record,
subj: Tank Kills in the KTO, 26 Feb 1992, OWAPS, NA 167, Evidence included finding
Rockeye submunitions lying on the ground all around an undamaged tank, See the
OWAPS Weapons, Tactics, and Training report for a further discussion on Rockeye

performance.
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ever, because ARCENT, at least, did not accept the claims by pilots of
these aircraft for computations of attrition.
Finally, it is clear that equipment attrition of the Republican Guard
heavy divisions was below the theater average. In general, attrition levels
varied among divisions according to a division's location in the theater:

attrition was higher for divisions further 'south; It was also higher for

divisions further west In the theater. -The highest attrition was in the
western frontline'divisions; the least in the northeast portion of the
theater, including the Hammurabi Division and the 51st Mechanized
Division. The trend Is evident in the analysis of the Guard's heavy
divisions, described above, in which the Tawakalna Division, the closest
to the front lines, had significantly higher attrition than the other two, and
is borne out in part by the prisoner of war reports. Night attacks employing laser-guided bombs were successful against these deeper units, but
Republican Guard equipment was simply a tougher target to attack successfully because of the more effective revetments and superior air defense systems In place. The A-Os might have been able to contribute to
a greater attrition in these units, but they did not begin to attack these
units in earnest until February, and they were withdrawn from the kill
boxes containing Republican Guard units after 15 February because of the
surface-to-air missile threat to these aircraft.'13
The final assessment of how much attrition air power inflicted on Iraqi
equipment by 24 February is of necessity only a general estimate. Since
a percentage attrition was sought, the estimate must consider not only the
number destroyed but the number measured against. Here the larger-thanactual estimates uf equipment play a part, because the Iraqi Army had
approximately 800 fewer tanks and 600 fewer artillery pieces at the beginning of the air campaign than originally thought-approximately 20 percent
fewer. The Central Command estimates, shown earlier, are the best point
of departure and are shown in Table 17, with an additional column listing
the percentage of destroyed equipment based on actual counts at the beginning of the air campaign. Therefore, Central Command's counts of equipment destroyed by the beginning of the ground war were inflated, but so
too was the target base, and the errors are offsetting. In other words,
Central Command's percentages of equipment destroyed by 23 February

I5iTwo A-10s were shot down and one damaled on this date. (S) "Operation Desert
Storm A-10 Combat Recap," OWAPS, NA 292.
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were in line with later observations, though the number of pieces destroyed
was inflated. The counts of tanks and artillery pieces destroyed by air are
each too high by around 300 pieces of equipment.

"Table17

JCS/CENTCOM, Report, Iraqi
Equipment Attrition, a/o 23 Feb 1991

Iraqi Equipmeat

Number
destroyed

Percent
destyed
based on
equipment

Percent
destroyed
based on actual

Tanks

1,688

39%

48%

Armored Personnel Carriers

929

32%

30%

Artillery

1,452

47%

59%

Whatever the final number of tanks destroyed by air in the war, the
continued, postwar focus on tank kills as an important measure of air
power's effectiveness is in contrast to the wartime priorities, for artillery,
not tanks, were the more important. Artillery was the principal threat to
the breaching effort at the beginning of the ground offensive, and Central
Command considered these weapons the most likely delivery vehicle for
chemical weapons. As a result, armor stood fifth on the ARCENT priority
list.11 2 In the Marine Corps areas, Lt. Gen. Boomer listened in on aircraft
radio transmissions of Marine Corps pilots to ensure they were targeting
artillery and not tanks, and he personally briefed the squadrons on the

152

(S) 28th Air Division Desert Shield/Desert Storm Lessons L.arned, 7th
Lesson Learned (Ground AOR) 6, "Army Targeting Guidance," UWAPS, NA 354.
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reasons for the higher priority for artillery. 5 3 The senior U.S. ground
commanders were convinced of the Coalition's ability to handle Iraqi
direct-fire weapons in a war of movement, both by air, since armor on the
move was more vulnerable, and by ground, using the superior range and
capabilities of the MIAl tanks. Aircraft proved they had the capability
..to destroy armor, particularly -with the ad hoc measure of employing
laser-guided bombs, but if there was a premium on killing tanks, it was
notein line with, the ground forces' targeting objectives.
"While not used'as a measure of attrition, Iraqi personnel casualties
deserve mention in order to update the slie of the Iraqi Army that faced
the Coalition ground invasion on 24 February. The only data available
for updating the figure given earlier (336,000 Iraqi troops in theater at the
beginning of the air campaign) come from the prisoner of war reports.
Others have made estimates based on these reports, and this survey agrees
with those estimates in all important respects. There are three decrements
to consider: soldiers killed, wounded, or deserted, Prisoner reports indicate massive desertions from the frontline units, some across to Saudi
Arabia or north to Turkey, many more back to Iraq. Precise numbers of
deserters may never be available-thr Iraqi high command possibly was
not well-informed on this subject, because commanders risked execution
if they reported high levels of desertion-but the prisoner interrogations
confirm extensive desertion from nearly all the units on the front lines
and some of the reserve heavy divisions (including the Republican
Guard). Tlking account of the higher desertion rates of the frontline
divisions, a theater-wide rate of 25 to 30 percent (84,000 to 100,000
deserters) is most likely. Prisoner accounts estimate far lower numbers
of troops killed or injured because or the air attacks than the number of
desertions: most reports that address the issue indicate that each division
lost between 100 and 300 killed, amounting to an estimated 10,000 to
12,000 soldiers killed by the air attacks and perhaps twice that number
injured. These decrements leave a remaining Iraqi force at the beginning
of the ground offensive of pr••ably not more than 200,000 to 222,000 troops.'s
133(S) Marine

Corps Research Center, "Fire Support Coordination During Operation
Desert Storm," Research Paper #92-0007 (Part I), US Marine Corps, Quantico, VA, p 23.
14
3 A summary of the interrogations of Iraqi captured general officerA esticated that
by G-Day there could have been 200,000 Iraqi troops In the Kuwait thoa'ur tkS) 11R 6 072
0063 19911. The House Arnied Services Committee report, cited earlier (footnote 20),
estimated the following numbers:
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Effectiveness of the Iraqi Army by G-Day
If aircraft dropping nonprecision bombs had little effect against Iraqi
and killed less than 5 percent of the Iraqi troopsby the time of the
ground attack, what else occurred on the ground as a result of absorbing
over 21.000 strike sorties, most of which (see Map 8) were nonprecision
strikes? Part of the answer lies In looking at the Iraqi Army's morale,
organization, and Infrastructure in the theater. Besides the interdiction
effort discussed earlier, there-was significant but hard-to-quantify damage
done to communications, the- supply system, and, most critically, the
determination of the Iraqi soldiers to fight. The Iraqis did not defect or
surrender in droves during the air and ground war because their tanks and
artillery were being destroyed (in fact, statements by Iraqi prisoners of
-war indicate they were grateful for the discrimination of the air forces in
aiming at the equipment and not them), but because many were short of
-food and water and were brought to a sense of futility by the effects of
the bombing. The true effects of these attacks, in other words, came
from the combination of targets attacked and the intensity with which the
attacks took place. That intensity increased during the war, first in the
Republican Guard divisions, then in the frontline divisions, with each of
9 principal kill boxes reaching totals of over 100 strikes a day.,"'

killed
injured

9,000
17,000

deserted

153,000

remaining at the start of ground war 183,000
The differences are that the HASC numbers began with an assumption of more severe
undermanning of units than this Survey's estimate, and the HASC estimates on desertions
include all desertions from deployment date onward. The Survey estimate shown above
(84,000 to 100,000) cites desertions during the aWwar only. The earlier desertions were
Included In the 20% estimated as being "on leave" when the war began. As of 19 Feb
1991, there were 2,071 defectors/prisoners of war in Saudi Arabia or Turkey; most had

returned to Iraq [(TSU) Defense Special Assessment 172-91, 20 Feb 1991], Again, all
numbers are derived entirely from prisoner of war accounts; no official Iraqi estimates are
available.
15
3 CWAPS Missions Database, Table 189, aWAPS Statistical Compendium.
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Measuring the effectiveness of damage done to unit morale, adequacy

I
t

of communications, and supply systems proved even more difficult than
counting equipment losses. Noted earlier was the Central Command
system of depicting Iraqi units. as above 75 percent, between 50 and 75
percent, and below 50 percent effectiveness, and Central Command's
judgement that the frontline divisions were less than 50 percent effective
by the start of the ground offensive, On the same day, however, the
briefing provided to the President painted. a much more dismal picture.
The briefing, while acknowledging that the frontline divisions had
suffered more than 50 percent equipment degradation (the Central
Command chart was displayed), still could not confirm that any of the
groups of divisions were degraded even by 25 percent in overall.
capability; the ground forces' command and control was portrayed as
largely intact."'
A good example of the difficulties in measuring effectiveness of the
air strikes came from the attacks on Iraqi theater communications, a target
that received continuous attention throughout the war but seemingly had
achieved little in measurable damage. While parallel efforts were going
on within Iraq to isolate the Iraqi Army from communications with
Baghdad, in-theater efforts aimed at preventing the Iraqi strategy from
working by preventing divisions and corps from communicating with one
another. Cutting off this communication was intended to prevent the
theater and strategic reserves from reacting promptly to the Coalition
ground attack, but it was not an easy target to destroy, and it was difficult
to estimate the effectiveness of Coalition efforts to destroy it because of
Iraqi countermoves-actions that included a penalty for the Iraqis.
Prisoner of war reports described Iraqi measures to preserve their
equipment: the use of messengers, prohibitions on the use of radios after
the start of the air attacks, even death sentences for those who used twoway radios or telephones,'5 7 As a substitute, however, the Iraqis laid
extensive wire, buried throughout the theater, in order to preserve emergency communications. Wire was strung between units-sometimes as

36'The charts displayed the divisions by groups: Republican Guard (RG) heavy
divisions, RG infantry divisions, other heavy divisions, and other Infantry divisions.
Assessment,"
(TS) Viewgraphs, "BDA-Tactical Forces, Ground Forces"; and "Forces, BODA
23/24 Fab 1991, In J2 ODA Briefing to President and JCs,OWAPS, NA 353.
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much as fifty kilometers apart. Bombing at times cut the wire, but reports indicate that these lines were often repaired within a day.` As a
result, the objective,, to prevent the Iraqis from being warned of the
ground offensive, was not achieved, and the measurable effects of those
attacks were minimal. One ofl'.2-er, for instance, said he received the
order to reposition to face the attack from the west over a field
telephone.'" And, there are multiple soures affirming that
communications with Baghdad were continuously available.
Effective communication required much more than the ability to warn
another unit of attack, however, it also meant the ability of the warned
unit to take some sort of coordinated action. Here, the system collapsed.
Reports show that once the units tried to move, wire strung between units
no longer sufficed, and the lack of communications became
debilitating-units either tried to talk, unsuccessfully, on radios susceptible
to jamming or simply did not attempt to communicate with one another.160 Reports after the battle at Al Khatji give examples of Iraqi units
lost iki the desert or having their communications jammed when attempting to coordinate actions. 6 ' Beyond the use of radios for tactical communications, the loss of communications foi administrative matters, as
explained earlier, also had severe effects.
The air attacks against the supplies of the Iraqi Army were a
combination of the interdiction effort and direct attacks on the stockpiles
themselves. The results here, as in other cases, were mixed. Prisoner of
war reports from frontline forces show a general pattern of units low on
food and water and lacking in resupply capability. At the same time,
there are other reports of (at least the officers) having plentiful supplies
of water and hot meals. Prisoners captured at Al Khafji were described
as being in wretched health and malnourished but wearing new uniforms
and boots; in the Republican Guard areas, U.S. VII Corps soldiers found

'35 [D)ELETEDI
" 9 ([)ELETED]

IWUS signals intelligz nce personnel depicted the Iraqi Army as having committed
"Emcon (emissions control) Suicide."

"161[DELETED]
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trailers of quality foods, such as canned mackerel and crackers."62 Many
prisoner reports indicate that most of their trucks broke down for want of
spare parts or were destroyed by air attacks, or that drivers refused to
travel the roads in the theater. The pattern that emerges from the evidence is not of a starving army but of an organization in which the
distribution system has ceased to function: illogical distribution and goodg
absent, being hoarded, or lying unused. The policy of the Iraqi Army to
not use Milos or telephones, combined with a beleaguered transportation
system, would, of course, accentuate this condition.
In the and, the most devastating effect of the Coalition bombing
appears to have been on the morale of the deployed troops, as difficult to
measure an define as that Is. The pervasive impression left by the
interroigation reports of prisoners was3 the sense of futility felt by the Iraqis
Safter weeksof extensive bombing." When the bombing started, their
ground transportation began to crumble. Many, particularly the frontline
forces, ran short of water, food, fuel, and all spare parts. Some units had
their supply stocks destroyed. Training in the units ceased. Soldiers
moved apart from their equipment because they well understood what the
targets were. Many capturmd Iraqis stated they thought %heair campaign
would last several days to a week at most. When it did not end, the sense
of futility and inevitability of the outcome became more apparent.
Even though the numbers of dead and injured were rather low given
the extent of the bombing, the fear was always present, both day and
night. [DELETEDJ1" Three-ship B-52 strikes occurred every three hours,
day and night, throughout the war. During the course of the air war,
many Iraqi soldiers, particularly those in the front lines, decided not to
fight. Many deserted, others remained in place, but the effect on the
capability of the Iraqi units was the same. The deserters from the
frontline divisions told their interrogators that most of those remaining in
their units would surrender at the first opportunity, without any resistance.
And this is what happened.

162(S) Battlefield Reconstruction Center, Asst Chief of Staff, P2, Hq, VI1 (U.S.)
Corps, "IRattiefleld Reconstruction from Enemy Perspective (24-2014b 1991," p 47;
"3IMe following paragraphs draw on multiple prisoner of war reports. See footnote
8, this chapter, for the location of these reports,
'"[DELETED]
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The ground offensive was over quickly, but there may well have been
units qualified to fight and willing to resist. Few of those units were in
the front lines, however.. When the soldiers and officers in these units
''.decided not to resist, any opportunity for an organized defense in the
theater collapsed. _The Iraqi strategy called for the operational and
strategic recerves to move to resist the points of the Coalition ground
S .attack,.but
not only were these forces fooled by the direction, of the attack
but by how fast it was upon them. They were themselves under attack
S.before
they had a chance to maneuver or present an organized defense.
Attacking the Iraqi Naval and Coastal Defense Forces
-.

-Coalition

aircraft attacked Iraqi naval targets in order to secure
freedom of action in the northern Persian Gulf. While the Iraqi Navy
was small, even the presence of small milssile-firing boats posed a'threat
to the Coalition battle groups and amphibious forces. Carriers and battle-

ships carried firepower to support the ground attack, and the, amphibious
forces had to -be in position to carry out the strategic deception plan and
be ready for landings, if necessary, The targets included Iraqi ports and
facilities at Al Basra, Az Zubayr, and Um Qasr, numerous operating locations in Kuwait, on islands and oil terminals; Silkworm missile sites
along the coast (see Map 9); and afleet 'consisting of patrol boats,
missile-firing boats, and mine-laying boats. There were a total of 178
vessels, with the 13 missile boats posing the greatest threat."s"
United States Navy aircraft prosecuted the attacks against the Iraqi
Navy assisted by Royal Navy attack helicopters and other Coalition
aircraft. The aircraft carriers involved were the Midway, Theodore Roosevelt, and Ranger, with the America joining on 15 February. Strike
aircraft attacked naval targets while under the direction of either one of
the two controlling operators: the Joint Force Air Component Commander
(sorties directed under the daily air tasking order and called theater strike)
or the Navy's antisurface warfare commander (sorties for fleet protection

I'"aheSe vessels and fcilities were not the only threat to the naval forves. Aircraft
with air-to-surface milsiles could launch from Iraqi (and possibly Iranian) bases and pose
a longer range threat to the fleet. Infomkation drawn from two Center for Navi, Analyes

reports: (S)Peter P.Perla. Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Volume I.-Swmwry, and

(S) Jeffrey Lutz, at &l,Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Volume Vt: Antblue.oce
Warfare (Alexandria, VA: 1991).
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Map 9
Fixed-site Iraqi Navall Target8
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and called maritime strike-these sorties did not appear in the air tasking
order). The division was not a rigid one, and, based on the situation,
sorties assigned by the air tasking order to a kill box target in the Kuwait
-theater were. at •tmes diverted to attack ships in the Gulf, andmantisurface
warfare sorties would often strike land targets (Silkworm sites, for instance).
that- thrta
theMflet.'" ,The question of the control of,sorties- is an
important onein anod,.,r context, but for purposes of analyzing results of
-th.strikes,
ail strike. sorties are regarded equally regardless of origin. ....................
. !.............
Attacks against naval targets were the most intense for the first

2 weeks of the War. During this period (through 2 February), 46 percent
of the Gulfocarrier strike sorties (474 of 1,021) were devoted to maritime
strikes, not counting the theater strike sorties that were also hitting naval
targets.' 7 Air strikes heavily damaged the port facilities, and later analy•sis showed that all -the missile boats were damaged or destroyed by
2 February.1" The bulk ofthe Iraqi missile boat destruction took place
between 29 January and 2 February, essentially in two engagements:
when Iraqi boats attempted to reposition along the Kuwait coast on 29
January and, a day later, at what became known as the Battle of Bubiyan,
when a large Iraqi naval force attempted to flee from the ports of Az
Zubayr and Um Qasr to Iranian ports, In a planned escape similar0 to the
flights of Iraqi aircraft to Iran that took place several days prior.'
Just as in the case of targets on land, the lack of adequate bombdamage information prevented a timely assessment of the damage that
had resulted to the Iraqi boats. Later analysis showed that all of the
missile boats had been damaged or destroyed by 2 February, except for
one that escaped to Iran, but not until 17 February could the Navy's
antisurface warfare commander declare the threat defeated",' Even after
the threat was defeated, however, many maritime strikes took place on the
Lutz, Recomtructlon Report, p 5-1; Center for Naval Analyses Database,
strikes by naval aircraft.
167S-3 strike sorties are not Included. (S) Frank Schwamb, et al, DesertStorm Reton"atructionReport, Volume I: Strike Warfare, pp D-I to D-32.
116(S) Mlg, Commander Jip-East to cENTcoM j.2, subj: Battle Damage to Um Qasr,
dtg 021855z Feb 1991, (S) Lutz, Reconstruction Report, p 6-1.
'66(S)

16'intulllgence reporu Indicated that the ordfir to the naval units had come from the
Iraqi Naval Headquarters In Al Burm.
170(S) Perla, Reconasructlon Report, p 78.
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numerous patrol boats that remained, on Faylakah Island, Bubiyan Island
and at coastal artillery positions and Silkworm missile sites. Maritime
strikes, in fact, increased-in the'peilod. After. 17 February from the level
i-t had.lb:enbefore.'' "As a result of all engagements, 143 boats were
-damaged or destroyed, including .-2 of the ,.13 missile boats. On the eve
of the ground attack, however, estimates judged only 2 of the 7 known
Silkworm aites-(5 of.which were inKuwai). as destroyed, 172

.;,

The attacks against the Silkwonr sites contained nify of the s•ae
frustrations that were found during the war in the attacks on Scud sites.
.Thatis, seven Silkworm sites were identified before the war, but repeated
strikes on them did not remove the threat. There were forty-five strikes
in all, beginning at the end of January; 80 percent of the strikes were
after 7 February, and half of those were during the ground offensive.
"Just as in the*Scud attacks, there was 'suspicion that the fixed sites were
decoys because an increasing number of strikes took place not on one of
the identified sites but on suspected sites in adjacent areas."' There were
only two recorded launches of Silkworms, from a site south of Kuwait
City on 25 February, fired probably just prior to the site being overrun:
one of the missiles apparently crashed in the sea immediately, and the
other was shot down by a missile fired from HMS Gloucester.171 Just as
in anti-Scud operations, one cannot judge whether the attacks suppressed
launches. The Iraqis may have retained the missiles for use only to repel
an amphibious landing, or they may have lacked sufficient targeting data
to attack Coalition ships.
In part because of the defeat of the Iraqi Navy, the aircraft carriers
moved farther north in the Gulf during the air campaign. From a position
in the Gulf roughly east of Bahrain and 285 nautical miles (NM) from
Kuwait City, the carriers moved 40 NM miles northwest on 4 February
and another 65 NM miles northwest on 14 February, and for the
71MMany

missions were raids on Faylakah Island in support of a raid on that island
that was later cancelled. (S) Schwamb, ReconUruction Report, p D-2; (S)Lutz, Recon.
struction Report, pp 5.2 to 5.8.
1'2(S)

Lutz, ReconatructionReport, p 4-1; (TS) Viewgraph,

"BDA,

Tactical Systems,

Naval Forces," J2 Briefing to the President and Jcs.
173
(S) Lutz, Reconstruction Report, pp 5-6 to 5-8.
1 74

(S) Robert W. Ward, et al, Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Volume viii:

C3/Space and Electronic Warfare (Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1992),

pp 4-6 to 4-10,
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remainder of the war launched strikes from an area 185 NM miles from
Kuwait City. This closer position allowed the carrier strikes to take place
with little need for in-flight refueling except by the carriers' own organic
tunS -aimJ
1The air attacks on, surface vessels brought the. same lessons asotherVwound target attacks concerning the use of precision munitions. -The
-most effective weapon was the Sea Skua missile. firedfrom British Lynx
"helicopters, arid laser guided bombs were particularly effective at hitting
"'small boats, whether moving' or stationary... Whereas the-battlefield
studies after the war commented on the ineffectiveness of Mk-20 Rockeye
submunitions,' the studies on boat attacks showed Rockeye to be less
effective than laser-guided bombs but'considerably superior to unguided
bombs.'•7 And, finally, the referenced Center for'Naval Analyses report
noted that more laser-guided bombs might have been used if they had
-been available but that thewe .bombt. were reserved for employment
against Iraqitanks.', The Navy may have intended such a prioritization,
but the low level of employment of these bombs in the Kuwait theater by
Navy aircraft does not bear this out. The retention of precision munitions
and other special ordnance by the Coalition air forces was more likely in
anticipation of the ground offensive and the consequent need for precision
in supporting the engaged ground forces.

"17 (S) Schwamb, Reconstruction Report, pp 1.41 to 1-47.
17

6(S) Lutz, Reconasnrction Report, pp 4-3 to 4-5.
'"(S) Ibid. p 6-2.
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Attacking Moving or Engaged Iraqi Ground Forces
Air power in support of engaged gund forces'during Desert Storm
took place only during the one-hundred-hour. oundwrw ad briefly
during the Iraqi incursion into the Saudi town of Al Khafji. Not only
uwa
the time involved brief, but conditions under which the engagements
took place-against thoroughly demoralized Iraqi troops, many in full
flight or surrendering even -before boing engaged-make any generalizations based on these c;Irumstance, questionable. Moreover, the speed
of the ground action made a precise accounting of specific actions that
took place very difficult. After the war, although some reconstructions
of battlefield engagements occurred, no theater-wide analysis was under,
taken. Under these conditions, an investigation of air power's role is
tentative, simply to explain as nearly as possible. what happened.
That the subject of air power's use with engaged ground forces can
claim only minor attention is itself a major distinguishing feature of this
war, a war in which air power was so dominant in every other way. The
experience contrasts with all previous U.S. expectations of major
conventional conflicts, in which doctrine and operations planning focused
on a Soviet invasion in Europe or southwest Asia or an invasion from the
north in Korea. Air power employment in those scenarios supported an
outnumbered ground force fighting initially on the defensive. It was
within this framework of employment that CBNTCOM deployed in August
1990; command and control procedures, bombing tactics, and force
structures of the Services prepared for air attacks on an invading force.
Thus, when the ground war began on 24 February after over a month of
attacks on dug-in ground forces, there was a mixture of both the familiar
and the unfamiliar in what took place.
Before proceeding, some definitions of the attack missions to be
examined are in order. Those two missions are close air support and
interdiction. "Close air support" denotes employment of air attacks in
direct assistance and in close proximity of ground forces. "Close," of
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course, is a relative term; the definition specifies when the missions
"... require detailed integation of each air mission with the fire and
movement of those. (friendly. ground) fores,"" That boundary in the Gulf
War, wa defined by reference to -afire support coordinaifon line, This

lin, geographIq:'line. on -themap ecmpassed the ame in which the
ground commander controlled direct and indirect fire, including the air
delivery of munltlons,. Within this line,.,all'air attack sorties were designatedby the area's ground commanderuand were contrplled by a ground
" .o'r-airrnesrfowirdair controller. Interdiction sortles, with interdiction ...
defined. as "An. action to divert, disrupt, delay or destroy the enemy's
surface potential before It can be. used effectively against friendly forees,"2 Indicated those air attacks beyond the fire support coordination line.
Such sorties covered the application of air strikes in numerous circumstances: attacking supply lines Into the theater, attacking the heavy divisons .as they attempted to maneuver,'and attacking, the Iraqi force as
they attempted to retreat from the theater, The distinction between
Interdiction and close air support Is emphasized because this chapter
contrasts the close air support sorties with interdiction sorties as a way of
illustrating air power's employment, Central Command set the fire
support coordination line coincident with the Saudi Arabian border until
just prior to the ground offensive, so many issues relevant to the coordination line did not arise until the ground war began.
Of the many differences between air attacks on moving and engaged
ground forces and those attacks that occurred prior to 24 February, three
arc worth special comment here as well as later treatment in this chapter.
The first difference was the increaed attention needed for air-ground
communication in order to attack near the lines of the Coalition
forces-the close air support mission. This attention is necessary in every
war, but in this war there was the added caution set forth in procedures

'Department of Defense Dctionary of Miltary and Assoclated Terms, I December
1989, p 70.
2

Ibid, p 187,

3

$ome movement of the fire support coordination line occurred in the Marine Corps
area, particularly during the action at At Khaf4li there were only a small number of such
sorties, and except for Al Kha0i these numbers amo not significant. Definitions of close
air support and Interdiction are a complex subject, part of a larger discussion of roles and
responsibilltles for air support (and the control of those sorties) that while Important does
not bear on the issues considerod here,
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similar to those applied to air-to-air engagements and the restrictions on
bombing altitudes. In air-to-air engagements, the preference was to let
an.. enemy airplane escape rvther than -.shoot down another,.,Coalition
airplane; in air-o-ground attacks, the.rule wasJ4 there was •ny doubt..
a ground target wasthoe enemy, don't shoot. Even.tMdderthese
cnMondOna, there were several, Incidents of fratricide..

rwhether

A second difference involved the significantly, greater vulnerability
of Iraqi forcet. when they were on the move, day or night, compared to
when those forces Were dug-in and surrounded by air defenses. The Joint

. ,precision

Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) arcaft could identify
the path of attacking or retreating columns of Iraqi equipment, and the
weapons on the attack aircraft could hit a moving or stationary
ta.get. Moreover, vehicles out of revetments. and on the '.move were
susceptible to more weapons, such as aircraft cannon fire and airdelivered mines. Not surprisingly, then, the success of attacks on moving
coluns of armor was substantially greater than those attacks on similar
force" protected by bema,camouflage, and other defensive and deceptive
measures. Theincreased protection gained by these measures was not
only significant but possibly underrated,
Finally, there was a difference in the rules for carrying out attacks on
the Iraqi ground forces once the ground offensive began. Altitude
restrictions were eliminated for the attacking aircraft, and crews were
instructed to press the attacks in every way possible, since now the Coalition ground forces could be at risk-but caution was still urged, Lt. Gen.
Charles A. Homer's guidance at the time set forth the new rules:
The weather considerations that were valid last week are no longer
valid. There are people's lives depending on our ability to help them
if help is required. So I want a push put on, I want people feeling
compulsion to hit a target. I do not want fratricide. So If In doubt
don't shoot.'

4'The common term is '"riendly fire,"

3(S) Comments from 61; of 24 Feb 1991, Headqurters, CNTAP Office of History,
Daily Commennt ofLJ General CharlesA.Homer, 17 Januarythrough 28 February1991.
aWAps, CHP 13B.
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Air attacks in support of the ground offensive took place between
24 February and the coasefirc at 0800 on 28 February. During this
perod, close air-support -missions-assisted. the -rapid advance ofcoal.tion
"ground forces, while at the same time large numbers, of 'interdiction
others moving. to fleethe'area.' -In addition to the~action, during the,
'ground offenisive, the other period 'that *deservev attention involves the
acins durli g theIri~qlinc'ursionat 'Al: Kha*i, 29 January to 2 February,,
Here, too, numerous close air support and'interdiction sorties took place
Iraqi fojtces, Thle analysis of close air suipport and'interag .ntmov'ing
ý.dictice considers these two cases,
.

Al KhaQl
"-'What,became knowna the Battle of Al Khafoi-originaed with the

probable 'raiintentionof drawing the Coalition grud forces'into a
major ground engagement, through which Iraq could turn the war more to
its advantage. The battle came at a time, two weeks into the air war,
when Iraq had' endured attacks both to the strategic targets throughout the
cowunty and to Its ground. and naval forces in the Kuwait theater, While
Iraq had expecteO an Initial ,period. of air attacks, those attacks we!? both
longer and mome svere than anticipated, and a Coalition ground 'attack
still appeared no closer to getting underway. Saddamn Hussein had boasted
before the war of the Iraqi advantage in a ground war, in which mounting
casualties would split the Coalition and turn the American public against
the war. Because Iraqi forces were growing weaker, through both attrition
from air attacks and desertions, Saddamn ordered a ground attack to induce
the Coalition into it ground war, heighten the morale of his own forces by
taking the offensive, and to take prisoners as a source of Intelligence in
order to better determine the Coalition's Intentions.'

6Whleo

nothing csn be said for certain about what Saddam Hussein's intentions were,
thi short synopsis follows ýhe widely acceple4 interpretations at this action by CUNCMM
and Washlrgton intel~lgence organizations during and after the war. Enemy prisoner of
war reports are able to provide positive confirmation or this Interpretation of events, and
no reports dispute ItL While the intantdons of the Iraqi leadership must remain as
speculation, die actions both anticipated and taken by the Iraqi ground forme can be
verified.
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The ground attack was centered on the actions of the two heavy
-divisions in the Iraqi IIl Corps holding southeast Kuwait, the 5th Mechanized Division and the 3d Armored Division. The engagement began with
S.

,,three

battalion-sized, probes south toward Sadi Arabia by elements of the

5th Division, augnmeted by or units along"the front lines (Map 10); the,"
.3dDivision was to follow and relnf
w..e
attack orepl acethe 5th
Division in th.. attack.,Other
units ,raqi
may have been ordered to support
the attack or take actions elsewhere, but thactions of at'lemt the'th and
3d Divisions can be documented most clearly.

S,

S

,he Iraqi plan must be pieced together by using Intelligence estimates
prisoner, of war reports•because little of this plan wu allowed to

.and

un-old,.Coalition, ground forcesi alongswith. fixed-wing and rotary-wing
aircraft, stopped or turned back two of the three probes and assisted in
operations over thenext several days to dislodge and drive back the third
probe, which had reached Al. Khafji. At the samn, time,reinforcing Iraqi
units were turned back both at the border and, in the case of the 3d Armored Division, within Kuwait, as this division attempted to move south.
The action was essentially over by 2 February, with air power having
played an important part in both close air support and interdiction.

•

The ground action to stop the several battalion-sized Iraqi attacks
generated the first true close air support sorties of the war, The combination of Marine attack helicopters (AH-IW Super Cobras), AV-SB Harri.
ors, A-10s, AC-130 gunships, and F/A-18s, along with a number of
ground-fired weapons, concentrated on the Iraqi forces. Few agglregate
data are available, but accounts of the Individual engagements detail total
estimates of up to fifty armored and wheeled vehicles destroyed by

dat
7Oflicar

taken prisoner during the battle or after the war from the 5th and 3d

Divisions tad other units detailed the part each unit was to play. see (S) intelliglence
Inforntion Reports. While the officees knew. of doe battle plan, however, many of the
lower nvmknS soldiers captured were not even aware that they were gloing into battle,
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a combination of air and ground attacks.' From these engagements, there
also emerged several incidents of fratricide: thirteen Marines and four
Saudi soldiers were killed, in three incidents, two of which were during
air-to-ground attacks. I'T'e worst of these occurtbd when a Maverick
missile fired from an A-I0, at night, struck a Marine armored vehicle
(seven' killed and two wounded). The cause was a missile malfunction
(the Maverick pitched down and.struck the ground, behind the aircrnft),'
Th.ough ,the recorded close air, support sorties, were few, themr wore
large numbers of sorties either planned or diverted into the area of
southern Kuwait (the area from the Saudi border to just south of Kuwait
'City) for the next two to three days. While the number of Coalition
sorties overall saw little change, the sorties striking killboxes A04, A05,
and AH4 (Map 10) increased dramatically. For the approximately three
days of action rmlating to. Al Khaoi,,a total .of .more than. one .thousand.
..attack sorties of all types, including attack helicopters, were involved in.
strikes in these three killboxes.'° The total numbers of sorties for Marine
OV-10s (Marine forward air control aircraft) and AV-8Bs nearly doubled
their daily average during the time period, achieving levels they would
not again reach until the beginning of the ground offensive, On 30

'(S) CBNTAF Tactical Air Control Center Current Operations Log (hereafter referred

to as TACC Log), entries for 29 and 30 January, awAps Microfilm Roll 10263. Included
In the Log are requests from Gen Khaild himself on the morning of 30 January and again
on the evening of 31 January, seeking air strikes close to Al Khatji, Theater reports at
the time unaccountably Indicate very few close air support sorties being flown during the
period (29 January to 2 February), CBNTCOM situation reports list a total of only eighteen
such sorties-all by Marine aircraft; CBETAP reporting only lists four-and those by Marine
aircraft. The numbers were certainly higher, however, since the AO1 wing chronology
discusses close air support missions flown in support of ground forces at Al Khaf~i
[(S) Combat Chronology, 231354 WFW(P), 17 Jan.28 Feb 1991, entry for 30 Jan, APHR.A
00885046-51l, (S)CsNTAP Reports, 28 Jan-3 Feb 1991, SNWAPS, CHST 72; (S) USCINCCENT
srmE.Bs, 28 Jan-3 Fob 1991, OWAPS, CsS 29 and 30.

'OMce of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), News Relewe No. 504-91,
13 Aug 1991.
1I0) GWAPS Missions Database; (S) John D. Parsons, Benjamin T Regala, and
Orman H. Puananen, Marino Corps Reconsiowcton Report, Vol IV: Third Marine Aircraf
Wing Operatiom (Alexandria, VA: Center for Naval Analyses, 1992), pp 18-24, 110.
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January, A-10s flew more sorties (293) than they would again on any
single day, including during the ground offensive."
Though their daily number of sorties did not change appreciably,
many other types of Coalition aircraft took part, on both day and night
strikes." Two of these aircraft types, the B-52 and the JSTARS aircraft,
were the subject bf considerable discussion. Up until that time, the B-52
had been devoted to attacking either strategic targets or the heavy divisions of the Republican Guard. When action began on the border, there
were Marine requests for the diversion of B-52 sorties from their scheduled targets to attack the armor formations along th, border. After some
discussion, the Tactical Air Control Center ('rA-c) decided not to allow
this diversion. The decision was made for two reasons: the low level of
effectiveness of the B-52's bombs anticipated against armor formations
and a fear of Coalition casualties on the ground because of their proximity to the target. Instead, a B-52 flight was diverted to a target farther to
the northwest-a road intersection being uaed for assembly by Iraqi forces.
On this target, the TACC discussion centered not on whether the strike
would destroy the vehicles but on the psychological Lffect of the attack
on the formations. 3
The JSTARS aircraft had been flying nightly sinco the beginning of the
air war, but in the activity surrounding the events at Al Khafji, the
aircraft took on added significance. While JSTARS could detect, track, and
pass targeting information on vehicle movement throughout the theater,
its surveillance of a virtually in-place ground Force did not fully use these
capabilities. During Al Khafji, that changed. From 29 through 31 January, Iraqi ground movements were a subject of much conjecture. There
was a movement of Iraqi forces south in eastern Kuwait, and CENTCOM
anticipated that the move was a feint for a larger maneuver to the west,

"II(S)Entry for 30 Jan 1991, Combat Chronology 23/354 TFw(P); (9) Marine Corps
Reconstruction Report, Vol IV, pp 20, 26.
12fThere was also an increase in aircraft losses. Eprly on the morning of 31 January,
an AC-130 was shot down while attacking tarlets over southern Kuwait, with the loss of
the entire crew of 14-a loss that by itself accounted for a majority of the USAF combat
fatalities during the war.
13

(S) TACC !Ag. entries on the evyin8n of 30/31 Jan 1991, CWAPS Microfilm Roll

10263.
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at the tri-border area, perhaps by the Republican Guard Divisions." This
suspicion was supported by pilot reports thaa.the'rawakalna Division had
moved from its previous position (and was unlocated) and that the Madinah Division was observed moving south."5 In this situation, the )STARS
information took on tremendous value, both to evaluate the amount and
nature of movement throughout the theater awid to track the specific
movements of Iraqi forces in soo'theast Kuwait. The Tactical Air Control
Center notes of a conversation between two general officeis (one Air
Force, one Marine) on 31 January indicate that these two officers had
originally thought of JSTARS as a "toy" being tried out in the war, but
they now saw how vital that capability could be; a call to the Tactical Air
Control Center two days later by 1,t. Gen. Walter E. Boomer, the First
Marine Expeditionary Force Commander, again praised the JSTARS'
performance in this action."
The results achieved by )STARS and the strike aircraft marked a sharp
upturn in Iraqi equipment attrition. While success against Iraqi equipment
had until that time been rather meager, the results achieved during the
period were, as shown in Table 18, a dramatic turnaround. Notice that
approximately two-thirds of the equipment attrition took place outside of the
Republican Guard units. The jump in attrition estimates in so short a time
was not matched again until the concentrated attacks with precision-guided
bombs against Iraqi armor ("tank plinking") began in February."
While a number of prisoner of war reports mention the effects, the
most telling one was the comment of a member of the 5th Mechanized
Division, a veteran of the Iran-Iraq War, who remarked that his

14(8) TACC Log, Intelligence brfg on 28 and 29 Jan 1991. and a notation of a telephone call from the caNTCoM J.3, MaJ Gen Moore, warning that the At Khafji attack may
have been a feint. GWAPS, Microfilm Roll 10263.
is(S) CENTAP Historian Notes of TACC Operations, 29-31 !an 1991, OWAPS, NA 200.

"16(S) TACc Log, entries of 31 Jan and 2 Feb 1991, owAPs Microfilm Roll 10263.
17(S)

Tactical Air Command Message, dtg 292300Z Jan 1991, an4 (S) USCINmCcNT

Intelligence Summary No. 177, 3 Feb 1991, OWAPS, CHST 24. As the bomb-damage
asussment difficulties brought out in tiwe previous clhapter make clear, these attrtion
estimatue were inflated. Nevertheless, it is the cuinae. not the absolute numbers, that is
most xisnificant. Moreover, if there was inflation at this time it was more likely to have
occurred in the Republican Guard estimates.
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Table 18
Iraqi Equipment Destroyed
As of 29 January.

'Thnks
Armored Personnel Carriers
Artillery.

80 (0)
86 (3)

As of 3 February

554 (177)
314 (81)

308 (5)
425 (28)
Totals include Republican Guard Divisions. The sopcific num4bie for RepubRlice Guard Divisions am given In parenthesis, Source: cENTCOM 1-2 Reports.
brigade underwent more damage in thirty minutes than it had in eight
years in the previous war."
After its experience at Al Khafji, the Iraqi Army attempted no other
attacks. They "constructed more berms, dug deeper, dispersed supplies,
changed, to the use of smaller convoyi in the Kuwait theater, moved
headquarters locations frequently, and increasi.d the use of decoys in
many areas." The. Iraqi 5th Division, perhaps the hardest hit, was
effectively eliminated; one prisoner report mentioned that the division
was withdrawn to Al Basra,•° Most importantly, the division was not to
b't a serious factor during the Marine advance in the ground offensive.
Perhaps the theater-wide impact of the Al Khafji experience was the
effect it had on the Xraqi Army commanders. Their forces dug in to
survive, but they had realized that counterattack or withdrawal "was
Impossiole under the gun of the furious Coalition attacks." Iraqi plans for
major operations of any sort in the Kuwait theater were discarded as a
result of this experience."' If the jump in numbers was dramatic, it was
no less so for the Iraqi forces that had to undergo these attacks.

"POW

Report.

19(S) USCINCCENTIJ2

OWAPS, CHsT 42.
20
P0W report,
21

ibi4.
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Message, Collateral Intelligence Report No. 180, 6 Feb 1991,

Curiously, while an important event for the Iraqi ground forces, Al
Kharji made only a slight impression on the Coalition estimates. This was
so perhaps for several reasons. First, CENTCOM, for most of the period of

the movement of the Iraqi I Corps, was bent on viewing the move as a
feint in preparation for a larger attack to the west. Second, at the time,
CBN"oM and the Tactical Air Control Center ranked the Scud suppression

operations and the attacks on the Republican Guard as the leading priorities and were reluctant to see that focus altered; numerous discussions In
the Tactical Air Control Center referred to the need toiadhere to the ciNc's
guidance (focus on the Republican Guard).= And third, since most of the
damage to the Iraqi units was done not on the front lines but miles back
within Kuwait, there was no doubt a lack of awareness of the extent of
damage done to the Iraqi units. That damap was more than would have
been expected since many Iraqi units were caught on the move. In fact,
it was not clear at the time that multiple units were moving. The press
briefings at the Pentagon on I February aA,J at CBNTCOM Headquarters on
2 February say little about Al Khafji; statements by Lt. Gen. Thomas
Kelly, the Joint Staff J-3, and Admiral McConnell downplayed both the
size of the Iraqi forces engaged and the Importance of the action.' What
was viewed by the Iraqis as a severe lesson in their vulnerability to air
power was summarized by CBNTcOM as:
The imited attack of the 5th Mechanized Division which was expected
to occur on the evening of 31 January did not materialize. Heavy
Coalition air strikes on 5th Mechanized units in attack
2 position caused
the Iraqi III Corps to discontinue offensive actions. '
The engagement at Al Kharji was not designed as a limited attack,
however-it only became that as a result of the impact of air strikes on the
Iraqi forces attempting to move, Al Kharji was a major effort to begin
the ground war, the only such attempt Iraq made, and the importance of

TAcc Log, entries for 29 Jwato I Feb, 1991, OWAPS Microfilm Roll 10263.
Obviously there had been an appeal I- Gen Schwarzkopf, for there Is an entry In the
CENTAP Historian Notes of TACc Operations from I F~eb: "CINC said we could stlut hitting
the first echelon vice Republican Guard," oWAPS, NA 200.
23Text of briefings
and answers to questions, I Feb 1991, Pentaion, Washington,
DC, and 2 Feb 1991, cENTcom Headquarters, IWAPS, CHST 28.
24(S) uscINc""mr srlrEP, dtg 0121 15Z Feb 1991, GWAPS, ccs 29.
2(S)
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its failure is undeniable. Iraq's only hope was to force an early start to
a ground war of ettrition before it was itself exhausted. That Iraq's only
option was abandoned and not attempted again demonstrated the severity
of the loss it suffered. At Al Khafji, air power had gained an important
victory not fully appreciated at the time.
The Ground Offensive

*

While air power employed during the incursion at Al Khafji involved
an unexpected action in the midst of competing priorities, the ground
offensive of 24 to 28 February presented a different scenario. The date
for the offensive was planned, sorties apportioned, and the procedures
practiced beforehand, and all air action was geared to supporting the
ground offensive. Central Command dedicated an extensive number of
aircraft sorties with highest priority given to close air support and to
interdiction throughout the Kuwait theater.
Fixed-wing aimrcraft scheduled for close air support took place in what
was called a "push cAS" system! flights of aircraft arrived at locations
along the avenue of attack on a continuous basis, sometimes as frequently
as every seven minutes. In other words, without waiting for a ground
commander to m'quest air support, the sorties were "pushed" to him. If
no one needed these aircraft at the time, they would orbit for a short
period of time, then proceed on to hit planned back-up interdiction
targets-to be replaced in orbit by succeeding flights. On some days,
more than six hundred aircraft sorties a day participated in this system,
primarily U.S. Air Force A-10s and F-16s and U.S. Marine AV-8Bs and
"FIA-l8s; no U.S. Navy25or non-U.S. Coalition fixed-wing aircraft took
part in close air support.
Adding to the numbers of aircraft available for close air support were
the Coalition attack helicopters, principally those of the U.S. Army and
Marines. The previous chapter did not address these aircraft because
although they saw some use prior to the ground offensive (including the
destruction of Iraqi air defense installations by Army AH-64 Apaches on
the first night of the war), their employment in cross-border operations

(WAPS, CHsT 68. Many other aircraft
u(s) uSCiNCCeNT stmxers, 23-28 Feb 199W,
were, of course, capable of conducting close air support, but them wu no need to cadl on
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was only intermittent until the approach of the ground offensive. Crossborder raids by AH-64s began in the week prior to the ground offensive,
and several deep operations (fifty miles or more) took place in the final
two days of the war (26 and 27 Febiuary).2 ' These aircraft were counted
on for performing the closest of the close air support,. since their ability
mnto
neuver and keep close contact with ground forces made them the
most suitable for attacking targets close to the front lines,
The outer limits of the area for employing the close air support sorties
-were defined by the fire support coordination line, discussed earlier in the
chapter. lb keep pace with a potentially rapidly changing ground
situation, the Coalition ground forces drew up a series of proposed coordination lines before the offensive began based on the planned route of
advance, with the movement of the line forward being triggered at a
certain time based on the extent of the advance. In a fust-paced advance,
as this offensive was to be, the coordination of the movement of this line
became crucial In the management of close air support and interdiction
sorties, since this line determined the categorization of these sorties.
The bulk of the Coalition aircraft not involved in close air support
flew interdiction sorties within the Kuwait theater: against Iraqi forces to
prevent them from moving to the front lines or to catch them as they
retreated and to strike at supplies, headquarters, and the road and bridge
network. Strikes by COadition aircraft extended throughout the theater,
though the U.S. Navy (from the Gulf carriers) and Marine sorties concentrated heavily in eastern Kuwait. Many of the night flyers (F-Ills,
F-l5Es, A-6s, and the night-configured F-16s9a struck the killboxes in

26

HQ

DA, occops, Aviation Division, "Apache in Desert Storm," nd (hereafter

referred to as "Apache in Desert Storm"), enclosed in a folder, Army Aviation in Desert
ShJeW/Sorm (Ft Rucker, AL: US Army Aviation Center, 1992) (hereafter referred to a
Army Aviation), aWAPS, NA 337.
27Readers
may take issue with the term "close air support" applied to attack helicoptons. The terms more often used are "deep attack," "air assault," or "fire support."
Adding such terms will only complicate the discussion, however, particularly when using
those terms for the employment of tlxed.wIng aircraft. Since all attack helicopter missions were within the fire support coordination line, "close air support" provides at least
as adequate a definition of what they did as it does for the fixed-wing close air support.
2 5rwo squadrons of P- 6s had navigation pods of the low altitude navigation and
targeting infrared for night (LANTIRN) system.
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the northern part of the theater to further attrit the heavy divisions and
interdict the road traffic. The B-52 flights were scheduled round the
clock: on the first day to hit breaching sites and along the front lines of
Iraqi forces; on subsequent days to strike into Iraq at headquarters and
staging areas just south of the Euphratns River." The plan aimed to put
maximum pressure on the Iraqi forces, with every type of strike aircraft
of the Coalition engaged.3°
While many of the Interdiction sorties planned for the Kuwait theater
had specific. targets tosrike, large numbers of these sorties were scheduled
in a similar anangement to the "push-CAs" sorties. That is, schedulers
routed the strike aircraft not to a target but to an area, where they would

receive targeting from another airborne aircraft (JSTARS aircraft, P-16

Pointer-Scouts, or F/A-18Ds) performing surveillance in the area.3 1 These
procedures added great flexibility to the planned air attacks since the airborne ,controller could adjust to the tactical situation almost immediately.
Once the ground war got underway, the system needed as much flexibility as possible In order to deal with the conditions. Those conditions
generally included light opposition to the ground advance, which In tuna
generated few targets for close air support aircraft; a rapidly moving fire
support coordination line, which forced back the line defining the area open
for interdiction sorties and changed the targets of many sorties; and a period
of poor weather and restricted visibility due to oil fires, which limited the
ability of aircraft to perfomi close air support and restricted many strikes t)
radar-aimed releases. Those aircraft so equipped used this less accurate
release tactic; those not so equipped had to return to base with their bombs,
The conditions faced throughout the ground phase of the war tested the
limits of air power's flexibility, though few of the problems encounterd
were due to active opposition by the enemy.

29
" (S) Mater

30Though

Attack Plan, 24-27 Feb 1991, OWAPS, 3H 1.

the P.-117 and Tornados only marginally so: P-117z continued to hit
strategic targets inIraq, and Tomados were employed principally against airfields inIraq.
The Proven Force P.16s and F-I IIscould not reach the Kuwait theater, so they continued
to strike targets In northern Iraq.
31(S) Master Attack Plans, 24-27 Feb 1991, GWAPS, SH I. These procedures were
used even more extensively after the first day of the ground offensive, when anticipating
likely targets even hours beforehand became ever more difficult.
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,I
Close Air Support
The lack of determined Iraqi resistance made close air support a rather
peripheral aspect of this war. All the frontline Iraqi divisions crumbled
quickly, often with no resistance at all, and as the Coalition corps
advanced, they reported light resistance throughout the theater. With the
exception of a handful-of instances of determined resistance, possibly two
in the Marine ama of operations and seversl more in Army clashes with
units of the Republican OGuad, there were few instances in which the
opposition was not .andled easily by Army .or Marine gtound weapons
alone." Theere wer, in other words, few "troops in contact" situations to
provide examples of how well close air support by fixed-wing aircraft or
attack heliopters could be synchronized with ground fire support systems.
ThA"orties ,reported by the command as close air support give an
arrondois indication of what took place. The daily reporting indicatedup
to five hundred such sorties in a day, but those figures do not reflect the
true nature of These missions." A study of Marine Corps sorties (see
MTble 19) estimates only 14 percent of these sonties were close air support, wh.ie Marine reporting at the time put that figure at over 70 per;:ent?' Whtle the information on U.S. Air Force sorties does not allow
suchL• reconstruction, those aircraft faced a similar situation in the Army
sector, so the percentage of true close air support was probably similar to
the Marine figures. What is clear from reporting is that as early as the
"irst morning, iorward air controllers were turning aircraft back to the
'Tactlcil, Air Control Center as not necessary, and many aircraft returned
with Wir ordnance because they could not be employed anywhere else.
The primary close air support aircraft, A-10s and AV-8Bs, saw much less
action than planned: A-10s reported 316 of 909, or 35 percent as ineffective (that is, they did not drop their bombs), and AV-8Bs had more total
missions canceled or with no drops (143) than they had successful mis-

32A

possible exception would be the employment of aircraft (F- 6s in oiw case,

A.IO&in another) to assist in the protection and extraction of Special Forces personnel
opernlng behind enemy lines.
(S) USCINCceNT iiTPitp, 26 Fab 199 1, oWAPs, CHIT 68-4. Whwi. th
figures most

likely Indicate Is thu planned employment of the sorties when they were lancked, not
what actudly occurred on the sortie.
"i(S)Mwarne Corps Reconruvtuon Ssudy, Vol. IV, p 74; (S) usCtINCNT RITREPr,
24-28 Feb 1991, GWAPS, CHIT 68.
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sions (131)." Even some of the B-52 sorties scheduled for bombing the
breach sites were redirected in flight to other targets because the ground
advance had already made those sorties unnecessary..6
Table 19
Number of Mission. in Relation to the Fire Support
Coordination Une (rSCL) During the Ground Offenslve
• ji r,,t type

,IsideTnCL

Outside FSCL

Tota

A-613
AV-SB

27(16%)
44(1S%)

1.41 (84%)
199 (82%)

168
243

F/A-18A/C

37 (10%)

342 (90%)

379

Total

108 (14%)

682 (86%)

790

Note: Only missions described in Third MAW mission reports are included in

this table.
Source: Marine Corps Reconstruction Report, Vol IV.

While the conditions experionced in close air support operations were
similar In the areas of Marine and Air Force/Army operations, the
employment in each area was different enough to be considered separately. What they had in common was the relatively few Instances in which
aircraft were cited as a part of the ground engagement. The two areas
differed in the manner of combined employment of fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft. For instance, several accounts detail how Marines used
combinations of AV-8Bs, AH-1W, and, at times, A-10s and F/A-18s in
engagements in the Burgan oil fields on 25 February and just south of

"(S) Maine CorpqiRconstru.tion Report, Vol IV, p 77; (S) Combat Chronology
23/354(P), entries for 24 through 28 Feb. A-10 data are for all sorties; only prialal data
ame available for close sir support sorties, but those data Indicate the unsuccessful rate was
even higher for these sorties. See (S) 354/23.Tw(P), W'ng Operations Lolt, entries of 2428 Feb 1991, OWAPS Microfilm Roll 26557.
""(S) History of the Strategic Air Command, I Jan-31 Dec 1990, Volume I (NQ SAC
History Office, 1992), p 273.
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Kuwait International Airport on 26 February." The U.S. Army, on the
other hand, employed fixed-wing close air support sorties not in the
close-in battle but in areas up to forty miles from the front lines of Coalition forces. Fixed-wing close air support handled this farther area, while
artillery, rockets, or helicopters struck the regions more close-in to the
grund forces, Examples include the A-10s called In to attack positions
on':-aIil Airfield on 27'February, prior to its assault by elements of the
24th Division and again when A-Os were called to strike the positions
Sothe IrAqk Tawakalna 7r3
Division
Eastins,on3 26 February, prior to what caine to

be. called the Battleof
V....

Attack helicopters sAw action both in conjunction with the attacking
frontline ground forces In all areas and in independent, deep attacks
behind Iraqi frontline forces by U.S. Army AH-64s, principally by the
XVIUI Corps.3" In several instances, helicopters were employed because
t -ty were the only aircraft that could operate successfully, such as in
conditions of low ceilings due to weather, blowing sand, or oil well fires.
Depending on the nature of the operating areas and the employment
doctrine of the force, the helicopters assumed different roles. In the more
restricted size of the Marine Corps area, the attack helicopters operated
closely with the front lines of the advancing troops. When employed by

.
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learings before the Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, &May
1991,restimony ur Maj Can James M, Myatt (Washington, DC: US Oovernment Printing

Office, 1991), pp 60.62,
31Jason
K.Kamlya,

AHistory of the 24th Mechanized Division Combat Team During
Operation Detirt Storm, p 29; Frank N. Schubert and Theresa L. Kraus, The Whirlwind
War: The UnitedStales Army in OperationsDesert Shield andDesert Storm (Washington,
DC, Center for Military History, undated draft), pp 304, 311, and 315. While this
employment, essentially following Army Air Land Battle Doctrine, can be men in both
VII and XVIII Corps, it more typifis the operation of VII Corps. The VII Corps Commander, LA Con Frederick Franks, pointed out after the war that his preference was to
employ fixed-wing close air support well ahead or the front line of forces, while using

the firepower of his brigades in the close-in battle, in order to attack the Iraqi Army
throughnut its depth, simultaneously. lntvw, sWAPS staf'f with Con Franks, 2 Sep 1992,
Pt Monre, VA.
"3gAttack helicopters employed were the Army's AH.64, Marine Corps AH-IW, the
French Array Gazelle, and the British Army Lynx. The Kuwait Air Force also possessed
Gazelle helicopters, but they were not employed as attack aircraft during Desert Storm,
The Army had AH-Is deployed to the theater, but there is no record of their employment
as attack helicopters.
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U.S. Army VII Corps, the attack helicopters performed as an integrated
maneuver element of a division. In the areas of XVIII Corps, however,
the AH-64s engaged in several independent deep operations, apart from
the ground elements, against withdrawing Iraqi troops and accounted for
significant amounts of Iraqi equipment destroyed in these sweeps.' A
limitation in the ability for deep sweeps proved to be the logistics and
planning required to support these operations, particularly with the ground
forces moving so swiftly. As a result, the first such deep raid did not
take place until late on 26 February With three more multi-battalion
attacks: taking place during the day and evening of 27 February. The
principal raid on. 27 February was by AH-64s on the causeway crossing
the Hawr Al Hammar, s key exit route from the theater (to be discussed
later), during which the Apaches disabled many vehicles caught in the
congestion waiting to cross the causeway. 4"
In summary, close air support was a great assistance to the ground
attack, but It was not vital to Its success. Because of the nature of the

enemy resistance encountered, or the lack of it, there were few instances
in which close air support sorties had to drop munitions close to Coalition
ground forces to stop an Iraqi attack; the Coalition ground forces controlled
the closeness of the combat. The aircraft employed were capable of much
more than was called for from them, but the divisions' own artillery and
rocket launchers, the superior range of the guns of Coalition tanks and
other direct fire weapons, along with the tremendous advantage of thermal
imaging sights which allowed Iraqi tanks to be engaged by MIAIs at
ranges nearly double the maximum acquisition range of the Iraqis, allowed
the Coalition ground forces to handle those few instances of resistance
without substantial assistance from the air, Air power's greater effectiveness was in attacking the forces deeper in the Iraqi defense areas, in the
regions where thew attack6 blended with the interdiction strikes.

*Aimy Aviation, p 34; (S) Marine Corps Dee•rt Storm Roconmtruction Report,
Voime IV, p 113.
"4'ArmyAviadon, pp 86-10; "Apache In Desert Storm"; 8th Air Support Operations
Croup After Action Review, Operations Desert Shleld/Storm, nd, OWAPS, NA 577.
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"Interdiction
Air interdiction sorties during the four days of the ground war took
place in conditions of poor weather, rapidly changing target assignments,
and the changing priorities of targets in these final hours of the war.
During this time, the area open for interdiction sorties constricted as the
fire support coordination line moved forward, until, by 27 February, all
interdiction sorties were nearly squeezed out of the Kuwait theater (the
limit of the theater being 31 degrees north latitude).
Air interdiction operations saw two phases. During the first phase,
from the initiation of the ground war to the evening of 25 February,
aircraft attacked the reserve heavy divisions (and the other Republican
Guard division. as well) In order to destroy their capability to move or
maneuver to meet the Coalition ground forces. Counterattacks by the
Iraqi heavy divisions after the frontline divisions had fixed the Coalition
attack was thought to be the basis of the Iraqi strategy, as discussed in
Chapter 2. The second phase began after intelligence Information indicaied (and airborne aircraft had confirmed) that a general retreat of Iraqi
forces was underway (evening of 25 February). From that time until the
ceasefire at 8:00 a.m. local time on 28 February, the focus of air interdiction became one of pursuing and destroying the retreating army.4 2
For the first two days of the ground offensive, air interdiction strikes
took place on Iraqi troop concentrations and equipment just beyond the
fire support coordination line, while other aircraft prowled the deeper
areas of the theater, often at night, receiving cuing by JSTARS aircraft or
control/scout aircraft (F-16 Pointer or F/A-18D) to attack any movement
of forces. On the morning of 24 February, typical sorties included (Map
11) Jaguar aircraft attacking As Salman, F- 16s attacking Al Busayyah,
and Kuwaiti A-4s attacking artillery positions in front of the Joint Forces
Command-north area; on 24 and 25 February, the Marine Corps and
Navy sorties concentrated their attacks at similar distances forward of the
fire support coordination line (see Figure 25). Interdiction

4No

phases were either planned or announced, of course. The term phases is used

simply to describe the unfolding events. Word of the general withdrawal came from

communications from the Kuwait resistance In Kuwait City, and aircraft In the region,
(S) TACC Log, entries of 25 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 215.
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Figure 25
Movement of Marine Corps Fire Support
Coordination Line, 24-26 February 1991'

.
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(S) Marine Corqs Desert Storm Reconstruction Report, Vol IV, pp 70-43.
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sorties moved north and east throughout each day of the ground offensive, as indicated in Maps II and 12, staying just ahead of the fire support coordination line, reaching the highways that served as routes into
and out of the Kuwait theater. During the first two days, the heaviest
concentrations of strikes were in killboxes AFS and AGS (280 strikes),
principally by B-52s, A-6s, F/A-I 8s, and F- 16s, and at night in killbox
AE6 (140 strikes on 24 February alone), principally by F-II IFs.F
While It is difficult to account for the movements of individual Iraqi
units during the final chaotic days of the war, them is evidence that some
units (the first ones out) began an early retreat from the theater and
emerged ready for further employment within Iraq almost immediately.
The 11th and 15th Infantry Divisions, for example, stationed close to
Kuwait City, took part in quelling the Shia uprisings in southern Iraq
shortly after the war. There were three special forces units stationed in
Kuwait City that, after leaving the theater, moved to northern Iraq to take
part in actions against the Kurdish uprising. Of even greater importance,
one intelligence estimate points out that three of the Republican Guard
divisions-the Baghdad, Al Faw, and the Special Forces Division-departed
the theater on the evening of 25 February, while the Coalition ground
forces were still far from the positions of these divisions.4" Lacking is
any information on what damage these divisions (and some others) sustained during and after their exit from the theater. For most of these
divisions, an estimate of the damage they suffered is unimportant, since
the objective was only to clear them from the theater. There was a
specific military objective calling for the destruction of the Republican
Guard forces, however, so the level of destruction of these three Republican Guard divisions is relevant, but unknown. All that can be said is

44xcept for the employment by P-I I IF& on 24 Feb of 162 laser-guided bombs on
targets In Republican Guard divisions, particularly the Tawakalna Division, laser-guided
bombs were not employed to any great extent during the ground war. The capable aircraft
(F-I I1Fs, F-l•Sl, and A-6s) shifted to mines and other nonprcigion munitions. Strike data
from: OWAPS Missions Database, sorties of 24-27 Feb 1991; (S)Marine Corn" Roconlnwsion Report, Vo1 IV, pp 71-2: Center for Naval Analyses USN missions database; AtCCC
Log, 25 through 27 Feb 1991, CIWAPS, NA 287. The sorties depicted in Figure 25 and Map
II are estimates only, Data available for Navy and Marine Corps sorties are much more
complete than for the other Coalition sorties, including USAF sorties.
45
" [D(EL9ED]
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I
that, being infantry divisions, they received far less attention in the air
fampaign than the Republican Guard heavy divisions.'
After the general retreat began by many of the Irmai forces on the
evening of 25 February, the interdiction sorties bore down on the retreating colunins of Iraqi forces flowing north in trucks, cars, boats, or any
other means available to depart the country. The units in the northern part
of the theater had the best chance of escaping intact, The forces that
followed them, however, became slowed and then stopped at those points
where many units had to converge at bridges or roadway choke points.
The first location where air stopped the retreating columns was Mutla
Ridge, high ground to the west of Kuwait City and just north of the city
of Al Jahra. The major road to Basrn passing over the bluffs of the ridge
made a natural choke point for the traffic retreating from throughout
southeast Kuwait, combining with the traffic fleeing Kuwait City (see
Map 13). Once the forward elements of this traffic had been halted by
air attacks, the remaining several miles of vehicles came under attack
throughout the evening, leaving a scene approximately two miles long of
abandoned and burning vehicles. This scene became identified as the
"highway of death" by the news media in the immediate aftermath of the
war.47 A count of destroyed vehicles using photos taken on I March put
the number at more than 1,400, with only 14 tanks and 14 other armored
vehicles being among them. Reporters found somewhere between 200
and 300 dead Iraqis at the scene; the other occupants presumably either
4
escaped north or were taken prisoner. '
A second choke point for the retreating Iraqi forces occurred at the
causeway over the Hawr Al Hammar, the large lake and marshlands
northwest of Basra (the probable escape route for the three Republican

""•Postwar actions by the Republican Guard in suppressing insurgencies within Iraq
cannot be automatically attributed to Republican Guard divisions escaping from the
Kuwait theater, since there were Republican Guard divisions remaining in Baghdad during
the war that would have been available for such activities.
47Steve Coil and William Branigan, "U,S. Scrambled to Shape View of 'Highway
of Death,"' Washin~ton Post, II Mar 1991, p 1.
"Ibid.
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Map 13

1

Choke Points for Retreating Iraqi Troops in the Kuwaiti Theater
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Shaded area south of Basra depicts no-strike areas declared on 27 Feb.
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Guard divisions referenced earlier). The multilane causeway had been
bombed and repaired several times during the war and could sustain only
limited traffic, Aircraft, principally F-1 ls, destroyed enough vehicles to
block the traffic on the evening of 26 February, and aircraft strikes continued the following day, most notably a deep attack by AH-64s. Aerial
photography two days later showed approximately 550 to 600 vehicles
abandoned at the location; as at Mutla Ridge, only 10 to 20 of these were
armored vehicles, 4'
The final choke point for traffic out of the Kuwait theater was at the
city of Bumr, Here, in the final day of the war, with Coalition ground
forces moving in from the west and cutting off all escape in that direction, the fleeing Iraqi forces. attempted to get through the city and its
canals and across the river to the east, the last remaining exit. All bridges over the canal and rver were either damaged or destroyed, and traffic
stopped at the canal .on the western side of the city, with a back-up
stretching approximately twenty miles to the west; into this congestion,
the remnant of the Iraqi Army, including the remaining Republican Guard
divisions, had retreated.
There were no scenes of destruction in Basra or at the canal such as
those seen at Mutla Ridge or the Hawr Al Hammar, however, because of
conditions that affected the bombing. First, the area west of Basra was
not open desert but a more built-up area of farms and small towns.
Tanks and other military vehicles took advantage of this situation by
parking on neighborhood streets and generally mixing in with civilian
buildings in the area." Bombing in this situation was subject to far more
restrictions than encountered elsewhere. Second, the weather ceilings in
that area, the proximity of Coalition ground forces on 27 February, and
the close proximity of the target area to Iranian territory all brought
restrictions on the bombing operations. General Schwarzkopf, fearing an
incident with aircraft bombing so close to Iran in bad weather, closed the
[DELETED]
[DELETED]

"49Army Avia#Won pp 86-108; OWAPS Missions Database, sorties of 26/27 Feb 1991.
5"°[DELETBD]
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shaded areas in boxes AG7 and AH7, allowing only attacks on the bridges in Basra (See Figure 13).s"
During the final two days of the war and the compression of the Iraqi
Army into the northeast end of the theater, a conflict arose between Army
and Air Force officers in the Tactical Air Control Center concerning the
placement of the fire support coordination line (FScL). Because the
dispute affected the employment of air power during these days, It
became more than a matter of procedure. One difficulty concerned the
coordination line being placed adjacent to the canal at Basra. The Army
forcea placed the line far ahead of any Coalition ground forces, but with
the rapid advance of those forces and the uncertainty of their precise
location, the caution is understandable.
A second difficulty conceemed the placement of the coordination line
by XVIII Corps to the north of the Euphrates River, including the eastwest highway in that region (see Figure 26). The line was set there not
because of any movement of ground forces but to accommodate an attack
on 27 February by AH-64s on the causeway at the Hawr Al Hammar.
The Air Force officers in the Tactical Air Control Center objected to the
extent of the area north of the river within the boundary of the FSCL,
because that area then became closed to interdiction strikes. The road in
the area cited carded traffic of Iraqi forces fleeing the theater ufter
crossing the causeway or escaping through Basra. In the end, it took an
appeal to General Schwarzkopf to resolve the issue and have the
coordination line redrawn down the middle of the river, essentially opening the highway north of the river and the causeway itself to interdiction
strikes. It took fifteen hours for this move to be made, however."2 This
report is not the place either to explore fully the doctrinal issues of the
fire support coordination line or to fix responsibility for the lack of
coordination on Its placement. It is the place to note that the placement
of the coordination line created a zone of diminished effectiveness for air
power. An Army study noted that "short of the FSCL, we could rarely

5t(S) CENTAF

Historian, "TSgp Barton's Notes from TACC," 25/1020 Feb 1991,
GWAPS, NA 200; (S) TACC Los, entries or 27 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 215; Airborne Battle.
field Command and Control Center Luc, entries of 27 Feb 1992, oWAPS, NA 287.
52(S) Pntyw with MaJ Gen John A. Corder, 18 May 1992, OWAPS, NA 361; (S) TACC

Log, entries of 27 Feb 1991, OWAPS, NA 2IS; (S) TACC Historian Transcripts, "TSt Scott
A.Saluda's Notes," OWAPS, NA 200.
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Figure 26
Disputed Area of Fire Coordination Line
27 February 1991
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been at the northern boundary for the preceding fifteen hours. Note the
location of the east-west highway within the shaded arsea.

mass air on targets outside of visual range."" 3 At the same time, the Air
Force officer who was director of night operations in the Tactical Air
Control Center, after observing the coordination difficulties, noted that

53

Rpt. Operation Desert Stortn Lessons Learned, Vol 1,Strrzte8ic (Maj Gen Thomas
H. Tail Dept of Army Memo, US Combined Arms Command, Ft Leavenworth, KS, 10

Sep 1991), p 1-177.
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"the safest place for an Iraqi to be was just behind the FSCL.'' Even if
both statements oversiate the situation, it is clear that them was such an
unititended zone in which Iraqi foraes benefitted from the shortcomings
of Army/Air Force coordination."
Air Power's Effect on the Iraqi Army

I

Air power had two important effects on the Iraqi Army during the four
days of the ground war, one imposed during the four days, the other
Imposed during the prvceding weeks of the air war. Air strikes during the

air war had made the Iaqifre nsome cases unwilling and in other

cases unable to maneuver or mount an effective defense, Lack of communications, equipment attrition, and destruction of the theater distribution
system had combined to bring these conditions about, Tie rout of maneuvering Iraqi forces during the engagement at Al Khafji gave those forces
a preview of what was in store. During the ground war, concentrated
attacks on the Iraqi heavy divisions prevented those divisions from playing
any other role than self-defense, and several of these divisions did not even
do that. In some instances with the frontline Iraqi divisions, air power had
metely to show up to prompt the forces to surrender.m
Numerical measures of air power's effects during the four days are
subject to even greater uncertainties than those discussed in the previous
chapter. Not only did the coordinated air-ground action make attribution of
equipment destruction to a particular weapons system far more difficult, but
also them was little time to keep up with the pace of events. Central Command did credit aircraft strikes with the following equipment destroyed:

5*"Behind the PSCL," meal. ng just within the boundary encompassing the FSCL. Oral

history intvw with Col Michael F. Reavey, 21 Dec 1991, USAF Air Warfare Center, Eglin
AFS, FL, OWAPS, NA 336F.
""The positioning of the FSCL created no such problem within the Marine area.
Besides the mom simplified procedures of Moines coordinating amons themselves, the
iSCL movement was neither as rapid nor over such an extensive area u in the Army area.
Whereas the total Marine PSCL movement was no more than 5O miles, the XVIII Corps
PSCL moved more than 200 miles in 3 days.
-*'Soon as air showed up, Iraqis started surrenduring," (S) TACC Lot entry for 25
Feb 1991, recording comments passed by members of 1st Infantry Division, OWAPS
Microfilm Roll 10263.
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Table 20
Bomb-damage Assessment from Air Strikes (fixed.wing only)
Date

Artillery
Trucks
Personnel
Carriers
133
245
58
77
98
151
66
76
103
155
62
170
19
401
38
128
353
952
224
451
(S)USCINCcINT siFRHPs, 24 through 28 Feb 1991, OWAPS, CHST 68.

. .Date
24 Feb
2. Fob
26 Feb
27 Fob
Totals
Source:

Armored
Tak

Equipment destroyed by attack helicopters is not a part of the above
totals. While not reported or verified by Central Command, Army
aviation reported that AH-64s alone destroyed more than 600 tanks, ar57
mored personnel carriers, and artillery pieces during the ground war.
No data are available from the employment of Marine attack helicopters,
but they were also a prominent part of the attacking force in the Marine
area of operations."
7b help put these numbers In context, however, consider that Central
Command's claims for total equipment destroyed during those four
days-2,159 tanks, 521 armored personnel carriers,and 1,465 artillery pieces"-are, particularly for tanks, far higher than the actual Iraqi losses. Those
equipment loss estimates developed in the previous chapter are brought
forward and summarized below in Table 21 for purposes of comparison.
"5'"Apache inDeert Storm," entries for 26-28 Feb 1991. These claims for the AH64s do not make clear whether the results achieved were by Aii-64s alone or the totals
of claims for ground engagements in which the AH.64s took part. It should be pointed
out that claims by orgmantions of each weapon syatem, tanks, helicopters, fixed-wing
alcraft, were substantially higher than those verified by Central Command,
51(S) Marine Corps Reiconstruction Report. Vol IV, p 113; Conduct of the Persian

OaV War, p 267.
"'(S) Viewiraph, "Equipment Destruction in KTO," I Mar 1991, J2 BDA Briefing to
the President at JCS, oWAPS, NA 353.
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Table 21
Estimates of Iraqi Equipment Status In
Kuwait Theater, dates as Indicated.

8mm of Data

ThUni

Perunu

Arthery

Carrers
3,475

3,080

2,475

842

1,412

279

Destroyed or abandoned I Mai- 1991
(the difference between the above)

2,633

1,668

2,196

Destroyed during air war by 24 Feb

1,388

929

1,152

1,245

739

1,044

2,159/451

521/224

1,465/353

Possessed on 161Jan 1991 (Imagery)
In Iraqi control on I Mar 1991
(Imagery)

1991 (c•NTCOM data adjusted down-

ward by 300 tanks and artillery; see
Chapter 4)
"Resulting amount destroyed or abandoned during the ground war
CBI4TcoM estimate for destroyed
during the ground war (totallair)

Note: 952 trucks destroyed by air; no data for total
Like the assessments made during the air war, two observations are
pertinent. First, many armored personnel carriers and trucks destroyed
were counted as tanks. Truck data appear particularly low, considering
the extent of the destruction at Mutla Ridge and the causeway over the
Hawr Al Hammar. Second, while the estimate of numbers of tanks and
artillery destroyed are excessive, the ratios of destroyed by air to total
destroyed given in the Central Command estimate may be more tenable
(or at least cannot be discounted), particularly if equipment destroyed by
attack helicopters is included as part of the totals for air.
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[DELETED]O
The tank attrition was brought about by air action until 24 February (10
percent) and by combined air and ground action, 24 to 28 February
(another 30 percent). The principal reason for lower attrition of the
Guard's' tanks during the ground war relative to the other Iraqi divisioni
rests with the ability of these units to withdraw without being overrun.
With the possible exception of the Tawakalna Division, the Guard's
heavy divisions had withdrawn toward Basra and were in, Iri-controlled
territory when the ceasefire took effect on 28 February. In contrast, Iraqi
divisions deployed. farther south in the theater had little possibility of
retreating with any of their still-operable heavy equipment.
Figures for Iraqi troops killed by air attacks during the four days can
be no more than speculation. Some further counts cap bound the possibilities, however, The previous chapter estimated a total of 200,000 to
222,000 Iraqi troops in the theater when the ground war began. More
than one-third (86,000). were taken prisoner."1 The remnant of the army
not killed had fled by 28 February to the pocket west of Basra or across
the Euphrates River in Iraq. While there is tAo count of the size of this
surviving force, it was at least large enough to' contain within it one-third
of the armor (2,254 of 6,555 tanks and armored personnel carriers) originally brought into the theater. Since the survivors were also from infantry divisions that possessed little of this armor, the surviving force could
have been a substantial one. 2 There are no data to suggest what portions
of those killed were inflicted by air attacks, but the above calculations at
least identify the limits.
An accounting of air attack's specific results against troops and
equipment is necessary but not sufficient for determining effectiveness.
Estimates of air power's worth during the ground war must look beyond

60 [DELETED)

6'Conduct of Ae Perskia Gulf War, p 294.
"6ThisSurvey claims no special insights as to the size of the surviving force, but a
total of around 100.000 troops is possible. Following from the previous estimates, that
would leave an estimated 14,000 to 34,000 Iraqls killed during the ground war.
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these calculations; all indications are that the most important contribution
of air power in the Kuwait theater during the ground war, and a prime
reason why the ground campaign was so short and so overwhelming, was
the success of air interdiction in preventing the heavy divisions from
moving or fighting effectively. Those several days of air interdiction did
not have that result-the interdiction sorties after 23 February were just a
continuation of the campaign that began on 17 January. Nor were the
interdiction sorties dissimilar from the close air support sorties flown;
sorties of both types were flown often just a few miles apart. What the
ground action makes clear is that the Iraqi heavy divisions on which the
Iraqi strategy depended were essentially paralyzed or demoralized by air
power. The remnants of some were destroyed in place or surrendered
with little resistance. Others divisions fled the theater without much of
their equipment, while those closer to the border were able to make a
more orderly departure.13 Those that were left with a will to fight were
able to do little more than face the attack and return fire, with no hope
of maneuvering, being reinforced, or achieving even tactical succecs. The
engagements of the Marines with elements of the Iraqi 3d Armored
Division at Kuwait International Airport on 26 February and of VII Corps
with elements of the Tawakaina, 12th, and Madinah Divisions on 26 and
27 February were just such desperate actions.
Ironically, one effect that was not decisive in any direct way was the
loss of equipment, a key index of bomb-damage assessment used during
the war. The Iraqi Army did not run out of tanks, armored personnel
carriers, or artillery; in fact, much of the equipment that remained intact
at the start of the ground offensive was abandoned, or was at least
unoccupied, when the Coalition ground forces reached them. Reports of
AH-64 strikes describing the attacks on armor columns note that when
firing began on the first tank, the crews of the other tanks began abandoning their vehicles." An antiarmor study done after the war that
looked at tank engagements in several regions of the Kuwait theater
concluded that in the typical ground engagement the Iraqi tanks were
stationary, there was no sign of Iraqi soldiers, except those surrendering,
and the Iraqi tanks were not firing." The total number and operability
of the tanks had less meaning under those conditions.

"6[DBL1rrED]
"eCommentby the XVIII Airboine Corps Aviation Officer. Army Aviation, p 153.
63(S) Battlefield Assessment Team- Armor/Anti-Armor Team, Armor/Andi-Armor
Opera•io•s in Sowhwes Asia, Marine Corps Research Center, Research Paper #92-002,
Jul 1991, p 18; Army Aviation, p 153.
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Air power had destroyed not only large amounts of equipment. It
had destroyed the confidence of the Iraqi soldiers that the equipment
would do them any good-on the contrary, the equipment was seen as a
magnet for air strikes. Whether or for how long the Iraqi troops could
have held on even without a ground attack can be no more than matters
of speculation. What is demonstrable is the Inability of the Iraqis to react
once the ground attack took place and the Coalition forces swept through
the theater. This survey could not assess possible differences in Iraqi
resistance if the Coalition ground forces had less air support or had there
been a shorter air campaign. The survey did determine, however, that air
power made that resistance disorganized and totally ineffective.
Finally, the paralysis and disorganization of the Iraqi Army came as
a result of air power, not only, as described in this and previous chapters,
but as applied throughout Iraq-to a series of strategic targets. That portion
of the air campaign on strategic targets in Iraq Is the subject of the next
chapter.
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Attacking the Core of Iraq's Military Power
The "Strategic" Core
As mentioned In the introduction, achieving air superiority has been
a function of air power in which air forces have been largely used as
means to other ends. In the case of the Gulf War, the Coalition's rapid
attainment of air superiority blinded the Iraqis, reduced their long-range
strike options to firing inaccurate Scud variants at Saudi and Israeli cities,
and enabled the Coalition to fly large numbers of air-to-ground sorties
against targets througihout Iraq and the Kuwait theater with relatively few
losses over a period of some six weeks. Similarly, air attack of surface
forces has traditionally implied, at most, the use of air power as part of
an air-land, air-sea, or air-land-sea team-regardless of how dominant any
one team-member happened to be on any particular occasion. By contrut, strategic air attack has been taken to suggest the possibility of
directly affecting the will and means of an enemy nation, or its leaders,
through the direct application of airborne firepower to selected strategic
target sets.
This chapter will examine the effectiveness of Coalition air power
during the Gulf War against the eight "strategic" target categories that
were perceived by those who planned and executed the Desert Storm air
campaign as constituting the core of Iraq's current and future military
power. These eight categories-(l) national telecommunications and
command, control, and communications (ccci); (2) national leadership
facilities (L); (3) Iraq's nuclear, chemical, and biological warfare capabilities and weapons programs (C); (4) various military support facilities

'Again, =cc, L,C,etc, are the target-category designators developed by Lt Col David
A.Deptula as an alternative to BE (Basic Encyclopedia) numbers (or DENA). Especially
for purposes of checking each day's Master Attack Plan, designators like C1 I and RR33
were far easier to use than BE numbers such as 0445XX00017, which gave no immediately recognizable indication as to target category. (Cl I was the Black Hole's designator
for the Baghdad nuclear research center at Al Tuwaltha- RR33 designated the Al Kifl
highway bridge over the Shatt Ash Shamlyea.)
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(MS); (5) Iraq's short-range ballistic missile systems (generically termed
"Scuds" and designated sc); (6) electric power (B); (7) major oil storage
depots and oil refineries (0); and (8) key bridges and railway facilities
(UR)-constituted between 60 and 70 percent of the identified, discrete
targets in the lists used by Black Hole air planners during the forty-three
days of Desert Storm? The principal Black Hole target categories not
included in the strategic core were Iraq's strategic air defenses, airfields,
naval forces, and Republican Guard units.
Figure 27
Wartime Growth In Core Strategic Target Categorles
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As Figure 27 illustrates, there was some growth in all eight of the core
target catoories during the forty-three-day conflict. In some cases this
growth was substantial; the ccc and RR categories, for instance, both grew
by factors of about 2.6 from 15 January to 26 February 1991. However,
even growth of this magnitude should not necessarily be taken to reveal
failures in intelhigence or planning. The potential for concealment and
deception by the enemy, coupled with the inevitable limits to friendly
intelligence collection in any finite amount of time, mean that some things
inevitably will be missed. At the same time, combat itself will generate
additional targets due to such developments as changes in friendly objectives, interactions between the opposing forces, and enemy efforts to
protect and reconstitute key capabilities. So the target-set growth evident
in Figure 27 does not necessarily provide evidence of intelligence or
planning failures at the outset of the Coalition's air campaign.
Figure 28
Core Target Categories and Iraqi Power4
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4This chart has been taken from a postwar briefing on the planning and execution
uf the Gulf War air campaign by U Col Deptula, who was Gen Glosson's chief planner
for Iraqi targets in die Special Targedng Group during Desert Shield and directed the
strategic-arget planning cell during Desert Stom. Earlier versions of this slide, which
correlate the elements of Iraqi power with specific target categories, can be found as far
back as the Air Staffs Instant Thunder briefing, given by Col John A.Warden to Gen H.
Normm Schwaazkopf and Charles Honer on 17 and 20 August 1990 respectively (see
xoxw, "iraqi Air Campaign Instant Thunder," ca-qaproved version, 17 Aug 1990, copy
10, viewgraph 6). The only notable discrepancy between the August 1990 and postwar
veraloms is that the former specified railroads only under the Infrastructure heading.
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The connectionm intended by Coalition air planners and commanders
between the eight core target sets and the presumed pillars of the Iraqi
military power are depicted in Figure 28. The political-military leadership
organs of Saddam Hussein's government, together with its associated
means of national command and control, were viewed as comprising the
"central nervous system" of the Iraqi regime, especially of its military
power. This "central nervous system," as the "political center of gravity"
of the Iraqi regime, was seen by at least some of the air planners as
offering the quickest and cheapest way of achieving the Coalition's objectivesýs Next in proximity to the center of Iraqi power came key industrial
elements such as the electric-power system, facilities for the production
and storage of refined petroleum products, and advanced weapon facilities
such as those related to Iraq's nuclear-bomb program. Supporting both
Iraqi industry and military operations was the country's transportation
infrastructure, whose key elements were identified as railroads and bridges.
Beyond infrastructure came Iraq's population and agriculture, and furthermost from the center of Iraq power came the country's fielded military
forces. In light of this understanding of the elements of national power,
the Desert Storm air planners structured their strategic air campaign
against Iraq itself around a selection of "vital" or "key" elements in the
country's leadership, industry, infrastructure, and fielded forces. Of the
five broad components of national power, only the Iraqi population was
not made a direct target of bombing. From President George Bush on
down, there was widespread agreement from the outset of the planning
process that directly attacking the people of Iraq or their food supply was
neither compatible with U.S. objectives nor morally acceptable to the
Americau people, whose support was felt, in light of the Vietnam experience, to be essential to the war effort. Thus, the Coalition's "targeting"
of the will of Iraq's civilian population was limited, for the very best of

'Col John A. Warden, Ill, The Air Campaain: Plamnar for Combat (Washington,
DC: National Defense University Press, 1988), pp 10, 40-5, 53.4, and 138-9.
6

Nntvw, owAN with Maj G3en Buster C. Glloson, 9 Apr 1992. Gen Glosson was first
apprised of President Bush's desires regarding the Iraqi people in late August of 1990

when he began discuuing the possible objectives of an offensive campaign against Iraq
with LA Cla Charles A. Homer. As Gen Homer later recalled: '7Me President told us all
along. limit the loss of life-on both sides. From the first time I briefed him In August
11990) we talked about that. It was an obsession with him." (Barry Shlachter, "A U.S.

General Assesses the War After One Year," Ft. Worth Sar.-Tlegram, 17 M'b 1992, p 15)
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reasons, to psychological operations and indirect effects stemming from
the bombing of other core target categories.
Figure 29
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at night and ATO Day I included two nights' worth of operations.
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Since the eight core target sets contain the majority of the targets in
the Black Hole's master target list with "BE numbers" (Basic Encyclopedia numbers), it may be natural to assume that they consumed the
majority of the Coalition's efforts in the air during the Gulf War. Figure
29 shows that, in reality, the eight core target categories (Scuds plus the
seven shown as Strategic Air Attacks) were a relatively small portion of
the total strikes/sorties. In fact, they made up around 15 percent of the
total air-to-surface strikes recorded during Desert Storm. Moreover, this
percentage overstates the Coalition's daily and cumulative allocation of
overall air effort to the eight core strategic categories because it does not
take into account pure air-to-air sorties for tasks such as escort of strike
packages, offensive fighter sweeps, and combat air patrol, much less
combat-support sorties such as air-refueling sorties by tankers or command and control sorties by platforms -like the E-3A AWACS (Airborne
Warning and Control System) or EC-130 ABCCC (Airborne Command,
Control, and Communications). It should be understood at the outset,
therefore, that the portion of the Desert Storm air campaign that will be
the focus of the present chapter constituted a relatively small fraction of
the overall effort mounted by Coalition air forces over the forty-three
days of the war.
Before turning to the effectiveness of Coalition air power against
particular core categories, there are some further contextual points that
warrant mention. First, it should be realized that the target categories
used by the Black Hole were not, in general, homogeneous groupings of
targets. For example, the Al Karakh telephone switching facility in
downtown Baghdad was assessed to be perhaps the most important telecommunications facility in Iraq, and, as would be expected, was put in
the telecommunications/C 3 category (ccc28) by the Desert Storm air planners. The second most important telephone exchange in the country was

'In Figure 29, strikes against Scud&have been broken out separately from the other
Seven core target categories (L, CCC, C, MS, SC, 0, E, and Rit) bcause it seerm more
consistent with the historical functions of air power discussed Inthe Introduction to group
them under control of the air. For purposes of this chapter, the Scud category will be
subsumed under strategic air attack on the grounds that this grouping more closely reflects
the perspective of the operational air planners and commanders during the war. Figure
29 enables to the reader to adopt either perspective.
9'H, Matter Target Folder, Box 2, Folder 23,
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the so-called AT&T building, also located in downtown Baghdad. However, the air planners put this target in the strategic air defense category
(SAD31).10 So even though descriptive labels like "strategic air defense"
and "telecommunications/C3 " are, for the most part, broadly indicative of
the majority of the targets in particular target categories, many of the core
categories turn out to be, as Table 22 indicates, rather mixed or diverse
collections, For example, targets that could be plausibly categorized
under command, control, and communications (C5 ) can be found in two
of the core categories in Table 22 in addition to ccc, and almost all of
the sAD category discussed in Chapter 3 could be considered C3. Of
course, most of the SAD targets were attacked more to achieve control of
the air than to paralyze the Iraqi leadership. Furthermore, leadership
targets remained a high priority of the Black Hole air planners right to the
last day of the campaign, whereas, after the first week, strategic air
defenses became a target of lower priority.
Next, there are some natural groupings among the eight core target
categories suggested by the purposes for which they were chosen and
attacked. The primary groupings, which will be the subjects of the next
three sections, are:
* Leadership and Telecommunications/C 3 (L and ccc)
, Electricity and Oil (B and 0)
e Nuclear/Biological/Chemical and Scuds (C and Sc)
These groupings can be linked to some of the specific political objectives,
constraints, and military objectives that structured Operation Desert Storm
(see Table 23). As explained in Chapter 2, military objectives MI and
M4 were the ones that most directly connected with the L, CCC, C, SC, B,
and o target categories, as well as with portions of the MS and RR target
sets. Attacking leadership and telecommunications/C 3 (Land CCC) was
seen by the planners and commanders as the most direct way to affect the
ability of the Iraqi regime to control the country and its military forces,
electricity and oil (B and a) were perceived as disrupting the ability of
Iraq and its military forces to function, aid eliminating Iraq's potential
and existing capabilities for using weapons of mass destruction (c and sc)

10Chcckmate

Intelligence Target Flies, Crr folder

RADMUL TERMINAL."
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was directly relevant not only to defeating Iraq militarily but to minimizing its long-term threat to the Gulf region after the conflict.

Table 23
Desert Storm Objectives and Constraints"

Politcal ObJeetveas"
Pl. The complete, Immediate, and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi forces
from Kuwait
P2. Restoration of Kuwait's legitimate government
P3. Protection of American Citizens abroad
P4. Promoting the security and stability of the Persian Gulf
i

Additional CenstraL%*

CI. Minimize Coalition casualties and collateral damage from
military operations
C2, Discourage Israeli military Involvement

Reaulting Military (OperationalCampaign) Objectives:
MI. Attack Iraq's political-military leadership and C1 (command and
control)
M2. Gain and maintain control of the air
M3. Cut Iraqi supply lines
M4. Destroy Iraq's chemical, biological, and nuclear capabilities
MS. Destroy Republican Guard forces in the KTO
M6. Liberate Kuwait City with Arab forces
This organizational approach omits explicit discussion of two of the
eight core target categories: military research, production, and support
(ms), and railroads and bridges (RR). The omission was intentional.
Portions of RR and MS were covered in Chapter Four (air interdiction of
Iraqi lines of communication and military support in the KTO) and the
remaining portions can readily be subsumed under the other six target
categories. For example, Scud-related targets in MS seem best viewed as

tIDOD, Conduct of she PersianGuf War: Final Report to Congress, (Wuhlitton,

DO: Government Printing Omce, Apr 1992) pp 31, 73,93,98, am 100; also see Sections
2-1 and 2-2 in Chapter 2.
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part of the Sc target category. Similarly, bridges in downtown Baghdad,
attacked in hopes of cutting fiber-optic cabling that was believed to link
the Iraqi leadership to mobile Scud units, can be subsumed under L or sc.
Therefore, separate discussions of MS and RR did not appear warranted.

*

Lastly, it should be emphasized that the three groupings that will
occupy the bulk of this chapter-(I) L and ccc, (2) E and 0, and (3) c and
sc-cannot be considered isolated compartments devoid of connections to
one another, as well u to other target categories such as strategic air
defenses or the Republican Guard units in the Kuwait theater. Granted,
attacking the residences and command facilities occupied by Iraq's national leaders can be viewed as a more direct way of achieving the first
political objective in Table 23 than shutting down the country's electric
power grid. But there are also subtle ways in which attacks on either of
these target categories reinforced the effectiveness of attacks on the other.
For instance, bombing Saddam Hussein's known residences on the first
night of the war undoubtedly prompted the Iraqi leader to begin operating
from more secure, alternative locations, thereby making tight, effective
command and control all the harder to sustain. At the same time, power outages, by forcing command and control systems throughout the country
onto back-up power, tended to make the necessary communications more
difficult and less reliable than normal. So while much can be said about
the effects of Coalition air power on each of these three target-category
groupings in isolation, trying to judge overall effectiveness in isolation is
much more questionable. It is primarily for this reason that conclusions
about the overall effectiveness of air power against the eight core target
categories will be deferred to the end of the chapter.

Leadership and Telecommunications/C3
Reaching defensible judgments about the effectiveness of Coalition air
attacks on Iraq's national leadership and telecommunications/C3 is
especially sensitive to the choice of measures. Unfortunately, there remains
some ambiguity as to the specific, concrete aims for which these target
categories were attacked by Coalition air forces during Desert Storm.
As was suggested In the previous section, the basic idea behind
attacking the two leadership target categories-L and MCC-was to disrupt,
to the greatest extent possible, the "central nervous system" of Saddam
Hussein's Ba'thist regime. Toward this end, the various governmental
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facilities-official residences, government ministries, and command and
control bunkers-used by Saddam and his close associates to rule the
country, maintain control over the people, and direct military operations
"wereselected as one "central nervous system" target category (labeled L
for leadership). The various means of communication by which the
Bathist leaders communicated with one another, the Iraqi people, the
Iraqi military, and the outside world-redundant coaxial and fiber-optic
landlines for voice and data, TV and radio stations,' microwave radio
relays, associamd switching facilities (many of which were computerized),
and satellite communications stations-were identified as a second leadership target category (labeled ccc for telecommunications/C0). Given the
brutal nature of both the Iraqi regime and its seizure of Kuwait, it made
considerable military and political sense to specify, as a military objective
of Coalition forces, attacks on these two target categories. Attacking
them would directly threaten those most responsible for the occupation
and pillaging of Kuwait. At the same time, Coalition air planners reasoned that if the ability of Saddam Hussein and his close associates to
exercise close, top-down control of Iraq's military forces could be eroded,
the Iraqi regime would find it increasingly difficult to react effectively to
Coalition initiatives or to pursue coordinated military operations.
These general expectations, though, do not go very far toward
identifying the precise benchmarks against which the effectiveness of
Coalition attacks on the L and ccc target categories should be assessed.
If, for example, the aim was merely to attack Iraq's national leadership
and telecommunications/C 3 , then Coalition air power was obviously successful in the trivial sense that sorties were flown against these target
categories during the war. But more than the logging of air-to-surface
sorties was expected from these attacks, and to assess effectiveness it will
be necessary to clarify how much more was expected by Coalition air
planners and commanders.
A moderate interpretation would be that the more specific aim of
attacks on the L and CCC categories was the functional disruption and
dislocation of the Iraqi government rather than its complete destruction.
The primary effects sought would have been more psychological and

12Radio stthons could not only be used to rally the Iraqi populace but were correctly
assessed by Coalition Intelligence to be a conduit for triggering Iraqi agents abroad to
initiate terrorist attacks.
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functional than physical. By attacking Hussein's known residences and
command bunkers on the opening night of the war, as well as government
ministries and national C3 facilities, key members of the Iraqi regime would
experience the psychological shock of being the target of accurate bombing; some of them at least would also be forced to relocate and to reconstitute their activities, command, and control through backup systems.

More ambitious interpretations of the aims behind attacking both L and
cccare possible. Consider, first, the L category. A more, ambitious
reading of the purpose behind attacking this target set would be that the

air planners hoped to kill Saddam Hussein, thereby encouraging a major
change of the government in Baghdad and policy regarding Kuwait."
This more ambitious aim-the "decapitation" of Saddam Hussein's dictatorship leading to a change of government-was proposed by Brig. Gen.
Buster C. Olosson's Special Planning Group in mid-September 1990.14

"t While the International law of war tries to strike a delicate balance between
humanitarian ideals and the national-security interests of belligerents, it "recognizes that
the business of the military in war Is killing people and breaking things" (W, Hays Parks,
"Linebacker and the Law of War.' Air University Review, Jan-Feb 1983, p 26). Since
the law of war recognizes governmental "organs for the direction of administration of
military operations" as a legitimate military objective (or target), it did not prohibit
Saddam Hussein in an Iraqi command post or official residence from being a legitimate
target of attack for Coalition air forces during Desert Storm [International Committee of
the Red Cross, Conumentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, eds Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski, and Bruno
Zimmermann (Geneva: Martinus Nihoff Publishers, 1987), note 3, pp 632-633]. See
Department of the Air Force, InternationalLaw-The Conduct of Armed Conflict and Air
Operations, Air Force Pamphlet 110-31, 1976, especially Chapter 5. The key factor in
whether something can be designated a legitimate military objective and, as a result, a
target for aerial bombing is whether it makes "an effective contribution to an adversary's
military action" (ibid, p 5-9).
14BH, Box 3, Fold 4, Gen Giosson Briefs, Tab 1, 13 Sep 1990 Brief to Cics, viewgraph 17. The vlewgraph in question is reproduced below.
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By the time the offensive air campaign was briefed to President Bush
on 11 October 1990, the notion of literally decapitating the Iraqi
leadership had evolved into the twin alms of destroying its command and
control and disrupting its ability to communicate with the Iraqi people.'"
The guidance that General Glosson carried away from the October 1990
briefing was that the president did not support trying to kill Saddam
Hussein overtly. 16 Furthermore, upon reflection the air planners realized
that making Saddam's death an explicit or major objective of the air
campaign .would run a high risk of failure. To minimize the possibility
of assassination, it was thought that even before the Gulf War Saddam
Hussein habitually stayed on the move, conducting state affairs from a
variety of locations, seldom sleeping at any one place more than a few
tir es in a row, and occasionally changing his location in the middle of
the night. So decapitation per se was thereafter submerged as an explicit
aim of attacks on the L targets.
"There was a parallel in Ccc target category to decapitation in the L
category: namely, to sever completely communications between Baghdad
and Iraq's military forces in the Kuwait theater. Like eliminating Saddam
Hussein, completely severing communications between the Iraqi general
staff and Iraqi divisions in Kuwait was a tall order for two reasons. First,
the communications systems available to the Iraqis were modem,
computerized, and highly redundant. They included, among other
elements, the following:
Coaxial landlines running parallel to the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers from Baghdad to Al Basra in the south, extending westward from Baghdad toward Jordan, and connecting the capitol
with Mosul in the north;

15BH, Box 3, Folder 4, Gen losson Briefs, Tab 2, 11 Oct 1990 Brfg to the Presldent, vlewgiSph 14.
lt6ntvw, Gen Glosson, 9 Apr 1992. Gloason's recollection, assisted by his personal
notes from the war, was that President Bush had clearly stated that removing Saddam
Hussein could not be an objeotivc (ibod).
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*

Fixed and mobile microwave radio relays paralleling and backing
up the coaxial landlines; and

*

Fiber-optic lines, running south from Baghdad along the strategic
oil pipeline through Al Basra into KTO, that linked all the major
nonmilitary governmental organizations, went to selected military
headquarters, and could be tied in with the coaxial lines.

Completely cutting a communications system this redundant and flexible
would have been difficult under the best of circumstances. But the
circumstances were far from ideal, and even a small fraction of the Iraqis'
prewar capability left intact could be expected to suffice for the direction
of a largely static field army dug into defensive positions. Secondly,
given the prospect of monitoring Iraqi signals traffic, it would not necessarily have been militarily advantageous to cut all communications links
between Baghdad and the Kuwait theater, particularly prior to, the beginning of the ground war. Here, too, dislocation and disruption, rather than
destruction, would appear to have been the more reasonable goal for
Coalition air attacks on the ccc target category.
This conclusion can be reinforced by noting that even though the
U.S.-led Coalition managed to achieve one of the most lopsided and
comparatively bloodless military triumphs in modem history, Coalition
air forces did not succeed in toppling Saddam Hussein or completely
severing his communications with the Kuwait theater or the Iraqi people
during the forty-three-day campaign. Saddam Hussein survived not only
the war itself but, in its immediate aftermath, retained enough military
power to quell Kurdish and Shiite uprisings in the north and south.
Moreover, radio broadcasts to the Iraqi people continued throughout the
war17 and, on 25 of February, 1991, Saddam was apparently able to

17

/Bob Simon, the television reporter who spent forty days in various Iraqi prisons
around Basm and Baghdad during Desert Storm, reported that he routinely overheard Iraqi
guards listening to Saddam Hussein giving speeches over what he referred to as Radio
Baghdad; specific occasions that sparked speeches were the Iraqi "victory" at Al Khafi,
the start of the ground war, and the ceasefire [Bob Simon, Forty Days (New York: C. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1992), pp 71, 94.95, 399, 209, and 2181.
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communicate a general withdrawal order to his ground forces in Kuwait."'
So accepting the ambitious aims of decapitation and destruction as measures of effectiveness against the L and CCC targets entails the paradoxical
assessment of complete failure by Coalition air power against two supposedly key target systems during one of the most successful campaigns in
history. Consequently, it seems more sensible to view these aims as ones
that, while understandably hoped for and possible, largely lay beyond the
reach of what Coalition air power could reliably guarantee given the law
of war and additional constraints under which its air forces operated
during Desert Storm.
How effective were Coalition air forces in disrupting or dislocating
Iraqi leadership and telecommunications/Cl with attacks on the L and ccc
targets? Before we can begin to answer this question it seems best to
look in more detail at the efforts Coalition air forces made against these
two target categories over the course of the Gulf War.
The total numbers of Coalition strikes, precision as well as nonprecision, against the L and CCC target categories during Desert Storm,
are shown in Figure 30. Since the number of Ccc targets was roughly
triple the number of L targets by the end of the war (see Figure 27), the
strikes-per-target level of effort against L was abon't 60 percent greater
than on CCC, even though the ccc category received about twice as many
strikes/sorties in absolute terms. This heavier per-target emphasis on L
becomes even more pronounced if precision strikes by F-I 17s, F-I IIFs,
Tomahawk land-attack missiles (TLAMS), and conventional air-launched
cruise missiles (CALCMs) are compared for the two target sets.

IliWAN microfilm collection, TACC Log, Roll 10263, entry for 25 Feb 1991, 2100Z,

III Corps Withdrawal.
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Figure 30
Total Strikes Against L and CCC during Desert Storm
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Source: GWAPS Missions Database, Oct 1992.

The vast majority of the precision strikes against the L and CCC target
categories was carried out by F-1l7s dropping laser-guided bombs.
Given the hardness, small size, and location of many of the targets involved, primary reliance on the F-117/GBU-27 combination would appear
to make considerable sense. Hardened facilities could only be usefully
attacked with munitions like the GBU-24A/B and GBU-27, whose 1-2000
(or BLU-109) warhead had been designed to penetrate such structures.
Large targets like the Al Karakh telephone switching facility in downtown
Baghdad (ccc28) were certainly vulnerable to attacks by platforms like
F-16s or F/A-18s carrying unguided bombs. However, the air defenses
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in downtown Baghdad, as well as the likelihood of collateral damage,
made systems such as the F-I 17 and TLAMs far better choices. Finally,
although significant numbers of F-16 and FIA-18 sorties were flown
against ccc targets, especially in the Kuwait theater, these platforms did
not always have the needed precision. Fiber-optic relay stations offer a
case In point; only a precision-guided weapon or a lucky hit against the
below-ground junction box really effected a cut in the fiber-optic line.
So even if strikes against these relay stations with unguided bombs succeeded in completely destroying the above-ground structures, the fiberoptic line often remained intact unless cut with precision munitions.
Figure 31
F-117, TLAM, CAwCM, and F-111F
Precision Strikes Against L and CCC Targets
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Figure 31 shows the day-by-day strike totals by F-117s, F-1llFs
dropping precision-guided munitions, TLAMS, and CALCMs over the course
of the forty-three-day campaign against the L and ccc target sets. Note
that the majority of the seventy-five cruise missiles (TLAMs and CALCMS)
employed against these targets were expended during the opening days of
the air campaign. In fact, over 60 percent of the cruise missiles expended
against these two target categories were TLAMs that attacked L targets
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during the first three days."9 What this "front-loading" of cruise missiles
confirms is that the hope of Coalition air planners of striking a paralyzing
blow against the Iraqi leadership and its telecommunicntions/C3 at the
outset of the air campaign was largely predicated on the capabilities of the
F-I1,7 and unmanned cruise missiles to begin hitting the most important L
and ccc targets prior to the establishment of traditional air superiority.
Figure 31, then, provides an overview of the heart of Coalition's air
efforts against the L and cm target categories by focusing on the
chronological flow of precision attacks against these targets. The peak
effort against Iraqi leadership and its means of communication occurred
on Air Tasking Order (Ano) Day I (which, again, included the first two
nights of air operations against Iraq), with the bulk of the strikes over the
first six days falling on L targets. Over the second and third weeks, L
targets received less emphasis. ccc, by contrast, got a smaller but steady
number of precision sorties over the first three weeks. The level of effort
against CCC picked up during the fourth week, only to be'followed by a
more sporadic pattern for the rest of the conflict.
The climax of the effort against the L target category came toward the
end of Desert Storm's fourth week. ATo Days 24-27 saw renewed
interest in this target category in the Black Hole. However, the F- 1l7
strikes against the Al Firdos district bunker in downtown Baghdad, which
wem. scheduled as part of ATo Day 27 but actually occurred in the early
morning hours (Riyadh time) of 13 February 1991, precipitated a
significant tightening of higher-level control over strikes In Baghdad
generally and against leadership targets in particular.20
The Al Firdos bunker was one of ten secondary leadership bunkers
located in the suburban areas of Baghdad. It was located in the
Ameriyya section of Baghdad east of the Tigris liver, was about 40
meters on a side, had two levls (one above ground and one below), and

19

OWAPS Missions Database, Daily Blwk Hole C.of.nts by "A/C Type," as of 1ate
Aug 1992. Te last expenditure of a cruise missile agaInst 1n Lor CCC tirget oaccurred
on AmO Day IS when two CACs were employed against a ccc target (ibid).
20SMsgt Harold P. Myers and SMsgt Vincent C. Breslin, "Nighthawks o%er Iraq:
Chronology of F.-17A Stealth Fighter Operations, Desert Shield and Desert Storm."
History Office, 37th Fighter Wing, Special Study 31FW/HO.91d., 9 Jan 1992, p 26.
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was believed to be capable of sheltering about 1,400-1.500 people."' The
precise role of these facilities was unknown when the war began, they
were believed to be hardened against chemical or nuclear attack and
capable of functioning as command and control facilities."2
None of these bunkers was hit during the opening weeks of the war
bocause they were not thought to be in use." [DELETED]. 2 Various
delays, including weather, prevented its being struck until the early lours
of 13 February.' Unknown to Coalition air planners, the upper level of
the bunker was, according to the Iraqis, being used at night by families,
and the destruction that resulted from the facility being hit by two
GBU-27s, both aimed at the same point on the bunker's roof by different
F-i17s, was reported that morning over CNN (Cable News Network) to
have caused hundreds of civilian casualties." Iraqi sources claimed that
200-300 civilians, including over 100 children, died in the bunker27 and

21

OWAPS, Checkmate Target Intelligence Folders, CIi' Folder 314, Al Firdos District
Bunker.
22
(S/WN/REL UK) Mag, DIA to CENTAF, dtg 011805Z Feb 91, subj: Response to
RI1-1905, Command Bunkers in Baghdad; also see faxed memo from R Adm Mike
McConnell, JClJ2 to Brig Gen Leide and Brig Gen Glosson, subj: DIA Assessment ot
Leadership Facilities, 9 Feb 1991 (BH, Box 2, Folder 24, Inteltrgt Info #1).
23
As late u 31 January 1991, Checkmate analysts characterized the ten bunkers as
"secondary leadership targets" (Additional Leadership Targets List, massage from Checkmate to the Black Hole, 31173OZ Jan 91; BH, Box 2, Folder 24, InteliTgt Info #1).
24
(S/WN) DIA, Desert Storm Intelligence Bulletin, "Posslble C3 Bunker Activated
(63.91), u of 080330Z Feb 91 (BH, Box 2, Folder 24, lntei/Tgt Info #1).
2
3lntvw, UWAPS with Lt Cot David Deptula, 20 and 21 Dec 1991,
26

Msg, Checkmate to Black Hole, subj: Additional Leadrship Targets List, 311730Z
Jan 91 (BH, Box 2, Folder 24, lnteVTgt Info #1, p 3); OWAPS Missions Database for ATO
Day 27. The surviving records on L targets in the Intelligence/Target Information folders
used by Lt Col Deptula during the war, as well as comments recorded at the time In the
TACC and Gen Homer's daily briefings, all confirm this account of how and why the Al
Firdos district bunker came to be struck. it was a legitimate military target and Coalition
planners had no indications prior to seeing poststrike television coverAge over CNN that
It had been occupied by civilians.
27
Middle East Watch, Needless Deaths in the Gulf Wfr (Washington, DC: Middle
East Watch, 1991), pp 128-129,
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were quick to exploit the human tragedy of what had happened. In the
wake of dramatic television coverage, the U.S. media soon advocated that
further Coalition bombing of targets in Iraqi cities should be curtailed.
For example, The New York 7imes editorialized the day after the Al
Firdos bunker was hit that it would henceforth "make sense" to limit
Coalition bombing "to purely military targets, like enemy troops, tanks
and artillery dug in on the battlefield in Kuwait." 2' As Figure 31 indicates, the perceived pressure created by the Iraqi's prompt exploitation of
the Western media produced a sharp reduction in Coalition airstrikes
against L targets over the next week. Among other changes, General
Schwarzkopf thereafter felt compelled to review personally any targets
selected for air attack in downtown Baghdad.' Consequently, it was not
until the final week of the war that air planners in the Black Hole were
able to resume their efforts, begun during the fourth week of the war, to
"finish off' the L targets. While the degree to which the theater commander's insistence on reviewing all targets in downtown Baghdad complicated or deferred subsequent air operations was modest by comparison
with the Rolling Thunder period of the Vietnam war, the net result was
a classic illustration of unintended, disproportionate consequences arising
from a pair of seemingly routine airstrikes.
Also evident in Figure 31 is the fact that, as late as ATO Day 36,
sorties were still being directed against locations at which Saddam Hussein
might be present. The best opportunity to have eliminated the Iraqi dictator may well have been on the first night of the war when a number of L
targets were struck. But in keeping with the decision against making
Saddam Hussein per so an overriding priority of the air campaign, only the
more likely locations were covered the first night, usually with a single

2 ,''Damage Control-and

291ntvw,

Real Damage," The New York Times, 14 Feb 1991, p A26.

oWAPS with Lt Col David Deptula, 20 and 21 Dec 1991. Deptula's person-

al notes from the war confirm that Gen alosson was Instructed by Gen Schwarzkopf on
13 February 1991 to begin showing him all targets selected for attack in downtown
Baghdad prior to their being struck.
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precision munition.3 So the first night's effort was less than all out,
which underscores the earlier judgment that the primary aim of attacking
L targets was to dislocate the functioning of Saddarn Hussein's regime.
The four F-iI IF sorties sent against "viw" (very important person)
bunkers and Wanderlodge mobile command posts suspected of being used
by Saddam Hussein on ATO Day 36 were, by that stage of the war, a long
shot. Still, occasional strikes against such targets, whenever intelligenc.
on Saddam Hussein's possible location was available, did serve to keep
the pressure on the Iraqi leader.
Turning to telecommunications/C3 , the initial focus against this target
category was the center or core of Iraq's national-level command, control,
and communications, As the war progressed, the focus of Coalition attacks
moved further and further toward the periphery of Iraqi telecommunications.
Precision strikes against command and control centers (ccc) targets
during the opening days of the war concentrated on telephone exchanges,
television and radio transmitters, and microwave-relay facilities, The
targets on the first couple of nights were mostly in Baghdad or other
major Iraqi cities. Over the next few nights, the F-I 17s in particular
began shifting to similar targets along the communications routes leading
south and west from Baghdad.
The initial targeting strategy concentrated on communications
switching facilities. Because much of Iraq's telecommunications system
had been built by Western firms, fairly precise information was available
to air planners in the Black Hole. The multistory Al Karakh telephoneexchange building in Baghdad is a good case In point. Hit by F- I 17s on
ATO Days 1 and 5,31 poststrike reconnaissance eventually confirmed
destruction of the building's distinctive minaret microwave tower as well
as one quadrant of the upper two floors.32 The damage had been pur-

Misions Database, ATo Day I as of 21 Sep 1992; times on targets crosschecked with CAlaiS ATO Database,
31
•WAPs Missions Database.
2
S Checkmate Target Intelligence Folders, CIT Folder #140, Baghdad
MPUR Exchange
Al Karakh mrr.
3°OWAPS
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posely focused in these areas because the air planners knew that the
switching equipment was on the top two floors.3
Notwithstanding the precision and lethality of these initial attacks,
however, by the end of the second week of the war it had become increasingly evident to Coalition air planners and intelligence analysts that
Iraq's national-level telecommunications system had not collapsed as a
result of attacks on central switching facilities and microwave relays.'
The system turned out to be more redundant, and more able to reconstitute
itself, than was foreseen prior to 17 January 1991. Fiber-optic networks
and computerized switching systems in particular proved tougher to put
out of action than had been anticipated. As a result, a good part of the
story of targeting against cOC for the rest of the war consisted of a widening search for other elements in the system that might add enough additional damage to break Iraq's secure landline communications, thereby
forcing the national leadership and military units to shift to more vulnerable And exploitable systems such as R-404 mobile microwave relay vans.
Increasingly, the air planners began looking for and attacking lower-level
elements, sut..i as cable vaults underneath microwave relay towers along
the strategic oil pipeline extending into the Kuwait theatcr. Indeed, new
ccc targets, aimed at finally isolating Baghdad from the KTO, were still
being proposed in the week immediately preceding the ground campaign.3"
When combined with the explosion of ground-force command and control
targets that inevitably occurred as G-Day approached and the growing focus of Coalition intelligence on Iraqi ground forces in Kuwait, the search
for the last "straws" in Iraq's national telecommunications/C 3 that would
"break the camel's back" goes far to explain the growth of the ccc category from 56 targets to nearly 150 by the end of the w ir. A further
complication was that, prior to the ground war, the much-, iticipated Iraqi
shift to radio communications, especially in the Kuwait theater, did not

33

DIA Brfg to MWAPS,

20 Feb 1992; Intvw, OWAPS with Lt Col Robert Eskridge, 24

Sep 1992.
Memo, Lt Gen Thomas W. Kelly, Director of Operations, ICS, to USCENT.
COwi.3, subj: Iraqi Backbone Telecommunications Vulnerabilitles; also, handwritten note
from Checkmate to the Black Hole, 28 Jan 1991 (OWAPS, BH, Box 2, Folder 24, Intel/Tgt
Info #1),
35
(S) Memo, Brig Gen John A. Lelde to Brig Cen Closson, subj: Counter.C3 Strikes
34(S)

to Support Ground Campaign, 23 Feb 1991; (S) Adm Mike McConnell, JCsNJ2, Proposed
C3 Targets/MsNg 5, 192000Z Feb 1991 (owAPs, Hi, Box 2, Folder 24, lnteVrgt Info #1),
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occur because of strict adherence by Iraqi commanders to communications-security doctrine that prohibited their use.'
Coalition attacks mounted against bridges in downtown Baghdad for
the purpose of trying to sever telecommunications cables thought to be
routed underneath bridge roadbeds illustrate the sorts of things that were
eventually tried in order to sever Baghdad's secure landlines to the
Kuwait theater. By late January, planners in the Black Hole had identified the Atar and Al Jumhuriyya bridges in downtown Baghdad as carrying fiber-optic cables across the Tigris that, if cut, might disrupt Scud
missile firings and help to isolate the national leadership. 3 '
Weather Impeded several early strikes against these two bridges, and
it was not until the second week in February that F-i 17s finally managed
to drop entire spans of both the Atar and Jumhuriyya bridges. Decisions
were made to prevent the other downtown bridges across the Tigris river
from being dropped. 3' Doing so would not only have degraded the
leadership's telecommunications links to other portions of the country but
would have effectively cut the Iraqi capital in half. What operational or
strategic effeuts this additional disruption could have been expected to
have, beyond making life more difficult for the average Baghdadi, is
unclear. In any event, decision makers in Washington appear to have
concluded that these effects were not worth the adverse media publicity
that a systematic attack on Baghdad's bridges would, in all likelihood,
have produced. 3'

36DOD, Conduct of the PersianGuaf War: FinalReport to Congress, pp 151-52; also
Adm McConnell, Proposed C3 TargetW/Msg 8, 222255Z Feb 1991 (OWAPS, BH, Box 2,
Folder 24, InteVrgt Info #I).

"3737thFighter Wing electronic database; Intvw, UWAPS with Lt Col Robert Eskridge,
23 Sep 1992; Intvw, CIWAPS with UACol David Deptula, 24 Sep 1992.
MIAt least one other Baghdad bridge was damaged before the prohibition against
further strikes on bridges in downtown Baghdad could be fully implemented.
39

3WAPS could find no unequivocal documentary oecord of bombing restrictions
emanating from Washington. The likely reason Is that this sort of guidance, which
probably consisted of emphasizing that targeting in Baghdad should henceforth be carefully reviewed, was communicated to the theater over STU III (secure) telephones.
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The following week, Central Air Forces intelligence (CE.TAM/IN)
suggested to General Glosson that cutting the Sinek, Saddam, and University bridges in Baghdad might finally enable Coalition air strikes to
isolate key communications centers in the Iraqi capital from the Kuwait
theater by severing coaxial cables.'0 Coming after both the discomfort
generated by media coverage of the dropping of the Ahar and Jumhuriyya
bridges, as well as the tragic strike on the Al Firdos bunker, this suggestion was one that Coalition air forces were unable to exploit.
Given this overview of the Coalition's air efforts against the L and
CCC target categories, how effective were the attacks on Iraqi leadership
and telecommunications/C3 ? Even by the final week of the campaign, the
destruction and damage that was assessed to have been imposed on these
two target sets was only partial. Figure 32 depicts the bomb-damage
assessment prepared for the President and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCs)
by Jcs/J2 (Intelligence) to cover the day of the war designated 22/23
February 1991 in Washington. Though just before the beginning of the
ground offensive, it reflects the judgment that some forty-five L and ccc
targets were still "operational." Among other things, Saddam Hussein
was still alive and in power, Scud launches had not ceased," and, while
the Iraqi leadership in Baghdad probably lacked the volume of communications and overall "connectivity" with the Kuwait theater necessary for
the real-time direction of extended offensive operations against mobile
Coalition forces, links to the Kuwait theater had, apparently, not been
completely severed.
These facts suggest that while some disruption and dislocation had
undoubtedly been imposed on the Iraqi leadership by the attacks on L and
Ccc targets, the regime's ability to function was neither paralyzed nor
broken by the time the Coalition's ground offensive began on 24
February 1991. This assessment raises the obvious question: How much
functional disruption and dislocation was achieved by the bombing of the
government's key facilities and means of communication? Unfortunately,

40(S/NF) Memo, Brig Gen John LAlde to Brig Gen Glosson, sub): Isolating Iraqi
Comms In the KTO, 18 Feb 1991 (OWAPs, BH, Box 2, Folder 24, lnte VIgt Info #1, p 2).
4 1The
last Scud launches occurred on 25 February 1991 [(S) Defense Science Board

(nsn), Office of Director of Research and Engineering, Leuowu Learned during Opera.
tions Desert Shield and Desert 3torm (for comment draft), May 1992, p 118].
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Figure 32
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the only response supported by the evidence is the unsatisfying, but
unavoidable, answer that, in the absence of detailed information from the
Iraqi side, a precise assessment of the extent of disruption and dislocation
imposed by Coalition air strikes cannot be given.
Common sense, of course, would argue that the nearly 850 strikes
carried out against Land ccc targets must surely have inflicted significant
disruption and dislocation of the Iraqi government, Of the 480 strikes
involving precision-guided munitions, most were conducted by F-1 l7s.
42

J2 BDA

Brfg to President and ics, extracted from vlwgraphs for 22/23 Feb 1991,

OWAPS, NA 353,

Note that the target totals used by 1C/ji2 for this day's briefing were
lower than thos held by the Black Hole air planners at this stage of the war. This nane
viewgraph also showed some 16 "psychological" leadership targets as being operational.
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Accurately hitting government ministries, command and control facilities,
headquarters, and communications centers with 2,000-pound laser-guided
bombs must surely have had considerable impact. Beyond the visceral
fear of being killed or maimed that individuals in targeted facilities
undoubtedly experienced, many elements of Saddam Hussein's government were forced to relocate and shift to back-up communications. For
example, key elements of the Iraqi regime are thought to have relocated
one or more times during the war, and some of their personnel are believed to have been killed by air attacks. And immediately after the war,
not only did rebellions against Ba 1thist rule break out among the Kurds
in the north and Shiite Muslims in the south but Western reporters observed that, for the first time in years, ordinary Iraqi citizens were willing
to criticize Saddam Husseia openly."3 So, despite the fact that the rebellions were brutally suppressed and the regime's iron grip over the Iraqi
people reestablished, Desert Storm did shake Saddam Hussein's regime
and temporarily loosen its control. How close did the strikes against L
and CCC targets categories per se come to disorganizing or paralyzing the
regime? Without some access to the other side of the hill, it does not
seem possible to provide even a rough answer to this question.

Electricity and Oil
During World II, American and British strategic bombing of Nazi
Germany's oil industry and electric power system was generally aimed
at constraining the ability of the Nazi war economy to supply German
forces in the field with the weapons, ammunition, and fuels needed for
modern, mechanized warfare. The German oil industry was attacked, first
and foremost, to inhibit the flow of fuel and lubricants to German military forces.' By mid-1944, these attacks not only succeeded in bringing
about severe shortages of aviation gasoline for the Luftwaffe but, as a
by-product, began to cause drastic reductions in the output of petroleumbased chemicals." German electric power, in contrast with Germany's
oil industry, was never a major or high-priority strategic target at any

4"3Chrli

Hodges, "After the War: Iraq in Growing Disarray, Iraqis Fight Iraqis," The
Now York Tinwa, 10 Mar 1991, pp I and 14.
4Galbralth,at aI, The Foeii of Strategic Bombing on the Germ War Economy,
p 74.
4" I1bid, pp 81.82.
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time during the war, mainly because Allied economic analysts believed
that the system was not very vulnerable to bombing." Nevertheless, after

the war, the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) found that even the
modest and occasional attacks carried out against German public utilities

had made electric power "a limiting factor in the production of oil, electric steel, aluminum, nitrogen, and other vital military raw materials.""7
As a result, the USSBS concluded that electric power, while not an easy
taget set to have attacked, had in fact contained enough bottlenecks and
limitations to have made it "an excellent strategic bombing target"-one
which, if it had been significantly damaged, would "have had a decisive
effect" on the ability of Germany's "industrial economy to continue to
supply the needs of war.""
This history was known to individuals like Col. Join Warden and others
who participated in the Air Staff's August 1990 concept plan (Instant
Thunder) for an offensive air campaign against Iraq.49 In fact, this history
goes a long way toward explaining why electric power and oil production
were originally selected as strategic target categories for Desert Storm.
By the time the Coalition's air campaign began on 17 January 1991,
however, the military purposes for going after Iraqi electricity (E)and oil

(0) had evolved considerably beyond those that motivated British and
American strategic bombing of German oil and, to a lesser extent, electric
power during World War II. In the case of Iraq's electric power system,
Coalition air planners had reached the judgment that its loss would
degrade Iraqi military capabilities in several key areas, as well as depress
the morale of the Iraqi people in ways that might serve to loosen Saddam

"1bid, pp 123-124.
"'Ibid. p 125.

"Ilbid, p 126. Thils lesson about the "missed opportunity" presented by German
electric power Isone that came to be inscribed on the US Air Force's institutional memory (see Hansell, The Air Plan That Defeated Hitler, pp 286-297), The irony of the ussBs'
conclusion about the opportunity offered by German electric power was, of course, that
air planners like Haywood Hansell had originally made this target system the number one
priority in the AWPD-t plan of August 1941, and fourth priority (behind the German air
force, submarines, and transportation) In the 1942 update of AWPD-. (ibi, p 259).
49
intvw, awAps with Col John A. Warden. Washington DC, 21 Fab 1992. Warden
was familiar with Haywood Hansell's The Air Plan That Drfeated Hitler, Albert Speer's
Inside the Third Reich, and the usSBs.
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Hussein's political grip on the country. Militarily, the idea was that, by
forcing the entire country abruptly onto back-up power, the Iraqi leadership would find it harder to function, their computerized telecommunica-

tions might suffer disruption or damage due to power surges or fluctuations, and Iraq's strategic air defenses might be similarly, degraded. At the
same time, since the production and storage of chemical and biological
weapons was believed to be a large consumer of electricity," Iran's ability
to pmducs, mait.Wn, or tanpioy such weapons would be hurt as ivell.1t
As for civilian morale, some of the air planners, including General Glosson, felt that "putting the lights out in Baghdad" would have psychological

effects on the average Iraqi.L

Among other things, by demonstrating that

Saddam Hussein could not even keep electricity flowing in Baghdad, it
was hoped the BaMh Party's grip on the Iraqi population could be loosened, thereby helping to bring about a change in regime."

"50Although the amount of electric power consumed by chemical and biological
weapons production and storage was never precisely quantified prior to the war, intelli.
gence studies consistently noted that these activities would be severely hindered if denied
electric power. See (S/WN) DIA, Special Analysis: Degradation of the Iraqi Electric
Power Network, undated.
5t These

leveraged, interconnected effects appear to have been the primary military
purposes for attacking Iraqi electric power by 17 January 1991 (Lt Col David Deptula,
discussion with members of Task Force 6, 4 Nov 1991), InDeptula's view, the forinoc.t
reamms for going after Iraqi electric power was to force Iraq's centralized command and
control, as well as It strategic air defenses, to shift to back-up power.
527ce notion of using
bombing to Influence the enemy population has been a recurring theme in American military thinking. The conclusion to the ussas' summary report
on the European war noted that strategic bombing had "brought home to the German
people the full Impact of modem war with all itz horror and suffering" fusses, Over-all
Report (European War), p 107]. Early in 1965, Gen William Westmoreland argued
strongly in favor of attacking North Vietnam's transportation infrastructure below 20"
North on the grounds that "interrupting the flow of consumer goods to the southern DRY
[Democratic Republic of Vietnam) would carry to the NVN [North Vietnamese] man in
the street, with minimum loss of civilian life, the message of U.S. determination" [Depart.
ment of Defense, United Stats-Vietnam Relations 1945-1967, Part IV.C.3, Evolution of
the War: The Rolling Thunder Program Begins (Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office, 1971), p 75).
SaThbs particular aspect of the rationale for attacking Iraqi electric power was tightly
coupled in the minds of the air planners with the attacks on the L and ccc targets.
According to participants, there was considerable discusion in Checkmate of the results
that could be expected from attacking electric power. Some, especially those who had
traveled! Inthe Mideast, argued that Iraq was a Thl!rd World country in which fields were
still plowed by hand, and that the lost of electricity in Baghdad and other cities would
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By the eve of the conflict, the principal reason for attacking Iraq's
production and storage of refined petroleum products appears to have
been to prevent any further flow of fuels to the Iraqi military. This
objective was linked to electricity. Coalition planners never doubted that
most governmental and military systems would have bi-,k-up power
generators. But back-up eystems, they reasoned, would be fueled largely
with gas or diesel, so it made sense militarily to do what could be done
to constrain the flow of fuel to back-up power generators throughout the
country once the fighting began.'
Coalition planning of attacks against both electricity and oil targets was
constrained by a conscious desire, originating with President Bush, to
minimize long-term or permanent damage to Iraq's economic infrastructure.
This constraint led to a general understanding among the air planners and
targeting specialists that the focus of attacks on Iraqi electric power should
be on transformer/switching yards and control buildings rather than on
generator halls, boilers, and turbines in order to minimize recuperation time
after the conflict ended." Similarly, attacks on oil production were supposed to be limited to refined-product storage, with distillation and other
refining areas only being aimpoints if they produced military fuels.' In the
case of electric power, the self-imposed restriction against hitting generator
halls or their contents was not widely observed-especially during the first

have little effect on popular morale; others argued that the affluence created by petrodollars had Mpade the city populations psychologically dependent on the amenities associated with electric power (discussions with Col E. Michael Kiraly and Lt Col Frank
Kistler, both of whom participated in the Checkmate discussions and were subsequently
assigned to the OWAPS). Gen Glosson independently reached the view that "turning the
lights off In Baghdad" would affect Iraqi morale based on discussions with Arab officers
whose countries joined dh Coalition (Intvw, OWAPS with Gen Glosson, 9 Apr 1992).
'4(S) lntvw, Center for Air Force History (cAM) with LU Col David Deptula, 8 Jan
1992, preliminary transcript, p 41.
"Memo, Brig Gen Duster C.Glosson, subj: Target Guidance. This memo dealing
wtdi E and o targets, is perhaps the clearest statement of Glorson's intent regarding
electric power and oil; it concisely links military objectives to aimpoints. Unfortunately,
this memo was not distributed to all the combat units hivolved with these targets until
early February 1991.
6Glosson, Target Guidance memo.
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week or so of the war5 7-in large part because the planners elected to go
after the majority of Iraq's twenty-five major power stations and the generator halls offered the most obvious aimpoints." Much ths same sort of

thing occurred with oil targets: in a number of instances, crude-oil distillation towers were hit despite the informal policy to minimize long-term
damage.1 Both discrepancies illustrate the gap that inevitably exists between specifying a target such as the As Samawah petroleum refinery and

the specific aimpoints to be hit there.®
Regarding the B and 0 target systems themselves, the Iraqi electrical
power system consisted of about twenty-five major generating plants

(with collocated transformer and switching yards) and over 140 transformer stations (not collocated) that were linked together on a national
grid. Part of that grid consisted of six plants and eleven transformer
stations that were hooked together on a 400 kilovolt (kV) "super grid,"

with the remainder being connected by 132 kV lines. There were also a
number of other small plants that served regional customers and were not
part of the national grid. The largest power stations were in the Baghdad
area, although them were other large-capacity plants located in the north-

"5That damage to boilers and generator halls did occur has been well documented
by both Coalition wartime reconnaissance and postwar site inspections by members the
international study team that surveyed many bombed facilities from 23 August to S
September 1991 [(SIWN) Walid Doleh, Warren Piper, Abdel Qamhieh, and Kamel al
Tallaq, "Electric Facilities Survey," Oct 1991, Appendix A; DIA, Desert Storm BDA
lowgery Review, DDX.2900-489-91, Vol 3, pp 48-53).
5
" Discussions with Capt John Clock. Capt Clock was an intelligence officer in the
Black Hole before and during Desert Storm; he subsequently served with OWAPS. After
the war, Intelligence analysts suggested that simultaneously hitting as few as three major
plants probably would have been enough to force Iraq's power grid to shut down. Most
national or regional electric power grids can only handle the loss of two major facilities
without having to shut down to avoid system-wide damage, as the 1965 blackout of the
northeast US demonstrated [(S/NFIWN), Targets in Iraq, downgraded to SINF/WN,
GWAPS, CHP 35; also postwar discussions by members of Task Force 6 with CIA electricpower specialists]. This minimal targeting strategy, however, was not used during Desert
Storm.
59
DIA, Desert Storm BDA Imaery Review, Vol 3, pp 12-13 and 27-29.

6OWhile the Black Hole planners did try to specify aimpoints in certain circumstances
and cues, the selection of desired mean points of impact (DMPts) was often left either to
officers responsible for turning master attack plans into detailed ATOs or to weapons
officers in the units flying the missions.
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em and southern regions of Iraq. Most plants had steam (or thermal)
generators powered by oilfed boilers, but the system also included gasturbine generators as well as a few hydro-electric plants located on the
,Tigris or Euphrates rivers or their tributaries. Some plants contained both
thermal and gas-turbine generators.
Iraq's electric power system was thought to have a prewar installed
capacity of 9,500 megawatts (MW).1 However, the system as a whole
operated at much less. The industry standard in the United States and
Europe is to operate electric power plants up to 70 percent of installed
capacity. It was believed prior to the war that the heaviest demand ever
levied on the Iraqi system had been 5,160 MW in 1990-less than 55
percent of installed capacity.' In sum, the Iraqi electric power system
was a relatively modem, redundant, and flexible system that had served
the needs of Iraq with few of the service interruptions or brown outs
typical of many other third-world countries.63
Iraq's petroleum refining capacity was twice the amount needed to
service Its own domestic and military needs. At that time, Iraq was, at
3.0 million b/d, the second largest oil producer in the world, with only
Saudi Arabia producing more. Further, 90 percent of Iraq's refining
capacity was concentrated in three reflneries-Bayji , Basra , and Baghdad
with the remaining capacity divided up among eight smaller refineries
spread throughout the country. There was also oil storage at about a
dozen other sites (some of it underground), and a network of pipelines
and pumping stations to move both crude and refined petroleum products
around within Iraq. In addition, there were pipelines for exporting oil
through Turkey, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and the Persian Gulf. Of special
interest were the pumping stations along the Iraq-Saudi Arabia Pipeline
(IPSA) that ran from the Ar Rumayla oil field through southeastern Iraq
(paralleling the Wadi Al Batin) to the border with Saudi Arabia and then
across Saudi Arabia to the Red Sea. This system supplied the oil that the

6lWalid Doleh, Warren Piper, Abdel Qamhieh, and Kamel al Tallaq, "Electrical
Facilities Survey," Oct 1991, p 1 in International Study Team, Health and Welfare in
Iraq After the Gulf CrsisL: An In-Depth Assessment, Oct 1991.
62Doleh, et al, "Electrical Facilities Survey," p 1.
63Doleh, et al, "Electrical Facilities Survey," Appendix A, "Reports of Sites Visited,"

pp 1-15.
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Iraqis intended to use to fill the fire trenches in southern Kuwait in the
event of a Coalition ground attack.
Destroying the distillation towers at the three main refineries in Bayji,
Basra, and Baghdad would drop Iraq's refining capacity to well below the
amount needed for internal use. If refining at these three locations could
be eliminated, Iraq would lose its capacity to produce high-quality fuils
and lubricants, presumably forcing the Iraqi military to begin slowly
consuming its on-hand stocks. Coalition planners realized, of course, that
Republican Guard divisions and other units in the KTo had supply dumps
for fuel and other petroleum products. They also realized that Iraqi
consumption would not be high as long as Iraqi forces remained dug in
and static. But, again, given the uncertainties Coalition planners faced
going into the conflict about Desert Storm's likely duration and character,
there seemed defensible military reasons for taking steps to ensure that
there would be little or no flow of additional fuels and lubricants to these
forces.
How did Coalition attacks on Iraqi electric power and oil unfold?
Figure 33 shows the pattern of attacks against electric power over the
forty-three days of the air campaign. Based on target-intelligence folders
kept during the war and other information available to awAPS, it appears
that some eighteen power plants and nine transformer stations were struck
during Desert Storm." Figure 33 further indicates that the heaviest
weight of effort against electric power was mounted during the first few
days of the campaign-due, once again, to the air planners' presumption
that abruptly cutting commercial electricity would impair Iraqi telecom.

"MThis count was based on correlating the OWAPS Missions Database with the
Checkmate Intelligence Target (CIT) folders kept during the war.
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Figure 33
Coalition Attacks Against Iraqi Electric Power
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munications, chemical and biological weapons facilities, and strategic air defenses. Strikes over the first three days also included the majority of the

precision strikes made against electric-power targets. [DELETED],p
Naturally the power plants bit first were, for the most part, those with

the larger capacities. Eleven power plants, over half of those eventually

' 5Evldantiy, F-111Fs nude no precision attacks on electric power. Proven Force

F-I lIEa. by contrast, flow somc 40 sorties against electric power plants Innorthern Iraq,
delivering Mk-82s, Mk-84s, and caus (cluster bomb units).
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attacked, were struck on the first two Air Tasking Order (ArO) days.
During this same period, seven of the nine transformer stations eventually
attacked were hit. [DELETED]."
Many of the electric power plants and transformer/switching yards hit
in the first few days were in and around the city of Baghdad. After the
first week, however, electric power was attacked more intermittently, and
Coalition efforts shifted increasingly to facilities outside the Baghdad
area. Most Iraqi power plants were hit two to five times. Much of the
reason for the restrikes stemmed from difficulties in confirming the
desired levels of damage using imagery during the first two weeks of the
war. A targeting concern that inevitably surfaced was a desire to impose
enough damage to prevent the Iraqis from putting electric power plants
back into operation prior to the end of the war, For example, the hydroelectric power station on the outskirts of Samarra was evidently not
generating electricity when the war began. However, after generator units
there were put back into operation in late January, the plant waý attacked
and, according to international observers who surveyed the site after the
war, extensively damaged.6 7
One plant, the Hartha thermal power plant in Basra, was struck more
than a dozen times," The large number of attacks against this particular
plant seems to have occurred mainly because air planners feared that this
facility could supply power to the oil pipeline pumps that would be used
to fuel the Iraqi fire trenches in southern Kuwait. As a result, it was
designated a "dump target" for U.S. Navy and Marine aircraft to ensure
repeated attacks.,
Some of the same overall patterns evident in Coalition air attacks
against Iraqi electric power can be seen in the attacks on Iraqi production

"eDoleh,et al,

"Electrical Facilities Survey," pp 7 and 9.

67

1bid, p 8.

"MThe
International study team that visited this plant after the war reported that
Hartha was hit thirteen times (Ibid, p i1).
"mlntvw, GWAPS with Cen Glosson, 9 Apr 1992.
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and storage of refined petroleum products. For example, the use of
precision munitions like TLAM and precision-capable platforms like the
F-1 17 against oil targets was largely concentrated in the first week of the
air campaign, and attacks tended to fall off during the final weeks of the
war. But, as Figure 34 shows, there were also differences between the
attacks on oil and those against electricity. The effort against oil was
even more of a nonprecision endeavor than that against electricity, and
the peak day came in the second week rather than the first two days.
Coalition attacks against oil targets were carried out by a wide variety
of aircraft, and the primary munitions most of these aircraft delivered on
these targets were gravity (or "freefall") unguided bombs. On several
occasions there were large raids consisting of upwards of sixteen F-16s
or 8-12 OR-Is. Additionally, a number of multicell B-52 strikes were
conducted against oil targets, usually in sparsely populated regions of Iraq
or where the area of the facility was large enough to accommodate the
long "train" of bombs laid down by B-52s dropping from high altitude,
Finally, Navy A-6s and F/A-18s were involved in attacks on Iraqi oil, as
were British Buccaneers and even A-IOs,
The few precision attacks on oil refining capability were mainly
carried out by Tomahawk land-attack missiles (TLAMs), F-117s, and
F-lIlFs.w TLAMs hit the distillation towers at the Al Basra and Bayji
refineries during the first two days of the war, and F-117s used GBU-I Os
against similar aimpoints in the Dawrah refinery in Baghdad on Air
fTsking Order Day 21.7"
As Figure 34 indicates, however, there were some oil-related targets
that were struck during Desert Storm for reasons other than destroying
Iraqi petroleum refining capacity or central stores of military fuels and
lubricants. One such occasion was the use of F-IllFs in late January
1991 to stop the oil spill into the Persian Gulf created by the

"7°Some precision attacks on oil targets were also carried out by British Tornados
employing laser-gulded bombs; Buccaneers provided the laser designation for these
strikes.
71

owAPs Missions Database, as of 19 Sep 1992.
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Figure 34
Coalition Attacks Against Iraqi Oil
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Iraqis.72 Another was the employment of F-I 17s on ATO Day 30 to
interdict the oil and manifolds that fed the "fire trench" barriers which
Iraqi ground forces had dug in southern Kuwait to impede a ground

72

TlACC [Tactlcal Air Control Center] Log, 28 Jan 1991, aWAPS microfilm roll 10263,
The cited entry stated that pilot reports indicated that the F- I l strike on the oil spill had
been successful.
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offensive by Coalition forces." In addition, a portion of the strikes
against oil shown in Figure 34 were against oil storage in the Kuwait
theater rather than at "strategic" oil targets like tho petroleum refining and

storage complexes at Bayji.
How effective were Coalition air efforts against the E and o target
categories? In the case of electricity, the available evidence indicates that
the immediate military objective of rapidly shutting down the generation
and distribution of commercial electric power throughout most of Iraq,
thereby forcing the Iraqi leadership and military onto back-up power, was
achieved. Ultimately, almost 88 percent of Iraq's installed generation
capacity was sufficiently damaged or destroyed by direct attack, or else
isolated from the national grid through strikes on associated transformers
and switching facilities, to render it unavailable; the remaining 12 percent,
which was resident in numerous smaller plants that were not attacked,
was probably unusable other than locally due to damage inflicted on
transformers and switching yards.
Figure 35 provides an estimate of the actual drawdown of electric
power availability to Iraq's national power system over the course of
Desert Storm. It was based on three sources: strike data in the OwAps
Missions Database, bomb-damage assessment data In Checkmate Intelligence Targets folders, and reports from site visits to sixteen major power

plants and five switching stations in Iraq conducted by the International
Study Team from 25 August to 4 September 1991.11

73This particular episode illustrates some of the "counting rule" anomalies that

eventually emerged in the GWAPS databases. A total of 23 F-117 strikes were flown
against the oil-distribution system feeding the "fire trenches" that the Iraqis built in
southern Kuwait. Since three of those strikes were against elements of the Iraq-Saudi
pipeline that had been identified as part of the Black Hole's oil (o) target system, they
ended up being reflected in statistical summaries drawn from the Missions Database as
strikes against petroleum, But because the remaining 20 strikes were against elements of

the trench system itself, these "breaching" targets did not end up benin catalogued In the
database as strikes against petroleum, While this anomaly is minor in a database containing more than 40,000 strikes, it does reveal the sorts of cataloguing problems that inevita.
bly occurred. These anomalies are generally masked by the level of aggregation the

reader will find in the summary data of the CWAPS Statistics report.
74
Doleh, et al, "Electrical Facilities Survey," p 1.
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Figure 35
Estimated Drawdown of Iraqi Electric Power75
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Over the first ten days of the Desert Storm, the drawdown shown in
Figure 35 Is considerably steeper than most Coalition estimates made
during the war, largely due to the incorporation of International Study
Team repoits on what actually occurred at specific plants. Of the nine
power plants hit on the first night, most sustained enough damage to take
them off line for one reason or another, The large-capacity Bayji (1,320
MW) and Musayyib (1,280 MW) plants, for example, stopped operating
shortly after they were attacked according to Iraqi postwar testimony.
However, in a number of cases-Bayji, Baghdad Dawrah (740 MW total),
Baghdad South (382 MW), and Baghdad Teji (140 MW)-most of the
generators and turbines survived the initial attacks but were isolated from
the grid. By the time this initial obstacle had been removed, enough

"SSources: OWAPS Missions Database; crr rolderd; Dolh, et W,"Electrical Facilities
Survey"; and j.2/JCs Daily mDA Estimates.
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additional damage had been done to the generators, turbines, and
trmnsformers to keep the plants from delivering power for the rest of the
war. Also of note is the fact that some power plants went off line before
being forced to do so by bomb damage. For instance, the manager at
Nasiriyah (840 MW) reported that he isolated his plant from the grid and
ceased operations on 19 January even though the facility had not
sustained enough damage to prevent power generation." Naturally these
sorts of second-order effects were initially difficult for Coalition
intelligence analysts to detect-particularly using Imagery.
After the steep drop in electric-power availability during the first
week, follow-on attacks not only kept the system down but gradually
reduced it to less than 15 percent of prewar capacity. While exactly
when the national grid (the 400 kV supergrid plus the 132 kV transmission system) went down remains unclear, there is strong evidence that It
did. Bob Simon, the CBS correspondent who was captured along the
Saudi-Kuwait border and spent forty days as a prisoner, reported afterwards that the electricity was off in the prisons he occupied In southern
Iraq and Baghdad, including the headquarters of the Iraqi intelligence
service; further, power was still off in the Al Rasheed hotel on the day
he was released." Maj. Rhonda Cornum, the U.S, Army doctor shot
down during a helicopter rescue mission on 27 February, witnessed the
same lack of commercial power aftor she was captured. She saw no
lights in Basra, in Baghdad even the traffic lights weie out, and, when
she initially arrived in the capital, surgeons there could not initially
operate on her due to the absence of electricity.7"
Naturally, this sort of detailed, first-hand information was not
generally available to Coalition air planners and commanders during the
war. Estimates of the status of Iraq's electric power system had to be
based on reconnaissance, and there was some uncertainty during the first
week of Desert Storm as to the degree of shut-down achieved. Aircrews

76Doleh, at al, "Electrical Facilities Survey," pp 12-13. Iraqi engineers voluntarily
shut down power plants In order to protect vulnerable components-in some cases from
perturbations In the grid system and In other cases in hopes of avoiding further Coalition
air strikes.
"tSimon, Forty Days, pp 97, 228, and 230.
76Rhonda
Comum, She Went To War: The Rhonda Cornum Story (Novato, CA:
Presidio Press, 1992), pp 50, 117, 139, and 155.
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and weather satellites began indicating that most cities in central and
southern Iraq were blacked out by the second night of the air campaign.
Yet Lt. Col. David Deptula's personal notes from the late afternoon (Riyadh time) of 18 January 1991 recorded concern on the part of theater
Intelligence analysts that Iraq's electric power grid might be coming back
up." An entry for the next day (19 January) indicates that he had received high-level intelligence from Washington that both electricity and,
as a result, water were off in Baghdad. But not until 23 January did Deptula appear to have become convinced that 50 percent or more of the
system was off line in central and southern Iraq.
Due to the lack of precision munitions, the drawdown of commercial
electric power in northern Iraq was undoubtedly more gradual than in the
central or southern regions of Iraq. U.S. pilots flying missions from
Turkey into. northern Iraqi (Proven Force) occasionally reported seeing
illuminated towns in that part of the country, and Proven Force F- Ill Es
were still attacking power plants there during the first week of February
1991.30 Nevertheless, the available evidence indicates that electric power
in centraland southern Iraq was largely shut down during the initial days
of the war, just as the planners had hoped, The lights in Baghdad were
quickly turned out,
Did "turning the lights out in Baghdad" impose the discernible frictions
on the Iraqi leadership or affect popular attitudes toward the regime? Electric
power was a "leveraged" target category in the sense that a relatively modest
number of strikes shut down the bulk of Iraqi commercial power in a very
short period of time. However, the information available to SWAPS did not
reveal any hard evidence of such cross-category effects.
How much damage was ultimately done to Iraq's electric power
system? Coalition policy on electric power was, once again, to minimize
long-term damage to Iraqi electric power. Yet one criticism raised after
the war was that the bombing of electric power had "contributed to"

79Source:

Lt Col Deptula'k personal notes, which were still in his possession as of
Oct 1992. Lt Col Rich King, who worked damage assessment from Wuhington during
the war, commented in January 1992 that, by 22 January 1991, It wa• clear to those
funneling SDA to the Black Hole that electric power had gone down in central and
southern Iraq,
S0AIF strike counts, OWAPS Missions Database.
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70,000-90,000 postwar civilian deaths above normMl mortality rates over
the period April-December 1991-principally because of the lack of elec-

tricity in Iraq for water purification and sewage treatment following the
ceasefire," By May 1991, for instance, the Harvard Study Team reported

sharply increased levels of gastroenteritis, cholera, typhoid, and malnutrition in Iraqi children due to the delayed effects of the Gulf War.'n
By comparison with most previous wan, the Coalition's bombing of
core strategic targets in Iraq was remarkably precise and discriminate.
Even those who charged after Desert Storm ended that the bombing of
target systems like electric power had been "unnecessary" readily conceded that, based on extensive postwar site inspections of the physical dam.
age inflicted, the strategic air campaign had not only been precise, efficient, and legal but had resulted in very few civilian casualties." Greenpeace's estimates of country-wide Iraqi civilian casualties caused by
Coalition bombing totaled 2,278 dead and 5,976 injured."

"'Tactical Bombing of Iraqi Forces Outstripped Value of Strategic Hits, Analyst
Contends" Aviation Week & Space Technology, 27 Jan 1992, p 63. The most vocal
advocate of this view hat been William M. Arkin, director of the nuclear information unit
of Oreenpeace International. The estimate of 70.90,000 additional deaths was derived
from a survey of some 90,000 Iraqi households conducted In 1991 after the war, Based
on these data, the additional deaths above the January 1991 "norm" were calculated for
April-December 1991 (Arkin, oWAPS intvw, 19 Oct 1992). The final death total due to
the "indirect detrimental health effects" of the war cited by Arkin was 111,000 (Beth
Osborne Daponte, "Iraqi Casualties from the Persian Gulf War and Its Aftermath," p 2).
62Harvard Study Team, HarvardStudy Team Report: Public Health in Iraq after the
Gulf War, May 1991, pp 12-13.
"5Arkin, for example, has stated that the air war was "clean on a strategic level," and
that he could find "no evidence of indiscriminate attacks on cities or civilians, intentional
damage for postwar leverage on the government of Saddam Hussein or extensive coilater.
al damage of civilian structures near targets" ("Tactical Bombing of Iraqi Forcei Outstripped Value of Strategic Hits, Analyst Contends," pp 62 and 63), After the war, Arkin
was able to inspect "13 of the targeted leadership and command bunkers; 49 of I ne 170
command, control and communications sites; 16 of the 20 oil refineries and dist ibution
facilities, and all of the 75 railroad and auto bridges" hit duting the war (ibid, r 62).
5
" William Arkin, brfg slide titled "Civilian Casualties and Damage," presentation
given to OWAPS personnel, 31 Oct 1991.
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Nonetheless, damage against Iraqi power plants was fairly widespread
(Table 24). As categories, boilers and generator halls at the plants
attacked were hit about as often as transformers and sw,:.ching yards.
There was also damage to other, less critical, components such as gantry
cranes, warehouses, petroleum-storage tanks, and water-conditioning
systems (the "Other" category In Table 24). Since the stated policy of
Caalition air planners was to target transformers and switching facilities
in lieu of boilers and generator halls, it does appear that more damage
was done than had been originally intended. Indeed, much of this "additional" damage seems explicable in terms of the difficulties encountered
in making everyone involved fully cognizant of what was intended, the
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practical tension between initially shutting down Iraqi electric-power
plants and then insuring that they could not resume operations, longstanding preferences for generator halls as aimpoints,U and uncertainties
about both bomb-damage assessment and the exact degree of damage
required to "turn the lights off in Baghdad."" Still, more damage was
probably Inflicted on this target system than was absolutely necessary
from an engineering standpoint to achieve the desired effects.
Unfortunate and unintended as this additional damage may have been,
the question at Issue concerns postwar charges of Coalition responsibility
for what was estimated to be tens of thousands of additional deaths among
Iraqi civilians due to the lack of electricity for water and sewage treatment
after the ceasefire. " Regarding this question, the essential point to be made
is that war is not an engineering enterprise whose results can be calculated
in advance. Faulting the air commanders and planners who ran this portion
of the air campaign for "overkill" not only ignores this essential point but,
in addition, demands of them an impossible degree of predictive foresight
regarding the second-order or unintended consequnces of military
operations. The defensible Coalition presumption from the outset was that
((fSaddam Hussein's forces were decisively defeated, then the Iraqi leader
would not long survive the war in power. On this assumption, the air
planners and commanders reasonably presumed that, once an
accommodation had been reached with the new government in Baghdad,
members of the Coalition could provide the parts and anything else necessary to restore electric power speedily throughout Iraq after the war. In the
event, of course, the political outcome turned out to be something that no
one foresaw: Saddam Hussein both retained power and continued to defy

"831n general, US targeting officers had been trained to prefer large aim-points like
generator hails to small ones like transformers-largely on the basis of historical experience with unguided bombs.
16AIthouih more than half of the Iraqi power plants eventually struck were hit on
the first night of the war, no power plants in central or northern Iraq appear to have been
imaged prior to 21 January 1991 (uwAps, Crr folders on electric-power targets, partlcularly folders 262 and 256, which are the only two instances of imagery against this target
category prior to 21 January 1991).
17Arkin's comment in early 1992 was that "You can't separate neat and clean bombing from postwar deaths. People just died in a different way because of the efficiency
of the attacks" ("racticul Bombing of Iraqi Forces Outstripped Value of Strategic Hits,
Analyst Contends," p 63).
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the United Nations, thereby himself causing economic sanctions to be left
in place that prevented Coalition assistance in reconstruction or humanitarian relief, To attribute responsibility for Iraq's increased mortality rate in
the aftermath of a major military defeat solely, or even primarily, to the
damage inflicted on Iraq's electric-power system ignores the Iraqi government's responsibility for its own prewar and postwar decisions. Besides
seizing Kuwait in the first place, in the aftermath of Desert Storm Iraqi
government and Bath party officials were given priority on goods, the
reconstruction of Baghdad was given priority over conditions elsewhere in
the country, and Saddam Hussein's refusal to accede to UN conditions on
the sale of Iraqi oil prohibited this source of funds from being used to buy
medical and food supplies for the Iraqi people."
Furthermore, all Indications are that, despite the continuation of
United Nations sanctions, the Iraqis were able to restore commercial
power considerably faster than had been anticipated. For example, it was
initially thought that two years would be required to repair the main
power plant in Baghdad. But by mid-1992 this plant was reportedly
working at 90 percent of its prewar capacity, and, despite a blazing hot
summer, there was not one power blackout in Saddam Hussein's capital,
even though almost everyone in Baghdad who had an air conditioner was
running it at full blast." Consequently, not only was the effort against
electric power effective but the speed with which the Iraqis have been
able to restore capacity without external assistance provides additional
evidence that the damage inflicted by Coalition air strikes on this target
system was not excessive.

"s"StrateglcCampaign Focused on Targets and Cut Casualties, Pentagon Maintains,"
Aviation Week ASpace Technology, 27 Jan 1992, p 64.
"1MarieColvin, "Saddam Erases the Scar of War," London Sunday Tanes, 4 Oct
1992, p 16.
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Figure 36
Drawdown of Iraqi Petroleum Refining Capacity"
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How effective were Coalition efforts against Iraq's production
capacity and stored reserves of refined petroleum products? Overall,
Coalition efforts against Iraqi refining capacity appear to have been
considerably more effective than those directed against stores of refined
products that could be put to military use. Iraq's refining capacity was
concentrated in the three large facilities at Bayji, Basra, and Baghdad.
[DELETED]". This judgment was based primarily on damage to distilla-

90[DELETFD]
9t Most

plants had sustained only light damage but were still judged inoperable.

Other plants wore considered inoperable bccause the piping or water handling systems

associated with the distillation process hId been badly damaged even though the
distillation towers were still intact.
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tion towers, which resulted from a very small number Of precision strikes.
For the most part, attacks on strategic oil targets by aircrifft delivering
nonprecision munitions focused on oil-storage tanks. Given the small

level of effort expended to disable over 90 percent of Iraq's refinery
capacity, this aspect of the air campaign appears to have been both highly
leveraged and effective relative to the immediate military objective of
eliminating refining capacity.
Efforts to eliminate Iraqi stores of refined petroleum products were
considerably loss productive due to the large stores of refined products
available to the Iraqis when the war began. [DELETED].9 These
quantities meant that the number of storage tanks and individual aimpoints that would have to be hit in order to eliminate refined products
was quite large--even if the military goal was merely to prevent any
additional fuels and lubricants from getting to Iraqi forces in the Kuwait
theater after Desert Storm started. Although tank "farms" and individual
storage tanks were generally large enough for fighter-bombers like the
F-16 to hit from medium altitude with "dumb" bombs," the size of the
target set and the modest number of sorties expended (fewer than 400)
against stored petroleum limited the total amount of damage that could
be inflicted.
How enduring was the damage inflicted on Iraq's oil industry? As of
October 1992, Iraqi officials claimed that crude-oil production was back to
800,000 barrels a day (b/d) and could be increased to 2 million b/d (about
two-thirds of Iraq's prewar capacity).' In addition, restored refineries were
supplying more than enough gasoline and heating oil for both Iraq's
domestic needs and exports to Jordan. So there is no evidence of lasting
infrastructure damage to Iraq's oil industry from the air campaign.

92Memo 59-91, subj: Degradation of the Iraqi Lines of Communication-Baghdad
South to the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations, Feb 1991, OWAPS, CIM, Folder 26,
' 3At Bum and Baghdad, for example, hand counts from the Miscions database
indicated that a total of 48 nonpreclslon bombs destroyed some 33 storage tanks.

"49Colvin, "Saddam Enses the Scams of War," Londoti Sunday Times, 4 Oct 1992, p
16.
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Finally, how close did the bombing of this target category come to
achieving the aim of limiting the fuel and lubricants available to Iraqi
forces for military operations? For the most part, the Iraqi Air Force
chose to sit out the war on the ground. Hence its demands for fuel were
-minimal. As for Iraqi ground forces in Kuwait, they had access to Ku.waiti oil facilities and continued to operate the Kuwaiti refining facilities

and use Kuwaiti stocks. Eventually, Coalition air forces began bombing
selected Kuwaiti oil facilities to limit Iraqi use of Kuwaiti stocks. Even
so, the amount of diesel fuel thought to have been available for ground
operations at the outset of what turned out to be a one-hundred-hour
ground campaign was believed to have been sufficient for weeks, if not

months, of combat." Prior to that time, of course, most Iraqi forces in
the Kuwait theater were dug into static positions, and their POL (petroleum, oil, and lubricants) requirements were minimal. Given the initial
stocks available and the limited demands made on petroleum consumables, Iraqi forces do' not appear to have experienced major, or even
significant,. shortages of POL during Desert Storm. True, individual units
experienced local shortages due to distribution problems, but these limited
problems, to which Coalition air power undoubtedly contributed by
striking other targets such as bridges, were not the result of attacks on
refineries and major petroleum depots.
Was the strategic effort against Iraqi oil wasted or unnecessary?
Again, it is crucial to recall the uncertainties under which the air planners
and commanders labored at the time. On the evening of 16 January 1991
there was little certainty as to how long any aspect of the war might last
or how well the fourth largest army in the world might resist Coalition
efforts to liberate occupied Kuwait. If the ground campaign had become
protracted, the efforts against oil might have eventually paid military
dividends on the ground. Mercifully, the ground war was far too brief
for such effects to manifest themselves. Nonetheless, there were sound
military reasons for taking steps to limit the availability of refined fuels
and lubricants as a hedge against the possibility that the war would not

"[DELETED]
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go as favorably for the Coalition as it did. The effectiveness of these
efforts lay, therefore, mainly in limiting the Iraqis' ability to wage a
protracted ground campaign. It was prudent to have done so, but attacking oil refineries and storage in Iraq bore no significant military results
given the Iraqis' eventual inability to mount a coherent or protracted
defense on the ground,

Nuclear/Biologlcal/Chemical Targets and Scuds
An explicit military objective of Desert Storm was to destroy Iraq's
chemical, biological, and nuclear capabilities (see Table 23). In the short
term, destroying Iraq's existing capabilities for chemical and biological
warfare addressed the U.S.-led Coalition's generic military objective of
destroying Iraq's capability to wage war. Eliminating Iraqi chemical and
biological weapons was viewed by Coalition planners and commanders
as being critical to minimizing Coalition casualties during the conflict,
especially in the event that a ground campaign proved necessary. Looking further ahead, the destruction of Iraq's nuclear program and modified
Scud ballistic missile capability was linked to the long-term political
objective of promoting the peace and stability of the Persian Gulf region.
The consensus reached by the U.S. intelligence community in final
months of 1990 was that Iraq, with the most extensive chemical and
biological warfare (cw and BW) efforts in the Third World, had the
munitions and delivery means for both types of weapons.' The evidence
was clearest in the case of Iraqi chemical weaponry. Iraq had begun
full-scale indigenous production of chemical munitions in the mid-1970s.
During the Iran-Iraq war of 1980-88, Iraqi forces had made tactical use
of chemical weapons against Iranian troops in some key battles, as well
as against its own Kurdish insurgents and civilians. 7 And, by the eve of
the war, Iraqi means for delivering chemical munitions 'were known to

"W[DELETED]
97

MIchael Elsenstadt, "The Sword of lhe Arabs:" Iraq'sStrategic Weapons (Wash-

ington, DC: Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 1990), Policy Paper No, 21, p 6.
By the end of the Iraq-lraq war, authority for the employment of chemical weapons is
thought to have been delegated down to Iraqi corps, if not division, commanders (ibid).
Such delegation of authority Indicated that tactical employment of chemical weapons had
become routine for Iraqi forces by the end of this conflict,
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include aerial bombs and cluster munitions, artillery and mortar shells,
and short-range rockets. [DELETED].% [DELETED]." [DELETED]Y.'°
Iraq's biological weapons program dated from the late 1970s, but
pro-Desert Storm estimates as to its exact nature and status were much
less certain than those on chemical weapons. It was believed that Iraq
had developed anthrax spores and botulinum toxin as agents, and that
Iraqis were pursuing other toxins and live agents. Enough research,
production, and storage facilities suspected of being involved with biological weapons had been identified at various locations (Salman Pak, Toji,
and two facilities at Abu Ghurayb) to suggest that such agents had been
produced in militarily significant quantities.'° But whether weapons had
been produced for specific delivery systems was unclear in late 1990.102
Thus, while Coalition planners recognized some possibility that anthrax
or botulinum might be employed against their forces, this possibility
appears to have been regarded as considerably more remote than the
chances of chemical weapons being used by the Iraqis.
Iraqi interest in nuclear energy can be traced back to 1959 when the
Soviets agreed to provide a small nuclear research reactor. Construction
of the an iRr.2ooo reactor began at Al Tuwaitha in 1963; it went into
operation during 1968."03

"(DELETED]
"(DELIETED]
Ire(DELETED]
10

El1isnstadt, "The $word of the Arabs"' Iraq's Strategic Weapons, pp 7-8,
102 Dci, "Chemical and Biological Warfare in the Kuwait Theater of Operations:
Iraq's Capability," p 7. After the war, UN Special Commisslon inspectors fo(nd "conclusive evidence that Iraq was engaged In an advanced military biological research programme" (Bkeus, rpt S/23165, 25 Oct 1991, p 5). However, no evidence of "actual
weaponization" was found by the UN (ibid)'
103
Jed C. Snyder, "The Road to Osiraq: Baghdad's Quest for the Bomb," Middle
EAst Journal, Autumn 1983, p 565.
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In the end, the imr-20oo did not satisfy Iraq's nuclear appetite. By the
mid-i 970s the Iraqis were enjoying enormous increases in revenue from
oil exports, and they struck a deal in 1976 with the French to supply two
more nuclear reactors, the larger being a 70 megawatt (thermal) reactor
that the French dubbed Osirak and the Iraqis Tammuz."0 ' Given Iraq's
vast oil reserves, this reactor did not appear to correspond to any legitimate Iraqi nuclear-power requirement. Additionally, Osirik (also frequently spelled Oslraq) was to run on highly enriched (93 percent) uranium which, if diverted, could have been used in a nuclear weapon. And,
finally, evidence emerged that Iraqis had begun acquiring "massive"
amounts-eventaually an estimated 250 tons-of uranium ore concentrate
(yellowcake) from Brazil, Portugal, and Niger.'s This material was
neither subject to International Atomic Energy Agency (lASA) safeguards
nor directly usable as fuel to power Osirikframmuz. If irradiated in
Osirik, though, the yellowcake could be reprocessed to extract weaponsgrade plutonium."e It was these sorts of possibilities that prompted the
Israelis to bomb the Osirik reactor on the afternoon of 7 June 1981,
before it could be used to begin producing material for nuclear weapons.
After the Israeli strike on the Osirik reactor, the Iraqi nuclearweapons program was believed in the West to have been mostly dormant
until sometime in the late 1980s, when evidence emerged that Pakistan
and Brazil had constructed gas-centrifuge enrichment facilities in Iraq.'°7
In reality, the picture eventually pieced together after the war by IAEA
inspectors operating under United Nations Security Council resolution
687 was that the overall Iraqi response to the bombing of the Osirik
reactor had been to restructure the program so as to minimize its vulnerability to accurate bombing by switching from work on a plutonium bomb
to an enriched-uranium device. Toward this end, Iraq had embarked in

1t41bid, pp 567 and 576. Saddam Hussein selected Tammau after the month In the
Arabic calendar during which the Hagth party cane to power in 1968 (ibid, p 567).
10°1lsenstadt, "The Sword of the Arab::" Iraq':Strategic Weapons., pp 10-11 .
10
°Snyder, "The Road to Oulraq: Baghdad's Quest for the Bomb," pp 577-578,
1071isenstadt,
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"The Sword of the Arabs:" Iraq': Strategic Weapons, pp 11-12.

1981 on a clandestine uranium enrichment program involving three
parallel tracks: electromagnetic-isotope separation (the "Emis" or

"calutron" method), chemical enrichment, and gaseous-centrifuge enrichment.10 Not only were these redundant methods for producing fissile
material independent of nuclear reactors, but each track could be made
less vulnerable to air attack than the Osirik reactor had been by such
tried-and-tru. methods as concealment, dispersal, decoy facilities, and
hardening. (Of course, reactors were still useful to the overall program
as potential sources for the short-lived isotopes of hydrogen, polonium,
and plutonium that can be used as fission initiators, the devices that
produce the neutrons needed to initiate nuclear fission.")

Consequently, by January 1991 Iraq had accumulated over 25 pounds
of highly enriched uranium (roughly one-third of the amount required for
a weapon"0 ); start-up was underway for industrial-scale electromagnetic
isotope separation at two sites (Carmiya and Ash Sharqat);11' materials
and equipment for 20,000 modern centrifuges had been acquired, and
centrifuge isotope separation was scheduled to begin in 1991;112
atomic-bomb design and associated manufacturing facilities were well

1tasay, "Arms Inspections in Iraq: Lessons for Arms Control," p 2; also, Security
Council, rpt S/23947 (of the IIth on.site inspection, I- S Apr 1992), p 18.
t°ODevices that produce neutrons without short-lived nuclear isotopes are commercially available. However, these "external" initiators require more precise timing to
produce a nuclear explosion than do weapons relying on isotope initiators.
It °John Phillips, a weapons designer from the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
estimated that the Iraqis would have needed around 35 kilograms of enriched uranium for
a successful bomb (notes from intvw, Stephen P. Rosen with John Phillips, 26 Jun 1992).
The estimate of 35 kilograms is a conservative one, A more sophisticated design than
that Phillips attributed to the Iraqis, based on his participation in UN Special Commission
inspections in Iraq after the war, could theoretically work with smaller amounts of fissile
material.

"' 1Each of these two Emls facilities was later assed as having the capacity to
produce 15 kilograms of highly enriched uranium per year once in operation; the Ash
Sharqat facility was 85% complete when it was destroyed during the Gulf War (Ekeus,
rpt S/23165, 25 Oct 1991, p 21).
2Ekeua, rpt =/23165, 25 Oct 1991, p
11
21.
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advanced; and preliminary research had begun on the fusion boosting of

fission warheads with lithium-6.1" The Iraqi nuclear program, in short,
was massive,"' for most practical purposes fiscally unconstrained, and
closer to fielding a nuclear weapon than was generally realized when
Desert Storm began,

On the eve of the Gulf War, however, understanding of the true scope
and status of the. Iraqi nuclear program was much more limited. On the

one hand, prewar Intelligence assessments were correct in estimating that
Iraq did not yet have an operational nuclear weapon."$ Although the
evidence was compelling by then that the Iraqis were pursuing uranium

enrichment, they were not yet thought to have enough nuclear material
for a fission device, and their nuclear program was not judged to have
completed all of the design, engineering, and nonnuclear testing necessary
to field a weapon comparable, especially in reliability, to those long
possessed by countries like the United States."' On the other hand, the
Iraqi nuclear program was unquestionably larger, further along, and less
vulnerable to destruction by precision bombing than Coalition air

commanders and planners or U.S. intelligence specialists, realized going
into Desert Storm, The Black Hole's 16 January 1991 target list contained only two nuclear targets: the large complex at Al Tuswaitha and the
uranium-ore mine some 300 kilometers northwest of Baghdad at Al
Qaim."' After the war, IAEA inspectors operating under the UN Special

113K&y, "Arms inspections In Irsq: Lessons for Arms Control," p 2.
t14After

the war it was determined that the Iraqi nuclear program had employed over
20,000 people (Kay, "Arms Inspections in Iraq: Lessons for Arms Control," p 2).
"5 [DELETBD]
"1
I(S/INF) For example, American nuclear weapoi, designers have long stressed
building devices that would achieve very close to the precise yields desired. The
possibility that Iraqi designers might not care nearly as much about achieving a precise
yield illustrates one of the inherent uncertainties In the US estimates of how soon Iraq
might have fielded nuclear weapons if Desert Storm had not occurred
"17OWAPS, nH, Box 2, Folder 53, Muter Target Folder. There were other targets,
such as Tarmlya and Ash Sharqat, that did have BE numbers in the AIP going into the
war. But because their role in the Iraqi nuclear program was not initially understood they
did not appear in the Black Hole's prewar muter target list as nuclear targets. Tarmiya
was subsequently added as a "suspected" nuclear facility. Ash Sharqat, toe), was picked
up as a target but it appears to have been Identified with tho Scud rather than the nuclear
program. And Al Atheer was not added uaitil the fiW days of the war.
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Commission would eventually uncover more than twenty sites involved
in the Iraqi nuclear-weapons program of which sixteen were described as
"main facilities.""' But, on the eve of battle, the roles of sites such as
Ash Sharqat (electromagnetic isotope separation) or Al Atheer (nuclear
weapons design and associated high-explosives development) were not
understood; in fact, incontrovertible or "conclusive" evidence that Iraq's
nuclear development program aimed fielding "an implosion-type nuclear

weapon linked to a surface-to surface missile project" was not obtained
until the sixth IABA inspection (21-30 September 1991)."
The final component of Iraq's drive to acquire so-called weapons of
masr destruction was a ballistic-missile program aimed at acquiring the
means to deliver man-destruction weapons throughout the Middle East.
The Iraqi ballistic-missile program was based on a mix of imported and

indigenous equipment and technologies. By the time Kuwait was seized,
two distinct ballistic-missile programs were underway in Iraq. The first,
a liquid-fuel program, was based on Iraqi modifications to the Scud-B
short-range ballistic missile, which the Soviets had exported widely to
countries throughout eastern Europe and the Middle East, including
Iraq.20 Prior to Desert Storm the Iraqis were thought to have developed
two extended-range variants of the Scud-Bs obtained from the Soviets:
the Al-Hussein and the At-Abbas,
The Al-Hussein was first used by the Iraqis during the "war of the

cities" phase (29 February-20 April 1988) of the Iran-Iraq war, when
"'Securlty Council, rpt SV2321, seventh IABA on-site inspection (11-22 Oct 1991),
14 Nov 1991, pp 8 and 63.
11911keus, rpt 8=23165, 25 Oct 1991, pp 4 and 18; also Security Council, rpt S/23215,
14 Nov 1991, Figure 2, p 8.
t2Scud B isthe NATO code name for the SS-IC variant of the R-17/R-300 family
of short-range ballistic missiles that the Soviets developed as an army/front-level asset
(Joew's Strategic Weapon Syasten, ad Duncan Lennox (Couladon: Jane's Information
Group, 1990), jaws Issue 03]. Scud-As, which probably derived Inpart from the German
V-2, were first observed In 1957. Scud-Bs were Initially deployed with Soviet ground
forces during the mid-1960.. The Scud-B consists of a single-stage, Iiquid-fueled rocket
some 36.9 fRin length, weighing about 14,000 lbs at launch, and using inertial guidance,
The Scud-B was thought capable of delivering a payload of over 2,100 lbs to amaximum
range of 300 km (164 NM) with a circular error probable of about 900 m (or 2,950 ft).
The Scud-B was long assessed by NATO as being capable of delivering high-explosive,
chemical, or nuclear warheas, Soviet Scud-Be were carried on, and could be fired from,
an eight-wheeled mAZ-S43 vehicle, also known as atransporter erector launcher (or TMO).
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some 189 were fired at six Iranian cities over a period of eight weeks,12'
This Scud-variant basically doubled the maximum range of the Scud-B
from 300 to 600 kilometers by reducing the payload from 800 to under
180 kilograms and adding an estimated 1,000 kilograms of fuel.," The
Iraqis had employed unmodified Scud-Bs against Iran as early as October
1982. But the 300-kilometer range of the Imported Scud-B did not allow
the Iraqis to reach the Iranian capital of Tehran, whereas the Iranians
were able to reach Baghdad with their Scud-Bs.'2 The Iraqi Al-Hussein,
therefore, appears to have been developed as a crash program in response
to Iranian attacks on Baghdad with Scud-Bs In March of 1986, and, by
all indications, Westem Intelligence agencies were unaware of this prograrn until scores of AI-Husselns began hitting Iranian cities such as
Tehran in February and March of 1988.12
The Al-Hussein's estimated circular error probable of more than 2,000
meters, coupled with a conventional payload limit of less than 180
kilograms of high explosives, argued that the missile was of little utility
except as a terror weapon. Barring a lucky hit, the Al-Hussein's tiny,
Inaccurate warhead offered little capability against most military targets.
Nonetheless, It did prove effective enough in 1988 to persuade the Iranians
to cease using Scud-Bs against Baghdad, thus ending the war of the cities.
The Al-Hussein's warhead was accompanied by a one-ton missile body,
which normally separated just prior to impact and landed nearby with a
terminal velocity over four times the speed of sound, Against Iranian
civilian populations, the damage randomly inflicted by the missile body
and its warhead in urban areas did evidently suffice to achieve the Iraqis'
strategic purpose of deterring Iranian Scud attacks against Baghdad.

12lAccordinS to the Iranians, 135 (71%) of the 189 of the modified Scuds fired
during the war of the cities fell on Tehran (W,Seth Carus and Joseph S. Bermudez, Jr,,
"Iraq's AI-Husayn Missile Programme," Jane's Soviet Intelligence Review, Jun 1990, p
242; this citation is to the second part of a two-part article),
12Carus and
Bermudez, "Iraq's AI-Husayn Missile Programme," May 1990, pp 205
and 206.
12Ibld,
Jun 1990, pp 245 and 246, The Al-Hussein was about 1.3 moters longer
than the Scud-B, and It wu thought by the Iranians that three Soviet.supplied Scud-Bs
were needed to build two Al-Husseln's (ibid, May 1990, pp 205 and 206).
t2Ibid, May 1990, p 207.
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On 25 April 1988, the Iraqis successfully test fired an upgraded
variant of the Al-Hussein, the Al-Abbas.'1 Over two meters longer than
the original Scud-B, the AI-Abbas reportedly achieved a range of about
800 kilometers (437 nautical miles), and the Iraqis claimed that was substantially more accurate than the Al-Hussein, or even the Scud-B. Subsequently, after the 1991 Gulf War ended, the Iraqis declared to the United
Nations that they had also developed a slightly shorter-length version of
the Al-Hussein, the AI-Hijarah, and that a few AI-Htjarahs had been fired
during the fighting, The evidence from Desert Storm indicated that this
third variant of the Scud-B had about the same range as the Al-Hussein.
These three missiles-the Al-Hussein, AI-Abbas, and AI-Hijarah-made
up the liquid-fueled component of the Iraqi ballistic missile program by the
early 1990s. During Desert Shield, the demonstrated inaccuracy of the
Al-Hussein from the Iran-Iraq war led Coalition intelligence analysts, air
planners, and commanders alike to assess Iraq's extended-range Scud
variants as only of use as terror weapons. Armed with high-explosive
warheads, as opposed to chemical or other "inass-destruction" weapons,
they were almost universally viewed as being militarily insignificant."'
The other component of the Iraqi's ballistic missile program aimed
at developing a space-launch vehicle and a family of indigenously
produced, solid-fuel rockets, By the end of 1989 the Iraqis had announced that they were working on the AI-Abid satellite-launch vehicle
and the Tammuz I ballistic missile, for which they claimed a range of
2,000 kilometers. While little was known about the Tammuz I prior to
the Gulf War, Iraqi television footage of a test of the AI-Abid's first stage
revealed a three-stage missile with a cluster of five motors-probably
versions of the Scud-Bs-making up the first stage.'2 7 In addition, the
Iraqis had, with foreign help, built the research, development, test, and
production Infrastructure to support both their liquid-fueled and solidpropellant missile programs. This infrastructure included a primary
research and development center near Al Mosul, engineering workshups
around Falluja, rocket-motor test facilities near Karbala, and solid-fuel

1231bid, Jun 1990, p 245.

"1241ntvW, OWAPS with Olosson, 9 Apr 1992; H. Norman Schwarzkopf, It Doesn't
Take a Hero (New York: Bantam Books, 1992), p 417.
27

1

Canas and Bermudez, "Iraq's AI-Husayn Missile Programme," Jun 1990, p 246.
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t)

production at places such as Latifiyah.11 Like Iraq's nuclear program, to
which it was linked, the ballistic-missile effort was ambitious and well
advanced by the eve of the Gulf War.

Militarily, there were at least two critical areas of uncertainty
concerning Iraq's ballistic-missile capabilities in the months preceding
Desert Storm. One concerned Iraqi order of battle-especially the numbers of fixed and mobile launchers the Iraqis possessed, as well as the
number of operational missiles. The other area of uncertainty had to lo
with how the Iraqis might choose to employ these weapons against Co4ition forces should Saddamn Hussein refuse to relinquish Kuwait in tesponse to diplomatic and economic pressure.
Even two years after the war ended, uncertainty remained regarding
some of the numbers. In the case of launchers, by October 1990 U.S.
intelligence community estimates included some twenty-eight fixed
launchers in western Iraq, around a dozen Soviet-supplied MAZ-543 TELs
(transporter erector launchers), and a smaller number of Iraqi-built MELs
(mobile erector launchers) based on modifications to the Saab-Scania
tractor-trailer. When the conflict finally began in January 1991, however,
the known fixed launchers at places in western Iraq like the H-2 airfield
and Wadi Al Jabariyah were not used by the Iraqis. Hence, the figure
that turned out to be most critical for Coalition air forces tasked with
suppressing Scud launches during Desert Storm was the number of
mobile launchers.
On the eve of combat, the estimated total number of mobile launchers
(TELs and MELs) had climbed to the mid-thirties.'" In retrospect, this
estimate appears to have been reasonably close to reality. Certainly it
was of the right order of magnitude. While higher than the nineteen
mobile launciers that the Iraqis eventually admitted possessing to United
Nations inspectors after the war,'" it was not inconsistent with postwar

2
1
2
1

Eisenstadt, "The Sword of the Arabs:" Iraq's Strategic Weapons, p 22,

Discussions with Capt William Bruner, who tracked Scuds in the Black Hole
during Desert Storm and served with oWAPS for several months during 1992
13afhe Soviets have stated that they sold eleven MAZ-543s to the Iraqis. After the
Gulf War the Iraqis declared a total of nineteen mTA and a•Es to the United Nations.
UN Special Commission teams destroyed ten of these mobile launchers and confirmed
that the Iraqis had destroyed the other nine (Col Douglas Englund, transcript of "Street
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U.S. intelligence estimates as to how many operational mobile launchers
the Iraqis possessed at the outset of the air campaign.131
After the war, UN Special Commission teams verified the destruction
of around 140 missiles. Assuming that roughly three of the Sovietsupplied Scud-Bs were needed to produce two extended-range Scud
variants, these missiles would account for 140-210 Scud-Bs, depending
on the portion that had been converted to extended-range variants. Some
88 extended-range missiles were fired during Desert Storm, which would

account for another 130 of the original airframes, and the ulmost 200
extended-range Scuds fired during the 1988 war of the cities would cover
another 300. Altogether, the missiles destroyed by the UN and those
fired in 1988 and 1991 account for 570-640 Scud-Bs. Since the Gulf
War, the Iraqis have consistently claimed that all these airframnes were
expended in the Iran-Iraq war prior to the war of the cities. But at least
some participants in the postwar inspections under United Nations
auspices believed that 100-200 missiles remained in Iraqi hands, as well
as a few mobile launchers."' Robert Gates, then head of the Central
Intelligence Agency, concurred, stating in a December 1992 speech that
Iraq still retained "ballistic missiles and missile launchers" that had not
been declared to the United Nations as required by UN Resolution 687.111
Going into Desert Storm, though, the greatest uncertainties concerning
Iraqi ballistin-missile capabilities concerned how they might be employed.
While the prewar intelligence estimates tended to be silent on these
mattrrs, the most generous interpretation of Coalition planning to deal
with Iraq's modified Scuds would be that the air planners in Riyadh were
led to the following assumptions about likely Iraqi ballistic-missile
Stories," CBS television, I Oct 1992).
"31(TS) Scud brfg to oWAPS, 18 Aug 1992; (S/NF) Thomas P. Chrisile. William J.
Barlow, et al, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," Institute for Defense Analyses paper
P-2661, Apr 1992, p 17; (S) "Mobile Short-Range Ballistic Missile Targeting in Operation
Desert Storm," OGA 1040-23-91, Dec 1991, p 9; (S) : Iraq: Operations Before and During
Desert Storm, 012343Z Dec 1992. There is still variance on the exact numbers of mobile
launchers the Iraqis had before and 3fter the Gulf War.
"'2Bill Getz, "Iraq Ignoring Sanctions on Nukes, Inspector Says," Washington Times,
17 Jun 1992, p A6.
133
" Ro--ert M. Gates, "Weapons Proliferation, The Most Dangerous Chailenge for
American Intelligence," Proposed Remarks to the Comatock Club, Sacrunento, CA, 15
Dec 1992, p 15,
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operations. First, the preferred Iraqi employment mode would initially be
from fixed or known launch sites, which would give Coalition air power
a reasonable chance of eliminating the Scud threat-or most of it-in the
opening hours of the war."3 ' Second, if the Iraqis did shift to mobile
operations under attack, the set-up and launch procedures would resemble
those long utilized by Soviet Scud units in central Europe, More specifically, the TELs and MELS (mobile launchers) would not only require
several hours to launch a missile but, ,in the process, provide distinctive
signatures that Coalition forces could exploit to locate and attack them.
And, third, the problem of dealing with Iraqi Scud units would not be
greatly complicated by decoys or other "background noise." As we shall
see, none of these assumptions proved accurate during the war.
Overall, then, the target arrays that comprised Iraqi nuclear, biological,
and ballistic-.misaile capabilities were not well understood prior to the Gulf
War;, Iraq's chemical capabilities were better undarstt~od, but even ii this
area there were, as we shall see, uncertainties. In hindsight, it seems clear
that'the Iraqis had consciously structured these target systems to be as
elusive and resistant to accurate air attack as possible, mid it should not be
surprising that Coalition efforts during Desert Storm to eliminate these
capabilities with air strikes were not as effective as hoped.
Figure 37 shows the flow of Cualition air strikes against the Iraqi
nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) targets that made up the Black
Hole's C target category. In all, some 970 strikes were mounted against
this target category. Nearly more than 40 percent of this total consisted of
precision attacks, and about 80 percent of the precision strikes were carried
by F-I 17s. Nonprecision attacks against NBC targets included strikes by
B-52s, F-16s, F/A-18s, GR-Is, F-IllEs, and A-6s. In addition, a few
nonprecision attacks on these targett were made by F-IlIFs and F-155s.
The bulk of the strikes and sorties directed against the C or NBC target
category focused on Iraqi chemical-warfare capabilities. Target facilities
included the three redundant chemical precursor production facilities near
Al Fallujah, research centers such as SaIman Pak (which was also
associated by Coalition intelligence with Iraqi work on biological toxins),

""•lntvw, OWAPS with Cen Olosson, 9 Apr 1992. The OWAPS Missions database
confirms that several hundred sorties were sent against Scud targets during the first four
days of the aIr campaign.
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and chemical-munition production facilities such as Samarra. Suspected
storage bunkers for chemical weapons were scattered throughout Iraq, and
some of these, notably the "S".shaped bunkers seen primarily at airfields,
had rather unique signatures. Further, by the time the war began
Coalition intelligence indicated that chemical-warfare units might be

operating from Kuwaiti airfields, which transformnd virbially all the
hardened shelters on those bases into potential storage facilities for chemical munitions. Allin all, therefore, Iraqi chemical-warfare capabilities
offered .a fairly- Okable, number of -potential aimpoints.
'How effectlve were Coalition ,efforts against Iraqi chemical-warfare
capabilities? On the one hand, the possibility that chemical munitions
might be employed against Coalition forces was a recurring concern
throughout the wat. .For.example, toward the end of the second week
(ATO Day 12), Badger medium bombers were struck at Al Thqaddum on
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Figure 37
Coalition Strikes/Sorties against Nuclear,
Biological, and Chemical (NBC) Targets
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the belief that the Iraqis might attempt to employ them with chemical

weapons."3 ' Similarly. as late as mid-February 1991, General Schwarzkopf was still having "nightmare" visions of massive chemical use by the

Iraqis making the planned Coalition ground campaign either "extremely

costly" or possibly even enabling the Iraqis to achieve a stalemate on the
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OWAPS Missions Database, F-117 mission number 3323B on AmD Day 12.
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14,

ground." On the other hand, the Iraqis did not employ chemical weapons during Desert Storm, even though postwar inspections by UN Special
Commission teams eventually uncovered some 150,000 chemical munitions.'5 7 Why not?
It may be tempting to suppose that air attacks on chemical-munition
facilities in Iraq, combined with efforts in the Kuwait theater to destroy
up to 90 percent of the artillery in Iraqi frontline units and interdict lines
of communication, prevented cbemical use. However, the massive
quantities of chemical weapons uncovered after the war suggest that air
power almost certainly did not eliminate Iraq's capability to employ
chemical weapons prior to G-Day, even though Iraq's known production
facilities for chemical munitions were heavily damaged. Why then,
contrary to the expectations and fears of many, did the Iraqis forego
chemical weapons?
The most plausible hypothesis would be Iraqi fear of Coalition
retaliation. True, the Iraqis had previously displayed no scruples about
using chemical munitions against the Iranians and Kuirdish elements of
their own population. But neither the Iranians nor Iraq's Kurds had the
capability to retaliate in kind, much less to escalate. In the Gulf War, by
contrast, three of the Coalition powers-4he United States, the United
Kingdom, and France--were established nuclear powers. The Iraqis would
also have had to assume that some of the Coalition nations, particularly
those with historical involvement in the NATO alliance, would have possessed chemical-warfare capabilities as well. Last but not least, the
American and British governments made concerted efforts before the war,
both public and private, to impress upon Saddam Hussein that chemical
use would have "severe consequences.""' While it cannot be said for
136Schwarzkopf, It Doesn't Take a Hero, p 439.
'"Iraq's initial postwar declaration to the UN on 18 April 1991 acknowledged nearly
10,000 nerve-gas warheads, some 1,500 chemical-weapon bombs and shells, and 1,000
tons of nerve and mustard gas (Kay, "Arma Inspections In Iraq: Lessons for Arms Contol," p 1). By the end of 1992 the Iraqi had admitted to 150,000 chemical munitions,
and the head of the CLA believed that the Iraqis still possesned additional munitions that
UN inspectors had not found (Oates, "Weapons Proliferation: The Moat Dangerous
Challienge for American Intelligence," 15 Dec 1992, p 12).
38Dw, Conduct of the Perskan Gu(f War: FinalReport to Congross, p
155. lntvw,
OWAP•I with Cen Olosson, 14 Apr 1992. Prom an Iraqi perspective, American and British
warnings to eschew chemical employment could not have been easily dismissed after 17
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certain, without access to decision-making information on the Iraqi side,
that the Coalition's potential for retaliation, rather than the destruction of
Iraqi chemical capabilities by air attack, succeeded in deterring Iraqi use
of chemical weapons, this hypothesis is the most likely explanation for
what happened.'"
Does this conclusion mean that the Coalition's strategic bombing of
Iraqi chemical-warfare capabilities was entirely ineffective? It does not,
for two reasons. First, the portion of the effort aimed at destroying
research, development, and production facilities for chemical munitions
began the proceac of eliminating Iraq's ability to threaten Its regional
neighbors with weapons of mass destruction. Indeed, it took numerous
inspections and much effort after the war by UN inspectors to begin even
to approach eliminating the bulk of Iraq's chemical weapons. Concerted
efforts to destroy the "cruciform" and "S"-shaped bunkers thought to
contain chemical weapons were a sensible hedge against the possibility
of the Iraqi Air Force trying to use chemical agents against Coalition
forces. Second, there Is an Indirect sense In which Coalition air power
In general probably contributed to deterrence. The Coalition's control of
the air, together with the ability of aircraft like the F-117 to bomb
pinpoint targets with consistent accuracy, surely must have reinforced
Iraqi qualms about employing chemical weapons against Coalition forces.
Further, the attrition of artillery in demoralized Iraqi front-line units must
have eventually rendered any coordinated, systematic use of chemical
munitions against the Initial penetrations of Iraqi defenses difficult to
execute. Even though air attacks against Iraq's chemical-warfare
capabilities fell well short of destroying them completely, it by no means
follows that these attacks were militarily futile or served no purpose.

January 1991.

13OAsked during a 27 February 1991 press conference why the iraqis had not used
chemical weapons, Clen Schwarzkopf speculated that air attack, particularly of the artillery
in front-line Iraqi units, had probably limited their capability to employ such weapons;
he also raised Iraqi fears of nuclear retaliation as a possible explanation ("Excerpts from
Schwarzkopf News Conference on Gulf War," The New York Times, 26 Feb 1991, p AS).
However, Gen Schwarzkoprs bottom line was that, while he might never know the
answer, he was thankful that chemical weapons had not been used. Much the same view
wits reiterated Inthe Defense Department's final report on the Gulf War (DOD, Conduct
of the Persian Giuy War: Final Report to Congress, p 155).
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How effective was Coalition bombing of Iraq's biological-warfare
program? Two basic types of biological-warfare targets were attacked
during the air campaign: infrastructure targets such as the Salman Pak and
Tail research facilities and Iraq's suspected production plants for biological weapons (one at Al L tiflyah and two near Abu (humyb), and the
specially designed, refri•weiated bunkers scattered throughout Iraq that
were suspected of containing biological or other special weapons." As
in the case of attacls *t, chemical weapons, strike sorties against known
or suspected research and development facilities for biological weapons
served the long-term goal of reducing Iraq's postwar threat to its neighbors. Such attacks, which were carefully planned to minimize the chances of biological contamination,'4 were also a prudent hedge against the
possibility that some "weaponization" had occurred. Still, the fact that
UN inspectors were unable to confirm after the war that the Iraqis had
actually produced any biological weapons prior to 17 January 1991,
together with the likelihood that anything of military value in structures
suspected of containing biological weapons was quickly removed once
the air campaign started, suggest that these efforts were, in retrospect, of
questionable value militarily insofar as they sought to destroy nonexistent
or absent biological weapons. Moreover, the high-urder secondary explosions that occurred when some of these facilities were hit indicated that
many have contained weapons of some sort.'4
If anything, the gap between weapons impacting known aimpoints
and the achievement of operational-strategic effectiveness against target
systems was even larger In the case of the Iraqi nuclear program. As has
already been suggested, we now know in retrospect that the Iraqis'
program to amass enough enriched uranium to begin producing atomic
bombs was more extensive, more redundant, further along, and
considerably less vulnerable to air attack than was realized at the outset
of Desert Storm. Moreover, Iraqi willingness, once the war began, to

t 4OSome

eighteen of these bunkers were known prior to the war, and others were
discovered during the course of the campaign, Not all or those eventually Identified were
hit before the ceasefire,
141Lt Col Deptula. oWAPS intvw, 21 Dec 1992. In November 1990 the Black Hole
planners learned that anthrax spores could not long withstand sunlight; attacks on bunkers
suspected of containing biological agents were then "weaponeered' to take advantage of
this fact (bid),
2ULt
Col Richard King, written commenti on earlier draft of this report, Feb 1993.
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take such unorthodox measures as removing nuclear fuel or critical machinery to fields or other areas adjacent to known nuclear installations
like Al Tuwaitha quickly made Iraq's nuclear program even less vulnerable to bombing, no matter how accurate, than it had been during Desert
Shield. In this sense, elements of the Iraqi nuclear program were trans.
formed into targets that could be, and were, relocatable.
The extent to which Coalition intelligence analysts and planners were
unable, right to the end of the Gulf conflict, to identify more than a
portion of the target array that in fact made up the Iraqi nuclear program
is indicated by the wartime history of the knowntargets. Once again,
other than the uranium mine at Al Qaim, the only nuclear target on the
Black Hole's 16 January 1991 target list was the large complex at Al
Tuwaitha. By the end of the war, the number of nuclear targets had
grown to eight, and bomb-damage assessment in Washington suggested
that a fairly complete job had been done against them. As of 27/28
February 1991, the Defense Intelligence Agency was holding five of these
targets destroyed, two damaged, and only one operational." 3 However,
Just two days after the war ended, the Black Hole was given a list of
eight "nuclear" targets to hit in the event that bombing was resumed.
While several in this list consisted of structures at known locations like
Al Tuwaitha that had not been sufficiently damaged, others involved
locations such as Ash Sharqat whose involvement in the Iraqi nuclear
prog;ram had not previously emerged,TM And, by the end of October
1991, UN inspection teams had uncovered a total of twenty-one different
fa(ities that were involved in the Iraqi nuclear program (see Map 14).'"

143J.d/JCS Daily aDA Assessment: Operation Desert Storm, 27/28 Jan 1991; OWAPS
NA 353.
tt
4' Memo, aubj: S/N High Priority Contingency Targets as of 2 Mar 91, in BH, Box
2, Folder 50 ("Post Cease Fire Target List and Additional Targeting Info"), Ash Sharqat
was struck by both Proven Force F-I I lEa and F-1 17s during the war, but it was attacked
as a suspected ballistic missile facility. Its involvement in isotope separation does not
appear to have been fWly understood until very late in the campaign, if not until after the

war.

145Security Council, report S/23215, seventh IABAon-site inspection (11-22 Oct
1991), 14 Nov 1991, p 63.
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Map 14
Iraqi Nuclear Facilities Uncovered by UN Inspection Teams
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Bombing alone, therefore, failed to achieve the objective of eliminating
the existing Iraqi nuclear weapons program. The Iraq nuclear program's
redundancy, advanced status on the eve of the war, and elusiveness, in
conjunction with the extraordinary measures the Iraqis took immediately
after Desert Storm to conceal its extent by destroying certain facilities, all
argue that the air campaign no more than "inconvenienced" Iraqi plans
to field atomic weapons. When all was said and done, too many elements of the Iraqi nuclear program were unidentified during Desert
379

Storm, incompletely understood, or else moved out from under Coalition
bombing soon after the air campaign began.
in hindsight, this conclusion is suggestive of an intelligence failure,
Planners cannot target things whose existence is unknown to them, and
it seams unlikely, given the lessons which we now know the Iraqis drew
from the bombing of Osirik in 1981, that Coalition intelligence
organizations could have been expected to produce a picture as
comprehensive as that United Nations Special Commission inspectors
were eventually able to pice together based on recurrng and intrusive
on-site inspections in the months following the war. On the other hand,
the first-order questions about the extent to which active deception and
concealment measures by the Iraqis might be able to complicate Coalition
targeting, or to reduce substantially the effectiveness of even precision
bombing, do not appear to have been asked, much less vigorously pursuod. Thus, the intelligence "failure" in this particular area was also
accompanied by a conceptual failure to think through the range of feasible countermeasures wid responses that the Iraqis could take to minimize
the effectiveness of bombing against the military programs and capabilities that their leaders valued most.
Efforts by Coalition air forces to suppress Iraqi launches of modified
Scud missiles against Israil, Siudi Arabia, and other Gulf nations during
Desert Storm rats into many of the same problems evident in the case of
the Iraqi's nuclear-weapons program. Key portions of the target
mset-notably the presurvoyed launch sites and hiding places used by the
mobile launchers-were not identified prior to 17 January 1991, and, even
in the face of intense efforts to find and destroy them, the mobile launchers, their hiding places, and launch sites all proved remarkably elusive.
Although Iraq's average weekly launch rate of modified Scuds during
Desert Storm (14.7 launches/week) was about 35 percent lower than it
had been in the absence of concerted air attack during the 1988 "war of
the cities," and while launch rates-particularly of coordinated salvosgenerally declined over the course of the Gulf War, it remains impossible
to confirm the actual deotruction of any Iraqi mobile launchers by Coalition aircraft. During the war, alrorews reported destroying around eighty
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mobile launchers,'* and at least another nine to eleven were claimed by
U.S. Special Operations Forces.,47 Most of these reports undoubtedly
stemmed from attacks that did destroy things found in the Scud launch
areas. But most of the objects involved-though not all-now appear to
have been: (1) decoys, (2) vehicles such as tanker trucks that were impossible to distinguish on infrared or radar sensors from mobile launchers
and their associated support vehicles, or (3) other objects that were unfortunate dough to provide "Scud-like" signatures.
Figure 38 shows the day-by-day distribution of the roughly 1,460
strikes mounted against
S.Coalition
Iraqi ballistic missile capabilities. This
total includes missions that were reported as having dropped on mobile
launchers (TBLs and MEts), suspected hiding places for the mobile launcher. (highway culverts, overpasses, etc.), fixed launch sites (such as those
-at
the H-2 airfield in western Iraq), and Scud-related production and
support
facilities.'
Nearly half of the 1,460 Scud strikes delivered
ordnance against either fixed sites or structures like culverts and highway
ovepasses that were thought to be potential hiding places for mobile

"1%imnedlately after the war, the A-10i alone claimed to have destroyed 51 Scud
lannchers ["Operation Desert Storm: A-10 Combat Recap: 23 TFw(P) and354 TFW(P), 17
Jan 91 to 28 Feb 91,', slide entitled "A.10 Mission Results: Targets Destroyed-Confinned," from Headquarters Tactical Air Commeand archives, provided 5 Apr 1991;

OwAPs, NA 2921, F-ISEa were reported by Gen Schwarnkopf to have destroyed 6-10
mobile launchers on the night of 29 January 1991 (00D, "Special Central Command

Briefing," Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 30 Jan 1991, transcript #672561). Hence an estimated
total of wsom 80 mobile launchers claimed to have been destroyed by Coalition aircrows
is consistent with wartime claims, as well as Information presented during a OWAPS visit
to Nellis APB, Nevada, in February 1992. (Infairness to the A-10 pilots, however, some
of the "Scud kills" they reported may have been against short-range rockets like the Frog.
147
"OWAps members visited the US Special Operations Command in March of 1992;
(S/NF) Christie, Barlow. et aW,
"Desert Storm Scud Campaign," 11-27 and 11.28.
4
"AMThe
"AlP" total for Scud strikedsorties in the OWAPS MIssions database is substan
tdally lower than the roughly 2,500 Scud orties widely reported after the Uult War [see,
for example, Richard P. Hellion, Storm Over Iraq: Air Power and tihe Gulf War (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institation Press, 1992), p 1811. The principal mason for this
difference stems from "Scud patrol" missions that were launched to hunt mobile Scuds
but, when unable to locate any, dropped on other targets of opportunity. Hallion's sortie
totals also included combat support sorties by sensor platforms, This example Illustrate&
the kinds of ambiguities that Infected many of the figures concerning the Desert Storm
air campaign that were circulated in the Immediate aftermath of the war.
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Figure 38
Soretes/Strikes against Scud Infrastructure,
Fixed Launch Sites, and Mobile Launchers
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launchers, some 30 percent struck ballistic-missile production and infrastructure, and only 15 percent-around 215 strikes-were reported to have
involved attacks on mobile launchers." 9 The last percentage-particularly
when placed alongside the roughly 1,000 "Scud patrol" sorties that
dropped on other targets than Scuds-begins to give a quantitative sense
of how elusive and survivable Iraq's mobile launchers proved to be.
While Coalition efforts against ballistic missile production and
infrastructure served the postwar goal of eliminating Iraq's offensive
threat to its regional neighbors, those directed against the fixed launchers
do not appear to have been effective in suppressing Scud launches during
1 9

" OWAPS Missions Database, 14 Dec 1992. Alain, Figure 38 excludes combat-

support sorties from platforms like JSTARS that played a role In the Scud hunt,
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the war. The mason for judging strikes against fixed launchers militarily
ineffective in this sense-however prudent and necessary it may have been
to strike them in order to preclude their use-stems from the fact that the
Iraqis opted to rely exclusively on mobile launchers. Exactly when the
mobile launchers were deployed to wartime hide sites remains somewhat
murky because I*1 deployments occurred incrementally and small
changes involving the disappearance of various Scud-related vehicles
from central iupport bases like Toji were, for the most part, reported as
isolated, Inwrementai changes." In hindsight, it now appears that a good
portion of the mobile Scud force-pethaps the bulk of it-dispersed from
central bases by the end of August 1990, although some dispersal actions
werd still occurring right to the end of Desert Shield."' Hence, correctly
interpreting the broader meaning of such piecemeal changes for likely
Scud employment ws difficult, and it muy well be that the Iraqis themselves did not decide to abandon any use of fixed launch sites until right

before the'wr.
In any event, the initial hope of the air planners in Riyadh that
heavy attacks on the fixed Scud sites during the opening hours of the air
campaign would largely eliminate Iraq's capability to launch ballistic
missiles against Israel or regional members of the U.S.-led Coalition
proved to be wishful thinking." 2 The fixed Scud launchers in western
Iraq functioned, on the night of 16/17 January 1991, as "decoys" that
diverted rattention away from the mobile launchers that had already deployed to thair wartime hide sites, and the first of Iraq's extended-range
Scuds were fired at Israel the following night."'

'"°Discussions with DIA analysts who followed Iraqi ballistic.missile capabilities
during Desert Shield indicated that many signs of dispersl were observed in the sense
of eadting vehicle# and aftvity incrementally disappeat from central support bases and
other known locations, However, the Inability to find the places to which vehicles and
activities had been moved produced caveated reporting whose broader operational import
was not reddily understood by air planners in Riyadh as pointing to widespread dispersal
151
OWAPS discussions with DIA analysts 30 Sep 1992; also, (S) DIA, "Mobile ShoJrtRange Ballistic Missile Targeting In Operation Desert Mtorm," OA 1040-23.91, Dec
1991, p 1,
"13C0ettingP.ISE and other strike aircraft gleanly through Iraq's air defense during
the opening moments Vr the air campaign wo that they could strike the fixed Scud launch.
ers in western Iraq was acntral feature of the muter attack plan for ATO Day I.
"1O53nceagain, ATo Day I had two nights. The first launches against Israel occurred
around 0300 un the morning of 1 January 1991, Riyadh local time.
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Or,.e modified Scuds started falling on (initially) Israel and (two days
later) Saudi Arabia, the next best military option would have been to locate
and atrack mobile launchers before they had time to fire. Soviet exercise
patems in central Europe with Scud-Bs, as well as Iraqi practice during the
Iran-Iraq war, gave some hope that, if prior practices persisted, there might
be enough prelaunch signatures and time to give patrolling aircraft some
chance of being able to attack mobile launchers before they fired. But in
the event, the Iraqis dramatically cut their prelaunch set-up times, mostly
avoided prelaunch electromagnetic emissions that might give away their
locations prior to launch,.I and seeded the launch areas with decoys (some
of which -were very "high fidelity"' 5 ) and other vehicles. Thus, tOe long
"dwell" times on launch positions and prelaunch emissions that might have
made prelanuich attacks on mobile launchers by Coalition fighter-bombers
possible were scrupulously avoided by the Iraqis. In sum, Iracj's
operational a1proach and employment tactics meant that the probrbility of
finding Iraq's mobile launchers and destroying them from the air before
they fired was very close to nil at the outset of the conflict.
Nor did the chances of finding mobile Scuds before they fired
improve appreciably as the campaign unfolded. Even with the use of
platforms like JSTARS and special forces on the ground, Coalition forces
had little success either detecting mobile launchers moving from their
hide sites or catching them while they were setting up to fire from presurveyed launch points.
The next tactical option was to mount airborne Scud patrols in the
hope that, once launches were detected, the strike aircraft would be able
to reach the firing locations quick!y enough to acquire the launchers with
on-board senses and destroy them before they could leave the scene. The
most difficult problem proved to be the ability of the sensors on strike
aircraft to identify and acquire vehicles whose radar and infrared

154Control of Scud units is now believed to have been done exclusively by landlines
or couriers, which helps tc axplwn why all the launches are thought to have occurred near
major roads (DIA briefing to OWAPS, 30 Sep 1992). While occasional emissions from
meteorological radar; associated with Scud mobile launchers were sometimes picked up,
they could not be correlhd with launches.
1NUN observers, who eventually oversaw the destruction of both mobile launchers
and decoys, renprted that the hlgh-fidelity decoys were impossible to distinguish visually
from the real thing outside of 25 yards-cven on the ground. The lrqls also made use of
relatively low-fidelity decoys.
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3ignatures, were easily masked and extremely difficult to ilistinguish on
any reliable basis from background clutter, trucks and similer vehicles, or
countless other objects located within the area in wesiamn rnd southeast
'Iraq from which the modified Scuds were launched. Prior to the war, a
exploitation effort named "Touted Gloom"' had been conducted using an
actual Scud-B mobile launcher. Toýward the end of 1990 this exl~oitation
was expadd toicude flyin varous sirke aircraft against thf. MAZ-543
ýntedaylime an vnhre ofn tnight' wth forward-looking
infr~ied (FUJR).'" T ak
atrswre the N~qis proved able to
vacate a launch site with~ti mlonuteA of firin~g a modified Scud.
During Des&rt Storm. over 80 petcont of the modified Scud launches
occurred at night, and the eviden~t lack of success in'locating the mobile
launchers fiiiwediattly after they fired simply reiterated tie findingli from
Touted Gleewn in latti 1990. With -a target the sizo of a MAZ-5143 mobile
launcher, even the F-1 5B had little chance of identifying and acquiring
the launcher if its precise position relative to more readily discernible
returns was not known to the aircrew prior to takeoff. In particular,
telling an orbiting F~15E crew that a Scud had just bee'n launched within
an area as small as a single square mile generally proved insufficient to
allow the launcher to be pinpointed with enough precision to, enable
acquisition. The clearest evidence of this limitation can be seen In the
forty-two occasions on which Scud launches were visually observed by
obyircingostrike
aircraft.
sufflyicehto alow cattac
anes
todbeua
prscquistedn
oby itingso
strike aircraft.n onlyi
egto alofnatc
theecseoi viua arscquistion

ic(s)x
mss 302309Z Oct 1990, CHSH folder 115 (lraq-Scuds), item 1115-5,
"Subject: Project Touted GJleam."
1S7(samp christie, Barlow, et al, "Desert Storm Scud Campaign," p 1-15; also,
(SI'WN/NF/NC) "Quick Look of' Project Touted Gleam," 57th Fighter Weapons Wing

(FWW)/iyr, Nellis AFs, 26 Nov 1990; discussions with Capt Juff' Hodgdon, who flew In
Touted Gleem; (S)Taictical Analysis Bulletin, Vol. 91-2, Jul 199 1, p 3-7. Tho cited 57
rww document summarized flight trials by F- IlIIF, F.1I5E, and LANTIRN-equipped (block
40) F-16 aircraft conducted at night against a Scud-B mobile launcher; Capt Hudgdon
participated Inthew trialsas ani F-I IIF crew member. Although the Air Force aircraft
that flew In tdes trials were given precise target coordinates, the mobtie launcher proved
"virtually impossible to find"--especially when the Hilsilo was not erected.
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to the point of delivering ordnance.'" Even allowing for the long distances at which a Scud launch could be seen at night, there appears to

have been a fundmnental sensor limitation to FLIR-equipped aircraft like
the F-15E that rendered the probability of finding Iraqi mobile launchers

extremely low-even when the launch point could be localized into a
relatively amall area in near real time by either aircrew eyeballs or offboord sensors providing coordinates.'"
This "tactical" limitation appears to provide a basis for understanding
what most likely happened during the "Scud hunt." Figure 39 shows the
day-by-day launch totals for Iraq's modified Scuds during Desert Storm
(using Riyadh local time to assign launches to calendar days). Notice,
first, that the maximum number of launches on any single day does not
exceed the total number of mobile launchers known
to have survived the
war,"•° So the observed launch data are quite consistent with the
possibility that the Iraqis started the war with a total mobile-launcher
inventory in the neighborhood of the high twenties to mid-thirties,

i'"(S) Defense Science Board (DSB), Leuson Learned durwg Desert Shicd and
Desert Storm, (for comment draft), May 1992, p 72. It can be ampgued-and was, during
the war, by the isralls-that the tactics employed by Coalition aircraft flying airborne
"Scud patrols" were les than aggressive. Strike aircraft typically operated above 15,000
feet and orbited near, rather than over, the known Scud launch areas.
IS (S) The Ds8 assessment of the Gulf War suggested that a veteran F-15E alrcrew
had a "pretty good chance" of finding a mobile launcher if Its locational uncertainty was
less than a kilometer or two ((S) DSB, "Lessons Learned during Desert Shield and Desert
Storm," May 1992, p 69]. DIA's postwar assessment of the mobile Scud problem in
Desert Storm recognized two problems: Inadequate cuing of the strike aircraft and
shortfalls in the ability of on-board aircraft sensors to acquire mobile launchers [(S) WA,
"Mobile Short-Range Balliatic Missile Targeting In Operation Desert Storm," Dec 1991,
pp Ili-iv]. Review of the empirical evidence by two OwAPs task forces led to the same
conclusion reached by DIA analysts: namely, that Coalidon aircrews had faced an Insurmountable sensor limitation.
1seThe total number of mobile launchers known to have survived the war is nineteen.
The number of launches per day, though, depends on whether Greenwich or Plyadh time
is used to assign particular launches to specific days (see the footnote wcompanying
Figure 39 for examples). But even If the number of launches per day Is calculated using
Riyadh (rather than London) time, the maximum of fourteen on 21 Jinupry 1991 is less
than the number of TuA and MEtj. Alternatively, using London or Greenwich time, the
maximum number is ten, a shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 3$
1 61
Daily Scud Launches Dur!ng Desert Storm
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Source: Thomas P.Christie, William J, Barlow, at al., Doesert Storm Scud Campaign (U),"
IDA paper P-2601, Apr 1992, SEORET NF.

Next, thirty-three of the eighty-eight launches shown in Figure 39
occurred within the first seven days of Desert Storm. Hence the number
161The first eight launches in Figure 39 against hirael A took place wround 3 o'clock
on the morning of 18 January 1991 Riyadh time (Schwarzkopf, It Does,&"t Take a Her,
p 416), If Greenwich (or "Zulu") timn Isus•d to isign launches to calendar days, then
one of these launcher will fall on 17 January 1991. Sim!larly, the last two launches
against Saudi Arabia both fell on 25 February using Greenwich (or London) time, rather
than being split between the 25th and 26th us shown In Figure 39. Thns, some of the
ban in FiMgre 39 ame dependent on whether London or Riyadh time Is used.
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of launches over the remaining thirty-six days of the war-a total of fiftyfive firings-reflected over a threefold lower average level of activity (1.5
launches/day versus an average of 4.7 launches/day during the first week),
and it is not implausible to attribute this reduction in tempo to the Scud
hunting efforts of Coalition aircraft.
On the other hand, the period of lowest activity spans the third and
fourth we&ks of the war, and there appears to have been some degree of
recovery by Iraq's Scud units during the final week or two of the
campaign. This pattem can be seen more easily in the Week.by-weak
launch totals depicted as solid bars in Figure 40. Relative to the first
week, the weekly launch totals reflect a substantial reduction of Scud
launches through the fourth week. Yet the solid bars in Figure 40 also
indicate that some degree of recovery occurred in the fifth week, and the
last eight days of the war are comparable in the total numbers of Scuds
launched to the second week.
A somewhat similar story emerged from considering the maximum
salvo size in each, week. The siriped bars in Figure 40 depict the
maximum salvo size, which was somewhat arbitrarily defined as the
maximum number of missiles fired within a three-minute period during
a given week, This measure tries to get at the IraqiW' potential to overwhelm Patriot defenses by putting a large number of missiles on Saudi
Arabia or Israel within ninety seconds. Figure 40 suggests that the Traqis
recovered to a salvo size comparable to the second week in the fifth week
but fell off during the final eight days-again presumnably due to the
pressure put on Iraqi Scud units by Coalition forces.
Thert were, of course, areas in which the Desert Storm air planners
reached fairly accurate assessinents of how the Iraqls rmiight plan against
or respond to air attack, The anticipated reactions of Iraqi surface-to-air
missile defenses in the Baghdad area to decoys and HARM anti-radiation
missiles on the opening night cr the possibility that the Iraqi Air Force
would not seriously contest air superiority iii the opening days of the air
campaign constitute instances of reasonably accurate forecasts of
adversary behavior having beeal reached prior to 17 January 1991. In .he
case of the Iraqi Scud units, however, the evidence, suggests that a series
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Figure 40
By-Week Launch Totals and
Maximum Salvo Size for Iraqi Scuds
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of incorrect assumptions was made by intelligence analysts, air planners,
and commanders alike. Further, the way the Scud hunt unfolded tended
to mask these errors well into the air campaign. The first ten days saw
substantial claims of Scud mobile launchers by aihcrews, backed up in
some cases by compelling video footage from airborne recording systems,
and the lull in leunches during the third and fourth weeks probably gave
hope that sonke portion of the kill claims were legitimate. In such circumstances, it should not be Aurprising that a full picture of the history
and extent of the Iraqis' Scud-decoy program was not developed until
some months after the war ended. Like many elements of their nuclear
program, most components of the Iraqis' mobile-Scud operations exploited "low signature" locations, and facilities did not draw attention to
themselves in the way that "high secure," fecilities like Al Tuwaitha

obviously did.
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In retrospect, there is nothing in the launch or other data bearing on
the anti-Scud effort that is incompatible with an Iraqi Scud force that had,
at most, thirty-some odd mobile launchers at the start of the war.
Certainly Scud-hunting operations by Coalition aircraft and special forces
harried and harassed the launch operations of these units. More importantly, in conjunction with the perceived effectiveness during the war of
Patriots in defending against incoming Scuds, the Iraqi Scud campaign
failed in its strategic purpose of trying to fracture the U.S.-led Coalition
by dragging Israel into the fighting. Nevertheless, the fundamental sensor
limitations of Coalition aircraft, coupled with the effectiveness of Iraqi
employment tactics (including the use of decoys), suggest that relatively
few mobile Scud launchers were actually destroyed by Coalition aircraft
or special forces during Desert Storm. Given the level of effort, a handful may have been destroyed, but nowhere near the numbers reported
during the war. Once again, there Is no indisputable proof of any TELUs
or MELs-as opposed to high-fidelity decoys, trucks, or other objects with
Scud-like signatures"-having been destroyed by aircraft operating independently. So beyond the disruption induced by the level of effort put
into the hunt for mobile Scud launchers, Coalition air power does not
appear to have been very effective against this target category.

Conclusions
What broad conclusions can be drawn about the effectiveness of
Coalition air efforts against the eight target sets-L, Ccc, E, o, c, sC, ,
and Ms-that have been identified as the core of Iraqi power? The answer
depends heavily on the measures chosen.
To begin with, the portion of the total air-to-surface,, strikes and
sorties devoted to the strategic core was in the vicinity of 15 percent.
Hence the relative weight of effort against these targets was modest

t For example,
"61
on 30 January 1991 the videotape from an F-15B "Scud hunt"

mission was shown at a US Central Command press conference as proof of Coalition
success. While it was confidently asserted on this occasion that at least three-and
possibly seven-of the vehicles in question were mobile launchers, it appears far moem
likely that the objects were in fact commercial fuel trucks (DOD, "Special Central Command Brieflng," Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 30 Jan 1991, transcrlpt 0672561;- also discusions
With 0IA analysts and Air Fores officers who were involved in bomb-damage ussessment
during the war and saw the tape when It was broadcast over CNN).
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Figure 41
Coalition Air-to-Surface Strike/Sortie
Totals by Functional Area
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Source: GWAPS Missions Database, Dec. 1992. All strike totals have been rounded
off to the nearest multiple of ten (e.g., 284 was rounded off to 280, and 539 to 540).
Strlke totals Include a number still uncatogodzed. Most of thes uncategordied strikes
were A.10, FIA.18 or AV-8 sortles that, In all likelihood, were targeted against Iraqi
ground torces. Strike totals do not Include maritime strikes carded out by U.S. Navy
aircraft as part of the fleet defense operations.

compared to that mounted by Coalition air forces in attacking land and

naval forces. Granted, until the F-II IFs were drawn to the Kuwait
theater for tank plinkIng In the fourth week of the war, attacks against the
strategic core absorbed considerably more than a proportionate share of
the Coalition's precision-capable platforms. Still, in light of the recurring
tendency of advocates and critics alike to ask more of strategic air attack
than it could deliver, it seems best to be cautious in deciding how much
to expect from the 15 percent of air-to-surface strikes focused against the
L, CCC, E, 0, C, SC, RR, and MS targets during Desert Storm.
What sort of overall measures, then, might make sense? Regardless
of the private hopes airmen such as Generals Homer and Glosson may
have had during the G3ulf War that air power might achieve the
Coalition's military objectives without a ground campaign,"' the modest
fraction of the air-to-surface strikes and sorties focused against the stmte-

16Asked If he had hoped that the Iraqis might quit before the &found offensive, Ceti
Homer replied, 'Wf course, I'm ar aWiman." (owAPs intvw, Shaw AFS, NC, 10 Mar.1992).
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if
gic core had more pragmatic objectives. As the previous sections in this
chapter have sought to explain, the principal ones were:
disrupting and dislocating the functioning of the Iraqi government
and its means of communications, command, and control;
•

shutting down Iraq's primary sources of electric power;

*

stopping production and reducing stores of refined petroleum
products-especially fuelE For tanks, other military vehicles,. and
combat aircraft that could be used by the Iraqi military;

a

destroying Iraq's existing and potential capabilities for nuclear,
chemical, or biological warfare, as well as Iraq's ballistic missile
program;

0

interdicting or destroying key elements in Iraq's transportation
and military Infrastructure-particularly those elements supporting
the occupation of Kuwait or Iraq's nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons and ballistic missile programs; and

•

keeping Israel from entering the conflict.'"

The unifying theme in these objectives was basically to exert pressure
from the outset directly against the hart of Iraqi power-an idea that has
consistently underwritten strategic bombing campaigns."'
In some cases, the Coalition's immediate military objectives against
the strategic core were achieved. Iraq's electric-power system, for
example, was shut down fairly quickly under air attack, and both the Iraqi
leadership and military were forced onto backup power systems for the
duration of the conflict. True, in retrospect "turning the lights out in
lUThis formulation of the concrete objectives of Coalition attacks on the eight core
strategic target categories has been phrased so as to emphasize tie uncertainties that
Coalition commanders and air planners faced on the eve of battle. For the official objectives from which these more concrete ones evolved during the planning and execution of
the sir campaign, see Table 23 and Chapt6r 2,
1'5 Noble Frankland argued In 1963 that the core Idea behind the strategic air offensive against Nazi Germany during World War Il-namely, to put pressure directly on the
heart of the enemy nation-was, especially for Great Britain, alogical successor to a naval
blockade (Noble Frankland, The Bomber Offionsive against Germany: Oulnes and
Perspectives (London: Faber & Faber, MS5), pp 21 and 25],
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SBaghdad"
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may not have exerted as much psychological impact on the
willingness of the Iraqi people in central Iraq to risk trying to overthrow
Saddata Hussein sa Coalition air planners had hoped. And the postwar
persistence of United Nations economic sanctions in the face of ongoing
Iraqi latransigence after the ceasefire prevented the rapid restoration of
electric power in, Iraq antioipated by Coalition air planners. Nevertheless,
the principal military effect sought was achieved with some 280 strikes
(including some sixty Tomahawk land-attack missiles) and remarkably
little collateral damage.
In several other cases, the effectiveness of attacks on the core
categories could inot be clearly or precisely estimated based on the existing information. The bombing, of L and ccc targets, for instance, undoubtedly imposed some disruption and dislocation on the Iraqi leadership. y. severely limiting communications, these attacks probably took
away Baghdad's options of orchestrating in real time any complex
ground-force operations in the Kuwait theater. Nevertheless, the available
evidence will not permit even a rough quantitative estimate as to how
much Baghdad's national telecommunications and C3 were disrupted by
strategic air attack, Slimniarly, It is difficult to be completely certain as
to what led Saddam Hussein and his Revolutionary Command Council to
eschew using chemical weapons against Coalition forces, or against
Israel-however plausible the hypothesis may be that the Iraqi dictator was
deterred by the nuclear and chemical capabilities of his adversaries.
1

,

"Finally,there were cases in which the strategic air attacks were far
less effective than had been hoped or expected. We now know that
Iraq's nuclear-weapons program was not, contrary to what was believed
at the time, mostly destroyed by Coalition bombs. The program was far
more extensive and dispersed than Coalition planners realized going into
the conflict, elements of the program were moved out from under Coalition bombing after the conflict started, and significant pieces of it were
either not identified or not understood by the time of the ceasefire. As
a result, by mid-1992, inspection teams from Special Commission of the
United Nations' Security Council had identified and destroyed more of
the Iraqi nuclear and missile programs than had the air campaign.'"
1These sorts of summary judgments concerning operational-strategic
effectiveness against the strategic core may not, however, be as useful as
some of the broader patterns evident in Coalition air efforts against these

t

16Kay, "Arms Inspections in Iraq: Lessons for Arms Control," p 5.
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target systems. One such pattern is the inverse relationship between both
the elusiveness and adaptability under attack of various strategic target
sets and the effectiveness of Coalition attacks against them. In the case
of Iraqi electric power, Coalition air planners were confronted with an
almost ideal target sat. It consisted of a relatively small number of large,
fixed facilities for which there were few "work-arounds" or spares. The
electric pnerktors, switches, and transformers that formed the functional
heart of the Iraqi electric powertsystem were not the sorts of things that
could be readily removed or hidden. These targets exhibited little
Inherent capability either to elude Coalition air attacks or to adapt to even
modest levels of physical damage and destrutlion. Moreover, the princi..
pal effect sought by Coalition air planners was not the long-term destruction of Iraq's electric power system but merely to shut it down for the
duration of the conflict, Given the combination of a, target system this
vulnerable to precise attack and a Coalition military objective as modest
as temporary shut'down, it hardly seems surprising that attacks with
precision-guided weapons were able to take down the majority of the
system within a night or two.
The contrast between electric power and the Iraqi nuclea,'-weapon
program is stark. To begin with, the Coalition's immediate objective in
attacking Iraqi nuclear facililties was far more ambitious: namely, to push
as far out into the future as possible the day when Iraq might be able to
field an operational atomic or nuclear weapon. As previously siuggeuted,
we now know that by the eve of the war the Iraqis, with one exception,
had everything necessary for the production of a fission weaponworkable detonators, high-explosive lenses, Initiator technology, and valid
bomb designs. All the Iraqis lacked was enough weapons-grade nuclear
material. Nuclear material, specifically enriched uranium, was the long
pole in the tent. But we also now know that the Iraqis were pursuing the
production of nticlear materiais along three redundant, parallel paths:
electromagnetic isotope separation, chemical enrichment, and gaseous
centrifuge enrichment. "
It is only with this after-the-fact picture of the Iraqi nuclear-weapons
program that the true elusiveness, ambiguity, and adaptability under
attack of the "target set" begins to manifest itself. Money does not
appear to have been a constraint in any area of the Iraqi nuclear-weapons
program. At the same time, the lessons of the 1981 Israeli raid on the
Osirik reactor at Al Tuwaitha had precipitated a systematic program to

7 Ksy, "Arms Inspections in Iraq: IAs&ons for Arms Control,"
16
p 2.
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make such capabilities as immune to accurate bombing as possible
through redundancy, hardening, dispersal, concealment, and deception.
In these circumstances, even idontifying all the relevant facilities involved
In what' was, after all, an illegal'r and covert weapons program was
extremely difficult for Coalition air planners and intelligence specialists.
Worse, nucle•r materials, electromagnetic isotope separation devices (the
XGo.

lled calutron6), supporting infrastructure, and the scientists and

engineers involved could all be-and during the war were-removed from
known facilities. As a result, many of the "successful" Coalition air
strikes against Iraqi nuclear facilities during the Gulf War boiled down
to precision bombing of more or less "empty" buildings, ThM nuclear
target set was inherently much harder to identify than electric power, far
more elusive or mobile, and certainly more capable of reconstituting Itself
after the War ended. Measured against the goal of destroying enough of
the Iraqi nuclear-weapons program to push an Iraqi nuclear weapon out
to the end of the decade or beyond, the bombing was not effective. At
best it forced the Iraqis to disperse and hide the visible elements of the
program, thereby temporarily suspending production of enriched uranium.
A further pattern suggested by the Inverse relation of effectiveness to
the elusiveness and adaptability of target sets is that success In strategic
bombing tends either to come quickly or, short of widespread destruction
of the enemy's country's entire industrial base and infrastructure, not at
all. If the target system is not sufficiently small, unadaptable, understood
by the attacking air force, and vulnerable to air attack so that it can be
taken out quickly, then there is a good chance that additional attacks will
soon yield increasingly diminishing returns due to enemy responses aimed
at minimizing the damage. At the same time, the speed with which some
target systems-notably electric power and the command and control for
Iraq's strateSic air defenses-were neutralized was imprescive in
comparison with most earlier combat experience. It is not easy tro
answer, though, how significant an advance in aeriai warfare this ability
to take down entire target systems in relatively short periods of time
might be. This broader question is one of four overarching themes that
will be addressed in the final chapter of this roport.

""Tihe Iraqi nuclear-wepon program was illegal inWe wmne that the coutry was
still a signatory to the Nonproliferation Treaty.
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Implications and Conchlslons
7T6e ':introduction raised four overarching themes concerning the
efftetivenes of Coalitiori air power in the Gulf War that emerged during
the prparation of this repot. Formulated as questions, these four themes
were:
,

Do, the sorts of techno15gicai uapabilities embodied in advanced
strike and sensor platforms like the F- 117 and JsTARs, together
with the operational cuncepts' used to structure the Desert Storm
air campaign, provide evidence that a revolutionary advance in
late-twentieth-century Warfare has occurred?

•

What lmiltations to strategic air attack with modem, survivable
delivery systems are reaffirmed by the Persian Gulf War?

0

What effects did Coalition air power have on the will and capability to fight of the Iraqi field army in the Kuwait tnuater prior
to the beginning of the ground campaign on 24 February 1991?
What can be concluded from the Gulf War about the efficacy of

.

air power as a political Instrument?

.1,;

This chapter will use these four themes as vehicles to draw out some of
the overarching issues suggested by eareier chapters. For the most part,
these themes were not explicitly discussed in Chapters 3 through 6 because they tended to cut across the botindaries Inherent in the futctional
categories of air power used to structure this report, as well as the frame"workembedded in tho various target categories used by air planners and
commanders in Riyadh to organize the air campaign, particularly at the
operational level of war. They can (awd should) be viewed as "crosscotting" issues that provide an alternative way of looking at the basic
.mateiial presented to this point on the operational-strategic effnctiveness
cf air power during Desert Storm.
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Before tockling these four themes it may be useful to review, if very

briefly, what has been suggested so far about the operational and strategic
effectiveness of Coalition ai, power in the Gulf War. Once again, the.
intent of Chapters 3 through 6 was to survey the operational-strategic

effectiveness of Coalition air power within the three functional areas of
(1) air superiority, (2) air attack of surface forces, and (3) stratej.{ic air
attack. At the risk of oversimplification due to b:oevity, Table 25
summarizes what the evidence available to the present bombing survey
seemed to indicate about the operational-strategic effectiveness of Coalition air power during the forty-thrze-day Persian Gulf War by major
target set or category. The basic implication of Tble'25 is a simple one.
While the Desert Storm air campaign accomplished much, in a number
of target categories, there were gaps between what was desired or planned
and what appears, on examination, to have been actually achieved.
Without in any way trying to devalue what, was accomplished by the
combined efforts of the Coalition airmen who flew combat sorties during
the war, these shortfalls will inevitably pzovide entering arguments for
trying to come to grips with the four cross-cutting themes that will be the
focus of this concluding chapter.
Evolutionary or Revolutionary Change?
In the heady atmosphere that followed the Coalitiod's swift and
relatively bloodless liberation of Kuwait, Amorican airmen were drawn
to the judgment that they had witnessed a dramatic, if n~ot revowltionary,
change in warfare generally, and in aerial wadare in particular. Aih' ForCm
Chief of Staff Gen. Merrill MoPeak raised this themi •ubliky during his
15 March 1991 briefing of the air campaign to the media in Washirngton,
D.C. Toward the end of his formal presentation, which was carried live
on public television from the Pentagon, General McPeak specifically
noted that stealth, in combination with precision-guided munitions, had
certainly demonstrated "the potential to revolutionize warfare."'
While the details of precisely how the combination of low observability and precision-guided munitions had revolutionized warfare

"T'ranscript of McPeak briefing on Air Force Air Power in the Iraqi War," Inside
the Air Force, 22 Mar 1991, p 16.
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At the time this table was created, there had been much debate over the wisdom of
creating this sort of summary of preceding chapters. Unavoidably, it was realized, the
brevity required would Invite miguanderalaning and abuse. N'oVchthelesa, the decision was
made to provide an encapsulated summary of the operational and statgic nmiult of the
air campaign. by target category and correlated with the aims Sought. To be emphasized
is that the summary results ame predominantly qualitative. Quarititative Indices, where
offered, represent only pieces of the story.
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were not spelled out or. this occasion, subsequent public comments and
testimony before congressional committees by Air Force leaders articulated two main ideas. First, the F-I 17's low observability or stealth, while
not rendering the aircraft invisible to radar, had enabled F-I17 pilots,
*.

unsupported even by standoff jamming, to begin attacking targets within
the Most heavily defended areas of Iraq during the opening moments of
the war, before Iraqi air defenses had been seriously degraded or dam-,
aged.` Second, when combined with imaging infrared sensors that allowed most targets to be readily acquired at night, and highly accurate
laser-guided bombs that could penetrate hardened structures, the relation
between strike aircraft and targets had changed dramatically. Both ideas
were reiterated in the Defense Department's final report to Congress on
the conduct of the Gulf War in April 1992.
Technological breakthroughs revolutionized air warfare, Because of its
precision delivery capability and low-obiervable, or stealth technology,
planners assigned F- 117As to attack the most heavily defended, highvalue, and hardened targets .... This advanced technological capability
allowed aircrews to strike more targets using fewer aircraft.'

3Toward the end of 1991, coatroversy erupted in the press as to whether the Air
Force, in trying to use the F.I 17's accomplishments In the Gulf War to bolster the case
for the B-2 bomber, had exaggerated the degree to which F. I17s had operated without
defense suppression or jamming support (see Bruce B, Auster, "The Myth of the Lone
Gunslinger," UI.S. News & World Report, I1 Nov 1991, p 52; also David A. Fulghum.
"F-I 17 Pilots, GOnerals Tell Congress about Stealth's Value in Cu:f War," Aviation Week
& Space 7echnology, 6 May 1991, pp 66-67). US Air Force officials, in responding to
this charge, conceded that standoff jamming from EF-I II s had been employed from tine
to time in conjunction with F-I 17 strikes. However, as one F-117 squadron commanter
later noted, "since EF-I I jamming was a precaution not a necessity," no F- 117 strikes
were aborted because EF- I Is were not available, and, except for the; Baghdad area, most
F-IlI sorties were flown without this "Insurance" (Lt Col Ralph W, Getchell, "Stealth
in the Storm: Separating the Facts from the Fiction," unpublished paper, p 2), Moreover,
careful review of the information available to OWAPS Indicated that the initial set of rF. 117
strikes against Baghdad targets on the opening night of the war required the aircraft to
be well inside Iraqi airspace before the listening site on the Saudi-Iraqi border was
attacked; also, the EF-Il Is that were planned to support the second set of F. 17s into
Baghdad went Initially to H-3 and could NOT have been in position to offer effective
[CENTAP, CAFMS
standoff jamming support to F.117s 'n the Baghdad area.
(Computer-assisted Force Menagement System) Database; (TS/LIMDIS) OWAPS, BH 1-2
and 1-3, 05 Jan/1030 [19911 Master Attack Plan: First 24 Hours and Evolution of Ist 24
HR Master Attack Plan, Part 2 of 2].
4DOD, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: FinalReport to Congress (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, Apr 1992), p 164.
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Such claims for advanced nannuclear, weaponry are not without
precedent. Going back to the early 1980s, Soviet military leaders such as
chief of the Soviet General Staff Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov had argued that

I

*

advances in nonnuclear (or codventional) -weaponry; if combined with

appropriate means of target detection and control, could "increase (by at
least an order of magnitude) the destructive potential of conventional
weapons, bringing them closer, so to speak, to weapons of mass destruction in terms of effectiveness.""' Ln the wake of Desert Storm, the Soviet
General Staff's inturim report on the war suggested that Ogarkov's notion
of integrated reionnaissance-strike complexes for conventional fires had
been "realized for the first time."' Implicitly at least, this assessment
could be construed as heralding the beginning of a revolution in military
affairs potentially comparable to the advent of thermonuclear weapons and
intercontinental ballistic missiles after World War II.
How valid are these claims of a revolutionary advance in warfare?
The answer to this question has two parts. The first concerns the impact
of weapon systems like the F-I17/GBU-27 combination on the actual
conduct of air operations during the Gulf War. The second part has to
do with reaching some judgment as to what sort of criteria would have
to be met in order to conclude that a change in warfare warranting the
term "revolutionary" had taken place. The first issue, as we will see, is
relatively straightforward. Especially from a campaign-planning standpoint, the changes brought about by precision-strike systems can be
readily described, and they were fairly dramatic. The second questionwhether those changes constiuted a revolutionary break with the past-is
more a matter of debate. For this reason, the present discussion will aim
primarily at laying out the issues involved plainly enough for the reader
to make up his or her own mind.

5'lbe

Defense of Socialism: Experience of History and the Present Day," intvw with

MSU N. V. Ogarkov, Krwnaya Zvezda [Red Star], 9 May 1984, english translation,
Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report: Soviet Union, 9 May 1984, Vol. III,

"No. 091, Annex No. 054, p R 19.
"•'Soviet Analysis of Operation Desert Storm and Operation Desert Shield," LN.006-

"92, Defense

lntelligence Agency, Washington, DC, 28 Oct 1991, p 32. Tha Sovict
conclusion that something approaching a reconnaissance-strike complex was rTcdaz'4 ior
the first time In the Gulf War wu not home out by the evidence available to GWAPK
Although many of the pieces of such a complex were present, they were not Integrated
together and did not function as a whole during the campaign on any significant scale,
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Ij
One way to get a sense of the change that precision-capable platforms
like the F-11IF and, especially, the Stealth F- 117 had on the operational
conduct of Desert Storm is to compare the target coverage they typically
afforded when dropping precision munitions versus the target coverage
represented by an equal number of similar aircraft delivering nonprecision
ordnaace. Table 26 compares twelve F-l17 and F-lllF sorties flown
..during thewGulf War with twelve flown by F-l II s. J.ust in terms.f the
number of distinct targets covered-twenty-six versus iwo-the contrast
between the two cases is imprussive.
'There arm, however, less obvious, qualitadve differences that make the
comparison between the two cases even more stark. For example, the
eight P-1I1E sorties scnt Rgainst the Kirkuk sector operations center
(saC) on Air Thaking Order (ATO) Day 8 did not succeed in putting the
facility out of operation, and F-I 17s had to be sent against this target on
ATO Day 10. True, the Iraqi soCs proved to be hard enough that even
individual GBU-27s could not penetrate them. But the accuracy of the
F- 117 at least offered, a reasonable chance of putting a SOC temporarily
out of action, whereas "dumb" bombs did not.
Bridges and individual tanks offer an even sharper contrast in
effectiveness. While bridges in Iraq were attacked with nonprecision
munitions, especially, early in the war, Destrt Storm ultimately reiterated
the I•sson of the Thanh Hoa bridge from Southeast Asia: namely, that
2-3,000-pound precision-guided bombs are needed to drop whole spans
and effect genuine cuts." As for individual pieces of dug-in armor,
particularly main battle tanks, they were not even remotely vulnerable to
attacks with unguided bombs given the medium-altitude bomb-release
altitudes generally used during Desert Storm. So in both these cases,
.

7The

Thanh Hoa bridge had been heavily "overbui!t" by the North Vietnamese [Col
Glenn Griffith, et al, '"Th Tole of Two Bridges," The Tales of Two Bridjes and the
Baule for the Skids over North Vietnam, ad, Maj A. J.C. Lavalle (Washington, DC: US
Government Printing Office, 1976), p 38). As a result, the mure than 350 U.S. Air Force
and Navy strike sorties flown against the bridge during 1965-68 failej to drop the structurn, even though It was ofton rendered temporarily unusable due to bomb damage (ibid,
pp 31, 38, 42-3, 46, 55.6, 59 and 62-3). UsA
1 losses against the bddgo over this period
Included F-105l,F.4s, and a C-130. During Linebacker 1,two Watacks involving i total
of 26 F-4 sorties delivering laser-guided bombs finally succeeded In dropping the Thanh
Hoa bridge without any aircraft losses (ibid, pp 84-6).
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Table 26
Prevision versus Nonprecislon Target Coveragce
Numberntyp.
Alrcrpt

Number/Tylp,
Ordiues

Target
Category

Target:
Name and Description

12 PRECISION SORTIS,
1 F-I17

1 GBU47
1 GBU0-2

SAD31
AAD1O

Baghdad "AT&T" building
Al Tsqaddum IOC (Intercept Operations Center)

1 F-117

1 GBU-27
1 G0U47

LO1
L03

Abu Ohurayb Presidential (sleeping) quarters
Al Tol NW command post/bunker

I F-ll7

I GBU103
1 GBUV27

C1
MS13

Salman Pak CBW research production & storage
Fallujah ammunition depot

1 F-117

1 GBU47

M238

Kubala ammunition depot

1 G0U-17

SCS3

AtIJumhurlya flber.optic bri•dge, BAghdad)

I F-li?

2 GU3.27

CCCO2

Baghdad TV transmitter

1 F-U7

1 GBU-10
1 GSU-.0

CI I
SAD23

tils reacsor, Al Tuwaitha
Iraqi "AWACS," Saddam Internadonal

I F-117

2 GU3.10

LOS

Iraqi Air Force headquarters, Baghdad

1 V-111F

4 GBU-12

RG

4 T-72s, Madinah Republican Guard division

1 F-111F

3 GBD-12
1 0BU-12

RG/GoB
RG/GoB

3 tanks along N. Kuwait/Iraq border
GoB along N, Kuwaolrmq border, I building

1 F-11IF

2 GBU.24A/B

A19

Shelters #4 and #14, Al Asd airWeld

1 F-117

1 GBU-10
1 GBU-10

RR24
RR25

An Nosiriyah highway bridge over Euphrates
Hacharina highway bridge over Nahr Desma

1 F-117

I GiU-10
I GBU,,27

Lii
SADMS

Baeath Party headquarters, Baghdad
Possible alternate ADOC, Balad SE

12 NON-PRECISION SORTIES$
4 F-1IlE

14 Mk.82

CCCI4

Kirkuk AM radio transmitter

8 F-IUlE

14 Mk-.2

SADI8

Kirkuk SOC (Sector Operations Center)

(JWAPS Missions Database. Each individual sortie shown was actually flown during
Desert Storm, but most occurred on different days. Except for the two examples of
F-I I IF "tank plinklng," all the sorties included in Table 26 were drawn from the first two
weeks of the air campaign.
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precision-guided munitions were the only real option, and sorties with
unguided bombs were mostly wasted sorties insofar as the attrition of
items like Republican Guard T-72s was concerned.
Collateral damage suggests, a further distinction between the two sets
of attack sorties in Table 26. The F-117s were able to attack high-value
targets in urban areas like Baghdad time and again because, for the most
part, damage could be largely confined to the targeted buildings or
structures and civilian casualties avoided, thus satisfying the constraint to
minimize collateral damage. Particularly with bomb-release altitudes in
the neighborhood of 15,000 feet, doing so would simply not have been
possible with unguided weapons. With "dumb" bombs, Coalition air
planners would have had to choose between foregoing many targets-if
not the bulk of key target categories such as the leadership (or L) targets-and risking politically unacceptable collateral damage.
Finally, there is the issue of the F-I 17's low observability. Given the
perceived imperatives of Coalition air commanders to minimize aircraft
losses and collateral damage, the F-I17, in conjunction with unmanned
precision weapons like Tomahawk land-attack missile (TLAM), provided
the weapons to begin systematically attacking a wide range of targets
aimed at pressuring and isolating the Iraqi leadership without first beating
down the air defenses. As the war progressed, the F-I 17 provided a
platform that could safely return to targets in downtown Baghdad without
appreciable risk of losses or the large support packages (F-4G Wild
Weasels, EF-I 11 jammers, escort fighters, etc.) that other aircraft would
have required to have similarly minimal risk of incurring losses.
These differences in breadth of target coverage, in comparative
freedom from having to establish control of the air first, in the probabilities of hitting the desired aimpoints on the first or second try, in support
requirements, and in the accompanying risks of friendly losses or collateral damage constitute, then, the operational substance behind the suggestion of U.S. airmen that the Desert Storm air campaign witnessed significant advances in aerial warfare. The question is: Do these changes
warrant the term "revolutionary"? There are reasonable arguments on
both sides of the issue.
Certainly the ability to cover some thirteen times as many aimpoints
with the same number of sorties is impressive. From an air planner's
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standpoint, this difference can be translated into a capability to inflict in
days to weeks levels of destruction-at least against sets of known, fixed
targets-4hat, with "dumb" bombs, typically required months to years to
achieve in previous wars. Granted, the substantial impact of weather and
other frictions on the operations of even F-I 17s during the Gulf War
suggests that ihe era of "one bomb, one target" may not quite have
arrived. But Table 26 does appear to confirm that the ratio between

bombs on aimpoints and sorties was, for precision-capable platforms in
Desert Storm, much different from what it had generally been in earlier
conflicts. This point is not intended to ignore the fact that precisionguided, air-to-ground munitions have been in service for decades. For
example. more than 4,000 of these munitions were dropped in North
Vietnam in the period from April 1972 to January 1973." But in 197273, laser-guided bombs were used primarily in the daytime against
bridges. In Desert Storm, by contrast, not only was more than double the
number of laser-guided bombs (more than 9,300) laid down in a shorter
period of time (six weeks versus nine months) but most of the attacks
were carried out at night across a far more comprehensive and
operationally significant range of target sets. The deeper difference
between precision bombing in the Linebacker operations and Desert
Storm, therefore, lay in ways in which laser-guided bombs were used.
In 1972-73, they were mainly used to solve a frustrating tactical problem
against chokepoints in North Vietnam's transportation system. In January-February 1991, they were used to attack the "central nervous system"
of Iraq and, in the case of things like "shelter busting" and "tank plinking," to go after classes of targets that were not previously even thought
to be vulnerable to bombing. As a result, precision weapons that had
heretofore primarily provided tactical advantage were used in the Gulf
conflict to pursue operational-strategic effects throughout a theater of war.
A further advance in aerial warfare manifested in the Gulf War
concerns the range of campaign options. Ii. this case, the presence of just
a small number of low-observable platforms in the force structure available to the Coalition offered up-front attack options that were not subject
to the traditional requirement to focus everything initially on achieving
control of the air. As a result, the array of options-or, if you will, the

'Headquarters Pacific Air Forces, Swumary, Air Operatioisa SoutheastAsia, munthly
reports for May 1972 to Jon 1973, especially the Jan 1973 report.
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"conceptual maneuver space"-available to Coalition air planners for
putting together an operational-level campaign was far lager than it
would have been whthout the forty-two F-117s. Thus, it is certainly
possible to argue that Desert Storm witnessed a significant, if not dramatic, advance in aerial warfare.
Yet, it remains possible to question whether these changes have
revolutionized warfare as a whole. While the advances in aerial warfare
embodied in Table 26 are significant, they mostly have to do with getting
bombs on targets and in no way guarantee that the targets hit will be
right ones-as the precise bombing of effectively empty nuclear targets at
Al Tuwaitha or the inability to locate mobile Scud launchers both demonstrate, Hence, the more fundamental problem of getting from bomb
damage and other direct, immediate physical effects to operational or
strategic eff~ctiveness against objectives such as driving the earliest date
for an Iraqi nuclear weapon beyond the year 2000 does not appear to
have been addressed, much less solved, by the dramatic change in target/sortie ratios evident in Desert Storm.
A further difficulty springs from the suspicion that most historical
changes in military affairs deserving of the term revolution, while usually
sparked by technological change, also required accompanying changes in
doctrine, operational concepts, organizational arrangements, and institutional procedures in order to be fully realized. A classic case of inappropriate doctrine inhibiting effective employment would be Tunisia during
the opening months of 1943: U.S. Army Air Forces aircraft were badly
misused during this period because final decisions on target priorities had
been given to local ground commanders, rather than being centralized
under a single air commander who could weigh competing priorities
across the entire front.'` The highly successful Blitzkrieg that the Germans
unleashed on the Western Allies in France on 10 May 1940 is an even
more telling example; it was not so much the quality or numbers of
German tanks that won the day" as their concentration of armor into
tO1homas J. Mayock, "Defeat and Reorganization," ads Wesley Frank Craven and
James Lea Cate, The Army Air Forces in World War !H,Vol 2 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Offire), pp 137, 139-140, 142.143, 160-161 and 164.
"'The French, British, Dutch, and Belgian forces in France in May 1940 outnumbered the Germans In men, divisions, artillery, and tanks (Phillip A. Karber, Grant
Whitley, Mark Herman, and Douglas Komer, "Assessing the Correlation of Forces: France
1940," 5DM Corporation, SDM/W-79.M60.R, 18 Jun 1979, p 2-3).
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Panzer units for penetration and rapid exploitation, incorporation of
radios into armored units for the flexible command and control, operational concepts, and emphasis on leadership and lower-level initiative.'
Combined with a campaign plan that, contrary, to Allied expectations,
concentrated the main effort (or Schwerpwuk) in the center through the
"impassable" Ardennes forest, rather than in the north through Belgium,
the Germans were able to shatter the Allied defense and overrun the low
countries and most of France in just a few weeks.

*

The Blitzkrieg example can also be used to illustrate the importance
of organization adaptation. The British had the requisite technology and
military systems (tanks, radios, etc.); J. R. C. Fuller and Liddell Hart even
articulated the necessary operational concepts. But only the Germans
made the organizational adaptations-embodied in the Panzer division-required to fully realize the revolutionary potential of the tank for
deep operations and maneuver warfare.
The problem that these doctrinal, conceptual, organizational, and
procedural components of advances in military affairs raise for the view
that Desert Storm represented a revolution in warfare is that, at the opera.
tional and strategic levels, no truly fundamental breaks with the past are
obvious. Praiseworthy as the emphasis of Coalition air planners and
commanders on centers of gravity, simultaneity in the Initial attacks on
Iraqi air defenses and other target categories, functional effects, and daily
master attack plans were, none of these concepts, techniques, or procedures appear to lack historical antecedents. The leadership and telecommunications targets that the air planners saw as constituting the very core
of Iraqi power had precursors in both Carl von Clausewitz's concept of

12The Germans' prewar doctrinal notions about the nature of war, the essential
problems of combat, the kind of leadership and initiative required to overcome the
problems of the battlefield, and human behavior under the stress of combat were embodled in their 1933 Truppenflhrung (literally troop-leading, but usually translated as fieldwvlce regulations). On these fundamental Issues, the Truppea'iJhruna'stwo-page
introduction remains one of the most insightful two pages in twentieth-century military
literature. For example, Intalking to airmen who flew combat mission in the Gulf War
about individual performance, it Is apparent that the Truppenftihrunm's observation that
"Many stand forth on the field of battle who in peace would remain unnotliced" was as
valid over Iraq In 1991 as It was during World War 11(TMwppenftihrung, trans. US Army,
Report No 14,507, 18 Mar 1936, p 1).
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strategic centers of gravity as well as the Air Corps Tactical School's
notion of vital (industrial) targets. Even within aerial warfare, the notion
of functional effects has a long history. And the Air Tasking Order
planning process that was appropriated (albeit with difficulty) for execution of the air campaign, though rationalized and driven by daily mast-r
attack plans, had extensive roots in the Air-Tasking-Order proctss and
procedures developed over the years by NATO air forces for a conventional war in central Europe.
Admittedly, the reliance that the air planners in Riyadh chose to place
on the F-I 17-literally depending on that platform to provide the backbone
of the strategic portion of the air ciumpalgn-represented st significant step
forward in aerial employment., 3 Likewise, their use of drones and HARMs
(high-speed antiradiation missiles) to deal the Iraqi air defonses a stunning
blow in the opening moments of the war was an innovative change from
standard practices, since a more traditional, "roll-back" approach could
have been employed instead." 'These innovations, however, seem best
characterized as taking maximum advantage of existing weaponry within
the context of ljistorical American thinking about strategic air attack,
rather than as a fundamentally new way of conceptualizing the application
of air power against the heart of an enemy country. The sort of
first-order shift in thinking or fundamental paradigm that at least some
observers of fields like physics have portrayed as the sine qua non of
scientific revolutions is simply not manifest in the basic concepts,
structure, and procedures underlying the Desert Storm air campaign (see
Figure 42).13
At the time, of course, there was a strong subjective impression of
breaking new ground among many of the participtunts, both in Wash-

13A number of Air Force leaders senior to Glosson, starting with Gen Homer, were

quite skeptical about leaning heavily on the F-117 (Intvw, OWAPS with Brig Gen Buster
C. Olosson, 9 Apr 1992). Glosson, however, had pesonally experienced the difflcultL a
of Intercepting an F-117 at night when he was comnander of the 1st Tactical Fighter
Wing at Langley APO. Based on this experience, he was persuaded that the Irocqis would
not be effective against the F-117.
"14Brfg slides, "Eloctronic Combat in Desert Shield/Desert Storm," CENTAP/EC
OWAPS, NA 358; also, IPltvw, OWAPS with MaJ Gen Larry Henry,Pentagoui, 28 Aug 1992.
"Se 'rhomu S. Kuhn, The Structure of Sient:fic Revolutions (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, rev ed 1970), especially pp 92-135.
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ington hdd Riyad~h. But this impression appears to have arisen mainly
from the fact that, between Linebacker II-in 1972 and Desert Storm in
1ý9 1,Air Force operators and planners. had given relatively little thought
or, atte~ntion to, nonnuclear offensive air campaigns. In'thps but, of planning againit Soviet-led Waiiaw Pact forces in central Europe, NATO air
planners, believing themselves outnumbered and certain to be tho~defendor mrat,~ than the attacker, had fcci~sed almost exclusively on defensive
oerations. The return 'to offeinsive planujing precipitated by Iraq's invaSion of Kuwait c~aused many notions to be dusted off and updated. Still,
the fundamental concepts, approaches, and procedures were not new
under the sun (see Figure 42). Indeed, one interpretation of tie air campaign's overall. success would be that the Gulf War happened to occur at
a point in tirme when the equipment and training of Western air forces-especially the equipment and training of the American airmen--finally
approached being able to do the sorts of things that visionary airmen Wa
wanted to do since the 1930s, if not earlier. Hence, although the conceptual, organizaticnal, and procedural aspects of the Desert Storm air campaign cciriained some steps forward, the overall approach in Figure 42
door, not obviously, represent revolutionary break with the past.
Figure 42
Air Campaign Planning Process Used for Desert Storm"
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of
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identical to that shown in Figure 42 (aWAPS, 814 3-W0, 'GOenerai Glosson Briefs").
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A more pragmatic concern about the temptation to attach the word
"revolution" to the Desert Storm air campaign stems from the Coalition's
lack of credible opposition in the air from the Iraqi Air Force. The
dramatic change in the ratio between sorties and aimpoints illustrated in
Table 26 was achieved against a technically inferior, ill-prepared air force
that, in all likelihood, never planned to contest control of the air in the
first place. Given these realities, it can surely be argued that declaring
the Coalition's performance in the air to have been a revolution in
warfare may be premature-at least until the heralded advances have
succeeded against a more capable opponent.
Before leaving this subject, it should be noted that there is at least
one alternative sense in which Desert Storm could be construed as
foreshadowing a revolution in warfare. At his postwar briefing of the
Desert Storm air campaign to the media, General McPeak was asked
whether continuing the air war alone might have eventually defeated the
Iraqis without a ground campaign. In response, he voiced the "private
conviction" that Desert Storm was the "first time in history" that a field
army had been "defeated by air power."'" This thought raises the possibility that Desert Storm might be revolutionary in a very different sense
than discussed so far: namely, that of foreshadowing a shift in the relative
efficacy of air forces versus traditional, armor-heavy ground forces.
Although a comprehensive investigation of this possibility would clearly
range well beyond the venue of the present air power survey, it will
inevitably resurface when we come to the theme about the effects of
Coalition air power on the Iraqi field army prior to 24 February 1991.
For now it should suffice to foreshadow a point that will be raised in the
next section: that attacks by Coalition air forces on the Iraqi field army,
like the air campaign in general, occurred in highly favorable circumstances. Consequently, without the additional confirmation of some
sterner test-possibly in terrain or strategic circumstances far less conducive to air power than those encountered in Desert Storm-it would still
appear premature to leap to judgment about a revolutionary change in the
relation between air forces and armies.

17"Transcrlpt of McPeak Briefing on Air Force Air Power in the Iraqi War," Insde
the Air Force, 22 Mar 1991, p 18.
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To summarize the iscue concerning the kind of changes in air wtzfare
that wore demonstrated during the Gulf War, the proposition that stealth,
precision, and the imaginative campaign plan employed by Coalition air
forces In-Desert Storm heralded a revolution in warfare teems, for now,
to be one on which impartial observers-can disagree. These and related
technological advances in aerial warfare did become more manifest and
important in 1991 than they had been heretofore. Yet, until these
advances reeive a more extended test in combat and are accompanied by
equally dramatic changes in, fundamental thinking about operational
concepts, doctrine, and strategy, the case for revolutionary change will
remain open to at least some doubt.
Limitations of Strategic Air Attack and ,MilitaryForce
What limitations to strategic air attack with modem, survivable
delivery systems are suggested by the Persian Gulf War? The first thing
that needs to be said about this second theme is that the limitations at
issue are not, by any means, endemic to air power alone. The principal
limitations on the effective application of strategic air power that will be
discussed in this section are two:
4

the inherent uncertainties in the information on which action in
war must Inevitably be based- and

•

the often unseen or unpredictable consequences of those actions.

Given the great importance of target and aimpoint selection in strategic
air operations against the heart of an enemy nation, these two constraints
have long been most commonly (and emotionally) discussed as special
problems of air power, But, especially in light of the growing capabilities of both land and naval forces to strike over long distances through
the air, it seems increasingly hard to escape the conclusion that these
limitations apply across the board-as much to armies and navies in the
late twentieth century as to air forces.
Chapter 1 began by highlighting the first-order judgment that
Coalition air power truly dominated the course and outcome of Desert
Storm. Air superiority, as we have seen, was established very rapidly.
Effective control of the air, in turn, enabled Coalition aircraft to begin
systematically attacking a wide range of strategic, operational, and tactical
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target sets throughout Iraq and the Kuwait theater; it also enabled two
Coalition corps to redeploy westward unobserved by the Iraqis.
With this in mind, the motivation for considering the limitations to
strategic air attack manifested during the Gulf War springs precisely from
the extent to which air power dominateld the course and outcome of the
conflic'. After all, the Desert Storm air campaign occurred in almost
ideal circumstances for the effective exercise of air power.
To begin with, the Gulf War was the first major conflict of the
post-Cold War era. As events unfolded, one of the two Cold
War rivals, the Soviet Union, sided with a Coalition sanctioned
by the United Nations and led by the USSR's formner Cold War
adversary, the United States. Thus, Iraq's political isolation not
only left Baghdad without external sources of political or economic support for its annexation of Kuwait but without a superpower sponsor that could circumvent or mitigate a major military
defeat on the battlefield.
The military forces that seized Kuwait in August 1990 were
traditional mechanized forces backed by a relatively modem
industrial infrastructure in Iraq. Hence, Iraq and its military
presented the kinds of targets that have traditionally been vulnerable to air attack, and, in marked contrast to the Korean and
Vietnam wars, Iraq was largely isolated from external sources of
armaments for its war effort.'t
*

The Gulf War took place in open, desert terrain well suited to the
effective employment of air power.

"* Once Desert Storm began, Iraqi air and air-defense forces proved
unable to mount any serious opposition to Coalition control of
the air.

"* Systems like the F-1 17, F-I I IF, and TrAM were present in sufficient numbers to provide a capability to sustain p.ecision attacks

"%'us, it was no unreasooabe for Coalition air planners to suppose that "vital"
target systems existed InIraq and the iKTo with the potential to affect the will and means
of the enemy to sustain the apnexatlon of Kuwait.
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r.

on a theater-wide scale at night ever itperiod of forty-three days.
In addition, Coalition air operations were supported by advanced
space borne recotwaassance systems and specialized sensor
platforms such as AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control
System) and JSTARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar
System). So Coalition air forces had significant equipment and
technological advantages over the opposition--advantages that
were further magnified by the far-superior aircrew training,
operational concepts, and doctrine of Coalition forces.
*

Until the Al Firdos bunker was struck by F-117s, Generals Horner and Glosson enjoyed, within the bounds set by the air canpaign's political and military objectives and General Schwarzkopf's guidance, nearly complete leeway in the day-to-day conduct of operations and the selection of targets.

9

The air campaign neither incurred significant losses of Coalition
aircraft and crews nor inflicted widespread collateral damage or
civilian casualties on Iraq,"

0

Finally, in contrast to the strategic bombing of Nazi Germany,
there was nothing comparable in Desert Storm to the massive
contributions that Soviet armies on the Eastern Front made to
final victory over Nazi Germany.

All in all, the circumstances of the Gulf War did not merely present a
conducive environment for the successful application of Western-style air
power; circumstances were so ideal as to approach being the best that
could be reasonably hoped for in any future conflict. Consequently, if
limitations to strategic air attack with strong antecedents In prior
conflicts also manifested themselves in the near-ideal circumstances
of Desert Storm, those limits should probably be construed as inher-

'gin terms of friendly losses, the contrut between Desert Storm and the strategic
bombing of Oenmaty, which cost the American ad British air forces more than 150,000
personmel and 38,000 aircraft lost in action, is stark [D'Olier, et aI, The United Stases
Strategic Bombing Suvey: Over-all Report (European War), p x]. Nor did Desert Storm

witness anything remotely comparable to the incineration of enemy cities kike Hamburg,
Drmsden, and Tokyo that occurred during World War IL.
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ent features of strategic campaigns, not as aberrations or shortcomings
that improved weaponry or other technical advances will overcome.
Uncertainties and gaps in the information on which action in war is
based limit the strategic applictlion of air power first and foremost with
respect to the selection of target systems. Given a specific set of political
and strategic objectives, the fundamental questions concern the existence
and vulnerablity of target systems whose neutralization or destruction
could plausibly be expected to achieve the specified objectives. Whether
such target systems existed at all in the Korean and Vietnam wars was a
subject of debate even before these conflicts ended. In the case of Korea,
an effort was made during August-September 1950 to attack strategic
military-industrial and economic targets in North Korea, even though U.S.
Air Force commanders realized that the effort might not be decisive
because so much of North Korea's logistics support was coming from
production centers outside Korean borders.'
The Service's internal
postmortem, completed in March 1951, confirmed the suspicion that
North Korea itself contained no industrial target systems capable of
forcing an early end to the conflict.2"
Much the same problem resurfaced in Rolling Thunder. While some
U.S. airmen argued afterwards that air power could have been decisive if
something like Linebacker II had been attempted earlier,' the rather
specific and limited objectives of that eleven-day bombing campaign-forcing a negotiated settlement to permit American withdrawal--tend
to undermine this view.2 Even more compelling is Andrew Krepinevich's

2Robert F. Futrell, The United States Air Force in Korea 1950.1953 (Washington,
DC: Office of Air Force History, rev ad 1983), pp 183 and 195.
2 1"Attacks against strategic targets," the postmortem concluded, "were technically
successful, but did not appreciably affect North Korean military potential because the
majority of the North Koreans' sustenance was received from outside its borders" ["An
Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the United States Air Forces in the Korean Campaign,"
Vol 1,Command and Organization, 12 Mar 1951 (Maxwell APB, AL: Air Force Historical
Research Center, K168.041.1, microfilm roll No. 1255), p 69].
2Gen William W. Momyer, Air Power in Three Wars (WW AI,Korea, Vietnam),
ed A. J. C. Lavalle and James C. Gaston (Washington, DC: US Government Printing
Office, 1978), pp 33-34.

"1Mark Clodrelter, The Limits of Air Pewer: The American BombinB of North
Vietnam (New York, The Free Press, 1989), p 208.
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conclusion that, notwithstanding parallel claims from U.S. Anny officers
that an American ground invasion of North Vietnam could have been

decisive, "there is no evidence to suggest that a U.S. occupation of North
Vietnam would have produced results any different from those produced
by the 1946 French reoccupation."4 If Krepinevich is right, there is little
possibility that decisive strategic target systems existed in North Vietnam
during Rolling Thunder relative to the broad objective of putting an end
to the North Vietnamese insurgency in South Vietnam. As Kenneth
Werrell has noted, during the insurgency portions of the conflict, "the only
targets within North Vietnam upon which the bombing might have had a
decisive effect were the people themselves," but it is "difficult to see how
a democracy could deliberately target people In a limited war."'L Or,
alternatively, no small set of precision aimpoints existed whose destruction
would neceswu'ily have persuaded the North Vietnamese leaders to abandon their long-term goal of conquering South Vietnam.
Did these, or similar, sorts of problems crop up in Desert Storm?
Even a cursory review of the summary results in Table 25 confirms that
they did. The Iraqi nuclear program, the national leadership and telecommunications/C 3 target systems, and Iraq's ballistic-missile capabilities all
illustrate vulnerability problems, if not target-set existence problems as
well. Postwar examination suggests that all of these target systems, while
generically identifiable and of importance to Coalition objectives, were far
less vulnerable than was assumed prior to 17 January 1991. In part, this
lesser vulnerability stemmed from a lack of information on the parts of
Coalition intelligence speciallsts, commanders, and planners. But, as the
campaign unfolded ther, were also cases in which these initial uncertainties were expand-ad by Iraqi responses to air attack. For example, United
Nations inspectors roncluded on the sixth postwar visit to Iraq that "virtually the entire compu~tr capacity of the Tuwaitha Nuclear Research Center
had been evacuated," apparently after the war had begun.' Similarly, they
discovered that fuel from the Tamuz-2 nuclear reactor at Al Tuwaitha had
been moved to "emergency storage" in pits located in a farmland area a

"2Andrew F. Kroplnevlch, Jr, TheArmy and Vietnam (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Prss, 1986), p 261.
25Kenneth
p Werrell, "Linebacker 11: The Decisive Use of Air Power?' Air University Review, Jan-Mar 1987, p 39.
26David
A. Kay, letter to Bany D.Watts, 20 Oct 1992; UWAPS. NA 375.
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few miles away.27 Given this sort of dispersal under attack, whose extent
was not fully appreciated at the time, thv Iraqi nuclear progra, became,
arguably, less vulnerable to destruction by precision air attack as the
cimpaign progressed. Indeed, to some extent the prewar target system
literally dispersed over the course of the conflict to the point of more or
'less disappearing as a viable foc.us for precision bombinig. In light of
parallel measures taken by the Germans during World War U to render
elenments Of their war industry "bombproof'-including widespread dispersal and the construction of tunderground' armaments facilities-it would
appear that informational uncertainties about the existence and vulnerability of strategic target systems was as much of a limitation for strategic air
attack in Desert Storm as it Was in the 1940s.
Limitations to air operations arising from the unforeseen and
unpredictable conmquences of particular operational actions have been
equally persistent over time. A reasonably straightforward example from
World War II is the wholly unexpected failure of German fighter production to decline in the months following the concerted bombing attacks on
Germany's aircraft industry during the so-called "Big Week" of 20-25
February 1944. Granted, the mounting numbers of lost and seriously
damaged aircraft sustained by the L/ftwaffe over the ensuing three to four
months left the German Air Force unable to increase the number of
fighters in front-line squadrons despite increased production. 2' Coupled
with mounting attrition of experienced pilots and the inability to provide
replacements who could hold their own against increasingly better-trained
American pilots, the German day-fighter force in Western Europe was
broken prior to the Normandy landings of 6 June 1944. So the rising
production of fighter aircraft through September 1944 did not prevent the
Allies from achieving daylight air superiority over Western Europe.
Nonetheless, the discovery by the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey that
German fighter production had not declined in the months following the
Big Week came as something of a shock. At a minimum, this example

"27Security Council, first semi-annual report of IAEA implementation of the plan for
the destruction, removal, or rendering harmless of Iraq's weapons of mas destruction
under UN Resolution 687, 17 Dec 1991, p 4.

"2Williamson Murray, "The Role of German Battle Damage Repair in the Luftwaffe's Conduct of the Second World War," Logistics Management Institute Report
RE602PI, Feb 1988, p 22,
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graphically illustrates that the detailed consequences of particular air
actions can be very different from plans or expectations.
The bombing of the Al Fir'dos bunker offers a similar case of
unforeseen and unpredictable consequences during Desert Storm. At the
time the decision to strike this leadership target in downtown Baghdad
was taken, it was perceived by the air planners in Riyadh who made it as
wholly routine and noncontroversial. The bunker was a perfectly legitimate military target. It had not been previously struck because it had not
previously been active, and, given the emphasis on functional effects,
there was little motivation to hit a national-level command and control
facility that was not actually being used. But once intelligence information finally came together within the theater suggesting that the facility
had been activated, there was no obvious reason for Coalition air commanders or planners to worry that it might shelter Iraqi civilians.
When the Al Firdos district bunker was finally hit, however, the
consequences quickly went well beyond the tragic loss of life claimed by
Iraqi officials. Using the magnifying lens of the television (via satellite)
to project around the globe the horror of women and children having
been maimed or killed by Coalition bombs, the Iraqi leadership immediately exploited the situation to attempt to constrain the air campaign
through political pressure. 2' The fact that targets in downtown Baghdad
thereafter had to be personally reviewed by General Schwarzkopf suggests that this Iraqi stratagem met with some success. Among other
things, the final two weeks of the war saw less pressure on certain leadership targets in downtown Baghdad, and the desire of some in the Black
Hole to drop all the major bridges over the Tigris in the Iraqi capital,
thereby splitting the city in half, was never realized.

22The

cynical nature of Iraqi official reactions to the bombing of the Al Firdos
bunker Is suggested by the fact that as soon as It became clear, In the war's immediate
aftermath, that Western press reporters would no longer serve the interests of Saddam
Hussein's regime by reporting to the world its ruthless suppression of Shia and Kurdish
uprisings in the south and north of the country, the foreign press was abruptly expelled
(Lee Hockstader, "Media Ouster Cuts Off West's View of Iraq; Insurgency May Have
Convinced Baghdad It Was Time to Eject Correspondents," TAe Washin1Sgon Post,9 Mar
91, p A14).
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Again, an essential element of this particular episode was the
unpredictable role that Iraqi actions played in what occurred. Given the
priority Coalition air planners attached to targeting leadership facilities
throughout the conflict, from the Coalition's perapective it was highly
improbable, if not almost inconceivable, that civilians would be knowingly sheltered in any locations that might be associated with the location of
key elements of Saddam Hussein's regime. Whatever the real reasons
behind Iraqi women and children evidently ending up in the Al Firdos
bunker on the night of 12 February 1991, their presence was not readily
predictable from the Coalition's standpoint, nor, consequently, was the
disproportionate impact that the bombing of this facility would have on
the air campaign. 7b demand such foresight from operational planners
and commanders is to misunderstand fundamentally the degree to which
uncertainty and unpredictability constitute the very atmosphere of war,
As Clausewitz wrote more than a century and a half ago:
War is the realm of uncertainty; three-quarters of the factors on which
action in war is based are wrapped in a fog of greater or lesser uncertainty .... War is the realm of chance. No other human activity gives
it greater scope: no other has such incessant and varied dealings with
this intruder.'
There was little, if anything, in Desert Storm to suggest that Clausewitz's
observations regarding the essential atmosphere of war stand in need of revision.
A related point that emerges from reflecting on the aftermath of the
Al Firdos bunker being bombed is that there seems to be little, if
anything, in technologies like stealth, infrared-imaging sensors, or laserguided bombs that offers real promise of fundamentally reducing, much
less eliminating, the inherent unpredictability of enemy actions and reactions in time of war. To the contrary, the role played by the magnifying
lens of television in this particular episode suggests that technological
"progress" in communications may be inexorably making the consequences of seemingly routine actions in war not only harder to predict but
potentially more disproportionate in their political and strategic impact.
Thus, it is not implausible to suggest that the limitation to strategic air
attack inherent in the unforeseen and unpredictable consequences of

3°Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1976), p 101.
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actions in war may become more of an impediment as time goes on,
rather than diminishing or disappearing.
With remarkable foresight, the summary report of the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey on the European theater observed that while
strategic air power had been in its infancy during World War I, it had
reached "full adolescence" in World War U.t1 However strongly one may
be convinced that air power reached adulthood in the Gulf War, the
recurrence in this conflict of obvious limitations to the operationalstrategic efficacy of air power-notwithstanding the enormous advances in
weaponry since 1918 and the near-ideal conditions in which the Desert
Storm air campaign was waged-augues that thesb limitations are neither
transitory nor due to technical shortfalls that will be soon overcome. In
this regard, perhaps the best way to sum up the thrust of this section is
to recount some comments made in early August 1991 by Dr. Jarrar Dhia
Jaffar to David Kay, who had led eaveral of the early United Nations
teams that began inspecting the Iraqi nuclear program under UN resolution 687 after Desert Storm. Dr. Jaffar, who had been the chief Iraqi
nuclear scientist prior to the war and had led the reconstruction of Iraq's
"military industrial complex" afterwards,
... volunteered that the Iraqis had just completed what he called "a
strategic bombing survey in order to issue guidelines as to how Iraqi
industry should be rebuilt so as to better survive aggression." I still
recall the conversation vividly as I was struck that here we were still
trying to overcome their deception and cheating in order to be able to
scope out their nuclear program and they were already rebuilding their
industries to survive the next war! I was also interested that he used
the term "strategic bombing survey" which proved yet again to me that
they did their homework."
31

D'Oller, et al, The United States Strategic Bombing Survey: Over-all Report
(European War), p 1,
32David
A. Kay, letter to Barry D.Watts, 20 Oct 1992; oWAPS, NA 375, Regarding
Iraq's potential for weapons of mass destruction in the future, then head of the CIA
offered the following assessment In December 1992: "Despite the damage to Iraq's
weapons infrastructure, without sanctions and monitoring, Iraq could restart limited
chemical and biological weapon production virtually overnight; a militarily significant
amount of biological weapons could be produced in a matter of weeks, and new chemical
weapons production could begin in less than one year. Iraq also retains ballistic missiles
and missile launchers that it has not declared to the United Nations as required by UN
Resolution 687. Baghdad probably still has more than 7,000 nuclear scientists and
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In short, the evidence of Desert Storm argues strongly that limits to
strategic air attack encountered at least as far back as World War U1 manifested themselves again over Iraq in 1991. More importantly, the roots of
these difficulties, whether attributed to faulty intelligence or to unpredictable
enemy responses and countermeasures, do not appear to be amenable to
technological solutions. Instead, they give every indication of being endemic to military power in general and strategic air attack in particular.
Air Power Effects on the Will and Capability
of the Iraqi Army
What effects did Coalition air power have on the will and capability
to fight of the Iraqi field army in the Kuwait theater prior to the
beginning of the ground campaign on G-Day (24 February 1991)? Three
of the Coalition's military objectives focused directly on the Iraqi Army.
These were, once again: (1) to cut the Iraqi Army's supply lines, (2) to
destroy the Republican Guard, and (3) to expel Iraqi ground forces from
Kuwait. The first of these tasks belonged entirely to air power; the
second and third were. air power's until 24 February 1991, after which
they were shared with Coalition ground forces.
Chapters 4 and 5 have argued that, by 24 February 1991, the Iraqi
Army, if not cut off from supplies, was able to do little more than
maintain itself in its positions. By that time also, Iraqi forces were able
to offer only token resistance while being ejected from Kuwait. The
Republican Guard forces, if not destroyed, were unable to perform their
intended function as the strategic reserve of Iraqi forces. Instead, they
were only able to retreat. Coalition air power demonstrated great resourcefulness, as well as some limitations, in bringing about these results.
Coalition interdiction operations to cut Iraqi supply lines to the
Kuwait theater enjoyed the advantages of open terrain and an Iraqi transportation network whose many bridges offered potential chokepoints.

technicians-more than enough to reconstitute a weapons program-and may have enough
equfyment and material to make enough fissile material for a nuclear weapon in five to
oeveai ycas If UN Inipectios and unctions were to ceae"(Oates, "Weapons Prolifera.
dion: The Most Dangerous Challenge for American Intelligence," Proposed Remarks to
the Comstock Club, Sacramento, CA, 15 Dec 1992, pp 14-15).
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General Homer was correct, however, in his observation that attacking the
Iraqi transportation system was more easily said than done, particularly
given the tenacity shown by Iraqi engineers in rebuilding roads and bypassing chokepoints that had been cut.
Regarding the Iraqi Army's basic necessities of food, water, fuel, and
ammunition, there were important constraints on the effectiveness that air
power could be expected to achievw In the circumstances encountered
during Desert Storm. Ammuhition was only a critical item If it was
being consumed, and, during the first 39 days of the Coalition offensive,
the bulk of the ordnance expended by Iraqi forces in the Kuwait theater
consisted of antiaircraft ammunition. Given the huge stocks of munitions
the Iraqis were known to have prepositioned before the war, ammunition
resupply could not have been a serious problem prior to the beginning of
the ground campaign. Fuel, too, was a necessity for Iraqi ground forces,
but cutting off the Kuwait theater from sources of petroleum was, of
course, absurd given Kuwaiti oil fields. Finally, food and water could be
restricted from entering the theater, but the theater was also home to more
than a million Kuwaitis, who would undoubtedly feel the effects sooner
than the occupying army.
The results Coalition air forces obtained fiom interdiction of Iraqi
supply lines during Desert Storm appear to show that, as in past conflicts
(World War II, Korea, and Vietnam), armies are hard to defeat through
air interdiction alone. The debilitating effects of air interdiction intensify
and are most effective when offensive action by friendly ground forces
compel an opposing army to consume munitions and supplies at increased
rates, deplete local stockpiles, and place high demands on constricted
supply lines. By the time the ground war began, the Iraqi Army had
been weakened but not "strangled" by air interdiction of its lines of
communications. In the end, the one-hundred-hour ground campaign
itself was too short for the potential synergism between air interdiction
and offensive ground action to appear to any dramatic degree.
Under these circumstances, the success of the interdiction operations
came not from cutting off the Kuwait theater from the rest of Iraq but
from interdicting movement within the theater. Sorties against Iraqi lines
of communications, which increasingly prevented Iraqi trucks from
moving at all, destroyed them whenever they did move, and, with the
help of JSTARS, wiped out concentrations of trucks and caused the internal
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supply system to come apart. Units in the western part of the theater did,
in fact, run out of fuel as well as many other things. This internal disruption was more a by-product of the attrition Coalition air forces inflicted
on the Iraqi field army than a deliberate aim of that attrition.
'In evaluating the overall success of the Coalition air effort to reduce
the combat power of Iraqi ground forces in the Kuwait theater, one needs
to recall the standard of success that was set: the attrition, by G-Day, of
fifty percent of the armor and artillery possessed by the forty-two-plus
Iraqi divisions deployed opposite Coalition ground forces. The air and
army planners who set this goal were venturing into an area in which
there was little theory or past experience to guide them. Coalition air
forces had ample experience in planning against and attacking other air
forces and air defense systems. They had both theory and experience,
dating back to World War II, to guide attacks against the various strategic
target sets. And Coalition air forces had extensive experience in attacking armies but predominantly in the context of air interdiction or close air
support tied to the ground forces' attack or defense (scheme of maneuver). The possibility of substantially reducing the combat power of an
entire opposing field army independent of any maneuver or engagement
by friendly ground forces had little, if any, historical precedent on the
scale envisaged for Desert Storm. New, too, was the capability of attacking the tactical, operational, and strategic echelons of an opposing army
throughout the theater of operations more or less simultaneously. The
historical experience of Coalition ground forces with air power had been
mainly in using aircraft to attack the opposing ground forces in one or
more of its parts at a time, not in trying to attack the entire depth of the
opposing army at once. 3
U.S. Central Command's decision was to settle on some specific
numerical level of attrition, however arbitrary, since there was no accepted quantitative threshold for the level of attrition that would probably or
certainly render an army ineffective. Military history contained too many

33

By the late 1970s, the Soviets were actively engaged in trying to think through the

problems of attacking opposing armies to their operational depth from the outset. The
notions of deep battle (glubokala boi) and deep operations (glubokaia opermtsiia) were
at the core of this line of thought [David M. Glantz, Soviet Miiitary OperationalArt: In
Pursuri of Deep Battle (London: Frank Cmu, 1991), pp 24 and 35-381. By the time of
the Gulf War, some of these same ideas had been incorporated into the US Army's Air
Land Battle.
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examples of units with little attrition surrendering and units with extreme
levels of attrition continuing to resist, or even winning, to permit the

setting ; standard independent of the circumstances of a particular war.'
Modeling done in August and September of 1990 had consistently suggested that fifty percent attrition of Iraqi. ground forces would bring
sucCess against most possible attacks by the Iraqi formations, This attrition level was not tied to any particular Coalition scheme of maneuver,
or to any particular divisions or portions of. the theater (see Chapter 2).
The planners, in choosing it, were stepping beyond established theory and
historical experience.
During the first thirty-nine days of Desert Storm, even though
Coalition aircraft had freedom of action to operate above the Iraqi formations (particularly in the southern portion of the theater), several factors
frustrated the attainment of measurable success: less accuracy and poorer
weapons' effects from the higher bomb-release altitudes; fewer-thanplanned sorties; and inadequate information on bomb damage in order to
adjust tactics. By the third week in February 1991, enough reports had
come in from Iraqi prisoners of war to suggest that the air attacks were
destroying the Iraqi Army's infrastructure, as well as the willingness of
its soldiers to resist. But these reports, while persuasive in a qualitative
sense, were too anecdotal and spotty to depend upon precise measures of
air power's effectiveness against the Iraqi field army-particularly while
the campaign was still in progress.
The decision, midway through the war, to begin using 500-pound,
laser-guided bombs against Iraqi armor provided an approach that offered
much better prospects for attaining more measurable results, and this
mid-war adaptation of air power, using tactics not previously developed
or tested, proved a dramatic success. The aircraft most heavily employed
in these armor attacks were F-Il IFs. Figure 43 offers one measure of
the increase in the F-I IIF's effectiveness achieved through the advent of
what came to be known as "tank plinking." Once the F- I IIFs became

NSee, for example, Robert McQuie, "Battle Outcomes: Casualty Rates As a Measure
of Defeat," Army, Nov 1987, pp 30-34. While McQuie's review of the empirical data
focused on peasonnel rather than equipment attrition, his basic conclusion was that from
World War it down to the present battles had been "given up u when casualties ranged
from insignificant to overwhelming" (ibid, p 33).
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heavily engaged in attacking armor with 500-pound GBU-12 laser-guided
bombs, the ratio of strikes to sorties produced by the Taif-based wing
increased substantially.
•Figure 43
Tank Plinking am a Wartime Innovation
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While the Republican Guard forces were routed as a part of the Iraqi
Army in the Kuwait theater, the evidence does not support the view that
these forces were "destroyed," as called for in the campaign's military
objectives (although the precise intent of the term was never spelled out
in detail). Relatively speaking, however, the importance of these units (a
strategic center of gravity) to the Iraqi Army's strategy, and as a support
for Saddam Hussein's regime, suggests that Coalition air forces should
have sought to inflict higher attrition on these units compared to other
Iraqi units. The evidence, while far from conclusive, indicates that the
Guard took less attrition overall than those divisions closer to the front
lines, and that the three heavy Republican Guard divisions (Tawakalna,
Madinah, and Hammurabi) received far more emphasis In air attacks than
the five Republican Guard infantry divisions (Adnan, Al Faw, Baghdad,
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Special Forces, and Nebuchadnezzar), both during the air and ground
phases of the Gulf War.
The difference between the attention given to the three Republican
Guard heavy divisions and that given the five Guard infantry divisions
was a matter of distinguishing between the heavy divisions as a center of
gravity for the defeat of the Iraqi Army in the Kuwait theater and the
entire eight divisions as a center of gravity for defense of the Iraqi
regime. The heavy divisions were part of the strategic reserve whose
armor had been destroyed or immobilized; the other five were much less
dangerous to the Coalition during the war, though, arguably, they were
just as important as the heavy divisions to the continuation of Saddam
Hussein's regime afterwards. Heavey emphasis was placed on the
Guard's armor and much less on Its political importance, particularly as
the date of the ground attack drew near and the focus of air attacks
shifted to the front-line divisions.
In rc.rospect, the duration, intensity, and military effectiveness of the
thirty-nine days of air operations that preceded the Coalition ground
offensive on 24 February undoubtedly exceeded anything the Iraqi leaders
were able to foresee based on the experience of the Iran-Iraq war, The
Iraqi Army's one attempt, in late January 1991, to move out into the open
and precipitate the kind of bloody, close combat on the ground that Irao'
strategists seem to have believed would ultimately decide the military, if
not the political, outcome of the campaign, was swiftly decimated by
Coalition air power, with much of the destruction being inflicted at night.
Unable to attack or retreat in the face of Coalition air power, the Iraqi
Army in the Kuwait theater could thereafter only dig in deeper and
continue to suffer mounting punishment, both physical and psychological,
from the air. As a result, when the Coalition's ground attack finally
came, the ground forces of the U.S.-led alliance were able to destroy or
expel from Kuwait the Iraqi divisions there in a scant one-hundred hours
of operations. All in all, the Coalition's military performance was as
overwhelming as any in modem military history, and, despite any shortfalls in execution documented throughout this and other OWAPS reports,
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Coalition air power was unquestionably the deciding (or "decisive")
element in this overall outcome."

Whether this outcome presages a new relationship between air forces
and ground forces had become, by the time this report was being
finished, a subject of lively debate between American airmen and their
ground-force colleagues. As suggested earlier in this chapter, though, it
appears to be an issue on which all the returns may not yet be in. In this
regard, it seems useful to observe that the debate probably ought to focus
more on the relat'onshipbetween air and ground forces than on whether
air forces alone can defeat armies. Again, Desert Storm presented a
situation in which Coalition ground forces, even if they had not been
employed at all, would still have shaped the options available to the Iraqi
Army in Kuwait, and, military possibilities aside, it was politically important for the Coalition to engage and rout the Iraqis on the ground. Finally, before reaching any judgments on future relationships between air
forces and armies, one must move beyond the mitigating effects of a host
of factors-including political circumstances, training, technology, geography, and force ratios-that heavily favored the Coalition.

"35Stctlyspeaking, the relevant dictionary definition of "decisive" entails nothing
more then the claim that Coalition air power manifested the "power or quality of deciding" the outcome of Desert Storm (Webster's Third Internaional Dictionary of the

English 1.4nuage: Unabridged,ed. Philip B.Grove (Springfield, MA: G. & C. Merriam,
1976), p 585]. Notice some of the tempting implications that this sense of the word
"decisive" need not embrace. It does not necessarily imply, for example, that there were
no viable military alternatives to the Coalition's extended and near-exclusive reliance on
air power during the first 39 days of the campaign. True, the histories, doctrinal predilections, and force structures of the US, British, and other Coalition air forces reflected
strong preferences for the sort of approach that was taken. Nevertheless, there were
military alternatives, including an early amphibious assault on Kuwait. Nor does the
proposition that Coalition air power as a whole was decisive in the Gulf War necessarily
imply that air forces alone could have prevailed as swiftly and bloodlessly as did the
combination of land, sea, and air forces actually employed. In the event, heavy vehicles
of the XVIII Airborne and VII Corps began redeploying westward on the first day of the
war, and, by the evening of 17 January 1991, the convoys stretched out some 120 miles
(Schwarzkopf, It Doesn't Take a Hero, p 416). So even if the Iraqis had chosen to
abandon Kuwait prior to 24 February 1991, the victory still would not have been achieved
entirely by air power alone due to the presence and deployment for combat of large
Coalition ground forces In the theater. Moreover, the decision to attack on the ground,
rather than trying to force Iraq out of Kuwait with air power alone, would appear to have
been a wise one given Saddam Hussein's postwar refusal to acknowledge defeat.
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In this context, there were at least three advanced capabilities used by
Coalition air forces during Desert Storm that unquestionably demonstrated
an enhanced ability to attack ground forces from the air. These advanced
capabilities were the ability to suppress enemy air defenses with airdefense-suppression assets and other electronic-warfare capabilities
enough to command the air over Iraqi ground forces; the ability to track
the positions and movements of the enemy army with satellites. JSTARS,
and other airborne platforms; and the ability to deliver weapons with
precision by employing guided munitions from both fixed- and
rotary-wing aircraft. These three capabilities are, to a great extent,
mutually dependent, and, while many circumstances in Desert Storm
aided their effective employment, their full potential was not realized
during the conflict. If, in a future conflict, one side possessed command
of the air above opposing armies, all-weather precision-guided weapons,
and an integrated system of reconnaissance and airborne command and
control, it could conceivably dominate an enemy ground force far superior to the Iraqi Army in 1991. It is in these technologies and under such
conditions that a revolution in the relationship of air to ground forces
could be underway.

Air Power as a Political Instrument
What can be concluded from the Gulf War about the efficacy of
military power in general and air power in particular as a political instrument? There are two fundamental problems underlying the answer to this
question. The first, which was raised in the context of discussing the
limitations of strategic air attack, stems from the unpredictability of
results in war, whether military or political; attacking existing target sets,
however vulnerable, may or may not lead to the desired political ends.
The second limitation arises from the fact that results in war are never
final; political outcomes are always open to modification or redress at
some later time.
Did these sorts of limitations crop up during or after Desert Storm?
Coalition attacks on the leadership target category (the Black Hole's "L"
targets) illustrate both limitations. Short of having been lucky enough to
put a bomb in Saddam Hussein's lap, it remains unclear to this day
whether there was any set of targets that the U.S.-led Coalition would
have been willing to attack whose neutralization or destruction would
have been likely to force Saddam Hussein's Badthist regime to abandon
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Kuwait in late January or early February 1991, or to bring about the
removal from power of Saddam Hussein himself. Thus, as successful as
the Desert Storm air campaign was, there remains, even well after the

fact, uncertainty as to whether this unofficial political goal, against which
some sorties were mounted, was achievable. 3'

True, after the bombing of the Al Firdos bunker, constraints on
attacking leadership targets in downtown Baghdad increased. But the
evidence in Chapter 6 tends to suggest that the ultimate effects of these
additional constraints were probably minimal when viewed in terms of
the way in which combat operations in the Gulf War actually played out.
Certainly insofar as the outcome of the one-hundred-hour ground campaign was concerned, it is difficult to argue that the inability of Coalit.ion
airmen to "finish off" some of the leadership and other strategic targets
in downtown Baghdad would have perceptibly affected the fighting power
of Iraqi ground forces hi the Kuwait theater either way. Yet, it remains
possible that some amount of additional pressure on leadership targets
might have been enough to cause Saddam Hussein to flee Iraq or to be
successfully overthrown. Indeed, aspects of the air efforts in the Kuwait
theater appear to have somewhat undermined the prospects for successful
popular uprising against Saddam Hussein's rule. Coalition air attacks on
physical and electronic lines of communication throughout the country
produced a situation in which the flow of information to disaffected
groups during the critical early days of the popular uprisings in March
1992 was severely limited; similarly, the thrust of Coalition operations
against Iraqi forces in the Kuwait theater ultimately relieved Saddam
Hussein of the most troublesome parts of his army while preserving some
of his most loyal units." Nonetheless, it is impossible to rule out completely, on the available evidence, the possibility that the modest con-

3

6For the most part, the issue of the existetce of vital strategic targets in particular
political and strategic circumstances has generally been neglected by American airmen.
For one of the rare exceptions, see Thomas A. Fabyanic, Strategic Air Attack in the
United States Air Force: A Case Study (Manhattan, KS: Military Affairs/Aerospace

Historian, 1976; originally Air War College Professional Study No. 5899), especially pp
175-176.
37Faleh Adb al-Jabbar, "Why the Uprisings Failed." Middle East Report, May/Jun
1992, pp 9-10. Jabbar also argued that Iraq's security precautions to deal with potential
Internal enemies in the weeks preceding Desert Storm were in many respects as extensive
as those directed against the external threat posed by the Coalition (ibid. p 10).
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straints imposed ors air operations following the bombing of the Al Firdos
bunker provided the narrow margin that Saddam Hussein needed to
remain in power after the war.
The deepest limitat1Ion to air power's efficacy as a political instrumient, however, ,tems from the lack of finality to results in war: the
defeated side, especiatly, may regard the military outcome vs a trcnsitory
evil to be redressed at a later time by political or other means." Gearmny's reaction to military defeat in World War I has long been cited as a
classic illustration of this phenomenon, The reactions of Egypt and Syria
to the calamity of their June 1967 defeat by Israel offers another. And
North Vietnam's military conquest of South Vietnam in 1975, notwithstanding the success of American military power in 1972 in forcing a
negotiated end to U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia in early 1973, is
simply a more recent example of the inherent limits to the political efficacy of military power alone.
The inability of bombing to destroy more than a portion of the Iraqi
nuclear program provides a further illustration of unpredictable lack of
finality to results in war. Destroying Iraq's clandestine nuclear program
was rightly seen as essential to the goal of curbing Iraq's offensive threat
to its regional neighbors for a nominal period of five to ten years. But all
that military force could directly accomplish was to cause the temporary
cessation and dispersal of the program, not destroy it. Arguably, this lack
of success from military action alone was redeemable in a broader sense
because tte magnitude of the Coalition's military victory enabled the
United Nations and the U.S.-led Coalition to impose an intrusive
arms-control regime on Iraq, Whether the pursuit of Iraqis nuclear
program by the UN Special Commission has (or will) successfully finish
the job Coalition bombing began on 17 January 1991 remains, at this
writing, unknown. On 17 January J993, two years to the day after Desert
Storm began, Coalition forces elected to strike a nuclear facility just south
of downtown Baghdad in order to regain Iraqi compliance with the United Nations' inspection regime.3 ' All that can be said for certain at this

38Clauaswitz,

On War, trans Paret and Howard, p 80.

39The target on this occasion was identified by the Pentagon as an industrial complex
at Zaafaraniya that was believed to have had computer-controllod machine tools that were
used to make components for the calutrons Iraq had used to enrich uranium for nuclear
weapons (Michael R. Gordon, "Bush Launches Missile Attack on Weapons Site Near
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time, therefore, is that the lopsidedness of the Coalition's victory created
a postwar situation in which it appeared possible to pursue the goal of
eliminating the Iraqi nuclear program by largely political means (albeit
punctuated by intermittent use of force). Whatever judgment historians
may eventually reach on the success or failure of this extension of forceapplication by political means, it certainly underscores the lack of finality
as to what can be achieved directly by military means alone.
The more sobering manifestation of the limitations to military force
as a political instrument evident in the Gulf War, though, may lie in the
lack of acceptance by Saddam Hussein's Bath regime that it was
militarily defeated in 1991. The fawning celebrations of Saddam Hussein's fifty-fifth birthday staged in April 1992 appear to have been designed, among other things, to make a mockery of Coalition claims to
have won a crushing victory in the Gulf War. For instance, the Iraqi
newspaper al-Thawra seized the occasion to crow that "Iraq's enemies
(had] fled like rats in the face of the swords of right and principled
men."" By the fall of 1992, a thirty-part Iraqi television program was
hammering home nightly the "revived claim that Kuwait was, is, and
always will be, part of Iraq,"•1 and such rhetoric was still emanating from
Baghdad in January 1993. Where this sort of thing may ultimately lead
is impossible to predict. While the potential parallel to Erich von Ludendorff's 1918 claim that the German army had been "stabbed in the back"
at home rather than defeated in battle is disturbing, the Coalition that
defeated Iraq has continued to sustain economic sanctions on its, so far,
unrepentant enemy, and, to date, the Cold War pattern of immediately
rearming defeated Arab client states has not been repeated in the case of

Baghdad as Washington Greets Clinton," New York Tiones, 18 Jan 1993, p A8). The
attack wa& carred out by more than 40 TAMs launched from US warships in the Persian
Gulf. The rising pattern of Iraqi noncompliance with UN resolutions during 1992 had
been well documented InUN Special Commission reports (see, for example, S/24108, 16
Jun 1992, pp I1-18; alsoS/24984, 17 Dec 1992, pp 3 and 5-10). By February 1992, the
UN Security Council had declared Iraq to be in "continuing material breach" of the
relevant provisions of resolution 687 (1991) regarding its programs for weapons of mass
destruction and ballistic missiles with ranges greater than 150 kilometers, and Iraqi
resistance to the inspection regime had generally stiffen,'.d as the year unfolded.
4°Jack Kelley, "Saddam Still Keeps His Grip on the Iraqi People," USA TODAY/
Insemational Edition, 29 Apr 1992, p 8A.
"41"Life in Saddamland," The Ecoowmisi, 5 Sep 1992, p 45.
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Iraq. Nevertheless, the very existence of such uncertainties about the
future simply reiterates the limits of military force in general.
Results in war-especially political results-are neither wholly
predictable nor final. This limitation of military power in general and air
power in particular gives every indication of being a permanent limitation
to the application of military force in pursuit of political objectives. It is
also a limitation that military professionals cannot afford to overlook in
either the planning or execution of military operations.
Afterword
This concluding chapter has sought to use four cross-cutting themes
to provide some perspective on both the achievements and limitations that
Coalition air power manifested in the Persian Gulf War. These four
themes emerged, once again, from trying to evaluate, as impartially as
possible, what air power achieved during Desert Storm. Two of them, as
we have seen, dealt explicitly with limitations of air power-even though
both turned out to be as much limitations of military power in general as
of air power per se. Airmen who participated in the 1991 conflict may
be inclined to interpret such discussion as downplaying their
achievements in the interests of some abstract notion of objectivity. The
present report, with its conscious emphasis on the assessment (and, where
possible, the measurement) of both effects and effectiveness, seems
especially vulnerable to this criticism, however unintended any devaluation of what was achieved may have been. In closing, therefore, it seems
appropriate to reiterate that this report was part of a survey that never
pretended to offer a definitive history of the Gulf War; the definitive
history of the war remains to be written. Equally important, the decision
to try to address not just air power effects, but effectiveness, was taken
in full knowledge of the immense difficulties of doing so. How well or
poorly the present report fared in this admittedly ambitious aim must be
left for others to judge in the fullness of time.
That said, it appears best to close by returning to what was achieved
by Coalition air power in the Gulf War. Air power dominated the
military outcome of Operation Desert Storm. Will air power, broadly
understood, dominate war even more in the future than it did in 1991?
In this concluding chapter we have sought, more than anything else, to
provide a framework within which such questions might be debated and
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one day answered. But as to the answers themselves, we are undoubtedly
still too close to the events themselves to reach definitive judgments.
Nevertheless, former U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff Michael Dugan may
have hit closer to the mark than anyone else in an article he published in
the summer of 1992. When the next military test for the U.S. and its
allies comes, he wrote, airmen "may or may not be decisive; they will
surely be indispensable."' 2
As modest a step forward as this
encapsulation of the achievement of Coalition air power during the fortythree days of Desert Storm may be, it does appear well-established, in our
judgment, by the results of Persian Gulf War.

42Michael

J.Dugan, "Operational Experience and Future Applications of Air Power,"
RuSI Journal, Aug 1992, p 38. In a NOVA television presentation that aired In January
1993, both Gen McPeak, then Air Force Chief of Staff, and Gen Homer, the Coalition's
Joint Forces Air Component Commander during Desert Storm, offered remarks on air
power's demonstrated and future deriuiveness virtually identical in spirit to Dugan's. As
Gen McPeak stated in the NOVA broadcast: "Ithink it's easy to assess that air power was
decisive in the Persian Gulf War, and may not be quite so decisive next time 'round,
because conditions will be different, including the place where we fight the war." ("Can
Bombing Win a War?," Journal Graphic transcript of NOVA show #2002, Air Date 19 Jan
1993, p 7).
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Appendix 1
F-117 and F-111 Daily Strike Data
This appendix contains day-by-day data on F- 117 and F-Ill strikes
during Operation Desert Storm. The two sets of tables that constitute the
core of this appendix break out daily strikes for each aircraft using the
target categories employed by Black Hole air planners during the war.
While some of these categories are fairly close to those found in the
Defense Intelligence Agency's Automated Intelligence Installations File
(AIP), others are not. For example, the Black Hole's oil (0) and electric-power (E) categories contain, almost exclusively, targets that appear
under similar labels in the AIF. By contrast, the AP's offensive counterair

(OCA) category encompasses target sets-notably airfields (A) and the KARl
air-defense command-and-control system (SAD)-that the Black Hole
planners chose to break out as distinct categories. The reader is also
reminded that the Black Hole's target categories were not, as a general
rule, homogeneous. For instance, two of the major telecommunications
exchanges in downtown Baghdad were placed in separate target categories-ccc and SAD-by the Black Hole air planners.
The F-117 tables break out each day's strikes (occasions on which
ordnance was actually released against a distinct target or aim point) into
fifteen categories:
Strategic Air Defenses (SAD),
Surface-to-Air Missiles(SAM),
Telecommunications/C' (ccc),
Leadership (L),
Nuclear/Biological/Chemical Warfare (C),
Airfields (A),
Military Research, Production, and Support (MS),
Railroads and Bridges (RR),
Scuds (SC),
Electric Power (E),
Oil (0),
Republican Guard (RG),
Naval (N),
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Breaching (BR), and,
Unknown (?),
The F-li11E/F tables use these same target categories with two exceptions. The RG category has been expanded to include strikes against
non-Republican Guard ground order of battle carried out by F-I I IFs in
the Kuwait theater (and, hence, labeled RG/GOB), In addition, the
breaching and naval categories were dropped from the F-ill tables
because neither F- II IFs nor Proven Force F- II1Es apparently conducted
any strikes against naval targets.
One reason for including the daily F-117 and F-Ill strike data in this
report stems from the central role that the F- 117 and F-IIIF played in
the air campaign, While a number of other Coalition aircraft delivered
laser-guided munitions during Desert Storm (including U.S. Air Force
F-15Es, U.S. Navy A-6s, Royal Air Force Tornados, and Royal Saudi Air
Force F.5s), the precision-bombing attacks that appear to have had the
greatest affect on the air campaign were mostly carried out by F-I 17s and
F- 111 Fs. These were the only two platforms in the theater that delivered
the 2,000-pound class hard-target-penetrating, laser-guided bombs (the
arnu-24A/B and aBu-27 with the 1-2000 or BLU-1.09 bomb body) so
important to attacking a number of leadership, strategic air defense, and
other targets that required both accuracy and penetration, Moreover, the
vast majority of the weapons dropped by the F- 117s and F-ll IFs were
laser-guided bombs.
The reasons why various other aircraft did not drop more laser-guided
bombs varied widely. Obviously, supplies of these weapons, especially
those with 1-2000 warheads, were not unlimited. It was also harder for
most other aircraft to employ laser-guided bombs at night, or on the scale
achieved by the F-117 and F-I1 IF. For instance, the F-15E wing, which
could and did operate at night, usually had no more than six laser targeting pods available at any one time. So even though this aircraft dropped
more than 1,300 laser-guided bombs by the war's end (mainly GBU-12s
used for tank plinking), the bulk of the ordnance delivered F-15Es
consisted of cBus, Rockeye, or unguided bombs. As for other limitations,
aircraft like the Tornado could only employ laser-guided bombs, while
some other aircraft provided laser designation of the target, and such
"buddy lasing" tactics were cumbersome and limited to daytime hours.
Finally, the U.S. Navy, with aircraft capable of employing laser-guided
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weapons autonomously and at night, simply appears to have held back
laser-guided bombs for the ground campaign.
The strike data for the F- 117 and F- I I I were generated in the same
way, The relevant portions of the GWAPS Missions Database were
off-loaded into a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) and printed out. Initially,
counts of daily strikes by target category were made by hand. Subsequently Excel was used to do the addition.
The original motivation for "hand-counting" the F- 117 data was to
provide a way of verifying the aggregate strike data that, starting in the
spring of 1992, began to become available to GWAPS researchers from the
application of software routines designed to provide tabular data for the
OWAPS Statistics report. By December 1992, a fairly tight correlation had
been achieved between F- 117 strike data aggregated using Oracle database routines and the data appearing in the tables reproduced below. A
final cross-check in early 1993 found a net difference for the entire war
of only eleven F-I 17 strikes, with the largest discrepancy (eight strikes)
occurring on ATO Day 13.
Cross-checks in the late summer of 1992 between Oracle-generated
F-Ill strike data and that produced manually by members preparing this
report, however, revealed major discrepancies, and, unfortunately, these
differences were not eliminated in the final F-lllF and F-Il1E strike
counts published in the Statistics report. One major source of discrepancies between the manual and Oracle counts stemmed from the use of
F-IlIFs to attack hardened aircraft shelters and bunkers on Iraqi airfields.
Initially, the F-II1F crews tended to drop both of their laser-guided
bombs on a single shelter. With the passage of time and growing confidence in the weapon system, employment shifted to dropping one bomb
a shelter, which meant that each F-I IIF could attack two or more separate shelters on a given sortie. Since each shelter attacked counted as a
separate strike, this area proved to be one in which the manual counts
were more accurate. The shift from double to single drops was reflected
in the aircrew remarks columns of the Missions Database. A person
reading through could make the appropriate adjustments, but, as it turned
out, no way was ever found to get Oracle routines to make them. For the
second week of the air campaign, these "strike-counting" problems produced, based on a final check in early 1993, a net discrepancy of over 80
strikes, and on only one day did the total of F- I I strikes in the Statistics
report's AIF counts match the manual totals.
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Even greater discrepancies cropped up during the first week or so of
tank plinking by the F-I I Fs, which began in earnest on 21 February 1991.
When the manual counts from the Excel printouts were cross-checked with
aircrew sign-in/sign-out logs from the F-I1 IF wing for this period of the

war, it was discovered that large numbers of sorties did not appear at all.
Subsequent investigation revealed that these sorties were in fact present in
the Missions Database but had been inadvertently masked. To give a sense
of the magnitude of these discrepancies, for the period 7-13 February 1991
they totaled just over 400 strikes. The majority of the omissions appeared
in F-I I1F attacks against Iraqi ground order of battle.
When the manual strike counts reproduced below were rechecked in
early 1993 against the final AIF counts published in the Statistics report,
it was discovered that the two sources of systemic error described above
had not been eliminated. As a result, the manually counted F-Ill data
in this appendix contain just over 1,000 additional strikes. The "final"
strike totals by AIF categories for the F- Il IF and F- I IlE are, respectively, 2,802 and 423 strikes, which total 3,228. The total F-I IIF and
F-I lI E strikes from the manual counts in this appendix come to 4,242-a
net discrepancy of 1,014 strikes.
In retrospect, the larger total from the manual counts is clearly the
more accurate figum'e, Further, since the manually produced F-Ill data
were used in writing both the Operadons and Effectiveness reports, it
seemed obligatory to include them in this appendix along with the F-117
data. While the computer-generated AIF strike counts for the F-I I E and
F-I IIF are satisfactory for many broad generalizations about the Desert
Storm air campaign, their systemic discrepancies with manual data illustrate the potential dangers future researchers may encounter if they rely
too heavily on computer-generated statistics-especially for fine-grained
analyses of particular aircraft or weapons.
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Figure 44
F4.117 Strikes: Days 1-21
This diagram was generated from the OWAPS Missions Database, It
shows the geographic pattern of F-117 strikes during the first half of
Desert Storm. The bulk of the strikes during this period tended to fall
along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in central Iraq, The focus on the
Baghdad area is also evident.
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Figure 45
F-"ý.7 Strikes: Days 22-43
The geographic distribution of F-117 strikes during the second half of
Desert Storm did not change appreciably from what it had been during

Days 1-21.
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Figure 46
F-111F Strikes: Days 1-21
The pattern of F-Ill F strikes during the first half of Desert Storm is not
that dissimilar from that evident in the case of the F-1 17. The clustering
of strikes in Baghdad is absent. A concentration on airfields is also
evident. Indeed, repeated visits to airfields with the same location explains why there appear to be so few F-I IIF sorties during this period.
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Figure 47
F-II1F Strikes: Days 22-43
The shift of the F- 11IFs to tank plinking in the Kuwait theater of operations during the second half of the war is unmistakeable in this diagram.
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Figure 48
F-111E Strikes: Days 1.21
The distribution of F-I IIE strikes during the first half of the war indicates
the portion of Iraq covered by Proven Force operations from Incirlik, Turkey,
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Figure 49
F-U1lE Strikes: Days 22-43
As in the case of the F-I 17, the geographic distribution of Proven Force
F-I IE strikes during the second half of the war shows little change
from the first half.
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Figure 50
Strikes Against Missile Launchers: Days 1-43

This diagram plots the locations of strikes in the OWAPs Missions Database against fixed and mobile missile launchers over the course of Operation Desert Storm. The vast majority of the strikes shown were against
Scud launchers. The concentrations against mobile Scud launchers in the
western and south-eastern Scud "launch boxes" are readily evident.
However, the data set also contains some strikes against Silkworm
launch sites in south-eastern Iraq.
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Glossary
AAA

Antiaircraft Artillery

AAAM

Advanced Air-to-Air Missile

AADC

Area Air Defense Commander

AAI

Air-to-Air Interrogator Set

AAV

Amphibious Assault Vehicle

AAR

After Action Report

AASLT Div

Air Assault Division (US)

AB

Air Base

ABCCC

Airborne Battlefield Command and
Control Center

ABDR

Aircraft Battle Damage Repair

ABF

Advanced Bomb Family

ABFDS

Aerial Bulk Fuel Delivery System

Abn Corps

Airborne Corps (US)

AC

Active Component

ACA

Airspace Control Authority or
Airlift Clearance Authorities

ACAS

Air Combat Assessment Summary

ACC

Air Component Commander or
Airspace Coordination Center or
Arab Cooperation Council

ACCS

Airborne Command and Control
Squadron

ACE

Airborne Command Element (USAF)
or
Aviation Combat Element (USMC) or
Air Combat Element (NATO) or
Armored Combat Earthmover (US
Army)

ACM

Air Combat Maneuvers

ACO

Airspace Coordination Order or

Airspace Control Order
ACR

Armored Cavalry Regiment

ACV

Armored Combat Vehicle (US Army)
or
Air Cushion Vehicle (USN)

AD

Air Division

ADA

Air Defense Artillery

A/DACG

Arrival/Departure Airfield Control
Group

ADOC

Air Defense Operations Center

ADX

Air Defense Exercise

AECC

Aeromedical Evacuation Control Center

Aegis

Ship based long-range air defense
system.

AELT

Aeromedical Evacuation Liaison Team

AES

Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron

AEW

Airborne Early Warning

AFB

Air Force Base

AFCOMAC

Air Force Combat Ammunition Center

AFPIGS

Air Force Digital Graphics System

AFEWC

Air Force Electronic Warfaire Center

AFGWC

Air Force Global Weather Center

AFHRA

Air Force Historical Research Agency

AFLC

Air Force Logistics Command

AFLIF

Air Force Logistics Information File

AFLMC

Air Fnrce Logistics Managiement
Center

AFMSS

Air Force Mission Suppoit System

AFR

Air Force Reserve

AFSC

Air Force Systems Command or
Air Force Specialty Code

AIýSOC

Air Force Special Operations Command

AFSOUTH

Allied Forces, South (NATO)

AFPMPRT

Air Force Wartime Manpower and
Personnel Readiness Team

AG

Aerospace Ground Equipment

AGI

Above Ground Level

A!

Air Interdiction

AIF

Automated Installation File

AIR

Air Inflatable Retarder

AIWS

Advanced Interdiction Weapons System

ALARM

Air-Launched Anti-Radiation Missile

ALC

Air Logistics Center

ALCC

Airlift Control Center

ALCE

Airlift Control Element

ALCM

Air-Launched Cruise Missile

ALMSNSCD

Airlift Mission Schedule

ALO

Air Liaison Officer

AMI

Aeronautical Militare Italiana

AMRAAM

Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air
Missile

AMU

Aircraft Maintenance Unit

ANG

Air National Guard

ANGLCO

Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison
Company (USMC)

AO

Area of Operation

AOB

Air Order of Battle

AOR

Area of Responaibility

APC

Armored Personnel Carrier
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APCC

Aerial Port Control Center

APOD

Aerial Port of Debaikation

APS

Afloat Prepositioning Ship

ARBS

Angle Rate Bombing Set (USMC)

ARC

Air Reserve Components

ARCENT

U.S. Army Forces,, Central Command

AREFS

Air Refueling Squadron

ARM

Anthiadiation Missiles

ARNG

U.S. Army National Guard

ARS

Air Rescue Service

ARW

Air Rescue Wing

ASARS

Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
System

ASD(PA)

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public
Affairs)

ASD(SO-LIC)

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Special
Operations and Low Intensity -Conflict)

ASM

Air-to-Surface Missile

ASMA

Air Staff Management Aide (UK and
Iraq)

ASOC

Air Support Operations Center
(Army/USAF)

ASUWC

Anti-to-Surface Unit Warfare
Commander (USN)

ATACMS

Army Tactical Missile System

ATAF

Allied Tactical Air Force (NATO)

A•IC

Air Training Command (USAF)

ATOM

Anti-Tank Guided Munition

ATO

Air Tasking Order

ATrG

Automated Tactical Target Graphic

AUTODIN

Automatic Digital Network

AVCAL

Aviation Coordinated Allowance List
(USN)

AVLB

Armored Vehicle-Launched Bridge

Avn Bde

Aviation Brigade (US)

AWACS

Airborne Warning and Control System

AWN

Automated Weather Network

AWS

Airborne Warning System

BAAF

Bahrain Amid Air Force

BAI

Battlefield Air Interdiction

BARCAP

Barrier Combat Air Patrol

BAS

Basic Allowance for Subsistence

BBBG

Battleship Battle Group

BCE

Battlefield Coordination Element

BDA

Bomb Damage Assessment

Bde

Brigade (US)

BDU

Battle Dress Uniform

BE or BEN

Basic Encyclopedia (number)

BEEF

Base Engineer Emergency Force

BLT

Battalion Landing Team (USMC)

BMP

Soviet armored personnel carrier

BMS

Bombardment Squadron

BMW

Bombardment Wing

BIN

Bombardier/Navigator

BND

German Federal Intelligence Service

BTG

Basic Target Graphic

BVR

Beyond Visual Range

BW

Biological Warfare

C-Day

Deployment Day

C3

Command, Control, and
Communications

C3CM

Command, Control, Communications
Countermeasures

C31

CoMnand, Control, Communications,
and Intelligence

C3IC

Coordination, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence
Center ý

C4

Command, Control, Communications,
and Computers

CA

Civil Affairs

CADOB

Consolidated Air Defentie Order of
Battle

CAF

Canadian Air Force

CAFMS

Computer Aided Force Management
System

CAFT

Center for Anti-Fratricide Technology

CALCM

Conventional Air Launched Cruise
Missile

CAMS

Core Automated Maintenance System

CAP

Combat Air Patrol

CAS

Close Air Support or
Combat Ammunition System

CASSUM

Close Air Support Summary

CAT

Crisi, Action Team

CB

Chemical/Biological

CBU

Cluster Bomb Unit

CBW

Chemical/Biological Weapons

CCD

Camouflage, Concealment and
Deception

CCIP

Continuously Computed Impact Point

CCRC

Combined Control and Reporting
Center
Combined Effects Munition
Civil Engineering Maintenance,

CEM
CEMIRT

Inspection, Repair, and Training
CENTAF

U.S. Air Force, Central Command

CENTCOM

U.S, Central Command

CEP

Circular Error Probable

CES

Civil Engineering Squadron

CEV

Combat Engineer Vehicle

CFT

Conformal Fuel Tank

CI

Civilian Internees

CIA

Central Intelligence Agency

CIFS

Close-In Fire Support (USMC)

CINC

Commander-in-Chief

CINCCENT

Commander-in-Chief U.S. Central
Command

CINCMAC

Commander-in-Chief, Military Airlift
Command

CINCSPACE

Commander-in-Chief U.S. Space
Command

CINCTRANS

Commander-in-Chief, U.S.
Transportation

CINCTRANSCOM

Commander-in-Chief U.S.
Transportation Command

CICS

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

CMMS

Congressionally Mandated Mobility
Study
Cable News Network

CNN

COCOM

Combatant Command (Command
Authority)

COMALF

Commander, Airlift Forces

COMAO

Composite Air Operation

COMMZ

Communications Zone

COMPES

Contingency Operations Mobility
Planning and Execution System

COMSEC
COMTAC

Communications Security
Commander of Tactical Air Command

COMUSCENTAF

Commander, U.S. Air Force, Central
Command

COMUSCENTCOM

Commander, U.S. Central Command

CNA

Center for Naval Analysis

CNO

Chief of Naval Operations

COMINT

Communications Intelligence

COMSAT

Communications Satellite

CONUS

Continental United States

COSCOM

Corps Support Command (US Army)

CPX

Command Post Exercise

CRAF

Civil Reserve Air Fleet

CRC

Control and Reporting Center

CS

Combat Support

CSAR

Cormbat Search and Rescue

CSG

Contingency Support Graphic

CSS

Combat Service 8luppoil

CSSA

CENTAF Supply Support Agency or
Combat Service Support Area

CT

Counterterrorism

CT.ITF

Counterterrorism Joint Task Force

CVBG

Aircraft Carrier Battle Group (USN)

CW

Chemical Warfare

CWEP
CWP

Conventional Weapons Enhanced
Penetration
Confinge-icy Weather Package

"D&D

Decoy and Deception

DACT

Dissimilar Aerial Combat Tactics

DARPA

Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency

DAS

Deep Air Support (USMC)

DASC

Direct Air Support Center (USMC)

DCA

Defense Communications Agency

DCI

Director of Central Intelligence

D-Day

Unnamed day on which an operations
begins

DDN

Defense Data Network

DF

Direction Fired or
Direction Finding

DFR/ME

Defense Fuel Region, Middle East

DFSC

Defense Fuel Supply Canter

DFSP

Defense Fuel Supply Point

DIA

Defense Intelligence Agency

DIS

Daily Intelligence Summary

DISA

Defense Information Systems Agency

Div

Division

DLA

Defense Logistics Agency

DLIR

Downward Looking Infrared

DMA

Defense Mapping Agency

DMDC

Defense Manpower Data Center

DMI

Directorate of Military Intelligence
(Israel, Iraq, Egypt)

DMSP

Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program

DMPI

Desired Mean Point of Impact

DNA

Defense Nuclear Agency

DOC

Designed Operational Capability

DOD

Department of Defense

DOE

Department of Energy

DOPMA

Defense Officer Personnel Management
Act

DOS

Department of State

DOT

Department of Transportation

DOWSR

Directorate of Weather for Strategic
Reconnaissance

DPA

Defense Production Act

DPG

Defense Planning Guidance

DSB

Defense Science Board

DSCS

Defense Satellite Communication
System

DSFU

Desert Storm Forecast Unit

DSMAC

Digitized Scene Mapping and
Correlation

DSP

Defense Support Program

EAC

Echelon Above Corps or
Eastern Area Command

ECM

Electronic Countermeasures

ECS

Electronic Cnmbal Squadron

EDS

European Distribution System

EDT

Eastern Daylight Time

WANT

Electronic Inteliigence

EMIS

Electro-Magnetic Isotope Separation

EOB

Electronic Order of' Battle

EOD

Explosive Ordnance Disposal

EOGB

Electro-Optically Guided Bomb

EOTDAS

Electro-Optical Tactical Decision Aid
Software

EPW

Enemy Prisoner of War

ESA

European Space Agency

SEST

Eastern Standard Time
ET'rTF

European Tanker Task Force

EUCOM

European Command

EW

Electronic Warfare

EWO

Electronic Warfare Officer

EWWS

Electronic Warfare Warning System or
Set

FAC

Forward Air Control

FAE

Fuel Air Explosive

FAF

French Air Force

FAPES

Force Augmentation Planning and
Execution System

FEBA

Forward Edge of the Battle Area

FEWS

Follow-on Early Warning System

FHTV

Family of Heavy Tactical Vehicles

FID

Foreign Internal Defense

FLIR

Forward-Looking Infrared

FLOGEN

Flow Generation computer model

FLOT

Forward Line of Own Troops

FMC

Fully Mission Capable

FMF

Fleet Marine Force

FMS

Foreign Military Sales

FMSE

Fuels Management Support Equipment

FMTV

Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles

FNOC

Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center

(USN)
FOL

Forward Operating Location

FORSCOM

U.S. Army Forces Command

FOSK

Follow-on Spares Kits

FOV

Field of View

FROG

Free Rocket Over Ground

FSCL
FSS

Fire Support Coordination Line
Fast Sealift Support

FIX

Field Training Exercise

G-Day

Day the ground war began

GAO

General Accounting Office

0C

Geneva Convention

0CC

Gulf Cooperation Committee

GCI

Ground Control Intercept

GCU

Guidance and Control Unit

GDSS

Global Decision Support System

GENA

Ground Air Navigation Aids radar
(U,K./Saudi)

GHQ

General Headquarters (usually theater
level)

GLO

Ground Liaison Officer

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

GNA

Goldwater-Nichols DOD
Reorganization Act

GOB

Ground Order of Battle

GOK

Government of Kuwait

GOSC

General Officer Steering Committee

GP

General Purpose bomb

GPS

Global Positioning System or Satellite

H-Hour

Specific time at which operations
commence

HA

Heavy Armor

HARM

High Speed Antiradiation Missile

*,HAB

Hardened Aircraft Bunker
HAS

Hardened Aircraft Shelter

HEM°IT

Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical
Truck

HET

Heavy Equipment Transporter

HF

High Frequency

HIDACZ

High Density Airspace Control Zone

HMMWV

High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle

HNS

Host-nation Support

HTPM

Hard Target Penetrator Munitions

HUD

Heads-Up Display

HUMINT

Human Resources Intelligence

HVAA

High Value Airborne Assets

I&W

Indications and Warnings

IAADF

Iraqi Air and Air Defense Forces

IADF

Iraqi Air Defense Forces

IADS

Integrated Air Defense System

IAEC

International Atomic Energy

Commission
IAF

Italian Air Force

ICAO

International Commercial Aviation

Organization

ICRC

International Committee of the Red
Cross

IDF
IFR

Israel Defense Force
Identification Friend or Foe
Instrument Flight Reference

IFV

Infantry Fighting Vehicle

IIR

Intelligence Information Report or
Imaging Infrared
Intermediate-Level Maintenance

IFF

ILM
ILMC
IMA
IMET
IMINT
IMQT
INS
10C
IOT&E
IP
IPDS

Intermediate-Level Maintenance Center
Individual Mobilization Augmentee
International Military Education and
Training
Imagery Intelligence
Initial Mission Qualification Training
Inertial Navigation System
Intercept Operations Center or
Integrated Operations Center
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation

IR

Initial Point
Inland Petroleum Distribution System
(US Army)
Infrared

IRR

Individual Ready Reserve

ISW

ITF

Integrated Strike Warfare
Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center
(US Army)
Intelligence Task Force (DIA)

IZAF

Iraqi Air Force

J1-I

Manpower & Personnel Directorate
(Joint)

ITAC

J-2

Intelligence Directorate (Joint)

J-3

Operations Directorate (Joint)

3-4

Logistics Directorate (Joint)

J-5

Strategic Plans & Policy Directorate
(Joint)

J-6

Command, Control & Communications
Systems Directorate (Joint)
Operational Plans & Interoperability
Directorate (Joint)

J-7
J-8

Force Structure Resource &
Assessment Directorate (Joint)

JAAT

Joint Air Attack Team

JAG

Judge Advocate General

JAIC

Joint Atomic Intelligence Committee

Jaguar

Land-based ground attack aircraft

JAMPS

Joint Automated Message Program

JCEOI

Joint Communications Electronics
Operations Instructions

JCMEC

Joint Captured Material Exploitation
Center

JCS

Joint Chiefs of Staff

JCSE

Joint Commimications Support Element

JDOP

Joint US./Saudi Directorate of
Planning

JDS

Joint Deployment System

JFACC

Joint Force Air Component
Commander.

JFC

Joint Forces Commander

JFC-E

Joint Forces Command East

JFC-N

Joint Forces Command North

JFLCC

Joint Forces Land Component
Commander

JFMCC

Joint Forces Maritime Component
Commander

JFSOCC

Joint Forces Special Operations
Component Commander

JIB

Joint Information Bureau

JIC

Joint Intelligence Center

JIP-

Joint Imagery Production Center

JIST

Joint Intelligence Survey Team

JMCC

Joint Movement Control Center

JMEM

Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual

JOPES

Joint Operations Planning and
Execution System
Joint Planning and Exccution

JPEC

Community
JPTS

Jet Propellant Thermally Stable

JRKC

Joint Reconnaissance Center

JRCC

Joint Rescue Coordination Center

JS

Joint Staff

JSCP

Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

JSEAD

Joint Suppression of Enemy Air
Defenses

JSIPS

Joint Service Imagery Processing
System

JSOTF

Joint Special Operations Task Forae

JSPS

Joint Strategic Planning System

JSTARS

Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar
System (E-8)

JTACMS

Joint Tactical Missile System

JTCB

Joint Target Coordimntion Board

JTF

Joint Task Force

JTFME

Joint Task Force Middle East

JTIDS

Joint Tactical Information Distribution
System

SJTTP

Joint Tactics, Techniques rnd
Procedures

JULL

Joint Uniform Lessons Leaned

KAF

Kuwaiti Air Force

KCATF

Kuwait Civil Affairs Task Force

"KI-kZ

Kilohertz

KKMC

King Khalid Military City

XIA

Killed In Action

KTO

Kuwait Theater of Operations

LAMPS

Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System
(USN)

LANDSAT

Land Satellite, NASA/NOAA Satellite
Program

LANTCOM

Atlantic Command

LANTIRN

Low Altitude Navigation and Targuting
Infrared System for Night

LAV

Light Armored Vehicle

LCAC

Air Cushioned Landing Craft

LCC

Land Component Commander

LDGP

Low Drag General Purpose bomb

LENSCE

Limited Enemy Situation/Correlation
Equipment

LG

Logistics

LGB

Laser Guided Bomb

LOGAIR

Logistics Airlift

LIATE

LANTIRIN Intermediate Automatic

Test Equipment

LOC
LOS
LOTS

Lines of Communication
Line of Sight
Logistics Over the Shore

LRC

Logistics Readiness Center (USAF)

LRI

Long Range' International

LVS

Logistics Vehicle System

MAC

Mii~tary Airlift Command

MACCS

Marine Air Command and Control
System

MACG

Marine Air Control Group

MAG

Marine Airlift Group

MAGTF

Marine Air Ground Task Force

MAIRS

Military Airlift Integrated Reporting
System

MAJCOMS

Major Commands

MAP

Mastur Attack Plan

MARCENT

U.S. Marine Corps, Central Command

MARDIV

Marine Division

MASF

Mobile Aeromedical Staging Facility

MASS

MICAP Asset Sourcing System

MAW

Marine Aircraft Wing

MCI

Ministry of Cultiare and Information
(Iraq)

MCM

Mine Countermeasures or
Multi-Command Manual

MEB

Marine Expeditionary Brigade

Mech Div

Mechanized Infantry Division

MEF

Marine Expeditionary Foiwce

MEL

Mobile Erector-Launcher used for
mobile missiles

iI

METS

Mobile Electronic Test Set

METSAT

Meteorological Satellite

MEU

Marine Expeditionary Unit

MHE

Materiel Handling Equipment

'MIA

Missing In Action

MIF

Maritime Interdiction Force

MICAP

Mission Critical Parts or
Mission Capable or

Mission Capability Limiting
MILCON

Military Construction

MILSATCOM

Military Satellite Communications

MILSTAR

Military Strategic and Tactical Relay
System

MIG

Maritime Intercept Operations

MIPE

Mobile Intelligence Processing Element

MIS

Military Intelligence Study

MISREP

Mission Report

MLRS

Multiple Launch Rocket System

MLV

Memory Loader Verifier

MOBREP

Manpower Mobilization and Accession
Status Report

MOD

Ministry of Defense

MODA

Ministry of Defense and Aviation
(Saudi Arabia)

MOPP

Mission Oriented Protective Posture

MPES

Medical Planning and Execution
System

MPF

Maritime Prepositioning Force

MP3

Maritime Prepositioning Ships

MRE

Meals Ready to Eat

MRR

Minimum Risk Route

MRS

Mobility Requirements Study

MSC

Military Sealift Command

MSE

Mobile Subscriber Equipment

MSI

Multi-Spectral Imagery

MSK

Mission Support Kits

MTACC

Marine Tactical Air Command Center

MTI

Moving Target Indicator

MTL

Master Target List

MTMC

Military Traffic Management Command

NAC

Northern Area Command

NALE

Naval Amphibious Liaison Element

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NAVCENT

U.S. Navy, Central Command

NAVEUR

Naval Forces, Europe

NAVSTAR

Navigational Satellite Timing and
Ranging

NBC

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

NCA

National Command Authorities

NCTR

Noncooperative Target Recognition

NDRF

National Defense Reserve, Fleet

NDS

NPIC Dato Systems

NF or N01FORN

Not Releasable tc, Foreign Nationals

NGP

National Guard Bureau

NGFS

Naval Gunfire Support

NIE

National Intelligence Estimate

NMAC

Near Mid-Air Collision

NMCS

Not Mission Capable Supplies

NMCM

Not Mission Capable Maintenance

NMIC

National Military Intelligence Center

NMIST

National Military Intelligence Support
Teams
National Oceanographic and

NOAA

Atmospheric Administration
NOB

Naval Order of Battle

NODDS

Naval Oceanographic Data
Dissemination System

NPIC

National Photo Interpretation Center

NSA

National Security Agency

NSC

National Security Council

NTC

Night Targeting Cell (in GAT)

NVG

Night Vision Goggles

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

OAS

Offensive Avionics System

OASD/(DR&E)

Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Defense Research &
Engineering)

OASD/(SO/LIC)

Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Special Operations/Low
Intensity Conflict)

OB

Order of Battle

OCA

Offensive Counter Air

OCP

Observation Command Post

OICC

Operational Intelligence Crisis Center

OP

Observation Post

OPAIR

Opposing Air

OPCON

Operational Control

OPDS

Offshore Petroleum Distribution System
(USN)

OPEC

Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries

OPLAN

Operation Plan

OPORD

Operation Order

OPSEC

Operational Security

OSD

Office of the Secretary of Defense

OSI

Office of Special Investigations
(USAF)

OSP

Operational Support Package

PACOM

Pacific Command

PA

Public Affairs

PAO

Public Affairs Officer

PCITF

Positive Combat Identification Task
Force

PGM

Precision Guided Munitions

PIN

Primary Identification Number

PLO

Palestine Liberation Organization

PLS

Palletized Loading System

PLV

Program Loader Verifier

PMC

Partially Mission Capable

PMEL

Precision Measurement Equipment
Laboratory

PMT

Pastoral Ministry Team

PNVS

Pilot Night Vision System

POG

Psychological Operations Group

POL

Petroleum, Oils and Lubricants

POMCUS

Pre-positioning of Material Configured
to Unit Sets

POW

Prisoner of War

PREPO

Pre-positioned

IPSYOP

Psychological Operation

PSYOPS

Psychological Operations

PTAS

Provisional Tactical Airlift Squadron

QEAF

Qatari Emiri Air Force

QRCT

Quick Reaction Communications
71Terminal

R&D

Research and Development

R&M

Reliability and Maintainability

RADIC

Rapidly Deployable Integrated
Command and Control system

RAF

Royal Air Force (U.K.)

RAFVR

Royal Air Force Voluntary Reserve

RAM

Radar Absorptive Material

RC

Reserve Component

RCAF

Royal Canadian Air Force

RCC

Rescue Coordination Center or
kevolutionu'y Command Council (Iraq)

RDAF

Royal Dutch Air Force

RDF

Rapid Deployment Force or
Radio Direction Finding

RDIT

Rapid Deployment Imagery Terminal

RDJTF

Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force

Red Horse

Rapid Engineer Deployable, Heavy
Operational Repair Squadron, Engineer

REMIS

Reliability and Maintainability
Information System

RFI

Request for Information

RFMD

RED FLAG MWasurement Debriefing

RGFC

Republican Guard Force Command
(Iraq)

RIBS

Readiness in Base Services

RJAF

Royal Jordanian Air Force

RLT

Regimental Landing Team (USMC)

RO/RO

Roll On/Roll Off

ROE

Rules of Engagiment

ROTHR

Relocatable Over-The-Horizon Radar

RPV
RRF

Remotely Piloted Vehicle
Ready Reserve Force or
Ready Reserve Fleet

RSADF

Royal Saudi Air Defense Force

RSAF

Royal Saudi Air Force

RSLF

Royal Saudi Land Force

RTNEPH

Real-Time Nephanalysis

RW

Reconnaissance Wing

RWR

Radar Warning Receiver

S&TI

Scientific and Technical Intelligence

SA

Selective Availability

SAAF

Saudi Arabian Armed Forces

SAC

Strategic Air Command

SAG

Saudi Arabian Government or
Surface Action Group (USN)

SAM

Surface-to-Air Missile

SAMAREC

Saudi Arabian Marketing and Refining
Company

SANG

Saudi Arabian National Guard

SAR

Search and Rescue

3AS

Special Air Service (U.K.)

SATCOM

Satellite Communications

SBS

Special Boat Service (U.K.)

SBSS

Standard Base Sutpply System

SCUD

Soviet surface-to-surface missile

SCI

Sensitive Compartmented Information

XCIF

Sensitive Compartmented Information
Facility

SEAD

Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses

SEAL

Sea Air Land

SECDEF

Secretary of Defense

SFG

Special Forces Group

SFW

Sensor Fuzed Weapon

SHAPE

Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers,
Europe

SHF

Super High Frequency

SIDS

Secondary Imagery Dissemination
System

SIGINT

Signals Intelligence

SINCGARS

Single Channel Ground/Airborne Radio
Subsystem

SlOP

Single Integrated Operations Plan

SITREP

Situation Report

SLAM

Standoff Land Attack Missile

SLAR

Side-Looking Airborne Radar

SLOC

Sta Lines of Communications

SMESA

Special Middle East Shipping
Agreement

SNIE

Special National Intelligence Estimate

"SOAF

Sultanate of Oman Air Force

SOC

Sector Operations Center (Air Defense)
or
Specia! Operations Command

SOCCENT

Special Operations Command, Central
Command

SOCOM

Special Operations Command

SOF

Special Operations Forces

SOFA

Status of Forces Agreement

SOG

Special Operations Group

SOS

Special Operations Squadron

SOW

Special Operations Wing

SPACC

U.S. SPACECOM Space Control
Center
Strike Projection Evaluation and AntiAir Warfare Research (USN)

SPEAR
SPINS

Special Instructions

SPOT

French Satellite Probatoire
d'Observation de la Terre

SRBM

Short-range Ballistic Missile

SRP

Sealift Readiness Program

SRW

Surveillan~e and Reconnaissance Wing

SSA

Selective Service Act

SSM

Surface-to-Surface Missile

STAMP

Standard Air Munitions Package

STGP

Special Tactics Group (USAF)

STON

Short Ton (2,000 pounds or 0.9 metric
tons)

STPJ

Special Tactic Paramedics (USAF)

STRAPP

Standard Tank, Rack, Adapter, and
Pylon Package

STRATFOR

Strategic Forces Advisors

STU

Secure Telephone Unit

SURVIAC

Survivability and Vulnerability
Jnformation Analysis Center

SWA

Southwest Asia

SYERS

Senior Year Electro-Optical
Reconnaissance System

TAC

Tactical Air Command

TACAIR

Tactical Air

TACC

Tactical Air Control Center

TACON

Tactical Control

TACP

Tactical Air Control Party

TACS

Tactical Air Control System

TACSAT

Tactical Satellite

TADIL

Tactical Digital Information Link or
Tactical Data Interface Link

TAF

Tactical Aircraft Forces

TAG

Tactical Airlift Group

TAIRCW

Tactical Air Control Wing

TALD

Tactical Air-Launched Decoy

TALO

Theater Airlift Liaison Officer

TANKREP

Tank Killer Report

TAOC

Tactical Air Operations Center (USMC)

TARCAP

Target Combat Air Patrol

TARPS

Tactical Air Reconnaissance Pod
System

TAW

Tactical Airlift Wing

TAWC

Tactical Air Warfare Center

TBM

Tactical Ballistic Missile

TCN

Transportation Control Number

TDA

Tactical Decision Aid

TEL

Transporter-Erector-Launcher

TEMPER

Tent Expendable Modular Personnel

TER

Triple Ejector Rack

TERCOM

Terrain Contour Matching

TFS

Tactical Fighter Squadron

TFW

Tactical Fighter Wing

TIALD

Thermal Imaging and Laser
Designating

TIARA

Tactical Intelligence and Related
Activities
Tactical Information Broadcast System

TIBS

(USAF)
TIROS

Television and Infrared Observation
Satellites

TIS

Tactical Intelligence Squadron

TLAM

Tomahawk Land-Attack Missile

TMD

Tactical Ballistic Missile Defense

TO

Technical Order

TO&E

Table of Organization and Equipment

TOAF

Tactical Operations Area Forecast

TOT

Time Over Target

TPFDD

Time-Phased Force Deployment Data

TPFDL

Time-Phased Force Deployment List

TR

Theater Reserves

TRADOC

Training and Doctrine Command (US
Army)

TRAM

Target Recognition and Acquisition
Multisensor (USN)

TRANSCOM

U.S. Transportation Command

TRAP

Tanks, Racks, Adapters, and Pylons

TRO

Tactical Reconnaissance Group

TTF

Tanker Task Force

TTM

Tactical Target Material

r

7TTP

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures

UAE

United Arab Emirates

UAEAF

United Arab Emirates Air Force

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UAWS

USAREUR Automated Weather System

UCMJ

Uniform Code of Military Justice

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UK

United Kingdom

ULN

Unit Line Number

UMMIPS

Uniform Military Management and
Movement Indicator System

UN

United Nations

UND

Urgency of Need Designator

UNSC

United Nations Security Council

USACE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

USAF

United States Air Force

USAFE

U.S. Air Force Europe

USAFR

United States Air Force Reserve

USAR

U.S. Army Reservs

USC

United States Code

USCENTCOM

Central Command

USCO

U. S. Coast Guard

UJSCINCCENT

Commandetr-in-Chief U.S. Central
Command

USCINCCENT

U.S. Commander-in-Chief, Central
Command

USDAO

U.S, Defense Attache Office

USEUCOM

U.S. European Command

USO

United States Government

USIA

U.S. Information Agency

USMC

U.S. Marine Corps

USN

U.S. Navy

USNAVCENT

U.S. Navy, U.S. Central Commard

USNR

U.S. Navy Reserve

USPACCOM

U.S. Pacific Command

USSOCOM

U.S. Special Operations Command

USSOUTHCOM

U.S. Southern Command

USSPACECOM

U.S. Space Command

USTRANSCOM

U.S. Transportation Command

UTC

Unit Type Code

UTE

Utilization Rate

VA

Department of Veteran's Affairs

VCJCS

Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

VFR

Visual Flight Reference

WAM

Wide Area Mine

WATCIICON

Watch Condition

WCDC

War Crimes Documentation Center

WFOV

Wide Field of View

WHNS

Wartime Host-Nation Support

WIA

Wounded in Action

WIN

Worldwide Military Command and
Control System Intercomputer Network

WN or WNINTEL

Warning Notice: Intelligence Sources
and Methods Involved

WOC

Wing Operations Center

WPM

War Reserve Material

WRSK

War Readiness Spares Kits

WSO

Weapons System Operator

WWIMS

Worldwide Indicators and Monitoring

System
WWMCCS

Worldwide Military Command and

Control System
WXG

Weathur Group
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